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PREFACE 

Parchments—the word is used without prejudice of all strips of leather prepared to receive writing 

on one or both sides—were found at Dura in the excavations of 1922/23, and under the auspices of the 

Haut-Commissariat of the Mandated Territory of Syriaandthe Académie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres 
were removed to Paris and lodged in the Bibliotheque Nationale. These, with a few exceptions, were 
published by Franz Cumont in the Fouwilles de Doura-Europos in 1926, and attracted some attention. 

When our own excavations, commenced in the spring of 1928, proved to yield more parchments and then 

papyri also, as duly reported in the Preliminary Reports, it became evident that we must issue a general 

edition of all these documents. With this in mind, I spent the month of July, 1933, in the Bibliotheque 

under Cumont’s gracious tutelege, reviewing his finds, and subsequent publication of texts which proved 

legible or interesting was thereafter regarded as provisional. The most important Greek documents had 

been made known in this way by 1940, when there appeared the monumental edition of the Feriale (54) 
at the hands of Fink, Hoey, and Snyder. The war brought an interruption, and then Fink and Gilliam 
began to collaborate with me systematically. The latter published a group of Latin military papyri in 
1950, and soon the present volume began to take shape. The major task of decipherment and arrangement 

was accomplished in 1953, when my two colleagues were able to spend their summer holidays in New 

Haven, and the manuscript with introduction and indices was complete in the spring of 1957. Editorial 
work has, as usual, occupied additional time. 

We have attempted to present all of the useful evidence of the parchments and papyri. This involved 
including every fragment which made sense, for this is a closed body of material from an excavation of 
rather unique character, and even scraps contribute to the whole picture. We have not, on the other 
hand, included a considerable number of tiny bits to which devoted study could attach no relevance, 

realizing that here also, a fresh approach at some later time may force them to yield further information. 
Many of the texts which are included are not completely read. It is hoped that the illustrations will make 

it possible for scholars to see more than we have. Our arrangement of the material is by date and category, 
to bring together things which may illuminate each other. Commentaries are, it is hoped, full enough to 
make things clear but no more. They depend in some part on the preliminary publications for a fuller 

discussion. The introduction is a summary of the historical conclusions, and is intended to be read in 
conjunction with the texts themselves. Here again, brevity has been our aim and legal, military, philo- 
logical, and palaeographical commentary is intended only to call attention to what is here, not to place 

things in their setting in the history of antiquity. It is hoped, then, that this volume will not be the end 
of the study of the parchments and papyri of Dura. We expect to learn much from the scholarly discussion 
which they should provoke. 

There are numerous indebtednesses. We would testify first to the skill of the excavators, who preserved 

these small and fragile objects for our study. Dr. Hugo Ibscher of Berlin was kind enough to give his 

time to untangling 66 and 100/101, a colossal task which scarcely any other could have accomplished. 
I had the privilege of discussing the Greek documents with Professors Wilcken, Schubart, and Wenger, 

and benefited much from their criticism. In the preparation of this volume, Professors Fink and Gilliam 
have contributed much to it as a whole, and not merely to those parts which bear their names. We have 
been very fortunate that Professor Henning was willing to prepare the edition of the three Iranian 
parchments, and we thank Professor Frye for a note on the Iranian aspects of 20. Professor Ingholt 
has given constant and selfless support in Semitic problems. Professors Bellinger and Brown have read 
the manuscript and saved us from many errors and infelicities, and the former has given me a note on 
the Dura coinage. Professors Youtie and Blake of Michigan have helped me with 3 and 32, Professor 
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Seidl with 125. Professor Neugebauer has been very helpful in matters of chronology. My student 
assistant, Carl Ruck, had a large hand in the preparation of the Latin indices. The photographs are due 
to the courtesy of the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris and the Yale University Art Gallery, where the 
skill of Nicholas Toll and Emiddio De Cusati was applied without stint to these difficult subjects. 

The appearance of this volume coincides with a reorganization of the Dura program at Yale, whereby 

Dr. Ann Perkins, Lecturer in Archaeology in Yale, assumes sole editorship of the series. She has worked 

with us constantly in the preparation of the manuscript and deserves much credit for its final com- 
pletion. 

It is a pleasure again to publish through J. J. Augustin, the Meriden Gravure Company, and the Yale 
University Press. Their understanding and skill have been a constant support. 

The dedication of the volume to the memory of Franz Cumont and Michael Rostovtzeff is a feeble 
recognition of the encouragement and help which they furnished to the interpretation of these documents 
during their lifetime. If they had lived to review the manuscript, it would have escaped many errors of 
omission and commission. We look back to our association with them in admiration and affection. 

To avoid confusion with the former designation of the Dura texts as D. P. or D. Pg. followed by a 
number, it is recommended that scholars refer to them in the future as P. Duva with the numbers of the 

present edition. 

C. Bradford Welles 

New Haven, Conn. 

g December 1957 
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INTRODUCTION 

I. PARCHMENTS AND PAPYRI AT DURA 

A. Place and Date of Finding 

All of the parchments and papyri found at Dura 
come from the area along the fortifications between 
the Main Gate and Tower 3 at Block E7, in the north- 
ern part of the city. Those found in Wall Street behind 
Blocks L7 and L8 were protected by the ramp erected 
in or soon after A.D. 256; this probably extended as 
far as the Temple of Bel and gives a terminus post quem 
non for these texts. The fill in room W13 of the Temple 
of Azzanathkona was probably done deliberately at 
the time when the adjoining rooms were strengthened 
in connection with the siege by the Persians.! The fill 
in the towers is harder to date. Some was clearly 
accidental; e.g., Tower 1g filled up after the springing 
of the Persian mine.” The lone find in Tower 22 oc- 

curred four meters above the floor; this may indicate 
that the fill was intentional,* whether or not connected 
with the siege operations. In the towers of the Main 
Gate, on the other hand, coins dating to the middle of 
the third century were found on the floor, and the 
towers were apparently not damaged in the siege.* It 
is possible that the fill here did not accumulate until 
after the abandonment of Dura, but the preservation 
of the documents and other perishable material shows 
that the interior of the towers was not exposed to the 
weather for very long. 

The distribution of the texts by type is shown in Fig. r. 
Parchments are represented by plain numerals, papyri 
by italics. (Recto and Verso are usually listed sepa- 
rately.) 
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Fic. 1. Places and Dates of Finding By Category of Document 

* Rep. Vi, p. 166. 
2 Rep. VI, p. 199. 

1* 

3 The stated place of finding in Rep. VII/VIII, p. 427, 
is incorrect. 
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4 INTRODUCTION 

B. Writing Materials at Dura 

The remains of only one waxed tablet were found 
at Dura (53). This contained writing in Greek, and is 
not necessarily a Roman import into the city. Parch- 
ment was in use throughout the history of the city, 
two examples (15 and 34) dating back to the second 
century B.C., while 28 from Edessa is dated A.D. 243, 
and of the military documents, 112 and 119 belong to 
the period A.D. 245-250. Some of the name lists 47-50 
belong to the same period. Papyrus, on the other hand, 
does not appear certainly until the third century; 
45 may be earlier, but the earliest dated texts are 
those of A.D. 208 (56 and 57). The use of this material 
was primarily military. All of the correspondence, 
military or otherwise, employs this medium; and the 
army’s judicial business, reports, and rosters use 
papyrus principally. It is employed with parchment 
for literary purposes, and appears in the third century 
beside parchment for legal documents. The latest dated 
papyrus, 32 (A.D. 254) is of this latter type, but the 
undated 118 may be a little later. Only the Aramaic 
and Iranian texts, one of which (153) is probably a 
letter, employ parchment only. 

In general, before the Roman occupation the 

standard writing material in Dura was parchment, 
which might be of good enough quality to present a 
fine appearance. With the third century, parchment 
was relegated to a secondary role, and for a handsome 
text military or civilian scribes used the papyrus sheet. 

C. Provemience of the Texts 

Apart from incoming correspondence, which found 
its way normally to the persons addressed at Dura, 
most of the parchments and papyri were certainly or 

probably written in the city, where they remained 
until found by the excavators. A few legal documents, 
however, were declaredly drawn up elsewhere. Three 
of these are from the area of the junction of the Chabur 
and the Euphrates Rivers, within the economic sphere 
of Dura. Two (23 and 31) are from Ossa, one from 
Paliga (20), and they came to the city either for 
registration or because a party to the contract lived 
there. The slave sale from Edessa (28) must have come 
to Dura with the owner of the slave. Two documents 
were drawn up in Roman military camps, that of the 
Cohors Tertia Augusta Thracum (26) and that of the 
Cohors Duodecima Palaestinorum (30). The location 
of neither camp is known, and we can only guess what 
legal or personal reasons led these texts to Dura. 

D. The Archives of Dura 

It is evident from the nature and the number of 
the texts found in the little room W13 in the Temple 
of Azzanathkona that this constituted an archive of 
the Cohors Vicesima Palmyrenorum (below, p. 36), 
although at least one text found there, the parchment 
22, had no conceivable connection with the military. 

Elsewhere, however, it is clear that the finding places 
of the parchments and papyri give no indication of 
their original place of storage. It may be that some 
of them were at one time housed in the civic repository 
in the Agora area, room A3 of Block G3,° but they 
were found in the city towers and along the walls as 
they had been dropped, brought in with the fill, or 
blown by the wind in the last months of the city’s 
existence. 

5 Cf. Rep. V, pp. 82-84; Rep. IX, 1, pp. 169-176. 



Il. THE HISTORY OF DURA AS PRESERVED IN THE PARCHMENTS AND PAPYRI 

A. The Name of the City 

Isidorus of Charax testifies that the name of the 
city was Dura, but that the Greeks called it Europos: 
Aotipa, Nik&vopos oAis, Ktiopa Maxeddveov wre 6€ 
“EAAtjvov Etvpwtros KoAcita.! This is the earliest 

occurrence of the Semitic name, unless we are to 
interpret Polybius differently than has been custom- 
ary. He reports that Molon, moving north from Seleucia 
on the Tigris, thv pév Tlapatotapiav péypl TrdAces 
Evpwtrou Katéoye, thy S& Mecotrotapiav ~ws Aovpav.? 

Cumont® may be right in understanding this Dura 
as the one on the Tigris, but Droysen long ago 
pointed out that that city lay on the left bank of 
the river, and so was not in Mesopotamia.’ It would 
be quite possible, I should think, although perhaps 
unnecessary, to imagine that Polybius had been con- 
fused among the cities of the same name, and that 
Molon had advanced along the Euphrates alone, not 

simultaneously along both rivers, as far as Dura- 
Europos, Polybius’ source mentioning both names. 
This route would have led Molon through Mesopotamia 
to the Euphrates at Neapolis where he crossed over 
to Parapotamia on the right bank,® the road remaining 
on that side of the river up to the mouth of the Chabur, 
north of Dura. Molon “seized” both Parapotamia and 
Mesopotamia in this march and came to Dura-Europos, 
and the narrative may have seemed to Polybius to 
need correcting. This however, is speculation. 

As far as the documents go, however, the picture 
is clear and systematic, if not always entirely under- 
standable. The ethnic is Evpwraios down to A.D. 180 
(15, 18, 19, 24, 17, and 25), but becomes Aovpnvds or 
Aovpnvy in the feminine soon after A.D. 200 (27, 38, 
29, and 32). In A.D. 121 (20) and 133 (23), the name 
of the city is EUpwrrés. Officially this was supplemented 
by a location, and we are not surprised in view of the 
phrase of Polybius to have the city called Evpwrds 
} év Ti Mapotrotapig in A.D. 87 (18) and 88/9 (19). 
It is more strange to find in the second century that 
this epithet changes. In A.D. 133/4 (22) and 180 (25) 
the city is Evpwids | pds ’ApafBix. This is later than 
the establishment by Trajan of the Roman Provincia 
Arabia, but as late as A.D. 121 Parapotamia was a 

1Geographi Graect Minores (ed. C. Miiller, 1882), I, 
p- 248. In accordance with what seems to be the more 
common usage in the manuscripts of ancient authors, we 
here accent Evpwrrds on the last syllable. 

2 Book v, 48, 16. 
3 Fouilles, p. XXV. 
4 J. G. Droysen, Geschichte des Hellenismus, III, 2 

(1878), p. 309. Cf. Strack in RE V (1905), col. 1846. 
5 So Isidorus, op. cit., p. 249. 

Parthian administrative area (20), and we may confess 
to have no real explanation of the change. 

At all events, with the third century, the popular 

if not the official name of the city was changed to 
Dura. Did the Romans, who made the city into a 

municipium and then into a colonia, and gave it a 
curia (BovAn) adopt for this new political entity a 
name which cut it off from its Greco-Macedonian 
past? Was it, perhaps, accepted in deference to the 
Semitic elements in the population of the city, which 
thereafter played a large part in its political and social 
life ?® The distribution list in 60 has Dura (A.D. 208), 
and the Greek Aovpa’ appears in the prescript of 129 
and in the docket of 46, perhaps also in the prescript 
of 29, in A.D. 251. 

Then the style changed again, and the city returned 
to the Greco-Macedonian past with new splendor. The 
divorce of A.D. 254 (32) gives us KoAwveta EUpat[atcv 
(or Evpwrt[ds) 2eAevKou] Neikatopos 1) iepax Kal couAos 

Kal avtévopos (according to the very plausible reading 
and restoration of H. C. Youtie). These are the titles 
of the late Hellenistic and early Roman periods in the 
Near East, of which the relatively insignificant Dura 
under its Parthian rulers had had no part. Was this a 
recognition given the city by Valerian for her resistance 
to the Persians and return to the Empire after a 
foreign occupation in A.D. 25328 This, at all events, 
was the end. We have no further testimony concerning 
the city’s name until Julian saw the ruins of “Dura, 
desertum oppidum,” in A.D. 363.9 

B. The History of the City 

1. The Seleucid Period 

15 and 34 date from the Seleucid period of Dura, 
and the latter throws a little light on the last years of 
Seleucid control, since Dura was not yet occupied by 
the Parthians in 116 B.C. The evidence of the former 

® On the other hand, the earlier name was in use under 

Caracalla; cf. Rep. III, pp. 51f., no. Dr49: AtvpnA(iwv) 
"Avtwviviavaedy Evpwrtraicov 1) BouAn; Rep. V, pp. 223f., 
no. 559: s[enatus Aureliorum]| An[toninianorvrum] Eu- 
vopaleovum]. I have summarized the evidence in my 
paper, Welles, Population. 

? Ancient authors such as Isidorus and Polybius treat 
Aotpa as a neuter plural, but at Dura itself the word was 
feminine singular (46, 129). 

§ Cf. A. R. Bellinger, M. I. Rostovtzeff, Berytus, VIII 
(1943), pp. 17-71. Cf. most recently C. H. Kraeling, The 
Synagogue (Final Report VIII, 1), p. 337; C. B. Welles, 
Eos, XLVIII (1957) (Symbolae R. Taubenschlag Dedicatae, 
2), Ppp. 121-128. 

® Ammianus Marcellinus, xxiii, 5, 7. 
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concerns the city’s institutions. The same is true of 
the law of Succession (12). The Seleucid Era was the 
standard form of dating, reckoning from the autumn 
of 312 B.C. 

2. The Parthian Period 

Under the Parthians, the Dura documents use the 
king’s style in dating and the Parthian Era, reckoned 
from the autumn of 248 B.C.; but this did not drive 
out the Seleucid Era, which was called kat& tov 
mpdotepov dpiOydv, “in the former manner.” The head 
of the community, the otpatnyds Kal émotétns Tis 
TroAews, is mentioned only in 16, of uncertain date. 
Contracts otherwise were drawn up before officials of 
the BaoidiKdv SikaoTHpiov (18, 19), the BaoidiKol BikaoTat, 
and the eioaywyevs Kal mpéxtwp. The former had the 
Parthian court rank of tév tpetav Kal trpoTiPa@pévooy 
gidwv Kal cwpatopuAdKav, the latter of tév capatogu- 
Ackwv only. Penalties for breach of contract were 
payable eis TO Baoiikév (19, 20; restored in 21, 22, 24). 

Light on Parthian provincial administration is 
thrown by 20, of A.D. 121. The lender was Phraates, 
a eunuch, avcapates or feudal holder of a city, who was 
in the service of Manesus, a batesa and “Freeman,” 
who was collector of customs and general-governor 
of Mesopotamia and Parapotamia, and Arabarch. The 
document was drawn up in the village of Paliga before 
Metolbaessas, garrison commander and a member of 
the order of ‘‘First and Chief-Honored Friends and 
Bodyguards.’’ Nevertheless the Seleucid structure of 
village and hyparchy remained, and the contract was 
renewable through the registry office at Dura, showing 
the balance which the Parthians maintained between 
their own military, semi-feudal organization and the 
Seleucid concept of urbanization and civic responsi- 
bility. 

3. The Roman Period 

Early in the Roman period, we find the Parthian 
court orders still in use (17), but documents are now 
drawn up before the otpatnyds Kal émiotatns Tis 
moAews, and a set of four eponymous priests appears 
beside the official Roman dating (25, 37). Apollo, Zeus, 
and Seleucus Nicator are obvious recollections of the 
Seleucid period, and may well be re-introductions of 
an earlier practice. The Forefathers’ Cult may well 
have the same character as the other three, although 
it remains somewhat obscure. In a similarly anti- 
quarian fashion, 32, of A.D. 254, shows the city as a 
Roman colony but parading names and titles of the 
Seleucid past. 

Later, however, the city shows a different face. 

Documents are dated by consuls and emperors, and 
penalties are paid to the Fiscus (31; A.D. 204) or to 
the iepatatov topieiov (32; A.D. 254). A promise is 
reinforced by an oath by the emperor, 6 ZePdoptos 
épxos (29; A.D. 251). Contracts are witnessed by 

decurions of the city’s new government, PouvAeutat 
(27, 38, 32). 45 may testify to relations between the 
city and the Emperor Hadrian, and to the jus Italicum 
(vopou]s EitoAiKous), but that document remains very 
obscure. 

The Roman army is the predominating feature in 
the political scene. Justice is administered by a tribune 
(125-127). 29 and 32 show the military society at Dura 
itself, with a man of Zeugma appearing in the former, 
perhaps to be connected with the well-known band of 
entertainers from that city in the last years of Dura.” 
In addition to the Cohors XX Palmyrenorum which is 
represented by the archives of the Temple of Azzanath- 
kona, the Legio IV Scythica (32) and the Legio XVI 
Flavia Firma (43) have personnel in the city, and the 
Cohortes ITI Augusta Thracum (26) and XII Palaesti- 
norum (30) are camped nearby. In 30, a soldier marries 
a soldier’s widow, and in 26, a veteran purchases land 
under obligations to the xupioxév and to Koopntixal 
Umnpecian. The garrison itself is discussed below 
(Sect. IV), but certain matters connected with it were 
of concern to the city. 64 reflects difficulties of requi- 
sitioning in A.D. 221, while 129 shows how groups of 
soldiers were employed to purchase barley. Disci- 
plinary troubles in the time of Caracalla, Macrinus, 
and Elagabalus may well have had their effect on 
civilians as well as soldiers (46, 55, 63). A Parthian 
envoy passed through Dura in A.D. 208 (60), and a 
daughter of Caesar is mentioned in a fragmentary 
context (133). It is doubtful how much the civil 
population was concerned with the official religious 
calendar of the Roman army (54). 

28 gives some welcome information on the history 
of Edessa in the third century. In A.D. 243 it was 
styled officially Antoniniana Edessa, Colonia Metropo- 
lis Aureliana Alexandriana, and the wife of a prominent 
citizen sold a female war-captive as slave to an itinerant 
Roman veteran. 

It has been suggested already (p. 5) that the 
splendid new titles of the city in A.D. 254 (32) reflect 
gratitude for its recovery from a brief period of Persian 
occupation, but otherwise the parchments and papyri 
throw no direct light on Dura’s involvement in the 
wars between Persia and Rome about the middle of 
the third century, although it is precisely that in- 
volvement to which we are indebted for the preser- 
vation of these highly perishable materials. The 
Iranian letters 153 and 154 might have been helpful 
in this regard, if more of them had been preserved. 

C. Civic Institutions 

1. The Seleucid Period 

34, of 116 B.C., may attest the existence of a civic 
record office at Dura; so also 12, if its testimony goes 
back to Seleucid times, but our principal evidence for 

10 Rep. IX, T, pp. 203-265. 
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Dura in its first two centuries comes from 15. Land 
which could be bought and sold or mortgaged was 
identified by éx&s and kAfjpos, each known by the 
name of its actual or (more probably) its original 
owner. The meaning of the former term is unknown, 
but the latter recalls the cleruchical land assignments 
of Ptolemaic Egypt. These parcels were recorded on 
surveys (yeitvio1), maintained at royal or civic ex- 

_ pense in a central office, very likely that at Dura 
itself. Certain types of legal business called for the 
service of a herald, who was paid a xnpvxeiov for his 
services. A collector of taxes (Aoyeutts) appears testi- 
fying to something which is no longer clear. 

2. The Parthian Period 

The contracts of the Parthian period give singularly 
little information about the civic institutions of Dura. 
Documents are drawn up through the royal court (18, 
19, 24), and are witnessed by the royal judges and the 
president and collector of fines (18, 19).1! At the same 
time, they might be “‘renewed”’ through a record office 
(xenuatiotnpiov; 20-22, 24). The fact that both insti- 
tutions are mentioned in 24 shows that they were not 
two names for the same thing, or that one had not 
replaced the other. Their relationship is discussed 
below (pp. 13f.). 

Citizens were referred to as Evpwtroaioi, in contrast 
with non-citizen residents (oi at’ Evparrov). 

3. The Roman Period 

In A.D. 180, we find a considerable revival of 
Greco-Macedonian institutions. The priests of Zeus, 

Apollo, the Forefathers, and Seleucus Nicator were 
named eponymous in the prescripts of documents 
(25, 37). The otpatnyds Kai émotétns tis 1oAEws wit- 
nesses documents (25, 17), and gives evidence of a 
technical nature in business settlements (17). There is 
a registry office called ypeopuAdkiov (25), and three 
xXpeopuAoKes appear beside the General and President 
as witnesses of legal documents (17, 25). Citizens are 
called Evpwtraio1, although they may live in outlying 
villages of the city’s territory (x#pa) (25). An official 
record was apparently kept of landholdings, although 
in our documents plots were identified by name (Aeyo- 
yévns T&v Baeipios) and for size (25) stated to be xat& 

Tas TPOUTTAPXOUOAS...dpious (or Spica) Kal vopds. 
In A.D. 254 (32) the city was once more Evpwrds, 

although the citizens (or residents) were Aovpnvoi, and 
its status was that of a Roman colonia. Otherwise in 
the third century the city was called Dura and the 
citizens Aoupnvoi (above, p. 5), but the appearance 
of decurions (fouAeutai) as witnesses of documents 

11 See below, p. 11, note 1. The eioaywyevs and trpdx- 
top, here combined in one person, are standard equip- 
ment of Greek courts (the Dura example is not mentioned 
by H. Schaefer, RE XXII, 1954, cols. 2538-2548). 

shows that the city, if not yet a colonia, was certainly 
a municipium (27, 38; the practice continues in 32). 
What political consequence derived from the city’s 
being called iep& Kal c&ovAos Kal avtévopos in 32 is 

unknown. 

D. Social Conditions 

1. The Seleucid Period 

The names of persons in the two parchments of the 
Seleucid period (15, 34) are of the Greco-Macedonian 
type, with ’ApuBBas, *Avtiyovos, and Nixavep sug- 
gesting Macedonia or northwest Greece. The name 
‘HAid8mpos has Near Eastern associations, but is 
common also in Greece of all periods. 

2. The Parthian Period 

In the Parthian period persons of Greco-Macedonian, 
Aramaean, and Iranian nomenclature appear, with 
the first group still representing the upper stratum. 
They are the personnel of the royal court (18, 19) and 
the witnesses to contracts. The Aramaeans are inferior. 
Thus in 21, the creditor is Apollonius, the debtor 
Baadadadus, beside whom appears a certain Belacabus. 
In 20 from the village Paliga, the lender is an Iranian, 
the borrower Aramaean. The three slaves in 18 were 
Aramaeans. In 23 from the village Ossa, the lender is 
Lysias, a resident but not a citizen of Europos, and his 
father had the Aramaean name Abbouis. The borrower 
as well as two of the witnesses were Aramaeans, but 
the first-named witness was an Iranian. Late in this 
period, in 24, Conon son of Nicostratus appears as a 
debtor, but the circumstances are obscure. It is ex- 
ceptional that in 19, the three sons of Polemocrates 
all have Aramaean aliases. 

3. The Roman Period 

In the Roman period it is again necessary to dis- 
tinguish between the years before and after A.D. 200. 
In 25 priests, officials, witnesses, and principals have 
purely Greco-Macedonian names, but the slave is an 

Aramaean. The priests in 37 and the officials and 
witnesses in 17 have Greco-Macedonian names (with 
the exception of one Iranian, Ortonopates), but the 
names of the principals vary with the transaction. 
In 17A creditor and debtor were both Aramaean. In 
17 C the creditor is Conon, the debtors Iranian or 
Aramaean. In 17 B the daughter of a citizen whose 
father was Seleucus, herself the wife of an Artemidorus, 
bore the Aramaean name Amathiara. 

After the turn of the century we are in an atmos- 
phere of the Roman army and the largely Semitic 
Durani of the Roman municipium or colonia. In 27 the 
decurions who appear as witnesses bear Latin or 

12 Cf. Welles, Population. 
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Aramaean names; in 125 the litigant is named Abed- 
salman. In 29 the depositor is an Aramaean Aovpnyi, 
the receiver Aurelia Gaia, daughter of Saturnilus; 

while the witnesses are the usual mixed soldiery of the 
Levant. We meet these soldiers again in the two camp 
documents, 26 and 30, and even in the Syriac atmos- 
phere of the sale from Edessa, 28, where almost every- 
one is Aurelius or Aurelia. In 32 the husband was 
Julius Antiochus, a legionary soldier, the wife Aurelia 
Amimma, an Aramaean or Beduin woman of Dura. 

Her amanuensis was a Duranus also, Aurelius Valen- 

tinus son of Antoninus; but the BouAeutis who signed 
as witness was once again Greco-Macedonian in name, 
Asclepiodotus son of Athenodorus. 

E. Economic Life 

Ownership of a potter’s shop is in question in 126. 
Pasturage dues (évvo[piov) are mentioned among 

other taxes in 13. Vineyards appear in 23, 25, and 26, 
and the last mentions irrigation works on the Chabur 
River. 15 concerns a mixed farm, with farm buildings, 
enclosed gardens, and fruit trees. A type of landholding 

known as étmigUtevois is mentioned in 25. Like the 
usual éupvtevois, the meaning is that possession of 
the land depended on establishing and maintaining its 
cultivation. 

A little light on house architecture in Dura is thrown 
by 16 and 19, the latter detailing the division of two 
adjacent houses among four brothers. 

Personal antichresis in return for a loan appears at 
Dura in 17 D and 21, possibly also in 24, and in the 
setting of Parthian feudalism in 20; this form of 
peonage must have been popular. Agricultural peonage 
may lie behind 23, where a loan without term involving 
annual deliveries of wine is contracted. 

Slaves are given by a father to his daughter in 17 B, 
ceded to a son-in-law in 18, and sold in 25 and 28. The 
sexes are as follows: unknown in 17 B; one male and 
two female in 18; male in 25; female in 28. The oc- 

cupational skills are indicated in no case, but it is 
natural to suppose that the slave in 25 was a worker 
in the vineyard which was sold with him. 

There is no indication of a significant change in the 
price level in the period covered by the parchments 
and papyri from Dura. The amounts mentioned in the 
texts are as follows: 

Date Mier: Amount Circumstances 

2dcent. B/C, 15 120 drachmae plus Unknown 
BD ier 20 400 drachmae Loan with personal antichresis 
A.D. 133 23 100 drachmae Loan with antichresis 
A.D. 180 25 500 drachmae Price of slave and 1/2 vineyard 

Ca. A.D. 180 17A 2000 drachmae Loan 
Ca" D180 17D 780 drachmae Loan with personal antichresis 

ADS 227 26 175 denarii Price of land 
A.D. 232 30 2500 denarii Approximate amount of dower and paraphernalia 

? 27 500 denarii Incomplete price of unknown item 
? 33 459 denarii Partial value of list of goods 

DD r243 28 700 denarii Price of slave 
A.D. 251 29 100 denarii Deposit 

Penalties for breach of contract are as follows: 

Date ex Amount Circumstances 

A.D. 88/9 19 1000 drachmae and the same to the Distribution of inherited property 
crown 

ALD 120 20 400 drachmae and the same to the The amount of the loan also was 400 
crown drachmae 

A.D. 204 31 1000 drachmae or 3000 denarii and the Divorce 
same to the fiscus 

ASD 227; 26 Double the price and damages in Sale of land at a price of 175 denarii 
addition 

? 27 Double the price and damages in Sale of unknown item at a price of over 
addition 500 denarii 

A.D. 254 32 1000 denarii and the same to the Divorce 
aerarium 
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The documents of Dura reckon values in drachmae 
down to the end of the second century, although 
actual Roman tetradrachms are rare in the city. In 
four cases which range in date from A.D. 121 to 
A.D. 180 (20, 23, 25, and 17D) this currency is charac- 

terized as d&pyUpiov KaAdv Tupiou Képuyatos,4 meaning 

13 Professor Bellinger has given me the following 
summary of the evidence presented in his The Coins 
(Final Report V1): 

“The Antiochene tetradrachms do not come at very 
good times. There are 

1) Roman imitations of 
Philip Philadelphus 

2) Augustus 
(53-20 B.C.; 32 from Dura) 
(fairly common; none from 
Dura) 
(rare, perhaps from Cae- 
sarea; none from Dura) 

3) Caligula 

4) Nero (common; 9 from Dura) 
5) Galba (rare; 1 from Dura) 
6) Otho (rare; none from Dura) 
7) Vespasian and Titus (fairly common; 3 from 

Dura) 
(rare; none from Dura) 
(very common; 1 from 
Dura) 
(rare; none from Dura) 

(rare; 1 from Dura) 
(rare; none from Dura).”’ 

8) Nerva 
9) Trajan 

10) Hadrian 
11) Marcus and Commodus 
12) Pescennius Niger 

The standard Roman currency in use in Dura in the first 
and second centuries thus seems, from the finds, to have 
been the denarius. Reckoning in drachmae may have been 
an inheritance from the Seleucid period. 

14 The precise meaning of this term remains uncertain; 
there are references to d&pyvpiov TUpiov at Gerasa also, in 
the first century (C. H. Kraeling, Gerasa, 1938, pp. 
374-370, Nos. 3-5). Professor Bellinger adds the following 
comment: “The phrase prima facie means ‘good silver of 
Tyrian coinage,’ i. e. struck by or in Tyre. It also implies 
that there are alternatives: bad silver instead of good; 

coins struck elsewhere. The trouble with the prima facie 
meaning is that the dates are wrong. The latest civic silver 
struck at Tyre is a half-shekel of 69/70 (British Museum 
Catalogue, p. 253, No. 245); the latest shekel is dated 58/59 
(E. T. Newell, Miscellanea Numismatica, 1938, pp. 36f.). 
Tetradrachms of Vespasian (‘usually base’ according to 
Hill) of 69-72 are reasonably attributed to Tyre (BMC, 
pp. 298f.), but the pieces of Trajan with Tyrian types 
turn out to be struck in Antioch (Museum Notes, V, 1952, 
pp. 57£.). The next silver from Tyre is the series of tetra- 
drachms of Septimius Severus beginning probably in 208, 
though perhaps in 202, of no better quality than the 
parallel series from Antioch. For the critical dates, there- 
fore, except possibly the last, there is no contemporary 
Tyrian coinage. Did the people of Dura go on using the 
old Tyrian coinage none the less? There is no way of 
proving that they did not, but none of the pieces occurs 
among the Dura finds, nor is there any record of late 
Tyrian silver found anywhere to the east of Palestine 
(The Coins, p. 201, note 22). 

“Is the contrast with Parthian silver, very little of 
which got to Dura ? 

“Tf the phrase in the Gerasa inscriptions were exactly 
the same, it would help more, but in any case I believe 

possibly Roman coinage in contrast to Parthian. In 31, 
of A.D. 204, the lower version, apparently written 
first, set the penalty for breach of contract at 3000 

denarii, but the later, upper version alters this into 

tooo drachmae; this can hardly represent the relative 
value of the coins (p. 164, note 20). Thereafter, all 
reckoning at Dura is by denarii. 

The existence of deposit banking is indicated by 15. 

F., Literacy 

Literature is poorly represented at Dura, although 
proportionally the eleven or twelve literary texts 
(1-11, possibly also 49 V) do not compare badly with 
the hundred and forty-four non-literary documents. 
They are, however, for the most part, unidentified 
scraps. On the basis of the hand, 1, from a manuscript 

of Herodotus, is early, and may be ascribed to the 
second century. The same is true of 4-6, but the fact 

that all of these fragments are papyri makes it a little 
doubtful that they were written at Dura, or were in 

use in the city before the arrival of the Romans. On 
the other hand, the presumed glossary, 3, is on parch- 
ment and written in a characteristic Dura hand; it 
was certainly prepared and used in the city in the 
early second century. Other literary fragments belong 
to the third century, and two of them (10, 11) must 

have been prepared for and been in use in the Christian 
and Jewish communities respectively. The subject 
matter of the fragments 7-9 remains unknown, but it 
is possible that the verso of 49 contained a mention 
of Isis. 

that the connotation is much older than its use at Dura. 
Newell’s hypothesis was that it had its origin in the Tyrian 
tetradrachms of Alexander Balas; may be. There is no 

evidence that these were better silver than his issues from 
Antioch but they were of a different weight, Ptolemaic 
(14+ grams) instead of Attic (16+ grams), and that may 
have made them popular for some reason. (But what 
would have been the advantage of these over his Ptole- 
maic tetradrachms from Aka; why not TltoAeuaidos 

KouuaTtos ?) I suggest another hypothesis, that the phrase 
referred originally to the autonomous Tyrian shekels 
beginning in 126/5 B.C. These would have been contrasted 
with the royal currencies from Cleopatra and Antiochus 
VIII on. The later kings issued both Attic and Ptolemaic 
silver, but while the former, being on a different standard, 
are heavier than the shekels, the latter, which purport to 
be of the same standard, are lighter (average of 24 from 
Aka: 13.47 grams; average of 169 shekels, 13.97 grams 
with the frequency table showing a concentration from 
14.05 to 14.39). At that time, dpyUpiov KaAov Tupiou 
Kéuyatos would have meant something. The shekel had 

an eagle on the reverse. Did people think of all eagles as 
Tyrian, and then of all equivalent coins with other types 
as Tyrian also? My own present conviction is that the 
phrase became atrophied, like ‘coin of the realm,’ and 
that Barlaas and his like took denarii with perfect 
equanimity.” 
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In the legal documents witnesses and principals 
sign with their own hands as required, exhibiting 
various degrees of fluency. The illiteracy formula 
occurs only in texts of the Roman period: in the case 
of women in 28-32, and in the case of a peasant in 26. 
In 28 the seller, Marcia Aurelia, called illiterate on the 

recto, signs twice with her own hand on the verso, if 
the text is correctly understood. 

G. Chronology 

The basis of Dura chronology is, for the Seleucid 
and Parthian periods, the horoscope of Johnson,’ and 
for the Roman period, the horoscopes of the House of 
Nebuchelus.!*® On the basis of a correction made by 
Otto Neugebauer,’ it is now clear that Dura in the 
third century employed the so-called Calendar of 
Antioch, equating the Macedonian months with the 

Roman in such a fashion that the first month, Hyper- 
beretaeus, corresponded with October. This equation 
is confirmed by the testimony of 29 and 30, except that 
in the former case the scribe forgot that a new year 
had begun and wrote the Seleucid year 562 instead 
of the correct 563. For the second century, Johnson 
established a calendar based on the observed new 
moons and a regular nineteen-year cycle of inter- 
calations, with the year beginning in the autumn with 
Hyperberetaeus. Since the Macedonian year began 
properly with Dius, this involved a change of one 
month, possibly due to an excess intercalation, and 
there is no certainty when that change occurred. It is 
assumed here that the change occurred before the 
earliest dated document, and that the observed new 
moon fell approximately one day later than the astro- 
nomical new moon in the latitude of Dura. 

The precisely dated texts are as follows: 

Text ee Paes AD: Month & Day Julian Equivalent 

18 398 334 86/7 Panemus 13 28 July 87 
20 432 368 120/1 Daesius 26 29 June 12138 
23 445 133/4 Hyperberetaeus 14 29 October 133 
25% 491 179/80 Peritius 4 17 February 180 
31* 515 203/4 Artemisius 4 18 June 204 

N.B. Texts marked with an asterisk are dated also by the Roman consuls, but without the Roman month 

or day. 

26 and 30 are dated only by the Roman calendar, 
with the latter adding the Macedonian month. 29 and 
32 give the full Roman and Macedonian dating, but 
the Macedonian month is lost in the latter. 129, the 
upper text of a military receipt, is dated only by the 

1 J. Johnson, Rep. II, pp. 161-164; Dura Studies 

(1932), pp. I-15. 
16 Rep. IV, pp. 105-110, No. 232. 
17 This is to be published as part of his study of ancient 

horoscopes in general. I have to thank him for his kind- 
ness in permitting me to use this material in advance of 
publication. Cf. Welles, ‘““The Chronology of Dura,” Eos, 
XLVIII (Symbolae R. Taubenschlag Dedicatae, 1957), 
pp. 121-128. (W. B. Henning now further supports his 
date of the accession of Shapur — A.D. 240 — against 
S. H. Taqizadeh, Asia Major, V1, 1957, pp. 106-121.) 

Seleucid Era. 28, from Edessa, must be regarded as 
uncertain; it is dated by the consuls and the Seleucid 
year but gives the Babylonian month, lyar g. If this 
were, like its equivalent Artemisius, equated with the 
Roman calendar, it would correspond to 9 May. 

Four texts, two from Dura (25, 43), one from Edessa 

(28), and one from Ossa (31), date by the Emperor’s 
fyeuovia (below, p. 130). 

18 This equation is made on the assumption that the 
date, éktn ém’ cixdd1, means the twenty-sixth day of 
the month and not the twenty-fifth, as it would with 
backward counting (cf. W. K. Pritchett, O. Neugebauer, 
The Calendars of Athens, 1947, p. 31). The same formula 
is used in 21 and 22, and occurs in northern Greece; cf. 
SIG 543, 10 (Larisa); 826 F, 5 (Delphi); JG IX, 1, 694, 2 
(Corcyra), and once in Egypt, P. Tebt. 816, 43 (192 B.C.). 



Ill. LEGAL MATTERS 

A. Rules of Law 

References to statutory requirements occur oc- 
casionally throughout the documents, and 12 is an 
actual excerpt from a law, presumably that concerning 
inheritance, although the heading is fragmentary and 
not readily legible: Tepi «[Anpovo]u..[.].[.... v]ouov 
xpe|opy[Acx]eioy. While this parchment was written 
in the third century, the formulation of the text is 
in the style of Greek civic laws and the provisions 
are consonant with Greek practice, and there is every 
reason to suppose that the law itself goes back to the 
early days of Dura. 

The other references are as follows: 
Sales: &tréSoto AVowa Kata Tov v[dpov (15; 2d cent. 

B.C.); BeBoaot Kai tpotrwAci kat& tov vopov (25; A.D). 
180). 

Gift: évo]y[o]s éot[o1 Toi]s SinyopeupEevois Etritipois Kore 
[TH]v tas Sdoe1s avackevaldvt[w]v (18; A.D. 87. The 
same formula occursin17 B, ca. A.D. 180) ;[8186ve1 —] 
— xot[& Te trepl t[S]v Sdoewmv Sed[o]ypatiopélvla (18; 
AD..87)). 

Mortgage: [émi] tois Ka[t& tov | Trepl Tdav UrroOnKav — 
— voplov Keipév[at]s SiactoAd[is] (18; A.D. 87). 

Deposit: évoxe8hoeta1 tois Sinyopeupévois Etritipois Tay 

Tas TiotEls TOV TrapoKaTabnKSy TrapaPaivevtwyv (29; A.D. 
251). 

The slave sale from Edessa (28; A.D. 243) refers to 
“a certain law” governing, apparently, hidden defects 
in the slave. This is probably Roman provincial law 
based on the Aedile’s Edict, but it may also be a civic 

law of Edessa. 

B. Legal Agencies 

15, of the second century B.C., mentions no agency 
specifically, but in its reference to dtraitnois and the 
Knpukeiov, as well as the presence of certain persons 
including a tax collector, it indicates an official interest 
and participation in private disputes. The royal court 
with its three judges and its “‘president and collector’ 
appears in the Parthian period (18 and 19; A.D. 87-80). 
All the officials of the court bear Parthian court titles, 
but it is probable that the court went back to Seleucid 
times, especially since its members were local people, 
bearing typical Dura names.! 14, of the period around 

1 On these royal judges cf. C. B. Welles, Savigny-Zeit- 
schrift, LVI (1934), p. 107; A. Heuss, Stadt und Herrscher 
des Hellenismus in ihren staats- und vélkerrechtlichen Be- 
ziehungen (1937), p. 88; E. Bikerman, Institutions des 
Séleucides (1938), p. 207; M. I. Rostovtzeff, Social and 
Economic History of the Hellenistic World (1941), p. 508. 
The Dura court is the only one known to me from the 

Il 

A.D. 100, is most easily understood as a fragment of 
the pleading in a civil suit, possibly before this court. 

In the early Roman period the officials of the royal 
court are replaced as witnesses of contracts by the 
“general and president”’ of the city and three notaries 
(17, 25; below, p. 127). It appears from 17 C that the 
“general and president” might be called upon to give 
testimony (paptupia) concerning a transaction of 
which he had been a witness; the situation would be 
similar to that assumed in 15, of the Seleucid period. 

125-127 are legal decisions (sententiae, &trogdceis) 
of a tribune of the Cohors XX Palmyrenorum in cases 
involving civilian disputes (A.D. 235). 

C. Status 

1. Citizenship 

It is apparent that the Evpwtraio: of the documents 
of the Seleucid and Parthian periods were full citizens 
(rroAita) of the méAis Evpwrds. In contrast, Lysias 
son of Abbouis, tév &tr’ Evpwtrot, of 23, seems to have 

been a pétoios or a tr&poikos. Nothing is known of 
the rights or privileges of the citizens of Europos, 
whether as voters or as office holders. 

Before the Constitutio Antoniniana, Roman names 
occur among none of the residents of Dura or the 
vicinity except in the case of the witness Julius Ger- 
manus of 31, who had become a civis through military 
service. The undated letter 46 from a soldier to a 
centurion gives a Roman nomen to neither. This may 
be colloquial. In 30, in a military setting, the nomina 

Parthian Kingdom, but earlier instances in the Rhodian 
Peyaia (E. Hula, E. Szanto, SB Ak. Wien, CX XXII, 1895, 

pp. 12f., no. 2), under the Attalids (Demetrius of Scepsis 
in Athenaeus, xv, 697 D), and in Macedonia (S. Pelekides, 
°Atro Thy TloArteia Kai thy Koivavia tis apyatas OecoaAo- 
vikns, 1934, pp. 16f., who corrects in this sense JG XI 4, 
1053, 10/11). Earlier Eumenes established 8ikaotTai in 
Cappadocia (Plut., Ewm., iii, 7); cf. Rostovtzeff, Hellenistic 
World, p. 1429, note 241. The institution is clearly of Per- 
sian origin; cf. Herodotus, iii, 31; Plut., Avtaverxes, xxix, 

4; Esther, 1,14; and in general, K.M.T. Atkinson, Journal 

of the American Oriental Society, LX XVI (1956), p. 177. 
Aixaotai appear as witnesses to contracts in the 

documents from Olymus and Mylasa (LeBas-Waddington, 
Voyage Archéologique, 323-339; W. Judeich, Athenische 
Mittheilungen, XIV, 1889, pp. 369-397; Hula-Szanto 
op. cit., pp. 4-7; L. Robert, Le Sanctuaive de Sinuri prés 
de Mylasa, 1945, p. 90, no. 59; cf. W. Ruge, RE XVII, 
1937, col. 2513; Robert, Etudes Anatoliennes, 1937, Pp. 571; 
Hellenica, X, 1955, p. 225, with the promise of an edition 
of all these texts either in Monuwmenta Asiae Minoris 
Antiqua, vol. VIII, or in La Carie) and in the Ptolemaic 
Ammonitis (P. Cairo Zenon 59003; cf. also ibid. 59006, 25). 
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are used only as part of the full name, but are omitted 
otherwise; and the same practice appears in 32, per- 
haps in 29 also. The impact of the Constitutio seems 
to have been irregular, or at least something less than 
universal. In 26 (A.D. 227), the villagers lack the 
nomen, and no nomina occur in the name lists 47-52. 
Abedsalman in 125 lacks the nomen, although he may 
have been called ‘“‘Aurelius” in the lost earlier portion 
of the sententia (A.D. 235). More curiously, nomina 
are lacking in the cases of Amaththabeile, a Aovpnvyj 
(29; A.D. 251), and in three of the four witnesses in 32 
(A.D. 254), although these included a soldier, Patrocli- 

anus, and a decurion of Dura, Asclepiodotus the son 

of Athenodorus.? 
At Edessa, from the testimony of 28 (A.D. 243), 

everyone mentioned except the slave was “‘Aurelius’”’ 
or ‘““Aurelia’”’ except for Abgar son of Hafsai, a general 
of the city. 

2. Women 

Women appear as principals in the Dura documents 
both in the Parthian and in the Roman periods, and 
in no case do they act through a xUpios or tutor. In 18 
(A.D. 87), the woman is the recipient of a gift, and, 
undertaking no obligation, makes no statement; the 
same is true in 17 B (ca. A.D. 180). In 28-32, however, 
the women accept the obligations they have under- 
taken through an express statement, written for them 
because of their stated illiteracy. These statements are 
written by men in each instance; but not even in 31, 

where the amanuensis is a son, or in 28, where the 

amanuensis is a husband, is there any indication that 
the writer acted in any specific legal capacity. In 30, 
the bride acts in a dual capacity; giving herself into 
matrimony, she is at once the giver and the gift. 

This relative freedom of women, in contrast with 
the standard attitudes of Greek and Roman law, is 
characteristic of the later Empire (cf. on 29, below, 

* Cf. the discussion of the problem of Roman citizenship 
at Dura in the paper cited in note 6, p. 5 above, p. 272, 
note 120. F. de Visscher points out that the Roman ex- 
tension of citizenship was not accompanied by the desire 
to produce a uniformity of any sort throughout the 
Empire (Journal of World History, Il, 1955, pp. 788-811). 
Cf. also below, p. 21, note 11; A. d’Ors, Emerita, XXIV 

(1956), pp. 1-26; H. J. Wolff, Savigny-Zeitschrift, LX XIII 
(1956), pp. 1-28; E. Schdnbauer, Eos, XLVIII (Symbolae 
R. Taubenschlag Dedicatae, 1956), pp. 473-498. In his 
exhaustive study of P. Giess. 40, I (Die Constitutio 
Antoniniana, 1958), C. Sasse shows the rather vague 
nature of the grant, so as “‘den mit der Durchfiihrung 
des Erlasses betrauten Provinzialbehérden einen gewiBen 
Ermessungsspielraum zu _ sichern’’ (p. 125). For the 
“Aurelii’” in the Dura documents, see below pp. 37f. 
Prof. J. H. Oliver remarked to me that in Athens in the 
third century people tended to use the traditional nomen- 
clature of the polis rather than that proper to cives 
Romani. The material is worth collecting systematically, 
as Sasse notes (pp. 126f.). 

p. 151), but it recalls also the legal freedom of women 
in early Mesopotamia and may have mixed origins.® 

3. Peonage 

An institution suggesting peonage and consisting 
of the obligation of personal services for an indefinite 
period in consequence of debt appears in 21 and 17 D 
(perhaps also in 24) at Dura, and at the village Ossa 
in the setting of the Parthian military establishment 
in 20. In each certain case the initial obligation was 
a loan of money guaranteed by a general mortgage, 
on which the debtor undertook in lieu of interest to 
remain with the creditor and perform for him such 
services as were required, not absenting himself with- 
out permission and subjecting himself to punishment 
in the event of misbehavior. The debt was due at a 
certain time, but if not paid the previous obligations 
simply continued in force. Even if the debtor had the 
money and wished to free himself by repayment, he 
could be held to a promise to renew the transaction, 
either once only or possibly an indefinite number of 
times. Although the legal form is Greek, the origin of 
this institution is unknown. 

Agricultural peonage of a simpler sort seems to lie 
behind 23. Here a loan secured by a general mortgage 
was made to a peasant who undertook to deliver 
twelve and a half jars of wine to the creditor each 
year in lieu of interest. No term was set for repayment, 
but the arrangements were to remain unchanged until 
the money was repaid. Thus the debtor presumably 
could escape his obligations by liquidating the in- 
debtedness, but was under no obligation to do so at 

any particular time. 

4. Slavery 

Slaves appear as the objects of sale, gift, or cession 
in 18, 17 B, 25, and 28, and as general items of property 
(SodAo1 kal KTHpoTa) in 31. 

3 The women in early Mesopotamia were under a 
strict control of their husbands or other male relations, 
it is true; cf. V. KoroSec in Reallexikon der Assyrologie, 
II (1938), pp. 281-299, s. v. “‘Ehe.’’ Nevertheless they 
had an extraordinary freedom in legal matters; cf. E. Cuq, 
Etudes sur le Droit Babylonien (1929), pp. 371-379. It is, 
of course, notoriously difficult to determine such legal 
associations. While the native Aramaean women of Dura 
may have inherited and preserved some local practices 
of great antiquity, these would not have found their way 
automatically into the customs of the Macedonian women 
of the city. Perhaps the Macedonian women themselves 
were freer in legal matters than their Greek sisters, and 
these may not always have been as restricted as we some- 
times think. Plato, for example (Leges, vi, 774 F) allows 
a mother to betroth her daughter in the absence of close 
male relatives. 

4 Cf. particularly P. Koschaker, Uber einige griechische 
Rechtsurkunden aus den dstlichen Randgebieten des Hellenis- 
mus (1931), pp. 2-68. 
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D. Documentation of Legal Business 

1. Registry Rolls 

Three parchments have been identified as fragments 
of rolls employed in a registry to preserve the texts of 
certain legal documents (15-17), in the manner of the 
eipdpeva rolls in Egypt. 17 (Pl. XIII) shows how the 
rolls were constructed by stitching together rectangular 
pieces of leather edge to edge, and the writing, in long 
lines as in Egypt, ignored these seams. Texts were 
apparently copied completely except for the dating 
formulae, dates probably having been indicated in an 
abbreviated fashion at the left of the column of 
writing.® 

There is no indication that entry on these rolls was 
restricted to documents drawn up by the registry, nor 
do we know what this entry was called. Reference to 
such entry may exist in 28, from Edessa: ‘“Two 
documents of this sale have been written: one copy, 
retained for record, is to be put into the archives of 
the renowned Antoniniana Edessa, and the other -——- — 
shall be in the possession of Tiro, the buyer.’’ On the 
other hand, this might mean simply that a “signed and 
sealed’”’ duplicate original was prepared and bodily 
deposited in the registry, perhaps tossed into such 
dated cubby-holes as those of room A3 of Block G3 

at Dura (above, p. 4, note 5). It is probable that the 
é€eiAnmta notation at the foot of 25 means that that 
document had been copied, whether on the tipdpeva 
roll or otherwise. The same explanation may serve 
also for the sentence which appears at the end of 18, 
19, 22, and 32: éye 8 Kal dvtiovyypagov (cf. on 18, 
p. 104). In view of the known existence of the registry 
rolls at Dura in a period which extends from the second 
century B.C. to the second century of the Christian 
era, it may be possible to refer all of these notations 
to them. 

The “‘renewal’” provision mentioned or prescribed 
in the Dura mortgages (18, 20-22, 24) may also involve 
entry in rolls, since this took place “through the 
registry in Dura’”’ (81& to év EUpwr@ ypnuotiotnpiou). 

2. The Registry Office 

Officials of the royal court appear as witnesses in 18 
and 19, while ypeoplAaxes (with the “general and 
president of the city’) serve a similar purpose in the 
later 25 and 17 B. In no case does the prescript of a 
document state that it was drawn up in a registry, but 
that this might be in fact the case is shown by the 
frequent reference to the preparation of a document 
or the carrying out of a legal transaction “through”’ 
such an agency. The cases are as follows: 

(the royal court) 

18 (A.D. 87): éxotfjvoi cig AUTOV KATA YENLATIOUOV yEvVOLEVOV SIG TOU AUTOA1 BaclAIKOU SikaoTN- 
' > ~ 2 ~ yy é 

piou év To eveotdt1 éte1; (and later) 

avavewbeioav; 

KATA CUYYPAPTY GUA TH Tis EKOTACEWS KETLATIONA 

19 A.D. (88/9): AeAayévar — — Kata Thy yevouévnvy — — Siaipeoiv S14 TOU AUTOBI SikaoTNpioU 

Ev TH GS TO TIPOTEPOV HET’ Ete1; (and later) TY OPAKEVAL — — KATH KPNUATIOUOV yEvouEVOV 

S1& TOU AUTOU SiKaoTNpiou Ev TO) — — ETEI; 
24 (A.D. 159/60): Kkat& ypnuatiopov ouvTeTeAcoLEVvoV 81a TOU AUTOO1 BaciAIKOU SikaoTNpioU. 

(the yenuatiotnpiov) 

20 (A.D. 121): &vavedoeobai tiv ovyypagiy TaUTHV Sia Tou év EUpwmd ypnuatiotnpiou étav 

TrapayyeAt}. Similar clauses occur also in 21, 22, and 24; cf. also the restoration of 34. 

(the ypeopuAdxiov) 

25 (A.D. 180): émpPaArovta avté — — KaTd& Tiv yevouevny atta Siaipeo1v — — Kata yern- 

UATIOUOV yeyevnuEVoV Sid Tou avTObl xpeopuAakiou Ev TE EveoTaT1 Eel. Similar phrases 

occurred in 17 C, and ypeopuAdxiov has been restored in 15, where spacial considerations 
would permit the restoration SixaoTipiov as well. The ypeopuAdkiov is mentioned also in 

the heading of the excerpt from the law regarding inheritance, 12. 

5 So for example the grapheion register in P. Mich. 
Tebt. 11, No. 238. Column I begins with the year of the 
Emperor, and continues with the month. The days are 

marked in the left margin, where subsequent months are 
also noted. The same procedure is followed, ibzd., I, 
No. 121 Recto, where abstracts were copied. 
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In view of Greek usage elsewhere, we may tenta- 
tively conclude that private legal business was trans- 
acted and documented in the royal court at Dura in 
the Parthian period and in the ypeopuAdkiov there- 
after. The situation in the Seleucid period is obscure, 
but 12 may be taken as evidence to indicate that the 
xpeopuaAdckiov functioned then also. The word ypn- 
yatiottpiov is less technical in Greek usage, and may 
have been applied to whatever public agency could 
handle a legal ypnyatiopds.® 

Witnesses are mentioned in the heading of 28 from 
Edessa, and similarly in 23 and 31 from Ossa, 20 from 
Paliga, and 26 from a military camp. They are not 
mentioned in the camp-drawn 30, but the “general 
and president”’ is mentioned apparently in 16 B. With 
those two exceptions, however, we may conclude that 
it was the practice to mention witnesses or other 
attesting authorities only in the prescripts of contracts 
not drawn up in a registry office. 

3. The Double Document 

Legal documents found at Dura are without ex- 
ception double; that is to say, the text of the agreement 
or transaction was copied twice on the same sheet of 
parchment or papyrus. Typically the upper version 
was fastened shut in some fashion while the lower 
version, reinforced by signatures of principals and 
witnesses, remained open for convenient perusal. 
Typically the upper version was written in a smaller 
hand than the lower and deviates from it intentionally 
or otherwise, being reduced to a brief notation in the 
later period. The two versions were normally written 
by the same scribe, and the lower was written first 

with the upper fitted into whatever space remained. 
In the case of 19, 20, and 129 only the upper version 
has survived; in 21-23 and 27 only the lower. 

The earlier form of the double document is best 
illustrated by 18 and 31 (Pls. VI and XIV); it was 
employed at Dura only for parchment. After the two 
versions of the document had been written out on the 
sheet, a cut was made between them from the right 
extending half-way across the sheet. Then the parch- 
ment was rolled or folded down from the top as far 
as the cut, and the packet thus formed was doubled 
over, tied shut, and sealed. 18 preserved five sealings 
of clay (Pl. XXIX, 2) impressed with the seals of the 
witnesses and principals. Subsequently, for con- 
venience the remainder of the sheet was doubled over 
and the rolling continued to the bottom, making the 
whole into a small flat packet. The verso of this is 
occupied in 18 (Pl. V, 3) by a docket giving the essential 
facts about the transaction. We may assume that this 
practice was followed generally in the other Dura 

6 For these civic institutions the standard treatment is 
that of E. Weiss, Griechisches Privatrecht, I (1923), 
PP- 355-425. The term ypnyatiotjpiov is not found 
otherwise in inscriptions or papyri, so far as I know, and 
it is not listed by Weiss. 

parchments. Breakage along the fold lines may some- 
times account for the fragmentary nature of the pre- 
served texts, notably 22 and 24. 25 was not cut and 
accordingly not doubled. 

With the papyri new features appear. There is no 
cut between the upper and lower versions, and the 
upper — occasionally written upside down (29, 32; 
Pls. XXV, XXVI) — becomes very short. When rolled 
or folded, this upper version was then tied with a 
single string in five knots across the sheet (Fig. 2), and 

S 
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Fic. 2. Method of Tying Shut 
the Upper Text of a Papyrus Document 

each end of the string equipped with a tassel in such 
a way that it could not be withdrawn through the 
small holes in the papyrus without tearing them. 
These five knots were then identified on the verso by 
a signature of a witness opposite each (26, 30, 32; 
Pl. XXVII, 1-3); the same treatment was accorded 
the Edessene parchment 28, where, however, the 

string continued through a line of holes all the way 
to the bottom of the parchment. The Dura papyrus 29 
was signed only on the recto. 

4. The Transaction 

The Dura documents embody an act ora declaration. 
In the former case, the text proper begins with a verb 
in the third person of the aorist tense. It states what 
happened, as follows :? 

? This objective statement may suggest that these 
documents cannot properly be called “‘contracts’” in the 
modern sense: they document an act and not a promise. 
They do, nevertheless, include future undertakings on one 
side or the other, expressed as conditions modifying the 
act or as supplemental promises, so that their éffective 
operation is projected into the future. At all events, they 
show none of the consensual elements for which Greek 
contracts are generally searched in vain (Pringsheim has 
recently restated his position, with reference to the latest 
discussion, in Juva, VI, 1955, pp. 18-30.) 

It is more of a question what actually took place 
before the witnesses or in the legal agency which could be 
characterized by these verbs. A loan can have been 
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Devise S1é8eTO (16 B) 
Distribute  S1eiAovto = (19) 
Sell a&téS0to (25, probably 15 also) 
Purchase éttpiato § =-_- (26) 
Lend éSaveicev (17 D, 20, 22) 
Cede é€éoTn (17 A) 
Give E5coKev (17 B). 

The declaration is normally expressed in the third 
person of the aorist tense; that is, it was an act also: 
&Ewpodoynoa(v)to (16 A, 17 C, 18, 30, 31) or cpord- 
ynoev (23, 29). In 30 the formula is expanded: 
&Ewpodoynoavto Kai ouveypdwavto. Only in 32 is the 
present tense used (2€opoAcyotvta1), converting the 
document from a protocol (the record of an act) into 
a statement. 

Typically, the background of the act or declaration 
is presented as a statement of the contracting parties: 
Zon (15, 18); Epacav (19); pdpevos (24); pauevor (31). 
Conditions modifying the act, or affecting the con- 
dition established by it, are expressed by ég’ @ and 
the future (cf. 18) or by the future alone, as a kind of 
ellipsis (19). Additional undertakings of the contracting 
party are expressed in the aorist tense: ét&€ato (20-22, 
24), é€e5é§ato (25). 

5. The Witnesses 

Except in the case of 32, where they may be thought 
to attest the document only, the Dura witnesses at- 
tested the act or declaration which constituted the 
document. This is made clear in the prescript of such 
texts as mention them there, in spite of the conven- 
tional punctuation employed in the transcription; 
cf. 20 (Paliga): émi MntoABaioo& — — kal té&v Utroye- 
Ypappévev paptUpav éSdveicev ; 23 (Ossa): él THv Utroye- 
Ypavnpévov paptUpav podAdynoev; 31 (Ossa): emi td&v 

UTTOXEIPOYPAPNKOTHV PApTUPwWY — gapevor — e€wpodoyT- 

cavto ; 26 (Camp of the Cohors III Augusta Thracum) : 
él TOv ériPeBANuEVOV Kal EogpaylouEevey avdpdv — éEnrpi- 

15 

ato. The parchments and papyri use no punctuation, 
of course, and it is evident that the action indicated 
by the verb took place “before,” “in the presence of” 
the specific persons named as witnesses at the end. 

The contracts drawn in Dura itself lack this specifi- 
cation in the prescripts (except 16 B), perhaps because 
it could be assumed that the act which they docu- 
mented was performed in an official place. They also 
name the witnesses at the end. Since the same wit- 
nesses appear in quite separate transactions of different 
dates (18, 19), they may have had a semi-official 
character. The standard number of witnesses is three; 
five occur in the two camp texts, 26 and 30, and in 32. 

I have restored a reference to a cuyypagogvAag in 15. 
Otherwise this private guardian of a legal document 
is unknown at Dura. 

Where witnesses applied their seals to a closed upper 
text (18) or wrote their names on the verso opposite 
knots of the string closing the upper text (26, 30, 32), 
it is evident that they attested also the integrity of 
the document. 

6. Signatures 

The Dura documents were signed both by witnesses 
and by principals. The earliest with the signatures 
preserved, 18, contains the statement of the con- 

tracting party (Nixdvep 6 édve éxpnuatioa) and the 
verbs éogppdéyiopor and éreBaAdunv, each preceded by 
a monogram. Each of these types of signature has a 
history, and we may consider the principal’s signature 
first. 

By the verb xpnyotile is meant the performance 
of a ypnuatiouds (probably through a yxpnuatiotipiov). 
We cannot say precisely what was involved, perhaps 
only the preparation of a protocol before a proper 
official and having a copy entered in the registry rolls. 
This formula occurs or is restored only in documents 
from Dura itself. In addition to 18, there are the 

following: 

Koveov Nixoot[patou — éxpnudatioa (24) 
Koveov 6 étrave éx]enuatioa (17 C) 
Avoias 6 étraveo atred0unv KATH TH TIPOYEYPALNEVaA Kal ’xeNUaTICOA (25) 

With the last begins a practice which runs through 
all the later Dura documents (26-32); that is for 
the principals to state the substance of the transaction 
in their own hand or in that of an amanuensis, ex- 

evidenced by the passage of money from hand to hand, 
but this would not work in the case of a fictional loan, 
like 24. Unless some symbolic act took place, such as Cuq 
has discovered in Babylonia (Etudes sur le Droit Baby- 
lonien, p. 181) and Pringsheim in Rome (Studi in Onore 
di Pietro de Francisci, 1V, 1955, pp. 211-236) we are 
reduced to the public statement of the parties. If this was 
the essential element, we have an explanation for the 
occurrence of transactions concluded éypdgws, as in 31 
and 126. Cf. also the terms évypatrtov and a&ypagov in 32. 

pressing their consent to it through such verbs as 
époroy@ and evSox. This practice is well known in 
Egypt and may have been imported from the West. 

A variation of the éypnudética formula occurs in 22: 
éoppcyiovai *’OAuutros 6 [étravw. It is probable that 
here, as in 18 and in the prescript of 26, this verb 
means simply “I have signed”; the literal meaning 
possibly applicable also in 18, would be “I have affixed 
my seal,’’ It could thus be used either of a witness or 
of a principal. 

It is impossible to resolve the monograms in 18 
with any confidence, although I have attempted to 
explain them as standing for the names of the two 
royal judges named first of the witnesses. This use of 
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monograms appears again in 24 and is probably to 
be restored in 21 and 22, but in a different connection: 

the monograms are followed, not by verbs, but by 
dates. These are written in varying hands, and in 21 
and 24 certainly, 22 probably, are three in number, 
corresponding to the three witnesses named just be- 
fore. 25 contains no witness signatures, for whatever 

reason. 
With 26, however, under what may be western 

influence, the usage becomes standarized. There and 
in 27-32, witnesses sign, whether on the recto or the 

verso, with their names followed by paptupé if they 
write in Greek, with signavi if they write in Latin. 

The meaning of émpPdAAopea in 18 and 26 is un- 
known, unless it means something like “sign.’’ Proba- 
bly the same use of the verb occurs in the heading of 
30, in a fragmentary context. 

7. The Prescript 

The texts of the Parthian period begin with the 
name and the titles of the Parthian king: BaoiAevovtos 
Baoiktws Paoidtwv ~“ApodKkou evepyétou Sikaiou étipavots 

Kal piAéAAnvos; this does not vary from reign to reign. 
Then follows the date in the Parthian Era (as 6 
Baoidels PaorAéwov e&yet) and in the Seleucid Era (a5 8 
mpdotepov), with the Macedonian month and day, and 
the place of the transaction (18, 19, 22, and 24). 

20 adds the name of the local garrison commander 
and refers to the witnesses. 23, for some reason, omits 
all reference to the Parthians. 

Under the Romans, contracts drawn in a Roman 
camp date in purely Roman fashion by the consuls and 
the Roman calendar, with the place (30; 26 adds also 
a reference to the witnesses). 25 and 43, from Dura, 
add the year of an era based on the imperial fyepovic, 
dating from the Emperor’s dies imperii. The same is 
done in 31 from Ossa and in 28 from Edessa. 25 adds 
also the eponymous priests at Dura, and 31 refers to 
the witnesses. 29 and 32, from Dura, omit the Imperial 
Era but add the Seleucid Era, and give both the Roman 
and the Macedonian month and day. 25, 28, and 31 
give the Seleucid Era and the Macedonian (in 28, the 
Babylonian) month and day, but omit the Roman 
month and day. 

129, in a military situation, oddly enough gives the 
date only by the Seleucid Era and the Macedonian 
month and day, omitting all mention of the Romans. 
It is, however, the upper text of a double contract, and 
the Roman dating may well have been included in the 
lower text; cf. 31 and perhaps 29. 

8. Notarial Marks 

Notarial marks appear in 17 in the form of widely 
spaced letters between the texts. 25 carries the notation 
at the foot é§fAnmtai (“‘a copy has been made’’), and 
the repeated date: agu’ Tlepitiou 8’ and Tlepitiou 8’. 
31 is marked at the foot in faint letters éxmétAnktat 

(“it has been opened’’). 28 bears the attestation of the 
head of the local archives (6 él tot iepot Kal tod 
toAitikov), the signature of the scribe, and a sealing 
bearing the image of the Emperor Gordian III. 

g. Docket 

Only 18 contains a docket on the verso, giving the 
date, a statement of the transaction, and the names of 
the contracting parties. 

10. Penalty Clauses 

The references to statutory penalties in the parch- 
ments and papyri have been collected above (p. 11). 
15, 17 B, 18, and 29 mention statutory penalties only. 
Where such penalties are not specified, they are 
replaced by specific monetary penalties in all cases 
except 23. 19 and 25 refer to statutory penalties but 
prescribe specific ones; 19-22, 24, 26, 31, and 32 pre- 
scribe monetary penalties only. In all but two of the 
last group the monetary penalty payable to the injured 
party is supplemented by an equal amount payable 
to the state: eis To BaoiAiKév in the Parthian period 
(19-22, 24); eis puoxov (31) or 1 fepotdta tapieioo 
(32) in the Roman. Where these monetary penalties 
can be compared with the value of the obligation, as 
in 20, it seems that this penalty amounted to the 
double: half to the other party and half to the state. 
The two sales, 25 and 26, present a special situation, 
The former reads t&v 6 &v yévntoi atta BAGBos SitrA0bv 
Kal étritipov dépyuplou Spaxpas trevtaxooias (the purchase 
price was 500 drachmae), and the latter: thy tipny 
SiTrAfv Kal TO BAGBos Spoiws (the same formula may be 

restored also in the fragmentary 27). Since abro- 
gation of the sale would constitute loss of its value 
in toto, provisions of “double damages plus price’’ and 
“double price plus damages” would seem to mean 
actually threefold penalties. 

It is impossible to know whether the various forms 
of the mulcta fiscalis were in any way optional with the 
contracting parties or were prescribed by law. The 
penalty can hardly have been effective without govern- 
mental approval, but its omission in the almost purely 
Roman 26 shows that it was not obligatory. 

11. The Stipulatio 

The stipulatio appears in its standard eastern form 
(tiote: érnpatnoev, tiote: cpoAdynoev) In 26 and 29, 
but otherwise differently; cf. 31 (lower text only): 
THOTE! ETNPwWTNOAVY GAATAOIS Kal GpoAdyNnoOav GAATAoIS ; 

32 (if correctly restored): ds tiotews émfepwTnbeions Kai 
é]uoAoyoupévns.”2 No stipulatio is apparent in 28 and 390. 

7a F, de Visscher, Eos, XLVIII,2 (Symbolae R. Tauben- 
schlag Dedicatae, 1956), pp. 161-169, would interpret this 
formula not as a watered-down form of the stipulatio 
but rather as connected with the intevvogatio formula of 
the Pompeian tablets. It seems to be of Western origin 
im any case. 
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12. The Oath 

The Imperial oath is mentioned in 29 in a not 
entirely grammatical context. The structure of the 
document depends on an initial apoAdynoev with 

dependent infinitives (jpiOpijcbai Kol éxev), followed 
by a relative clause with verbs in the future tense 
(& dvapuAd€e1, dtroxataotioe). The sense continues 
with the possibility of non-return: é&v 8 — — ph 
&ro8@, followed by more futures (évoye6rjoeta1, ~oTat). 
Then the matter is restated: fpiSuntor Kal éxer — — 
Kal atrosaoceiv — — [Kal d]uooev Tov 2eBaopioy Spkov 

TaUTa oUTwS KAAds yevéobar [— —] tattTa Soffvar. It is 

possible that the ®pooev part of this clause is a pa- 
renthesis; it has been punctuated in that way in the 
text. On the other hand, the infinitive drodSaceiw 
(which might, of course, be corrected into &rode- 
oe1<v>) suggests the infinitives with dpooev, and this 
with the two preceding verbs contains the substance 
of the transaction: the deposit was paid over, held, 
and would be returned. 

If the oath had been rendered by itself orally or in 
writing, it would have included these three matters 
after an initial dpvun1 Avtoxpé&topa, etc. It is possible, 
I believe, that the confusion here results from the 

attempt to include in the original document a state- 
ment of the oath, whether or not that oath had been 
taken separately. 

A few papyri of the early Roman period in Egypt 
show that such an oath in a purely private transaction 
could be addressed either to the authorities or to the 
partner in the contract. For some reason, these oaths 
are uncommon in Egypt before the Byzantine period.® 

E. Marriage and Divorce 

The Dura documents include one marriage contract 
(30) and two divorces (31, 32), but these give very 
little information about the institution of marriage 
in the city. None need be typical of the Greco-Mace- 
donian period; one concerns military personnel, one 
villagers, and one is from the last years of Dura. 
Otherwise we meet only one married pair, Diocles and 
Timonassa of 18. These contracted a debt together, 
indicating the existence of joint property; the wife 
remained responsible for the whole debt after the 
death of her husband. The documents give no in- 
formation on the forms of, or restrictions on, marriage 

in Dura. The husband did not become the legal kUpios 
of his wife, and the law 12 fails to mention either hus- 
band or wife in the line of dyyioteis entitled to 
intestate succession. 

31, which concerns two Aramaean villagers with a 
grandfather of the same name, and so possibly cousins, 

8 Cf. E. Seidl, Der Eid im rvémisch-dgyptischen Pro- 
vinzialrecht, 1 (Miinchener Beitrdge, XVII, 1933), pp. 
II4-119. 
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attests the existence in the village of an &ypapos 
ouvoikiopés: they state that yeyevijo8a1 avtois tov 

cuvoikiopov ét1 mpdtepov dypdgws. There were no 
children from the marriage, and they parted by mutual 
consent and declaration before private witnesses with 
a renunciation of any claims concerning property. If 
their marital arrangements had included dower or 
paraphernalia, these matters were adjusted outside 
the existing document. Either party might remarry. 

The other divorce, done in Dura in A.D. 251, is also 
a mutual statement before witnesses. It is rather 
fragmentary, but the married couple declared that 
they had ended their life together (étoAAayfivar 
Tis pds GAAT|ACV KoIvoPiwcews), that he had returned 
to her what she had brought with her, that either 
might remarry, and that each renounced any claims 
against the other. Children were not mentioned. 

In the camp marriage 30, we have likewise a joint 
declaration before witnesses and members of the bride’s 
family, but the bride represents herself. She gave 
herself from widowhood into marriage union (tape- 
SeScoxévor ~auThvy ek ynpelas mpds ya&pyou Koiveoveiav) 

bringing with her an extensive trapagepva, with each 
item appraised (clothing, utensils, money), as well as 
a dower. All of this was received by the husband with 
a promise to return it in the case of divorce. The end 
of the document is barely legible, but it is clear that he 
could divorce her (v BovAnOi & *AAEEavdpos e€arpeiv 
tiv MapkeAdcivav), although not necessarily at pleas- 
ure. There is no indication whether or not she might 
also divorce him. 

So far as these three documents go, then, we may 
say that marriage and divorce were accomplished at 
Dura in the third century by a simple mutual decla- 
ration before witnesses, combined with the necessary 
arrangements concerning property, and that marriage, 
at least, need not be evidenced by a written instrument. 
Dower and paraphernalia came into the husband’s 
possession (cf. line 23 of 30) and there was some com- 
munity of property, but the wife’s possessions were 
kept in memory for her eventual recovery. 

F. Property 

I. Joint Possession 

The married pair Diocles and Timonassa mortgaged 
their joint property as security for a debt (18: tév 
tou AtokAéous kal Tis Tipwvacons UTapxXovtav, UTTOKEI- 

yévov S& KaT& Thy avthvy ToU Saveiou cuyypagry). 
Joint possession of two brothers appears in 25: é tijs 
Tpdos ... Tov &SeAMov avToU ... peTox7\s. This tenancy 

arose in consequence of a legacy from the brothers’ 
father, as in the case of the four brothers (and their 
father and uncle) in 19, and was ended by mutual 
distribution or sale. Such property was not under the 
control of any agency of government, however, and 
the tenancy was without term. 
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The petitioner in 126 had acquired the potter’s shop 
there in dispute by means of a pepiopov tov yevdpevov 
é&ypapos; before the division he had had joint tenancy 
or an undivided interest shared with another. 

2. Succession 

The law 12 lays down the rules of &yyiotef« for 
intestate succession. Such property went to children 
(or perhaps to sons only); then to the father or a 
mother who had not remarried; then to father’s 

brothers and sisters in that order; then to the paternal 
grandfather or grandmother; finally to a male cousin 
on the father’s side. Thereafter the property escheated 
to the crown. It is possible that such property con- 
sisted wholly or in major part of land, a kAjjpos. 

There is nothing to indicate that the right of 
testation was limited, although something less than 
absolute freedom would be expected. 16 B is a frag- 
mentary will which gives us no information. ‘Heirs’ 
are mentioned in the fragmentary 35. 24 may concern 
inherited property, but the text is very obscure. In 19 
certainly, in 25 and 126 possibly, the property at issue 
was acquired by inheritance from a father. 

3. Distribution 

19 is an agreement of mutual distribution of prop- 
erty inherited from a father. Arrangements were han- 
dled by mutual consent (ékévtws), and there is no 
indication that any influences prevailed other than 
the wishes of the four brothers. In 25 and 126, also, 
property had been acquired by Siaipeois or pepiopds ; 
Siaipeois or a Si087jKn is in question in 24. In 25, the 
distribution had taken place “‘through” the ypeopuvAc- 
KIOV. 

The verb Acayéver used in 19 (lines 3/4) may 
suggest that such distribution was handled by lot. It 
seems evident, in any case, that the government was 

not interested in the transaction. 

G. Sale 

15 and 25 show the normal form of the Greek cash 
sale expressed in the formula atréS0to with name of 
seller and description of object, épiaro with name of 
purchaser and statement of price. In the latter, there 
follows the legally required guarantor, the BeBaiwris 
Kai trpoTr@Anths, who in this case was the seller himself, 
and the document closes with a guarantee of title and 
promise to defend and clear it, or if not, to be subject 
to monetary penalties. This text calls itself a katorypapn 
and was drawn up in the xpeopuAdéxiov, and presum- 
ably registered there. 

26 shows strong Roman influence, and is expressed 
from the point of view of the purchaser (étpiarto). 
Names of buyer and seller, identification of the prop- 
erty, and specification of the price are followed by the 

statement that the money has changed hands and the 
property been transferred (tvaditio). There follow the 
guarantee of title reinforced by damages, and a state- 
ment of the responsibility for servitudes; these remain 
binding on the property. The document is stated to 
be universally enforceable and is supported by the 
conventional stipulatio of the period. 

Of 27, there exist only fragments of the section con- 
cerned with guarantee of title and related penalties, 
but the document calls itself an avn. 

28 is non-Greco-Roman in expression, and belongs 
to the world of the Aramaean and Hebrew documents. 
It is expressed from the point of view of the seller, and 
is a cash sale; the money has changed hands, but there 
was no formal tvaditio. The buyer’s rights to his 
purchase are supported by a title guarantee without 
specified penalties, but the slave is insured for six 
months against hidden defects except the tendency to 
run away. The “law” here mentioned may be connected 
with the Roman Aedile’s Edict, or some local form of 
it (above, p. II). 

Not all the sales were simple exchanges of goods for 
money. The expression following the price in 25, kal 
TOV yivopévev tévtev, is hard to explain, but suggests, 
if it is taken literally, that the seller retained the use 
of the revenues of the property. The repetition of the 
expression in the upper text of the document shows 
that it was not an error. In 15 we have a sale subject 
to redemption: the seller &té0to AVoia. In this case 
it is evident that the property sold had a complex 
history, so much so that the sale may have been in 
some sense fictitious: a transaction in the form of a 
sale éti Avocet to extinguish a variety of old debts, 
the sum of which comprised the sale “‘price.”’ 

H. Gift 

17 B gives the simple formula of a deed of gift. A 
father presents to his married daughter a number of 
slaves. The transfer is effected under legal sanction 
which provided a penalty in case the giver subse- 
quently tried to annul (a@eteiv) the gift. The con- 
sideration consists of prior good services of the 
recipient: d&v@’ Sv épn evypnotnOijvar avTov Um” avis 
év qAcioow. This statement was doubtless also re- 
quired by law, since all legal systems place restric- 
tions on gifts, as a form of transaction peculiarly open 
to fraud. Doubtless the law of Dura specified precisely 
who could give what to whom, and under what 
circumstances.® 

® For Babylonia, cf. Cuq, Etudes sur le Droit Babylonien, 
pp. 73-76. The code of Gortyn deals briefly with the 
matter (secs. 59-60, 74; R. Dareste, B. Haussoullier, 
Th. Reinach, Recueil des Inscriptions Juridiques Grecques, 
I, 1895, p. 480; M. Guarducci, Imscriptiones Creticae, IV, 
1950, no. 72, X). See further my discussion and biblio- 
graphy, Welles, Savigny-Zeitschrift, LVI (1936), pp. 
110-112. 
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Ninety years earlier, 18 shows the same transaction 
expressed in essentially the same language, but compli- 
cated by its background. It is a “gift of property” 
(Sd015 Utrapyévtwv), the latter being explained as “all 
the designated property”’ of a married couple, with the 
exception of three slaves. Diocles and Timonassa had 
borrowed a sum of money from Nicanor, offering as 
security ‘‘all their property” (see below). This property 
remained in their hands, and the debt remained 
unpaid. After the death of Diocles, Timonassa ceded 
the property to Nicanor in extinction of the debt, 
and received back from him everything except the 
three slavesvas a gift. 

I. Cession 

Cession of property to cancel a debt appears twice 
in the Dura documents. 17 A is a deed of cession, 

calling itself &otao1s. The structure of the document 
is apparent even in its fragmentary condition. One 
Sammones had borrowed the rather large sum of two 
thousand drachmae from Abdelathus, and being unable 

to repay the debt, extinguished it by ceding to him 
certain specified properties (mpoSiacapovpevar y&pat). 
It is likely that these had been mortgaged for the debt, 
and the parchment has been restored in this sense. The 
cedent undertakes to make no subsequent contest of 
the action, and reference may well have been made, 
in the lost portion of the parchment, to a law of the 
city governing such transactions. 

The same act of cession played a part in the trans- 
action preserved in 18 (see above). Timonassa had 
ceded to Nicanor the mortgaged property of herself 
and her husband by a transaction executed through 
the local royal court (kat& ypnyotiopov yevouevov Sic 
TOU avTéO1 BacIAiKoU Sikaotnpiov) eight months previ- 
ously. Cession was, therefore, a formal act recognized 
by law and accomplished through a legal agency. 
Whether it might take place in other than procedings 
based on a mortgage remains unknown. 

J. Loan and Mortgage 

1. The Parties 

In 18, a loan contracted by a husband and wife was 
inherited by the latter on the former’s death. In 17 C, 
a loan had been contracted by five persons. Otherwise 
the debts appearing in the Dura texts involved single 
individuals. 

2. The Security 

No unsecured debt appears in the documents; all 
are covered by a hypothec, which remained in the 
hands of the debtor. In 17 A, the security was certain 
properties (xépa1). Elsewhere it is “property” (&tép- 
xovta). The formulae are as follows: 

(18) dv tou AlokAgous Kai Tis Tipwvaoons UTTapYovTey, UTroKEINeveov SE KATA THY AUT TOU Sa- 

velou oUyypagryv; 

(20) étri UTToOHKN Tois UTTaPXOUOIV AUTH Tao1v — — ~oTAI TIAPA TH KUpicn; 
(22) étri UTroOfKN Tois UTIAPXOUOIV AUTH TrEOIV ..... de Tapa [TO KUPIOD; 

(23) éi Urr0 OK Tois UTTaPYouOIV AUTE Tr&o1V, Ovo! SE Tap’ avTAH; 

(17C) étri UTobHK Tois UTE XOUJOIV avTOIs THOIV, OCI SE Tra[p& Tois KUpioIS; 

(17D)  émi UTOO}K Tois UTIAPYoUO[IV AUTH Tr&O1, OVO SE TAG TH KUPIoo. 

In its standard formula, this hypothec gives the 
impression of being somewhat stereotyped. Its inter- 
pretation has troubled the jurists (see below, p. 114), 
but there is enough evidence to indicate its character. 
It was not a forfeit pledge, and procedures discussed 
below were required before it could be realized in 
settlement of a debt. On the other hand, it was not a 
general lien resting on the debtor’s entire property. 
These ttdépxovta were specific goods. Cf. 18: t& SnAov- 
Heva avtis Kal tou AioKAéous Utrdpyovta tréavta; 20: TdHv 
UTTOKEILEVOOY UTTAPXOVTMY avTd Kai ®v av émiKtHontat 
GAAoov. 

3. Antichresis 

In lieu of interest, which may have been specified 
in 22 but nowhere else, services! of some sort were 
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supplied to the creditor by the debtor. In 24, the nature 
of these services is unknown, and their existence is 
indicated only by the phrase, péxpi] Tijs toU dpyupiou 
&troSécews. In 23, the services took the form of the 
annual delivery of a number of jars of wine from the 
debtor’s vineyard. In 20, 21, and 17D, however, the 
services were personal: dvti 8 té&v TéKwv tot avToU 

&pyupiou cuptrapapévov 6 BapAdas TH DOpadtet expr TOU 
Tis a&troSdcews ypovou Trape€eTar AUTH Sourixas xpelas .... 

éav SE Un aro év TH HPlopévws Xpoven, EoTal Kai oUTWS 

Trapexouevos 6 BapAcas TH Dpacter Tas avTaS xpElas erri 
Tais TPOKEILEVaIS SIMOTOAGIS LEXI Tis TOU apyupiou aTrodo- 

oews. It is evident that these are not purely business 
loans, where the debtor employs the loan to earn the 

interest and make a profit for himself also. They are 
proper to a society where money is scarce and labor 
plentiful (p. 12). 
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4. Denunciation and Extinction 

When a loan became due and was not repaid, the 
conditions of the loan might simply continue; cf. the 
quotation from 20 just above. If, however, the creditor 
wished his money, he could demand it (étrartn@els 

in 20, 21, probably 22 and 23; draitnois in 15; the 
mpooayyeAia of 17 C may have been the agency of this 
demand). Failure to reply entitled the creditor (or his 
agent or devisee) to mp&§is from the debtor, the 
hypothec, and any additional property of the debtor. 
How this would work out in every case we cannot say. 
A debtor could cede the hypothec to the creditor 
(17 A), receiving back by a separate transaction goods 
in excess of the value of the debt (18). It is probable 
that an insolvent debtor could be sold or vindicated 
as a slave. 17 Cis a receipt for payment of a debt, with 
promise not to raise further claim and grant of free- 
dom and release (restoring étiAvoiw Savelou kal &geotv). 
If this text were better preserved, we should be better 
informed as to details. 

5. Renewal 

20-22 contain a renewal clause in stereotyped 
phrasing: ét&€ato 8 6 BapAdas dvavewoeobai Thy ouy- 
ypagpny tavtny Sia tov év EUpwire ypnyatiotnpiou étav 

TApPAyYEAT] UTE UTrO ToU Dpadtou ev GAAaIS TLEPAIS 

mévte éav S& pt) avavemonta, éxteioev. The same is 

true, apparently, of 24, although the details of the 
transaction remain very obscure, and 18 mentions 
the ouyypagty (i.e., Savelov) apa TH Tis eoTd&oEws 
XPNMaTICN® cdvavewSeioav. In all known cases the loan 
had a specific term, and the purpose of the renewal 
must have been to extend this, whether or not for 
the benefit of new parties, as in the Roman novatio. 
In 23 where there is no renewal, there is also no 
term, and the debt extends itself indefinitely. It has 
been suggested” in the case of 20 that the renewal 
in Dura was designed to give the loan more legal force 
than it had acquired before private witnesses in the 
village Paliga, and this theory might derive some sup- 
port from the fact that in 18, renewal and cession were 
simultaneous. I doubt that this was the purpose of 
the renewal, however; both 21 and 22 were themselves 
drawn up in Dura, probably 24 also. 

K. Deposit 

The only deposit from Dura is the late papyrus 
29, embodying a simple transaction between two 
women of Dura. One deposits with the other the sum 
of one hundred denarii, which is to be kept for her and 
returned on demand, under threat of statutory penal- 

10 This was the view of A. M. Harmon expressed in the 
original publication of 20, YCS, II (1931), pp. 23-32. He 
called it ‘‘one step in the process of realization on the 
mortgage’’ (p. 26). 
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ties. The text consists of a declaration of the deposit- 
receiver, followed by a restatement of the situation in 
the form of an Imperial oath, a stipulatio, and a signed 
statement of the same receiver written for her on 
request. Because of the different social standing of the 
two women, it is possible to imagine that the trans- 
action may have served the convenience more of the 
depositee than of the depositor, but it is obviously 
impossible to know this certainly. 

L. Fidejussion 

In 125 we have the end of a decision (sententia) of a 
tribune in a case involving a fidejussion undertaken 
by a certain Abedsalman in a sale. The tribune decided 
that no sales obligation remained: “‘soluto omni con- 
tractu emptionis.”’ As for Abedsalman, he was released 
to the amount of his own undertaking: “in ea quanti- 
tate in quam intervenerit non teneri.’”’ This is, seem- 
ingly, purely Roman law, and we must suppose that 
the original contractus emptionis was cast in Latin. 
Such contracts might employ a number of fidejussores, 
each responsible only for his proportional share of the 
obligation. While these corresponded generally to 
Greek PeBaiwtipes, Greek sales made little use of 
these in the later period, and where they appear, they 
are single and somewhat formal; in 25 the BeBorcotts 
is the seller himself. We may well wonder how an 
Aramaean appeared in a Latin contract as one of the 
fidejussores. Probably we have to think of a situation 
like that of 26, when a Roman soldier bought land 
locally, but in this case employed the form of a Latin 
contract. Perhaps there was, actually, only one fide- 
jussor; Abedsalman was the previous owner of the plot, 
like Habbibas in 26. The fidejussores guaranteed the 
sale against challenge. If the sale had been annulled, 
we might expect Abedsalman to be called upon for 
his guarantee of the purchaser’s interests. Since he 
was released, however, it is clear that the expression 
“soluto contractu’” meant that the purchaser had no 
claim, either because the contract was voided or 

because it was held that his rights under the sales 
agreement had been satisfied. 

So far as we can see, this would be a decision against 
the Roman or Romanized elements in the population 
in favor of the native, for Abedsalman was not even 
an “Aurelius.” 

M. National Elements in the Law of Dura 

There is every reason to regard the law of the parch- 
ments and papyri from Dura as Greek; that is to say, 
evolved from the legal practice of the Greek world of 
the pre-Hellenistic period into a kind of Hellenistic 
koine, varying in many ways from place to place but 
meeting the needs of the business men who were not 
tied to one community, but travelled and traded 
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throughout the Mediterranean. Contracts must have 
lived up to their claim to be valid everywhere, although 
formulae varied with the language. The Syriac sale 
28 belongs in its expression to the world of the Aramaic 
and Hebrew documents which is known from the 
Elephantine texts and will be better known from the 
Dead Sea texts, but its provisions do not differ from 
those of the otherwise phrased documents in Greek. 
The institution of peonage at Dura is Mesopotamian, 
probably, but the legal form which it assumed was 
Greeke 

11 On the problem of the survival of Mesopotamian 
institutions into the Hellenistic and Roman periods, the 
pendulum has swung back from the extreme position of 
Koschaker, who denied the possibility in the case of 
20 (g.v.), and scholars are more ready to accept the 
possibility. See recently R. Taubenschlag, Journal of 
Junistic Papyrology, VII/VIII (1953/1954), pp. 169-185; 
Akten des VIII. Internationalen Kongresses fiiv Papyro- 
logie, Wien, 1955 (Osterreichische Nationalbibliothek, 
Mitteilungen aus dey Papyrussammlung der Osterveichischen 
Nationalbibliothek, Neue Serie, V, 1956), pp. 129-137. It 
is convenient to have the Talmudic material collected by 
A. Gulak, Das Urkundenwesen im Talmud im Lichte der 
gviechisch-agyptischen Papyvi und des gviechischen und 
vomischen Rechts (Jerusalem, 1935). 

This essentially Greek character was maintained 
with the arrival of the Romans. The stipulatio ap- 
pears,}? and the sale 26 contains Roman elements in 
the traditio and the statement from the side of the 
purchaser. Also Roman was the practice of having 
witnesses sign on the verso. 28 may refer to the Aedile’s 
Edict concerning hidden defects in slaves (above, 
p. 11), and 126 is based in part on the longi temporis 
braescriptio (to wepiouot mpd xpdvou yevouévou), but 
the basic transaction was based on local custom. 125, 
concerned with a fidejussion, may be purely Roman. 
With this possible exception, however, it seems safe to 
say that the law of the world of Dura, under the 
Seleucids, Parthians, and Romans, developed and 

adjusted itself to changing economic or political con- 
ditions, adapting itself to specific legislation, adopting 
forms and expressions which seemed helpful, but that 
it was never suddenly or radically transformed. In 
this sense it may perhaps be said to have remained 
Greek in spirit throughout its history. 

12 Cf. de Visscher, op. cit. (above, p. 12, note 2), 
pp. 809f. The author points out that the Romans did not 
propose to drive out local legal practices in the interest 
of uniformity. 



IV. THE ROMAN ARMY IN DURA 

A. Dura and the Ewphrates Frontier 

In this and the following two sections full accounts 
or detailed studies of the evidence are not intended. 
These short sketches are meant simply to present part 
of the background necessary to understand the papyri, 
in particular the records of the Palmyrene cohort. 

Dura was held briefly by the Romans under Trajan 
in 115-117,! and was captured again during Lucius 
Verus’ Parthian expedition in 164 or 165. This time it 
was retained, unlike most of Verus’ conquests.? Occu- 
pying a position of great natural strength and protected 
by massive fortifications, Dura was relatively easy to 
defend, and its value justified the effort necessary to 
hold it. It had long been an important center in the 
district along the middle Euphrates known as Para- 
potamia® and, a more weighty consideration, it lay 
directly on the principal route connecting lower 
Mesopotamia and northern Syria, the route which 

any large force would follow on the western side of 
the Tigris-Euphrates region. A series of strong out- 
posts extending down the Euphrates was well worth 
having, whether for offence or defence. 

Very little is known about the first thirty or forty 
years of the Roman occupation of Dura, and there 

are no military papyri from this period.* The garrison 
appears to have been small, and at the beginning at 
least part of it was still made up of Palmyrene archers 
as in the late Parthian period (see Sect. B below). In 
general, institutions and the pattern of life in Dura 
seem to have remained much as they had been earlier. 

When Septimius Severus divided Syria into two 
provinces in 194, Dura was included in Syria Coele, 
not in Phoenice as was Palmyra. The evidence for 
this is two-fold: the governors named in papyri and 
inscriptions and the legionary vexillations in the 
garrison. The known or probable governors, including 
procurators acting as substitutes, are the following: 

Name Designation Attested Source 

Marius Maximus leg Auge pr pr March and May, 208 56, 60 

Minicius Martialis proc Augg (g) (presumably 209-211 Rep. VII/VIII, 
agens vices praesidis) p. 85, no. 847; 

cf. 60 
Antonius Seleucus vc COS N 221 64 
[jeronees |nius vc cos n May, 239 89 

Attius Rufinus leg Aug pr pr and 241 (or, less probably, 239) 59, 121 
vc COS Nn 

Flavius Antiochus Trp[eoB] DiA ZB Between 244 and 249 38 

av[ Tio Tp] 

Atilius Cosminus vc COS N 250, and January 95, 97 

and March, 251 

Pomponius Laetianus ve proc Augg nn (possibly April and May, 251 97 
agens vices praesidis) 

© AAUTTPOTATOS 

UTTATIKOS 

[—J]nius Pacatianus Rep. IV; ips 72; 

no. 169 
Date unknown, perhaps 

Severus Alexander 

1 For the evidence see Rep. IV, pp. 56-58; Rep. VI, 
pp. 480-482; Rep. VII/VIIT, pp. 128-134. Cf. M. Rostovt- 
zeff, Duva-Europos and its Art (1938), pp. 22, 139f., 
note 12 (bibliography); and F. A. Lepper, Tvajan’s 
Parthian War (1948), pp. 116, 123-125, 148-150. 

2 Cumont, Fouwilles, pp. LIIf., p. 410, no. 53. W. Weber’s 
account in Cambridge Ancient History, XI (1936), is a 
little confusing since he identifies Dura with the wrong 
Europus (p. 348). 

3 See above, p. 5. 
4 The earliest dated text is from A.D. 208, and there 

seems no reason to assume that any of those not con- 
taining dates is earlier. 

5 For the division of Syria and boundaries see E. Honig- 
mann, RE IV A (1932), col. 1686. For a variety of reasons 
which need not be discussed here, the itineraries and 
geographers, and the works of scholars who have neces- 
sarily depended on these sources, contain no information 
about the territory below the Chabur held by the Romans 
ca. 165-256. 

6 Only Marius Maximus appears in the short lists of 
governors of Syria Coele in G. A. Harrer, Studies in the 
History of the Roman Province of Syria (1915), pp. 47. 
and Honigmann, RE IV A, col. 1630. For possible identi- 
fications of Antonius Seleucus and Attius Rufinus see 64 
and 59. Pacatianus may be Claudius Sollemnius Pacati- 
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Of these men Marius Maximus was already known 
to have been legate of Syria Coele, and Minicius 
Martialis was procurator of the same province under 
him.’ Further, if Antonius Seleucus is correctly identi- 
fied as a former governor of Moesia Inferior, he was of 
consular rank. Moreover, though a praetorian governor 
of Syria Phoenice might have been called consularts as 
consul designate, or might have become suffectus while 
still in his province, the regular use of the term in our 
texts clearly points to the consular governor at Antioch. 
It is quite certain therefore that Dura was included 
within Syria Coele until it was abandoned after the 
Persian siege in 256. 

This conclusion is confirmed by the texts mentioning 
legionaries at Dura. The two legions in the garrison of 
Syria Coele (the IV Scythica and XVI Flavia Firma) 
are found far more often than the others, and they 
alone, with one exception, appear in building in- 
scriptions or other texts suggesting vexillations that 
were regularly stationed in Dura. The exception is the 
III Cyrenaica, the base of which was in Arabia; men 
from this legion joined others from the IV Scythica 
in erecting the amphitheater in 216.8 It seems likely 
that they were in Dura, and out of their own province, 
because of Caracalla’s Parthian expedition. 

The assignment of Dura and this sector of the 
Euphrates ripa to Syria Coele was quite reasonable; 
the primary role of the garrisons there, whatever other 
purposes they may have served,® was to protect the 
route leading to North Syria and ultimately to Antioch. 
Nevertheless, the district formed a rather remote ap- 
pendage to the rest of the province, and one the defence 
of which could not easily be coordinated and super- 
vised from a distance in time of war, the normal state 
of affairs after the accession of the Sassanians, or when 

war threatened. It bordered on enemy territory and 
was exposed to sudden raids or heavier attacks. The 
governor could hardly concern himself with these 
outposts immediately and continually, and the two 
legionary legates were also stationed far to the north.” 
It is uncertain whether any special arrangements were 
made to deal with these problems in the first fifty or 
seventy-five years after Verus’ campaign ; they may not 
have seemed very pressing in the time of the Arsacids, 
at least till the Parthian wars under Septimius Severus 
and Caracalla. But by 245 at the latest and perhaps by 
the reign of Elagabalus a district commander, the dux 

ripae,!! was established. Four of these officers are 
known: 

Name Designation Attested Source 

Domitius Pompeianus 6 S0v€ Tij\s5 peitrns Elagabalus or Rep. IX, 3, pp. 30-32, NOs. 945-947 
Severus Alexander 

dux 
dux 

KpaTIoTOS Sout 

Licinius Pacatianus 
Ulpius Tertius 

Julius Julianus 

248 
August, 245 

ca. September, 251, 

97; cf. 128 

97 
Rep. IX, 3, pp. 110-114, nos. 971-972 

and 251-253 

Julianus appears to have been of equestrian rank 
(kp&tiotos = vir egregius), as one would have assumed 
of all these officers in any event. None of the duces can 
be certainly identified elsewhere, though the possibility 

anus, as was suggested by the editors of the inscription, 
A. McN. G. Little and H. T. Rowell. He was governor of 
Arabia under Severus Alexander; PIR II?, p. 250, 
no. 1030. For another identification, which seems hardly 
possible to me, see note 12. Another more remotely 
possible governor is Aurelius Aurelianus in 58. His office 
is not given, and, though he approves cavalry horses as 
governors regularly did, other officials also discharged 
that function. Cf. also J. H. Gilliam, American Journal 
of Philology, LX XIX (1958), pp. 225-242, and in the 
next section, p. 26, note 22. 

7 It should be noted, however, that H. G. Pflaum 
doubts whether a separate procurator was established for 
Phoenice when Severus divided the province of Syria: 
Les Procurateurs Equestres sous le Haut-Empive Romain 

(1950), pp. 83f. 
8 Rep. VI, pp. 77-80, no. 630. The evidence for the 

units stationed in Dura is summarized in the following 
section. 

may be considered in two cases." There is no direct 
evidence for the extent of the ripa under his juris- 
diction. It presumably included all the Roman stations 
below Dura and those to the north as far as the Chabur. 

® These posts were also the eastern base of the network 
of routes and fortifications between the Euphrates and 
Palmyra described by A. Poidebard, La Trace de Rome dans 
le Désert de Syrie (Haut-Commissariat, etc. XVIII, 1934). 

10 Ritterling, RE XII (1924), 1556-1564 and 1765-1767. 
it See J. BF. Gilham, TAPA, LXXII (r941), pp: 

157-175; and M. Rostovtzeff, Rep. IX, 3, pp. 93f. For a 
similar and more or less contemporary arrangement on 
the limes Tripolitanus see D. van Berchem, L’ Armée de 
Dioclétien et la Réforme Constantinienne (1952), pp- 39-42, 
47; and H. G. Pflaum, Syvia, XX (1953), pp. 299-304. 

12 Julius Julianus might be the prefect of the I Parthica 
with this name under Philip; JLS 2771 (Bostra). If so, 
and this is quite uncertain and perhaps rather doubtful, 
the office of the dux must have been considered at least 
equal in dignity and importance to that of a legionary 
praefectus ducenarius. For the possibility that the dux 
Licinius Pacatianus is the Aaumpdétatos UTatiKos -Jnius 
Pacatianus listed above under the governors, see on 128. 
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Quite possibly it extended up the Euphrates for some 
distance beyond this point and perhaps also up the 
lower Chabur. A difficult problem, because the ex- 

isting evidence is not quite satisfactory, is how early 
the ducatus was created. Rostovtzeff and Welles have 
identified the filiation of Elagabalus or possibly Severus 
Alexander on a small fragment of a monumental 
dipinto from the Palace of the Dux.™ It is reasonable 
to assume that the building actually was erected for 
the dux and hence that the office existed by 218-222 
or, if the emperor in the dipinto was Alexander, by 
222-235. Further, the dipinti naming Pompeianus are 
said to be on the first coat of plaster and no more than 
a few years later than the building’s erection. But 
accepting the evidence of the fragmentary dipinto and 
the plaster, one can still conclude that a date as late 
as ca. 240 is possible for him. 

With regard to the papyri, which are our chief con- 
cern here, it should be noted that the dux is mentioned 
only in 97, There are enough texts from around the 
time of Elagabalus to make lack of references to the 
dux of some interest, if in fact he existed then.!® But 
even later on, in matters such as pay, recruits, and 

usually remounts, the tribune commanding the Palm- 
yrene cohort seems to have dealt directly with the 
provincial governor and procurator.!” One might con- 
clude that the dux had limited responsibilities and in 

18 For stations below Dura see 60 and commentary. For 
Dura as a center of civil administration and for various 
connections with the lower Chabur see pp. 5f. Soldiers 
of the Palmyrene cohort were stationed as far north as 
Barbalissus in 222; see 101. 

14 Rep. IX, 3, pp. 27-30, no. 944. Despite the careful 
and illuminating studies of the dipinto by Rostovtzeff 
and Welles, one would feel more secure if it were better 
preserved. To my knowledge, the long form of Caracalla’s 
name, complete with such titles as Parthicus, is never 
found in Alexander’s filiation and occurs in the filiation 
of Elagabalus only in some African milestones; shorter 

versions are found in around thirty texts from other areas 
which give Elagabalus’ filiation (an incomplete collection 
of the evidence). But though the long form is quite un- 
expected, there seems to be no reason why it could not 
have been used in a Dura dipinto. On the other hand one 
cannot safely eliminate the possibility that Alexander, 
who also claimed Caracalla as his father, is the emperor. 

16 For the date of the dipinti naming Pompeianus 
cf. Rep. IX, 3, pp. 30-95. There is no reference in the 
descriptions of the dipinti or of the room in which they 
were contained (p. 21) to the paintings which are said to 
have covered them (p. 95). If the Palace was built late in 
Alexander’s reign, in consequence of measures taken to 
meet the new Sassanian danger during his stay in Syria 
from 231-233, and if the dipinti were painted a half- 
dozen years later, one obtains a date for Pompeianus of 
ca. 240. However, it is not clear to me why the dipinti 
could not have been painted twenty years after the 
building was erected; the critical text therefore is the 
fragmentary dipinto cited in the preceding note. 

16 The rosters, 100 and 101, especially; see also 64. 
17 95 (250 or 251), pay; 89 (239), recruits; 82 (251), 

remounts. 

most matters of military administration remained out- 
side regular channels and the chain of command. But 
our evidence is very slight, both for this particular 
situation and for the practices generally followed in 
the army as a whole. 

B. The Garrison of Dura and Vicinity 

A sketch of the history of the garrison of Dura itself 
may conveniently be divided into three periods: from 
165 to ca. 208, 208 to 217, and 217 to 256.1 To some 
extent this division corresponds to the actual develop- 
ment of Dura as a military post; in the last years of 
Septimius Severus and in the reign of Caracalla the 
camp was enlarged and the garrison strengthened. The 
chief reason for the arrangement, however, is that we 
have fairly abundant evidence for a few years after 208 
and know much less about the longer periods that 
precede and follow, particularly the former. 

The earliest unit to appear after the Romans took 
possession of Dura in 165 is a body of Palmyrene 
archers, named in two inscriptions from the Mithraeum | 
of A.D. 168 and 170/1.” Possibly the same group or at 
any rate a similar one had been stationed in Dura in 
the late Parthian period of the city. The archers, 
commanded by a strategos, appear not to have been 
a unit of the Roman Imperial army but rather part of 
the municipal militia of Palmyra.‘ Still, these Palmy- 
rene symmachiarii may be regarded as belonging to 
the Roman garrison. 

The first regular unit for which we have evidence, 
late in Commodus’ reign, is the Cohors II Ulpia Equi- 
tata.6 This had taken part in Verus’ Parthian ex- 

1 For short accounts of the garrison see Rostovtzeff, 
Dura-Europos and its Art, pp. 24-28; Welles, Population, 
PP. 254-258. 

2 Rep. VII/VIII, pp. 83f., nos. 845-846. They are on 
two cult bas-reliefs. The first, in Palmyrene, is a dedi- 
cation by a “‘... strategos ... in command of the archers 
who are in Dura.’”’ The second names another otpatnyos 
TOEOTAV. 

3 Rep. VII/VIII, pp. 264f. and 279-281, no. 909. A 
relief representing Iarhibol was dedicated in the Temple 
of the Gaddé by “‘the Bnai Mitha, the archers.’’ Because 
of the mention of the tribe (the Bnai Mitha), F. E. Brown 
dates the relief around A.D. 150. 

4 For the Palmyrene desert police see Cumont, Fouwilles, 
pp. XL-XLIII, rf.; Rostovtzeff, Mélanges Gustave Glotz, II 
(1932), pp. 793-811, especially 800 and 806-808; Rdm. 
Mitt., XLIX (1934), pp. 195-199; and CRAI, 1935, 
pp. 298, 302. For Palmyrene officers with the title stvategos 
see H. Ingholt, Syria, XIII (1932), pp. 279-281, 289; 
J. Cantineau, Syria, XIV (1933), pp. 179f. 

5 Rep. I, pp. 32-34. The name of the cohort was read 
there as coh II Ulp P(aphlagonum) eq(uitata) Com- 
(modiana). But the P, assumed to have been formed in 
ligature with the e of eg, is not an attractive reading, and 
Rostovtzeff and others (see notes 1, 7, 8) are surely right 
in abandoning it. For the date, 185-192, see in addition 
to Rostovtzeff in Rep. I, G. Bersanetti, Athenaeum, 
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pedition and is known to have been stationed in Syria 
in 156/7.6 In addition to the text already cited it is 
named at Dura in a dipinto of 194’ and in the undated 
building inscription of the temple erected when the 
campus was enlarged.§ One can offer plausible but in- 
conclusive reasons for dating the latter to any one of 
several periods; all that is certain is that there was at 

least one other unit in the garrison at the time,® and it 
may be best to assume that the inscription is probably 
not far removed in date from the other two texts that 
mention the cohort. 

The camp, which eventually occupied the north- 
western quarter of the city, seems to have remained 
modest in size and in its buildings during the first forty 
years or so of the Roman period. Around 209-216, 
however, its area was probably considerably increased, 
and in any event a number of buildings were either 
remodeled or erected.?° This activity doubtless reflected 
the arrival of new units. The Cohors XX Palmyreno- 
rum may have come to Dura at this time; it is first 

mentioned in 208. But some legionary detachments 
were apparently a more important and conspicuous 
part of the garrison. They appear in building inscrip- 
tions, and their clerks were established in the principia 
while those of the Palmyrene cohort were relegated to 
rooms in the Temple of Azzanathkona.!! A vexillation 
of the two Syrian legions, the IV Scythica and XVI 
Flavia Firma, built the Middle Mithraeum in 209-211 

XVIII (1940), pp. 113f.; and A. Degrassi, I fasti consolari 
dell’ Impero Romano (1952), p. 53. It seems to me possible, 
to judge from the squeeze and photograph, that the un- 
identified suffect consuls are Flacco et Clavo rather than 
Prisco et Claro. 

6 It is named in the diploma, CJL XVI, 106 = ILS 
9057 (156/7) and in the inscription of Lollianus, ILS 2724. 
For the connection of the latter with Verus’ expedition 
see E. Bormann, JOAI, III (1900), pp. 21-32; and 
H. Nesselhauf, CIL XVI, p. 96. 

7 Rep. V, pp. 226-229, no. 561, from the Temple of 
Azzanathkona. 

8 Rep. II, pp. 83-86, no. H 1. For an important recent 
study of the meaning of campus as a military term see 
W. John, Die Ortlichkeit der Varusschlacht bei Tacitus 

(1950). 
® The legionary centurion under whose direction the 

temple was built by the cohort is called praepositus 
numerorum. 

10 For the camp see Rostovtzeff, Duva-Europos and its 
Art, pp. 24-28, 140, note 14; Welles, Population, pp. 
258-260. For building activity ca. 211-216, Rep. IX, 3, 
p. 130, note 1. The inscription from the camp wall has 
now been published by Welles, YCS, XIV (1955), 
pp. 16rf., no. 59. 

11 The evidence for the history of the Palmyrene cohort 
is summarized in the next section. For the use of the 
principia (the so-called praetorium) by the legionaries 
and of the Temple of Azzanathkona by auxiliaries see 
C. Hopkins and H. T. Rowell, Rep. V, pp. 216, 229. The 
Palmyrene cohort may have taken over the rooms in 
the temple from the Cohors II Ulpia Equitata; cf. above 
note 7. 

12 Rep. VII/VIII, pp. 85f., no. 847. 

and, under the command of the same centurio princeps, 
possibly had some part in erecting the so-called Do- 
licheneum in 211." A few years later in 216 a detach- 
ment from the IV Scythica and III Cyrenaica, under 
another centurio princeps, erected an amphitheater ;4 
possibly the men from the XVI Flavia Firma had been 
recalled for the campaign Caracalla conducted that 
year on the other side of the Tigris-Euphrates plateau. 
Some other texts mentioning these three legions are 
probably also to be assigned to the reign of Caracalla; 
in addition it is possible that soldiers of the X Fretensis 
were at Dura at this time.!® In any event the garrison 
under Caracalla consisted of the Palmyrene cohort and 
vexillations from at least two legions and may have 
been larger at times. 

For the years 217-256 one must depend on scattered 
bits of information and conjecture. The Palmyrene 
cohort, as will be shown in the next section, almost 

certainly remained at Dura all through this period. Of 
the legionary vexillations, which were so conspicuous 
earlier, there is evidence for one from the XVI Flavia 
Firma under Elagabalus, Severus Alexander, and 
probably Gordian.'7 A detachment of the IV Scythica 
was stationed in Dura in 254.18 There is nothing to 
suggest, however, that the garrison became smaller at 
any time after Caracalla; with the building of the 

Palace of the Dux, the area occupied by the camp 

probably was expanded.” It is likely therefore that 
legionaries were regularly stationed in Dura throughout 
the period after 217. There is evidence of at least a 
temporary addition to the garrison in 251 in twin 
altars from the Dolicheneum. One was set up by a 

13 Rep. IX, 3, pp. 107-110, no. 970, cf. p. 130. 
14 Rep. VI, pp. 771., no. 630; cf. below note 21. The 

excavator, F. E. Brown, estimates that the amphitheater 
could not have held more than a thousand spectators 
(p. 76). The whole garrison therefore could not have been 
seated, and possibly the amphitheater was meant prima- 
rily for the legionaries who built it. 

15 These are inscriptions in which legions are given the 
title Antoniniana; in any of them the emperor honored 

could also be Elagabalus. The texts are: Rep. V, p. 221, 
no. 557, the III Cyrenaica (the Praetorium); Rep. IV, 
pp. 68-71, no. 168, the IV Scythica (Temple of Bel); 
Rep. IX, 3, pp. 115-117, no. 974, the XVI Flavia Firma 
(the Dolicheneum). 

16 A graffito from the Praetorium reads legi(o) An- 
to(niniana) X; Rep. V, p. 230, no. 563; cf. R. du Mesnil 
du Buisson, CRAI, 1935, p. 277. 

17 A letter dated in 221, 64, suggests that men of this 
legion may have been stationed in Dura at that time. A 
graffito from the Praetorium gives the legion the title 
Severviana and hence must belong to reign of Alexander 
(222-235); Rep. VI, p. 495, no. 843. A papyrus, 43, ap- 
parently from the time of Gordian, also mentions the 
legion. 

18 32. It is mentioned also in 95 f (A.D. 250-251), but 
in the absence of context one cannot be quite certain that 
a vexillation of the legion at Dura was involved. 

19 This was built apparently under Elagabalus or 
Alexander; see above pp. 23f. 
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vexillation of the Cohors II Paphlagonum, the second 
by soldiers of a oteipa B’ inmKh, perhaps Cohors II 
Equestris rather than Cohors II (Ulpia) Equitata,?° 
To sum up, our evidence is enough to show that after 
ca. 210 at any rate the garrison was fairly large and 
consisted of components of different kinds. 

The evidence for the organization of the garrison is 
again scanty and inadequate. In the campo adampliato 
inscription we find a centurion of the IV Scythica 
credited with erecting a temple fer coh(ortem) II 
Ulp(tam) eq(uitatam) civium Romanorum sagittartorum. 
He is called praepositus numerorum; what other unit 
or units were under his command is quite unclear, 
especially since the date is not known. It is possible 
that the centurio princeps in charge of the legionary 
vexillations in 211 commanded the whole garrison or 
at least was its senior officer; the inscriptions at any 

rate make no reference to a superior.*! The situation 
in 216, when the amphitheater was built, is not at all 
clear; unfortunately there is a lacuna at the critical 
point in the inscription. In addition to a centurio 
princeps another officer, evidently his superior, is 
named, but his identity is uncertain and quite possibly 
he was not stationed at Dura.?* Later on the dux ripae, 

who evidently had his headquarters at Dura, may 
have acted also as a garrison commander. In any event 
the two inscriptions of 251 both name him without 
mention of other officers.?3 But whatever the arrange- 
ments may have been at various times, the records of 
the Palmyrene cohort make no references to a garrison 
commander or, with one exception, to the dux.*4 In 

most of the texts preserved there is no particular 
occasion to mention such officers, and one might not 
expect them to be concerned with the internal ad- 
munistration of the cohort. However, it appears that 

20 Rep. IX, 3, pp. 110-114, nos. 971-972. The first is 
dated in 251; its companion probably was erected at the 
same time and in any event belongs to the reign of Gallus 
and Volusian (251-253). The Cohors II Equestris may also 
appear in 82 i, 8, at which time, late in the reign of 
Alexander, it seems to have been stationed near Dura. 
An undated graffito from the Praetorium names the 
Legio III Gallica; Rep. V, p. 229, no. 562. Doubtless a 
number of units and detachments spent some time at 
Dura, especially during campaigns, without leaving any 
record of their stay. 

*1 For the texts naming the praepositus numerorum 
and the centurio princeps of 211 see above notes 8, 12, 13. 

22 Cf. above note 14. The vexillarii built the amphi- 
theater [a]gentes sub cur(a) Aur(eli) Mam{[ ca. 20 letters 
lost] Iustiano (centurione) princ(ipe). As the editor, F. E. 
Brown, states, the lacuna contained the missing parts of 
the two names, the title of the first man, and a participle 
such as adsistente. The last line is in somewhat smaller 
letters, which suggests the relative rank of the two men. 
Aurelius Mam[ might be the governor, since governors 
are often named in building inscriptions. 

23 The altars are dedicated éti ... xpatiotou SouK6s; 
the texts are cited in note 20. 

4 See above p. 23. Two duces are named in connection 
with remounts in 97. 

the tribune dealt directly with provincial headquarters 
and with other officials of lower rank, without reference 
to any superior at Dura.*° 

As one would expect, the papyri and inscriptions 
for the most part name units and detachments in Dura 
itself, but there is some evidence for others in the 
neighborhood. The Cohors Ifl Augusta Thracum was 
stationed on the lower Chabur in 227,76 and the fact 
that a copy of the marriage contract, 30, was deposited 
in Dura shows that in 232 the camp of the Cohors XII 
Palaestinorum, known only from this document, was 
also located not far away.?” 

C. The Cohors XX Palmyrenorum: tts History 

The Cohors XX Palmyrenorum is known only from 
papyri and inscriptions found at Dura; to its name 
that of the reigning emperor in adjectival form was 
often added but other honorary and descriptive titles 
are lacking, at least in complete texts.! It is first named 
in a letter of A.D. 208, addressed to its commanding 

officer (56). How long it had then existed is uncertain. 
The dates of enlistment in the roster of 219 go back 
to 192, and the men from the early years of Severus’ 
reign are numerous enough to make it rather doubtful 
that they were all transferred into a unit formed later.* 
The cohort may have been raised during Severus’ first 
Parthian campaign, when there would have been need 
for additions to the Eastern armies, but other occasions 
in the preceding decades are equally possible. Neither 
the cohort nor any other from a series to which it 
might have belonged is found in the Syrian diploma 
of 156/7 or in the Lollianus inscription,? which of 
course is not proof that the cohort did not yet exist. 
As has been noted above, a group of Palmyrene archers 
was stationed in Dura in 170/1, and it is possible that 
they formed the nucleus from which the cohort was 

2 See 56 (208), 66 (216), 64 (221), and 95 (250-251). 
All but the last may date or probably date before the 
establishment of the ducatus. 

26 26. 
27 The series is unknown unless the Cohors IV Pa- 

laestinorum of Not. dig. ov.. XXXIV, 46 belongs to it. 
For the coh II Eg{ of 82 ii, 8 see above note 20. 

1 Though it was a cohors miliaria equitata, these titles 
are not found in its records. Cumont and Cagnat restore 
eq(uitata) sag(ittaviorum) after its name in a long lacuna 
in Fouilles, pp. 357{., no. 3; but as they recognized, this 
is uncertain. The restoration of sag in Rep. VII/VIII, 
p- 277, no. 906 is even more doubtful. For titles formed 
from the emperor’s name, such as Antoniniana, see on 64, 
below, p. 233, and Index, Sect. G. 

2 The roster is 100; cf. also 98. Since men were regularly 
discharged after twenty-five years, one would not expect 
earlier dates than are found in the rosters. 

3 CIL XVI, 106 = ILS 9057 and ILS 2724; cf. above 
p- 25 note 6. Not many men in the cohort would have 
been eligible for discharge in 156/7 unless it had been 
formed twenty-five years earlier. 
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created.t There may, however, have been no connection 
at all. 

Whatever the date and circumstances of the creation 
of the cohort may have been, the fact that it is the 
Twentieth Palmyrene Cohort is difficult to understand. 
It is the usual assumption that each new series of 
auxiliary units was numbered in an unbroken sequence, 
beginning with 1.6 Thus Cumont concludes without 
hesitation that there must have been at least twenty 
Palmyrene cohorts.® But it is quite incredible, first, 
that so many cohorts would have been raised at one 
time from the territory of Palmyra, especially since it 
continued to supply men for units of other types;? and, 
secondly, that nineteen other Palmyrene cohorts 
should have left no trace of their existence. Possibly 
the cohort at Dura belonged to a composite series of 
which the Cohors XII Palaestinorum was also a 
member. But an explanation of the numbering 
remains to be found. 

It is probable that the cohort was stationed at Dura 
from at least 208 to 256, that is until the city was 
besieged and taken by the Persians.® Its files of course 
might have been brought there from another post. 
But in a circular of 208 Dura is included in the ap- 
pended distribution list, and it is a reasonable as- 
sumption that the cohort was already established there 
rather than at one of the other four places named (60). 
The only dated inscription mentioning the cohort is 
from 230. The funerary inscription of the tribune 
Julius Terentius, however, and the fresco from the 
Temple of Bel in which he appears can be assigned to 
around 239.1! Several other inscriptions also record 

4 Above p. 24. 
5 See, e.g., G. L. Cheesman, The Auvxilia of the Roman 

Imperial Aymy (1914), pp. 59f.; but cf. p. 61, note 7. 
6 Fouilles, p. LIV. 
7 There were numeri Palmyrenorum in Dacia, Numidia, 

and Egypt in the early third century, which continued to 
be recruited in part at least from Palmyra; see H. T. 

Rowell, RE XVII (1937), 2549-2552. On the existence of 
Palmyrene numeri and cohortes at the same time, see 
Rowell, zbid., 1334; and M. Rostovtzeff, Storia economica 
e sociale dell’ Impero Romano (1933), p. 316, note 27. 
Twenty cohorts would be much the largest number of 
cohorts ever levied from one city or tribe at one time. 

8 It appears in 30 (A.D. 232). 
® For the date of the siege and capture of Dura see 

p. 167. 
10 Fouilles, pp. 357f., no. 3. 
11 Foutlles, pp. 89-114, 363, no. 8a; Rep., IX, 1, 

pp. 176-185, no. 939. Neither the fresco nor the inscription 
is dated, but the sacerdos Themes Mocimi, who is repre- 
sented in the fresco, is found in 89, acta diurna from 

May, 239. 

the presence of the cohort in Dura,” and a number of 
papyri show that it was somewhere on the Middle 
Euphrates ca. 218-222. Finally, the fact that part of 
the cohort’s archives were found under the ramp 
erected in preparation for the siege is proof that the 
unit was in Dura at that time.!4 Presumably it was 
destroyed when the city was taken by the Persians. 

Though the headquarters and greater part of the 
cohort were in Dura, detachments, often of consider- 

able size, were regularly stationed at other posts up 
and down the Euphrates. The fullest evidence for this 
is in the two major rosters, 100 and 101, but there 

are references to such vexillations in other texts, 
notably 64. The rosters in particular also show, as was 
to be expected, that various assignments took men 
away from Dura for longer or shorter periods. When 
the cohort set out on a campaign, some time and effort 
must have been necessary to collect its scattered 
personnel and make it an effective combat unit. I have 
conjectured that the letters in 66 reflect such a situ- 
ation. The surprisingly high figures found in the 
rosters! may be the result of a policy of maintaining 
adequate strength at a unit’s headquarters while still 
providing men for vexillations and other detached 
duty. 

The papyri furnish relatively little information 
about campaigns and other events in which the cchort 
took part. Possibly it was being prepared in 216 for 
an active role in Caracalla’s Parthian campaign (66). 
It was involved in disorders of some kind under 
Elagabalus (55) and seems to have provided an escort 
for that emperor in 219 (100).17 Apparently it was 
employed in Alexander’s Parthian campaign in 233 (83) 
and may have suffered losses in 239 (89) and 251 (97). 

A tribunus cohortis was the regular commanding 
officer of the Palmyrene cohort, since it was a cohors 
miliaria. In the absence of a tribune a praepositus 
cohortis, presumably always a legionary centurion, is 
found. It is probable that no other unit stationed at 
Dura was commanded by a tribune, and one may 
tentatively assign all such officers to the Palmyrene 
cohort. 

12 Rep. VII/VIII, p. 277, no. 906 (Temple of the 
Gaddé) and unpublished graffiti from the Mithraeum. 

13 See the place-names in the rosters, and vexillation at 
Appadana in 64. 

14 See above p. 4. 
15 See pp. 300-364. 
1 SSS job SOI 
17 See Fink on ad dom n, p. 41; he has suggested to me 

that the cohort may have suffered losses between 219 
and 222; see Fink, TAPA, LXXXIV (1953), pp. 211f., 
and below, pp. 30f. 
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The commanding officers of the Cohors XX Palmyrenorum are as follows: 

Name Designation 

Ulpius Valentinus iribunus 
Agathonius 
Postumius Aurelianus tribunus 
[ — Jelius 
Aurelius Justillus iribunus 
Julius Rufianus tribunus 
Laronius Secundianus tribunus 
Julius Terentius tribunus 

{| — — ] Avitus praepositus 
Avireliiis sete ses] praepositus 
Aurelius Intenianus 
[ — Jonius [— — — ] 

Altested Source 

208 56 
211 63 
216 66 
ca, 219 71 
221 64 
Ca. 233-235 82 
235 125-127 
ca. 239 Fouilles, p. 363, no. 8a; Rep. 

IX, I, pp. 176-185, no. 9398 
239 9 
ca. 241 59 
ca. 240-250 58 
? 79 

Other tribunes named in inscriptions at Dura were probably also commanding officers of the cohort. 

Name Designation Attested Source 

[ — — ] Archelaus tribunus Rep. VII/VIIT, p. 90, no. 849 
[ — — ] Crescentianus tribunus ? Rep. VI, p. 35, no. 613 
[| — — NiJcarchus tribunus ? Rep. III, pp. 40-42, no. D143?® 
Scribonius Mucianus tyibunus ? Rep. II, pp. gof., no. H3 

D. The Strength and Organization of the Cohors XX 
Palmyrenorum} 

tr. The Centuries and Turmae 

The papyri show without question that this was a 
cohors miliaria. It is disconcerting, therefore, that no 
more than six centuries of pedites ever appear.” The 
evidence is discussed in the introductions to the indi- 
vidual papyri, but the results may be shown in Fig. 3. 
In 98, 100, 101, 102, 67, 115, and 82 the centurions are 
named (from left to right) in their official order. Other- 
wise the order of rank is unknown except in the case 
of 122, where we have the sequence Germanus, Mo- 

cimus, Achaeus, Felix; in Fig. 3 nevertheless these 
names are arranged to show the order of replacement 
of the centurions. Names inclosed in brackets are those 
which are not preserved, but may be inferred as certain. 

18 See above, note II. 
19 Tt is possible that x’ TT]JaAy should be read in line 5. 
1 The discovery and placing of a large fragment of 

100/101 in 1950 has rendered obsolete the calculations in 
Fink, TAPA, LXXVIII (1947), pp. 159-170. Even the 
numbering of the columns in the two texts is now changed. 
See instead, Fink, TA PA, LX XXIV (1953), pp. 210-215. 

2 T am indebted to Eric Birley for a letter, stating that 
in Britain quarters for cohortes equitatae miliariae con- 
tinued to be constructed with space for ten centuries even 
later than the time of the Dura texts. 

It is evident that these centurions furnish a welcome 
means of dating fragmentary texts. Soon after A.D. 
216, Seleucus left the cohort, and about 219 his century 
had been taken over by Castricius, from whose hands 
it had passed by 222 to Antoninus Prior. The earlier 
Antoninus was now called Posterior, from his lower 
rank. The centuria Malchiana of 219 was the centuria 
Malchi in 222, and had advanced from last place to 
first. Perhaps the assumed original commander had 
returned; more probably a different Malchus was 

appointed. In any event, by about 224 he had been 
replaced by Pudens. By 232, either Danymus or 
Marcus had been replaced by Gaianus; and shortly 
afterwards, Antoninus Posterior was succeeded by 
Nigrinus, and Antoninus Prior usually drops his 
epithet. 

A number of changes occurred in the mid-thirties. 
Germanus, Rufianus, Themarsas, and Al.[ joined the 
cohort, though it is not known whom they replaced. 
None of these stayed for long except Germanus, and 
the complete list of 240 shows otherwise new names. 
Heliodorus was gone by 242, replaced by Mocimus, 
and Marinus joined in the same year, being followed 
later by a second centurion of the same name. By 
about 250 there is room for only one of Felix, Mocimus, 

and Naso; but we do not know who was the survivor, 
if, indeed, the missing centurion of 95 was not another 

altogether. 
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66 
A.D. 216 ? 

98 
A.D. 217-219 Re 

100 
A.D. 219 (or Danymus 

slightly later) 
101 

A.D. 222 (or Malchus 
slightly later) 
102 

A.D. 222-224 2 

67 
A.D. 223-225 Danymus 

136 
ca. A.D. 230 2 

115 
ASD? 232 a 

82 
CG. AD, 233 2 

83 
A.D. 233 (or 2 

slightly later) 
120 

A.D. 233-235 ? 
116 

by A.D. 235 g 
117 

A.D. 236 2 

113 
A.D. 230-240 ? 

106 
A.D. 235-240 2 

108 
A.D. 235-240 2 

107 
ca. A.D. 240 Achaeus 

121 
Probably A.D. 241 [Achaeus] 

122 
A.D. 241 or 242 Achaeus 

112 
A.D. 241 or 242 Achaeus 

110 
Probably A.D. 241 [Achaeus] 

109 
A.D. 242-256 [Achaeus] 

95 
A.D. 250 or 251 Achaeus 

Marcus 

Marcus 

Marcus 

Danymus 

[Danymus] 

Marcus 

Marianus 

Marianus 

? 

Felix 

[Felix] 

Felix 

[Felix] 

29 

Antoninus Marianus ? Seleucus 

Antoninus {Marianus] Malchiana Seleuciana 

Antoninus Castricius Marianus Malchiana 

Marcus Marianus Antoninus Antoninus 
Prior Posterior 

Marcus Marianus [Antoninus [Antoninus 
Prior] Posterior] 

Marianus Antoninus Antoninus Pudens 
Prior Posterior 

Marianus [Antoninus [Antoninus {Pudens] 
Prior} Posterior] 

Antoninus Antoninus Pudens Gaianus 
Prior Posterior 

Antoninus Pudens Gaianus Nigrinus 

[Antoninus] Pudens ? [Nigrinus] 

Antoninus ? ? | Nigrinus] 

Antoninus Nigrinus Germanus Rufianus 

Antoninus ? [Germanus] ? 
Prior 

? 2 ? Themarsas 

e ? Germanus Al. [- 

? i Germanus ? 

Germanus Heliodorus Naso Priscus 

Germanus Heliodorus [Naso] e 

Germanus Mocimus [Naso] ? 

[Germanus] Mocimus Naso Bargas 

Germanus Marinus ? Bargas 

Germanus [Marinus] ? Bargas 

Germanus Marinus Marinus Bargas 
Prior Posterior 

Fic. 3. 

The Centurions of the Cohors XX Palmyrenorum 
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The cohort had five turmae commanded by decurions. They are shown in Fig. 4. 

100 

A.D. 219 (or Zebidas (Themarsas) Demetrius Octavius Antoninus 
slightly later) Tiberini 

101 

A. D)-222 (or |Zebidas} Tiberini Demetrius Octavius Antoninus 

slightly later) 
67 

A.D. 223-225 Zebidas Tiberini {Demetrius} Octavius Antoninus 

129 

A.D. 225 ? [Tiberini| Demetrius Aurelianus [Antoninus | 
115 

A.D. 232 Cocceius Tiberini Nahariotes Paulinus Antoninus 

68 
A.D. 232-240 ? ? 2 Paulinus 

82 
ca. A.D; 233 ? Tiberini ? Paulinus Antoninus 

116 

by A.D. 235 ? Antiochus ? {Paulinus} Romullus 
107 

ca. A.D. 240 Cocceiana Antiochus Apollonius Paulinus Romullus 

Fig. 4 

The Decurions of the Cohors XX Palmyrenorum 

The group of decurions remained unchanged down 
to 225, when Aurelianus replaced someone, Zebidas or 

Octavius. By 232 there were three more changes, and 
Themarsas Tiberini and Antoninus are last heard of 
in the following year. Cocceius may have lasted until 
nearly 240; in 107, the name of Naso, the centurion, 

was written in error, and when crossed out, was 
replaced with the adjective form Cocezana. 

The restriction to six centuries instead of the ex- 
pected ten is awkward, because of Hyginus’ express 
statement that a cohors equitata miliaria contained the 
latter number, but the fact seems to be that the 
organization of such cohorts had been changed greatly 
since Hyginus,’ and the Dura texts must be allowed to 
explain themselves. It is impossible to suppose that 

3’ Hyginus Gromaticus, De Munitionibus Castrorum, 27. 
4 He says likewise (27): ‘‘Cohors equitata quingenaria 

habet centurias VI, reliqua pro parte dimidia,’”’ but the 
Dura papyri show that the XX Palmyrenorum had only 
five turmae, and that figure could hardly be reduced 
to 21/, for a cohors quingenaria. On the date of Hyginus 
and his work, A. von Domaszewski argued convincingly 
in his edition (1887), pp. 69-72, for the reign of Trajan. 
Cf. Fink, TA PA, LX XXIV (1953), p. 211, note 2. Birley, 
Actes du deuxiéme Congrés International d’Epigraphie 
Grecque et Latine (1952), p. 234, adduces evidence for 
assigning the book to “‘the middle years of the reign of 
Marcus Aurelius.” 

four entire centuries of the cohort, and perhaps some 
of the cavalry, were on detached service so distant 
that they were not carried in any of the rolls at Dura. 

2. The Strength of the Cohort 

The two great rolls 100 and 101 give us the best 
means of calculating the strength of the Cohors XX 
Palmyrenorum, but we may look first at the totals 
given in 82 (ca. A.D. 233) and 89 (A.D. 239). The 
former gives (i, 1) a figure of 914, the latter of 781 (i, 11). 
Were these the pedites only, or the total strength of 
the unit ? If the former alternative is chosen, we must 
add in the one case 223 equites and 34 dromedarii for 
a grand total of 1171, in the other 233 equites and 36 
dromedarii for a grand total of 1050. These are not 
inconsistent with the totals reached below for the 
great rolls of about A.D. 220. On the other hand, 
100 represents the state of the cohort after Caracalla’s 
heavy recruiting in A.D. 214-216 — although after 
some fighting, including Macrinus’ battles with Arta- 
banus in 217 — while 89 probably shows it after an 
engagement in which the tribune himself was killed.® 
The total, furthermore, is said to be that of the men 
in hibernis (i, 5, 11), thus excluding those on detached 

5 On the supposed death of the tribune Julius Terentius 
in battle, cf. below on 89, p. 283, note 6. 
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service. I now agree with Gilliam that the first figures 
in 82 and 89 give the total strength of the cohort.® 

Much has been lost in 100. and it is not to be hoped 
that one can arrive at exact figures either for single 
centuries or turmae, or for the whole cohort; but a 

variety of estimates calculated by different methods 
are sufficiently in agreement to lend confidence to a 
statement of round numbers. For the centuries, totals 
are preserved at two places, cx/ in x and c]x/vi in xxvi, 
and since the roll of each century occupies almost 
exactly five columns, the average is about 28.5 names 
per column. Multiplied by 30 for the number of full 
columns listing pedites, with the addition of the 14 
names at the top of xxxi, this gives 869 as the number 
of infantry. Careful counts of the extant names for 
the five centuries whose records are nearly complete, 
with the addition of enough to make up for losses 
estimated separately for each column and an average 
of the five to represent the century of Danymus, 
produce a maximum of 857 and a minimum of 838. 
The median of the largest and smallest totals for 
individual centuries multiplied by six gives 854. It 
seems then that 850-860 is a fair approximation of 
the whole number of pedites originally listed, or 
140-150 to a century. The part of the text which 
recorded the equites is better preserved; and so even 
though the totals stated in the papyrus are the results 
of some sort of calculation (p. 308), it seems certain 
that the number of cavalry was not far from 335. The 
dromedarii numbered about 20. Therefore the grand 
total in 100 was about 1210 men, with a possible error 
of about 30 either way. 

No totals are entered in the text of 101; but a 
repetition of the count described above yields a 
maximum of 768 and a minimum of 744 for the pedites. 
The medians of the highest and lowest totals for indi- 
vidual centuries multiplied by six give limits of 744 
to 762. The average number of names per column 
multiplied by 29 for the full columns, with the addition 
of the numbers estimated for xxi and xxvi, which are 
not full, produces 757. The pedites therefore may be 
assumed to have numbered about 750-760, with the 
centuries averaging 125-130 men. The equites in 101 
amount to about 250, and the dromedarii to about 35. 
The grand total, accordingly, is about 1040, again with 
a possible error of about 30. 

The totals in 98 concern only pedites; in 102 there 
are both pedites and dromedarii. Totals for three 
centuries are still extant in the former; 55 (ii), 52 (iv), 
and 59 (x). Since these are corroborated by a count of 
the existing names, they can be used as a basis for 
calculating the total number of men. The median of 
the highest and lowest figures multiplied by six 
gives 333. An average of 30 names to a column, as 
in xi, and with allowance for a twelfth column to 
complete the centuria Seleuciana, would produce 360. 

The sum of the stated or estimated totals of the six 
centuries comes to 335-340. One may therefore assume 

® See further on 82, below, p. 271. 

350 as an approximate total, with about Io as the 
margin of error. 

In 102 only two stated totals are preserved, 63 in iii 
and 62 in vii. The former includes 3 dromedarii and 
the latter 4, so that the average number of pedites 
is 59; this would make 354 for six centuries. The sum 
of the stated or estimated totals of the four centuries, 
the records of which here are more or less complete, 
leads to a total for six centuries of about 335. A total 
of 345 pedites, then, with a margin of error of Io, 
seems to be probable; this comes very close to the 
figure in 98. There are 11 dromedarii in the four 
extant centuries of 102; and this leads to an estimate 
of 16 or 17 for the whole list. 

The discrepancy between the size of the centuries in 
these two lists and those in 100-101 confronts us with 
a choice of three possible explanations. It may be that 
the norm was about 60 and the larger numbers show 
that the cohort had been raised to double strength; 
or the norm was about 130, and 98 and 102 represent 
the state of the cohort after serious depletions; or the 

longer lists are of one sort, the shorter ones of another, 
and the latter do not contain the total strength of 
each century. To give a certain answer to this question 
is hardly possible; but the evidence points toward the 
third possibility as the correct one. 98 is about a year 
earlier than 100, yet in the centuria Malchiana, which 

is nearly complete in both, 100 has at least g more men 
of the year 203; 4 more in each of the years 204, 205, 
and 206, 6 more of 207; at least 33 more of 214; and 15 
more of 217. The centuries of Marcus, Antoninus 
Posterior, and Seleuciana/Castricius tell the same 
story, though less decisively because they are less well 
preserved. But the only way to add men of so many 
different years to the cohort in the year between the 
time of 98 and that of 100 was through transfers; and 

the number of men required to bring the total up to 
that of 100 was greater than the total in 98. Such a 
procedure seems improbable; and other considerations 
drawn from 102 tend to confirm that it, too, was a 

special list of some sort. Like 98, it differs in the details 
of its form from 100 and 101 ;? and it differs likewise in 

its annotations. It is the only Dura roll to use 6 as a 
sign of decease, and the other notations consist almost 
entirely of the bars which indicate availability for 
service or the black disks which served as check marks, 
There are no indications of rank, no entries with ad or 
cum, no explor(atores) or officio, as in the general 
rosters. Since, moreover, all of the notations which it 
does contain are written either above or at the left of 
the bars marking availability, it is natural to conclude 
that this list, as it was originally drawn up, was in- 
tended to include only men who had no regular as- 
signment, and that as each assignment was made, it 
was entered beside the man’s name. 98 may have 
been intended for the same purpose, but all that can 
be said safely is that the names in it probably represent 
men all of whom fall within some one category. 

7 See below, p. 37. 
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3. The Officers and Non-Commissioned Officers. 

The Pay Grades 

The cohort was regularly commanded by a tribune, 
but his post might be filled by a legionary centurion 
serving as praepositus (above, p. 28). Below the 
tribune we find an ordinatus princeps and the usual 
ordinati (the word centurio is not used in the Dura 
texts) and decurions. Where the official order of these 
varies from time to time, it may be supposed to reflect 
the relative status of the officers concerned. A new 
officer normally took his place at the bottom of the 
list, but changes might be made as a reward for good 
behavior or as punishment for cowardice or neglect 
of duty.§ 

Next after the name of each centurion or decurion 
in 100 and 101 were entered the names of one or more 
lieutenants without regard to the chronological order 
which prevails in listing the remaining personnel. The 
titles used are always dupl(icarius) and sesq(uipli- 
carius), never optio, though opto is used in 82 i, 17.° 
There was always at least one duplicarius (7 Danymi, 
100 i, 4; 101 vi, 21; Y Mariani, 101 xvi, 19); commonly 

bucinator: 101 xiii, 31; cf. 891, 2 and 9g 

cornicularius: 100 xxxii, 29; 101 xxxiii, Io 

there was one duplicarius and one sesquiplicarius 
(4 Mariani, 100 xxi, 4 and 6; turma Demetri, 100 
xxxvi, 4 and 6; 101 xxxvi, 18 and 20; turma Octavi, 
100 xxxviii, 13 and 15; 101 xxxviii, 26 and 28), some- 
times two duplicarii (Y Antonini Posterioris, 100 xi, 4 
and 6; 4 Malchiana, 100 xxvi, 14 and 16; ¥ Marci, 
101 xi, 16 and 18; turma Zebida, 100 xxxi, 22 and 24). 
Two of the turmae have two duplicarii and a sesquipli- 
carius in each (turma Tiberini, 100 xxxi, 26, 28, and 30; 
turma Antonini, 101 xli, 4, 6, and 8). There is one 
sesquiplicarius, of the century of Marcus, among the 
dromedarii (100 xliii, 23; 101 xliv, 12). Elsewhere 
damage to the papyrus makes it impossible to be sure 
what the situation was. 

All of the other principales, even the cornicularius, 
are listed in order of seniority along with the privates 
in the centuries and turmae to which they were at- 
tached. The titles which are found in the rosters 
follow; but the damaged state of the texts makes it 
uncertain whether the list of rankings is complete and 
prevents compiling reliable statistics on the numbers 
of each. 

signifer: 100 xxvii, 7; xxxii, 16; xl, 19; 101 1, 12; vi, 23; xl, 26; xli, 13 
singularis consularis: 100 xxv, 23; XxXili, II; xxxviii, 3; xli, 22; 101 xiii, 21; xxviii, 22 and 26; xl, 7 
singularis: 100, at least twenty-one times; e.g., Vii, 10; 1x, 23; 101, at least fifty-five times; e.g., vi, 6; vii, 10 
vexillarius: 100 xxiii, 12; Xxxii, 21; Xxxvi, 18; XxXxvili, 23; Xxxix, 9, 13, and 16; 101 xviii, 19; xl, 19; xlili, 3 
vexillarius 7 (centuriae ?): 101 xxxviii, 8; xl, 9. 

In addition to these, it is possible that one should 
read imjag(inifer) in 100 xxviii, 21. A combination of 
100 xvii, 3 (a{) and 101 xxii, 13 (]..tua.) leads to 
actuar(ius) as Ulpius Severus’ title, though 7 is not 
entirely satisfactory for the last letter in the entry 
in 101. 

It is noteworthy that the acta diurna mention other 
ranks which the rosters ignore: aedituus, curator, and 

8 This view was broached, Fink, TAPA, LXXVIII 
(1947), pp. 166f. and is discussed at length on the basis 
of the foregoing evidence in TAPA, LXXXIV (1953), 
pp. 210-215. Provisions for promotion or demotion of 
officers must be supposed to exist in all armies. Cf. the 
comment below, p. 36, on the century of Antoninus 
Posterior. 

9 The opt[io]n II, Ogelus Malchi, may reoccur in 115 bi, 
17, where an O]gelus .[ stands first in the turma Paulini, 
in the same relative position as the duplicarii in lines 2 
and 7. (An optio of the Cohors III Augusta Thracum 
occurs in 26 Verso, 5.) This evidence shows that Do- 
maszewski (Rangordnung, pp. 69f.) was wrong in ex- 
cluding duplicarii from infantry units. The use of the term 
“‘duplicarius”’ instead of “‘optio’”’ may be simply a change 
in terminology, but it may also reflect a real change in the 
internal structure of the cohort, perhaps connected with 
the reduction in the number of centuries of pedites from 
Hyginus’ ten to the present six. For a different sense of 
duplicarius in the Dura papyri see below on 82, p. 272. 

librarius in 82; magister campi in 83; discens mensor, 
princeps, sacerdos, and tesserarius in 89. Similarly 
inscriptions at Dura confirm the presence in the 
garrison, though not necessarily in the XX Palmyreno- 
rum, of beneficiarii!® and statores.!! Of Cichorius’ list 

of principales of a cohort,!? only the cornicen, tibicen, 
medicus, and strator are not mentioned at Dura. 

The supposition that the terms duplicarius and 
sesquiplicarius in the rosters indicate a pay grade 
rather than a rank is supported by the figures given. 
The totals of the pedites at the end of the rolls of 
centuries are confirmed by the count of the names 
actually preserved. The totals for the duplicarii, how- 
ever, in 100 clearly do not refer solely to the lieutenants 
whose names follow immediately after those of the 
centurion or decurion, for they run as high as 5 for the 
infantry (xxxi, 17) and 6 among the equites (xl, 25). 
These numbers cannot be checked with accuracy for 
the infantry ; but among the cavalry the turma Zebida, 
duplicarii v, has two lieutenant duplicarii, one signifer, 
one vexillarius, and one cornicularius. The turma 

10 Rep. I, pp. 32-41, nos. Rr —C8, passim; Rep. II, 
pp. 120f., 149, nos. D25, 27, 31. 

Rep. L, Pp. 37, DO OnLine p el, Sp snZOtey 
nos. D27, 28, 30. 

12 RE IV (1901), 236. A nuntius and a tubicen of the 
Cohors III Augusta Thracum occur in 26 Verso, 1 and 9. 
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Octavi, duplicarit vi, has one lieutenant duplicarius, 
four vexillarii, and a signifer. There is also a sesqui- 
plicarius, but his name has been cancelled. The turma 

sesquiplicarius, and a vexillarius. Though the numbers 
of the duplicarii in the turmae of Tiberinus and 
Antoninus are not extant, it seems evident that in 
these totals the term “‘duplicarius’” denoted men who 
received double rations or pay, without reference to 
specific rank.'® The exclusion of the decurions (and 
presumably the centurions) on the one hand and of 
the singulares on the other defines the limits of this 
category of duplicarii so far as the principales of the 
Twentieth Palmyrenes are concerned. 

In a similar fashion, the totals entered in 100 at the 
end of each turma appear capable of being explained 
as exactly double the number of men, including the 
decurion. The only total preserved complete is cxxx1110 
(xlii, 16) for the turma of Antoninus, which certainly 
listed between 66 and 68 men. The turma Demetri 
contained 68 men, and the total in the text, cxx[..], 
can readily be restored as cxx[xv]i. In the same way, 
the cxxx[ of the turma Tiberini with 66 men offers no 
obstacle to reading cxxx[i1], but the turma Octavi 
with 73 men and a total of cxx[, and the turma Zebida 
with 61 men and cx/[, are difficult. It would be con- 
ceivable to read cxx[xxv7] for the turma Octavi; but 
for the turma Zebida, one can say only that the x is 
a mere speck and the / depends upon a slanting stroke 
well below the line of writing; but that the traces, 
such as they are, do not encourage cx[x77]. The prin- 
ciple, however, that the actual number of men was 
doubled to arrive at the total for the equites can still 
be accepted tentatively and explained as relating to 
pay or rations, since an eques not only ranked higher 
than a pedes but also had the expense of maintaining 
one or more horses. 

4. The Dromedarii 

The dromedarii were attached to the centuries of 
infantry rather than being classed with the equites or 
separately,“ but they were listed separately in the 
rosters and similar texts. In 100 and 101 they appear 
at the end, following the equites. In 102 they are listed 
at the end of each century. In a similar fashion, the 
total for the dromedarii and their sesquiplicarii follows 
the totals for the ordinati, duplicarii, and sesquiplicarii 
of the infantry in 82 and 89, preceding the figures for 
the equites. 

5. Promotion and Length of Service 

The longest term of service revealed by either 100 
or 101 is 27 years. One man who enlisted in 192 is still 

18 This conclusion was reached in TAPA, LXXVIII 
(1947), p. 168, but improvements in the readings now 
make the numbers more understandable. 

4 Fink, TAPA, LXXVIII (1947), pp. 165f.; Gilliam, 
YCS, XI (1950), pp. 226f. 
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in service in 100 xxi, 8, and the names of a sesqui- 
plicarius (100 xxxvili, 15) and two privates (100 xli, 
10, II) are in the roster under the same date but have 
been cancelled, presumably because of discharge. It 
is rather surprising, however, to find at least Ig men 
in 100 and 21 in 101 in their twenty-sixth year, and 
to realize that if the papyrus were undamaged there 
might be still more. In the succeeding years the 
numbers for each year fluctuate as recruitment policies 
varied (see below), but there are also, for example, no 
less than 43 men in 100 in their twenty-fourth year. 

Promotions, as might be expected, came at no 
fixed rate, but on the whole slowly. Of the centurions 
and decurions we know only that their length of 
service, when each first appears, ranges from the 
twelfth year (Themarsas Tiberini, 100 xxxiii, 23-24) 
to the twentieth (Zebidas Iarhaei, 100 xxxi, 21-22); 
but there is no way of knowing how much earlier they 
had received their appointments. The service of the 
duplicarii ranges from the fifth (Aurelius Cocceius, 
100 i, 3-4) to the twenty-sixth year (Claudius Mom- 
bogaeus, 100 xxxvi, 3-4). Of these we can be sure that 
Aelius Licinnius was promoted between his tenth and 
thirteenth years (100 xxxi, 16-17 and 101 xxxvi, 
17-18) and that Apollonius Mesenus was probably 
made a duplicarius after his seventh year but before 
his seventeenth.!® Two of the sesquiplicarii had at- 
tained that rank before their eighth year (Aurelius 
Marinus, 101 xxxvi, 19-20 and Ulpius Gaianus, 101 
XXXVilil, 27-28); and one remained in it until his 
twenty-sixth (Domitius Barsemea, 101 xliv, 11-12). 

The name of Romanus Allaei (100 xxxviii, 15) was 
cancelled in his twenty-seventh year, when he seems 
to have been discharged with the rank of sesqui- 
plicarius. The cornicularius held his post by his six- 
teenth year; and the bucinator reached that rank 
before his tenth year and held it through his twenty- 
fifth. 

The post of vexillarius appears to have been a 
temporary one. Zebidas Egla and Zabathes Malchi, 
at any rate, are vexillarii in 100 but not in 101, and no 
one is found holding that position in both texts. The 
shortest time recorded for appointment to the rank 
was under ten years (100 xxiii, 11-12); Domitius 
Proculus was appointed between his fifteenth and 
eighteenth years (100 xl, 12; 101 xl, 19) and Ulpius 
Silvanus between the sixteenth and nineteenth (100 
xl, 1; 101 xl, 9). Barathes Abgari is serving as vex- 

illarius in his twenty-fourth year (100 xxxvi, 18). The 
youngest of the signiferi is in his twelfth year of 
service (100 xl, 18-19), but Themarsas Zebida was first 
appointed between his twenty-first and twenty-fourth 
years (100 xli, 25; 101 xli, 13). The imaginifer, if such 
he was, is in his twelfth year (100 xxviii, 21). The 
singulares doubled in number between 219 and 222. 

15 He enlisted in 215 (100 xxx, 17) and was a duplicarius 
in 232 in the turma Antonini (115 bi, 7). In 222, however, 
his name fits neither of the two duplicarii of this turma 
(101 xli, 4, 6), and so his promotion must have come later. 
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All ten of the men known to have enlisted in 222 were 
appointed directly to this status (101 xvi, 5-8; xxvi, 
I0-I2; XXXi, 20-25), proving that the difference is not 
an illusion. Their service varies, as a result of these 
immediate appointments, from zero to twenty-six 
years (101 xl, 9-10). 

6. Recruitment. 

The wealth of names furnished by the Dura in- 
scriptions and papyri, and by the rosters in particular, 
makes it possible to draw certain conclusions regarding 
the national and ethnic origins of the soldiers. The 
fact, for example, that ‘“Danymus’”’ is rather common 
at Dura and seemingly unknown elsewhere (below, 
p. 58, note 1) makes it reasonable to suppose that the 

centurion Septimius Danymus was actually drawn 
from the local aristocracy. See further p. 58 below. 

The wide fluctuations revealed by the two great 
rosters in the numbers of men enrolled from year to 
year also provide a clue at least to recruiting practices 
as they affected the Twentieth Palmyrenes, and pos- 
sibly to regional or even empire-wide recruitment 
policies. Fig. 5 reports the total number of individuals 
found in 100 and 101 for a given year. Because of 
the damaged state of the texts, it cannot be made 
definitive; and there is the further fact that the 
years 192-195 are represented only in 100, and 220-222 
only in 101. But between 196 and 21g the striking 
variations from year to year seem to provide a 
reliable index to the relative numbers of recruits 
admitted. 

Year Total Year Total 

A.D. 192 3 A.D. 208 na 

193 1g} 100 209 15 

194 4{ only 210 13 
195 43 211 O 
196 21 2 26 
197 I zie 0 
198 5 214 119 

199 33 215 40 
200 12 216 129 

201 94 257, 3 
202 Dif, 218 O 

203 TS 219 5 
20 10 220 2 
bce ji 221 5 om 
206 II 222 10 ga 

207 2) 

Fig. 5. Recruitment of the Cohors XX Palmyrenorum 

There are many points of interest here, among them 
the fact that even after twenty-six years of service 
there are still nineteen men in 100 alone who enlisted 
in 193, the first year of the civil war between Septimius 
Severus and Pescennius Niger. There are only four for 
the succeeding year; and this permits a double infer- 
ence; not only that Niger recruited heavily in 193, as 
was natural, for the coming struggle, but also that 
Severus did in fact retain Niger’s troops in his own 
service after their defeat, though he did not at once add 
to their number. But in 195, once he had embarked on his 
First Parthian War, the number jumps to forty-three. 

In this table one can readily see the operation of 
the principle of recruitment in alternate years which 
Mommsen demonstrated for the equites singulares and 
the legions.!® There is a noticeable preponderance in 

16 CIL XVI, p. 187. 

the number of new recruits for the years 193, 195, 199, 
201, and 207 over the neighboring even-numbered 
years, so that in this respect the Cohors Vicesima is 

assimilated to the legions in comparison with the 
equites singulares, who were enrolled mostly in even 
years. But other circumstances also influenced re- 
cruiting, and certain dates above stand out immedi- 

ately. There is only a single enlistment, for example, 
recorded for 197, which should have been a year of 
heavy recruiting; while 196 shows twenty-one, and 195 
has forty-three in 100 alone. On the other hand, the 
number remains small in 198. In 196/7, of course, 
Severus was engaged in the west with Albinus and in 
stamping out opposition in Rome, but by August of 
197 he was back in Syria to open the campaign which 
culminated in the fall of Ctesiphon on 28 January, 1908. 
Perhaps we see here a hint of the use of eastern troops 
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(enrolled in 195) against Albinus and of European 
troops in the Parthian campaign. The large totals for 
204 might be the result either of the disturbances 
which took Severus to Africa in 203 or of those which 
had already begun in Britain in 204 and led to his 
going there in 208, or of both. Almost certainly the 
decline between 205 and 211 resulted from the emper- 
or’s preoccupation with the west and his failing health 
as well. The slight increase in 212 may be connected 
with Caracalla’s bid for favor after the murder of 
Geta, and the drop in 213 with his campaign against 
the Alemanni, while the great rise in 214-216 un- 
doubtedly reflects his preparations for his Parthian 
war. 217 and 218, on the other hand, are the years of 
Macrinus’ brief rule, and the remainder of 218, with 
the succeeding years to March 222, belong to Ela- 
gabalus. 

It appears, therefore, that recruitment in general 
was limited to the numbers required for immediately 
foreseeable needs. Recruitment was probably on a 
regional basis, so that wars in Britain or Germany 
might result in an almost complete suspension of 

a3 

recruiting in Syria, but when Egypt or Africa was 
involved, Syria would be called upon. 

7. Transfers 

In addition to the notations recording transfers 
between the cohort and other units, the rosters provide 
evidence of a fairly lively activity in transfers within 
the cohort itself. Males Matthana belonged to the 
turma of Zebidas in 100, but is in the turma Tiberini 

in 101. Hagus larhaei similarly disappears from the 
turma Tiberini to reappear in the turma Antonini. 
Domitius Antoninus is transferred from the turma 
Zebida to the turma Tiberini, while Apollonius Me- 
senus, who belongs to the centuria Malchiana in 100, 
is a duplicarius in the turma Antonini in 115.1” 

Where the entire record of a century or turma is 
preserved both in 100 and 101, the natural way to 
account for names which are in 101 and not in 100 is 
to suppose that they represent men added by transfer, 
whether within the cohort or from outside. The figures 
are shown in Fig. 6. 

Date of Enlistment Men Umit 

A.D. 200 2 Century of Antoninus Posterior 
205 I Turma of Demetrius 

208 2 Century of Antoninus Posterior 
2 Century of Marianus 

210 T Century of Marcus 

2 Century of Castricius — Antoninus Prior 
212 I Century of Castricius — Antoninus Prior 

I Turma of Tiberini 

214 I Turma of Octavius 

215 3 Century of Antoninus Posterior 

216 3 Century of Antoninus Posterior 

Fig. 6. Gains by Transfer between A.D. 219 (100) and 222 (101) 

The balance sheet of gains and losses for all units admitting such comparison between 219 and 222 is shown 
in Fig. 7. 

Umit 

Century of Marianus 

Century of Marcus 
Turma of Tiberini 

Turma of Octavius 

Turma of Zebidas 

Turma of Demetrius 

Gains Losses 

Century of Antoninus Posterior 10 Isl 

2 5 
Century of Castricius — Antoninus Prior 3 5 

i I 
4 8 

I 6 
0 6 

I 3 
O iE Turma of Antoninus 

Fig. 7. Balance Sheet of Gains and Losses, A.D. 219-222 

1” He appears in the turma of Antiochus in 116, three years later. This may be another transfer, or Antiochus 
may have replaced Antoninus as commander of the turma. 

3* 
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It is tempting to connect the large number of gains 
and losses in the century of Antoninus Posterior with 
the reduction of the century from third place to last 
in the official list. Heavy losses can have resulted from 
some unfortunate act of the commanding officer, or of 
the century itself. Cf. above, p. 32, note 8. 

E. The Archives of the Cohors XX Palmyrenorum 

The place where the archives of the Cohors Vicesima 
were found guarantees that they are neither the com- 
plete nor the current files. When room Wr3 of the 
Temple of Azzanathkona was vacated to permit the 
building of the earthen embankment against the walls, 
the papyri which were left behind were, of course, 
those which were regarded as valueless. While a few 
were recent, some were nearly fifty years old. Legionary 
vexillations were the most important part of the 
garrison and occupied the principia,! although the 
tribune commanding the Vicesima dealt, so far as we 
can see, directly with the legatus of Syria.” The officium 
in W13 was a secondary one at best; some of the 
records of the Cohors Vicesima may never have been 
deposited there. This may explain the absence among 
the papyni of certain types of records known elsewhere. 
There is, for example, no certain pridianum like those 
published by Mommsen and Hunt.’ There is no duty 
roster like one known from Egypt,* no financial records 
of stipendia paid® or of funds on deposit.* The absence 
of pridiana would be less puzzling because they were 
prepared only once a year and would not have been 
of lasting value, in view of their nature as annual 
summaries. Duty rosters, however, must be posted 
continuously day by day and would naturally be kept 
in the office of the cohort. Out of the great bulk of such 
rosters as would soon accumulate, it is strange not to 

have some remains. 
As to financial records, there is evidence that the 

1 See above, p. 25. 
2 See above, p. 26. 
3 Mommsen’s pridianum is BGU 696, republished by 

Fink, AJP, LXIII (1942), pp. 61-71; cf. Gilliam, AJP, 
LXXIII (1952), pp. 75-78. For a translation see N. Lewis, 
M. Reinhold, Roman Civilization, II (1955), pp. 517f. 
Hunt’s pridianum is P. Lond. 2851, first published in 
Raccolta di Scrittt in Onove di Giacomo Lumbroso (1925), 
pp- 265-272. A reproduction and transcription are found 
in New Palaeographical Society, Series II, Pl. 186, and a 
new photograph with a new transcription and com- 
mentary by Fink is forthcoming in J RS. Gilliam notes in 
the introduction to 92 and 95 that they bear a certain 
resemblance to pridiana, and the same is true of 94; 

cf. also 90 and 91. The word pridian. occurs in a letter, 
60 CG, 2. 

IP EaiiGen.apeVierso, Patt 5. 
5 P. Lat. Gen. 1, Recto, part 1: J. Nicole, Ch. Morel, 

Archives Militaives du premier Siécle (1900); P. Lat. Gen. 
4: J. Nicole, Archiv fiir Papyrusforschung, II (1903), 
pp- 63-69; P. Berol. 6866: R. Marichal, L’Occupation 
Romaine de la Basse Egypte. Le Statut des Auxilia (1945). 

® P. Fayum Towns 105. 

office of the Vicesima was concerned with them. 
95 clearly involves the process of drawing and trans- 
porting pay for the cohort, 97 concerns cavalry mounts 
and their value, and 129 deals with the purchase of 
barley from public funds by a decurion and an eques 
of the cohort. This last was not found with the rest of 
the archives, and being in Greek, may not have been 
precisely a part of the regular military records. The 
others, also, are peripheral to the actual financial 
accounts, though they supply certain useful infor- 
mation about them, as do also various letters (e.g., 56 
and 60), and the totals in the morning reports? and in 
one of the great rosters.§ 

By way of compensation, however, the Dura papyri 
contain numerous and extensive examples of types of 
military documents either unknown before or known 
only from very fragmentary texts. A large proportion 
of the papyri contain official correspondence. 55 of the 
time of Elagabalus calls for the restoration of dis- 
cipline, 56 assigns mounts to the equites, and 60 con- 
cerns preparations for the passage through the lines 
of a Parthian envoy. 54, the Feriale Duranum, is a 
unique example of a festival list prescribing days to 
be observed by the army. 82 and 89 are morning 
reports, detailed statements of the day-to-day status 
of the cohort and the movements of individual per- 
sonnel. 100 and 101, the great rosters, are monumental 
texts containing not only complete rolls of the cohort 
but also a wealth of administrative annotations. 
125-127 form an odd group of fragments from a 
collection of judicial decisions of the tribune Laronius 
Secundianus. They concern civil suits, and it is not 
easy to see how they found their way into the military 
archives. A large part of the papyri consists of special 
lists of various sorts, the purpose of which cannot be 
determined with certainty. A group of guard rosters, 
106-110, can be identified, and 121 is a list of men who 
joined the cohort by transfer. 

In general, then, the Dura texts supplement what 
was known previously from other sources, while the 
letters deal mostly with topics not met with in other 
preserved military correspondence. All these papyri 
belong to a relatively short period of time and concern 
the affairs of one cohort. It is possible to follow the 
history of the cohort and the careers of individual 
members of it, such as Apollonius Mesenus and the 
centurion Domitius Antoninus, who can be traced for 
fourteen years or more. The fact that the papyri date 
from the third century both enhances their value and 
reduces it. Since nearly all the texts are without 
parallels and the time after Caracalla is poorly docu- 
mented both literarily and epigraphically, many of 
the papyri remain difficult and their applicability to 
conditions in other parts of the empire somewhat 
uncertain. On the other hand, they do, to some extent, 

provide their own parallels, and furnish a basis for the 
interpretation of future finds. 

* See below on 82. 
8 100. See also above, p. 33. 
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F. The Rolls and Rosters 

Aside from the lists of personnel which frequently 
accompany letters, of which 67 is the best example, 
a number of the Dura texts consist primarily of names. 
Of these, 47-51 are apparently civilian; the remainder, 
98-124, are military, and they are of various types. 
Primacy among them is clearly held by the great 
rosters 100 and 101, with 98 and 102 only behind these 
in interest. These four range in date from about 218 
to 224, while half of the rest fall within the reign of 
Alexander. The remainder are later, down to 118 which 
may belong to A.D. 255. 

rt. Form 

100 and 101, which probably contained a complete 
record of all the members of the cohort, set the type 
for what may be called a general roster. Here the 
names are arranged in columns by centuries and 
turmae. The pedites come first, then the equites, and 
at the end the dromedarii. The roll for each century or 
turma is headed by its official designation (centuria 
Dany, turma Demetri) and the date of the command- 
er’s enlistment, followed in the next line by the title 
ord(inatus) or dec(urio) and the commander’s full name. 
Next come the dates of enlistment, titles, and names 
of the duplicarii and sesquiplicarii of the company, and 
then, in order of seniority, the names of the privates 
and the remaining principales arranged in groups 
under the names of the consuls of the years in which 
the men enlisted. The dromedarii are listed by cen- 
turies in the same way, except that the centurion’s 
date of enlistment and full name are not given and, 
except for one sesquiplicarius, there are no principales. 
This sesquiplicarius, however, stands at the head of 
his company as usual (100 xliii, 23). The centuries of 
the dromedarii are in the same order as for the in- 
fantry. To the left of each man’s name throughout the 
roster is a notation indicating either the post or task 
to which he has been assigned, or that he is free for 
assignment. In 100 the roll of each company is con- 
cluded with a numeral which appears to be the total 
of the pedites in each century and double the number 
of equites in each turma. 104, 105, and 118 may be 
fragments of this type of roster. 

98 and 102 resemble the general rosters, but the 
former differs in not reporting the names of the 
duplicarii and sesquiplicarii of each company, and in 
having no annotations with the names. The latter 
omits the names of the officers, including centurions 
and decurions, and divides the dromedarii, listing 
them in separate groups immediately after the pedites 
of each century. Both texts show rather less than 

1 66 offers more examples; cf. further 68, 69, 103, 
and 115. The characteristic feature of the lists which 
accompany letters is that the names are arranged in 
columns and divided by centuries and turmae with no 
dates of enlistment and few, if any, other annotations, 
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half as many names to a century as the great rosters. 
On the other hand, they cannot well be explained as 
lists accompanying letters because both divide the 
names in each company by consulships. 98 repeats 
the full name of the ordinatus after the designation 
of the century just as the complete rosters do, and 
102 has annotations with the names. These two texts 
seem, therefore, to be partial rosters, lists made up 
according to some principle of selection for a special 
purpose. 

Another distinct group of lists is formed by the 
guard rosters, best exemplified by 107 and including 
106, 108-110, 112, and possibly 113. Here the names 
are not in columns but run on in a continuous text. 
The controlling element is the designation of the posts 
to which men were assigned (Porta Praetoriana, Horreo 
Frumenti,Groma, etc.), each of which is followed by the 
names of soldiers grouped according to their centuries 
or turmae. 

The other lists have little in common, and all are 

fragmentary and difficult to interpret. 120 and 121 and 
parts of 95 contain dates with month and day in ad- 
dition to the names of consuls, but they differ widely 
in other respects. Still different are 114-117 and 122. 

2. Soldiers’ Nomenclature 

The rosters give us a wealth of soldiers’ names, 
beside which stand a smaller number of names of 
soldiers and civilians occurring in the Dura parchments 
and papyri of the third century. These are discussed 
from the philological point of view below in Sect. VII. 
Here we are concerned only to explain the usage and 
to consider its bearing on the problem of the extension 
of Roman citizenship by the Constitutio Antoniniana 
of AWDr 212. 

To the Greeks and the Hellenized Orientals of Dura, 
the normal nomenclature was one’s own name followed 
by his father’s name in the genitive: ’AoKAnrid$0Tos 
> A®nvoSapou or Themarsas Addaei. The normal Roman 
practice was nomen plus cognomen: Marius Maximus 
or *loWA1os *Avtioyos; the nomen was properly Latin, 
but the cognomen might be Greek or Semitic or 
Iranian. Two nomina occur occasionally, especially in 
the combination Claudius Julius (Marinus and Secun- 
dus in 101, Menander in 82), but praenomina and 
patronymics are rare except in the sale from Edessa 
(28) which gives Lucius Aurelius Tiro and Marcus 
Aurelius Antiochus, son of BelSu. 

Commonly in the third century soldiers and civilians 
indicate their possession of the Roman civitas by the 
use of a Latin nomen, usually Aurelius but also Julius, 

Ulpius, Domitius, Flavius, and others. On the other 
hand, not only a civilian document like 32 but also 
the lists and rosters from 66 to 122 (A.D. 216-ca. 241) 
show occasional persons without this: Abedsalman 
of 125, Bassus Maccaei of 113, and Marinus Abbosa of 
122. Presumably these persons did not have the civitas. 

1a Cf. above, p. 12, note 2. 
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An exception to this rule is offered by the great 
roster 100, as well as by the receipt, 129. Here the 

standard pattern of name plus patronymic or nomen 
plus cognomen is augmented by a prefixed Aurelius, 
except in perhaps one-sixth of the names in 100 where 
the original nomen was Aurelius. In that case, nothing 
was prefixed. The result may be illustrated with the 
two names 1n 129: AvprAio1 OvAmios A[nurtpios] — — 
Kal *AAgEavpos *OpoPdlou. Since 100 is dated A.D. 
21g (or very soon after) and 129 is dated A.D. 225, 
even lacking further evidence we should have no 
hesitation in supposing that the action of the clerk in 
making everyone an Aurelius who was not an Aurelius 
already came in consequence of the promulgation of 
the Constitutio Antoniniana. While that document was 
issued in 212, we could suppose that its effect was 
delayed for a few years in an auxiliary cohort at Dura. 
Like other government papers, it must have taken 
interpretation by local officials to determine who was 
and who was not eligible for its benefits. There is no 
evidence of these Aurelii in 56 and 60 of A.D. 208 or 
in 63 of A.D. 211, which are earlier than the Constitutio, 

but in A.D. 216 the testimony of 66 is mixed. Letters 
B and D show no such Aurelii, but E and L do have 
them; cf. Aurelius Iarhaeus Zebida and Aurelius 

Me[—] Themarsa. 66 might show the first impact of 
the Constitutio, 100 and 129 its full effect. 

If, however, we explain these texts by the Consti- 
tutio, it is strange that 98, which lies in date between 

66 and 100 in the period 217-2109, is innocent of the 
prefixed Aurelius, and 101, of 222 or slightly later 

reverses the action of 100 and omits this prefix entirely. 
Since that is an official military record and nothing is 
done in the army without an order, we must assume 
that the clerks of the Twentieth Palmyrenes were 
ordered to discontinue the use of the prefixed Aurelius 
either because it was employed incorrectly or because 
it was unnecessary. We have no way of knowing, then, 
whether the soldiers of the cohort received the civitas 
through the Constitutio or not. The use of the Aurelius 
in 225 in 129 might argue that they had, but that the 
employment of the nomen was optional or otherwise 
dependent on circumstances. 

On the other hand, one circumstance suggests that 

they did not. The Roman names of 100 are of three 
types: 1) where the original nomen was Aurelius, and 
no second Aurelius was prefixed (e.g., Aurelius Zebin- 
nus); 2) where the original nomen was something else, 
and Aurelius was prefixed (e.g., Aurelius Flavius 
Euclides); 3) where Aurelius was prefixed to a name 
of Greek type, without altering it (e.g., Aurelius 
Alexandrus Antonini). Presumably Flavii, Ulpii, 
Claudii, and so on already had the civitas, and had no 
need of a second nomen to prove it; in such cases, the 
scribe of 101 would have been. doing only what was 
obviously correct in dropping the prefixed Aurelius. 
But if Alexandrus Antonini and his fellows were to 
display their possession of the civitas, they needed the 
Aurelius, and the obvious correction in their cases was 
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to drop the patronymic; ‘“‘Aurelius Alexandrus” would 
have been a proper Roman name. Since this was not 
done, but the soldier became Alexandrus Antonini 

again, it is likely that he had not actually received 
the civitas at all and was no more a civis than the 
soldiers of a similar nomenclature who appear oc- 
casionally in the later rolls and rosters. His Aurelius 
of 100 was assumed in error. 

In the main, the soldiers’ names follow familiar 
patterns and offer no difficulty, but in detail there is 
a wide departure from conventional usage. Praenomina 
like Lucius and Gaius are found in the position of 
nomina (Aurelius Gaius Germanus, Aurelius Lucius 
Cassianus) or of cognomina (Aurelius Aelius Gaius, 
Julius Marcus). Nomina are found in the position of 
cognomina (Aurelius Lucius Aurelius, Aurelius Julius 
Flavius) and cognomina in the position of nomina 
(Aurelius Fronton Marea, Aurelius Gaianus Themarsa). 
Greco-Macedonian and Semitic names occur freely in 
both positions (Aurelius Apollonius Mesenus, Aurelius 
Julius Ariston, Aurelius Barhadadas Abidfur, Aurelius 
Themarsa Haeran), and in all possible combinations 
with each other and with Roman names. 

In naming the centuries and turmae, the command- 
er’s cognomen was used at Dura as elsewhere. The 
turma commanded by Ulpius Demetrius was the turma 
Demetri. In the case of the turma of Aurelius Themar- 
sas Tiberini, however, it took its name from his 
patronymic and became the turma Tiberini, although 
in a parallel case the turma of Aurelius Zebidas Ierhaei 
was called the turma Zebida. The nomenclature was 
evidently less rigid than we tend to think. 

3. Consuls’ Names 

The very numerous repetitions in the rosters of the 
consulships from 192 to 222 lead to some interesting 
observations of the formulae employed. There is a 
tendency in the general rosters toward greater for- 
mality, evinced by the use of both consuls’ names, in 
dating the enlistments of centurions and decurions, 
but elsewhere it is the usual though not invariable 
practice to name only one consul: Tertullo cos, Dextro 
a cos, and so on. In this type of dating, the name of 
the senior consul is naturally the one most used; but 
occasionally the year is named by the junior consul only. 
In some instances the reason is obvious: 203 must be 
Geta seniore 11 because the senior consul for that year 
was Plautianus, “executed” in 205 for “treason.” 
Similarly only Sacerdote 11 and Comazonte 11 are found 
for 219 and 220 after the fall of Elagabalus. Of especial 
interest are the datings Aufidio Marcello (226) and 
Cassio Dione 11 (229) in 69, while Severus Alexander 
was out of favor, followed by d(ivo) Alex(andro) 11 and 
d(ivo) Alexandro iii for the same years in 105 after 
his deification. 

All this suggests that there is something to learn of 
the other consuls whose names are never used. The 
omission of Q. Sossius Falco, A.D. 193, can be at- 
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tributed to his implication in the plot against Pertinax, 
because of which he was declared a hostis even though 
at Pertinax’ request his life was spared;? but the 
avoidance of Ti. Claudius Severus, A.D. 200, and 
C. Bruttius Praesens, A.D. 217, still awaits explanation. 

4. Notations 

The elaborate notations which accompany all the 
names in 100 and 101, and the less elaborate but 
distinctive notes of 102, have not yet been completely 
solved; what follows will be only a survey of what is 
understood at present. 

Lines and Points 

The notations employed consist of both symbols and 
words or phrases, usually abbreviated. The simplest 
of the symbols is a horizontal line; and in all three 

lists this precedes every name which does not have 
some other notation. It is also found on two fragments 
of 104 and in 105. By comparison with the word-notes 
it is easy to see that the bar indicates a man who is 
present and available for assignment. When a more or 
less permanent assignment was given to such a person, 
a note of it was written above or across the bar in 100 
and 101, with the result that it is frequently no longer 
possible to distinguish whether the bar was written 
first and the word later, or the word was written first 
and then cancelled with the bar. Such is the case with 
most of the entries in 100 for magdala (e.g., ix, 29; 
Xiv, I; Xxv, 10, 16), disposit (e.g., XXXil, 9, 23; XXXV, 
14, 28; xxxvi, 28-29), and ad man ambul (e.g., xxiv, 

4, 10, 24; XXXix, 2, II) as well as others. 
In 102 these word-notations are written to the left 

of the left end of the horizontal line (e.g., vi, 7, 15-16, 
19-20), sometimes with another bar still farther to 
the left (e.g., x, 8 and 12-14). See also below, pp. 43 f. 

A variation of the horizontal stroke consists in 
attaching to its right end another line which slopes 
downward to the left and writing in the angle be- 
tween the two a title of rank: dec(urio), 100 xxxi, 22; 
dupl(icarius), 100 xxvi, 16; sesq(uiplicarius), 100 xxxiii, 
30; cor(nicularius), 100 xxxii, 29; signif(er), 101 i, 12; 
buc(inator), 101 xiii, 31. Like the simple horizontal 
line, this angle means that the person concerned has 
no specific assignment. Of the two apparent ex- 
ceptions — ad hor(deum) dec(urio), 100 xli, 2, and 
m ambul dec(urio), 100 xxxvi, 2 — it is certain that ad 
hor(dewm) in the former is a later addition written over 
the top line of the angle, because it is in a different 
hand. Too little remains of m ambul to be sure of the 
situation, but it was probably the same. This angular 
symbol is found only in 100, 101, and 105. 

2 Dio Cassius, Ixxiul, 8; SHA, Pertinax, to, 5. Cf. how- 
ever the Vienna papyrus “L 100” (R. O. Fink, La Parola 
del Passato, LV, 1957, pp. 302-311) and my comment, 
ibid., p. 311. For the formula “III et I cos’’ used in 29 
and 97 cf. p. 301. 

The third type of symbol is a heavy dot or black 
disk, a punctum, which is found in two sizes and 

various combinations in 100 and appears also in 102 
and the fragments of 104, but not in 101. In addition 
to the single large punctum, which is the commonest 
in 100, there are also found combinations of one large 
punctum with a small one at its left, two large puncta, 
two large ones with two small ones on their left, and 
once, for the cornicularius (100 xxxii, 29), four large 
ones. In 100 xi, 4, singul seems to be preceded by a 
single small punctum; but this may be an accidental 
blot. If intentional, it is unique. 

Among published papyri, only P. Fayum Towns 105 
exhibits such puncta;2* but the meanings of words like 
“expungere,” “‘expunctor,” and “dispungere’’ make 
it clear that the punctum was a check-mark used in 
going over lists,? though in the present texts it is far 
from clear what is being checked off. In general, puncta 
are not found in conjunction with written notes but 
only with the bars and angles which indicate lack of 
particular assignments. This holds for centurions and 
decurions as well as principales and privates. In six 
clear instances, however, a single large punctum ac- 
companies a word-note,* and in two instances a large 
punctum with a small one.® All of these except xxii, 7, 
are accompanied by p-notes.® In addition, two large 
puncta are found with word-notes by the name of each 
of the decurions in 100 xxxvi, 2, and xh, 2. All of the 

other entries where puncta are associated with word- 
notes (a total of 38) are of the uncertain sort like 
magdala and disposit. In these it seems equally possible 
either that the bar and punctum were written first 
and the word superimposed, or that the word was 
written first, then cancelled with the bar and the 

punctum added. Probably both processes occurred. 
Examples are 100 ii, 12; xx, 4; xxv, 10; and xxxiv, 
4, 9, 10, 23, 24, 26. At least ten of these doubtful 
entries are also accompanied by f-notes. 

It is notable that only four of the dromedarii are 
marked with puncta,’ while five of them, including a 

sesquiplicarius, seem to have had a bar but no punctum, 
It is possible, however, that some puncta in this part 
of the text have been lost by the scaling of the papyrus, 
since even the one in xliui, 27 is quite faint. 

Whatever the reason for applying it, it is certain 
that the punctum, whenever it was employed, was a 

2a Also now in the Vienna papyrus “L 99” (Fink, La 
Parola del Passato, LV, 1957, pp. 298-302). 

See.) Plinya GasteNar 526.24) 95: Aususiest 
annumerare posteris stellas ac sidera ad nomen ex- 
pungere’’; Tertullian, De Cor. Mil., 1, 1: ““Proxime facta 
liberalitate praestantissimorum imperatorum expunge- 
batur in castris’”’; TLL, s. v. 

4 These are all in 100, as follows: vii, 6; xi1i, 6; xvii, 10; 
SONG 7Jey XORGVl | ERCROI AMES Op 

5 100 xxiii, 15; Xxx, I4. 
6 See below, p. 43. 
7100 xliii, 27; xliv, 3, 16, 19. All have the bar before 

their names. 
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respecter of rank. Among the privates only a single 
large punctum, or one large and one small, ever ap- 
pears; whereas the cornicularius, as has already been 
remarked, has four large puncta; and only three of the 
men whose note of rank is set off by an angle have 
single puncta.§ All of the other principales who have 
puncta by their names have at least two, which appears 
to be the standard number and includes the decurions 
Themarsas Tiberini, Demetrius, and Antoninus as well 
as duplicarii, sesquiplicarii, signiferi, and vexillarii. But 
both Zebidas and Octavius have two large and two 
small puncta (100 xxxi, 22; xxxviii, 12); and even 
Zebidas’ first duplicarius shares this distinction (xxxi, 
24). What the common element here may be is not 
evident. It has to be something which normally ex- 
cludes men and officers who have particular duties 
assigned to them, and it must apply mostly to the 
officers and principales, above all to the cornicularius, 
but not always equally even to men of the same rank. 

In 102 the use of the puncta is different but equally 
complicated. The puncta are all of one size; and in a 
majority of cases (about forty) a single punctum is 
placed just over the middle of a bar. Next most 
common (about a dozen) are lines which have a bar 
with a word-note at the left, such as app(adana), and 
a single punctum to the left of that. Three entries have 
that combination with the addition of a second short 
bar to the left of the punctum (x, 8, 12, 14); and one 
has simply a bar with a punctum at its left end (ii, 8). 
Another has punctum and bar on the left and a 
punctum followed by the symbol Z (see p. 49) on the 
right of the name (ii, 12), while two lines which are 
damaged on the left also have a punctum at the right 
of each name (ix, 3 and 4). 

The word-notes, though not all can be read and the 
significance of others eludes us, are on the whole under- 
standable. They fall easily into four categories: 
I) designations of rank; 2) indications of status; 
3) duties and tasks; and 4) place-names, though 
there may occasionally be some doubt about the 
classification of a specific entry. 

Designations of Rank and Status. 

The designations of rank are ord(inarius) or ord(i- 
natus),® dec(urio), actuar(ius), buc(inator), cor(nicu- 
larius), sig(nifer) or sign(ifer), singul(aris), singul- 
(avis) co(n)s(ulavis), and vex(illarius). These are all 
self-explanatory. 

Of the notes concerned with status, the most obvious 
are those reporting transfers! and unauthorized or 
unexpected absences.!! Discharges seem to be the 
subject of three notes (100 xxxviii, 15; xli, Io, II) 

8 100 vii, I1; viii, 17; xxxiii, 34. 
® On the use of these terms see Gilliam, TA PA, LXXI 

(1940), pp. 127-148. 
10 See below, p. 43- 
11 See below, pp. 42f.; cf. Gilliam, YCS, XI (1950), 

p. 246, and his comments on 82. 

where the names are cancelled and sh(issus) é(meritus) 
may be read. 

Place Names. 

Appadana appears as app, appad, and appadan. At 
least sixty-two privates and one duplicarius were 
stationed there according to 100, and at least forty- 
nine in 101; the place is mentioned ten times in 102. 
The town was situated at the mouth of the Chabur 
River north of Dura; it appears as a Roman military 
post in 60, and is mentioned in the accounts of 
Nebuchelus. 

An Alexandria (alexa) appears in 101 xxiv, 18. This 
may be Alexandria ad Issum. 

Becchufrayn appears as becuf, becch, becchuf, and 
possibly as becchufr; the full name is supplied by 46. 
Its location is unknown, but its importance to the 
Dura garrison is measured by the fact that in 100 the 
highest ranking centurion, a duplicarius, a sesqui- 
plicarius, and at least eighty-nine privates were sta- 
tioned there. 101 shows at least thirty-eight men at 
this post, including a duplicarius. The place is men- 
tioned also in 82. 

Barbalissus (barbal) is mentioned six times in 101. 
It lay on the Euphrates some 170 miles north of Dura. 

Birtha also lay on the Euphrates north of Dura, 
either at Zenobia or in its vicinity.“ 100 assigns seven 
men to this post, and 101 eight. 

Castellum Arabum is otherwise unknown; it appears 
as castell arab, castel ar, and castelo ar. It may be the 
same as the Kastellum of 94. It claimed seven men 
in 100 and two in 101. 

Chafer Avira appears in various forms: chafer avira, 
chafer avir, chaf avira, chafer a, caper avir, and caper a. 
The first element is the Aramaic KPR, “village.” The 
meaning of the second is unknown, although it is 
clearly Aramaic also.!® Seven men were stationed there 
in 100 and four in 101; it is mentioned also in 94. 

Magdala claims eleven men in each of the two great 
rosters. Its location is unknown, although the term is 
common as a place name (the Aramaic MGDL means 
“tower’). None of the Medjdels listed by Dussaud is 
in the region of the Euphrates.1® 

The entry parthia occurs five times in 100 but not 
in 101. If this referred to Parthia as a state or region, 
it would be of a different character than the preceding 
geographical terms, which all refer to towns or 
fortresses. 

Tasks and Duties. 

These are indicated by a preposition or by a verb, 
participle, or gerund. 

12 Rep. IV, p. 96. 
18 Dussaud, Topographie Historique, pp. 456f. 
14 See Indices, s. v. 
15 The meaning of ‘WY RF is “blind,” but the application 

here is obscure. 
16 Dussaud, Topographie Historique, Index, p. 6006. 
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The notations with ad 

The abbreviations ad dom % and (once: 100 xxix, 6) 
ad domin seem to be require the expansion ad dominum 
nostrum. The entry occurs only in 100, and so the 
emperor must be Elagabalus. At least fifty-six soldiers 
had been sent with him or to him at Rome. His journey 
had occupied about one year, from the autumn of 218 
to the autumn of 219; and since the roster can be dated 
only slightly later than 2109, if it does not actually 
belong to that year, the detachment may be thought 
to have accompanied him on his movement. The sol- 
diers were back in 222 (cf. 100 xxii, r and 101 xvii,9). 

One eques of the turma Octavi was absent ad equm 
prob, ad equum probandum, in 100 xxxviii, 18. In 56, 
58, and 97, the probatio of horses is ascribed to high 

officials, governors certainly, duces, and procuratores 
Augusti, perhaps to the praetorian prefects. On the 
other hand, in 66 PP, 12, as in 100, the action of the 
individual soldier is mentioned. The present cavalry- 
man, Saedus Magdaei, was in his twenty-sixth year of 
service and should have been a good judge of horses. 

The correct expansion of the abbreviation ad frum 
in 101 xvi, 17 (cf. also ix, 6) is not obvious: ad frum(en- 
tum), frum(entandum), frum(entationem). In any case, 
the centurion Julius Marianus was charged with 
securing grain for the garrison or supervising existing 
stores. 

The notation ad hordeum in 100 xxxiii, 26 is presum- 
ably the same as the phrase ad hord(eum) comparandum 
in 82 ii, 4. The abbreviations ad hord (100 xxxvi, 10; 
101 xxxvi, 18) and ad hor (100 xli, 2; 95 6 i, 23) also 
occur. Since barley was fed to the horses, it is natural 
that the personnel in charge of assembling it were 
chosen from the cavalry: the decurion Ulpius An- 
toninus and the duplicarius Julius Antoninus in 100, 

the duplicarius Aelius Licinnius in 101. The under- 
taking to purchase barley, 129, involved a decurion 
and an eques. 

The notation ad hostias occurs in 100 xxxvi, 22 and 
26, and was written and then erased in xlii, 23. The 
persons involved were cavalrymen. Since this notation 
occurs only in 100, we may wonder if the sacrificial 
victims to which it refers were somehow related to the 
new cults of Elagabalus. The angle which accompanies 
both notes in column xxxvi, as if this were a title of 
rank, heightens the suspicion. On the other hand, the 
Feriale Duranum (54) shows that animal sacrifices 
occurred frequently in the official observances of 
purely Roman anniversaries, so that the possibility 
exists that these men were engaged in the routine task 
of escorting victims for the usual rites. It is strange, 
however, that the notation occurs nowhere else in the 
rosters. 

The notation ad leones occurs seven times in 100 and 
four times in 101, three of the former being accom- 
panied by puncta. This may be understood literally of 
either caring for or hunting lions, since there was an 
amphitheater at Dura where they might have been 

used, and lions are reputed to have been in the 

neighborhood.?? It is possible, however, that ad leones 
and ad hostias may be place names.8 

Obscurity attends seemingly related notations in 
the rosters, attached only to cavalrymen. 101 has ad 
mamm in columns xxxii-xl, and ambul in columns 
xli-xliii, which are by a second hand; the same ambul 

occurs also in 116. 100 has ad man ambul or ad man 
ambul, ad man amb or ad man amb, ad m ambul, and 
m ambul, m: ambul, m ambul, and m: amb-. The identi- 
fication of these is troubled, not by the omission of ad 
or ambul, but by the variation between man and 
mamm. Perhaps these originate in two different words 
or, more probably, in different pronunciations and 
abbreviations of the same word, which perhaps began 
manm. The ambul must certainly be some form of 
ambulare or ambulatio. In its military sense, the verb 
meant to perform a cross-country march as a training 
exercise,’ and if that is what is intended here, mamm 
or man ought to express the destination or turning- 
point. Aside from the fact, however, that no suitable 
place name has been found to fit this interpretation, 
the very small numbers involved weigh against it. 
The noun ambulatio may mean a place for walking, 
and ad Mammaei ambulationem (for example) might 
be a place name, but this theory is not very attractive 
either. The word seems to have no military con- 
notations and the rosters do not otherwise mention 
single buildings. 

The notation ad naves d f, which occurs once in 101, 
may refer to Euphrates ships, known from the Dura 
graffiti,2° but the final letters are obscure. We may 

think of d(educendas) f(aciendas) or d(iscens) f(aber), 
or even d(ispensator) f(rumentt), although the title 
dispensator seems always to have been borne by a 
slave or freedman.”! The ]. navem hor{d (below) sug- 
gests a relationship between ships and grain. See also 
|cuwm navem|[, below. 

The notation ad opinion (opinio, opin) occurs com- 
monly in 100, and three times in 94, where it is twice 

1” For the amphitheater, cf. Rep. VI, pp. 78f. For 
lions and the possible connection of the soldiers with 
hunting them, cf. Rep. LX, 3, pp. 47-49. L. Robert (REG, 
LXVI, 1953, p. 69) has pointed out that the KYNHTIN 
here is the personal name Cynegius. See also R. Mouterde, 
MUSJ, XXIX (1951/1952), p. 436. 

18 Cf. Ad Gallinas (Suetonius, Galba, 1) and Ad Capita 
Bubula (Suetonius, Augustus, 5). Further examples (ad 
matricem, ad pictas, ad pinum) are given in TLL, s.v. 
“ad,” columns 527f. 

19 Vegetius, i, 27: ““.... et vetus consuetudo permansit 
. ut ter in mense tam equites quam pedites educantur 

ambulatum ... decem milia passuum armati ... ire ac 
redire iubebantur in castra ... non solum autem in campis 
sed etiam in clivosis et arduis locis et descendere et 
ascendere utraque acies cogebatur.”’ 

SONIC LAV ey Ea opeea le pes IRC Den Vig 1S XOXONGINE we: 
DOOCIV ES: 

21 Even a dispensator classis was imp Traiani ser, ILS 
2906; cf. ibid., Indices, III, 1, p. 419, s.v. 
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associated with other unknown expressions. Twice 100 
had the notation ad op stip, and this formula occurs 

very commonly in 101, once appearing as ad op stipen. 
This latter is clearly the same as ad opinionem stip 
in 95 bi, 29/30, which is expanded as stip(endit); and 
Gilliam takes it in connection with the phrases in 
column ii, ad opinionem peten(dam) (line 1) and ad 
vat(tonem) sttip(endit) (line 3) to mean an audit and 
approval of the payroll by a procurator or other 
provincial official. Presumably the ad opinion(em) of 94 
and 100 means the same thing. 

If ad pen com, which occurs twice in 101, is to be 

expanded as ad pen(um) com(parandum), and no other 
obvious interpretation suggests itself, it would be a 
rather vague expression; fenus means “‘comestible,”’ 

food in contrast with drink. 
Two entries in 82 are marked ad praet(orium) 

praes(idis), and the same term may perhaps be read 
and restored in 95 (a i, 2, 8). This would refer to the 
governor’s headquarters at Antioch. The repeated 
entry in 100, ad praetor, as well as the ad praetori and 
even the praetora of 101 may refer to the same thing, 
or perhaps to the garrison headquarters at Dura.** 

The notation ad queren and ad querend occurs in 101 
(xxxv, 17; xli, 17), and mis.[a]d quere (followed by 
cum|.]e.upe. in the following line) in xii, 28. This is 
probably ad quaerend(um), hardly ad querend(um), but 
the object of the search, if so, is obscure. 

For ad rat stip see above on ad opinionem stipendit. 
The notation ad sacrahim occurs five times in 100, 

ad sacrahimag twice. The meaning is unknown; possibly 
ad sacra followed by something not identified. It does 
not seem possible to take sacrahim(ag) as Semitic. 

The notations with cam 

The notation cum episul, which occurs once (xliv, 2) 
in 100, is certainly to be expanded cum epis<t>ul(1s), 
though the loss of ¢ after s in the middle of a word is 
not common.” Cf. cum epistulis in 82 ii, 7. Here the 
dispatch-rider is a dromedarius. 

For cum navem (100 xix, 25; xxix, 24) see above on 
ad naves. 

The meaning of cum pe... (100 xxxiv, 31) and 
similar fragmentary notations in 101 vii, 19 and xiv, 
20, is unknown, unless the noun is penus. See above on 

ad penum comparandum. 
Additional cwm notations in 100 xxviii, 1; 101 xii, 28; 

xxv, 18; xl, 19, are fragmentary. 

The notations with 77 

The fragmentary custod of 101 xxi, 3, is probably 
to be restored as in custodia. Since this notation ap- 
pears but once in any of the rosters, it very likely 
means that the soldier was under arrest rather than 

22 Cf. Hunt’s pridianum (above, p. 36, note 3), ii, 70: 
ad praetovium culm] librariis. All of the men involved have 
nearly twenty years of service. 

*3 Cf. below, p. 49. 

that he was guarding something. In Hunt’s pridianum™ 
Rostovtzeff read im custodia tulmentorum and in 
custodia al\rmentorum. 

The notation in perfunc(tione), 101 xxxiii, 21, is 
followed by the erased name of a soldier, presumably 
taken off the roster because of death or incurable 
disease or injury. The words themselves appear to 
mean very much the same thing as our “‘in line of 
duty.” 

The notations in proseq hord (100 xxx, 18) and in 
proseq.. (101 xxxiv, 24), are to be compared with the 
in prosec(utionem) hordiator(wm) of 82 ii, 5. This would 
be convoy duty in connection with the acquisition 
of barley.?° 

Other notations 

The frequent notation dispos, disposi, and disposit 
in 100, 101, and 102 must be for dispositus, “posted 
at intervals,” “stationed in relays” for dispatch riding.”® 
The soldiers so indicated are all cavalrymen. The same 
resolution may apply in the q d p abbreviation of 66 
(T, 2), 82, and 95: g(uondam) d(is)p(ositus). 

The notation in 100 xxi, 8, emans(it) ex era., is to 
be connected with the hemanserunt in 82 ii, 18. Both 
refer to soldiers who overstayed their leave. The rest 
of the notation ought to record the time after which 
the soldier was considered delinquent, but it appears 
impossible to make a date of exera.. Less probably, 
these letters may indicate the place or group from 
which the man was absent. There is room for only one 
letter after a. 

Since scouting was a major duty of soldiers, it is 
natural that the notation exploratory should be common 
in both 100 and 101, usually abbreviated expl, explor, 
explora, explorat, and explorato. Most the the men as- 
signed to this duty are pedites. 

It is possible that ]ndva in 101 x, 21, should be 
restored as majndra, “‘at the stall,’ but we may wonder 
why the entry occurs here only, and in connection 
with an infantryman. 

The notation m é in 100 is presumably for m(issus) 
e(meritus). Cf. the missi h(oneste) emer(itr) of 94, 8. 

The notation  s occurs a number of times in 102. 
The meaning is obscure, but since a number of deaths 
are recorded in this papyrus (indicated by the nota- 
tion @), one may perhaps conjecture (om) s(anus), the 
equivalent of aegvi in Hunt’s pridianum.”? 

For navem hor[d (100 xix, 4) see above on ad naves. 
The notation officio (offi, offic) is common in 100 and 

101, and indicates an assignment to clerical work. The 

24 Above, p. 36, note 3; column il, 73f. 
25 It is unlikely that Vegetius, iii, 3: ““non solum ad- 

monitis per edicta possessoribus sed etiam coactis per 
electos prosecutores,”’ can be applied here, for these were 
civilians performing a liturgy. 

261(Cf-1e.(2., Livy, exile 7pellanen el GLACCHUS se Epea 
dispositos equos prope incredibili celeritate ... pervenit.”’ 

2? Above, p. 36, note 3. 
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absence of any such addition as consulari shows that 
such men were occupied with the accounts and records 
of the Twentieth Palmyrenes. Cf. also the off praeff 
praet of 81, the off proc(uratoris) of 95 and 105, and 
the ex of or off of 67. 

The notation vemans .... in 102 viii, 4, is probably 
to be expanded remans(it) in view of the aeger remansit 
of 95 (b ii, 6), but it may be possible to think of 
vemans(or) also. Cf. M. Aurelius Nepos remansor in 
ILS 2186 (CIL VI, 225), the dedicator of an altar at 

Rome in fulfillment of a vow for the safe return of 
Septimius Severus and of Nepos’ fellow soldiers in the 
turma of Iul. Mascel. Dessau comments, “‘Remansor 
videtur appellari quoniam domi remansit,” but this 
explains nothing. Conceivably a remansor was a man 
left behind at a post to maintain liaison while all the 
rest of his detachment were absent. The present 
notation was accompanied by other letters now 
illegible which might have clarified its meaning. 

The notation non rever (100 xlu, 18) and non reversus 
(101 xu, 18) is to be compared with the reversi notations 
in 82 and 95. 

Transfers into or out of the cohort are marked five 
times in 100 by the notation tvas/ followed by i (viii, 
30; XXx1, 9) or ex (xii, 28; xiii, 9). In the last cases, the 
source of the soldier is indicated, while in xxxi, 9, there 
is hardly room for the name of the cohort receiving 
the soldier. Column xxvi, 21, is fragmentary. 

The ~ Notations 

One of the puzzling features of 100 is a set of notes 
scattered at irregular intervals and in a variety of 
hands through the intercolumnar spaces. The position 
of the notes shows that each applies to the name which 
stands immediately to the right of it. Their only 
common feature is that each consists of the letter #, 
sometimes followed by a dot marking it as an ab- 
breviation, followed by a name (or what may be a 
name). In some cases, the name is in the ablative case 
(p Barotaro, p Ratbelo, p Nisamso), but more usually 
abbreviated. In other cases the nominative case 
(p Marinus, p Natales) or the genitive occurs (p An- 
tiocht). An occasional final 7 may be a numeral, as in 
p Addaa -t-, and in p Natali (xxxv, 3) the z is followed 
by a dot indicating abbreviation. All of the f-notes 
accompany entries which are marked by puncta. 

Of the names which occur in these notes, Barho- 
tarus, Barsus, Fra{-, and Sorechus do not occur else- 

where in the rosters, but the others which can be 

recognized do occur. It may be tentatively suggested 
that # stands for p(vo), and that they mark a temporary 
substitution of soldiers in the duties of others.?* The 
best support for this theory is the notation in xxviii, 
14/15: p Heliodor sig, occurring with the name of 
Aurelius Julius Marinus. The same century had a 
signifer Aurelius Aelius Heliodorus. Similarly, p Na- 

*8 On the use of cases of the noun with prepositions see 
below, p. 49. 

tales (xxxvi, 23) and p Natal (xxxvii, 6) may have 
reference to Claudius Natalius, whose assignment 
(xxxvii, 29) appears to have been cancelled. The 
p Marinus beside the name of Themarsas Abgari may 
show that he was taking the place of -Jius Marinus 
(xxxil, 9 and 23). Both names have the notation dis- 
positus and in both instances it may have been can- 
celled. In other instances, however, the f-notes stand 

by uncancelled notations, and this explanation is 

uncertain. 

The Notations in 102 

The form and limited extent of this list are evidence 
that it was drawn up for some special purpose (above, 
p. 37). The notations make possible a guess as to the 
purpose of the list, for so far as they are preserved they 
show that every name was preceded by the bar sym- 
bol.2® That is to say, this is a list of privates available 
for assignment to any duty which might arise. The 
notations show that these men were in fact frequently 
so employed. Of the total number of traces of notations 
which accompany names, one hundred forty-nine in 
all, the remains of seven are too slight to permit even 
a guess as to their nature, and one is a simple 8, indi- 
cating decease, without a bar before the name.*° Of the 

rest, fifty consisted of at least a bar and possibly other 
notes, and two had words above the bar, while only 
eight were certainly limited to a bar alone. 

The other notations are more complex. There are 
forty-one instances of a bar with a single punctum 
above the center of it, one of a bar with a 6 in the same 
position, one of a bar with a @ at the right end, and 
two of a bar with a punctum at the left end. The bar 
with a word-note at the left is found in seven certain 
instances and five possible ones. Of the former, the 
note is illegible in two instances, has been cancelled 
in a third, and is accompanied in two others by an 
additional word written above the bar. Once, with the 
word cancelled, there is a punctum above the bar. 
In vii, 14, the notation is App(adana). These are the 
seven certain instances; the five doubtful cases all 

have lacunae at the left which may have destroyed 
still further notations. In their present state, only 
App(adana) can be read in two instances. 

A higher degree of complexity is represented by 
notations in which the bar has a word-note at the left, 
with a punctum ora short bar at the left of that. There 
are twelve or perhaps fourteen of these. In seven 
legible instances, the noteis App(adana), in one (vii, 3) 

29 See above, p. 40. It is possible that v, 27, is a word- 
note without a bar, but the traces are too faint for 
certainty. 

30 On this “‘theta nigrum”’ see most recently G. R. Wat- 
son, JRS, XLII (1952), pp. 56-62, who is inclined to 
derive it rather from o(bzit) rather than from @(avev). 
The Dura example is fifty years later than those he names. 
A recent example, undated, is published in Carinthia I, 

146 (1956), Pp. 442-446. 
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it is m s. Finally six names have notations on the 
pattern of — @ m s — (so x, 8). One (x, 22) has 
— @ {—]—6- while three cases (vii, 5, 10; x, 11) have 
long notations in which words have not been de- 
ciphered well enough to make sense. 

There are notations, also, on the right of ten names. 

Three of these are puncta, two read sine dromon(e) . 
(ili, 5) and sine dromo(ne) (vii, 22), four are dates, and 
one which is illegible is probably a date. All of the 
names followed by dates have been cancelled. The 
date, therefore, records the day when the man was 
permanently removed from the list by death, transfer, 
or something else. The dates run from Kal Sept to 
Pridie N(onas) Novembr and show that the list was in 
use for at least two months, but there is no way of 
judging how much longer it may have served. 

Since the names in the text are all in one hand and 
the word-notes in another (in one instance, vii, 7, in 
a third), it is clear that the notes were added later when 
the list was being checked. The multiple notations 
show that a soldier had completed one assignment and 
was free, or had been given another assignment. 

5. Assignment to Duty 

The relative numbers of men assigned to various 
duties in 100 and 101 invite comment. The estimated 
totals of 1210 for 100 and 1040 for 101 make the 
strength of the cohort in the latter roster almost 
exactly 86°/, of its strength in the former. The changes 
in assignment may be shown in Fig. 8. 

Assignment No. in 100 No. in 101 % im 101 

Appadana 63 50 79% 
dispositt 14 15 LOW, 

Birtha (Bartha) 8 8 100% 

Magdala oT II 100% 

of ficio 30 18 60% 

Becchufrayn 92 By) 40% 

singulares 21 59 283% 
ad opinionem stipendit 10 20 200% 
ambul 20 22, TIO, 

bar only 299 342 115% 

exploratores 14 6 A437, 
ad leones of 4 57% 

castello arabum 5 3 60% 

chafer avira 6 3 50% 

ad donunum nostrum 56 O 

ad sacrahimag 6 O 
parthia 5 O 
ad hostias 3 O 

Barbalissus 0 6 

Fig. 8 

Changes in Assignments from 100 to 101 

Assignments involving seventy men were eliminated 
between the dates of the two rosters, and only the 
posting of six men at Barbalissus was added anew. 
Marked reductions took place in the detachment at 
Becchufrayn and in the numbers assigned to clerical 
duties, while four other minor assignments were 
reduced. These changes, without doubt, reflect changes 
in policy between the reigns of Elagabalus and Severus 
Alexander, and differences in the strategic situation as 
well. The much greater number of singulares and the 

new detachment at Barbalissus seem to show a greater 
attention to communications, and the increase of men 
without particular assignment at the expense of the 
clerical staff and the detachment at Becchufrayn sug- 
gests an effort to keep the troops concentrated and 
ready for any need. 

The turma of Zebidas gives a clear idea of the way 
in which the various assignments shifted from time to 
time (Fig. 9). 
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100 101 

1. Bores Nisamsi Becchufrayn Becchufrayn 

2. Nahestabus Themarsa explorator 
3. Hagus Malchi Becchufrayn Becchufrayn 

4. Abianes Matthana ——_—__— SST 

5. Themarsas Haeran ad mamm 

6. Aelius Bolanus 
7. Themarsas Abgari dispositus dispositus 
8. Ieraboles Addaei Becchufrayn Becchufrayn 
g. Bassus Tiberini ad sacrahim —— = 

to. Julius Marinus Becchufrayn dispositus 
11. Julius Marinus alter —_——_—— ad opinionem stipendir 

12. Ierhaeus Themarsa —— 

13. Malchus Mambogei 
TAS lI ] Silvani 

15. Valerius Monimus 

16. Julius Saturnilus —-—_—— 

17. Ierhaeus Belaacabi Becchufrayn ad mamm 

18. Julius Maximus officio ras. 
19. Alexandrus Antonini cornicularius cornicularius 

20. Aelius Heliodorus — ad praetorium 
21. Barbaessamen Male ad mamm 

22. Fronton Marea ad mamm 
23. Aelius Alexandrus ad penum comparandum 

24. Julius Cassianus ——_—_—_ 

25.[ | Abedlahin 

26. Valerius Firmus ad m ambul 
27. Julius Bassus explorator -- 

28. Zabdibolus Salman —— in perfunc (name cancelled) 

29. Mocimus Zebida Appadana 
30. lerhaeus Marea a Chafer Avira 

31. Zebidas Ierhaei 

32. Gabrion Obean 

33. Azizus Antonini 

34. Mocimus Mocimi singularis singularis 
consularis 

35. Julius Julianus wee ea 

36. Julius Alexandrus ad man ambul Chafer Avira 

Fig. 9 

Assignments in the Turma of Zebidas 

6. Matricula and Brevis ii, 2. Legio 
levem armaturam ..... cum proprios et sibi 

A word should be said about the possible classi- 
fication of the Dura name-lists into these two cate- 

gories. The nature of a matricula can be guessed in 
part from four passages in Vegetius: 

ae one 

ss dier cum gravem armaturam ..... item 

insitos equites legionarios isdem matriculis 

... victuris in cute punctis milites scripti cum 
matriculis inseruntur iurare solent ..... 
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i, 26. Producendi..... tirones sunt semper ad campum 

et secundum matriculae ordinem in aciem diri- 
PENI) vane 

A) area principalium militum et ..... princi- 
piorum nomina et dignitates secundum praesentes 
matriculas indicabo. 

These citations show that for Vegetius the matricula 
was a complete roster of an entire unit (in this case, a 
legion) in which the new soldier’s name was entered 
when he took his oath; that is, in order of seniority. It 
contained the titles of all the officers and principales, 
from the tribune down;*! and it seems likely that 
secundum matriculae ordinem in Vegetius i, 26, means 
“according to the order of the centuries and turmae in 
the matricula,”’ since there would be no purpose at all 
in bringing the tirones out in order of seniority for the 
drills which Vegetius is recommending. 

The evidence for breves consists of the following: 

Vegetius 11, 19. Cotidianas etiam in pace vigilias, item 
excubitum sive agrarias vicissim milites 
faciunt. Ut ne quis contra iustitiam praegravetur 
aut alicui praestetur immunitas, nomina eorum 
qui vices suas fecerunt brevibus inseruntur. 
Quando quis commeatum acceperit vel quot 
dierum adnotatur in brevibus. 

Rufinus, Adv. Hieron., 2, 36. Si quis accepto 
breviculo in quo militum nomina continentur 
nitatur inspicere quanti ex militibus supersint, 
quanti in bello ceciderint ..... 

Isid., Ovigines, I, 24, 1. In breviculis quoque quibus 
militum nomina continebantur propria nota erat 
5 aids qua inspiceretur quanti ex militibus super- 
essent quantique in bello cecidissent. T, tau, nota 
in capite versiculi posita superstitem designabat ; 
8, theta, vero ad uniuscuiusque defuncti nomen 

apponebatur. ..... Cum autem imperitiam signi- 
ficare vellent, labda littera usi sunt. ..... In 
stipendiorum quoque largitione propriae erant 
notae. 

SHAG FAllexs. 27 cae. haberet breves et numerum et 
tempora militantum <continentes> semperque 
siete et rationes eorum et numerum et dignitates 
et stipendia recenseret ..... 

31 W. Ensslin, RE XIV (1930), 2252f., s.v., believed 
that matriculae noted the soldiers’ ovigo, as perhaps they 
sometimes did. He appears to go too far with his as- 
sumptions about other data that were included. 

Since Rufinus and Isidore obviously derive from 
the same source, these citations can be reduced to 

three. Except for the passage from the vita Alexandri, 
they point to the breves’ being temporary check-lists 
used for a wide variety of special purposes. What the 
vita Alexandri means by breves et numerum et tempora 
militum continentes is, however, not clear; and the 
further mention of vationes, dignitates, and stipendia 
may even refer to other sorts of records. 

It seems, moreover, quite possible that any sharp 
distinction between matriculae and breves is illusory. 
A brevis dealing with stipendia or largitiones would 
have to contain the names of the entire personnel of 
the unit, and so would one which was intended to 

account for casualties and survivors after a battle. 
Losses of any severity would in any case require 
drawing up a new matricula, so that they could just as 
well be marked in the one which was about to be dis- 
carded as in a separate list. On the other hand, the 
application of brevis to such different things as casualty 
lists, duty rosters, and records of leave shows that it 
was a generic term, not a specific or technical one. The 
terms matricula and brevis in the sense of list or 
catalogue seem to have come into use comparatively 
late, possibly some time in the third century.** This in 
itself is an indication that the need to differentiate 
between various types of lists was not felt at the time 
of the Dura papyri. 

The papyri appear to bear out the conclusion that 
there was no clear-cut differentiation into matriculae 
and breves, but that each list was drawn up for a 

specific purpose which determined its form and con- 
tents. 100 and 101 may possibly be matriculae in the 
sense that they are complete rosters of the entire 
cohort, but both contain notations more appropriate 
to a brevis. 102 is certainly such a brevis as Rufinus and 
Isidore had in mind, but 98, although a select list also, 
contains no notations at all beside the names. If one 
accepts Vegetius’ definition of a brevis, then all the 
guard rosters and other special lists must be lumped 
together with 98 and 102 in this one category in spite 
of their obvious differences in form and purpose. 

382 See in particular Watson, J RS, XLII (1952), pp. 59f., 
who points out (note 28) that line 8 of CJL VI, 1585a 
(A.D. 193) can be restored in matri{cem as well as in 
matryi{culam, and that Tertullian uses matrix, not ma- 
tricula. But these instances are also the earliest evidence 
for the word matrix itself. Of brevis Watson says (p. 60) 
that it is not attested in Latin before the middle of the 
fourth century, and this is true of the term as applied to a 
strictly military list. It occurs, however, in a general sense 
in Diocletian’s edict on prices (A.D. 301), column ii, Io. 



V. THE LANGUAGE OF THE GREEK AND LATIN DOCUMENTS 

A. Greek 

The language of the Greek parchments and papyri 
is conservative and correct, in keeping with their 
quality as legal documents. Very few deviations from 
the standard Attic dialect of the fourth century B.C. 
occur before the third century of the Christian era, and 
then they tend to be confined to a few texts, notably 
31 from the village Ossa, If we had more private letters 
the picture might be different. In general, however, it, 

is clear that the clerks of Dura and the vicinity were 
carefully trained in the classical language, in marked 
contrast to the Egyptian scribes of the same period. 

1. Assimilation in Prepositional Compounds 

Assimilation is the rule in the early texts: cf. 
ouyypapiyv (15); éu mAcioow, ovy[ypagiy, éyydvois, and 
avtiovyypapov (18). In 19, there are three instances 
of assimilation (éy S10KAnpacews, euppcéei, eypetvacr) 
against six cases without assimilation (e.g., évkoAéoeiv). 
Thereafter assimilation (and the analogous process 
within a word) is rare and sporadic. The instances 
are trapay[ye]Afj (20), tlapayy[eAt} (24), 2yyus (twice) and 
éuTroin®7) (25), oupBiovow (twice) (31), éumoineis and 
éutroinow (32). Cf. also &ppdtepoi in 31 (below, Sect. 6). 

2. Iota Adscript 

Lota adscript is used correctly in the earlier texts: 
15, 16, 34; in 18-22 it is used with everything except 
the verb. Exceptions to this are Tipwvécoon (once, 
otherwise correctly; 18) and dmo8é (21). Note also 
the correct spelling Umep@iov in 19. Thereafter the 
usage becomes irregular. 23 gives tro€qxn and att 
(twice). In 24, the scribe seems to have used the ota 
in the lower version and to have omitted it in the upper, 
although the very fragmentary condition of the 
parchment makes certainty impossible. 25 omits the 
zola except in “HAioSepw1 (in both upper and lower 
texts), avté: (often), and té:1 (twice). 17 employs the 
vota ordinarily, but omits it in the nouns and parti- 
ciples Moviuw, tpodSnAoupévn, émriSobcion, and trrob}Kn. 
After A.D. 200, the zofa is never used. 

Pleonastic zofa occurs in adtn{i} (18) and dxpo- 
Spvois{1} (25), and in the signatures of the two parch- 
ments from Ossa, 23 and 31: époAoyé{1}, eVSoK {1}, 
étrave{t}, wapTupd {1}. 

3. Vowel Change 

Confusion of « andi. This appears first in the 
genitive *ABBoveios (for -105; 23), and is followed by 
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yeivopévev, *Avtooveivou, and éxticew (25), and Méxetpos 
(17). In these cases, «1 is equated with long 1. There- 
after «1 is used commonly for a long or short 1, and 
less commonly, 1 for et. 

Confusion of « and am. The earliest example is in 25: 
Kal ’xpnuatioa. Thereafter « is written for o not un- 
commonly: cf. d&modiSe08e, viotroijonte, &deApé (12), 
exdexete (27), ‘ YtrepBep(e)téou (29), e€epiv and xevdv (30), 
Keva (33), eUyoue (46), &yopéas (129), and Evduvéou (137). 
By the reverse process, the spelling [ait« occurs in 
31. The spellings d&treoxexéve (26), xé (29), and tretroKaive 
(32) occur in signatures. 

Wniting o1 for on. This occurs in the signature of 
32: TretTro1Kaive. 

Writing of ¢ for n. The examples are &trooxexéve and 
LoaAudves (26), gowtebis (30), and émrepwtnoov (31). 

Writing of o1 for w. The word évotia appears in 30 
as evoitia. 

Wniting of o for «. Cf. mpoyeypopéva (26) and étrepa- 
tnoov (31). 

Writing of « fore. This occurs in the signature to 31: 
oaTpaves. 

Writing of o for w. The examples are ’Avtdvios (29) 
and ypeooteiv (30). 

Writing uv for « or 1. This was an obsession of the 
writer of 31 in both versions: KUAwvos, TMeptuvaxtos, 
UTroXUpOYPAgPNKoTwV, KPVGEWS, PUOKOV (beside gicoxw), and 
ouvoikuopou (beside -xio-). 

Writing n for a. This occurs only in the neologism 
duoapetijs (31). The reverse change occurs in ’ Apaé6a- 
BeiAn (29). 

Writing ev for av. Only in Evéuvéou (137), where, 
however, this spelling of the month name occurs 
four times. 

4. Consonantal Change 

Writing « for x. Cf. &tteoxexéve (26). 
Writing @ for t. This occurs in two compounds of 

iotnui: a&geiofacGa1 (31, in both versions), KateoOdOnv 
(46). 

Wniting vt for tt. This occurs in Bpouvtiou (25). 

5. Aspiration 

The common Hellenistic xa@’ tos occurs in 23. 

6. Haplography and Gemination 

Haplography occurs in the following instances: 
Tpoyeypouéva, dypayctou (26), aypaydtou (29), and 
épcapévos (46). 

Gemination occurs in 31 in the repeated évxadéooev 
and single évkaAAgooev. The same process, or as- 
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similation may account for the spelling d&pgdtepo1 in 
the upper text. Doubled rho occurs in Mappivos (123) 
and doubled mu in Zettippiou (31). 

7. Pleonastic Final Nu 

This may be a matter of heteroclisis in trpoikav (30) 
and yuvaikav (31), but in other cases the explanation 
must be different: tapoxataéjkn{v} (29), Suoroyei{v}, 
pndemia{v}, and trapeupéoer{v} (31). 

8. The -10s/-10v Ending 

The characteristic late Greek spelling -15 and -w 
occurs in the later texts: kavaAw and AvpijAis (26), 
SeAuartixiv (30), émixapow and oeiovpw (33). 

g. Rendering of Latin U 

Latin U appears usually as Greek ou, but occasion- 
ally as Greek o or vu: ’WAtos (26), Avyéotou and 
datpavds (31). 

to. Elision 

Elision is ordinarily handled in the conventional 
manner, but the following two exceptional instances 
may be noted: koi ’ypnydtion (25) and étepos *k (31). 
In the later texts, elision is sometimes not written 
where it would be expected: cf. amd *Ooons and &rd 
GAANAwV (31), Tapa avTijs (32). 

11. Neologisms 

The writer of 25 used dpia in the lower text and 
épious in the upper in the general sense of épous. For 
Sucdpeoto1 the writer of 31 used or coined Svucapetijs. 
Late Greek forms appear in the inventory in 30: 
MnSioxia and SoxKtvAiSic. 

12. Morphology of the Verb 

The Hellenistic verb forms in -oow are used through- 
out; also the Hellenistic Saveilw, yivouat (25), and 
the future éyxadéosiv. The Hellenistic Anpyetai oc- 
curs in 19, but tapoAnttov in 20. Hellenistic also is 
FAGav (55). 26 has the anomalous évwtot which may 
be merely a slip of writing: the correct éeovntai occurs 
twice also. In the same text, the form Se1S0vtos (for 
S18dvtos) is probably due to the analogy of the con- 
tract verbs, under the influence of such regular forms 
as é5iS0ouv. The periphrasis goto teAdv in 23 is as 
old as Homer (Odyssey, ii, 61).1 

13. Case Forms 

While non-Greek terms and proper names are nor- 
mally handled according to the usual Greek inflectional 

1 R. Kiihner, B. Gerth, Ausfiihrliche Grammatik der 
gviechischen Sprache, 11, 1 (1898), pp. 38f. 

system, 20 fails to assimilate and decline the Persian 
term Batnoa, and in 25, Tpalcevt: is used as (or in 
place of) a genitive. The writer of 31, as usual, is the 
worst offender against normal grammar: cf. Urép 
"Axollis, évypapou évotdvtos 7 yevouévn, éetrepaotnoov 
GAANAOIS Kal cpPoAdynoav GAANAoIs. On the other hand, 
the accusative of specification in 8Svoapetijs Thy ... 
oupPiovo is normal. 

14. Gender 

The writer of 31 was irregular in his observance of 
the rules of gender. Cf. (in both versions) yuvaixav 6 
and d&vépi 6, and (in the upper only) tov &6étnow. The 
writer of a subscription writes 6 étréveo for 4. 

15. Latinisms 

In 26, xavéAi(o)y (nominative) is a secondary for- 
mation from Latin canalis. In 66, 8a0«w eouciav 
translates the Latin dare potentiam. 1n123, it is possible 
that agoontdée[v reflects a literal rendering of the Latin 
absentium. 

16. Pronouns 

The form with @ of the negative pronoun occurs only 
in 12 (unis). For “‘all,” m&s occurs in sixteen texts, 

&tras only in four (18, 26, 30, 46). The long form of the 
reflexive, éautot, occurs in 19, 29, 30, 31. 

17. Mood 

The optative mood occurs only in the opening formula 
of the will in 16 B. The subjunctive mood is common 
in temporal, conditional, or relative clauses with év and 
is used correctly except in two instances. In 19, trepi 
®v ... ékt\oaTo f émKthonta, the intrusion of an &v 
would have been awkward. In 31, the writer shifted 
from an infinitive construction with gé&pevor with 

unfortunate results: tékva S& avTois pt) yévnTtat. 

18. Conjunctions 

The writer of 29 used éméte &v; otherwise the texts 
use 6tav (20-22, 24; also the first subscription to 29). 

20. Negatives 

The negatives are used correctly except in 26: 
ei 8 ov. 

21. Abbreviations 

Abbreviations appear in the Dura texts only after 
the Roman occupation, and never became common in 
those drawn up in the city itself. The examples are 
ét(@v) (twice in 25); tap(a)Kot(a)Oy(kn) (29, upper 
text), &pidu(dv) (29); and pap(tupé) (29, signatures) ; 
®uy(atnp ?) (48). The soldier’s letter 46 uses otpa- 
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(tits) in the address. The Edessa sale uses abbrevi- 
ations in the signatures (28): u(a)p(tupd), Avp(iAtos), 
*AByap(os), otp(atnyds). The soldier’s document 30 
uses abbreviations only in the signatures — p(a)p(tupd), 
opt(io), sig(navt) — but 26 employs them freely even 
in the body of the text. This may be regarded as due 
to Roman influence. 

In 30 and 46, the usual chrism sigla is used for 
éxatovtapxia and éxatovtépyns, while 129 uses X< for 
Sexadapxns and tovpyn. In two instances, the Latin 
rosters use Greek initials as notations: Z, presumably 
for Uyte1 in 82, 94, 100, and 102, and © for o(dzt) or 
@(aveov) in 102 (above, p. 43, note 30). 

B. Latin 

1. Assimilation 

This is neglected in adplicui (67). 

2. Vowel Change 

Confusion between e and ae is common: e.g., Veste 

(54). Ptolaemeus (83), Emiliano (100, 101), querend 
(101), pretoriana (106). Certain writers, notably he of 
101, regularly reduce the -aeus to -eus. Cf. also Abdeus 
(104), Addez (107), Aufec (98), Barneus (98, 114), Leti- 
anus (97), Mombogei (117), Presente (97). The first 
syllable of Haeranes appears as Her- in 100 (beside 
(Haer-), and as Hair- in 98. For the spellings Aithibelus 
and Aathibelus, Aeth-, see below, p. 65. 

The Greek upsilon appears as uw in Dionusius (101), 
Curillus (101), Palmurenit (66), and Danumus (67); 
elsewhere in these and other names as y. 

Confusion between 7 and e appears in the name 
Domitius (Dometius in 100, 101) and in the repeated 
spelling Septezonium in 82. The spelling Zzbidas for 
the usual Zebidas in 131 concerns the rendering of a 
Semitic sound. See below, p. 65. 

The variation between a and e in the first syllable 
of the names Iarhaeus, Iarhabus, and Jarhaboles is a 
matter of rendering a Semitic sound. See below, p. 65. 

3. Consonantal Change 

The labial appears as #, not b, in Puplius (98) and 
Puplianus (100); cf. also Pufil[, 101 xxv, 12. 

The place name Castellum is spelled Kastellum 
in 94. 

The labio-velar in equum is rendered ecum in 56, 
equm in 100; cf. also the name Zaqubus in 100 and 101, 
and Agul for Aquilino (97). This spelling probably 
reflects Semitic pronunciation. 

The velar-nasal in signifer appears as singnifer in 89. 
In the -us- combination, 7 is omitted in co(m)sul and 

co(n)sularis and in tra(n)slatus (100). The ending of the 
personal name or epithet Milens may be due to analogy. 

The rv is omitted in the name Themarsas in 67. 
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4. Aspiration 

The name Theobolus (100) is spelled Teobolus in 
101. The writers of 98 and 100 omit the initial / of 
Herennius and Hermogenes. The / is omitted in the 
name Barhotarus in 100 xxxiii, Io, and in the Latin 
words oreo in 106 and 108 and osfitio in 107. On the 
other hand, a prefixed h is added to hemanserunt in 82. 
Cf. also the spelling Bechch in 101 xxx, 19. 

5. Haplography and Gemination 

One J of Castellum is omitted in 101 xxii, ro and 12. 
The writer of 100 uses the spelling Zabaeus, of 101, 

Zabbaeus. 
The usual Ocbanes appears as Occbanas in 107, and 

the writers of 107 and 115 omit one c in Coccelus. 
One / is omitted in Achilleus in 115, Apollonius in 

67, 101, and 107, and Apollinarius in 100 and 105. 
Cf. Anulino, 101 xvi, 22; xxxiv, 12; XxXXvi, 23. 

One m is omitted in Comodo, 100 xxi, 7; Xxxviii, 14. 
Marius is spelled with double 7 in 100. 
Barbaessomen is spelled with one s in 98 and 101; 

Mesenus with two in 116; Messala with one in 101 

normally, but with two in 101 xliv, 15 and 27. 
The nomen Domitius (Dometius) is usually spelled 

with double ¢. 

6. The -zus Ending 

For the reduction of this ending to -7s, and the pos- 
sible reduction of the -aews ending to -aes, see below, 
p. 65. This process may account for the spelling 
Natales in 100 xxxvi, 23. 

7. Nominative Case Forms 

Greek or Roman names ending in -on- usually keep 
the 7 in the nominative; cf. Aeson, Ariston, Capiton, 
Chaeremon, Euxemon, Fronton, Gabrion, Leon, Neon, 
Philon; so also in the noun option, 82 i, 17. 

As against the common Alexandrus and Menandrus, 
texts later than A.D. 230 use Alexander and Menander. 

The forms Apollonas, Heraclas, and Valeras occur 

for the usual forms ending in -7us. 

8. Morphology 

The spellings evvimus (82 i, 6), facemus (89 ii, I, 8) 
and omniam (89 u1, 1) may be noted. 

g. Syntax 

There is some uncertainty in handling case forms. 
Note frinctpis for princeps in 89 i, 1, ad hortis in 95, 
and in the rosters cum navem and p(ro) Marinus or 
Antiochi (see above, p. 43). 

The elipsis peto compellas occurs in 64. 
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In 60 B, Wilcken® suggested changing ef to wt in 
two places, and changing an infinitive to a subjunctive. 
The passages are as follows: “‘quid scribserim Minucio I § | 
Martiali ... et notum haberetis adplicui,” and “‘curae | , 

tibi sit et quaesturas ... xenia ei offere.”” This seems 
unnecessary. In the first passage, nolum haberetis can 
mean “‘you note” or ‘“‘are to note.” In the second, the 
accusative guaesturas has the right case to be the 
subject of an infinitive, and ef may be “‘also”’ or “even.”’ 

to. Abbreviations 

The writers of the papyri employ the customary 
sign for centuria (7) and either * or J’ for turma. 
Here as elsewhere, the Latin language was congenial 
to abbreviation, and the scribes often stopped writing 
words when intelligibility had been reached. Except 
for some sequences of single initials, nfas or gdp, and 
the dixit sigla of 128 (#), these do not seem to have 
been formal. The same abbreviation stands for dif- 
ferent words, and the same word is rendered by 
different abbreviations. 

Abbreviations are often marked by an acute accent 
or a dot at the height of the top of the letters, but 
sometimes similar dots occur for no apparent reason.? 

Many of these are discussed above, pp. 40-44, in 
connection with the notations on the rosters, or below 
in the commentary to individual texts. The following 
may be noted here. 

Personal Names and Imperial Titles 

Ael: Aelius Germ: Germanicus 
Aemil: Aemilius Tul: Julius 
Anton: Antoninus M: Marcus 
Aqul: Aquilinus Nig: Nigrinus 
Aug: Augustus IBTeST Praesens 
Augg: Augusti Ulp: Ulpius 
Aurel: Aurelius Val: Valerius 
Caes: Caesar Valer: Valerius 
@le Claudius Zabdid: Zabdibolus 
Fl: Flavius 

Place Names 

A: Avira 
App: Appadana 
Appada: Appadana 
Appadan: Appadana 
AT: Arabum 
Ara: Arabum 
Arab: Arabum 
Ascol: Ascalonitanorum 
Avir: Avira 

Barbal: Barbalissus 
IBeEc= Becchufrayn 
Becchuf: Becchufrayn 
Bechch: Bechufrayn 
Becuf: Bechufrayn 
Caper: Chafer 
Castel: Castellum 

2 U. Wilcken, Arvchiv fiir Papyrusforschung, XI (1935), 
pp. 315f. 

° Cf. for example 58, 3: me-, and 58, 4: ex. 

INTRODUCT HON 

Chafer 
Magdala 
Palmyrenorum 
Palmyrenorum 
Palmyrenorum 
Palmyrenorum 
Palmyrenorum 
Seythica 

April 
Tul 
Oct, Octobr 

Mai, Maiar 
Aug 
Nov, Novembr 

Chaf: 

Magdal: 
Pal: 

Palm: 

Palmur: 

Palmuro: 

Palmyr: 

Scy: 

Calendar 

Febr 

Tun 

Sep, Sept, Septem, 
Septembr 

Dec, Decem, Decembr, 
Decembri 

Kal 

Othev Words 

abs: 

acc: 

accep: 

actuar: 

aed: 
albos: 

alt: 

amb: 

ambul: 

as: 

Jo) 19 

bm: 

buc: 

Cap: 

cal: 

coh: 

comp: 

cos: 

cos: 

custod: 

tere 

d f:4 

dn: 

dat: 

dd nn: 

dec: 

decc: 
deg: 
disc: 

disp: 
dispos: 
disposi: 
disposit : 
dom n: 

drom: 

dromo: 

dromon: 
duc: 

dupl: 
emans: 

emer: 

episul: 
eq: 

eq: 

N, No 
Pr: Pridie 

Id, Idib 

absens 

acceptus 
acceptus 
actuarius 

aedituus 

? 
alter 

ambulare (?) 
ambulare (?) 
armo sinistro 

bovem feminam 

bovem marem 

bucinator 

cui praees 
caligatus 
cohors 

comparandum 
consul 

consularis 

custodia 

? 

? 
dominus noster 

data 

domini nostri 

decurio 

decuriones 

degunt 
discens 
dispositus 
dispositus 
dispositus 
dispositus 
dominus noster 

dromedarius 

dromone 

dromone 

duce 

duplicarius 
emansit 
emeritus 

epistulis 
eques 

equus 

4 See under ad naves d f, above, p. 41. 



eqq: 
era:> 

es:5 

ex: 
excubar: 

explor: 
explorat: 
i 12 

fel: 
frum: 

frum: 

i: 

h: 

hor: 

hord: 

hordiator: 

imp: 
imp: 
impp: 
leg: 
leg: 
leg: 
lib: 
lig: 
mace 
me: 
mag: 
mamm :° 
man :° 
mens: 
mil: 
mis: 
n: 
n: 
maid: 
nfad: 
nias: 
nn: 
nn: 
np: 
mess 
nu: 
6: 
om: 
of: 
off: 
offi: 
offic: 
op: 
opin: 
opini: 
opinion: 
ord: 
Ds 
p: 
pidicie: 
pR: 
pen: 
perfunc: 
peten: 
pf: 
pos: 
post: 

equites 
2 
? 
exemplum 
excubare (?) 
explorator 
explorator 
Flavia Firma 
felix 
frumentum 
frumentatio 
his 
honeste 
hordium 
hordiator 
hordiatores 
imperator 
imperatum 
imperatores 
legatus 
legio 
legionarius 
libertus 
lignator 
2 
missus emeritus 
magister 
? 
? 
mensor 
miles 
missus 
noster 

numerus 
nota armo dextro 
nota femore armo dextro 
nota femore armo sinistro 
nostri 
numeri 
numerus purus 
non sanus (?) 
numerus 
o(biit ? See p. 43, note 30) 
optimus maximus 
officium 
officium 
officium 
officium. 
opinionem 
opinionem 
opinionem 
opinionem 
ordinatus oy ordinarius 
pro (?) 
purus 
? 
populus Romanus 
penus 
perfunctio 
petendum 
praefectus 
posterior 
posterior 

5 See the note on emansit, above, p. 42. 
8 See above, p. 41. 

4* 

PP: 
pr: 
pr pr: 
praeff: 
praep: 
praes: 
praes: 
praes: 
praet: 
praet: 
praetent: 
praetor: 
praetori: 
preff: 
pretor: 
prob: 
proc: 
prosec: 
proseq: 
qdp: 
quaerend: 
quere: 
queren: 
Te 
ras: 
rat: 
Tels 
rel: 
rel: 
reliq: 
remans: 
rever: 
Tass 
rus: 
Ss: 
S iale 
Sass 
SISiwS: 
ssusedd: 

sacer: 
sacrahimag: 
sesq: 
sig: 
sig: 
signif: 
sing: 
singnif: 
singul: 
stip: 
stipen: 
tess: 
tras: 

trasl: 
trib: 
tribb: 
Vi 
VaCe 
Wael 
vex: 
vex: 
vex: 
vexill: 
Za 
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praepositus 
prior 
pro praetore 
praefecti 
praepositus 
praesentes 
praeses 
praesidium 
praetentura 
praetorium 
praetentura 
praetorium 
praetorium 
praefecti 
praetorium 
probatus 
procurator 
prosecutio 
prosequor 
quondam deputati or dispositi 
quaerendum 
quaerendum 
quaerendum 
reversus 
? 
rationem 
relatus 
relictus 
reliqui 
reliqui 
remansus 
reversus 
reversi 
russeus 
sacer 
sine nota 
supra scriptus 
? 
2 
sacerdos 
5 
sesquiplicarius 
signifer 
signum 
signifer 
singularis 
signifer 
singularis 
stipendium 
stipendium 
tesserarius 
translatus 
translatus 
tribunus 
tribuni 
? 
vir clarissimus 
vir egregius 
vexillarius 
vexillatio 
vexillifer 
vexillatio 
(see Greek Abbreviations, above, p.49) 

? This abbreviation is often rendered by a capital 7 
crossed (--). 



VI. THE PALAEOGRAPHY OF THE GREEK AND LATIN DOCUMENTS 

A. The Literary Hands 

(Plates I-IV; XXXII-XXXIII) 

1. The Dura Style 

The Dura style is discussed below. Most of its 
examples are non-literary. The precise nature and 
subject of 3 (PI. I) has not been determined, but its 
arrangement in narrow columns with headings con- 
sisting of a single word or phrase, indented and 
centered, makes one think of a glossary or other 
grammatical or rhetorical handbook. The most strik- 
ing aspect of the script is its regularity. Letters tend 
to be as wide as they are high, and not to extend above 
or below the line. Rho drops below, epsilon projects 
above, but they are exceptional, and they do not 
extend far. Letters present the monumental shape, 
with alpha, epsilon, sigma, and omega rounded and 
cursive. Epsilon is usually made in two strokes, with 
a hooked top and cross-bar made after the lower curve, 
which often continues a connecting stroke from the 
preceding letter; sometimes, however, it is written as 
a single hook in one stroke. The first two strokes of nu 
are made together, starting the pen at the bottom and 
then looping back. Eta and probably also kappa are 
made in a single stroke, starting at the upper left. Mu 
with its curved saddle serves to date the manuscript 
as late as the end of the first century, after the fashion 
of mu with a flat top had passed. Letters are free from 
ornamentation, but strokes may end or begin with 
slight but graceful curves, giving the hand an easy 
and not unpleasant appearance. Frequent ligatures 
give it a cursive aspect in places. 

2. The Rustic Capital 

This style is best represented at Dura by the Hero- 
dotus manuscript, 1 (PI. II, 1), which may be dated 
to the first half of the second century. There is nothing 
to indicate where the manuscript may have been 
written; it was certainly not at Dura, for the script is 
quite unlike the dated Dura hands, and the use of 
papyrus does not certainly appear at Dura before the 
third century. It was a handsome manuscript, with 
narrow columns and wide margins. Letters are indi- 
vidually made with frequent serifs or terminal curls, 
and while some letters are as wide or wider than they 
are high (mu, nu, kappa, delta, and omega), the tend- 
ency is to an exaggerated length and narrowness 
(epsilon and sigma, omicron and.theta, alpha and rho). 
Phi extends far above and below the line, although not 
so as to conflict with its neighbors. Upsilon has a high, 
flat saddle, and is occasionally marked by a two-dot 
diaeresis, 
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The little fragment 4 (Pl. III, 1) has a rather similar 
hand, but there is not enough of it for a proper analy- 
sis. The large serifs are notable, particularly in the 
first line. 

The Diatessaron manuscript, 10 (Pl. IV, 1) and the 
Latin feriale, 54 (Pl. XXXII), both datable to the 

early third century, show affinities with this style, and 
may be derived from it. In each case, the letters are 
rather wide and rather widely spaced, and yet the E 
and P in 54 are very like the epsilon and rho of 1, 
while L and S are tall and narrow, and the alpha, rho, 
and wpsilon in 10 are very like those in 1. The cursive 
mu of 10, with alpha, the extended sigma, and the 
round epsilon, give that text something of a cursive 
appearance, and it lacks the elaborate serifs of 54, but 
in spirit the two are much alike. The B of 54 is, in its 
size and proportions, only a more exaggerated form of 
the beta of 10. The A of the former is very like the 
lambda of the latter, and if 10 had preserved a double 
lambda, it should have borne a very close resemblance 
to the M of 54. Neither text employs ligatures. 10 uses 
a supralinear horizontal stroke to mark abbreviations. 

3. The Severe Style 

Schubart’s severe or Bible style! is represented by 
2, 7, and 8 (Pls. II, 2; III, 4, 5), the first being identi- 
fied as from a manuscript of Appian’s ‘“‘Mithridatic 
War.” Letters show a pleasant shading, but are other- 
wise unadorned. They are widely spaced and regular, 
even in size and free from any exaggeration. In addition 
to omicron, theta, and omega, epsilon, sigma, and alpha 
are Sharply angular. No diacritical marks are preserved 
except a diaeresis of two dots over tofa in Frag. a of 2. 
All examples of this style may be dated to the third 
century. 

The little fragment 9 (Pl. III, 6) may belong here, 
but nothing is very certain about it. 

4. The Semi-Cursive Style 

A number of papyri are written in hands cursive in 
type, but literary in the size or care in which they are 
written. In 5 and 6 (PI. III, 2, 3) little can be read to 
determine the literary character of the original text. 
In the latter case, actually, the empty papyrus to the 

1 W. Schubart, Gyriechische Palaeographie (1925), 
pp. 136f. My own terminology is conventional and simple. 
I am sympathetic to the appeal of A. Bataille, Pour une 
Tervminologie en Paléographie Grecque (1954), but his 
attempt to be precise and scientific leads to so elaborate 
a system that many will find it difficult to follow him, 
and some, unnecessary. 
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right suggests a legal document of some sort, and it 
may be possible to read étous in the eighth line. Never- 
theless the hand is not documentary; few ligatures 
occur, while individual letters are carefully and regu- 
larly made. The omega in line 5 suggests a rather 
flowery and individualistic style of writing, and the 
kappa in the following line may have serifs. 5, on the 
other hand, is simply written, but with a care and 
delicacy which suggests an attractive manuscript. 
Letters end in tiny curves and swellings. Both of these 
hands suggest the second century rather than the 
third, and make it probable that the papyri were not 
written at Dura. 

The largest group of hands of this type is comprised 
by the addresses written on the verso of a number of 
letters found in the military archives (Pl. XXXIII, 
1-6). These range in date from A.D. 208 to about 
A.D. 240, and show a certain progression of styles, 
but all have in common a tall, narrow quality empha- 
sized by strong downward strokes. Decoration is con- 
fined to some initial curls, notably on L, where it helps 
to differentiate this letter from J when, as in the ex- 
ample from 56, the lower stroke of the L is very small. 
The latest example of this series, 59, shows some fond- 
ness for curves; at the other extreme is the first 
signature from 56, where strokes are as straight as 
they can be and still form recognizable letters. Con- 
necting strokes are used rarely, but there are two in 
the first signature from 56. Almost all letters are made 
in two strokes, beginning at the top. Thickenings or 
small hooks to the right or left occur at the foot of 
many. The basic shapes of the letters are those of the 
cursive, but the appearance is that of a book-hand. 

B. The Dura Style 

(Plates V-XIV) 

This is a name which may conveniently be applied 
to a style of writing represented by all the pre-Roman 
documents from Dura. It is a more or less cursive 
script derived from the epigraphic alphabet of Hel- 
lenistic times, and the Avroman parchments? show 

that it was widely used. It may have been the standard 
script of the Greek documents of the Hellenistic East, 
and if so, would contrast strongly with the active 
development and variety of the Greek hands of Egypt 
in the same period. From the second century B.C. to 
the beginning of the third century of our era, the Dura 
parchments show a single style of writing, which 
remains distinctive in its various aspects. 

1. The Calligraphic Hand 

Two documents show that the Dura hand could be 
used for fine writing, the terribly mutilated 34 (PI. V, 2) 
of the second century B.C. and the fragmentary but 

2 E. H. Minns, J/HS, XXXV (1915), pp. 22-65, Pls. I 
and II. 

clear 16 (Pl. IX, 1) of the late first century of the 
Christian era. Writing is large and decorative, with 34 
showing rather classic letter shapes and avoiding 
ligatures and connecting strokes, while 16 shows 
rounded shapes and a tendency to connect letters 
when possible. Notice the regular connecting strokes 
following nu and omega, and the letter groups vy1 (in 
vyiaivovt[1) and xnownv in the following line. Eta 
shows an extreme form of the one-stroke type, with 
the crossbar at the bottom of the line, and the convex 
form of the flat-topped mu is remarkable. Shading and 
great regularity of height (exceeded only by epsilon 
and phi) give the hand a pleasant appearance in spite 
of the stylized tendencies which show in the one-stroke 
kappa shaped like an H and the upszlon with its finely 
curved first stroke. 34 is part of a document; 16 is 

from a registry roll. 

2. The Large Hand 

The large hand is used in the lower versions of 
documents, but may be found also in the record office 
(17; Pl. XIII). Its difference from the small hand is 
due, not to absolute size alone, but to the desire to 
produce a more readily legible text. Examples range 
in date from A.D. 87 (18; Pl. VI) to A.D. 204 (31; 
Pl. XIV), but they are very homogeneous. 18 and 
24 — perhaps also 13, 22, and 37 — are well written, 

while 17, 21, 23, 25, and 31 are more irregular and 
indicate the work of less competent scribes (Pl. VII, 2; 
IX—-XII). Letters tend to be wide rather than high 
and to confine themselves to the height of the line; 
beta and epsilon extend above it, rho drops below it, 
and pf extends in both directions, but beyond a 
certain tendency for omicron to be small, the other 
letters are uniform. Ligatures are used sparingly, and 
decorative hooks or serifs are uncommon. It is a plain 
style which shows very little development. A form of 
the flat-topped mu is found in 13 and 21 but then goes 
out of fashion, yielding to the minuscule or to the 
epigraphic forms, both of which occur in 31. Epsilon 
continues its two-stroke and its one-stroke (hooked) 
forms, which usually occur side by side. Eta is com- 
monly made in one stroke, which, when neglected at 
the end, yields a form like an English cursive N or the 
mu of 16 (23, 25, and 31, and in a more angular form 
in 17). Kappa retains a somewhat classical form, 
although made usually in the form of a hook with a 
pendant stroke; this leads to the rounded form, fore- 

shadowed in 13 and fully developed in 25. Upsilon 
shows a two-stroke form with the first stroke bent 
into aright angle (18, 21,23, and 22), but then develops 
a one-stroke form which is usually a more or less 
concave V. The rounded form of alpha remains stand- 
ard, but by its side appears a sharply angled form 
which is capable of exaggerated length (first in 18), 
while the epigraphical A occurs occasionally in 31, 
initially and medially. The cursive, one-stroke form 
of theta appears from time to time (18, 21, 25). 
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In contrast with the other double documents, the 
upper text of 31 is written in this hand also; the hand 
is coarser and larger than that of the lower version. 

3. The Small Hand 

The early 15 (Pl. V, 1), from a registry roll, is an. 
independent example of the small hand, which is used 
typically for the upper version of double documents. 
It is impossible to tell whether 14 and 35 (Pls. VII, 1; 

IX, 2) come from double documents or not. The latter 

is the best example of the use of this hand to produce 
a calligraphic effect, accentuated in this case by the 
employment of small hooks or thickenings at the ends 
of certain strokes, and the exaggerated length of a 
final zota below the line. In the other cases, the small 
hand may produce a pleasantly even effect, as in 15 
and 14; may be purely utilitarian, as in 18-20 and 
perhaps 24; or may be an almost illegible scrawl, as 
in 25. In the last case, its deterioration may be a 
reflection of the decline in importance of the closed 
version of the double document. 

The hand resembles the large hand in letter shapes, 
but being smaller and more cursive, is more prone to 
rounding and ligatures, and is apt to write letters or 
groups of letters with one stroke of the pen when pos- 
sible. Two-stroke forms of letters are rarely used. In 
contrast to the large hand, the one-stroke, cursive 

form of #7 is regular, while nu inclines at times to the 
rising, “‘prancing’’ form of the Ptolemaic papyri 
(notably in 14), or to an approximation of the mu 
of 16 and the eta of 23 etc. Rho may be written in one 
curly(20; Pl. VILL, 2): 

C. The Greek Hands of the Third Century 

(Plates XV-XXXI) 

With the third century, the influence of the West 
came into Dura, and the hands join the great current 
of development which can be followed also in the 
papyri from Egypt. 

rt. The Round Hand 

This hand appears in Egypt at approximately the 
same time, and Schubart has identified it as a form of 
the chancery hand.* It appears sporadically as late as 
the fourth century, but its vogue is largely that of its 
representation at Dura; namely, the first part of the 
third century. Dated examples at Dura range from 
shortly before A.D. 216 (132; Pl. XVI, 1) to the reign 
of Gordian III (43; Pl. XXIII), with the best example, 
55, Col. ii (Pl. XVII), dating about A.D. 218. 

The characteristics of this hand are its fondness for 
curves and loops, with the attempt to make all ap- 
propriate letters as nearly round as possible, and the 
practice of lifting the pen as little as possible from the 

3 Schubart, Griechische Palaeographie, pp. 75-77. 

writing surface. Delta, kappa, mu, and omega may be 
quite round; so also sigma, but characteristically not 
omicron, theta, and epsilon. Omicron is often quite 
small, theta is oval, and epsilon tall and thin, although 
the top may be decorated with a fine loop or hook. 
Rounded forms prevail in pi, tau, and eta, the latter 
being also very tall and shaped like a cursive English H. 
Tau may have an open loop at the bottom and so 
resemble wpsilon that that letter must be left open at 
the bottom in the form of a top-heavy cross, for dis- 
tinction (55, 43). Beta is usually made in two downward 
strokes, but may be made in one S-shaped stroke 
(43, 48), in a manner borrowed from the Latin. In 
common with all the third century hands, nw may be 
made in one stroke with the top in a reverse curve (YY); 
this is the most characteristic third-century letter. 
Alpha may be made in one stroke resembling a cursive 
theta (132, 27,43, 12, 48, and 49; Pls. XVI, XXVIII, 
XXX), or may adopt the very long, angular shape 
which made its appearance in the second century 
(30, 43; Pl. XXI, XXIII). 

The best representative of this hand is Col. 11 of 55. 
The lower hand of 38 (Pl. XXIX, 1) has even more 
flowery tendencies. 49, 33 (Pl. XVIII, 4), 12, 27, and 
132 show the hand being employed for various pur- 
poses: documents, lists, notations, and an excerpt 
from the Dura law code. Other documents show this 
hand modified by the influence of the angular script 
(128, 30, 43; Pl. XXIV), or used for such rough 
notations as 47 and 48 (the former uses once a pure 
Latin A), while 147 (Pl. XXXI, 2) shows a unique 
combination of round and rectangular forms which 
suggests a literary purpose. 

2. The Angular Hand 

The characteristic aspects of this hand are angu- 
larity in the shape of individual letters and a strong 
sloping tendency; letters slope from the upper right 
to the lower left. Some examples of this hand show 
also a tendency to exaggerate greatly the length of 
some final down strokes; so a final cota in 126 (Pl. XXII, 
2) continues across three following lines. Schubart has 
found examples of a similar hand in Egypt in the second 
century in a military context as well as more commonly 
in the third century, and at Dura we may observe 
similar tendencies in the Latin hands. No Dura ex- 
ample shows this style in a pure form. It is normally 
mixed with traits of the more popular round hand. 

The earliest example of this hand is the rough and 
unpracticed 66 B (Pl. XV, 1) of A.D. 216. The hump- 
backed nw is not used, and both the epigraphical and 
the rounded forms of kappa appear. Upsilon is made 
in a shallow loop or hook, perhaps under Latin in- 
fluence. Alpha may be made cursively in a single 
stroke with a reverse curve (not in the theta form). 
Letters are not tall and final strokes are not exagger- 
ated, but the strong sloping quality of the hand shows 

4 Schubart, Griechische Palaeographe, pp. 68f., 78-85. 
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that it belongs here. The same is true of the letter 45 
(Pl. XVIII, 3) which also lacks the third-century nu, 
but shows the third-century efa and the fondness for 
long, sloping strokes. 46 (Pl. XIX) uses an early form 
of the third-century nu, together with other shapes, 
one of which becomes very popular. This is a three- 
stroke, doubly concave form ()y), which may be very 
flat and wide. This text shows the rounded kappa and 
a Latin D (4). 123 (Pl. XXXI, 1) is angular and sloping, 
but the hand is very rough and suggests a rather 
illiterate print rather than a proper script; 26 (Pl. XX) 
of A.D. 227 shows this hand used fluently if not always 
very legibly for a business document. This document 
is remarkable for the wide variety in the shapes of 
individual letters, depending on the writer’s con- 
venience or fancy. While ligatures are employed freely, 
the final strokes of letters tend to be downward. Later 
examples of this hand are 126 and 127 (A.D. 235; 
Pl. XXII), official papers from the office of the tribune 
of the Cohors XX Palmyrenorum and rather fine pieces 
of chancery calligraphy, and 29 (Pl. XXV), of A.D. 251, 
which is for Dura an excessively cursive hand, much 
influenced by rounded tendencies and showing great 
freedom in the handling of the shapes of individual 
letters. 

129 (Pl. XVIII, 1), from the archives of the same 
cohort and dated A.D. 225, looks in its general ap- 
pearance like a continuation of the Dura style of the 
earlier period, but the exaggerated length of certain 
letters, the sloping tendency, and the third-century 
shapes of nu, uwpsilon, and delta show that it belongs 
with this group. It is evident that no one of these 
styles existed in a pure form. The early 66 W (Pl. XV, 
2) shows little tendency to slope, while the letters are 
short and wide except for alpha and iota; delta has 
the form of the Latin D. 32 (Pl. XXVI), the latest 
dated document from Dura (A.D. 254), is roughly 
written as it is poorly expressed. Much of the writing 
is fairly short and wide, and nw tends to be flat- 
topped like #2, or perhaps (the passage is not certain- 
ly read) cocked up in the air almost in Ptolemaic 
fashion; this is a Latinism, common in theDura papyri 
(63, 82, etc.; Pls. XX XV, 1; L, LI). Nevertheless the 
extreme length of the final cota betrays its relationship 
with the rest of this group. 

D. The Latin Hands 

In contrast with the Greek hands of Dura, the 
Latin hands come as no surprise. They are of the same 
character as those of the graffiti and dipinti of Pompeii 
and the papyri of Egypt,® but present a very welcome 

®° Cf. H. B. Van Hoesen, Roman Cursive Writing (1915), 
Chap. 3; J. Mallon, R. Marichal, C. Perrat, L’Ecriture 
Latine de la Capitale Romaine a la Minuscule (19309), 
Pls. IX-XX; J. Mallon, Paléographie Romaine: Scrip- 
tuvae Monumenta et Studia, III (1952), pp. 32-40; J. 
O. Tjader, Die nichtliterarischen Lateinischen Papyri 
Italiens aus der Zeit 445-700 (Skrifter Utgivna an Svenska 

large body of homogeneous material of good quality 
showing how Latin was written in the military and 
civil administrative offices of Syria. The origin of the 
papyri reaches out from Dura itself as far as the 
chancery of the provincial governor at Antioch. 

The writers were skilled penmen, whether or not 
they troubled to produce a relatively calligraphic 
effect, and they were accustomed to writing both 
Greek and Latin. Here we can see the source of the 
influences on Greek writing which appear at Dura in 
the third century, and in Egypt at about the same 
time. It must be remembered that all but six letters 
of the Latin alphabet (Ff, G, L, Q, R, S) have Greek 
equivalents, while all but eight letters of the Greek 
alphabet ([,©, K, A, Z, 1, ®, ¥) have Latin equiva- 

lents. The coincidences which can be observed in the 
Dura papyri are as follows: 

(o-) 
(§) 
(C) 
(oO) 
(d) 

(€ & @ 
(*h) 
(7) 
(AA) 
(77 v1) 
(0) 
CZe) 
(2) 

Cay) 
(x) 

G25) 

In some cases the Latin or the Greek letter had other 
forms also, but the existence of the identical forms 
kept the way open for mutual influence and parallel 
development, affecting not merely letter shapes but 
the general ductus and aspect of the script also. This 
is particularly marked with the Greek angular hand, 
for roundness was never a strong tendency in Latin. 
Nevertheless roundness may be markedly present in 
certain Latin letters; notably G, H, M, N, and U; 
cf. 59, 61, 74 (Pls. XX XVIII; XL, 2). 

How this might work out is illustrated by 125 and 
126 (Pl. XXII), written in the same office on the 
same day and almost certainly by the same scribe. 

Sis Sie Syn real rece ey Gd 

| 

Nel nO eae Te [ee CO 

Institutet 1 Rom, 4°, XIX, 1, 1955), pp. 99-115, for later 
survivals of many of the basic letter forms found at Dura. 
I have found no evidence to support the theory of 
J. Broiitiaert, La Nouvelle Clio, V (1953), pp. 329-339, on 
the influence of the position of the writer on the slope or 
ductus of the writing. The Dura papyrishow little shading, 
and while the slope of the letters varies, it does so within 
as well as between individual texts. (R. Marichal, ““L’Ecri- 
ture Latine du If au VIIeme Siécle: Les Sources,” 
Scriptorium, IV, 1, 1949, pp. 124f., lists the Latin parch- 
ments and papyri from Dura known to him, without 
comment on the hands.) 
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Certain letters are markedly different: N is (7) but nu 
is (YI) and (m1); T is (T) but taw is (YT) ; B is (&) but 
beta is (8). On the other hand, D, E, J,O, M, U, andC 
are identical with A, E, |, O, M, Y, and &, at least in 
certain forms; and while the Greek letters are wider 
than the Latin, the angle of writing and the mannerisms 
are the same. Notice the trailing iota, phi, and x7 in the. 
Greek, the J, Q, and L in the Latin. The rather cramped 
P in emptionis is precisely like the rho in ypévou. The 
similarity is emphasized by the dating formula in each 
case, written in a smaller hand by the same writer. 

Notice particularly the Latin N in btrétov (7) and the 

K in Kal(endas), precisely like kappa in the Greek 
text. 

Considering that they all spring from the Roman 
civil or military administration in Syria within a 
period of fifty years, it is logical that the Latin hands 
of the Dura papyri and parchments should show 
essentially a single type, outside of the book-hand 
which has already been considered. It is, nevertheless, 

possible to distinguish a more and a less formal and 
calligraphic style, depending not so much on the 
personality or training of the writer as on the purpose 
of the writing. 

1. The Chancery Hand 

(Plates XX XIV-XL) 

Examples of this hand come from the correspond- 
ence of the Cohors XX Palmyrenorum, plus the 
sententia of the Tribune, 125 (Pl. XXII, 1). These 
were official documents and were intended to look 
worthy of their purpose. 

The most striking feature of this style is the large 
writing. 59 (Pl. XL, 2) is a letter from the governor of 
Syria, Attius Rufinus (probably A.D. 241), and the 
regular lines of writing are 1.5-2 cm. high, with 
taller letters extending to 2.5 cm. and trailing strokes 
to 4 cm. The papyrus, an original letter from a 
provincial governor, takes its place beside the letter 
of Subatianus Aquilla from Egypt (A.D. 209)* as an 
example of Roman administrative correspondence of 
the upper level. The writing is quite sloping, and shows 
no sign of intentional shading, although some strokes 
are thicker than others, and trailing ends of letters 
become very light. The tops of J and L and the bottom 
of T have small, tight loops to the left and right 
respectively. B and D are very thin, and distinguished 
only by the connecting stroke which follows the former. 
E is a very narrow hook, opening only slightly at the 
top. The total effect is that of light, slim grace and 
delicacy, in marked contrast with the scrawled docket 
and the rather plump printing of the address on the 
verso. The writer used no ligatures, although letters 
touch or run across each other at times. Judging by 
the writing, this letter must have contained material 

6 W. Schubart, Papyri Graecae Berolinenses (1911), 
IPIN35. 

of more than ordinary importance. In contrast, the 
earliest letter in this group, 56 (Pl. XXXIV) of 
A.D. 208, also an original letter from the provincial 
governor, Marius Maximus, is written smaller and less 
handsomely. It dealt with the assignment of horses to 
cavalrymen, and must have been something of a 
routine document. The lines of writing are about 
1 cm. high with some letters smaller. The writing is 
wider spaced than in 59, and employs the same small 
hooks and curves initially or terminally. Letters over- 
run each other, but there are few if any proper liga- 
tures. M has the old-fashioned shape (jn), but in kind 
the script is identical with that of the other example, 
over thirty years later. 

Other examples of this hand show writing of 
this size or smaller. 66 D (Pl. XXXVII) is an in- 
coming original letter; so also 61 and probably 74 
(Pl. XX XVIII), with writing varying in height from 
I cm. to 1.5 cm. 63 (Pl. XXXY, 1)) and 6674 
(Pl. XXXVI, 1) are copies of outgoing letters with 
smaller writing (0.5-I cm.). 125 has a somewhat wider 
range (0.3-I cm.), and was probably a retained copy 
of the sententia of which the original was given to 
the petitioner, or better, the official copy in the files 
from which the petitioner or the litigants were allowed 
to make extracts. Mutatis mutandis, all of these texts 
have essentially the same writing, and do not need a 
detailed description. 

A smaller specimen of the same hand is 68 b 
(Pl. XL, 1) part of a list of names appended to a letter 
(0.3-0.5 cm.). As becoming its small size, the writing 
is more restrained, wide rather than high, with some 

ligatures and terminal hooks or thickenings suggesting 
serifs, while the letter shapes go in the direction of the 
epigraphical. Nevertheless the hand slopes as with the 
chancery hands, and this writing is quite distinct 
from that of clerical hands. Other examples of this 
hand are the fragments 71-73, 75, 78, and 79 (not 
reproduced). 

2. The Clerical Hand 

(Plates XLI-LXVI) 

This is the hand of skillful clerks preparing lists, 
notes, records, and reports for their files and those of 
their superiors, in contrast with documents of a public 

or formal character. They were concerned with speed 
and utility, not with appearance.? The hand may be 
used for letters. 66 E (Pl: XLU, x; A'D. 216) us a 
fragment of incoming correspondence with signature 
and an appended list of names. The two latter portions 
are slightly smailer, but the letter itself has writing 
about 0.5 cm. high for the normal letters, up to 

cm. for the tall ones (F, H, initial A). The writing 

7 Cf. the rather crabbed example of this hand in the 
recently published tablet from Somerset, E. G. Turner, 
JRS, XLVI (1956), pp. 115-118, Pl. XII. The Roman 
scribal hands seem to have been relatively uniform 
throughout the Empire. 
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is quite sloping, and free from decorative curves or 
hooks for the most part, but I have placed it here 
because of the speed of composition and the fondness 
for ligatures. Notice especially recos in the third line. 

The handsomest example of this style is the Marius 
Maximus letter, 60 B (Pl. XLI; A.D. 208), with 
its ease and regularity, combined with simplified 
forms and numerous ligatures. Writing is small, 
0.5-0.8 cm., and only the name of the Parthian 
ambassador, Goces, and the towns in the distribution 
list are carefully written. Otherwise the text is filled 
with abbreviations and other marks of haste. In one 
instance (autem, line 7) A has the form of Greek alpha. 
S, B, F, and E in both the two-stroke and the one- 
stroke forms rise above the line, L and the terminal 
stroke of M drop below it. The last, as well as the 
final J of the letter, give an impression of a certain 
verve and dash. The subject was of some routine im- 
portance, but the letter is not personal. It is a cir- 
cular covering letter giving publicity to a letter of 
authorization, of which a copy is appended. 

The other letters in this group are all copies made 
at Dura, and range in date from A.D. 218 to about 
A.D. 250. The earliest, 55 (Pl. XVII), is all the more 
astonishing because it is written on the same sheet of 
papyrus as the beautifully written Greek round hand 
described above. The hand is very sloping and elimi- 
nates curves so far as possible, giving the text the 
impression of an unrelieved succession of slanting lines. 
Letters extend far above (E, S, D, B) and far below 
(L, the first stroke of M, final J) the lines, and the 
impression it gives is that of a skillful but highly 
mannered scribe, fond of little hooks and ligatures, 
but scornful of easy legibility. Of the later examples, 
58 (Pl. LX, 1; A.D. 240-250) is rough but not un- 
practiced; the slope of the letters varies, giving an 
uneven effect. 81 (Pl. LX VI, 1) is something of a scrawl; 
letters are rather erect than sloping, and were made 
with a poor pen on rough papyrus. 

For the most part, this hand occurs in rosters and 
reports, and at its best is rather decorative. Progress 
in writing can be noted most strikingly when the recto 
and the verso of a single text are separated by some 
years. 82 (Pls. L, LI) is a morning report of A.D. 
233-235. The writing varies from 0.6-0.8 cm. in the 
tabulations of strength to 0.4-0.6 cm. in passages 

dealing with the events of the day; but the lines are 
even, the slope of the letters uniform, the pen strokes 
sure and easy. Ligatures are extensive, and the total 
effect regular and pleasant. In contrast, on the verso, 
97 (Pls. LXIV, LXV) of A.D. 251 shows uneven lines 
with letters varying between the sloping and the 
vertical, and extremes of height '(r cm.) and small- 
ness (0.3 cm.). Ligatures are still extensively used, 
and D above the line and L below it show a certain 
verve, but the total effect is rough and not good. 

There is no need to follow the examples of this style 
through in detail, for they are quite numerous. The 
pleasantest effect is attained by a kind of feathery 
lightness, as in 114 and 83 (Pls. XLVIII, 2; LII, 1; 
A.D. 230-233). 116 (Pl. LIII; ca. A.D. 234) with its 
regular slope and lines gives the impression of vigor 
and decision. 95 (Pl. LXII; A.D. 250 or 251) is remark- 
able for its tiny writing, running no more than 0.2 cm. 

except for letters which extend above and below the 
line. 91 (Pl. XLVIII, 1; ca. A.D. 230) is wider and 

more rounded than the rest. The great rosters 100/101 
(Pls. XLIV, XLV; A.D. 219 and 222) and 98/115 
(Pls. XLIII, XLIX, 2; A.D. 218 and 232) are remark- 
able chiefly for the monotony of their endless columns 
which must have been very tedious for the scribes. 
And finally, the reports and guard rosters 89/107 
(Pls. LVI, LVII, LIX; A.D. 239 and 240) and 112 
(Pl. LXI, 2; A.D. 241-256), especially the latter two, 
are written with a coarse haste and lack of care which 
suggests that the writing was as little to the relish of 
the scribes as the duty was to the soldiers. 

3. Other Hands 

(Plate LXVII) 

Not readily classed elsewhere are two Latin frag- 
ments, both of uncertain date and subject. 134 

(Pl. LXVII, 2) mentions Comazon several times, and 

so may be about A.D. 220. The hand is light and 
feathery with some ligatures, sloping but too careful 
to belong to the preceding group. Letters are very 
small, often as little as 0.2 cm. high. 133 (Pl. LX VII,1) 
mentions a “‘Caesaris filia’”’ and belongs apparently 
to the reigns of Caracalla or Maximinus. Letters are 
small and rounded or curled and very cursive so as 
largely to defy sensible reading. 

Addendum (to page 55): It is true also that the two-stroke Latin A has a certain resemblance to Greek lambda, 
but the two letters seldom look very much alike. 



VII. THE PROPER NAMES IN THE PARCHMENTS AND PAPYRI 

A. Greek Names parchments which date before the establishment of 
the Rome in the cit ly i i epetore aneeiiard’ Century e Roman camp in the city early in the third century 
of our era: 

The following Greek proper names occur on Dura 

>Adaios *Addaios *A®nvdodoT0s "AOnvddSmpos 

"AAEEavSpos >Auwvavdpos *Avdpdévixos *Avtiyovos 

*Avtioxos *AtroAAoyevns =’ ATroAAo avs *ATroAAavi0s 

*AplotoviKos *Apiotov *Apiotavaé *ApteptSaopos 

*ApuBBas Aapovixos Advupos Anwuttp10s 
AnpoKxpatns Atoyévns AioKAjis °Etrivikos 

Znvodot0s “HA1d8apos Oroyévns Oed5o0T0s 

OedSapos Oedpuvnotos KaAAaios KaAAotpatos (?) 

Koveov Kpovidns Avoavias Avotas 

Mapias Mvqortrtros Nikaveop Nikootpatos 

ZEVvOKPAaTNS *OAuutTros Tauoavias TloAepoxpatns 

TIToAE patos DEAEUKOS Tipapxos Tipovacoa 

MiArtrtros (?) Xapavidns 

Of these, ‘HAidS8mpos and SéAeuKos are notably com- On the other hand, features of the nomenclature 
mon, Aapovikos, Kévev, Auoias, and Nixdveop some- 

what less so. In so small a body of material, statistics 

are of no value, but the nomenclature shows certain 

features which we should expect to meet in a Seleucid 
colony in a Semitic environment. The Seleucid dynastic 
names are well represented: ’Avtioxos, Anyttpios, 
and  éAeukos. A number of names are suggestive of 
Macedonia: ’A8(8)aios, ’AAgEavdpos, *ApwvavSpos, ’ Avti- 
yovos, “AplBBas, Advuyos,! Auoavias, Avuoias, and 

*"OAuutros. Common nominal elements reflect a soldier’s 
point of view: Nix- -vikos, ’Apioto-, -Kpatns, TI(t)oAep-, 
-otpatos. The divinities are those whom we know to 
have been worshipped at Dura, often under a local 
form: Zeus, Apollo, Athena, and Artemis. 

reflect Semitic usage, whether or not we are entitled 
to recognize a direct influence. Names beginning with 
©ro- are more common than we should expect in a 
purely Greek community. The verbal elements -8o0Tos5 
and 8wpos, -yevns and -pavns, have a Semitic sug- 
gestion. Significantly, in view of the popularity of the 
sun-god in Syria, ‘HAid8wpos is the most common 
name in pre-Roman Dura. 

2. The Third Century 

With the advent of the Roman army, names written 
in Greek become proportionally less numerous in the 
parchments and papyri. The following still appear 
in use: 

> ASatios > A8nvodapos > AAeEavipos > Avtioyos 
Anuttpios Aioyévns “HA108apos Od8aopo5 

Kovoov Nixa&voop ZEAEUKOS 

The few new arrivals suggest in part a new point of view. 

BaoiAiaves Bepvikiavos 

> AokAntt10S0T0S5 TAaukias “EAévn 

TlatpoKkAeiaves TloAuKpatns 

The bearers of Greek names which occur in the Latin documents are soldiers, for the most part. Some of the 
local names occur among them, not unnaturally in view of the probable eastern origin of these persons. Some 
of the soldiers may have been recruited in Dura itself. 

Addaeus Alexander Alexandrus Andronicus Antigonus 
Antiochus Apollonius Ariston Artemidorus Danymus 
Demetrius Diogenes Heliodorus Nicolaus Ptolemaeus 

Seleucus Theodorus Theodotus 

1 The name Danymus, which is very common in the Macedonian circles in Dura, has occurred nowhere else, 

so far as has been observed. Cf. Cumont, Fowilles, p. 414. 
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A larger part of these names, however, are new, indicating that new persons have come. 

Achaeus Achilleus Aeson Agrippas 
Antiochianus Apollinarius Apollonas Aristus Asclepiades 
Basileus Bernicianus Chaeremon Cyrillus Dicaeus 
Diodorus Diomedes Dionysius Dius Euclides 
Eugenianus Euxemon (?) Gordius Hellanicus Heraclas 
Heraclides Hermogenes Hiereus Isidorus Leon 
Leonidas Menander Menandrus Mes(s)enus!™ Neon 
Neoterius Nicaeus Nicomachus _ Philon Philotas 
Serapeio Sotericus Sozon Theofilus Theotecnus 

Timon Zenobius Zenodorus 

Only one Greco-Semitic ambivalent name occurs 
here, ’A8(8)aios/Addaeus, the common Aramaic name 
known particularly from Edessa. The name Theobolus 
has been known previously only from Palmyra 
(TYBWL), where a Semitic explanation has been 
sought in vain for the first element. It now appears to 
be a hybrid: “Bol is god.” In two other instances, the 
blending of the linguistic and religious points of view 
has gone further. Gorippus defies explanation unless 
the first element is the common Aramaic GW R; it may 

have been influenced by such Syrian names as Tdptros 
and Topétrov, themselves of somewhat doubtful origin.” 
At the least, it is a Hellenized Semitic name. On the 
other hand, the name Theacabus can only be an unholy 
matrimony of Greek Theo- and Aramaic -acabus (‘Q 5). 

The name Mapias, otherwise unknown, occurs in a 
Greek context in the genitive (Mapiou); it cannot be 
the Latin Marius. It seems unlikely that it is a for- 
mation from the Aramaic root MR’. 

B. Latin Names 

The old Roman concept of the tria nomina was much 
weakened under the Empire. Praenomina are un- 
common, unless we may include with them the Aurel 
of 100 and 129. Among the names of Roman type, 
praenomen or nomen plus cognomen represent the 
usual usage. Greeks or Hellenized orientals use their 
own names with a patronymic in the genitive.?* 

The following nomina are found in the Latin texts: 

Aclius Agathonius Artorius Antonius Atilius 
(or Asconius) 

Attius Aurelius Calpurnius Cassius Claudius 
Cocceius Domitius Flavius Galerius Gerelius 
Herennius Julius Laronius Licinius Lucilius 
Minicius Numerius Octavius Pomponius Postumius 
Puplius Septimius Timinius Titius Valerius 

Ulpius 

Some of these occur also in Greek texts: 

> AvTa@vios 

Aapeavios OvaAépios 
DETTTILIOS 

AvprAios (and Avpnaia)  ” lovAtos 
OUATTIOS Tlootdépios 

MAaovi0s 

Of the old praenomina, Gaius and Marcus occur in both Latin and Greek (fata, Mépxos), and Lucius and 
Quintus in Latin. 

1a The name, spelled with one S in 98, 100, and 115, 
but with two in 116, occurs only in the case of Aurelius 
Apollonius Messenus, identified by his enlistment date 
(A.D. 215) and by this exceptional nomenclature, where- 
in ““Messenus”’ looks like an ethnic. It is, of course, a 
not-uncommon cognomen (W. Schulze, Zuy Geschichte 
lateinischey Eigennamen, 1904, p. 193), deriving from the 
Greek Meoor\vios, ““Messenian.’”’ A single Peloponnesian 
soldier in the Cohors XX Palmyrenorum, if indeed he 
was a Peloponnesian, is too slender a peg to hang a theory 
upon, but it may be noted that a considerable number 
of Peloponnesian coins of the Severan period occur in 
Dura (Bellinger, Final Report V1, The Coins, pp. 162-164, 
207), and their presence has been accounted for by the 

theory of actual recruitment; cf. Bellinger, loc. cit., and 
H. Seyrig, Syvia, XXXIV (1957), pp. 249-259. 

2 PAES, III, A, nos. 714 and 7941. E. Littmann points 
to the Arabic gurf of which he has found an example: 
ibid., IV, A, no. 59, but the meaning of the word is “‘bank 
undermined by water,’’ which does not suggest a personal 
name. 

2a See above, pp. 37f. A very similar pattern existed at 
Palmyra, cf. D. Schlumberger, Bulletin d’ Etudes Ovientales 
(Institut Francais de Damas, 1942-1943), pp. 53-82. 
Cf. also H. Thylander, Etude sur l’Epigraphie Latine 
(Skrifter utgivna av Svenska Institutet i Rom, 8°, V, 1952), 

Pp. 134-185. 
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The following cognomina of a Latin or Latinized type occur in the Latin texts: 

Antoninus Aprianus Avitus Aurelianus Capiton 
Cassianus Castor Castricius Clemens Cocceianus 
Cosminus Crispinus Domnus Faustus Felix 
Firmus Flavianus Fortunatus Fronton Gaianus 
Gaulianus Gemellus Gratus Hadrianus Herennianus 
Intenianus Julianus Justillus Laetianus Livianus 
Longinus Lucianus Lupus Macrinus Magnus 
Maior Marcellus Marcianus Marianus Maximus 
Milens Martialis Mucianus Naso Natalius 
Nigrinus Ordinatus (?) Pacatianus Paulus Priscianus 
Priscus Proculus Pudens Puplianus Quirinus 
Romullus Rufianus Rufus Sabinus Saturnilus 
Saturninus Scaurianus Secundianus Secundus Sentianus 
Severus Sivillus Silvanus Sossianus Tertius 
Tiberinus Valens Valentinus Valeras Valerianus 
Vepo Vibianus Victor Victorinus 

The following occur also in Greek texts: 

> Avtmvivos Avpnaiavos Aoypvioov OvudAns OvaAevtivos 

ZaPeivos ZaTopvidos DeKouvS1aves Z1Mo0vaves 

and these add also some others: 

°- Aypitrttivos Atiaves BEAA1xos ( ?) KeAepos 
MapxeAAtvar MapkeAAivos OUt\pos Tlatrias 

TIpipos Mavotivos 

These call for little comment. One (Intenianus) is 
otherwise unknown. Most of them are either secondary 
formations in -anus or -inus or descriptive terms suit- 
able to soldiers: Firmus, Felix, Magnus, etc. Special 
mention should be accorded a group of names, which 
are ambivalent: Germanus ([eppavds), Bassus, Mari- 
nus, and Romanus were popular in the orient because 
they were sensible both in Latin and in Aramaic. It is 
possible that Varaeus belongs with this group, possibly 
Annona or Annonas also; this last occurs in the case of 

Antonius Alexandri 
Aurelius Barathe 
Aurelius Malchi 

Cassius Sacona 

Claudius Zebida 
Julius Abedsemia 
Julius Salman 
Ulpius Marea 

This list, which is not intended to include all the 
examples occurring in the Dura papyri but only to be 
representative, shows that the last name is normally 
of Semitic, occasionally of Greek, but never of Latin 
origin. I should explain this phenomenon as due to 
false analogy. 

The reverse situation occurs when the apparent 
patronymic is given in the nominative case. I suspect 

Abgarus Themes 
Bassus Salmes 
Mocimus Themarsas 

Antonius Barlaha 
Aurelius Barbaesomen 
Aurelius Themarsa _ 
Claudius Dadona 
Domitius Barbaessamen 
Julius Barlaha 
Julius Themarsa 
Valerius Malchi 

Antoninus Marinus 

Gaius Barhadadus 

Mombogaeus Barnebus 

a soldier named Priscus as a patronymic (orcognomen), 
and would most naturally be taken as in the genitive 
case, giving a nominative form Annonas. I have not 
found it elsewhere. 

Two types of variations from the usual nomenclature 
occur rather commonly. One is the practice of using 
a patronymic in place of a cognomen, or of the genitive 
case instead of the nominative after a nomen. Some of 
the following examples occur also normally written in 
other papyri: 

Antonius Zabbei 
Aurelius Barsemia 
Aurelius Zabde 
Claudius Hairan 

Domitius Barnaei 
Julius Heracla 
Julius Zabda 

that the analogy was furnished by Roman names 
which omitted the nomen: Gaius Germanus, Marcus 
Victor, Marcus Maior, and Quintus Julianus. In some 
cases, the second element is Latin and may be regarded 
as an epithet: Alexandrus Castricius, Amrus Milens 
and Berosas Valens; or as an ethnic: Apollonius 
Messenus. In other cases, the second element is 
Semitic. I have noted the following: 

Barathes Hagus 
Iarhaeus Nisraeus 
Ogelus Themarsas 
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Sometimes these writings are corrected in other papyri, 
but since they always occur mingled with names of 
the normal type, they must be regarded as intentional 
and not accidental deviations from the norm. 

It may be noted that none of the Latin cognomina 
is especially common, except the ambivalent Bassus, 
Germanus, and Marinus, and of the nomina, only 

Aelius, Aurelius, Julius, and Ulpius. The frequency of 
Aurelius is self-explanatory. Ulpius and Aelius must 
trace back ultimately to Trajan and Hadrian. Julius 
may be influenced by the Imperial women of the early 
third century, although the nomen was borne both by 
Maximinus and by Philip. On the other hand, the 
scarcity of Septimii and Antonii may be traceable to 
a specific policy of Severus and Gordian. 

C. Semitic Names? 

The Semitic names which occur in the parchments 
and papyri at Dura offer useful material for a Semitic 
philologist, and it would be impertinent for me to 
claim any authority in the field. On the other hand, 
their proper treatment requires consideration also of 
the many similar names occurring in the Dura in- 
scriptions, and demand much more space than would 
be justified here. The following discussion, accordingly, 
is intended only to make the names intelligible to the 
Classicist and to put them into their historical setting. 
I have, for the most part, foregone bibliographical 
references and other apparatus of a scientific treat- 
ment. The interpretations offered without comment 

3 As always, lam immeasurably in debt to my colleague, 
Harald Ingholt, for unfailing help and guidance in hand- 
ling these names. He has helped me with my constant 
questions, has made his files available to me, and has 
reviewed my discussion to remove egregious errors. Such 
as remain, on the other hand, are to be laid to my charge; 
so also the lack of a proper documentation. The grouping 
of names into types and the translations are designed to 
help Greek and Latin scholars who have no more recent 
guide than Heinz Wuthnow’s Die semitischen Menschen- 
namen in griechischen Inschriften und Papyri des vorderen 
Orients (1930). We are all in debt to Wuthnow, but his 
book is antiquated, and lacks historical method. He does 
not discuss the meaning of the names, and puts together 
in one list those from many places and all periods. The 
small but compact body of material from Dura is es- 
pecially valuable because the same names often appear in 
both Greek and Latin transcription, with the latter 
having an official character. 

The largest single body of parallel material, outside of 
the inscriptions of Palmyra, is that presented by Litt- 
mann, “‘Safaitic Inscriptions,” in PAES, IV, C (1943); 
and the most recent study of the names is that by A. Ca- 
quot in H. Ingholt, H. Seyrig, J. Starcky, Recueil des 
Tesséves de Palmyre (Institut Frangais d’Archéologie de 
Beyrouth, Bibliotheque Archéologique et Historique, LVII1, 
1955). Cf. also the comparative material for some theo- 
phoric names in D. Sourdel, Les Cultes du Hauran a 
V'Epoque Romaine (Institut Frangais d’Archéologie de 
Beyrouth, Bibliothéque Archéologique et Historique, LIII, 
1952). 

are based on parallel material and may be supposed to 
represent the consensus of the specialists in this field. 

These names are usually Aramaic and often specifi- 
cally Palmyrene, reflecting the close relations which 
existed between Palmyra and Dura in general, and 
supporting the presumed Palmyrene origin of the 
Cohors Vicesima Palmyrenorum, for the most of the 
names come from its archives. 

The normal pattern of the names is theophoric, 
containing in its full form the name of a god preceded 
or followed by a verb or a noun or adjective; in other 
words, the name is a sentence, stating a fact or ex- 

pressing a wish. Frequently the names are shortened 
for convenience or variety. Phonetic changes may 
obscure the original elements of the name. Frequently 
the god’s name is replaced by a complimentary term 
of address or by a term of relationship. Where the 
name consists of an adjective indicating a physical 
characteristic or the name of an animal, it may 
even then be theophoric, if the characteristic or the 
animal recalls a god. The gods, naturally, are those 
popular in Syria and northern Mesopotamia at the time. 

While the interpretation of all the names is not 
certain, their structure can be illustrated by presenting 
them in groups. 

1. God’s Name plus Verb or Noun 

Bel BnA-éxoBos /Bel-acabus (also Bela-acabus): 
“Bel has protected” 
Bela-habearus: meaning uncertain 
Bel-ihabus: “Bel has given” 
Bel-sur: “Bel is a fortress’’ 

Bol Bol-iadaeus: “Bol has known” 
Hadad __ Hadad-sabus: meaning unknown 
Nebu NoBou-Bdpoxos: ““Nebu has sent lightning’’ 

NaBou-icaBos: ““Nebu has given” 
Nebu-marius: “‘Nebu is lord” 
NaBou-odpaos: “Nebu has heard” 

Shamash Samas-yabh: ‘Shamash has given” 

2. God’s Name with Suffix 

The effect of the suffix, which may be yod, ‘ayin, 
or a nasal, is either possessive, attaching the bearer to 
a divinity, or hypocoristic, shortening a name of the 
preceding type. 

Bel Ballaeus; Bellaeus 

Bol Bolaeus; Bolanus; Bolianus 
Gadd Gaddes 
Ginn Ginnaeus 
Hadad Hadadas 
Hotarus* Hotaraeus; ‘Otapvaios 

Nebu Nebudaeus 
Nisra® Nisraeus 

4S. Ronzevalle would derive this divine name from the 
divinity ‘TR (Atargatis), MUSJ, XXIII (1940), pp. 33f. 

5 Cf. G. Ryckmans, Les Religions Avabes Préislamiques 
(1951), p. 16. This is the eagle god. 
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3. Verb or Noun plus God’s Name 

Allat Avid-alathus: “Allat is my refuge” 
Sad-alathus: “Allat is my happiness” 
Salam-alathus: ‘“‘Allat has given peace” 
Vab-alathus: ‘“Allat has given” 
Bav-apods: ““Arsu has built”’ 

Oey-apoas/Them-arsas: “Servant of Arsu’”’ 
*AxaB-c6ns: ““Athe has protected”’ 
Hal-athes: “‘Athe is my paternal uncle” 
ZoPad-d0ns/Zabda-athes: “Given by Athe” 
Aethi-belus: “Bel has led”’ 
Baric-belus: “Bel has sent lightning” 
Jadi-belus: “Bel has known”’ 
Nassi-belus: “‘Bel has lifted up”’ 
Rei-belus (also Rai-belus): “Bel has be- 

friended”’ 
(Iarhaboles: a secondary form, ‘‘Devoted to 

the god Iarhibolus,” the sun-god in the 
Palmyrene triad) 
Theo-bolus: “Bol is god’’ 
Zabdi-bolus: “Given by Bol” 
Zaidi-bolus: this appears as a variant of the 

preceding, but it could involve the stem 
ZYD, “‘to give increase’ 

El BaéS-nros: “El has removed”’ (e.g., danger) 
Garm-elus: “El has strengthened” 
Malach-elas: “El is king”’ 
Rabb-elus (and Rabbulas): “El is great” 

Arsu 

Athe 

Bel 

Bol 

Hadad Baaé-d8ab0s: “Hadad has removed”’ (e.g., 
danger) 

“Payn-cda50s: “Hadad has befriended” 
Nannaia ‘Pexop-vaios: ““Nannaia has been gracious” 

Onxav-vaia: ““Nannaia has been zealous” 
(Bannaeus belongs here if it means, 
“Nannaia has built’) 

4. Preposition plus God’s Name 

Shamash Nisamsus (and probably also Nismosus): a 
local variant on the common Lisamsus 

(“Of Shamash’’) 

5. Hypocoristics 

Stems ending in yod. Some of these names are 
clearly shortened forms of type 3, above. In other 
cases, the verbal root has been distorted to make a 

pet-name, or is otherwise unidentifiable. It is possible, 
in some cases, that a trace of the divine name remains. 

Iarhabus seems to owe the 0 to the original Iarhaboles. 
Themuamas looks like a formation of type 3 based on 
the verbal root TY M, but the reading is not certain. 

> ABAaios: “Father is El” 
"A@Gaios: the feminine ‘JY occurs at Palmyra 

based on the divine name Athe® 
*Allaios: probably from the root ‘Z, “be strong”’ 
ZeBaios/Zabaeus, from the root ZBD, “‘to give” 

6 J. Cantineau, Inventaire des Inscriptions de Palmyre, 
IV (1930), no. 7a. Cf. Ronzevalle, op. cit., p. 36, note 2. 

Zeivaios: ? 

Oabaios: ? 

*lapaios/Iarhaeus, from the divine name Iarhi- 
bolus 

*Ilaios: probably from the root ‘Z 
“Payoaios: from the root R‘Y, “be friendly” 
Zeioaios: ? 
Aadaeus and Addaeus: probably from Adonis 
Allaeus: from the root ‘LY, “to elevate” 
Aufaeus: from the root ‘WF, meaning ? 
Authaeus: from the root ‘WT, ‘‘to help” 
Buccaeus: ? 
Coddaeus: ? 
Dinaeus:? ? 
Iadaeus: from the root YD‘, ‘‘to know” 
Maccaeus: a pet-name for Mocimus 
Magdaeus: from the root MGD, “glory” 
Mammaeus: ? 
Matharaeus: probably from the root M7'R, “‘to 

rain,’ although this should rather give Ma- 
taraeus 

Naamaeus: from the root N‘M, “‘lovable’”’ 
Numaeus: probably from the root NWM, mean- 

ing? 
Runnaeus: from the root RNN, “‘to think’”’ 
Selaeus: from the root S’L, “‘to ask”’ 
Zinnaeus: probably the same as Zetvaios 

Stems ending in aleph. This termination yields a 
declension both in -as and in -es. 

“ABBaiBas/Habibas (also Habibis and Habbis): 
root HBB, “to love” 

ZeBe1das/Zebidas: “given” 
ZoPewas/Zebinnus: “purchased” 
ZaPSoues : an extension of the root ZBD 
Kouvoas: root OSY, “‘to break into pieces’’® 
DEAS: LOOK Soe me tOras kas 

Acibas: ‘OY B’, “‘protected”’ 
Addas: from the name Adonis 
Avidas: ‘WY D?”, “‘helped”; Avadas and Audas are 

‘WD’, such-and-such a god “‘has helped” 
Baricas: a god “‘has sent lightning”’ 
Boras and Bores: based on the god’s name Bol 
Gores: GWR, meaning? The same root gives 

Goremis and Guris, and apparently as a 
hybrid, Gorippus 

Halas: from HL, “‘paternal uncle” 
Haninas: “favored” 
Males: either a pet-name for Malchus, or from the 

TOOt VME atontilas 
Mannas: M‘N?, from divine name M‘N; Munnis 

may be from the same root?® 

7 The name is commonly ascribed to the root DYN, “‘to 
judge’; Ingholt suggests that it may be a hypocoristic 
of a theophoric name based on Dionysus. 

8 Hatra has yielded a name KSY, which may be traced 
to the root QS Y, with dissimilation of the hard consonants. 
Cf. A. Caquot, Syria, XXXII (1956), p. 262, no. 58. 

®* Caquot, Recueil des Tesséves, p. 182. 
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Mathanas: “gift” 
Signas: SGN’, meaning ?1° 
Themes: pet-name for Themarsas 
Zabdas: “‘given”’ 

Stems ending in vav. 
Oipdaos: from the stem TYWM, “servant” 
Amrus: ?MRW or simply ?MR, so-and-so‘ ‘has 

ordered”’ 
Chasetus: KSYTW, “prospered” (but see also 

below, type 9) 
Malchus: so-and-so “‘is king”’ 
Mannus: probably the same origin as Mannas, 

above 

Imperfect forms of the verb. These names are sup- 
posed to be of an older type. 

Iamlichus: ‘“‘may he rule”’ 
Iaqubus: ‘“‘may he protect” 

Mem pfreformatives. 
Méei8os: “helped”’ 
Maesum and Maesomas: MYSWM, meaning ? 
Mauelas: “‘patron’’! 
Mazabbanas: “‘purchased”’ (usually spelled with 

one b) 
Mezianus: there was a Palmyrene tribe M‘ZYN 
Moéxetpos/Mocimus: MQYM, “established” 

Monimus: MN YM, “‘causing to love” 

6. “Servant of the God’ 

Mazd-servant 
> Auad-icpa: the meaning of the second element is 

unknown 
> Auad@a-BeiAn : “servant of Bel’ 
Amath-sin: “‘servant of Sin” 

Man-servant 
> ABS-dAAa@os: “servant of Allat”’ 
> ABS-cAG@: “servant of Iat”’ 
*' ABS-nAos and ’ABS-nAds: ‘servant of El’ 
> ABSd-oupoos: “servant of Shamash” 
> ABiS-yivaios and *Afid-yivei: “servant of Ginn” 
> ABd5-aBos: ‘servant of the father’’™ 
Abd-asthor: “servant of “STWR” 
Abed-adadus: “‘servant of Hadad”’ 
Abed-lahas: “‘servant of the god” 

10 This is the same as occurs in an unpublished Palm- 
yrene inscription in Pittsfield, H. Ingholt, Studier over 
Palmyrensk Skulptur (1928), p. 122, note. 12. Ingholt 
writes me: ‘“‘Rather than thinking of the Syriac ‘signa, 
axe,’ one might compare the Aramaic ‘signa’ meaning 
“governor, ruler.’”’ 

11 Caquot, Recueil des Tesséves, p. 179, suggests “‘serv- 
ant of the brother.” 

12 Cf. the discussion of the name, CJS II, iii, 2, on 
no. 4601. Littmann, PAES, IV, C, on no. 109, suggests 
also the meaning ‘“‘wealthy.”’ 

13 Cf. also the names listed above, Themarsas and 
Themes. 

14 Caquot, Recueil des Tesséves, p. 179. 

Abed-lahin: “‘servant of god’’® 
Abed-malchus: “‘servant of the king”’ 
Abed-nabus: “servant of Nebu’”’ 
Abed-namares: “‘servant of the crown ?’’!® 
Abed-salman and Abed-salmas: “servant of 

SLMN” 
Abed-semias: “servant of Semaia’’ 
Abid-fur and Abi-fur: “servant of ?” 

Hypocoristic forms 
> ABio-caios: “servant of Semaia’’!? 

> ABSas/Abdas Abdus Abdonas 
Abdaeus Abbedas 

7 son of the God” 

Bap-&6ns/Bar-athes: “son of Athe”’ 

Bap-Adas: “son of LH”’ 

Bap-caPBabas: “son of Sabbath” 
Bap-o&picos/Bar-simsus: “son of Shamash”’ 
Bap-xaABa&s/Bar-chalbas: “son of the Dog(star)”’ 
Bar-balSamen/Bar-baesomen: “‘servant of Bal- 

shamin” (a man of this name is also called 
Barsemeas) 

Bar-ginnaias: “son of Ginn”’ 
Bar-hadadus: “‘son of Hadad” 
Bar-hotarus: “son of Hotarus’’!® 
Bar-nebus: “son of Nebu”’ 
Bar-semias/Bar-samya: “‘son of Semaia’’; the 

same name (Bar-semeas) is used for a man 
otherwise called Bar-baesomen, but the two 
names are not necessarily equivalent 

Bar-summares: “‘son of ?” 

Hypocoristic forms 
Bap-vaios/Bar-naeus: for Bar-nebus 
Bar-gas: perhaps for Bar-ginnaias or Bar-gaddas 
Bapi-Baés: Palmyrene BRB®, “‘son of Bel’ 
Bar-sus: perhaps for Bar-simsus or the like 
Bar-zas: ? 
Bapotos/Baraeus: where all trace of the god’s 

name is lacking 

8. Words of Relationship 
Father 

*’ ABBouis Babuius Abbosas 
>AyaBots: “brother of the father”’ 

Probably Abgellus and Abianes belong here. Obe- 
anes is a diminutive. 

Mother 

> Opaiaves 

Abbis 

15 Ingholt points out the same use of the plural for the 
singular in Genesis VI. 2, 4 in the phrase, “‘Sons of God.” 

16 Cf, Ronzevalle’s discussion of the name Bar-Nemre 
from Harran, MUSJ, XXII (1939), pp. 119-121. 

17 H. Ingholt, Parthian Sculptures from Hatra. Orient 
and Hellas in Art and Religion (Memoirs of the Connecticut 
Academy of Arts and Sciences, XII, 1954), p. 26, note 6. 

18 Cf. above, p. 61, note 4. 
19 Cf. CIS II, ili, 1, no. 4114, and commentary. 
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Paternal Uncle 

Dadonas Didas 

Maternal Uncle 

’ Auaios/Amaeus 

Brother-in-law 
Hammaeus 

Uncle of the Mother 
> Aulppa 

g. Miscellaneous Nouns and Adjectives 

*ABBas/Abbas: “‘frowner’’ ’’ AByapos/Abgarus: 
“big-bellied”’ 

*AxapaBdvns/Acrabanes: “‘scorpion-like”’ 
**Axolls: “pure” Autos: “upright” 

Baeipis : “camel” KaAAiAa: “‘small’”’ 

Ma&p@a: “mistress” Té5axos: “calm” 
Aelamis: “‘learned”’ Ananus/Annonas: 

“merciful’’?° 
Asadus: “‘lion’”’ Azizus: “mighty”’ 

Chasetus: “‘archer’’*! 
Bacharaeus: “‘young Eglas/Ogas/Ogelus: 

camel” “calf” 
Gabrion: “mighty” Haeranes: “happy” 
Hagus: “‘festival-born” Saedus: “happy” 
Soemus: “clever” Sorechus: “friend” 

10. Special Groups 

From the root MR?, ‘“‘lord’’ 
Mapivos/Marinus Mari-melus: “‘my lord 

has filled ?’’22 
Marrius Marosas Mareas 
Marianus Maris Maronas 

From the root SLM, “peace” 
Salam-alathus LoAapavns TaAyavns 

Salmanes Salmes Salman 
Salumas 

From the root SM‘, “‘to hear’ 
Lappovns Sammas Simaones 

Simon 

Other roots 
Summares 
Bar-summares 

20 Wuthnow, Semitische Menschennamen, s. v., ascribes 
these names to the stem HNN. Below, p. 65, it is noted 
that heth is sometimes omitted in the Latin transliteration. 

21 This is the preferred interpretation over that listed 
above, p. 63; cf. Caquot, Recueil des Tesséves, p. 157. 
The root isQST, which in Syriac appears as KST, due 
to a dissimulation of hard consonants. 

22 The verbal notion appears certainly in the name 
Males, and this etymology seems unexceptionable. On the 
other hand, it is tempting to regard this form as only a 
variant on the common Maribelus. 

tr. Place Names 

Mombogaeus (spelled also Mambogaeus and 
Mabogaeus; from Mabbog: Bambyce/Hiera- 
polis) 

Rumas (possibly for Romanus) 

12. Acclamation ¢ Sere fehoAX Vex 

Nahestabus: “‘good fortune” 

13. Possibly Semitic, Etymology Unknown, Not all 
certainly read 

Bato&s (the second element occurs in the probably 
Parthian or Anatolian name, MntoABaioods) 

Bwlavns (cf. the Latin Buzus; possibly from a 
root BWZ) 

*l&Bpoubos: this looks like an imperfect tense 
Aagatvns (the name occurs twice as a fairly sure 

reading in a Semitic context) 
> OviaKns 

Abbalmaeus Absaenas Absas 
Berosas (this suggests the Babylonian name 

Bnpacods) 
Bibus (perhaps a pet-name) Bodes 
Buzus (cf. Balévns) Charifas 
Darnachaeus (an uncertain reading, but it seems 

impossible to read Barachaeus) 
Dumanus (very uncertain reading; not Romanus) 
Ebucaeus (if Semitic, from a root beginning with 

“ain: “BQOY) 
Taloasius (uncertain Naharotes (uncertain 

reading) reading)*# 
Ocbanes (and Occbanes; from the root ‘QB ?) 
Odeatus and Udathus** Ohrasus (uncertain 

reading) 
Rubathus?> 

14. Grammatical Notes 

Consonantal Equivalence 
Aleph. The terminal aleph yields -as in Greek and 

either -as or -es in Latin. There is no obvious reason 
for the choice between the last two; Boras/Bores 
appears both ways. 

Beth yields B and beta. 
Gimmel appears as G and gamma. 
Daleth appears as D and delta. 
He yields nothing in Greek, H or nothing in Latin. 

Cf. Abdadadus beside Barhadadus; Vabalathus beside 
Vhabalathus; Belihabus beside Beliabus. 

23 This, if genuine, may be compared with the Safaitic 
nahay, ‘day,’ but the ending is odd, and I regard the 
reading as not very probable. 

24 Ingholt suggests that this is the Nabatean name 
WD‘W. Cf. J. Cantineau, Le Nabatéen, II (1932), p. 89. 

2% Cf. CIS II, iii, 1, no. 3908, where the Palmyrene 
name RBT is rendered in Latin as Rubatis. The meaning 
is not certain. 
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Vav appears as vocalic or consonantal U in Latin 
(Audas, Avadas), or in combination with A, as O. 
Cf. -bolus, -asthor. 

Zayin appears as Z or zeta. 
Heth yields chi or nothing in Greek (’Ayafots; *lap- 

aios); H or nothing in Latin (Iarhaeus beside Iaraeus). 
Teth appears normally as T in Latin and tau in 

Greek (Chasetus, Nahestabus), but exceptionally as 
TH (Matharaeus). 

Yod. Final yod appears in the suffixes -atos in 
Greek and -aeus (often written -eus) in Latin. The name 
VIMY is written Aelamis. The name ?Y7TYBL is 
written Aithibelus, Aethibelus, and Aathibelus. Other- 
wise yod is rendered by long J (or epsilon iota), but the 
ending of BalSamin is written -men (Barbaesomen). 

Kaf appears as chi in Greek (BapyxoAfas) and as CH 
in Latin (Bacharaeus, Malchus). 

Lamed appears as L in Latin and lambda in Greek. 
Mem appears as M in Latin and mu in Greek. 
Nun appears as N in Latin and as nu in Greek. 
Samekh appears as S in Latin (Asadus) and sigma 

in Greek. 
‘Ayin may leave no trace when it occurs initially 

(-4Ons, -athes) or medially (Béeipis, Monimus, Sada- 
lathus). It may be represented by an A or alpha 
(Aadaeus, BaoddéSados), or by the doubling of the 
following consonant (Addaeus, Allaeus, B&&8nios, 
Mannus). It may effect the color of the adjacent vowel, 
yielding E or eta (Bna-, Bel-, Eglas, Saedus) or O or 
omicron (Ogelus, Méei8os, Zaoras). If voiced, it may be 
rendered as G or gamma (‘Paynédados beside Reibelus). 

Pe appears as F or phi. 
Tsade gives S or sigma (Kovo&s, Saedus). 
Qof appears as C (Acibas, Baricbelus) or kappa 

( AxaBdOns, KaAAfara). 
Resh is R or rho. 
Shin gives S or sigma (-asthor, Zahap-). 
Tav is rendered by TH or theta (Aethibelus, 

’ AxaBdéOns). 

Vowels 

The first vowel in the common root YRH is re- 
produced as A by the writer of 101 (Iarhaboles; 
Tarhabus; Iarhaeus) and E by the writer of 100 (Iera- 
boles; Ierabus; Ierhaeus). Other scribes incline to the 
spelling with A. The place name Birtha appears twice 
as Bartha, and the common Zebidas once (131) as 
Zibidas. In the name of the god, the Greek writers 
spell NaBou-, the Latin Nebu-, but the personal name 
Abednabus is spelled with A in both 67 and 100. 
Cf. also the spellings Ma(m)bogaeus and Mombogaeus, 
and Barbaesa(o)men. 

The verbal prefix is spelled Abed- in 100 but Abid- 
in 101 and elsewhere. 

The writer of 101 regularly reduces the -aews ending 
to -eus, in contrast to the writer of 100, who keeps the 
longer form. Other writers vary. 

A “helping vowel” is used in 102 with Belasur, 
otherwise Belsur. Similarly Zabdaathes is the only 

5 

spelling used, with the ‘A yim preventing elision of the 
first A, and the regular spelling is Belaacabus. 

Inflection 

Names in -as or -as form the genitive in -« or -a@; 
this may be a Latinism, for in earlier instances, Greek 
formed such genitives in -ou (’AkapaBdvou, BapAdcou, 
ZaBisAcou). The dative was probably also in -a. 

Names in -es form the genitive and ablative (cf. 
Halathe, 56 C, 4) in -e, and probably the dative also. 

Names in -anes form the genitive in -an (Haeran, 
Obean, Salman). 

The name Simaones forms a genitive in -om1 (74, 80), 
but otherwise uses Simon as its genitive. 

Greek S-stem names form their genitive in -¢ 
(Diogeni, Diomedi, Ermogeni). 

The names ’’AfBouis and Zéfidis form their geni- 
tive in -105. Some Latin names in -7s form a genitive in 

-t, suggesting that the -7s is for -¢#s (Aelamis, Habibis). 
A few names are uninflected in Greek and Latin: 

"ABiSeAGO, 9*ABiISyivei, perhaps ZdéSax, Abedsalman, 
Barbaesomen (but this has a nominative in -7us). 
Abidfur, Abdasthor, and Belsur occur only in the 
genitive, and it is not clear whether they had an 

inflected nominative. 
The uninflected forms Vabalathen and Abidlahin 

may be dual and plural respectively. 
The name Nebudaes has a genitive Nebudaei. The 

triple occurrence of the nominative makes it difficult 
to suppose an error in writing; possibly the suffix -aeus 
was shortened to -aes as -tus was shortened to -?s. 

In place of the usual rendering ’’Ayafos, the writer 
of 25 uses ’AxaPots. 

In the case of the names Abdasthor, Gaddes, 
Haninas, Iarhaboles, Males, Zebidas, and particularly 
Themarsas, the writer of 100 is very apt to use the 
genitive for the nominative in such names as Aurel 
Themarsa Abgari; since he also uses the correct form 
frequently (e.g., Aurel Themarsas Zebida), I am at a 
loss for an explanation. Otherwise only the writer of 
115, in one case (Themarsa Gora), does this. The writer 
of 101 as systematically corrects these names as he 
omits the praenomen “Aurel.” 

D. Ivanian Names 

The Iranian parchment 153 yields two Iranian 
names, Husraw and Sanésarakan; they are discussed 
in that connection by Professor Henning. Otherwise 
the following names may be identified as Iranian in 
the parchments and papyri: 

° ApiaBalos > Opbovopatns > OpoBatlos 

*OptovoTratns TIaKopos Dpaatns 

Afarnes Goces Meheridates 

The name of the Parthian garrison commander in 20, 

MntoABaioods, and that of his grandfather, Mnvapvaios, 

are perhaps rather Anatolian than Iranian; the former 
is unexplained, but the latter may contain the name 
of the Anatolian deity Men. 



CONCORDANCE OF THE PARCHMENTS AND PAPYRI 

Inventory P. Dura Inventory P. Dura Inventory P. Dura Inventory P, Dura 

DPg 1 15 DE Maik 82 DE was 95 DEMS 46 
2 17 V 97 V 105 7OR 116 
3 22 4 60 35 128 V 117 
1 13 5 126 36 96 ae 147 
5 12 6 125 37 76 78 136 
oR 94 7 59 38R 103 79 52 
\ 48 8 56 V 90 80 145 

7 47 oR 89 30R 142 81 148 
7bis 50 V 107 V 124 82 42 
8 151 10 63 40k 68 83 1 
9 -SBu-2% 11R 98 V 69 84 2 

IO 20 V 115 41R 93 85 42 
11 34 12R 100 V 141 86 51 
12 153 V 101 2 73 87 6 
13 23 mg 66 43 72 88 27 
14 109 13aR 132 44 4 89 5 
15 111 V 66 45 78 90 32 
16 119 14 128 40 122 gt 2 
17 112 15 64 47 71 2 8 
18 146 10R 102 48 128 93 129 
19 110 V 67 49 - 94 _ 
20 28 17R 83 50 134 95 - 
21 18 W 106 51 hid 96 ~ 
22 31 18 61 Be 79 97 150 
23 25 19R 91 53 - 98 150 
24 10 V 140 54 86 99 = 
25 11 20R 82 55 99 100 ~ 
26 21 V 97 56 143 Ior 26 
27 38 21 74 57 - 102 43 
28 16 22 88 58 63 103 44 
29 14 23 65 59 80 104 44 
30 49 24 ~ 60 130 105 55 
31 36 25 60 61 135 106 44 
2 24 20R 121 62 - 107 44 

33 3 V 118 63R 114 108 44 
3 37 27 92 V 58 109 - 
35 152 28 75 64 S 110 - 
36 - 29R 120 65R 87 Toa 7 
37 154 V 81 V 137 112 39 
38 155 30R 104 66 133 T13R 139 
39 35 V 123 67R 84 V 139 
40 19 Bike 85 V 108 114 - 

V 113 68 70 115 149 
DES 45 32 57 69 ~ 116R 138 

2 54 33 62 70 - Vi 138 
7X - 117 144 
72 - 118 127 
73 29 119 40 
74 30 120 41 

Bibl. Nat. Inv. 1354 33 Illegible DP 49 Blank DP 100 Not used DP 24 
Waxed Tablet 53 DPI 53 DPg 36 DP 57 
Leather 131 IDE? eii/7 DP 62 
DPg 9 (shield) omitted = DP 69-72 

rk DP 94-96 

DP 99 
DP tog-110 
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LIST OF CONTRIBUTIONS OF EACH AUTHOR 

R. O. Fink, 54, 67-69,90, 91, 93, 94, 98, 100-104, 106, 107, 109, 112-122 
J. I’. Gilliam, 55 (part), 56-65, 66 (part), 70-89, 92, 95-97, 99, 105, 108, 110, 111, 124, 130, 131, 133-136, 142, 143, 145 
W. B. Henning, 153-155 
C. B. Welles, 1-53, 55 (part), 66 (part), 123, 125-129, 132, 137-141, 144, 146-152 

CONVENTIONAL SIGNS 

The Leiden system of brackets is used, as follows: 
Square brackets ([ ]) indicate gaps in the parchment or papyrus; 
Parentheses (( ) ) indicate the resolution of an abbreviation; 
Double square brackets ({[ ]}) indicate an erasure in the original text; 
Angular brackets (< >) indicate the restoration of letters omitted through a scribal error; 
Braces ({ }) indicate the elimination of duplicate or unnecessary letters written by the scribe. 

Dotted letters are incompletely preserved or only partly legible. They represent a wide range of probability from the 
practically certain to the completely uncertain. 

In rendering the Latin documents, J is used for both the vowel and the consonant (but such names as Julius are spelled 
with J in the commentary and in the Index), but vocalic U and consonantal V are distinguished. Abbreviations 
are resolved where known except in the lists and tabulations and in fragmentary texts. 

References to centuries of the Christian era omit the illogical ‘““A.D.’’ Where no other indication of dating is mentioned, 
documents have been dated by the script. 
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A. Literary Texts 

1. Herodotus 

inv: DYP. 83 EE) >< LS.Cn. Second Century Plate Tits 

Found in Wall Street west of Block L8 in the excavation season of 1932/33, these crumpled and 

tattered fragments of fine, light-colored papyrus contain parts of two columns of an edition of Herodotus, 
Book V, as was recognized and called to my attention by Professor L. A. Post. Two fragments containing 
bits of writing, and three blank fragments, have not been placed, and are not included in the dimensions, 
above; the others adjoin or are located from their text. 

This was an edition de luxe, and as no papyrus has been found at Dura which dates certainly prior to 
the Roman occupation of A.D. 165, it is natural to suppose that the volume came to Dura with a highly 

placed Roman official — though there is nothing in our knowledge of the culture of the Greco-Macedonians 

of pre-Roman Dura to obviate the hypothesis that a notable of the city imported an edition of the 
historian for his own or his family’s use. The script! is an early and graceful form of Greek rustic capitals, 
with letters 1.3 cm. high, carefully made with small finials. Writing is on the recto, with the fibers. 

Punctuation was not employed, although a dot resembling a period occurs after trv in column ii, 18. 

The wsilon in ii, 11, is marked by a diaeresis. In i, 15, the omicron before AOH was added as a correction, 

small and above the line, perhaps by a second hand. 

The columns are narrow, ranging between ten and thirteen letters, and averaging eleven or twelve. 

The margins are wide, up to 2.5 cm. between the columns, and 7.5 cm. at the bottom. With columns of 

eighteen lines in height, the written text was about 15 cm. high, and with the upper and lower margins 

the papyrus roll was 25-30 cm. With such an extravagant use of papyrus, the roll would have needed 

in excess of four hundred columns to include all of Book V, and been over fifty-seven meters long. This 
would not have required exceptionally high kollemata, according to the practice in Egypt, but the length 
of the roll would be far in excess of the rolls used for literary works in Egypt, and is highly unlikely.? It may 
be that the edition belongs to a time before the History had been divided into the present nine books. 

The text of the papyrus is not duplicated in any other papyrus edition, twenty-three of which are listed 

by Pack. While this, like the rest, belongs to a period before the establishment of the textual families 
of the mediaeval manuscripts, it may be noted that all three variants listed by Hude in the present 

passage show the Florentine form. The Roman readings would be as follows: 1, 10: ZoAtéwv; i, 10/11: 

GIreKPEUACAY ; 1, 14/15: ovoNS 715.2 

Published: C. Bradford Welles, ‘“Fragments of Herodotus and Appian from Dura,” TAPA, LXX (1939), 
pp. 203-211. Cf. Rep. VI, p. 417, no. 2, and Pl. XXXVI, 2; A. H. R. E. Paap, De Herodoti Reliquits in Papyris 
et Membranis Aegyptiis Servatis (Papyrologica Lugduno-Batava, IV, 1948), pp. 76f., no. XVII; Roger A. Pack, 
The Greek and Latin Literary Texts from Greco-Roman Egypt (University of Michigan, General Library Publi- 
cations, no. 8, 1952), p. 27, no. 352; C. H. Roberts, P. Ant., p. 61, on no. 26. 

1 The hand of the “Writing Exercise from Oxyrhyn- 2 On the dimensions of papyrus rolls from Egypt, 
chus,” discussed and illustrated by E. G. Turner, Mu- kollemata, columns, and margins, see Frederic G. Kenyon, 
seum Helveticum, XIII (1956), pp. 236-238, is very Books and Readers in Ancient Greece and Rome (1932), 
similar. Turner suggests to me (by letter) additional pp. 47-54. 
parallels in P. Oxy. 409, 2176, 2318, 2329, and PSI 123, 3 Carolus Hude, Herodoti Historviae (Scriptorum Clas- 
and supports a dating in the second half of the second sicorum Bibliotheca Oxoniensis, 1926). 
century. W. Schubart, Gvechische Paldéographie (1925), 
p- 114, looks to a somewhat earlier date. 
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Colm 

(V, cxiii, 2) 

CIVIL Tiwi 

5 [— — xai ’Ov1-] 

[o1Ads Te O XEpor-] 

[os], O[s t]ep thy Ku- 
[T]pLi]ov carogt[a-] 
[ory Erpn[ée, Koi] 

10 [6 2oA]ioov [Baor-] 

[AeUs] ’ Apio[toKu-] 

[pos] © Mi[A]oxu- 
[tpou], Di[A]oku- 

[tpo]u Se tLo]utou 

15 [Tov Z]oAwy 6 ’AOn- 

[vaios] &tr[1]KopE- 

[vos és] Kutrpov 

[ev €]tre01 ivece 

Col. ii 

[Tupdvveov PaA1-] 

[ota ’Ovnoidou] 

[uév vuv *Apatow-] 

[o101, OT1 o*éas] 

[éTroA1dpxnoe] 

[&trotapovtes] 

Thy K[epaarv] 

exoufiojav [és *A-] 
yabouvTa K[ai] 

wiv dv[ekpeua-] 

oav U[TEp THV] 

TTUAEOO[V. KPELO-] 

yévn[s SE THs Ke-] 

partis [Kai Sn é-] 
ovons [KoiAns €-] 

ouOos U[EAlooE-] 

wv €o8[Us Es aU-] 

Thy Kn[pioov piv] 

(cxiv, 2) 

The last three letters in i, 12, do not much resemble those of i, 13, with which they should be identical. Only traces 
remain, however, and there is no serious reason to doubt the reading in the text. Bits of text are contained on two 
disconnected fragments; one, 1.5 x 0.8 cm., is entirely occupied by the letters ATIO, preceded by Y, &, or E, while 
the other, 1.6 x 7.5 cm., contains only a solitary 2 at the left, 5 cm. above the bottom, as from the lower right corner 
of a column. 

2. Appian, Bellum Mithnidaticum 

Inv. D.P. 84 & ot Third Century Plate II,2 

Two small fragments of a papyrus codex, found in the season of 1932/33 in Wall Street west of Block 
L8. One is, almost certainly, from an edition of Appian; association of the second is made on the basis 

of the hand. Frag. a is lighter colored than Frag. b. In both, writing is on the recto and with the fibers, 

some of which are loose or detached. The script, a fine example of the square “‘Bible’’ or “‘severe’’ style, 

is about 0.4 cm. high, with an interlinear interval of about half that much. The lines, as restored, vary 

from twenty-seven to thirty letters, and the margins in Frag. a, which may not be of the original size, are 

0.7 cm. at the left, 2.6 cm. below. This was a fine manuscript, though not displaying the same extra- 
vagance in the use of papyrus as 1. Punctuation is not indicated, but the ota in ’IBr[pwv bears a 
diaeresis. 

This is the first papyrus of Appian known, none having been found in Egypt. One can imagine that 

the “Mithridatic War’ was of special interest to a Roman officer stationed in the East. 

Published: C. Bradford Welles, ‘““Fragments of Herodotus and Appian from Dura,” TAPA, LXX (1939), 
pp. 211f. Cf. R. A. Pack, The Greek and Latin Literary Texts from Greco-Roman Egypt (1952), p. 12, no. 66; 
C. H. Roberts, Greek Literary Hands (1955), Pl. 16b. 

Frag. a, 2I X 4.6 cm. 

Bell. Mith. § 101 [—-—-—-—-—— EAQUVOOV SiTjA-] 

[ev étri Tov *’ Avapov Trotayov. *' IBnpas] 

Sé Tlous év “Aoi of yev TrPOydvous oi 8’ &-] 
Troi[Kous tyyouvtal Tdv Evpwrtraiwv] 

5 *IpAleov — — — — — — ] 
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Brag: b,3° < 3:8 cm: 

eal 
] KHNL 
JONES 
JOY 2AL 

5 Jl. APL 
]. AL . JEPL 

]. YL 

3. Glossary (?) 

Inv. D: Pe. 33 CHAT 5% 12, em: Early Second Century Plate I 

This dirty and darkened parchment fragment was found in 1932/33, presumably in Wall Street west 
of Blocks L7 or L8. It returned from the excavation as a crumpled packet. As washed and unfolded 

at Yale, it proved to consist of a nearly square portion with a smaller extension to the left at the top and 

a larger one in the form of a “‘panhandle.”” The latter became detached in the cleaning process, and its 

precise place of attachment is no longer certain. Little could, and can, be read from the parchment itself, 
but I supposed it to be a double contract of the type of 25. An infra-red photograph, on the contrary, 
revealed astonishingly extensive remains of five or six columns of tiny good writing in a semi-bookhand 

which may safely be dated to the early second century. The flat-topped mw of the first century has 
passed, but #7, nu, and especially wpsilon are of an early type. 

It is tantalizing to see so much and to read so little. Only in the last column does one seem to be ever 
on the point of reading some connected text. The columns are about 4—4.5 cm. wide, and contain eighteen 

to twenty letters, but every fourth or fifth line is shorter and indented, as if a title or subject heading. It is 

inevitable to think of a glossary,! although none of those preserved from Egypt has this form.? Perhaps 

it is a grammatical treatise. It would be possible to read or imagine that one could read lines 5-9 of 

the last column as follows: 

*Eyrtreipias. 
aanehets avpeias [ouv] 

EI AKOVOTIEL GB... ..<. 

Spee (e775 (o) i re 

xenot[otns. | 

This suggests a certain sense, but in the lack of parallels or extensive context must be regarded as very 

tentative. The text will require much work before it can be understood, and scholars are urgently 
invited to study the photograph reproduced here, with the hope that they may solve or, at least, advance 
the problem. 

The literary character of the document seems assured, in any case, and thus it has a certain interest. 

It is a rather rare instance of what must have been common in most parts of the ancient world, a text 

in columns on a parchment roll. If it is a glossary, then it is evidence for the educational techniques 

and materials of the Greeks of the Hellenistic East,? and a partial explanation of the good Hellenism 
of the Greco-Macedonians at Dura. 

Unpublished. 

1] have to thank Professors Youtie and Blake of the ings: trepi &p8pou, etc. The glossary, P. Heid. 200, is quite 
University of Michigan for their kindness in studying a __ different, with its regular column of words beginning with 
photograph of the parchment. They agree that it “‘looks the same letter. 
like’ a glossary, but were able to read no connected text. 3 Cf. the little information available to Martin P. 

2 Cf. Pack, Literary Texts, pp. 74{. Theform of P. Heid. Nilsson, Die hellenistische Schule (1955), pp. 83f. 
197 of ca. A.D. 200 is very similar with its centered head- 
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4-9, Greek Literary Fragments 

Second and Third Centuries Plate III 

Two of these fragments, which owe their interest entirely to the literary hands which they exhibit, 
were found in the season of 1931/32 in the Temple of Azzanathkona, with the military archives 
(4 and 9). 5, 6, and 8 come from the season of 1932/33, the last and probably the others also from 
Wall Street west of Block L8. 7 came from the same area, but the date of finding is recorded as 

11 October 1933. 

4. Inv. D. P. 44. An irregular scrap of good, light-colored papyrus, shaped like an inverted, roughly 
isosceles triangle, with maximum dimensions 2.7 X 3.2 cm. The script, on the recto and with the fibers, 

is a graceful but early example of the rustic capital, ca. 0.5 cm. in height, with an interval of 0.3-0.5 cm. 
between the lines of writing. Letter strokes are shaded and end with large finials, those in line 1 resembling 

that discussed in the great dipinto from the Palace of the Dux, Rep. LX, 3, pp. 27f., and note 1. This hand 

might, on that analogy, be dated to the early third century, but looks earlier. I should prefer to ascribe 
it to the second century. 

JOAPIONL 
JMAATP.[ 
JOKL 

Only the top of the second letter in line 2 is visible, resembling an alpha (or lambda) crossed by the 
end of a curving stroke rising from left to right, which I take, without entire confidence, to be the final 
stroke of a mu. 

5. Inv. D.P. 89. A very frayed scrap of papyrus, greying in color and with rather pale ink, roughly 
rectangular with fibers of recto and verso projecting like a fringe on all sides, ca. 2.7 X 4.5 cm. in extreme 
dimensions. Writing is on the recto, with the fibres. The script, 0.2-0.3 cm. in height with an interval 

of ca. 0.3 cm. between the lines, 1s small and trim, with a swelling or small finial at the end of the strokes, 

but showing the influence of the business hands, especially in the alpha and epsilon, and with some 
ligatures. The nearest Egyptian parallels come from the first and second centuries, and the papyrus 

may with some confidence be ascribed to the second century. 

]=. TEPOIS[ 
]-AM[.].[ 

].ETNH....[ 
ISTE. ..[ 

5. JMENQNAT 
ee SEE WG 

ae 
6. Inv. D.P. 87. A facing pair of papyrus fragments, resembling a pair of butterfly wings, so full of 

worm holes as to resemble lace. The right is uninscribed. The maximum dimensions of each are 6.5 x 6.5 
cm. Writing is on the recto, with the fibers. The script, about 0.3 cm. (apparently about 0.5 cm. in line I) 
in height with an interlinear interval of about 0.4 cm., is a very mannered bookhand with cursive 

alpha and epsilon and an ornate omega with middle stroke curling frivolously to the left. It cannot be far 

in date from that of 5. Second century. 

]..QEIL 
].[. -] KE 
JEIA.[.JO[...]XAIL... J 21 
K]aT& TO giwbos TOvd[E 
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JOE xatayaysiv[ 

JATOTIAL 
JAPOL 

7. Inv. D.P. 111. Two rectangular scraps of somewhat rotted papyrus, Frag. a containing what seems 

to be an upper margin of ca. 0.7 cm. and parts of three lines of text, Frag. b a few letters only. The over- 

all dimensions are, Frag. a, 3.5 X 2.3.cm., Frag. 6, 1.7 X 1.7 cm. The script, ca. 0.3 cm. in height with an 

interlinear interval of 0.2 cm., is in the square alphabet, similar to but not identical with that of 2 

above and of 8 and 9 below, with small finials. Third century. 

Frag. a Frag. D 

]. ONKAAL JAQ ZT 

]. -E[.]2.[ JN[ 
]. TONENA.[ 

Writing is on the recto, with the fibers. 
8. Inv. D.P. 92. A ragged piece of papyrus, most of which consists of blank upper margin to a height 

of 5.5 cm., over-all dimensions 7 X 6.5 cm. Writing is on the recto, with the fibres, and in the square 

alphabet, 0.3 cm. in height, with a tiny omicron at the top of the line. Third century. 

te ?|MTTOM[ev ? 

].-[ 

9. Inv. D.P. 64. An irregular fragment of good papyrus, maximum dimensions 2.3 X 3.6 cm. Writing 
on the recto with the fibers, is in the square script, ca. 0.3 cm. high. Third century. 

JONAL 
fesf 

10. Tatian, Diatessaron 

Inv: DsPe: 24 0) Xo cm Third Century Plate IV, 

The generally rectangular piece of light-colored parchment was found on 5 March 1933 on Wall Street 

west of Block L8, near Tower 18. The margins are regular, as though cut with a knife. The surface is 
pierced by a number of worm holes, especially toward the bottom, and has a band of abrasion running 

across the lower surface diagonally upward from left to right, but is otherwise in good condition, with 

the ink fresh, except as moisture and folding or better, crumpling, caused the parchment to contract in 

certain places, so that as pressed flat, it presents a wrinkled surface. The column of writing is complete 

on the right, where it comes up to the edge of the sheet, but incomplete on the other three sides. As 
restored, there are from twenty-five to thirty-one letters to the line,’ for an estimated column width of 

about 12 cm. The verso is uninscribed. 

The script is a good example of the square “‘Bible”’ or “‘severe’’ style, with cursive tendencies. Letters 
are hardly more than 0.2 cm., with an interlinear interval of 0.4 cm. A medial dot punctuation is used 

after the abbreviations in lines 3, 10, and 13. A free space of one or more letters is left in lines 2, 3, 4, 

6, 10, and 13. The ¢aw and eta of tijs (line 2) are written in ligature, apparently to save space. 

1 Kraeling noted that the length of lines varies. The portionately the lacuna at the left is restored with five let- 
first five lines average precisely thirty letter spaces (count- ters, except for line 3, where there are two iotas. Below, 
ing blank spaces as letters), the rest are either twenty-five the restoration is of either four or five letters, except for 
or twenty-six except for the twenty-nine of line 12. Pro-line 9, explicable on the same basis as line 3. 
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Published: Carl H. Kraeling, A Greek Fragment of Tatian’s Diatessaron from Dura (Studies and Documents, 
edited by Kirsopp Lake and Silva Lake, ITI, 1935). Cf. C. Bradford Welles, Miinchener Beitrdge XIX (1934), 
p. 380; D. Plooij, The Expository Times, XLVI (1934/35), pp. 471-476; A. Baumstark, Oviens Christianus, 3d 
Ser., X (1935), pp. 244-252; F. C. Burkitt, Journal of Theological Studies, XXXVI (1935), pp. 255-259; M.-J. 
Lagrange, Revue Biblique, XLIV (1935), pp. 321-343; Hans Lietzmann, Zeitschrift fiir die Neutestamentliche 
Wissenschaft, XXXIV (1935), pp. 291-293; A. Merk, Biblica, XVII (1936), pp. 235-241; F. G. Kenyon, The 
Story of the Bible (1936), pp. 96-98; Kenneth W. Clark, A Descriptive Catalogue of Greek New Testament Manu- 
scripts in America (1937), p. 375 (with some additional references) ; Curt Peters, Acta Orientalia, XVI (1937/38), 
pp. 290-293; Das Diatessaron Tatians (Orientalia Christiana Analecta, 123, 1939), pp. 108-121, 154f., 197-199; 
Orientalia Christiana Periodica, VIII (1942), pp. 468-476; Biblica, XXIII (1942), pp. 68-77; Bruce M. Metzger, 
Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution, 1948, pp. 449-451; C. H. Roberts, Greek 
Literary Hands (1955), Pl. 21b. 

[ZeBeSJaiou Kai Ladwun K[a]i ai yuvaiKes 

[tH v oulvaxoAovOnodvtov o[Ut]@ v GIO TIS 

[Taairai]as, Opdoa Tov ot(aupwbévt)a. vuvy iv &é 
[7 NuEP]a TlapacKeun. v ZaPBatov Etréeqa- 

5 [oxev. o]wias d€ yevouévns eri t[ 7 T]ap[a]o- 

[keut}],v 6 éotiv TlpoodBBatov, Trpo0- 

[MABev] avOpcotros BouAeuTT[s U]Trap- 

[xv &]tro “Epivpo@atol[s] m[o]Aews ti}s 
Plousaijas, 6vopa *lwlong], a[y]abos di- 

10 [Kalos], Ov paontI\s Tlo]¥ *In(cov), Ke-vuvv 

[kpup]yevos 5é Six Tov poPov TaV 

Plou8Saice]v, Kai AUTOS TrpODESEYETO 

[thv] v BlaoiAeiav] tToY O(co)U.oUTOS oUK 

[hv ouvKatat]iBéuevlo]s TH BLovAT] 

5H [- — 12 ——]..[....].[...... ] 

In a very few cases, indication of fragmentary letters varies from that of Kraeling. Restoration at the left varies 
between four and five letters, except in lines 3 and 9, both of which include two iofas, and are otherwise assured. In 
lines 3, 10, and 13, the abbreviation is surmounted by a horizontal stroke. In line ro, at the end, Kraeling read xa[toxe- 
which employs the available space, although it is not an attested variant; I am satisfied, however, that the letter 
following kappa can only be epsilon, and that the parchment at the right was not inscribed, for whatever reason. 

Scholars have followed the first editor unanimously in regarding the text as a fragment of Tatian’s ‘“Gospel 
Harmony,” and no new evidence has been advanced to parallel or to explain readings which are foreign to the 
accepted text of the Gospels. The discussion has centered, rather, on the bearing of this fragment on the history 
of the Diatessaron itself, whether the original edition was in the Greek or Syriac language. Initially there was 
a tendency to follow Kraeling in regarding the Greek text as the original; so Burkitt, Lagrange, Lietzmann, 
and Kenyon. Baumstark, however, listed a number of readings which could most easily be accounted for as 
translations from the Syriac, notably tov ot(avpwévt)a for Luke’s tatta, "Epivuadatas for "Apipabaias, and especially 
ai yuvaixes [Tév ou]vaxohov@nodvtev a[vt]@ for Luke’s yuvaixes ai cuvaxoAovSotioa att. The same line of argument 
was developed by Plooij and Peters,” with emphasis on the last-mentioned reading, accountable through an easy 
misreading of or error in a Syriac text, or perhaps, as Peters suggested (Acta Orientalia, loc. cit.) due to a desire 
to play down the importance of the women in Jesus’ group. Plooij would go even further, and suggest that the 
Dura fragment is not even evidence for a Greek version of the whole Diatessaron. He believes that Tatian’s 
Syriac Harmony was preceded by and based upon Latin Harmonies written for the West, while the Dura Greek 
may be merely a translation of the Passion story, for local use in Dura. 

11. Hebrew Prayer after Meals 

Inv. D. Pg. 25 Third Century Plate IV, 2 

The three fragments of this well-preserved text were found on 17 December 1932 in Wall Street west 

of Block L7, in the vicinity of the Dura Synagogue. The parchment is thin and white, and the script 

2 Merk is judicious, but decides for Syriac on the basis of the close correspondence between this version and the Latin. 
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is clear but not elegant. The character of the text was established by Torrey, and the explanation has 

been advanced further by the Cte. Du Mesnil du Buisson. 

Published: C. C. Torrey, Rep. VI, pp. 417-419, Pl. XXXVI, 1; Cte. R. Du Mesnil du Buisson, Syria, XX 

(1939), PP. 23-28. 

I repeat the text and translation of Du Mesnil du Buisson. 

Frag. @, 5.5 X 5 cm. 

WIN O79T 779 OPT ~ AMR WA 
BD PMI Pana MN jn 

Bel nd onlel lee) steal 
mMnld PION? OTN IT? 

JDO MI<NEIDT NYY 5 
niga o> (4731? 

Pees oan 
abate nee plpn? care 

“Que tu sois béni, (Yahvé, notre Dieu), roi de l’Univers, (toi) q[ui ...] 

“‘a donné en partage les aliments; il a préparé une su[bsistance ... pour tous..... | 
“fils de chair, animal domestique ... [il] 

“‘a créé homme pour manger une n[ourriture ... il ...] 

5 “des corps innombrables de ... 

“pour bénir eux tous, animaux domestiques ... 

(22. POUl préepalrer =. une nourmture:....<\\ « 

Frag. 0, 5 X 3.5 cm. 

.. JO... Muyp ... Snare 

ete arith! ise sa 2 5 

.- MDI] POND? 
Eater ial acco 

. a mangé tout ... 

“ee POULLES AVIEG 4). 
. toute béte des champs ... 

. pour aliment, une parole ... 
stangeeuwen et... ~ 

On 

The third fragment, c, is a tiny scrap 1.3 x 0.8 cm. which bears no legible text. 
Du Mesnil du Buisson was right in pointing out that the two fragments were not contiguous, as Torrey 

thought, but are separated by a certain interval. The upper fragment contains the top margin of the 

original sheet, and the lower fragment contains the bottom margin, probably. Du Mesnil du Buisson 
would recognize a sign at the end of the last line which marks the end of the prayer. Du Mesnil du Buisson 

also pointed out that the lines of the upper fragment begin with complete words, and he may be right 
in supposing that we have the actual first words of the text, but the margin of the parchment here cannot 

be original; it is irregular and indented. 



B. The Civil Administration 

12. Extract from the Registry Law of Succession 

Inv. D. Pg. 5 12.5 X 14.5 cm. A.D, 225-250 Plate XXVIII, x 

Found by Franz Cumont in 1922 in the “Tower of the Archers” (Tower 2), this well-preserved piece 
of dark leather or parchment, complete in its original dimensions though cracked and worm-eaten 
especially at the top, contains an extract from the text of a law.! The margins are neatly trimmed and 

the verso is blank. The extract is preceded by a two-line heading and followed by a simple guilloche. 

It is evident, therefore, that the parchment is a separate sheet, containing a single quotation, and not 
a page from a codex or a fragment of a roll containing part or all of a law code, as was assumed by the 

first editor. Presumably this quotation alone was desired for some purpose, perhaps as evidence (do- 

cument or S1Kaicpa) ina suit. The script is practiced but negligent, wide rather than high, with most 

letters not projecting above or below the line and very even in height. The closest dated parallels are 
32 and 129. 

The passage deals with inheritance or succession, and has been compared with corresponding passages 
in the Code of Gortyn,’ the so-called Gnomon of the Idios Logos,* and the Syriac Law Book, as well 

as with the known or assumed provisions of Athenian law. Roman law is not suggested, and, in fact, it 

would seem to be excluded by two considerations: the Hellenistic date of the present law as evidenced 
by the escheat to the crown (lines 15/16), and the presence in the line of possible heirs of both women 
and ascendants.’ The latter are not mentioned in the Law of Gortyn and are only assumed at Athens, 

while the Alexandrine law is largely unknown. Both types of heirs appear in the Roman law of the 
Empire, however, and are named in the Syriac Law Book, either as borrowings from Hellenistic law 

or as independent innovations. The place of the present excerpt in all this is much less than certain. 
Without further evidence, it may be safe to regard it (with Graf Uxkull-Gyllenband)8 as “‘ein den hel- 
lenistischen Reichen gemeinsames Recht,”’ and to suppose (with Haussoullier)® that it goes back to the 

original city constitution. 
If we may assume further that the otoia of line 16 means something like the KAfjpos of 15, we may 

have an explanation for some curious features of the law. It is true, as Haussoullier remarked, that “les 
lois grecques n’usent pas de définition et nous ne leur demanderons rien qui ressemble a I’article 739 
du Code Civil.’ On the other hand, kAnpovoyia means both testate as well as intestate succession, 
and the latter situation alone could not be inferred from this text. It is only on the basis of paragraph 4 
of the Gnomon that the latter situation has been assumed here: [t]év [t]eAcuT@[v<tov>] &d1a6ETo[v] 

1 It was through the kindness of Franz Cumont that enough, The Jurisprudence of the Jewish Courts in Egypt 
I was able to spend a few weeks studying this and the (1929), pp. 56—62. 
other parchments excavated by him in the Bibliotheque 5 C, G. Bruns, E. Sachau, Syrisch-vémisches Rechtsbuch 
Nationale in Paris, in the summer of 1933. aus dem 5. Jahrhundert (1880); cf. Wenger, Quellen des 

2 This assumption was supported by his reading of rdmischen Rechts (1953), Ppp. 551-553: 
the heading; see below. ® Most fully U. E. Paoli, Studia et Documenta Historiae 

3 Inscrviptiones Creticae, ed. Margarita Guarducci, IV et Juris, II (1936), pp. 77-119. Cf. also the provisions of 
(1950), no. 72, col. V, lines 9-28, and her comments, Plato, Leges, xi, 924/925. 
pa7Z: 7 Cf. for example W. W. Buckland, A Text-Book of 

4 BGU, V, tI, (1919), ed. Wilhelm Schubart. The text Roman Law from Augustus to Justinian (1932), pp. 365— 
is headed, lines 1/2: Tot yvapovos, dv 6 Ged5 LeBaotds ti 381; and see E. Seidl, Rdmische Rechtsgeschithte und 
TOU idiou Adyou éritpoTt TapeotHioato. Cf. the commentary Rdmisches Zivilprozessrecht (1949), Pp. 52. 
of Woldemar Graf Uxkull-Gyllenband, zbid., 2 (1934), § Uxkull-Gyllenband, BGU V, 2, p. 18. 
and the re-edition of Salvatore Riccobono, Jr., [1 Gnomon ® Revue historique de droit francais et étvanger, XLVII 
dell’ Idios Logos (1950). On the relation of Jewish practice (1923), p. 529. 
in Alexandria to that of the Greeks, cf. Erwin R. Good- 10. OD. Cit., Pp. 537: 

76 



ow Ges bk Y eA WeOr ISU CEES STON a7 

ois ovSeis EoTIV GAAOS KAT& vdoyoUS KANpovdyoO[[uU]]s Ta UTTdpyovTAa TH Qiokw TPCoKpEiveTa. Haus- 

soullier has done well to recall the presumed circumstances of Dura’s founding. A handful of Macedonian 

veterans or invalidi, with their women, were deposited in a newly created fortress in the Mesopotamian 

steppe, with enough land and enough natives to ensure their survival. As with the first generation of 

cleruchs in Egypt, inalienability of the lot was an obvious condition of its tenure!’—as later with the 
Gracchan settlers in Italy. The right to alienate outside of the family, even by will, was an invitation 

to the breakdown of the system. It is not royal fiscality, as Wilcken suspected, but ordinary prudence 

on the part of the king, that he should provide for the land reverting when it no longer supported a 
soldier. It should not get into native hands, nor should it enrich a distant cousin. For humanitarian 
reasons, it might support temporarily parents, grandparents, and sisters; lacking suitable children, 

natural or adopted, the land would come into royal control presently in any case. 
I am inclined, therefore, to take the text quite literally. If a deceased, male or female, possessing 

property which might but need not include a military KAfjpos, died without leaving natural children 

or an adopted son, whether testate or not, his property passed to father or not-remarried mother, to 
brothers or sisters, to the paternal grandfather or grandmother, and finally to a cousin on the father’s 
side, in that order, and to no one else. Other interests, as of grandchildren, could be secured by adoption, 

testamentary or otherwise. 
If the reading of the heading of the excerpt is correct, we have an answer to Wenger’s question: How 

would the crown take possession of the land?" If this is a registry office law, and the registry office in 
such settlements as Dura was a royal institution, then the royal registrars had only to make a transfer 
of title in their books, to the crown rather than to another individual, and to include the event in their 

next periodical report to the capital. What little is known of the handling of the yapa BaoiAiK1 in Asia 
Minor is in accord with this assumption.” 

As so understood, I should have no doubt that this law was common to many Seleucid settlements, 

and so “‘gemeingriechisch’’!* in a sense. The law was certainly not imposed on the older Greek cities 
in the Seleucid kingdom, and may not have applied to the more urban of their settlements, to the 
capitals and the name cities, Antiochs and Seleucias. Dura, while a 1déAis, was primarily a military 
settlement.” 

If the law was satisfactory to the Seleucids, it need have been no less so to the Arsacid Parthians, 
who seem to have changed very little in general. To the Romans, the law must have seemed very like 

their own provisions for bona caduca or vacantia.18 It is, at all events, interesting to find it excerpted 

in a Roman colony some years after the Constitutio Antoniniana—but there is fairly general agreement 
that that proclamation did not produce a uniformity of legal systems throughout the Empire, whatever 
else it did accomplish.1® 

11 Cf, Arrian’s description of the founding of Alexandria 
Eschate on the Jaxartes (iv, 4): ‘“Alexander himself now 
spent twenty days in building the wall of the city which 
he proposed to found, and arranged to settle there any 
of the Greek mercenaries and any of the neighboring 
tribesmen who had as volunteers shared in the settlement, 
with some of the Macedonians too from the camp, so 
many as were no longer fit for active service’’ (translation 
of E. Iliff Robson, Loeb Classical Library). 

12 The process is well known; cf. for example Claire 
Préaux, ‘“‘L’évolution de la tenure clérouchique sous les 
Lagides,” Recueils de la Société Jean Bodin, 111, La 
Tenure (1938), pp. 41-57. In 15 of Seleucid date the 
portion of a klevos is handled as private property. 

13 Archiv fiir Papyrusforschung, X (1932), pp. 130f. 
4 Archiv fiir Papyrusforschung, TX (1930), pp. 196f. 
15 Cf. the inscriptions 10-13 and 18-20 in C. B. Welles, 

Royal Correspondence in the Hellenistic Period (1934), and 
E. Bikerman, Institutions des Séleucides (1938), pp. 180-185. 

16 H. Lewald, “‘Conflits de lois dans le monde Grec et 
Romain,” Archeion Idiotikou Dikaiou, XIII (1946), pp. 
2of. (of the reprint). 

” As part of the very slight evidence existing on the 
constitutions of the royal foundations of the Hellenistic 
period, this text has been cited and discussed very com- 
monly; cf. for example Bikerman, op. cit., p. 87; M.I. Ro- 
stovtzeff, Social and Economic History of the Hellenistic 
World (1941), pp. 487f.; R. Taubenschlag, The Law of 
Greco-Roman Egypt im the Light of the Papyri, I (1944), 
p. 140; W. W. Tarn, The Greeks in Bactria and India 
(1951), pp. 7£., 31, 37; Hellenistic Civilization (1952), pp. 
148f. 

18 Cf. S. von Bolla, Savigny-Zeitschrift, LIX (1939), 

p. 548. 
19 See most recently V. Arangio-Ruiz, Bulletin de 

VInstitut d Egypte, XXX (1948), pp. 83-130; L. Wenger, 
Revue Internationale des Droits de l’ Antiquité, 111 (1949), 
pp. 521-550; G. I. Luzzatto, ibid., V (1950), pp. 79-110; 
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Published: B. Haussoullier, Revue historique de droit frangais et étranger, XLVII (1923), pp. 515-553; Cumont, 
Fouilles, pp. 309-314, no. V, Pl. CVI, 1. Cf. P. Koschaker, Savigny-Zeitschrift, XLVI (1926), pp. 297-304; 
D. P. Pappulias, “Contribution to the History of Intestate Succession in Greek Law,” (Tvansactions of the 
Athens Academy, IV, 1929), pp. 418-429 (in Greek); Koschaker, Griechische Rechtsurkunden (1931), pp. 1f.; 
W. Graf Uxkull-Gyllenband, Gnomon des Idios Logos (1934), pp. 17f.; R. Taubenschlag, Journal of Juristic 
Papyrology, 111 (1949), p. 56; L. Wenger, Die Quellen des rémischen Rechts (1953), pp. 827f., notes 1059-1060. 

Tlepi k[Anpovo]y..[.].[.... 

ogpyu[Aak]fiou. 

Tov 5€ teAcu[tnloavte[v t]as KAnpovo- 

peias &robiSoo[O]é tois [&y]y1oTa yévous, 
5 ayxiotés 5€ ofSe° dv pr) [TE]kvar Actin 

7) VioTrojonte KaTK TOV vduOV, 

TATTP 7) UNTNHP, Wt) GAAw &vbpi ouv- 

o1KOUoa: Exv SE NPEIs TOUTOOV 1), 

&SeAQGol OuloTr]atpio1 exv SE pnde 
IO OUTOL @olv, &5eAge OYOTTATPIOL’ E- 

av Sé unOls ToUToV TH, TATPOS SE 

TTATNP 7) TATPOS PTTNP 7) AvEWIOS 
ATO TATPOS YEYEVYNLWWEVOS, TOU- 

TOV T] KANPOVOLIA EoTO. EXV BE 

15 UnOis ToUTaV Urdpyn, Bao1AiKi) 7} 
ovoIa EOTO. KATH SE TAUTA EoTWOAaV Kal 

al ay xloTiat. 

vjouov Xpe- 

Read -ox]iou (line 2), -yias and -oo[@Jo1 (line 4), a&yyioteis (line 5), -ron ton (line 6), &SeApati (line 10), pnOeis (lines rz 
and 15). In line 13, a flaw in the surface caused the writer to skip the space of one letter. 
Lines 1/2 were read by me in 1933. Tetp&d[iov BSo]ulov? Exov oti]xous pry'|op....... 10s, Haussoullier and Cumont. 
Probably x[a|t[& tov v]jépov or kat& vjopov. There is a lacuna following eiou in line 2 capable of accommodating 
three or four letters, but the heading probably included no more. The end of the line is blank. 8. TouTwy 7, Pap- 
poulias; toU vévou, Haussoullier and Cumont. 10. a&SeAge, Welles; adeAgoi, Haussoullier and Cumont; &eAgat, 
Pappulias. 

“Concerning Inheritance (?). Law of the Registry Office. 

“The rights of inheriting from those who have died shall be granted to the next of kin, and these are 
as follows: if (the deceased) does not leave children or has not legally adopted a son, then the father 
(is next in succession) or the mother, provided she has not remarried; if neither of these survives, then 

brothers (succeed) who are sons of the same father; if there is none even of these, then sisters who are 

daughters of the same father; if none of these exists, but there survives the father’s father or the father’s 

mother or a male cousin on the father’s side, let the inheritance be theirs. But if there be none of these, 

let the property be the king’s. And let the degrees of kinship also be on this wise.”’ 

From the formal point of view, the body of the excerpt presents nothing remarkable. The injunctions of Greek 
laws are commonly expressed with imperatives or infinitives, or, as here, with an alternation of the two (&ro8i&o- 
o€a1, ZoTw). Conditional circumstances are expressed by é&v and the subjunctive, and consecutive clauses are 
connected by 8é, even following a sub-heading. Chapter headings are marked commonly by a simple genitive, 
or by a prepositional phrase with tepi or bmép.”4 In this regard, the restoration of the heading of the excerpt as 

E. Schénbauer, Atti del Congresso Internazionale di Di- 
yitto Romano e di Storia del Divitto, Verona 27-29 Sept- 
1948, IV (1951), pp. 105-138; Journal of Juristic Papy- 
vology, VI (1952), pp. 17-72; R. Taubenschlag, Savigny- 
Zeitschrift, LXIX (1952), pp. 102-127. 

20 It would be endless to list all the instances where 
the parchment has been mentioned. Other citations are 
given in the footnotes; this lists the systematic discussions 

of the text, mostly in the years soon after its first pub- 
lication. 

21 These features are illustrated, for example, in the 
“Revenue Laws of Ptolemy Philadelphus,” ed. B. P. 
Grenfell and J. P. Mahaffy (1896), which uses the im- 
perative. It may be that the infinitive is the older form 
of expression; it is used, for example, in the Code of 
Gortyn. 
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mep! «[Anpovo ]uia[s or perhaps better, «[Anpovo]mé[v (cf. Diodorus, xvii, 82, 6), offers no difficulty; the uncer- 
tainty of the traces of letters following the probable mu makes it impossible to decide for one reading against the 
other. There is no doubt, in any case, that the initial letter of the word following trepi is a rounded kappa, similar 
to that used in -o1xoUoa in line 8. 

The rest of the heading is less satisfactory. Probably we should understand «[at& v]épov xpelopy[Aox]efou: 
“according to the registry law’’; it is impossible to read the expected xpelopy[Acx]ixév. These words, in such as 
case, must have been added by the excerptor, though the mepi phrase may have been part of the direct quotation. 

It is possible to speculate about the passage from which this excerpt came. The opening words, tév 8¢ teAcuTN- 
odvtov, suggest that this paragraph deals with the situation of deceased property holders, in contrast with that of 
living ones, and raises a question, at least, about the meaning of the word kAnpovopia in this context. It has been 
here translated “inheritance” or “‘right of inheritance” in conformity with the practice of previous editors, and 
there is no doubt that that is the general meaning. It is true, however, that KAnpovouia is used in the sense of 
KAfipos, probably from the literal meaning: ‘“‘right of holding or managing the xKAjjpos.’’ In that case, KAnpovopia 
would be a synonym (with somewhat different connotations) of ovoia, and the shift in expression in lines 14-16 
would be more colorless than it seems at first glance.” In that case, the heading trepi kAnpovouidésv may well have 
covered a more extensive passage, dealing with KAfjpo1 in general, and only here concerned with their disposition 
after the death of the kAnpotyor. It might, of course, be queried as to how a son or grandson came into the 
possession of a KAfjipos in the lifetime of his father or grandfather, but this is only one of many things which we 
do not know on the subject. 

In line 5, I am inclined to take Acitrn as the present subjunctive; Haussoullier thought of the aorist, which 
would be the phonetic equivalent. And in lines 16/17, I would see a kind of legal philology. The &yyioteis have 
been specified. Now it is stated that the ayy1otio1, the legal relationships, are to be defined in the same fashion. 

13. Application of a Tax-Farmer 

Inv. D. Pg. 4 Late First Century Plate VII, 2 

These two ragged pieces of dark parchment or leather, written only on the recto or hair side, found on 

5 October 1922 in the ““Tower of the Archers”’ (Tower 2), have attracted less attention than they deserve. 
Frag. a contains parts of twelve lines of text in a low, even, business script characteristic of the lower 

copies of the double documents of the Parthian period, which may be dated to the end of the first Chris- 

tian century by the “‘square,” flat-topped mu. These are followed, as in the same documents, by a 
subscription in a second hand, and a clear lower margin of 2 cm. Frag. 6 contains parts of three lines 

written by the first hand of Frag. a, followed by the margin of 2 cm., but without any trace of the 

signature, which is, in any case, almost completely preserved on Frag. a. I have not been able to fit it 
into the presumed text of the larger fragment, nor, indeed, to read any of it with certainty. 

Cumont was unable to recognize the nature of the text,! although his readings were accurate; except 
for the fragmentary nature of the document, there are no serious difficulties in reading it.2 The repeated 
mention of ovai, however, together with the apparent reading and restoration of lines 10/11, makes it 
very probably that we have here an application of a tax-farmer, a type of document which certainly 

existed in Ptolemaic Egypt but which is little known.* This makes its fragmentary condition all 

22 The verb dtrodiSmpi is used equally with abstract 
as with concrete concepts. Cf. P. Oxy. 705, 61 (A.D. 
200/202): éiroSiS0us GyoIBhy évKtnoews; P. Caivo Zen. 
59460, 21/22 (mid third cent. B.C.): étmws5 av TO Bi[Ka1ov 
étro|Saoi yor; P. Lond. 1912 (H. Idris Bell, Jews and 
Christians in Egypt, 1924, pp. 1-37), 50/51 (A.D. 41): 
Ta Toiavta (i.e., honors etc.) pdvois Tots Oeois é€épeTa ... 
atroSeSo0o08a1 Kpivoov. 

1 It is labeled simply, in his edition, “Contrat de 
Vente.” 

2 It was through the kindness of Franz Cumont that 
I was enabled, in the summer of 1933, to spend some 
weeks in studying this and his other parchments in the 
Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris. 

3 The classic treatment of the Ptolemaic “‘Staats- 
pacht”’ is that of Ulrich Wilcken in his Griechische Ostraka 
aus Aegypten und Nubien (1899), I, pp. 515-555; for the 
Roman institution in Egypt, cf. pp. 587-601. Rostovtzeff 
carried the study further on a wider stage with his Ge- 
schichte dey Staatspacht in dev vomischen Kaiserzeit (Phi- 
lologus, Supplementband 9, 1904, pp. 329-512). The most 
recent discussion is that of Claire Préaux, L’ Economie 
Royale des Lagides (1939), pp. 450-458; cf. Rostovtzeff, 
Hellenistic World, pp. 328-330, and note 125, pp. 1396f. 
UPZ Il, 224-226 (131 B.C.) illustrate the type known as 
Utréotacis from the opening verb, Ugiotauat. Cf. F. Zucker, 
Gnomon, XXX (1958), p. 117. According to the idiom of the 
Revenue Laws, they were otherwise called oWpBoAa, and 
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the more regrettable. It is expressed subjectively, in the first person singular (é€éoTo1 pot, eco, 

perhaps €€oyoAoyoupai), and may well have been cast in the form of a letter: 6 Seiva 7 Sein 
xalpeiv: BowAopar aveioPau (or ekAaPeiv) Tas coves, KTA.,4 followed by various specifications, including 
the right of search (&valjtnots, line 7) for hidden properties. A sum of 1,000 drachmae is mentioned, 

perhaps the total bid. Payments were to be made thrice in the year, whether in equal amounts or in 
advance it is impossible to say. Probably the taxes covered included the grazing tax, the évvduiov (line 
8),”7 and the assignment may have been on a territorial basis (line 12: été Svoyév?). Unfortunately, 
there is no indication of the authority to which the bid was submitted. One would think first of the local 

representative of the royal treasury, an oikovoyos or the like.8 Presumably the Arsacid Parthians 
followed the practice of the Seleucids in the matter, but we know very little about the Seleucid tax 
system. 

were submitted in support of oral bids at public auction, 
reinforced by bank certificates of financial standing for the 
principals, partners, and guarantors. P. Tebt. 812 (192/1 
B.C.) is an application to a group of tax-farmers by some- 
one who offers to pay for the puotaywyla of the transfer 
tax; it is suggested by the editors, perhaps a little fanci- 
fully, that this was an initiation fee from one who wished 
to learn the business, but the word occurs nowhere else 
in the papyri, and there are no parallels for the inter- 
pretation. The expression is Ugiotayai tis puotaywyias 
ToU éyxuKAiou, ép’ 1, and the same verb is used in 
what seems to be an actual tax-farming application of the 
first Roman century, P. Grenf. II, 41 (A.D. 46), where 
the applicant writes: Upiotayat teAéo1 popou, that is, 
teAtoelv popov; he wishes a year’s extension of his right 
to collect the tax on prostitutes in Socnopaei Nesus, and 
offers various considerations in addition to the tax itself. 
Cf. Wilcken, op. cit., pp. 587-591. This last document 
uses an expression which occurs commonly in applications 
to lease other things, which is often combined with the 
familiar letter form: 6 Seiva TH Seivi yaipes BouAcueda 
piobacacfar (BGU 591, A.D. 56/7). It appears that the 
application for a tax contract was not different, in form, 
than any other contract application. For the binding 
effect of such an offer cf. E. Seidl, Studia et Documenta 
Historiae et Juris, XVIII (1952), p. 358. 

4 The two verbs are technical in this connection. In 
place of ®vai, of course, the name of the tax might be 
used. 

5 For the procedure of search for taxable objects, cf. 
Revenue Laws, 55, 18/19: é&v 8 of tyopaKkdétes tiv 
o[viv] Bo[vA]wvtor Cyteiv, gdpe[vor eA]aiov Trap& 
tlio1]v UTa&eyxeiv, KTA., and on the collection of the éyvouiov 
specifically, P. Tebt. 703, 165-174: “‘Since the revenue 
from the pasturage dues, too, is one of the most important, 
it will most readily be increased if you carry out the 
registration (of cattle) in the best possible way. The most 
favorable season for one so engaged is about the month 
of Mesore; for the whole country in this month being 
covered with water, it happens that cattle-breeders send 
their flocks to the highest places, being unable to scatter 
them on other places’ (translation of the editors). The 
compounds dvalntéo and dvalijtnois are used com- 
monly in the papyri of search for wanted persons, but 
cf. P. Tebt. 423, 12 (early third century): évalitn<oi>v 
xoptou. On search of domicile, cf. Taubenschlag, Law 
of Greco-Roman Egypt, II (1948), pp. 29f. 

6 In Egypt, payments were made into banks or gov- 
ernment warehouses, not to the tax-farmers. Reports 
were rendered monthly by bankers and warehouse super- 

visors to the government and to the tax-farmers, as to 
the status of their contracts. 

? For the évvéuiov in Egypt cf. S. LeR. Wallace, 
Taxation in Egypt from Augustus to Diocletian (1938), 
pp. 86-88; Préaux, Economie Royale, pp. 225-227, and 
above, note 5. The tax was levied in Egypt on small areas 
of grazing crops, but at Dura on wider stretches of steppe 
cropped by goats and sheep, animals capable of being 
concealed, especially by the Beduin sheep-herders. Major 
C. S. Jarvis, formerly of the Desert Administration of the 
Egyptian government, and long governor of Sinai, describes 
the ease with which large flocks of these animals can be 
made to disappear in the desert (Three Deserts, 1936, pp. 
20o0f.). Professor F. E. Brown, long the director of the 
excavations at Dura, has remarked to me that registration 
of the herds was still accomplished at Dura, where the 
herders brought them across the river in the course of their 
annual north and south movements. On the registration 
of cattle in Egypt and Palestine under the Ptolemies cf. 
Rostovtzeff, Hellenistic World, pp. 292f., 340. 

8 For the position of the oixovéyos in the Ptolemaic 
auction of tax contracts, Wilcken (Ostvaka, p. 517) quotes 
with approval the comment of B. P. Grenfell on the 
Revenue Laws. The ultimate responsibility lay, of course, 
with the king, who must be understood as the subject of 
the verb trmAoUuev in such documents as UPZ 112 
(Préaux, Economie Royale, p. 451, note 2). 

® Thus it was possible for so careful a scholar as Biker- 
man in his Institutions des Séleucides (p. 127) to state 
categorically that the tax-farmer system was not used 
by the Seleucids—a generalization, of course, which one 
piece of positive evidence destroys. He believed that 
taxes were collected by the municipalities, which in turn 
paid to the king, and there is no doubt that this was done 
in many cases. But the Seleucid kingdom possessed a 
variety which makes it dangerous to generalize about it 
from our occasional bits of evidence. What would have 
been true of Miletus or Stratonicea in Caria or Antioch 
by Daphne would not necessarily have been true of 
Sardes or of Dura. The term rdAis in the Seleucid ad- 
ministration covered more than one type of community. 
It is true that we may assume, as Professor Rostovtzeff 
suggested when I consulted him about this text, that it 
was the city, Europus, which was here letting the farming 
contract. Nothing in the parchment is against it. But the 
picture which we have of Dura in the Parthian times is 
not that of a typical Greek city. Our evidence is full 
enough to give some confidence to the belief that it had 
no council (BovAn), no popular assembly (éxkAnoia), no 
annually elected magistrates. Contemporary with this 
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In the double contracts, it is the contracting party who signs at the end, usually with the verb €xpn- 
udctioa, here apparently étreypnuctioa (Introd. p. 15). The verb refers to the preparation or presentation 
of the document by the contractor, not to its preparation, copying, or recording by a government official. 

Thus the name in line 13, which cannot be read with certainty, is that of the applicant. 
I have not succeeded in restoring any line completely, but it would appear from lines 10/11 that very 

much has not been lost. With ingenuity and patience, it should be possible to recover the sense, at least, 

of lines 6-12. I have no explanation of the persons named in line 5. 

Published: Cumont, Fowilles, pp. 307-309, no. IV. The parchment is not listed in R. Taubenschlag’s “Papyri 
and Parchments from the Eastern Provinces of the Roman Empire outside Egypt,” Journal of Juristic Papy- 
rology, III (1949), pp. 49-61, and I have seen no discussion of it. 

Frag. a, 15.5 x 8.2 cm. 

INOIL 
(Tl sAPAIEP OL 

JIAI Kai Tév EmmPadAdvtoy [ 

o JuvS101KOUPEVOOV ouv N[ 

5 ? —y]d6pav KaAAaiou, ZéeBidiv 7A. [ — 
ToUTaYV JTHvV avadev Spayyais yiAifous .].[......].. — ———].-[ 

Joe K[ai &vjalntioei Kai Tois Aoitrois Tois E€ax[oAoUBoUC1] Trpds Sioikno1y [TOV vey 

]. Spayuas oySorxovta, Tas SE TaoaS [.......... ] TEAdv Kai Evvo[uiaoyv 

]. T. [Sic] tetpau[jvjou .[.. a]AAo1 rp[Stepov EtrpjayuatevOnoay ev Tolis 

10 ]...[... Sia] tetpaunvoy [kai €]€oTa1 yor ue[TOy]ous TrpooAaB[Eoba1 

TOUTOV TA]y covey ay [é]6EAwo NYNQ[...].[........ ] .[.-]etou evyeipia[v 

].. Kai €€ouoroyou[yar] ve[ue]oGou BL.] YN[....... ] TH]v Ovdv aro Suop[av 

(2d H.) vacat  Ei[....Jas “Ap[...]eutou [6 étrjav[o a&]mexpnudatlioa. 

Frag. 0, 3.5 X 3.5 cm. 

JOPOQ[. .]. KAI=.[ 
JPAMATIZEIN[ 

]THZAMONHS.[ 

1. Cumont: ]v[v? 2. Cumont’s readings are the same as mine; he suggests understanding técoapas, but the 
letters are very clear. It does not seem possible to read the double sigma as a mu. 4. Cumont: t]é@v &1-, ouvt[avtoov. 
5. Cumont: ZePidivav. 7. Cumont: tei [ém ?e]lqtnoe, [tpoloétal[Ee....... ]. pos Sio[o]ov ot. 8. It would be 
possible to read Spayuali]s. Cumont: tas gevacas [....... Trav|TeAdv, évvo[yoov. Q. Gumont= \v.... Epo... 

COQ ca si a oi ...m1T. [émoAuTpa}yuo[vn]énoav év Tolis. ro. Cumont: tetpd[u]nvov [irpoc€é]xo[v]ta [... }ivel... |ns 
TrpOCAG|Baov. 11. Cumont: T&]v ovdév a...cAwl..o]uv p....ap...... apyulpiou évxeipio[Gévtos. 12. Cumont: 
Aw e€opodoyou[uev|ns ....0aip.v[... mpoox]al[plov amo Svuoylijs. 13. Cumont: EU[BovA ?]Jos *Ap....om1.... 
€ €xpnua[tica. Frag. 6. Cumont: opxo[s ...]uwpw, y ? Joauorileiv, ynoa uovns. 

The language of the document is reminiscent of Ptolemaic administration: tév émPaAAdvtwv: “pertinent 
matters,’’ cuvdio1koupéveov: ‘administered together’ (this compound is not listed by Preisigke-Kiessling), tois 
é€akoAoubovio1 Trpds Sioixnow: “things necessary for handling,” émpaypatevOnoav év: “they were active in,” petdxous 

document, 18 and 19 below show that the record office 
was under the direction of two royal judges, while the 
Parthian court titles of the more-or-less hereditary 
oTpaTnyos Kai émiotatns Tis TOoAcws led H. Bengtson 
(Die Strategie in der hellenistischen Zeit, Il, 1944, pp. 
297-307) to the plausible suggestion that he was actually 
a kind of Parthian military governor. Since I see no 
reason for regarding any of these Parthian institutions as 
other than continuations of previous Seleucid ones, I see 

6 

here no place for an elaborate civic financial department 
such as we know existed in the more highly developed 
and larger troAeis within the Seleucid kingdom. What I 
assume for Dura, actually, is very like the Ptolemaic 
system of administration in its extra-Egyptian posses- 
sions, notably Palestine; cf. especially the ‘““Liebesny de- 
crees”’ (H. Liebesny, Aegyptus, XVI, 1936, pp. 259-291) of 
about 260 B.C., for which see Rostovtzefi, Hellenistic World, 
PP. 340-346, 1400-1402. 
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mpooAaPtob=ai: ““to take on associates,” &opodoyotpa1 vépeo@ar: “I agree to manage.” This is additional evidence, 
if evidence is still needed, of the unity of the Hellenistic world, just as the text shows that we should not 
overestimate the differences between the Seleucid and the Ptolemaic concepts of administration, adapted as 
they were, inevitably, each to its own peculiar materials and problems. 

Fragmentary as it is, the general sense of the document is clear. Lines 3 and 4 listed some of the items included 
in the evai bid for by the writer, a would-be teAdvns or épxavns. On the basis of the usual Greek practice, ex- 
emplified in Athens and in Egypt, we may assume that the offer was for one year. In line 6, the total value of the 
avai was given, followed by various rights and privileges required for its efficient operation. There followed a 
statement of the times and probably places of partial payments (avapopat) or of rendering preliminary accounts,” 
and reservation of the right to take on partners, perhaps with reference to previous practice in such matters. It 
may be noted that in Egypt, names of partners and also of guarantors were necessarily included in the original 
offer. Finally (line 12) came the promise to administer well and truly, if the application were granted, with the 
signature at the end: “I, the above so-and-so son of so-and-so, have prepared this application.” 

Of the proper names which occur in the text, the Aramaic ZéPidis, ““Given”’ (i.e., by a certain god) has occurred 
in an inscription from the Temple of Atargatis!! at Dura in both the nominative and the genitive ZeBiS10s, and 
the genitive occurs again in Cumont’s Parchment 7 (47, below). The -y]épav KaAAaiou has not been identified; 
the patronymic is from the Hellenistic KaAdéas,! equivalent to the Attic KaAAias, new at Dura. If the name of 
the writer in line 13 is restored most naturally as Ei[aeip]&s!8, we should have another mixture of nationalities, 
for the father’s name looks Greek, though I have not identified it; the writing at the end is very uncertain. 

I can make nothing of Frag. 6. Cumont suggested that the second line could be understood as y]pop<u>arilew, 
and I have no other suggestion. 

14. Report of Litigation (?) 

inv.) Ps: 20 10:2 3-5 Cue Late First or Early Second Century Plate Viljex 

This rather enigmatic strip of good parchment or leather, somewhat darkened in color and flecked 

with light brown spots, was found on 4 February 1933 in Wall Street back of Block L7. It contains parts 
of twelve lines of text, written in the small, exact hand used for the upper text of double contracts. On 

the basis of such complete and contemporary documents as 18 and 20 below, we may suppose that the 
longest lines are roughly half of their original length. The hand is generally similar to that of the upper 

text of 18 and shares with it an upturned nu like that of the Egyptian papyri of the third century B.C. 

The single stroke epsilon made like a small check mark appears in the Dura hands as late as 31, of the 
early third century, but its use in 15 shows that it had a long history in the city; it does not occur in the 

strictly contemporary hands. 
Most of the text can be read with certainty, but the absence of any significant formulae makes it very 

difficult to recognize the nature of the document. Only the verb Tponyx@nv and the generally narrative 

nature of the text suggest some sort of legal setting. It is possible to understand the fragmentary phrases 

as the history of a man’s troubles with the law: “‘time—my personal—to give back, and not to the ... 
by me—in place of all justice and propriety—for which reason I was again brought before (the court) 

and—(to those) who brought in (something) mortal, to restore (?)—his writing tablets and clothing (?)— 

to postpone—compelled.”’ 

Published (in part): Rep. VI, p. 429, no. 5. 

10 The writer of the application P. Grenf. II, 41 pro- 
mises to submit his accounts xat& tetpayunva. 

11 Published by C. B. Welles in YCS, XIV (1955), 
Pp. 129-131, no. 2. 

12 T am not very happy about this explanation. The 
text is so well written and so early that I should not have 
expected the substitution of AI for E. Nevertheless the 
spelling with -éas, originally from a non-Attic/Ionic 

dialect, is common enough, especially by Roman Im- 
perial times, to make the assumption perfectly possible, 
and the letters are quite clear. Dura scribes were apt to 
run along lists of names without the use of a connective 
Kai; cf. for example 17, below. 

13 This is the Aramaic alias of the dedicator of the 
larger of the two Mithraic bas-reliefs, A.D. 170/1 (Rep. 
VII/VIII, p. 84, no. 846). 
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eek] 
J7,OXEITEN 

]xpovov 

]1c8évta 1510 ou 

5 aut 2161 &troSiSdvai, ovSE TOS TH UTE” ELOU 

]. Kal dvTi travtos Sikaiou Kai Tou KAAds ExovTos M[. ] 

]. TIN &V fv aitiav treojyxOnv TO Sevtepov Kai TT.EI.[..... ] 

]. por Ta Te ypageia aUTOU Kai dupieo[Uov ? — ca. 17 — — ] 
10 ]. &vaBaAAeobar E.. EL — — — — — — — — — ] 

|avayKaobelvta ? 

].-[ 

4/5. A triangular flaw in the surface of the parchment extends from before the letter read as theta to a point between 
étrod156ve1 and ovéé. The reading assumes that this flaw was on the original document, and was accordingly skipped 
over by the scribe. Otherwise it would be possible to read, for example, [t]ot 5é. In pds Td, the omicron, sigma, and 
tau are written in ligature, but my former reading, tpdta, is impossible. 6. At the end, it would be possible to 
read tau iota or gamma iota instead of mu. 7. At the end, the writing is clear, but I cannot interpret it; it would 
be possible to read TIOE], hardly TI/EI or Y EI. 

The standard meaning of tpocyoua in the passive in the papyri, according to Preisigke-Kiessling, Wérterbuch, 
s. v., is “to be induced” or “‘brought’’ to some action, commonly with an accompanying infinitive, but the kai 
seems to exclude that meaning here. For trpodyw of bringing before a tribunal cf. SG 826 G, 22 (Delphi, 117 B.C.) 
and perhaps also P. Oxy. 1562, 14 (A.D. 276-282). 

6* 



C. The Registry Office 

1. Rolls of Copies 

15. File Copy of a Sale Subject to Redemption 

Inv. DiePe a Second Century B.C. Plate V, 1 

Two pieces of excellent parchment found by Cumont in 1923 in the ““Tower of the Archers” (Tower 2) 
were associated by him because of the similarity of the hands. Frag. b contains the ends of three lines of 
one column and the beginning of three lines of a second.! Frag. a contains the top of a wide column of 
writing, certainly incomplete on the left, probably on the right also. It is not possible to determine the 

original length of the lines with any certainty. On the other hand, it is certain that the document did not 
begin with line 1, but is continued from a preceding column. It is also likely that the original height of 
the parchment would not have been occupied entirely with the document of which the central portion is 
here preserved. All of these considerations require us to recognize that what we have here is not an original 

document but a copy retained in the registry office, similar to 16 and 17 of three or four centuries later. 
It is interesting to compare this registry system with that of Egypt. In contrast with Ptolemaic Egypt, 

the institution of the registry at Dura is somewhat earlier, while in contrast with Roman Egypt, the use 
of the very wide column of writing on rolls is applied to the complete text of the documents, not limited 

to the abstracts known from the eipdueva rolls of Tebtunis, and these rolls must have fulfilled the function 

both of the eipoyeva rolls and of the Toyos ovyKoAAToIyos made by gluing together edge to edge the 
duplicate originals of the documents themselves.? This simpler system is explicable in the light of the 
presumably less elaborate Seleucid financial administration, and also because of the certainly much 

higher cost of parchment in Dura than of papyrus in Egypt. Whether, in the Seleucid and in the 
Parthian kingdoms, copies of these rolls were forwarded periodically to some central archive, as those in 

Egypt were sent to Alexandria, we have no way of knowing. The fact that this parchment remained in 
Dura until the end of the city, and the extensive filing cabinets found in the Agora with numbered 

compartments going back, perhaps, to the city’s founding,® indicate that the city’s files were kept for 
permanent local record, in any case. The relative durability of parchment may have spared the Dura 

archivists the trouble and expense experienced by those in Egypt.* 

The script is very similar to that of the documents of the first century of the Christian Era at Dura, a 

rapid and somewhat cursive but even and stylish hand similar, however, to contemporary Egyptian 

hands.® A feature of it is the use of larger letters to indicate the beginning of a new section of the text, 
as with the first letters of &tréS0To (line 6) and étpiato (line 8). 

1 It was due to the kindness of Franz Cumont that I 3 Rep. IX 1, pp. 169-176 (cf. Rep. V, pp. 82-84). Pre- 
was privileged to spend some weeks in 1933 studying this served dates range between 125 B.C. and A.D. 198. 
parchment in the Bibliotheque Nationale, in Paris. 4 Cf. P. Fam. Tebt. 15 and 24, where an archivist’s 

2 For the situation in Egypt in Roman times cf. the troubles are vividly pictured. The problem was not only 
rolls published in P. Mich. Tebt. 1, and the Introduction, to keep the registry itself in repair but to guard and 
pp. 1f. Registries may have existed in Egypt from the preserve the fragile rolls of papyrus, many of which were 
beginning of the Ptolemaic dynasty, but their use was ‘‘missing the beginning or damaged or worm-eaten.”’ 
optional until the reign of Ptolemy Euergetes II, after > Cumont (Fouilles, pp. 286f.) quotes the opinion of 
146 B.C. (cf. Préaux, Economie Royale, pp. 317-325; Sir Frederick Kenyon that the best Egyptian parallels 
H. J. Wolff, Aegyptus, XXVIII, 1948, pp. 17-96). are in the period 170-160 B.C.—very close, actually, to 
Privately drawn ouvyypagpoglAag documents are common _ the date of the parchment as I reconstruct the trans- 
before that date. Fine, Hovoi, p.165,is under the erroneous action, while Cumont dated it to 195 B.C. Kenyon quoted 
impression that this text is an abstract; it gives, actually, mo specific hands; those of Schubart, Griechische Palaeo- 
the full text of the original document, so far as its frag- gvaphie, p. 36, fig. 13, and of Pap. Gr. Berol., fig. 6a, of a 
mentary condition permits. little later than the middle of the second century B.C., 

84 
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The key to the transaction is the phrase in line 6, &tréS0To Avoipa. The adjective Avoipos is uncommon, 

and appears to share all the possible range of meanings of the verb AUw. The commentators have compared 
the passage in Plato, Leges, vii, 820 E: xeio8w pévtor Kabatrep Evexupa AVOIUA eK Tis GAANS TroArtEias, 

where, however, except for a certain possible play on words, AVoiya goes not so much with d&véyupa, 
“pledges,” for all pledges or pawns are by their nature expected to be redeemed, as with the following 

éx phrase: “Let these conclusions stand (tentatively), like pawns, separable from the rest of our con- 
stitution.”® In this connection, however, we have an unmistakable parallel in SJG 1200 (Amorgos, 4th or 

3d century B.C.), 3-14: &tré50To 6 Siva Ta Y~PIa KTA. G&Travta a&pyupiou Spayyudyv TrevtokioyxiAiov, Eri 

Avoe1. This is the familiar though by no means thoroughly understood institution of the Greek mortgage 
in one of its manifestations, commonly called by scholars ted&o1s étri AVoe1, although this expression is 

not found in antiquity. The precise range of this form of hypothec is not known; probably like the 
Ptolemaic vi év triote1, it could include a situation where a fiduciary sale was accompanied by a loan, 

contemporary but described in a separate document. Upon subsequent repayment of the loan and in- 

cidental charges, the sale was annulled and title reverted to the original owner. In the meantime, the 
purchaser étri Avoe1 had a precarious title of some sort, could alienate only under some restrictions, but 

might become full owner after a stipulated lapse of time, on the accomplishment of certain procedures by 
the seller.” In the present instance, since the verb d&tréS0To is not accompanied by the name of the man 

who was its subject, it must continue a subject from a preceding verb or verbs. We may compare the 
locution in 25 below: améS0to Avoias ... SovAov aUTOU ... &TESOTO Suoiws Kai TO UTd&PyXoV LEPOS 
TMloU G&UTTEAOU. 

For the earlier part of the document, a certain form and structure is identifiable, in spite of the loss of 
much of the text. First comes the neuter plural accusative ta 6vta, going with some such expression as 
T& Xwpia as the object ofa verb in the lost beginning; mention of such terrain features as &xkedSpua and 

the rest, and reference to recorded boundaries make it clear that the transaction concerns land. This is 

followed by a series of accusatives concerning costs and charges, Spayyds and éritiyov in line 2 and 
étraitnoiv and knpuxe1ov in line 6, whether they are all in the same construction or not. In between there 
is a relative clause, &s pn; the antecedent of & is Spaxyds while the subject of pn must be the subject 
of the main verb lost at the beginning. Compare the participles payevos in 18 and pduevor in 31, where in 

each case this oral declaration is a part of the notarized statement of the obligated party. The infinitive 
following épn, of which &s was the subject, is lost, unfortunately; only its final letters may be preserved 
at the beginning of line 3. With the loss of progressively more text in each succeeding line, it is impossible 
to know except by analysis how far the relative clause extended. The dates in lines 4 and 5 may be 

regarded as stages in the history of the 240 drachmae obligation, in view of the fondness of the Dura 

clerks for including all the previous history of a legal relationship in the document embodying its latest 
phase. In any case, it is likely from the use of the aorist tense in the participle yptjoavtos, apparently 
in a genitive absolute construction, that this goes closely with what precedes. That would mean that the 
Svoua of line 4 is the same as the évdyuati of line 3. 

In the light of this formal analysis of the document, I believe that the subject of d&réSoTo in line 6 is 
the same as that of én in line 2. In such a case, the only verb which can be supplied at the beginning, 
taking as its object the xwpia which are in question here, would be d&tré50T08; as in 25, the verb was 

are very similar. Almost as close parallels exist, however, 
in the texts from Dura from the latter part of the first 
century of the Christian era, notably 18, a testimony to 
the conservatism of Dura scribes (Introd., p. 53). It is 
certainly true, also, that this style of writing is especially 
well adapted to small writing on leather. The great 
change in Dura’s writing came with the introduction of 
papyrus, after the Roman conquest. 

°E. g. Pringsheim, Greek Law of Sale, p. 108. 
7 Cf. recently Taubenschlag, Law of Greco-Roman 

Egypt, pp. 206f.; Pringsheim, Greek Law of Sale, pp. 117- 

119; Fine, Hovot, pp. 142-166; M. I. Finley, Land and 
Credit in Ancient Athens, 500-200 B.C. The Horos- 
Inscriptions (1951), Pp. 31-37, 224-233. 

8 This was the opinion of Cumont in 1926, influenced 
by Meyer; in 1924 he had begun with the declaration 
of the purchaser (“‘Un tel achéte un bien-fonds,”’ etc.), 
but even in the second edition he employed a kind of 
double introductory formula (a&méo0to *Apiotévag§ ... 
émmpiato 6 Seiva) for which he cites no parallel; this was 
accepted by Koschaker, though without discussion. Both 
Wolff (Aegyptus, XXVIII, 1948, pp. 30-32) and Prings- 
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repeated for clarity, the more necessary here because of the substantial volume of text occurring between 
the introductory &tréSoTo and the concluding AVoipa. This makes the general tenor of the document quite 
simple and logical: “So-and-so has sold such-and-such property against 120 drachmae and the equal 
amount as penalty, which sum he has stated, etc. He has sold this property subject to redemption.’s 
On this understanding the following étrpiato may be taken as the common formulation of the Greek deed’ 
of sale: ““Antigonus has bought it.’’ 25 shows the same &réS0T0-étrpiato form.® 

Antigonus emerges, then, as the purchaser. Is it possible to discover the name of the seller? The frag- 
ment preserves the names of two other persons, Amynander and Aristonax. The latter has been favored 

by some of the commentators,!” but must be eliminated because of the way his name appears in line 3. 
In none of the Dura documents is a person identified by his full name with patronymic and ethnic except 
when he is first mentioned. Later, to avoid confusion, he is referred to as 6 étr&ve or 6 avTés, or by his 

name with the definite article, as with Aristonax himself in line 5. By this same argument, Amynander 

must have been mentioned before his appearance in line 3. On the other hand, he also is eliminated as 
seller by the argument which identifies the latter as the subject of épn in line 2. So I am inclined to 
restore, exempli gratia, the name of the seller after €pn at the end of line 2 as 6 O[iAimrtros; the omicron 

is as possible a reading as alpha for the first letter, and the f/ is all but certain in view of the visible 
upper tip of the vertical stroke of this tall letter. 

Understanding of the transaction further depends on two additional points, too little regarded by the 

commentators. One is the fact that no price (tin) is mentioned. The typical formulation of the “protocol” 
type sales is &1réS0TO 6 Seiva TA UTPAPKYOVTA AUTH Ywpia (or whatever the object of the sale is) ; €trpiato 

© Siva Tipt|s Spaxyav X (followed by guarantees of the seller and other supplementary clauses). It is, of 
course, impossible to be certain that a price was not mentioned following €trpiato with the lost ending of the 

document. On the other hand, the sum of money mentioned in line 2 has been taken by all the commen- 
tators to be price in effect, though all have accepted Cumont’s restoration Trpd]s; no one has suggested 
reading the equally possible tip ]v, still less the grammatically impossible tip Js: the right case for a price 

but ruled out unless we are prepared to emend Spayuds into Spayydv and étritiyov into émtivou. The 
displacement of the price or consideration into the seller’s part of the text and the avoidance of the word 

Tin can be explained only by the fact that this item requires an explanation on the part of the seller, 
an explanation contained in the & én relative clause. And that brings up the second point. The price 

or consideration is made up in part of an étritipov, a penalty. 
The word émitipov is current in the contracts, at Dura as in Egypt. It means a penalty to be paid in 

cash by a party to an agreement who acts contrary to the terms of that agreement. In some cases the 
cash amount of the penalty is not stated (18 and 29), in others it is a round sum (19, 31, and 32). In sales 

and loans, however, the étritiyov was equal to the cash amount of the contract, 400 drachmae in the 

case of the loan 20 with an equal penalty payable to the king, 500 drachmae in the case of the sale 25, 
with double damages in addition (Introd., p. 16). The expression in line 2, étritipov To ioov (Tas ioas would 

be equally possible), is understandable only on the assumption that the sum of 120 drachmae plus an 
equal penalty was owed by the seller through his default in some previous transaction. He had borrowed 

(for example) 120 drachmae, and failing to repay it, was indebted to the creditor in the sum of the original 
loan and contractual penalty both. This is the situation which he explained in the &s épn clause. 

In other words, the causa of the present transaction, the sum of money mentioned in line 2, was not 

heim (Greek Law of Sale, p. 107, note 2) would have the 
document begin with émpiato; in the latter case, the 

writer seems moved primarily by the desire to have the 
document conform to what he calls the earliest form of 
the Greek sale. Neither made any formal analysis of the 
text. Indeed, Pringsheim writes: “If any doubt could 
persist it must be silenced by 6: &méS0To AVoINa KaTa& 
TOVEVLOMOV merase ieee ]. Here, and here only, the vendor is 
supposed to speak,” neglecting to recognize that in that 
case, the vendor would have remained nameless. No 

name is supplied as subject to the verb because the 
subject is continued from the preceding verbs — precisely 
as in 25. 

® Cf. Pringsheim, op. cit., pp. 103f. A new instance of 
an a&réS0t0-étrpiato sale of 276 B.C. from Stratonicea in 
Caria is published by J. and L. Robert, Annuaire de 
V Institut de Philologie et d’Histoive Ovientales et Slaves, 

XIII (1953), pp. 553-568. 
10 That is, by Meyer and Cumont. Wolff, loc. cit., 

regards Aristonax as the purchaser. 
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a loan made herewith, and it becomes impossible to take the date in line 4, the Seleucid year 117, as the 
date of the present transaction, and the date in line 5, the Seleucid year 123, as that of the scheduled 
repayment of the loan.!! Both dates relate to the past history of the seller’s obligation, the 120 drachmae 
and the érritiyov. Any provision for repayment of the money must have come in a later portion of the 

text, probably in connection with the guarantee of title or in place of it. This is the sequence of topics in 
25. What, then, on the basis of the other Dura documents, can be made of the fragmentary clause which 

extends from the end of line 2 to the end of line 5 ? On the assumption that the loss between lines I and 2 
is only that of Conon’s patronymic, or, perhaps, twelve letters (and it might, of course, be less or more, 

but we need not expect much text to have occurred between the article Ta&1 and its noun KAnpewt), we 
may estimate the loss between lines 2 and 3 asabout twenty letters, that between 3 and 4 as about thirty- 

five letters, and that between 4 and 5 as about forty-nine letters, with lines varying in length between 

105 and 110 letters. 

For the lacuna between lines 3 and 4, it is evident that we must supply a formula current at Dura. 

Cf. 18 (A.D. 87): Kkat& ypnuatiouov yevouevov 81% TOU AUTOM BaolAiK[oU SikaoTHpioU ev Td1 EveoTOTI 
éter unvos Aliou dSexatm1; 20 (A.D. 121): dvavemosobar Thy ouvypagiy TavUTHY Sid ToU év Evpcotrds1 

Xenvuatiotnpiou; 21 (A.D. 143): Sia Tov] avTd1 BaoiAiKoU BSiKaloTtnpiov; 25 (A.D. 180): Kata Thy 
yevovevny Siaipeoiv .... KATA YPNUATIOUOV yEyEVNUEVOV Six ToU AUTOM ypEeopuAaKiou Ev TH1 EveoTOT1 

éter Kai SieAPOvT1 unvi. It is obviously impossible to know whether to supply avto#1, as when the docu- 
ment containing the statement was drawn up in Dura, or év Evpwtrdé1, when it was drawn elsewhere; 

impossible also to know whether to supply Bao1Aikou Sikaotnpiou, the earliest datable term for the office 

of record, or ypnuatiotnpiou, or xpeopuAakiou. Nevertheless it is clear that lines 3 and 4 ran somewhat 

as follows: kat& ovyypagr[v yevouevny Six Tou AUTO ypeopuAakiou ev TO1] ETTAKAISeKaTOoI, KTA. This 
does not require nor advance our knowledge of the transaction very much. 

Lines 4/5 offer a more difficult problem. Whatever may be the meaning of the dvoua of lines 3 and 4, 
line 3 makes it clear that it was the évoyua of one Aristonax son of Ariston, a citizen of Europos. The 

meaning of ypnoavtos in line 4 can only be “having lent,” and there is no one in a better position to 
lend than the owner. It is not unreasonable, therefore, to begin the restoration with the words: yerjoavtos 
auTa1 TO 6vopa [tou *"ApiotawvaKktos. This would leave a lacuna of about thirty-four letters, which would 
be approximately occupied by the words kata yenuaTtiouov yeyevnuevov, giving the complete sense: “‘this 

Aristonax having lent him the é6voya by a legal act carried out by this Aristonax in the year 123.” 

Any reference to the office of record must have followed the date and occupied some of the lacuna 
between lines 5 and 6. In that event, since the &s épn relative clause would extend into this gap, it is 

possible to understand the accusatives d&traitnoiv and KnpUKeiov as in the same construction as the 

Spaxuas and érritipov of line 2, and restore, perhaps, woavTws Sé K]ai [&]tTaitnow Kai KnevKeiov. The 

two additional charges have a relevancy to the assumed double character of the transaction; étraitnois 
is the formal demand for repayment made upon a defaulting debtor, while the herald’s fee would be 
incident to the publicity attending transfer of title to a piece of real estate. 

11 As is done, with varying restorations of lines 4/5, 
by Cumont, Meyer, and Wolff. 

12 Cumont restored the name of Amynander as the 
lender of the évoya and he is followed by Wolff, though 
neither of them explain how Amynander was entitled to 
lend it. Cumont regarded Amynander as a banker, and 
Aristonax as the owner of an account in his bank. This 
might authorize Amynander to receive payments for 
Aristonax, but hardly to lend his account to another. 
Koschaker’s restoration of the passage: Spaxydv Exatov 
eikool, Shows a consciousness of the difficulty, but fails 
to specify the lender. Without parallels, the clause must 
always remain a little obscure. The word évoua can mean 
“account,” “interest,” “name, of every sort, while 
kixpnui is a word of rather general meaning, not much 

used of lending money (Saveileiv is used commonly in this 
sense), but rather of lending usable things for which no 
charge was made. As a workable solution of an admittedly 
difficult problem, I suggest that the 120 drachmae was 
loaned to Amynander on Aristonax’ account, and that 
Aristonax’ claim (“account’’ in this sense) was later 
loaned (that is, the use of the money which was the basis 
of the claim was loaned) to Amynander’s successor. 

13 The existence of heralds at Dura is known from the 
inscription of Epinicus and Alexander (Rep. VII/VIII, 
pp. 129f., no. 868). The evidence from Egypt has recently 
been collected by R. Taubenschlag, Archives d Histoire 
du Droit Onental, V (1950-1951), pp. 189-194. For the 
measures taken by Greek states to insure publicity in 
transfers of real property it is enough to cite the standard 
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If this analysis holds good, it follows that the infinitive of which &s is the subject must have stood in 

the lacuna between lines 2 and 3. At the beginning of line 3, Cumont read -o1. While the parchment is 

not entirely clear, I am inclined to accept his reading, and to add that the horizontal connecting stroke 
visible before the alpha can hardly stem from other than nu. The letters -voi strongly suggest an infinitive 
ending, perfect active or aorist passive. If the subject of pn is the seller-debtor, we should expect a 
passive, SaveioOfj]vor, for example. But we should also expect that the loan, or the passage of money 
under whatever title which brought about the obligation resting on the seller, should have been made 

to him. Are we to assume, therefore, that the seller’s name was Amynander ? 

There are two reasons for believing that this was not so. First, while the repetition of the name of 
Aristonax in lines 4/5, as restored, is awkward in some degree, it is perhaps allowable because of con- 

tractual fullness of expression and a certain distance between the two instances, together with the fact 
that Aristonax is not quoted as the speaker; but it would be intolerable to restore: &s épn 6 [ Auuvavipos 
(disregarding what seems to be the tip of a Pht) SaveioO7]vor TH1 "AyuvdvSpoo1. And in the second place, 
we must explain the yprjoavtos clause just below. It is legitimate, I think, to regard the explanation as 
double: in the year 117, money was paid to Amynander; in the year 123, the obligation was taken over 
by the present seller, perhaps the one most naturally meant by the avté1 in line 4. Why the seller took 
over the obligation of Amynander, we can hardly expect to know, but it must be connected with the fact 

that Amynander was mentioned in the earlier, lost portion of the document, and does not appear, like 

Aristonax, for the first time in line 3. One solution of the puzzle would be to regard Amynander as the 

father of the seller, Philip (?). Doubless there are many other solutions. 
In such a situation, it would be possible also to understand the part played by Aristonax. The phrase 

ETTl TH1 TOU Seivos SvdpaTi can have many meanings, and commentators have thought of 6voya in the sense 
of a bank account: money was paid to Amynander (a banker) to the account of Aristonax—for Aristonax, 

that is, making him the debtor. I would not argue that that is an impossibility. It is far from certain, 
however, and an instance of the phrase cited by Preisigke-Kiessling (W6rterbuch, s. v.) has just the reverse 
meaning. In P. Rein. 44, 13-15 (A.D. 104): Emoinoev tas vas eri TG Atovuciou Tou viou dvdyaTi 
means: “‘He made the purchases in the name of his son Dionysius,” that is, acting for his son. So here, 

there seems to be no objection to assuming that the payment made to Amynander was made by 

someone acting for Aristonax, making it possible for the same Aristonax, six years later, to transfer 
the obligation, probably by a new document, to a new debtor.“ It may be that this was what the 
Dura scribes called “‘renewal,’’ and that the beginning of line 5 should be restored: kat& ouyypagiy 

avavenbeioav.1® 

Obviously here also there is much which will never be known; e. g., why, on the basis of this under- 

standing, the buyer of line 8, the last owner of the credit established by the loan or other advance in 
the Seleucid year 117 to Amynander by the account of Aristonax, appears as one Antigonus. Since the 
seller has explained at length why he was under such-and-such obligations, in return for which he will 
sell his estates AUoipa, so the buyer must have explained, in turn, how he came into the possession of 

such-and-such credits. 
Granted the uncertainty of much of this reconstruction in detail, I submit as a reasonable explanation 

of this obviously complex document, the following sequence of events: 

Welles, Royal Correspondence, p. 28). The noun é&traitnots book of Egon Weiss, Grviechisches Privatrecht, I (1923), 
is commonly used of such a demand, without being used PP. 243-354 (cf. E. Schénbauer, Beitrage zuy Geschichte 

des Liegenschaftsrechts im Altertum, 1924, Chap. VI), and 
for the papyri, Taubenschlag, Law of Greco-Roman Egypt, 
Ppp. 240-257. Greek practice required some sort of formal 
demand for repayment of a loan, before the creditor 
could proceed to seize the person or property of the 
debtor. Cf. Weiss, op. cit., pp. 230f.; Taubenschlag, op. 
cit., pp. 214f. Compare the practice at Teos of requiring 
two witnesses to a summons (kAt\topes; SIG 344, 43; 

technically of any specific procedure. 
14 Cf. above, note 12. Without parallels, this yproavtos 

clause remains necessarily somewhat obscure. For évopa 
cf. 31, 40: €€ dvdyatos avtayv. 

15 For the question of dvavéwois, see below on 19. 
The term occurs regularly in the mortgages from Dura, 
but there is some doubt as to its precise significance. 
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1) Seleucid year 117. Loan or other payment from the account of Aristonax of 120 drachmae; 

2) Seleucid year 123. Transfer of the obligation by Aristonax (apparently now acting in his own behalf) 

from Amynander to Philip (?). 
3) Unknown date. Acquisition of Aristonax’ credit by Antigonus. 

4) Unknown date. Settlement of the claim by Philip (?), now if not previously liable to an éritiyov 

as well as to the original sum of 120 drachmae (lack of mention of interest may argue against the original 

transaction having been a loan), with the additional charges of the étraitnots and knpuxeiov, by redeem- 

able sale. 

Published: F. Cumont, Revue de Philologie, XLVIII (1924), pp. 97-111; Fouilles, pp. 286-296, no. I (with 

note by P. M. Meyer, p. 296);C. B. Welles, Archiv fiir Papyrusforschung, XVI (1956), pp. I-12. Cf. P. M. Meyer, 

Savigny-Zeitschrift, XLVI (1926), p. 339; P. Koschaker, Orientalistische Literaturzeitung, 1930, cols. 168-170; 

H. J. Wolff, Aegyptus, XXVIII (1948), pp. 30-32; R. Taubenschlag, Journal of Juristic Papyrology, 111 (1949), 

p. 56; F. Pringsheim, The Greek Law of Sale (1950), p. 107, note 2; J. V. A. Fine, Horot (Hesperia, Supplement 

IX, 1951), pp. 164-166. 

Frag. @, 22.5 X 55.5 cm. 

[— ca. 12 —] é&kpoSpvois Kai étroikion Kai Trapadeioois K[ai] Tois ouvKUpovo! THOIV Ta OvTA Ev THI 

>ApuBBou éxad1 év Td1 Koveovos 
[ToU Seivos 2] KANpol KAaTK T&S TrPOUTTAaPXOUONS yeITVials TPd]s apyUPIOoU Spayy"as EKaTOV EiKOO! Kali 

étriTIuov TO ioov, &s Epn O O[iAitrtros ?] 

[? SaveroS7]vor Té1 "AyuvdvSpe1 él TH1 "Apiotavaktos tou *Apiotavos Evpwtraiou ovoyati 

KaTa& ouyypagi[v yevouévnv 51a TOU] 
[avTd01 ypeopuAakiou év T]a1 ErtaKaidexdToo1r ExaTooTd1 eter ynvos Tlavyyou, yeToavTos AUT TO 

Svoua [tou *Apiotavaktos Kata] 

5 [xpnuatiouov — — yeyevnué]vov Um Tou *ApiotavaKtos év Téd1 TpiTol! EiKooTG1 EKATOOTG ETEL 

DNS = = = = ae ar 
[— — — — — oattws Sé] kal [&]rraitnoi Kai KnpuKeiov’ &tré50TO AVoINa KATH TOV y[o4yov — — — 

[Tapdévtav Kal CULQ@VvoUVTMY TOU oVyypago]p[UA]aKos “HAloSapou AoyeuToU Kai Yap[TUP~VY TOU 

Seivos Kai ToU Seivos Kai TOU Seivos] 

[— — — — — — — — — — — — ] Empiato *Avtifyo]vos, 

1. Cumont assumed that no writing was lost between the end of line 1 and the beginning of line 2, and if the right 
margin of Frag. b is the same as that of Frag. a, line 1 may have ended with Kdévevos. The ragged left margin of 
Frag. a does not suggest, however, that we have preserved the left edge of the column of writing. The lost be- 
ginning of the document is restored as follows: Cumont (1926): *AtréS50to ’Apiotévag ... émpiato 6 Siva tov Seivos 
THX Kopia ovv]; Wolff: "Empiato *Apiotaévag *Apiotavos Evpwiratos Tapa ’A.... ToU Seivos Ta UTaPXOVTa AUTG TraTpIKK 
xopia ovv]. 2. Cumont (1924): yertvid[oeis]; (1926): yeitvials tpds]. 2/3. Cumont: &[pt1 étotiolo1; Meyer 
(Fouilles, p. 296): d{vtitapaywpholeiv; Wolff: °A[.... e&rodotvjat. 3/4. Cumont: [ouvtiGepévny év 1H1 éveotdti]. 
4/5. Cumont: [tot ?Apuvavipou a1 Kal tooottov droSo0bjcetai]; Meyer: .... &p’ @1 crroSo0Otoetan  Tiun]; Koschaker: 
[Spayydv éxatov eixoot ép’ G1 Te croSobtjoetai]; Wolff: tot "AyuvavSpou. écav SE pn, év KuUpleiar Exéo8o TH ywpia]. 
5/6. Cumont: unvlos Tlavyyou ...... Gtrétice THyv EEnKoothy ? cis; Meyer: éxv 5é wr) drro8a1, ouvTEAcioboo Ta THs EUPadeias 
yeta& Thy ?. Cumont (1924): [yapTupoUvTov Tot Seivos yalo ?. Aiyeitou. Cumont (1926): the same except ypeo ?. Ma[KeSovos 
TOU Seivos. 

“(Date. Place. Philip son of Amynander, citizen of Europos ?, has sold lands belonging to him) together 
with fruit trees and farm buildings and gardens and all appurtenances which lie in the ekas of Arybbas 
in the kleros of Conon (son of so-and-so) according to the existing records of survey against the sum of 
120 drachmae as principal and the like amount as penalty for default, which principal sum this Philip (?) 
has stated had been loaned to this Amynander for the credit of Aristonax son of Ariston, citizen of 
Europos, by virtue of a contract drawn up through the local record office in the month Panemus of 

16 The parchment has been widely mentioned in intended to include only those where some discussion has 
studies of the Hellenistic period. This list of titles is taken place of the meaning of the text. 
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the year 117, this Aristonax having lent him (Philip?) the account by legal action performed by this 

Aristonax in the month? of the year 123 (by virtue of an instrument drawn up through the local record 
office ?, and similarly against) the costs of formal demand for repayment and the herald’s fee; he has 

sold (these lands) subject to redemption according to the law (in the presence and with the approval of 
the keeper of the contract,) Heliodorus, collector of taxes, and witnesses (so-and-so, so-and-so, and 
so-and-so ?); Antigonus (son of so-and-so, citizen of Europos?) has purchased (these lands) — —” 

Frag. b, 3.5 X 3 cm.; intercolumnar space 2 cm. 

Col. i Col. il 

A..[ 
Jodio10[ . | H[ 

Jevny TT 
Jons 

Below column i there is a free space of about 1 cm, below column ii a free space of 1.3 cm, but in the latter case par- 
ticularly, the irregularity of the margin makes it impossible to conclude that this space did not contain writing. The 
initial letters of column 11 are rather formal and large, like the initial letters of &mé5o0To and étrpiato in Frag. a. In 
the first line of column i, Cumont suggested reading the name ’Agp]odiciou, and below -vnv and -tns. 

Of the persons whose names occur or may be restored in the parchment, those of Antigonus, Conon, and 
Philip occur elsewhere at Dura, the second being common and the third well attested (cf. Rep. V, p. 183, no. 516, 
and comments); the first is dubiously read on the city arch (Rep. IV, p. 72, no. 169) and even more dubiously 
restored in Cumont, L’owilles, p. 412, no. 56. The others are unparalleled, a circumstance explainable, probably, 
in the light of the relatively early date of the parchment. Arybbas and Ariston occur in Macedonia, Amy- 
nander in north-west Greece.” Aristonax is an Ionian name, occurring in Tenos (JG XII 5,872), Paphos (SEG II, 
290 and 292), Teos (SEG II, 581 and 615), and Ephesus (SEG IV, 525). 

For the description of the property compare that in the deeds of sale below, 25 and 26. Mention of the “‘pre- 
vious” boundaries, that is to say, the area listed on existing surveys, occurs in 25 and, as cited by Cumont, 

in the Avroman parchments!® and in the Baetocaece inscription. The fruit trees and gardens, together with 
the reference to “appurtenances,” are included for completeness. The word éroixiov means “‘settlement,” and 
so in Egypt is used for a village; elsewhere, in view of the different social and economic situation, it means the 
isolated farm complex or manor house with associated buildings. In this case, the éroixiov may have been the 
country residence of Philip (?). It is remarkable, even in view of the early date of the parchment, that such an 
estate was regarded as equivalent in value to a debt of little more than 240 drachmae. Or is it possible that 
in the lost, second part of the document, Antigonus gave Philip (?) an additional sum of money as the price 
proper ? It is true, of course, that Philip (?) was authorized to redeem his property, so that the causa under the 
redemption agreement need not have represented its full value. 

The word yertvia occurs in the Avroman parchments and in Egypt in the sense of “‘neighborship,” list of 
neighbors or adjoining areas. The meaning of ékés remains unknown, and we may suppose that it was a 
large unit of land containing a number of xAfjpo1. The latter term has a military association in the Hellenistic 
kingdoms.”° Since Conon is so common a name at Dura, it is reasonable to regard this KAfjpos holder as an original 

7 Cf. O. Hoffmann, Die Makedonen, thre Sprache und 
thy Volkstum (1906), pp. 176, 182; H. Berve, Das Alexan- 
dervveich auf pyrosopographischer Grundlage (1926), II, 
Ppp. 75, 85; J. N. Kalléris, Les anciens Macédoniens, 1 

(1954), Pp. 289-297. 
18 FE. H. Minns, JHS, XXXV (1915), pp. 22-65. 
19 OGIS 262; Royal Correspondence, pp. 280-288 , no. 70; 

cf. H. Seyrig, Syvia, XXVIII (1951), pp. 200-206, no. 48. 
20 On the meaning of the term éxds (or éxds) it seems 

impossible to go further than Cumont, Fouwilles, pp. 280f. 
(Revue de Philologie, XLVIII, (1924), p. 104). There is no 
known etymology and no parallel, except for the equally 
obscure ékdS1a of Inschy. von Magnesia, 122 d, 4, which 
may well be a proper noun and not a common one. It is 
only by convention that commentators have regarded 
the éxas as the larger unit and the KAfjpos as the smaller. 
In Cambridge Ancient History, VII (1928), p.186, Rostovtzeff 
accepted a suggestion of Cumont that the word might 

mean “‘a group of twenty’ (parallel to Sexds); that is, 
that it was composed of twenty KAfjpo1, but in the Hel- 
lenistic World, pp. 488{., he abandoned the idea, which 
has rather doubtful linguistic foundations. It would not 
be strange that the original military settlers of Dura 
received “‘lots’’ to maintain them, as in Egypt. The same 
would have been true if the settlers had not been military, 
actually, for the kAfjpos is civil as well as military. It is 
harder to see what would have been the value of a unit 
of twenty lots, given (possibly) to the military commander 
of a unit of twenty soldiers, if he really owned nothing 
individually. In Egypt, larger lots were given to the 
higher ranking military personnel, not aggregates of 
smaller lots themselves assigned to individual soldiers. 
The problem cannot be resolved on the basis of the present 
evidence. Cf. further Bikerman, Inst. des Séleucides, pp. 
161f.; Tarn, Greeks in Bactria, pp. 7{.; Hellenistic Civ- 
lization, pp. 148f. 
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or the descendent of an original cleruch of the military colony. Such KAfjpo1 are referred to by the name of the 
original as well as of the present holder. It is interesting to note that parts of a KAjjpos could be alienated. Or 
have we to assume, in the light of the rather sweeping provisions of the inheritance law, 12 above, that Conon 
was the original holder, and that Philip (?) had come into the possession of part of the kAjjpos by inheritance, 
three or four generations later? In the present instance, in any case, the alienation of Philip’s (?) holdings is 
regarded as possible. 

For the expression xat& tov vopov cf. 25, below: mpotwAci kat& tov vopov. There is no need to specify the law 
further. Dura must have had a law covering sales, similar to that covering inheritance (12 above) from the 
time of its constitution as a city (Introd., p. 11). 

Understanding of line 7 is advanced by the reading of the word following “HAioSmpov. Cumont read Aiysitou 
as a proper name. This is otherwise unknown and of doubtful etymology, while a patronymic here would require 
the article tot, since ‘HA1oSapou is in the genitive case. In any case, it is an impossible reading, while Aoyeutot 
is certain. The office is new at Dura, although officials of this title are common in Egypt. Rostovtzeff calls them 
“modest agents of collection.’’2! Here we can hardly say whether Heliodorus served the king or the city; either 
is possible. Persons of this name are common in later Dura. In any case, if Heliodorus was a tax collector, he 
cannot also have been called yalopvAag§ or xpeoplvAag, Cumont’s suggestions to restore the beginning of the 
line, without having his two titles connected by xai. It is very likely, accordingly, that the first word is to be 
restored ovyypago]g[vA]axos. It was the practice at Dura for contracts to be drawn up before certain officials 
as well as the usual three witnesses, and in this case an official, a Aoyeuttis, became custodian of the original 

document. 
This document cannot have been the present redeemable sale. Witnesses to documents were listed at the end, 

and in the nominative case; the latter circumstance makes impossible the position of those commentators who 
would end one deed of sale with these witnesses, and begin a different one in the following line.** They 
must have witnessed one or the other of the two transactions previously mentioned, that of the year 117 or that 
of the year 123. It is hardly possible to say which. At all events, their presence here makes no difficulty. Philip 
(2) has stated the substance of two previous transactions which explain his indebtedness in the sum of 120 
drachmae and additional sums. The witnesses were called in, ‘present and agreeing”’ (Tapdvtev kal cunpavouvtav), 
to attest what had transpired and to behold the resolution of the affair.28 They may have served as witnesses, 
also, to the present document. The presence of the tax collector may have a special point if the two items in 
line 6 were charges due the city (or the crown). 

16. Registry Roll of Copies 

Inv. D. Pg. 28 latex x 

A triangular piece of brown parchment of good quality, with the surface marred by flecks in places, 

found 19 November 1932 in Wall Street in back of Block L7. The left margin of the sheet and of the 
column of writing is preserved, and the text consists of four lines, followed after a space about 1.5 cm. 
by nine more. Since four binding-thread holes are visible in the left margin, it is evident that the fragment 

comes from a parchment roll, and that the lines of writing began on a sheet of parchment attached at the 

left by sewing, but now lost. The same situation appears, rather more clearly, in 17. 
The script has a general similarity to that of the Dura documents of the late first century, and may be 

ascribed to that period with confidence. On the other hand, it has a strong character of its own, very 
calligraphic and even. Only epsilon and pf exceed the margins, and the lines are very straight. Typical 
is the tendency to connect letters with horizontal lines at the top, and otherwise to use ligatures; that 
of alpha iota in line 5 looks rather like omega. Letters are shaded with thicker and slenderer strokes, but 
serifs are not employed, though strokes often begin and end with small curves. Especially individual 

6 X 10:5,em: Late First Century 

21 Hellenistic World, p. 328. 
*2 Cumont in 1924 set a pattern of thought on this 

matter which has misled all subsequent commentators. 
23 Since the upper text of the double contracts at 

Dura was sealed closed by the witnesses, their presence 
would be required when the seals were broken to verify 
the open version, at the time when an obligation was 
extinguished or replaced by another one. To the extent 
that they were regarded as witnesses to the transaction, 
also, and not merely witnesses to the document, their 

presence might be called for (Introd., p. 15). I know of 
no precise parallel for the restoration here, although a 
formal parallel exists in the ouptapdévtav puntpos Kai 

&SeApov of 30. F. Pringsheim, Revue Internationale des 
Droits de lV Antiquité, VI (1951), pp. 161-175, points out 
the need of a history of the use of witnesses in antiquity. 
E. Seidl has announced (Studia et Documenta Historiae 
et Juris, XV, 1949, p. 339) the completion of a disserta- 
tion by Georg Lotter, Die Stellung des Syngraphophylax 
im ptoleméischen Recht. 
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are eta with a low cross-bar, made all with one stroke of the pen (down, loop, across, loop, and up), and 

mu, flat-topped and ending with a single stroke across, down, and curving to connect with the following 
letter from below. 

Parts of two documents remain, the upper of unknown character, but ending with the names of 

witnesses, the lower a will. Both were written by the same scribe. The original line length cannot be 
determined, though it must have approximated that of the roll of 17, which was probably more than 

120 letters. It is unfortunately impossible to determine whether the copy of the will was entered in the 
registry roll when it was first drawn up, or when it was presented for probate and execution. On the 
analogy of the Egyptian eipdueva rolls, the former is more likely, since these rolls constituted the record 
of the activity of the record office, in addition to preserving an official copy of the deeds and instruments 
drawn up by it. 

Published (in part): Rep. VI, pp. 428f., no. 4; Miinchener Beitriige, XIX (1934), p. 397, no. 5. Cf. R. Tauben- 
schlag, Journal of Juristic Papyrology, III (1949), pp. 58f., no. Io. 

A 

JH 
jiAar BE 

Japoroy[noato 

J Etrivixo[s] Ato 
vacat 

B 

5 etl TOU Seivos OTPATNYOU Kal ETtio]TaTOU Tis TOAEWS Kai T[dv UTToyeypaLLevoov LapTUPOV 
Tade S1€8eTo 6 Seva’ el]n vev por Uylaivovt[1 T&v guauToU KUpIoV elvan, 

eaxv SE TEAEUTTIOW, KATAAEIYo TI]Vv Lou CiKnolv Vv éAay[ov EK SiaKkAnpwcEews 

ovv elodSon1 Kai 2Eb5]oo1 Kai Tois GAAOIs To[is cuyKUpOUG! Kal KAO1KOOI TOV 
]xai =. FAAAI..O..[ 

10 Jouv 6upapaol[t Kai TA1vOEicor 

Trpojoepavn[oev 
T] KodAfiotpétoot ? 

JOL 
2. Probably an aorist infinitive, as &yyeliAaa or émorte]iAat. 3. Probably &s kai é€]apodoy[niaato 6 Seiva créyev ato 
tov Seivos (cf. line 30 of 17), which would mean that the document was a receipt, probably for the repayment 
of a loan. g. It would be possible to read SAT (or 22) AAAIOZOA, but the interpretation remains obscure. IZ, 
The absence of tota adscriptum with the definite article makes this restoration doubtful. 

The second document may be translated as follows: “Before so-and-so, general and president of the 
city, and the witnesses named below. So disposed so-and-so: May I remain in good health and be master 
of my own property ... if I die, I shall leave my dwelling, which I got on division of an inheritance... 

with rights of entrance and exit and all other rights and privileges ... with doors and trim (?) ... he 
declared ... to the same Callistratus ...” 

The names Callistratus and Epinicus! are both well known at Dura, though neither individual can be identified. 
Restoration is made partly on the basis of expressions occurring in 17, 19, and 31, partly on the model of 

wills from Egypt. The introductory formula was in use there in Hellenistic and early Roman times; cf. P. Grenf. 
I, 21 (126 B.C.); Archiv fiir Papyrusforschung, I (1901), pp. 62-65 (123 B.C.); BGU 1285 (1st cent. B.C.); BGU 
1654 (A.D. 98-117). The same formula occurs in the Greek inscriptions of Hellenistic and Roman date; cf. 
Friedrich Kraus, Die Formeln des griechischen Testaments (Diss. Giessen, 1915); Hans Kreller, Erbrechiliche 
Untersuchungen auf Grund der graeco-aegyptischen Papyrusurkunden (1919), pp. 337-342; and recently in the 
inscription from the Sinuri sanctuary, L. Robert, Le sanctuaire de Sinuni prés de Mylasa, 1, Les inscriptions 
grecques (Mémoires del Institut Frangais d’ Archéologie de Stamboul, VII, 1945), no. 45, and the discussion, pp. 64f. 

1 The name ’Emivikos Aio[ suggests the Atoxpitas is not read satisfactorily, and in any case there are many 
*Emivixou of Rep. II, p. 113, no. H 61, but that name possibilities for completing the patronymic. 
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17. Registry Roll of Copies 

inv. D; Pe. 2 Ca. A.D. 180 Plate XIII 

Two well-preserved fragments of leather, found in 1921 while clearing the fill from the city wall in 

the Temple of Bel.1 Both contain margins of about 1 cm. wide, the one at the right, the other at the left. 

The margins are pierced at intervals of a little more than 1 cm. with holes, and a leather string still 
exists in the right margin to show how the two leaves were originally laced together. Since the text runs 
continuously across from one leaf to the other, it is evident that we have here the remains of a leather 
roll, as was first recognized by Jotham Johnson, and not of a diptych, as was thought by Cumont. 

The leaves preserve parts of four documents, separated as in 16 by blank spaces, measuring respectively 

ca. 0.7, 1.3, and 2 cm. from the top. In all of these spaces occur widely spaced letters, probably registry 

notations of some sort.? The first document is incomplete above, the last incomplete below, and all 

four are incomplete at right and left. The original length of the lines cannot be determined precisely. 
Frag. a has been restored on the basis of a line length of about thirty-eight letters; Frag. b must have 

required in the vicinity of ninety letters. 
The documents are, from the top, an ékotaors or cession of property (A), a deed of gift (B), repayment 

of a loan on hypothecated property (C), and a mortgage with personal antichresis (D). All are written 

in the same hand, which may be dated to the period around A.D. 180, and this dating is confirmed by 
the names of the “‘general and president of the city” in A, and of two private witnesses in B, which 

occur also in 25. 

Published: Cumont, Fouwilles, pp. 296-304, no. II; Jotham Johnson, Dura Studies (Diss. U. of Pennsylvania, 
1932), pp. 35-47, pl. III. Cf. C. B. Welles, Savigny-Zeitschrift, LVI (1936), pp. 112f., 120; A. B. Schwarz, Aegyptus, 
XVII (1937), p. 257, note 4; R. Taubenschlag, Journal of Juristic Papyrology, III (1949), p. 56, note 3; W. L. 
Westermann, The Slave Systems of Greek and Roman Antiquity (1955), p. 123. 

A 

Frag. a, 8 x 23.5 cm. Frag. 6, 6.7 x 21 cm. 

[. In a preceding column: Date "E€€otn Zapyavns TOU 
Seivos, KTA. TOV] 

| [UTrapxoucdyv avuTdé1 yop]av Tév ovodv év TetUpeor | [kadouni, &vti Savetou dpyupiou 
KOAOU Spayyudv SioyiAiov, as Ep] 

> [Zapyovns 6 autos éxelv Tapa *ABSaAAdOou Tou Ba|[ 

3 [éti UtroOjkn1 TH]v TrEodiacapoupeveny ywopdayv tra|[odv 

4 Joov Kai yn eutroicioGaun yndevos | [ 

5 Xol]pdv Kal Tdv evovtoov sytré | [Acov 

TpoTreot] UNdSevi unde Trapeupécer undeyida, | éx[v Sé pr), elvan Thv éytroinoi a&kupov 

] euTov SE Zoppovny 7 Tov Tapa T|auUTa [eynyoxdta Evoyov elvar — 
[apyupiou KaA]ou Spayuds SioxiAias Kai Thy ékoTa | ov Tay[tHy elvar Kai oUTOSs KUpiav. 

] Maptupes: “HAidSmpos otpatnyos | Kai émi[oTé&tns Tis OAs 

Io ] Koveov Nixootpatov. — | 

vacat 

1 Through the kindness of Franz Cumont, I was able 
to examine the parchment in the Bibliothéque Nationale 
in Paris in July, 1933. 

* The letters are as follows: in B, HI; in C, KAT; in 
D, HI. The first and third of these could be dates within 
a month, but not the second, and it is idle to speculate in 
view of the large amount of original text now lost. The 

enigmatic letters in 18, 22, and 24, occurring in connection 
with the signatures, are apparently monograms. 

® Restoration has been based on the theory that the 
dates in the first lines of each document projected out 
to the left of the column of writing. If this were not true, 
then the line length of Frag. a would be a little greater, 
that of Frag. b a little less. 
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15 

20 

25 

30 

35 

[Date. 

[Date. 

CIVIL TEATS 

B 

H | 
*"ESooxev 6 Seiva] LeAeUKou TOU Oroyvijotou Ev|ptraios & étr[ikaAoupevos — — — 

[Kai THv owmpatopu]AdcKov *Apyabidpar Tift] Suyat|pi avTOU, *ApTe[ISapou 5 Tov 
Seivos Evpwtraiou yuvaiki, av’ dv épn] 

[eUxpnotnOijvar auTov U]tr’ avTi}s év TAEioolv, oMpa|TA avTOU SoUA[IKae — — — — 
ois 6Ovopata — —] 

[— — — — as ét]é&v Sexadvo, Kai Bap | BarloBadSétnf — —— — — Ep’ coi Siapevei 
T& SeSopeva Kupios eis Gtravta] 

[tov xpovov *Apadiapar Kai Téxvjois avTis Kal ar |oydvois Kai To[is peTAANWopévois 
TAP’ AUTAV, Kai OUK GOeTT}OE 6 Seiva TiHv Sdo1v] 

[TauThy, éxv Se &beTHON! AUTOS] 7) ETEPOS EK TOU |AUTOU Adyou, 7) [Yév &BETNOIS EoTOI 
G&Kupos, O Sé Seiva T) 6 Tapa TAUTA aynyoxas Evoyos EoTaAI Tois Sinyopev-] 

[MEvors ETrITINOIS KATA TEV TAS SdoeI]5 &vaOKEVa| CovTwV Kai 1 [Sdo15 AUTH EoTOI Kai 

oUTws Kupia. Maptupess — — — — — — | 

[— — — — xpeopuaAoxe]s, “OAuTTUOs Avo |iou, *Aptepida[pos Osodw@pou, — — —] 

vacat 

Cc 

K A Ap 
Koveov tou dSeivos Evpartratios, payevos ...]PA Sedaverx |evor Kata plEpos — — — 

KATH OUyypagriy Saveiou yevouévny — — — — — — — ] 

[—- —— —— — *ApiaBadooi "ApijaBacdou, *AB15 | yivaieo. BR—————...... Soot 
Beech ou, “Optovo-] 

[stort See OU; Z@PGIOU ae. ss. « Jou, Mokei|yoo NoBoul — — — — — 

[— — émi UTobHKn! Tois UTPaPYoU]oIv AUTOIS Ta |o1v, OUI SE Tralpa ToOis KUPIoIS, TO 
dE TIPOYEYPALEVOV APyUPIOV Kai TOUS TOKOUS aTroSwoElv — —] 

[— — — — — — Joov, éaxv S€ pr | &trodHo1v [é]v T[]1 @[piopeveor yedvenr, — — 

[— — — — — Sia0]ToAo's, Trepi | cov Kai TPCCAyyeAlay [ETr15E5coKev 6 Kovooy—— — 

— — — xai Trepi] 

[ToWTov é€€ato dar’ avTdv paptupialy, ét1 Sé Kai Tre | pi EtEpaov Tivddv Sia Tay [avTav 

XPEOPUAGKOOV ETTISESaOKEV GAANY TrPCCAyyEAIav — — Kai ede€aTo] 
[— — — — — YapTuphoavTo]s Tou “HAiodmpou | KaTa Thy avTHY UapTUpi[av STI 

Toav oi Sedaveiopevor “ApiaBalos *ABidyivaios — — —] 

etre 505 *Optovotratns Moxeipos Klai ZwPoaios oi |étmaves Svtes Evpootraio[i Kata 

Ti TPOSNAOULEVHY CUyypAgnY — — — — — — ] 

[— — — — — — é€wpoAjoynoato Kov|wv 6 autos amréxelv Tapa [Tv Trpoyey pay- 

yéevoov — — *ApiaBalou *ABiSyivaiou — —] 
[— — — ———— — ]Sou *OptovoTtato|u ZaoBaiou kai Moxeiyou If — — — — — 

— — — — kai €is Tov Gtravta] 
[xpdovov uryte évKaAeiv unte EvK]aAgoeiv Tois Trep |i TOV “ApicBalov tr&o1 und[e trepi — 

we es Be ee et ] 

[— — — tév év Til TpOCCayysAiJai Tit POS |AouLEVN ETr1S0CEion Kai [— — — — 
[— av 8é évKadéon: atTOos 7) ETEpO]s EK TOU AUT|OU Adyou, TO HEV EvKANU [Elvan 

a&Kupov — — — —] 
[— — — — kai éxteloeiv tois Trepi] Tov *Apic&|Palov Kai Tois Ta&v YeTNAA[OYyUEVOOV 

TEKVOIS KA aTrOyOvolS Kal TOIS UETAANWOLEVOIS TAP’ AUTAV] 
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[—- —— — — — — — SeSeo]kev|ar 5 Tov Koveova Tois tepi Tolv *ApiaBalov 

étriAvolv Saveiou Kai apeorv — — — — — ] 
[— — — Mdprtupes: “HAidSap0s otpatnyds Kai] émot|atns Tis ToAEws, “Opto- 

voTt[atns — — — — — 

[—- — —— — — Kovoov 6 éraveo Ex] pnuatioa. 

vacat 

D 

Al 
40 [Date. *ESdveioev ...... alos Tou Seivos — tou — — Jap |Aou TdHv d&tro Aoxeitns Koou[ns 

— — TH1 Seivi — —] 

[—-—-——— é&pyupiou KaAou Tupiou Ko]up | aTos SpAaXYaS ETTAKOCIAS O[yor|KOVTA 

[—— — — — ———-— — Jas | emi UTr081]Kn Tois UTTapYouO|[Iv AUT! Td&o1, OVC! 

Sé Tapa Té1 KUpicnn — — —] 
[—- — — — — — — — — — &]mo | Tou éveoTatos ypovou Trap[e€eTar aUTG1 Sou- 

AiKas xpeias, — — — ou ylyvouevos a&prue-] 

[pos oUTe &trdKoITOS &veu Tis TOU — — — —]al|ou yvoauns, éav de dpnulepevoni 7) 

ATTOKOITNONL 

Unless otherwise indicated, restorations are mine. In the following, minor differences in the reading of single letters 
are disregarded. 2. Cumont and Johnson: ’ Adadyudéou. 4. Cumont: éutroicit[o] a&yadva kat; A. M. Harmon 
(quoted by Johnson): pndé d&vt[itroiiobat. 7. Cumont: wapupov evvntov(?) tapac; Harmon: Zapyavnv it Tov Tapa 
éauT[ou. 8. Cumont: «1.T.; Johnson: éxtio1v. 9g. Cumont: ovpat..os; Johnson: 2tpdtovos. 12. Cumont: 

ouitaios o 1; Johnson: Evpartraios 6 ém[ikaAowueEvos. 13. Cumont: gpa Oidpai TH avtoU; Johnson: ’Apabicpat KTA. 
as far as yuvoii. 14. Cumont: towtns év tAciooiv; Johnson: .atvtijs év mAnpe (?). 15. Harmon: oapata 
SouAi]k& U0; Johnson: *lapBoilaBdda tA[s avtis °Avodiapas. Although we should not expect a slave to have a patro- 
nymic, it is probably necessary to read BapBai (_ ) ZaBadarn. 17. Instead of &6étno1is, Harmon restored épobos. 
21. Possibly tralpadeSaverkévar, though the compound is not known to Liddell & Scott. 24. Cumont: ovoia err; 
Johnson: ovo1 8é trlepi. 25. [é]v tLO]}i al piopévent ypdovei, read by Johnson. 30. Cumont: dyyedciv; Harmon: 

GmreXeIv. 31. Cumont and Johnson: — tdpov. 32. Cumont and Johnson: tleAégoeiv. 40. Cumont: Kyndou; 
Johnson: 1A JounAov. 42-44. Restored by Johnson on the basis of 20. 

A. “[Date. Sammones son of so-and-so has ceded the lots belonging to him] which are in [the village 

of] Tetyrus, [in settlement of a loan of 2,000 drachmae of good silver, which the above Sammones has 

stated] he received from Abdallathus son of Ba- [on the security] of all the previously mentioned lots 
— — and he makes no claim — — of the lots and the vines within them — — in no manner and on no 

excuse, but if he did, [his claim would be invalid] — — and Sammones himself or anyone acting contrary 
to these terms [shall be liable to penalties — — and must pay of good silver] 2,000 drachmae, and this 
cession [shall be valid just the same.] Witnesses: Heliodorus, general and president [of the city — —], 
Conon son of Nicostratus. 

B.“[Date. So-and-so], son of Seleucus and grandson of Theomnestus, of Europos, alias [— —— member 

of the royal order of bodyguards, has given] toAmathiara, his daughter, [wife of] Artemidorus [son of 

so-and-so, of Europos, in return for having been benefitted] by her in many ways, slaves of his ,[— — — 
whose names are: so-and-so about] twelve years old, and Barbaizabadate (?) [— — so that this gift 
shall remain valid throughout all time for Amathiara and] her children and descendants and [their heirs 

and assigns, and he shall not nullify this gift, but if he does nullify it] or another does so on the same 
account, the [nullification shall be invalid, and so-and-so or whoever acts in contravention of these 

terms shall be liable to the established penalties provided against those who] reverse gifts, and the 

[gift shall be valid nevertheless. Witnesses: — — — — archivists], Olympus son of Lysias, Artemi- 

dorus [son of Theodorus, — — —]. 

C. “[Date. Conon son of so-and-so, of Europos, stating] that he had lent in equal proportions 

[— — according to a contract of loan executed — —_— to Ariabazus] son of Ariabazus, Abidginaeus 
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son of B [—— —, — — dus son of so-and-so, Ortonopates son of so-and-so, Zobaeus son of so-and-so,] 
Mocimus son of Nabu [— — — — — — on the security of] all their property, which remained with 
[the owners, while the above sum of money and the interest they would repay — — — — — |, but if 
they did not repay it at the designated [time — — — — — — | conditions, concerning which [this 

Conon made] a declaration [— — — —— — and received from them an attestation concerning these 
things], and again about certain other matters through the [same archivists he made another decla- 

ration, and received — — — —], the same Heliodorus testifying in the same attestation [that the 

borrowers were Ariabazus, Abidginaeus, — — —, — — dus, Ortonopates, Mocimus], and Zobaeus, 

the above, being citizens of Europos, [according to the previously mentioned contract — — — — — 

—]; this same Conon has acknowledged that he has received from [the above — ———, Ariabazus, 

Abidginaeus, — —]dus, Ortonopates, Zobaeus, and Mocimus [— — — — — and throughout all time 

he neither charges nor] will charge Ariabazus and his entire group, neither [about — — — the matters 

contained in the] declaration mentioned above as having been submitted, and [——- — —and if either 

he or anyone else] on the same account [does make such a claim], the claim [shall be invalid — — — 

— — — and he shall pay to] Ariabazus and his group, and if any of them has died, to his [children 
and descendants and the heirs and assigns of these ——- — — — |, and this Conon has given to Ariabazus 

and his group [release and quittance of the debt — — —— — . Witnesses: so-and-so general and] presi- 

dent of the city, Ortonopates [— — — — — —-—-—-—. I Conon, the above], have executed this 
document. 

D. “[Date. — — azus, son of so-and-so, grandson of —Jamelus, of the people of the village Laceite, 
[has loaned to so-and-so — — — — of good silver of the Tyrian] coinage seven hundred and [eighty] 

drachmae [— ——— — — —— | on the security [of all his] property, [which remains with its owner 
= = — — — — | from the present time he will furnish [him with servile services — — — — —, 

not being absent by day or night without the] permission of — — azus, and if he is absent by day fae 
by night — — —.” 

A. Here and below, I believe that the roll contained the complete text of the document, copied without 
omission from the original copy or copies retained by the principal or principals to the transactions (or by a 
ovyypapopuAaé), or perhaps written on the roll from dictation, at the same time that the original was written.* 
Witnesses were listed in full, whereas they are omitted in the Egyptian cipdpeva rolls, and even the signature 
of the obligated party is included in C, line 39. This would suggest that the dates, also, were written out in full, 
but the inclusion of such a dating formula as that of 25, the close contemporary of these documents, is clearly 
impossible; it runs to a length of approximately 440 letters. In the Tebtunis registry, which did an active business, 
the date was indicated merely by a numeral in the margin, the rolls being prepared on a four-monthly basis, 
and the advent of a new month being shown by the insertion of its name on a separate line.® Dura was certainly 
a much quieter place, but in view of the certain number of deeds and contracts to be recorded each year, it is 
possible to think of the date in the registry roll to have been reduced to the Seleucid year, month and day, 
occupying only about twenty letter spaces. 

The formulae may be followed to a large extent from 18, which is a 8éo15 based on a previous éxotaois, and 
includes many of the phrases of the latter. Further restoration ad sensum would be possible, but is hardly nec- 
essary to show the sequence of ideas. The property ceded here, as in 18, had served as mortgage in the case of 
a debt. The defaulting debtor cedes to his creditor certain parcels of land with their superficies. Vines are men- 
tioned in line 4. The principals are villagers. Their names, Sammones and Abdallathus, are Aramaic, and have 

not occurred otherwise.* The reading of the village name in line 1, which may not have been the residence of 
either, is doubtful. I have followed the reading of Cumont, but it would be equally possible to read Teyupia, a 
name which recalls that of the Boeotian town Tegyra, but no Tegyria or Teturus (or -rum) is known in the middle 
Euphrates region, where the area of the junction of the Chabur River was famed for its wine production.’ 

The term éxotaois is best known as the equivalent of the later Roman cessio bonorum, a process by which 
state debtors surrendered their properties to escape prosecution, but it occurs not infrequently in the Egyptian 
papyri in other connections. The records of the registry at Tebtunis in the first century mention often the prep- 

4 Cf. the discussion, Introd, p. 13. ® Cf. Introd., pp. 63f. 
5 The most important rolls are published in P. Mich. 7 Cf. my comments in connection with 26, Archives 

liebrene d Histoire du Droit Oriental, I (1937), p. 271. 
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aration of a épuodoyia éxot&oews, of undesignated, but clearly private, character. Otherwise there are a number 
of instances where the term is used of the renunciation, by a woman, of dower claims on her parents’ property.® 
There are, however, two instances where a debtor cedes hypothecated property to his creditor in settlement, or 
partial settlement, of the debt: P. Ross. Georg. II, 30, noted by A. B. Schwarz, of the Antonine period, and 
P. Mich. Tebt. 11, 232, of A.D. 36.9 As Schwarz observed, there is no indication whether the action of the debtor 
in these cases was voluntary or not. Formal renunciation of the mortgage by the mortgagor was not a require- 
ment in proceedings in cases of debt in Egypt, at all events,’ and it is likely that the éxotaois was a voluntary 
act of the debtor. The parallel occurrence of the same legal institution in Egypt and at Dura indicates that 
it is of Greek origin.“ 

It is a testimony to the smallness and intimacy of Dura that so seemingly unimportant a transaction was 
witnessed by the leading magistrate of the city, as well as by one of the members of a leading family of the city. 
Conon, son of Nicostratus, was probably a descendant of the man of the same name whose picture adorned the 
naos of the Temple of Bel.” It appears from C below that the participation of Heliodorus, “‘general and president 
of the city,’”’ was not expected to be purely formal. 

B. Comparison with 18 shows this document to have been a deed of gift (Sd015), and the same text supplies 
the formulae restored in lines 14-18. As in 18, the transaction involved members of a family prominent in 
Dura. The giver’s father, Seleucus son of Theomnestus, is probably to be identified with the benefactor of the 
Temple of Zeus Theos (Rep. VII/VIII, pp. 212-215, nos. 886 and 888) between A.D. 114 and 121. His son 
bears a Semitic alias, if the reading and restoration of line 12 are correct, and was also a member of the Parthian 
court order of the “bodyguards,” to which designation we should probably prefix at the end of line 12 tév teatev 
Kal TpoTip@pévev gidwv, although even a long Semitic alias would still leave this line shorter than is to be ex- 
pected.3 Perhaps the lacuna contained the name of some civic magistracy which he held, about which it is 
hopeless to speculate.“ The recipient of the gift was his daughter, who bears a Semitic name but was the wife 
of an unidentifiable Artemidorus. The two witnesses whose names are preserved appear also in the same capacity 
in 25. 

Deeds of gift are highly uncommon in Egypt. None is mentioned in the files of the Tebtunis registry, which 
prepared a great variety of documents for its customers. Here and in 18, the gift was of capital goods, here 
slaves, there general property (ttépxovta). There is no way of determining whether either transaction was a 
donatio mortis causa (that is, a will), or a donatio inter vivos, although I am inclined to favor the latter inter- 
pretation.’ In this case, we may suspect that the gift was connected in some way with Amathiara’s marriage, 
perhaps a part of her dowry.” On the other hand, the Dura documents are inclined to explain in some detail 
the background of these transactions, and this one is silent on the subject. 

C. The document is a receipt; cf. line 30: t&wpoAjoyjoato Kévev 6 attds aéyeiv, and line 36: SeSa]xévor &é 
Tov Koveva ... [... émiAvoi Saveiou, as restored. What was received was specified in the lost end of line 31. 
We can know only that it was connected with a loan, the circumstances of which were explained in lines 21-26. 
Probably the loan was repaid with interest, so that Conon received a sum of money from the debtors, probably 
seven in number; the names of six are preserved in some part, one Iranian and the rest Semitic. Conon was a 
citizen of Europos; line 29 brings the rather surprising information that the debtors were citizens also.!8 Little 
can be discovered about the contract of loan. The money was lent xat& p[épos, perhaps Korré plépos foov, “in 
equal shares,’ to the group of persons; since there was only one document, it is likely that they were all responsible 

Sf. PI Mich, febt. Wl, 341; 350, 427; P! Rebt. 380; geschichte 1m Bereiche der keilschriftlichen Rechtsquellen 
P. Oxy. 268 (all of 1st cent.); probably also P. Oxy. (Instituttet for Sammenlignende Kulturforskning, Oslo. 
1123, of A.D. 158/9. 

® Aegyptus, XVII (1937), p. 257, note 4. In P. Mich. 
Tebt., 11, 232 (A.D. 36), a defaulting debtor petitions the 
creditors to accept a dyodoyia éxoTdoews Kal esSoxr\oews 

plus a cash payment of 2,500 drachmae in return for a 
release from all obligations, including back taxes. Cf. 
also ibid., 338 (A.D. 45) and P. Mich. V1, 427 (A.D. 134), 
and Taubenschlag, Law of Greco-Roman Egypt, pp. 211, 
note 37, and 214, note 50. 

% Taubenschlag, Law of Greco-Roman Egypt, pp. 205— 
2106. 

14 This is logically connected with the Greek practice 
of leaving the mortgaged property in the hands of the 
debtor. In Mesopotamian law the mortgaged property 
was commonly taken over by the lender in an antichretic 
arrangement, so that it was up to the debtor to recover 
possession, if he wished and could, by repayment and 
legal process; cf. M. San Nicolé, Beitrége zur Rechts- 

if 

Serie A: Fovelesningey, XIII, 1931), pp. 247f. 
12 Cumont, Fowilles, pp. 41-72. 
18 Such aliases occur in 19, below. They are not com- 

mon in the Dura documents. 
4 Tt is unlikely that the office of the BaoiAiKol SikaoTal 

(18 and 19) continued after the Roman occupation. An 
inscription of A.D. 136/7 from the Citadel names an 
apxov (Introd., p. ooo), and a graffito on the fortifications 
of the first century, or possibly a little earlier, names a 
former cyopavouos (Rep. V, p. 21, no. 388). We have 
surprisingly little information about the administrative 
structure of Dura. 

15 Op. cit. (above, note 5). 
16 Cf. Savigny-Zettschrift, LVI (1936), pp. 109-112. 
17 In 18, also, the giver and the receiver of the gift 

were connected by marriage, since the former had mar- 
ried the daughter of the latter. 

18 Cf. Welles, ““Population of Roman Dura,” p. 255. 
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for the total obligation, though it is possible that the responsibility of each extended only to his proportion.!® 
In any case, their several properties were mortgaged for the repayment of the debt, but remained in their pos- 
session, as normally in the Dura mortgages.?° The provision for repayment included some penalties for non- 
compliance which are lost in the lacuna between lines 25 and 26. There is no indication that the transaction 
included a personal or other antichresis, and tékous has been restored in line 24. The letters at the beginning 
may be restored as referring to some proportional responsibility of the debtors for repayment: Kat& pépos i]gov 
once more, perhaps. 

The subject of lines 26-29 is very obscure, and the suggested restorations are very tentative. There are only 
two clues to the meaning of this passage, the tpocayyeAiav of line 26 and the paptupifav of line 28, the latter 
almost certainly calling for the restoration paptuphoavtols toU “HAioS8epou. Who was this Heliodorus, and to 
what did he testify ? What was the substance of the “declaration,” by whom and to whom was it made? The 
use of the definite article with ‘HAioSmpou, and the lack of any further identification of him here, shows that he 
had been mentioned previously in the document.?! The most natural conclusion is that he was the person to 
whom the declaration had been made, and so had been named in line 26; he must have been an official, and so 
probably the “general and president of the city,” who appeared as first witness in A above and also in this 
document, perhaps also in B. The word mpocayyéAaew is used in a variety of connections in Egypt; tpocayyevia 
itself is common only of complaints to the police, but the verb is used of applications to officials to take some 
action in property relationships. *? Possibly, in this case, the debtors failed to make repayment on time, and 
Conon reported the matter to the head of the city government, receiving in return a certificate of fact (so restored 
at the beginning of line 27).? For some reason, an additional report was made about some other matters, and 
a second certificate was received. Only subsequent to these steps was the claim settled by payment of some sort, 
hardly by foreclosure on the mortgaged properties, since there seems to be room for no such transaction to 
have been described in line 31. 

The document concluded with the names of witnesses, Heliodorus probably having been the otpatnyés Kal 
émoTaTns Tis ToAews. Ortonopates may have been a xpeoplAa€g, though he is not one of the three named in 
25. The éxpnuctioa notation, written in the hand of Conon himself, was added to the original document as a 
mark of authenticity, as commonly at Dura. , 

D. This is a loan with personal antichresis; the sense and formulae may be recovered from 20. The names of 
neither the lender nor the borrower are preserved, and the location of the village Laceite is unknown. 

2. Individual Documents 

18. Deed of Gift 

A.D. 87 Plates V, 3; VI; XXIX, 2 tnv22D ee. 20 22 X 19 cm. 

This fine example of a “double document”’ was found on 24 February 1933 in Wall Street west of 
Block L8. The parchment is complete in its original outside dimensions, but considerably damaged. 
The successful collection and assembling of the many fragments at Dura is a tribute to the skill of the 

excavators. In addition to numerous holes due mainly to worms, the upper text has lost its left end, 
as has also the top of the lower text, where surface damage due to fading and flaking is extensive. Almost 

all of the original language can be recovered with certainty, but many of the dotted letters consist of 
only minute spots of ink, the identification of which depends in many cases only upon estimates of the 

location of the original phrases. 

19 Mitteis, Grundziige, pp. 113-115; Taubenschlag, Law 
of Greco-Roman Egypt, pp. 230-233. The correality of 
debtors is often expressly stated; proportionate obliga- 
tions are expressed by such a phrase as TO Kad’ éauTov 
pépos (BGU 1266, 18; 203/2 B.C.). 

20 Cf. Savigny-Zettschrift, LVI (1936), p. 125, note 4. 
21 Cf. above, p. 86. 
* In BGU 279 (A.D. 67), the term trpocayysAia is 

applied to an application to the officials of the public 
registry of Arsinoe for permission to have prepared a 

deed alienating catoecic land (Meyer, Juristische Papyri, 
Pp. 211-213, no. 63). 

*3 This yaptupia may have constituted actually an 
official permission to proceed with the execution on the 
mortgages, comparable to the Egyptian ypnyatiopos 
évexupacias (Meyer, Juristische Papyvi, p. 157). Cf. the late 
example of an Egyptian paptupia, P. Oxy. 2267 (A.D. 360). 

24 It may be noted that Dussaud, Topographie Histori- 
que de la Syrie (1927), p. 376, lists a Lahité in the Hauran, 
but the ancient name of this village is unknown. 
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Both the upper and the lower texts were written by the same scribe, although the former has the 

tiny writing characteristic of this part of the documents at Dura. Letters have a tendency toward 
squareness and are mostly even in height, with epsilon and beta rising above the line of writing, rho 

dropping below it, and pi and psi extending in both directions. The witnesses’ names were added in a 
second hand in both texts, a hand which shows a fondness for the flat-topped mu of the Dura square 

alphabet. This same mu appears also in the signatures at the end. 
Writing begins at the very top of the sheet, and extends completely out to the right margin. At the 

left, the blank margin, where preserved, is 1.2 cm. wide, and a space of about 2 cm. at the bottom is 

occupied by signatures. The vacant space between the upper and the lower texts must have been about 
2cm. also, and is bisected approximately by a cut extending from the right edge of the parchment to 
its center. Five seals were found with the parchment, and it is evident that originally the upper text 
was rolled tightly down from the top as far as the cut, then folded over, tied, and sealed; some small 
holes in the vacant space between the texts, at the left, may indicate where the laces were. Then the 

rolling or folding continued from the top to the bottom of the lower text, which was also folded over 
and tied, though not sealed. The docket on the verso is at the lower left, where it would remain visible. 

The seals were not identified by name, as in P. Elephantine 2-5, but would seem to be those of the 

two principals and three witnesses. The impressions are as follows: 

. Unidentifiable. 
. A male or female head in three-quarter view, to the right. 

3. A bearded head in profile, to the right. The figure wears a military helmet and cloak. The style 
is rather like an Athena Parthenos of late Hellenistic times.t 

4. This is a flat example of the type given by Furtwangler in convex form, of Hellenistic times. 

I quote his description: “Artemis oder Hekate als Mondgottin, lang bekleidet, die Fackel in 
der Linken, mit der Rechten eine Schale ausgieBend. Auf dem Kopfe die Mondsichel; davor 

im Raume ein Stern oder die Sonne.’”* 
5. The impression is faint, but seems to be that of a female figure, draped, with head to right 

but body frontal and curved. The right arm hangs free at the side; the left holds an object, 

perhaps a pitcher or vase.? 

NOH 

The subjects and workmanship are purely Greek, without Oriental influence. 
The document is a deed of gift between citizens of Europos. Nicanor had loaned a sum of money 

jointly to Diocles and his wife Timonassa on the security of their property. Later, probably after the 
death of Diocles, Timonassa renewed the obligation and ceded the mortgaged property to Nicanor in 

settlement of it. By the present transaction, Nicanor returned as free gift all of the property to Timo- 

nassa, now deacribed as his mother-in-law, with the exception of three slaves which were in his pos- 

session. The legal aspects of the document were discussed fully in the original publication, and do not 

need to be repeated here. Dura law sanctioned gifts, at least between members of a family (line 5; cf. 
17 B;; Introd., pp. 18f.), although these were commonly restricted in Greek law; the established formula 

called for the statement of a moral consideration, “‘in return for many favors’ (lines 6 and 23). Cession 
(€xotao1s) of mortgaged property by the mortgagor to the mortgagee was also a Dura practice, which 

has parallels in the Egyptian papyri (Introd., p. 19); the action was probably voluntary on the part 
of a debtor who could not or did not wish to repay the loan, and probably required the consent of the 

creditor (p. 97, above). In any case, the present sequence of transactions and relationships clearly in- 
volved collusion. Dates are not given for the original loan, and there is no indication of the value of Diocles’ 
and Timonassa’s property. It may have been extensive, since they belonged to prominent Dura families, 
and must have well exceeded the amount of the loan. The cession and gift were separated by eight 

1 A. Furtwangler, Die antiken Gemmen, I (1900), Pl. 3 T have not found the same type, but for the general 
XXXVIII, 45. posture of the figure cf. the Hellenistic Minerva, Furt- 

* Furtwangler, op. cit., 1, Pl. XXXIV, 5; II, p. 166. wéangler, op. cit., 1, Pl. XXVII, 50; cf. also Pl. XXIV, 47. 

ia 
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months, whether or not either was connected with the marriage of Nicanor and Timonassa’s daughter. 
The three slaves may well have been the equivalent in value of the original loan and interest. 

It is stated that the three slaves were in the possession of Nicanor, the creditor. Since it was the regular 

practice at Dura for mortgaged property to remain in the possession of the mortgagor, this requires 
explanation, and various possibilities exist. Nicanor’s possession may have arisen in consequence of the 
cession of the mortgaged property to him by Timonassa. It is possible, though not stated, that the 
original loan was antichretic, and the three slaves were handed over at that time to Nicanor by Diocles 
and Timonassa, so that their services might be in place of interest. It is less likely that the possession 

of the slaves occurred in consequence of their having been part of the dowry or paraphernalia of Ti- 
monassa’s daughter, since in that case, they would have become part of the daughter’s property. 

Published: C. B. Welles, Savigny-Zeitschrift, LVI (1936), pp. 99-135. Cf. Welles, Miinchener Beitrége, XIX 
(1934), pp. 395f., no. 1; Rep. VI, pp. 419-424, no. 1, pl. XXXVII; E. Schénbauer, Archiv fiir Papyrusfor- 
schung, XII (1937), pp. 194-212; U. Wilcken, zbid., pp. 243f.; A. B. Schwarz, Aegyptus, XVII (1937), p. 257, 
note 4; R. Taubenschlag, Journal of Juristic Papyrology, III (1949), p. 57, no. 4; W. L. Westermann, The 
Slave Systems of Greek and Roman Antiquity (1955), p. 123. 

Upper Text 

[BaoiAevovtos Baciléws Baoikéwv *Apodkou], evepyéetou, [S]ixaiou, émripavous Kai piAEAANvos, 

Etous SAT’ ws 6 BaolAeUs Paolhéwv cyel, os SE TPSTEpOV NOT’, UNV[Os Tlavrjujou TpE[1oKa]I- 
Sexatni, €v Evpootrd1 tH[1] 

[év tit Mapatrotapiai. Nikaveop Zevoxpatou]s tou *AdSaiou, Etipwrratios, pauevos Tipwvacoav 
ZeAeuKou Tou /uciou, Evpwtraiav, éxotivai eis avT[o]v Kata ypnuati[o]uov ye[v]ouevoy 

Sia TOU avUTOB1 PaciAiK[OU] 

[Sixaotnpiou év TH Eveotdati Etel, UNvos] Aiou Sexatm1, avti Saveiou ot SeSaveikévou avTov 

AioxAdi Aaviyou tot *AtroAAcviou, Evpwrtraiwi, Ta: [ye]vouévent tis Tipwva[oo]ns 
av[Spi] Kai aUTHL TH Tipoo- 

~> [vaoon — ca. 12 — Kata ovyypagryy Gua Td1] Tis EkoTAaoEWS KEN[UJa[T]ioL[A]1 avavecbeioay, 

Tv Tou AioKAgous Kai Ti[s Tipevlacons uTrapyovtwyv, UT[o]Ke[pe]veov Sé [Kka]t& [Thy 

QUuTIV ToU Saveiou cuyy]eagiy étri Ta[is] 
5 [kata Tov Trepi T&v UTroOnKddv — ca. 12 — vod]yoy [ke]ipévaus SiaoToAais, Ecpodoy[no]ato 

Nixave[p] 6 avTos Sidov[ar [ — 7 — ] Kata Ta Trepi Tédv S[doewv Sedo}yuatio[pE]va 

[vOepcn, avO dv pn eUypnotnOijvar avTO]y UT’ avTis eu TrAcloo[iv, T]& SnAoWWEva aUTHs Kai 

tou AloKAgous UTra&pyovTa TravTA ywpis CwpdTov Sou[A]ikdv THv Svtov &k T[d]y avTav 

UTrapxov[Ttlav, ois 
[ovopata: NoBouBdpakos, Onkavvaia Kai] NoPouidaBos, émikaAovpevos Se Baiods, SvTov 

SE Trpdos aUTOV Nikdv[o]pa, ép’ G1 Siapever TH SeSouéva Kupials] eis atrayTa TOV yPoVvoy 

Tipavaoon Te Kai éyyovoi[s] 

[Kai Tois UeToANWougvois Trap’ avTév Kai otk d&Oetihoe 6 Nixdvap thy Sdo1v TavTHVY KAT” 

oUdSEva TpdTrOV, Edy SE AOETIOTN AUTOS 7) ETEPOS Ek TOU AUTOU Adyoy, 1 UlEv ABETNOIS] EoTOU 

&[kupos, 6 Sjé Nikd&veop 7 6 Tapa T[avta] 

[aynVOXYOs ....2% Evoxos ~otor Tois Sinyopeupé]vois éerri[tivoi]s KaTa THv Tas Soceis 
a&vaoKevalovtoov kad [1 S601]5 at {1} Eotai Kai oUTo[s KUpia’ éxe1 SE KJai dvtTLlovyyplagov. 

M[aptupes]: 

4 Savigny-Zeitschrift, LVI (1936), pp. 99-135. The interpretation of evypnotnéijver (lines 6 and 23), in the 
criticism of Schénbauer, Archiv fiir Papyrusforschung, phrase which occurs also in 17 B, line 14, is supported by 
XII (1937), pp. 194-212, applies principally to the pro- Schdnbauer, op. cit., p. 210, against the possibility of 
posed interpretation of the renewal (&vavéwois), an insti- taking the verb and its noun, evVypnotia, in the sense 
tution of Dura which is discussed, Introd., p. 20. My of “loan.” 
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[2d H. 2éAeuKos, *ASaiios, THv BaoidiKdv Sixaotdv Kai T]év tpwt[wov] Kal t[poti]ucopeveov 

giAwy Kai TOV gwylatopuAd]kwv, Tlauloavias, elioafy]ofyeus Kal tpdaktwp Kal Tdv 

oopalTo[purdKev], ; 
[Aapovikos Mapiou, Anuoxpatns Aayovixolu, *AtroAAoyévns [TIto]Aguatiou. 

vacat 

Lower Text 

[BaoiAevovtos Baol]iAe[Us BaciAéwv “Apodkou, evepyéetou, Sikaiou, em1pavous Kai pIAEAAN]vos, 

[Erous] 8A7' dls 6 BalovAlevs] PlololAey Slyleft], ols 88 TIp[é]re[pov nor’, unv]ds Tlol- 
vqulou t]ple]io- 

[koudexatni,] €y [E¥pcotréd: t]F1 ev Ta[plomrotopicn. [N]ix[aveop Ze]vox[pa]tou[s] Tou *Addaiou, 
Eupoo- 

[tmaios, payevos Ti]umvlaco]ay [ Z]e[AcuKlou to[u] Avoiou, Evpe[taiav, é]kotivar eis aytov 

KATO XONUS- 
[Tho[yov yevjousvoy S1a TOU ayTOO! PaogiAiKou Sikaotnpioy [ev] T[d1 E]vegTa1 Ete1, unvos Aiou 
Sexa[tn1, avti] Saveioy [ov] SeSaverkeyor avToy AloKAsi Aayu[pou] tou *AtroAeviou, Evpo- 

Trxtool, TOI 
yevouleveor Ti]s Tipovafoon]s avdpl, k[a]i aythi thi Tipeveo[o]nft ....... (EU [dP eoxosrel 

ovylyeag]ny 
G[ua T]O[1 THs exo]tagew[s x]onuatiouad: avavewbe[io]av, Tdv [Tou AtoKAgou]s Kai Tijs Tip[o- 

vao-] 

[ons UTrapxovtoy, UTroxk]e[ipJé[vloov 5 KaTa THY aUTHY TOY Saveiou ovy[ypagny Eri] Tais 

Ka[T& Tov] 

[Tepi THv UTroOnKdv — ca. 12 — voulov keipév[ai]s SiactoAa[is], Eo[uJoAoynga[to] Nf]- 

KLavjo[e]  o[v]}ro[s] 
[SiSovor ...Jloev Kotla ta trepi t[d]v Sdocewv Sedfo]yuatiovelvla [Ti]uwvaoon t[Fh 

QUT, OUjon! , 

QuTOU [Trev]9epci, &vO’ cv En [eEUXP]NoTNOA vari aU[T]oy UT’ a[UTTs Eu] TAcioolv, Ta SNAOU[UJeva 

olut}Als] 
Kai tou AloKxAtous uTrapxovTa TravTa xwpis [owy]atov [SouAi]Kay t[dv] SvtTwy ek [TH]v 

ou Te[v] 
UTrapyovtev, ois Ovopata’ NoPouPdpaKos, Onxavvaia K[ai] NoBouidaBos, éqixaAlou]ulelvos 

5é Baigds, 
Svtw[v] Se Teds aUTOV Nikdvopa, ép’ cdi Siapevel TA SeSouevaa kupioos eis Atravta ToLv x]povov 

Tip[w]vdfo]ont te Kai €yyovois Kai Tois YETOANWOHEVOIS Trap’ aUTdV Kal ovUK dO[eT]hog[1 6 

Nixavjeop th[v] 

Sdoo1v tLa]UTHY Kat’ OUSEva TpdTrOV, ecxv Se AOeTHON a[UTOs] 1) Etepo[s] EK TOU AUTOU Adyou, 

1 ule]y a&detno1s Eot[ar] , 

axupos, 6 5 Nixaveop 7 6 Tapa TauT’ cynyoxals ...--.. Evo]x[o]s Eotlar toi]s Sinyopeu- 

MEVOIS ETTITILOIS 

Kata [Td ]v Tas Sdoe1s avaocKevalovt[o]y Kal 7 Sd[o1s ota}: Kat ob[te]s [kupiay éx]e[1] 5é Kai 

avTiovy- 
yea[pov. ] Méptupes: (2d H.) ZéAeukos, *ASaios, Ta&v BaolliKdv S[i]kaotdHv xKfai Tt]ad[v 

n]plorely [kal w]pforucn]é[v]ov 
gidfwov Kai THv CwWYATOPUAGKeY, Tlavoavias, cicaywyels Kal Tre[d]kTwp Kal TOV CHYATO- 

guAdKev, Aayulov]ix[os] 

Mapfio]u, Anuokpatns Aapovixou, *AtroAAoyévns TItoAeuaiou.  vacat 

# éoppayioual. (4th H.) N étreBaAouny. 
(5th H.) Nixavoop 6 [raves Expnuatioa. 
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Verso 

(6th H.) not’ Ta]vjuoly ry’. S]do1s 

UTr[a]exov[t]av Uiro N{ix]avopos 

[t]ou Zev[o]kpdtous tou *A[8]Saiou 

[T]iwe[vaoo]n: tli] 2¢[AcuKloy 
2) [tou Avotolu. 

18 (and 4): possibly kat& ouy]yp[a]p[iv Save]ifo]y [t]hv. 

“In the reign of the king of kings Arsaces, benefactor, just, manifest god, and friend of Greeks, in 

the year 334 as the king of kings reckons, but 398 of the former era, on the 13th day of the month 
Panemus, in Europos in Parapotamia. Nicanor son of Xenocrates, grandson of Addaeus, of Europos, 
stating that Timonassa daughter of Seleucus Lysias’ son, of Europus, had ceded to him by an act ac- 

complished through the local royal court in the present year, the roth of the month Dius, in place of a 
loan which he had lent to Diocles son of Danymus, grandson of Apollonius, of Europus, then husband 

of Timonassa, and to Timonassa herself, by virtue of a contract which was renewed at the time of the 

act of cession, (had ceded to him) the property of Diocles and Timonassa which was mortgaged by the 

above contract of loan on the terms provided by the law concerning mortgages; (in view of the above) 
this Nicanor has acknowledged that he gives under the provisions of the ordinance on gifts to this 
Timonassa, who is his mother-in-law, in consideration of favors which he has stated that he has received 

from her on numerous occasions, all of the above property of hers and Diocles’ except for slaves who 

were part of the same property named Nabubaracus, Thechannaea, and Nabuiaabus alias Baesas, they 
being in the possession of the above Nicanor; on the terms that the objects of this gift shall remain 

for all time as the legal property of Timonassa and her descendants and their assigns, and Nicanor 
will not nullify this gift in any way; if he or another from the same account does so, the nullification 

shall be without effect, and Nicanor or whoever acts contrary to this shall be liable to the penalties 

specified for those who revoke gifts, and this deed of gift shall be valid nevertheless; it is executed 

in double copy. 

“Witnesses: Seleucus (and) Adaeus, members of the panel of royal judges, and of the order of first 
and chiefly-honored friends and bodyguards; Pausanias, bailiff and collector, member of the order of 

bodyguards; Damonicus son of Marius, Democrates son of Damonicus, and Apollogenes son of Ptole- 
maeus. 

“T have affixed my seal. 

“T have given it my attention (?). 

“T, Nicanor, the above, have accomplished this transaction.”’ 

The docket on the verso is as follows: “398, 13 Panemus. Gift of possessions by Nicanor son of Xeno- 

crates, grandson of Addaeus, to Timonassa daughter of Seleucus, Lysias’ son.” 

Of the persons named in the transaction, the witnesses are identical with those of 19, dated two years later, 
except that that document adds the third royal judge. The first three witnesses, two judges and a bailiff, were 
members of the royal court at Dura, and their appearance implies an official connection of the court with the 
transaction or its documentation, just as the cession of mortgaged property by Timonassa was accomplished 
by an act effected through this court (lines 2/3, 16; Introd., p. 13). Their official character makes it likely that 
the three private witnesses, who bear good Greek names and who functioned similarly at another time in an 
altogether different transaction, were chosen also for some special reason, but it is impossible to say what this 
may have been. 

The giver, Nicanor, is otherwise unknown, though his name is a common one at Dura. The recipient of the 
gift, Timonassa, however, is known from two inscriptions on seats in the Temple of Azzanathkona, dated in 

A.D. 62/63.5 At that time, her husband Diocles was alive. The latter’s son, Polymelus, is named in an undated 

5 Two almost adjacent seats bear the same inscription: tis AtoKAtou toU Aaviyou yuvaikds (Rep. V, pp. 187f., 
*’Etous S07’, Zavdixou. Tipwvdoons LeAeUKou toU Avoiou, nos. 523 and 525. 
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eraffito from the Dura record office ;* the name of the couple’s presumed daughter is unknown. At the date of 
the present transaction, it is likely that Diocles was dead, since the gift of their joint property was made to 
Timonassa alone. We might well expect, however, in such a situation, that one or both of the children would 
have inherited an interest in their father’s estate, mortgaged or not, but there is no indication of this in the 

document.’ 
The slave names are local, showing that the slaves originated in the local peasant population, Aramaic in 

speech. For them or for their forebears, the cause of their servile state must have been economic; names of the 

same or of a very similar character appear even among relatively prominent persons at Dura.’ It may be that 
the origin of this slavery lay in the practice of loans accompanied by personal antichresis, which are common 
among the Dura documents (17 D, 20-21; Introd., p. 12). 

The employment of various hands, together with the subscriptions to the contract, show how the transaction 
was consummated. First came the preparation of the identical upper and lower texts of the document by one 
scribe, a professional writer from the skill of his hand. He included the date, which may mean that everything 
was completed on the same day.? Then we may suppose the witnesses to have been assembled, probably at the 
court building; the document was read to them, and the principals attested to its correctness, probably exhibiting 
the original contract of loan and the later cession. When this had been done, a scribe for the court wrote in the 
names of the witnesses and their titles in both versions, and the upper text was closed, after which the first 

witness attached his seal to the string used for tying it, and signed at the bottom of the lower text, at the left. 
The verb ogpayilouo: could mean “‘sign’”’ also, but five seals remain, fastened about bits of string. This was 
the practice in early Egypt, where, however, the identity of the owner of each seal was shown by writing his 
name beside it on the verso.” Here there is no such writing, and there is no way to identify the seal attached 
by the writer of the subscription. It is very tempting to resolve the monogram (¢) preceding éoppdyiopua as 
=EA and to understand SéA(evxos), the name of the first mentioned royal judge. This would probably be regarded 
as a certainty if it were possible to explain the action indicated by the verb of the second subscription, éne- 
BaAdunv, and to identify the preceding monogram with the name of any other witness. This (N) may easily 
be resolved as AI or AN, leading to well-known Greek names which do not appear herein. I should hesitate 
to understand AAAI, which would involve using letters more than once, in order to have the second judge’s 
name, ’A8Soi(os). I know of no parallel to this use of the middle voice of émfdéAAw in a documentary subscription, 
which should mean something like “I have applied myself,” “joined,” or “added.” It has been taken above, in 
the translation, as meaning that the signer acknowledged that he had been present and noted the transaction. 
Cf. the reference to émPeBAnuéveov Kal éoppayeiopévev a&vdpav in 26 and the occurrence of the word in the upper 
text of 30. 

The third signature is that of the giver, Nicanor, and is his acknowledgment of the entire transaction.! 
Following this, the document was folded up and a docket to identify its contents written on the verso. We have 
no way of knowing whether it was then deposited in the record office or given to one or the other of the prin- 

6 Rep. IX, 1, pp. 168f., no. 937, not dated: Mvnoét 
TloAUunAos AioxAgous tou Aavupou. 

7 Of the Dura documents concerned with inheritance, 
19 does not mention any woman, and 16 B is frag- 
mentary. The passage from a law, 12, does not include 
a wife among possible heirs, in contrast with Roman law 
where, under the Praetor’s Edict, either spouse inherited 
from the other in the lack of relatives by blood. Greek 
law generally failed to regard the wife as a possible heir, 
and the few instances in the papyri where wives are 
given testamentary inheritance are explained as non- 
typical; cf. Mitteis, Grundzige, p. 238; Kreller, Evb- 
vechtliche Untersuchungen, pp. 178-182. If, in this case, 
we have an instance at Dura of a wife inheriting property 
from her husband, it must be explained on the basis of 
the gradually expanding idea of women’s legal com- 
petence in antiquity; cf. P. Guiraud, La Propriété Fon- 
cieve en Gréce jusqu'a la Conquéte Romaine (1893), pp. 108 f. 
It is easier to explain how it happened that the property 
is described as “‘of Diocles and Timonassa.”’ Property of 
the husband was administered by him in common with 
that which his wife brought as dowry and might be so 
mortgaged, on condition that she agreed formally to the 
transaction, thus becoming, in effect, a party to the 
transaction. 

8 For the Semitic names, see Introd., pp. 61-64. One of 
the seats in the Temple of Azzanathkona bears the fol- 
lowing inscription (Rep. V, pp. 194f., no. 542): Ow’, 
*Apteuiciou 8’ (spring of A.D. 108). étroinoev “Paynadados 
Coxavaiou to |[Na]BouBapaxou, ZnAavvaicaa tii Ouyartpi 
auToU Kai *ASdio1, yuvoiki BapydABou Tov vio avToU. 

® For the date, 28 July, see Introd., p. 10. Many forms 
of incompleteness appear in the documents from the 
Tebtunis archive, but it appears that the official text of 
contracts was usually written out as the first step. Un- 
known details might be left out, to be filled in later: dates, 
prices, acreage. On occasion, however, the principals’ 
subscriptions, which included a summary of the terms 
of the agreement, might be written first. In Egypt, where 
papyrus was cheap, many copies of legal papers are found 
incomplete, drafts which no one had the time or the 
interest to finish. Cf. the summary of Eleanor M. Hus- 
selman, P. Mich. Tebt. 11, pp. 3-11. 

10 Cf. P. Eleph. 2-5, 285-283 B.C. 
1 The same notation is borne by 17 C, 24, and 25; 

Schonbauer (op. cit., p. 212) translates: “Ich, Nikanor, 
habe rechtlich gehandelt.’’ The verb continues the 
notion of the noun ypnyatiouds, a legal act, as in 
lines 2 and 15/106. 
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cipals, or to some unspecified ovyypagogvAag. There is no indication, also, whether this was the sole copy of 
the deed which was prepared, in addition to the transcript which was presumably written in the rolls of the 
registry office. The note at the end of the text, éxer 88 Kal dvtiovyypagov, which occurs in other documents 
from Dura (19, 22, and 32) but not elsewhere, might be taken to refer to the double character of the document, 
not to the existence of a second copy, but the note does not occur in all of the double documents; it may refer to 
the existence of a registry copy as in 28; cf. Introd., p. 13. 19, in any case, must have been written in several 
copies if one was given to each of the persons concerned.!” 

The text is interesting for the frequent mention it makes of the legal or contractural provisions under which 
legal conditions or transactions occurred. In lines 4/5 and 20/21, the terms of the mortgage are stated to be 
those “provided by law’’: kot& tév Tepl TSv bob nKSv — — vd]yov Keipévais SiactoAais; it is possible to restore 
the gap with either woAitikdév or BaoiiKév.!8 Similarly, the gift is given Kot& t& tTrepl Tov Sdcewv SeSoypatiopévar, 
a verb which recalls the 8¢ypata of city statutes. Below, an attempt to revoke the gift on the part of Nicanor 
is said to involve him in the “specified sanctions,” tois Simyopeupévois émritipois, the nature of which is more 

obscure, though the use of the plural, 8d0«15, in the explanatory phrase which follows (kat& té&v Tas Sdo¢15 
avacxevalévtwv) seems definitely to assign the sanctions to some general and therefore public regulation, not to 
the terms of a specific contract.’ 

19. Mutual Distribution 

Inv. D) Pe: He 18 X ‘Stem A.D. 88/89 Plate VIII, 

The parchment, which contains the upper text of a “double document,” was found on 3 January 1935 

four meters above the floor in Tower 22, just south of the Mithraeum, in Block J8. The lower margin 
is even and indicates that the original cut at the right, made at the time of preparation of the document 

to make possible the folding and sealing of the upper text, was extended intentionally at a later time 
so as to separate the upper from the lower text. The cut was made so close to the last line of writing that 

there is scarcely any margin remaining: perhaps 0.2 cm. for the most part, widening to 0.7 cm. at the 
right. There is no margin whatever above or at the left. The parchment was folded three times down 

from the top, and then doubled over in the center in the usual fashion, prior to sealing. The writing is 
minute, averaging 0.1 cm. in height with the same interval between lines. The right end of the parchment 
is missing, so also the lower left corner; and one large and several smaller worm holes, together with 

some abrasion of the surface, have cost us a good deal of text. Furthermore the central part of the parch- 

ment was darkened more than the rest, perhaps from the effect of moisture, making the writing here 

almost illegible. Many incorrect readings in the first edition, and the correct reading of the whole, have 

been discovered only through an enlarged infra-red photograph. 

12 Schénbauer (op. cit., p. 212, note 2) has concurred 
in this interpretation of dvtioUyypapov. On the other 
hand, L. Wenger, Savigny-Zeitschrift, LXII (1942), pp. 
359-366; Quellen des romischen Rechts (1953), p. 738, note 
38, argued that it meant “‘copy” as in the Byzantine 
texts. Cf., e.g., the text recently published by H. I. Bell 
and B. R. Rees, Eos, XLVIII, 1 (1956; Symbolae R. Tauben- 
schlag Dedicatae, 1), pp. 175-179 (A.D. 586), line 3. There 
is no doubt that avtiovyypapov could stand to cuyypagn 
as dvtiypapov to ypagr, in the sense of “duplicate,” 
and I do not regard the explanation in the text as 
anything more than the most probable. Cf. the similar 
formations d&vtioWpBoAov and é&vtatroyt (H. Henne, Studi 
Avangio-Ruiz, IV, 1952, pp. 127-133). 

18 The word S1aoToAn can signify a clause in a contract, 
or an official order or instruction. I had thought at first 
of reading in lines 5 and 21 ovuy[ke]iyévois and ojuykei- 
yév[oa]s, but the traces fit rather vé]yov and véplov. Cf. 
the discussion of Schénbauer, op. cit., p. 195, note 7. 
I know of no other instance of the use of the term S1a0ToAT 
used of a clause or term of a law, but there seems to be 

no escape from that meaning here, and the extension of 
meaning is not difficult. 

14 Cf. the corresponding expressions in 25 and 28. No 
city laws (except perhaps 12) and no decrees or ynpiopata 
(S6yuata) have survived from Dura, but the author of 
this phrase seems to have had specific legal sources in 
mind, and these should properly have been parts of the 
civic code, tracing back, perhaps, to the original Seleucid 
constitution. It is unlikely that any individual ruler, 
Seleucid or Arsacid, would have legislated on such a 
matter. Cf. Schonbauer, op. cit., p. 195. On vopo1 in Egypt 
cf. the useful studies of M.-Th. Lenger, Chronique d’ Egypte, 
XIX (1944), pp. 108-146; Revue Internationale des Droits 
de V Antiquité, I (1948), pp. 119-132; Mélanges Georges 
Smets (1952), pp. 497-522; Studi Avangio-Ruiz (1952), 
I, pp. 483-499. Cf. Introd., p. 11. 

15 The verb d&vacxevcdlw seems not to have occurred in 
the papyri in this sense. The “declared penalties’ should 
derive from the same legal source as the S6yyata; that 
is, from the city law code. Cf. Schénbauer, op. cit., p. 195, 
note 6, who thinks of royal 8S10ypa&puyata of some sort, 
certainly another possibility. 
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The script shows the influence of the square alphabet in the flat-topped mu, much resembling #7 but 
distinguished by the fact that it never is joined to the following letter. The letter mw is sometimes very 

similar. The letters eta and kappa are often very similar in shape, though the former is made with one 
stroke of the pen, the latter with two. Round letters are usually left open at the top, notably rho and 

omicron, always made with two strokes, and there is a tendency to make ligatures wherever possible; 
sigma, particularly, which is made with two strokes, combines its first stroke where possible with the 

last stroke of the preceding letter, alpha most easily. A slight gap is often left between words. The lines 
may be restored with about 140-150 letters, or ten letters shorter than the upper version of 18. 

The transaction is a mutual distribution of property (S1aipeois) between four brothers, with Greco- 

Macedonian names and Aramaic aliases, but citizens of Europos (Etpertraio1) and sons of a Polemocrates 

whose father and grandfather have no Semitic nomenclature. The objects of the distribution were two 

houses, one of which Polemocrates had acquired in consequence of an earlier division of property with 
a brother, while he had bought the other from a certain Nicanor. The houses were the undivided pro- 
perty of the four brothers. Probably they had come to them on the death of Polemocrates, though 
this was not expressly stated, unless possibly in the lacuna in line 3. 

In spite of the fragmentary condition of lines 6-14, some of the details of the distribution can be 
recovered. The two houses mentioned earlier clearly had been combined into one.! The brothers re- 
ceived quarters around the court. The arrangement of their shares is clear. Nicanor was given the right 

to close a doorway between his part and that of Demetrius, and Antiochus might close a doorway be- 

tween himself and Nicanor, while some inequality in the lots of Demetrius and Seleucus was settled by 
a cash payment. Antiochus received the part of the house adjacent to and over the entrance, Demetrius 
the diwan or principal room (&v8Spav). Nicanor got the left side of the house including a storeroom 

(tayiciov)? and Seleucus the right, with two rooms and a second story. One of these rooms was dilap- 
idated, the other that ‘“‘on the north.” Probably this means on the north side of the house as a whole, 

meaning that the entrance was on the east, the diwan on the west, giving the house one of the two 

arrangements popular in the city.? In view of the great variety of house forms at Dura, and the ease 
with which houses could be reduced in size or expanded to the benefit or at the cost of their neighbors, 
details remain uncertain. The house need not have been regular and rectangular, but its main features, 

court, portico, stairs (&vaBao1s), and balcony (ikpia) are clear.* 
It may be that the location of Polemocrates’ house(s) in Dura was specified in line 3, and it would 

be of considerable architectural interest if we knew how this was done. Probably Dura was laid out in 
quarters with named streets in the Hellenistic manner best known to us from Egypt,° but this, like the 

terms for the parts of the houses themselves, has remained unknown. Only through this parchment 
do we know that the principal room with a bench built in at the base of its walls was called an andyon. 

1 This is a different reconstruction of the situation than 
that given in Rep. VII/VIII, p. 432, where it was stated, 
“The two (houses) had not been made into one, appar- 
ently.” This was written under the impression that two 
courts existed, one for each house, with a corridor be- 
tween them. On the other hand, it is significant that the 
étepa avAr| of line 12 is not given the definite article; it 
did not exist before, but was created by the erection of 
the peootoixiov; see below, p. 106, note 9. The bisection 

of the single court created “‘the common court’ and 
“another court.” 

* Here as in Egypt, the word tayitiov seems to mean 
an interior room of the house, opening into a principal 
room rather than into the court. It is distinct from the 
free-standing storehouse or granary (@noaupds) and from 
the storage cellar (tmrdéyeiov), built partly below ground 
and often with a low ceiling. 

8 The other popular alignment is that in the direction 
north-south, with the diwam facing north. That is proba- 

bly more common than the east-west alignment as- 
sumed here. For some reason, the usual Greek practice 
of having the principal living room face toward the south 
is not represented at Dura. 

4 The architectural term ixpi« does not occur in the 
Egyptian papyri, so far as I can discover, and the meaning 
here is in doubt. Liddell and Scott give a range of mean- 
ings including “‘deck, platform, benches, scaffolding,” 
giving the general picture of a flooring of some sort sup- 
ported in part at least by poles or props, and the balcony 
of a Mesopotamian house would be just that. On the 
other hand, balconies were rare at Dura, where access to 
second story rooms (Uttepéiax) was had over the flat roof. 
It is perhaps just possible that ixpia means “‘roof’”’ here, 
but that would not be as natural a meaning for it; the 
roof was supported by the house walls, not by pillars. 

®> Cf. Wilcken, Chrestomathie, pp. 12-19, 43-53. The 
characteristic division of the population of a Greek city 
into tribes and demes remains unattested at Dura, also. 
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At all events, no house which might be identified with this of Polemocrates’ sons has been uncovered at 

Dura, although its remains must lie there. The type of architectural changes represented by the blocking 

up or opening of doors, and by rebuilding with or without the addition of space taken from a neighbor, 
are attested by such blocks as E4, L7, and the market area G.® 

The transaction is not remarkable, and has numerous parallels in Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt.” 
Such a division of property among heirs would take place necessarily in the case of intestate inheritance, 
but it seems frequently to have happened that a testator left it to the heirs to perform the actual dis- 

tribution of his effects. Since the will was drawn necessarily somewhat in advance of his death, he could 
not know precisely what property he would leave. The formulae of this document are like those used 
in contemporary Egypt, and so may be regarded as representing general Greek practice. The absence 
of a BeBatwors clause springs from the mutual nature of the transaction; all the heirs possess the same 
title, and share the same risk.§ 

The text falls into clearly recognizable divisions. After the date and place, the subject is stated by 
the verb S1eiAovto Ekévtws (a “voluntary division’’) followed by the persons and the objects concerned, 

and the detailed settlement is introduced in line 6 by the words kai éAayov &k SiakAnpwoews, followed 

by a small free space, in lieu of punctuation. The substance of this 81axAtjpwors occupies lines 6-g, with 
the lots of the four brothers mentioned in order. Their names can be recovered from the reconstruction 
provisions in lines 9-12, which give us the sequence of the holdings around the court: Demetrius, Nica- 
nor, Antiochus, and Seleucus. The last item is a dividing wall which all build in common.® The common 

use of the balcony, court, and entrance had been specified in lines 8/9, and lines 13/14 prescribe certain 

common rights of access, not entirely clear, and possibly some further construction, if that is the meaning 
of émidévtes Etti Tou u[ec]oto[1xiou —. Line 14 mentions a cash payment made to equalize the portions 
of Demetrius and Seleucus, while lines 15-18 contain the statement and guarantees of title. The text 

ends with the &vtiovyypagov statement and the names of the witnesses, who are the same, with one 
addition, as those of 18, of two years earlier. 

Published: C. B. Welles, Rep. VII/VIII, pp. 427-432, no. I. Cf. R. Taubenschlag, Journal of Juristic Papy- 

rology, I (1945), p. 117; III (1949), pp. 56f., no. 3. 

BaoiAevovtos PaciAtws Paciktwv “Apodk[ou eve]pyétou, Sikaiou, émipav[ous K]ai piAEAATVos, 
étous FAT’ ws 0 BaolAeus [BaciAtwv cyel, cos Se TPOTEpOV U’, UNVos — — — — év 

Evpootrds1] 

Thi €v Tit Tapatrotapiar. AieiAovto éxovtes [trpos] E[auto]u[s Anu]ntpios 6 émriKAAOUUEVOS 

NoaBouoapudos, 2éAeuKo[s 6] ett[1KAAOUUEVOS — — — — — — — — — ] 

© étmikaAovEvos ZaBSovas, of TloAeu[oKpatous Anuntpliou tou TloAeuoKp[a]tous viol, Eupo- 

Troiol, Tas UTTapyYo[Voas avTOIS OCiKias ev ?— — — — — — dv Epacav Tv pev piav 

AgAa - | 

xévar TloAeuoxpdtny [t]ov SnAoy[uevov avTév tTatépa KaTa Th]y yevouévnv avTd1 pos 

-ATroAAogpadvny Tov &5eAgov avTo[U Siaipeoiv Six TOU AUTOO SikaoTnpiou Ev TH1 ws TO 

TrPOTE-] 

5 pov S€t’ étei, u[nvo]s Avdiv[aiou........ , TH Se ETEPAY Ty ]OpaKeval AUTOV Trapa Nika&vopos 
tou ’AAg€avipou Munoinm[ou — — — — — KATH YPNUATIOWOV yevouEevov] 

6 Rep. VI, chaps. I and VIII; Rep. LX, t. 
7 Cf. the discussion and references, Rep. VII/VIII, 

p. 430; Taubenschlag, Law of Greco-Roman Egypt, pp. 
165f. Further instances of the distribution of property 
among heirs are P. Mich. V, nos. 317-327, all of the first 
half of the first Christian century. Cf. also V. Arangio-Ruiz, 
Eos, XLVIII (1957) = Symbolae R. Taubenschlag De- 
dicatae, 3, pp. 7-52; A. Calderini, Studi in Onore di Vicenzo 
Avangio-Ruiz, III (1952), pp. 273-279. The Dura text has 
the same technical vocabulary as the Egyptian documents 
of the same period. 

8 Cf. the discussion of Taubenschlag, Joc. cit.; Mitteis, 
Grundziige, pp. 270f.; Meyer, Juristische Papyri, p. 176. 

® That yecotoixiov means “‘party wall” and not “‘cor- 
ridor,”’ as stated in the first edition, seems to follow, not 
only from the use of the noun peodto1xos (uEcoTOIXIOV 
occurs here for the first time), but from its coupling with 
the noun toiyos in line 13. On party walls in Egypt cf. 
R. Taubenschlag, Akten des VIII. Internationalen Kon- 
gresses fiiyv Papyrologie, Wien 1955 (Mitteilungen aus der 
Papyrussammlung der Osterreichischen Nationalbibliothek, 
N.S., V, 1956), pp. 133f. 
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S1& TOU avTOU Si[KkaoT]Npioy E[v TH ws TO TIPOTEpOV ... ETEL, UNVO]s AUoTpoU SeUTEpal, Kal 
EAayov ty SiakAnpwoocews v.v. Anuntp[ios yéev TOV av8pcava — — — Nixaveop 5 — — — To] 

Tapleiov TO év TL....].[... “Avtioyos 5& Tov olkov év Tois?}] ..... ols Ka{i T]& Etti TOUTOU Kai 
THs KOIVisS Eiaddou Kai EEdSou Urrepdia [ — — — — éAeuKos dé Tov olkov TOV TIpOs TOV] 

&PKTOV Kal TO ETti TOUTOU UTI[Epdi1ov Kal ETEpOV OT]KOV CUVTIETTTKOTA aTIO YEPOUS [| — — — — 
——[—— — — — — — — ]] €oovtai dé] 

auToIs Ev KOIVd! 7) TE AUT[T] AVA] [Kai eioodos] Kai EEodSos Kai ikpia, ois YPT|oovTAL KOIVTI" 

euppa€er SE 6 Nikaveop thv 9up[av ToU oiKkou To]U émmPa[Aovtos aUTA1 Thy avadederyyevqv 

eis TOV ETt1-] 

10 Bordvta Téa1 Anuntepion av[Sp]dva [kai ta] touTou SupmyaTa Kai TrAIVOeiov AnuWeTat eis 

EQUTOV Kal &vadeiger EXUTG1 Aro TOU aU[TOU Ta]ulEiou ETE[plav BUpaly cis TOV ETIBAAdVTA 

auTa1 oiKov], 

é[u}trAdoet SE Kai 6 ’Avtioxo[s T]hv 6Upav ToU UTrep~miou avToU Thy dvadederyyevny eis TO TOU 

Nixavopos Utrepdiov Kai cavodei[€e]1 eautd1 Etéeoav Oupav elis Ta ikpla?, cavadei€er Se 

Kai O] 

2eAeuKos A[tr]O TOU oiKou aUTOU BUpayv Eis THY KoIVT}Y AUATV, av[oIKo]Sounoovolv SE of TAVTES 

EK KAIVIS TO HETAEU Tis TE AUTTS AUATS Kai ETEPAS AUAT[S UEDOTOIxIov — — — — —] 

UTrooTnoovtal[i Sjé EAUTOIs TPOOBaoIV TIPS THI AUTH YEDOTOIXIal[1 Kai Tr]POs TH1 Tole! 
TOU ETTIBAAOVTOS TH LEAeUKoo! Cikou, ETT1BEvTES Eri TOU L[eo]oTO[1xiou KAivaKa ? — — — 

——-] 
[T]h\s otToGas 1” As [xp]hoovtar avaPdoet ek Tis O2...[.] avtou [... Tpolodw[oe 5 6 An]- 

UNTPIOS TH1 SeAeUKoor eis THY Apiowo1v Tdv yEepdv apyupliou Spayyuas — — — — ovv 

TrA1vGEicot ?] 

rs [K]ai Pup@paot Kali ETEpJo1s ToIs CUVKUPOUOL Kai KAOT}KOUGI TIKI, Tis SE EvSoun[oEews KPaTTO] EI 

EKAOTOS AUTAV TO IS10v YEPOS’ Kai ETaEAVTO of TavTEls — — — — NB’ éEv-] 

[Ka]Aciv und’ évKa[Aeo]eiv GAANAOIS UTE TrEpi Tis AUTTs Siaipeoews Nd Trepi Gv EKAOTOS 

QUTOV idiot EKTHOATO 7 ETTIKTHOTTOAL Unde Te[pi — — — — — — — — Eav 5€] 

[T1s un e]uueivy GAA’ ev[Ka]Agon, exteloeiv Tois euuEivac: aveu Adyou Kal KpicEws ETTITILOV 

&pyupiou Spayyuas xiAias, cis SE TO PaciAiKov Tas ioas, Kali 7 Siaipeois aUTH EoTAI Kail 

oUTMS KU-] 

[pia éxer] S€ Kai dvtioUvypaglov.] Maptupes: 2éAeuKos, *ASaiios, {8} Acvupos BaoiAiKoi 

di[k]aotal [Kai] T&v TewTwV Kal TTPOTINCLEVOOV PIA@V Kal TOV GapaT[opuAdKeyv, Tau- 
oavias eioaywyeus] 

[kal TpdKt]eop Kai THv owpaltogu]Adckeyv, Aalyd]vikos Mapiou, Anuoxedtns Aapovix[ou, 

*AjtroAAoyévns TItoAguaiou.  vacat 

There is no need to list here readings corrected from the first edition. 1. If the line lentgh were not to exceed 146— 
151 letters, the day and the month must have been short, occupying no more than fifteentotwentyletterstogether. 2.The 
lacuna contained the names of Antiochus and Nicanor in an unknown order, plus 6 étrikaAoWyevos, leaving perhaps 
twenty letters for two Semitic aliases. 3. In view of the Greek practice of naming a son after the grandfather, the 
restoration of Anuntpjiou is reasonably certain. It may follow that the son Demetrius was named first in line 2 (and 
in line 6) as the eldest of the brothers, although Greek law assigned to all brothers an equal portion” and his getting 
the diwan is ascribed to luck. 5. The reading of Mvngimm[ou is difficult, especially since the name is new at Dura, 
and the first letters, originally read TOY, certainly look very much like AO Y. On the other hand, the first of the two 
pis is certain, and a close examination of the ductus of the writing reveals MN as the best reading. 7. In both 
instances, T6 pepos would be an equally good restoration as tov oikov, although the éti toWtou suggests something 
more definite. In view of the compass direction given at the beginning of line 8, I have tried to restore points of the 
compass also in the lots of Nicanor and of Antiochus. The lacuna in line 6 following tayieiov is short, however, and 
in line 7 I have been able to read nothing certain before -o1s; only the bottoms of the letters are preserved. It would 
be possible to read -a1s also, for the first letter, while clear, is ambiguous. 8. The erasure consists of a heavy lining 
out, leaving only traces of letters visible. to. The psi of Anpwetar looks like a clearly written phi. Terene 

10 In contrast, the Egyptian practice gave a double portion to the eldest son; cf. Taubenschlag, Law of Greco- 
Roman Egyft, p. 139. 
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reading at the beginning, while neither the Jamda nor the alpha is typical in form, gives the regular future formation 
of éutrAdooetv. 13. The zota of the té1 before tofyo1 is crossed with a loop to resemble phi, but there seems no 
doubt of the sense of the text. For ‘‘stairway,” the usual Greek KAipa§ is preferable to the Egyptian trecods, itself 
of somewhat doubtful meaning. 14. The letters of tijs are fairly clear, but rather atypical in form. The tau has 
a vertical hasta sloping to the right from the extreme left end of the horizontal stroke, while the vertical stroke of 
sigma curves to the left rather than to the right. The letters after OX control but do not suggest a reading. It is almost 
possible to read &« tot oikou t[o]U avtoU, but there is much uncertainty here, and this seems like a very strange place 
for a common dvaPao1s to begin. 15. It would be equally possible to restore) kupievo]et. 16. The shift to the 
subjunctive in ém«thontar would properly require an &v. 17. The phrase &veu Adyou Kal Kpicews occurs also in 
31 and may be restored in 32. 18. The extra delta is written partly across the sigma and the delta. Apparently the 
scribe first omitted the sigma, but discovered his mistake after he had written delta in its place. 

“In the reign of the king of kings Arsaces, benefactor, just, manifest god, and friend of Greeks, in 

the year 336 as the king [of kings reckons, but 400 of the former era, on the ? day of the month ?, in 
Europos] in Parapotamia. There have made a voluntary distribution among themselves Demetrius alias 
Nabusamaus, Seleucus alias [——— — ——1] alias Zabduas, the sons of Polemocrates, son of Demetrius 

and grandson of Polemocrates, of Europos; (they have distributed) the [houses] belonging [to them 
in — — — — of which they have stated that the one was] allotted to Polemocrates, [their father,] just 

named, in [a division] made by him with his brother Apollophanes [through the local court in the] year 

364 of the former reckoning, on the [?] of the month Audinaeus, while the other was bought by him from 

Nicanor, son of Alexander and grandson of Mnesippus [— — — in a transaction effected] through the 
same court [in the year ? of the former reckoning,] on the second of the month Dystrus, and they have 

acquired by allotment as follows: Demetrius [the andron —-— Nicanor — — — — the] storeroom in — 

{[— Antiochus the room in ——] and the upper rooms over it and over the common entrance and exit 

passageway [— — — Seleucus the room toward the] north and the upper room over it and [another] 
room which is partly collapsed — — erasure — — [—-— -—  — and they will have] in common the 

court and the entrance and exit passageway” and the balcony, which they will use in common. Nicanor 

shall block up the door of [the room which] fell to him—|that opening into the] andvon which fell to 

Demetrius, and he shall take to himself the doors and the trim and open for himself from the above 
storeroom another door [into the room allotted to him,] and Antiochus shall plaster up the door of his 

upper room opening into the upper room of Nicanor and he shall open for himself another door [on - 
to the balcony (?),] and Seleucus [shall open] from his room a door into the common court; and all 
shall construct anew the [party wall] between the above court and another court [— — — — — — | 

and they shall furnish to each other access to this party wall and to the wall of the room which fell to 

Seleucus, placing upon the party wall [a flight of steps (?) — — ———— | of the portico through 
which they will ascend from his [?; and Demetrius shall give in addition to Seleucus toward the 
equalization of their shares [? drachmae] of silver [— — — — — with the trim (?)] and doors and 

all the other belongings and appurtenances; and each of them shall be the owner of the domicile, in 

his own part. And all have agreed [— — — not to] bring a charge against each other now or in the 
future either concerning this division or concerning those thing which each of them, separately, has 
acquired or may acquire or concerning [— — — — — — — but if anyone does not] abide by this 
agreement but raises such charge, he will pay to those who abide by the agreement without argu- 

ment or court decision a penalty of 1,000 drachmae of silver, with the same amount going to the royal 
treasury, and [this distribution shall be valid even so; it is executed] in double copy. Witnesses: Se- 

leucus, Adaeus, and Danymus, royal judges and members of the order of first and chiefly-honored 
friends and body-guards; [Pausanias, bailiff and collector,] member of the order of bodyguards; Damo- 

nicus son of Marius, Democrates son of Damonicus, and Apollogenes son of Ptolemaeus.”’ 

None of the principals to the contract or persons mentioned in it, except for the witnesses, who are the same 
as in 18, is otherwise known at Dura, and the names Polemocrates and Mnesippus occur here only. In the one 

11 Cf, F. Luckhard, Das Privathaus im ptoleméischen abstractly, referring the rights of ingress and egress; cf. 
und vomischen Aegypten (Diss. Bonn, 1914), p. 69. Taubenschlag, op. cit., p. 135. Here, however, they seem 

12 The terms cicodSos and é€o50s are commonly used to be used concretely of parts of the house. 
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case where a Semitic alias can be paired with a Greek name, Demetrius alias Nabusamaus, there is no association 
of the two. Nabusamaus means “‘Nebu has heard” (the father’s prayer for a son; cf. Introd, p. 61.) If the theo- 
phoric names imply that the bearers were under the protection of the deity named, Demetrius would have 
had two protectors, a goddess and a god, a Babylonian divinity and a Greek. 

20. Antichretic Loan 

Inv. D. Pg. 10 i7< 6.cm. ALD r2: Plate VIII, 2 

The parchment, which contains the upper text of a “double document,” was found on 12 February 
1929 in the southwest tower of the Main Gate. The original margins of the sheet are preserved in great 
part, although that on the left has been damaged by a burn of some sort, due to the action of heat or 
chemicals, which destroyed parts of lines 6-13 and caused the parchment to shrivel and shrink in the 
vicinity. Below, the present margin is a continuation of the presumed original cut on the right, between 

the upper and lower texts, which made possible the separate rolling and sealing of the former. Here there 

is, at the right, a space I cm. high free of writing. Otherwise the text extends to the edges of the sheet. 
The median, vertical fold of the parchment still shows clearly, as do the three folds down from the top, 

progressively wider spaced. The surface has been scuffed in numerous places, and is pierced by a number 
of small holes, some of which may have originated, at the bottom, in the holes through which passed the 

tying thread. The text is otherwise quite legible, though improvements in the readings of the first edition 
have been made possible by an enlarged infra-red photograph. 

The script is careful and regular, though with a certain tendency to ligature, but ordinarily maintaining 

the aspect of a print rather than of cursive. Letter forms are similar to those of 18/19 and show that the 
writer was trained in the same school. They might raise the question whether the parchment actually 

is the original written in a Parthian fortress, or a copy made at Dura itself. The mw, made in two strokes, 
still retains something of its flat-topped character, and joins a following letter, if at all, at the bottom. 

The #7 is made in three strokes, and regularly joins at the top. Nw is often very similar, and eta and kappa 
also, though there is ordinarily no difficulty in distinguishing them. Theta and epsilon show occasionally 

a cursive, one-stroke form, in place of the usual standard three- and two-stroke forms. The sigma is 

made in two strokes, with the left stroke coalescing when possible with the final stroke of the preceding 

letter: so commonly with alpha. A slight gap is left rarely between words, and a more substantial one 
before and after numerals. In line 6, the scribe left a gap of two letters to avoid a defective bit of surface.1 

The transaction is a loan of 400 drachmae secured by the mortgage of all the borrower’s property: 

étti UTroOnKnI Tois [UTTaPXO]UOIV AUTé&1 T[ao1v. Whatever may have been included in this, it remained 
in the possession of the borrower, as did Greek Utro@7\Kou generally. The same provisions occur in 22 

and 23.2 
Instead of paying interest on the loan, the borrower furnished an d&vtixypnots, as commonly at Dura. 

In 23 this consisted of the regular delivery of goods. Here, as apparently also in 21 and 24, the &vtiypnots 

consisted of the services of the borrower himself.* He was to remain constantly with the lender, absenting 
himself neither by night nor by day, performing ‘‘servile services’”’ (SouAiKai ypeiat), doing everything 
that he was ordered to do.‘ If the interest was computed at the usual Greek rate of 12°, per annum, 

1 The same thing is assumed to have occurred also at 
the beginning of line 5, in éAeu0é[. . Jpcov. 

2 Taubenschlag, Law of Greco-Roman Egypt, pp. 209- 
211; Wenger, Archiv fiir Papyrusforschung, X (1932), 
p- 133, n. 2; Schonbauer, zbid., p. 203. It is notable 
how closely the phraseology of this privately drawn 
contract corresponds to that of the documents from the 
Dura registry. 

3 For the situation in Egypt cf. Taubenschlag, Law 
of Greco-Roman Egypt, pp. 216-220. 

4 The expression is parallel to the SouAiKé SiaKxovrjpara 

of Plato, Theatetus, 175 E, translated “‘menial services” 
by H. N. Fowler in the Loeb Classical Library; cf. also 
the SovAikal émiotijpot, Arist., Pol., I, ii, 23 (1255> 31). 
The implication here may be a little different, when we 
take into consideration the feudal character of Parthian 
society, with its emphasis on the personal relationship 
between master and servant. Barlaas was not a slave, 
but the attendance on Phraates which was required 
of him was that performed in Greece by slaves. It may 
be remembered, also, that in Greek parlance, all the 
“subjects” of the Persian king were SoUAo1. 
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his constructive remuneration would have amounted to 4 drachmae each month, rather low pay for the 
sacrifice of his freedom of movement,® but it may be that the possession of 400 drachmae at one time was 

worth more than the interest which it would produce. It is not stated that the borrower was to receive 

his food and clothing, though this is implied in line 12. His situation was that known to the Greeks as 
Tapayovr, which arose in cases of manumission, apprenticeship, and some other situations, in addition 

to that of debt.’ 

The interest of the lender was secured, in addition to the mortgage, by certain rights of restriction 

and punishment, and by a monetary penalty upon unauthorized absences in the amount of a drachma 

a day ;8 seven days were allowed in the year for sickness. If the borrower took asylum in a temple, he 
was to be ejected. The act would involve no sacrilege since he gave his consent to it in advance.® What- 
ever punishment followed, and the lacuna at the end of line 11 presents our knowing certainly what 
this was, it was not to deprive him of daily sustenance and clothing. Other risks to the lender’s in- 
vestment, the running away, death, injury, and other hazards of the borrower, were not to affect him. 

Presumably this means rather that the lender could not be held responsible—by the borrower’s relatives, 

for example—if any such events occurred, and that his claim on the mortgaged property of the bor- 
rower remained valid nevertheless.” 

The term of the contract was one year, at which time the borrower would extinguish the obligation 

by repayment of the loan, but this outcome was clearly not expected, for the contract continues to 
provide that if this did not occur, all of the conditions of the original loan would remain in effect, in- 
cluding the trapayovn. If the lender wanted to terminate the transaction, he might proceed to collect 

the amount owed from the borrower and from his property, both that originally mortgaged and any 

that he may have acquired subsequently. On the other hand, the borrower undertook to renew the 

contract on demand at any time through the record office at Dura, under heavy fiscal penalties. This 

might enhance the value of the original agreement and facilitate the lender’s procedure of collection,“ 
but it would seem also designed to prevent the borrower from repaying the loan and escaping the ob- 

ligation of service. What form this renewal would have taken is entirely unknown. If it consisted merely 

in the restatement of the contract before the registry officials at Dura and their preparation of a new 

5 So estimated by F. M. Heichelheim, “‘Roman Syria’”’ 
(T. Frank, An Economic Survey of Ancient Rome, IV, 

1938), p. 183. 
® In spite of the punishment or restraint which could 

be put upon Barlaas if he sought sanctuary, he will 
nevertheless receive his daily food and clothing; the 
provision would lack meaning if he were not receiving 
them ordinarily. 

* So also a woman, marrying, undertook the obligation 
not to absent herself from her husband by day or night 
(Mitteis, Chrestomathie, 284, etc.). The fullest discussion 
of the trapapyovn is that of Koschaker, Abh. sachs. Ak., 
XLII, 1 (1931), pp. 2-68, but cf. W. L. Westermann, 
American Historical Review, L (1945), pp. 213-227; 
Journal of Juristic Papyrology, I1 (1948), pp. 51-66; 
Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, 92 
(1948), pp. 55-04; Slave Systems of Greek and Roman 
Antiquity (1955). 

8 The incomplete restoration of line 10 makes the 
penalty clause probable rather than certain, but enough 
remains of the dotted letters in the corresponding clause 
in line 11 to control the reading, and it is unlikely that 
th penalties were different in the two cases. Parallels 
from the Egyptian service and apprenticeship contracts, 
while paralleling the Dura phraseology very closely, are 
not significant in this matter, since their monetary 
features vary; cf. YCS, II (1931), p. 16; and Angela 
Zambon, Aegyptus, XV (1935), pp. 3-66; XIX (1939), 
Ppp- 100-102. 

® This is the situation assumed for the fictitious cate- 
gory of the Tlépoo1 tis émyovijs in Egypt; cf. Friedrich 
von Woess, Das Asylwesen Aegyptens in dev Ptoleméerzett 
und die spdtere Entwicklung (Miinchener Beitrége, V, 1923), 
pp. 60-74; Fr. Pringsheim, Savigny-Zeitschrift, XLIV 
(1924), pp. 396-526; J. G. Tait, Archiv fiir Papyrusfor- 
schung, VII (1924), pp. 175-182; Taubenschlag, Law of 
Greco-Roman Egypt, pp. 7f. 

10 This derives from the notion commonly expressed 
in Egypt that the Sdveiov was éxkivduvov TravTos KivoUvoU. 
Cf. the language of P. Oslo 40, A, 22-25 (a loan secured 
by mortage of a slave Isarus, A.D. 150): Spacpos | [Sé 4 
8a]vatos 7] [ot]vos av oupPt t[7I\s] avtis loalpolUtos kai Tav 
éooueveov exydvoov | [ovSév] BAGBo[s E]axoAouOroet 11H avg 
Kep]adaia Kai tois téKois ovSE péper S1& [TO] eivor | TavTEa 
&]xivSuvla] travtds xivduv[ol]u. 

The provision does not occur in SB 7358, an agreement 
by which a woman agrees to undergo trapapovr in place 
of the interest on a loan made to her father; she must 
repay the loan to end the tapapovr (A.D. 277-282). Cf. 
also the provision of the marriage contract P. Oxy. 1273, 
321. (A.D. 260): thy toUTHV Tpiyiv Kai a&trovolay Eivat pos 
Tov yauouvTa. 

11 Koschaker, Abh. séchs. Ak., XLII (1931), pp. 65f.; 
Bickermann, Gnomon, VIII (1932), pp. 573-575; Wenger, 
Arch fiiv Papyrusforschung, X (1932), p. 135; Schon- 
bauer, ibid., p. 208; Savigny-Zeitschrift, LIII (1933), 
p- 426, n. 6. Cf. below, p. 114. 
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document containing the same provisions, it is possible that the preserved parchment is from such a 
renewal. It would be more in line with what we know of Dura practice in other cases, however, for the 
new document to state that it was a renewal. It is a question, also, whether the borrower was obligated 
under the original contract to renew it once only or as often as the lender wished. The language of the 

clause in lines 19/20 would seem capable of the latter interpretation. 
The setting of the transaction is Parthian. The contract was drawn up in the village of Paliga, known as 

the last Parthian outpost against the Roman Empire. It stood on the left bank of the Euphrates at 
its confluence with the Chabur, north of the latter, with the kwpotroAis Nabagath opposite it to the 

south.!2 It lay in a subdistrict (Utapyeia) designated as 7 Trepi ’lapSav.!8 The local name Iardas is known 

in Palestine,“ and though no town of this name is attested in this region, it offers no difficulty. Paliga 

was fortified, certainly. The first witness was the ppovpapyxos Metolbaessas, its commander. 
The rank of Metolbaessas was that “‘of the first and chief-honored friends and the bodyguards,” 

equal to that of the governors and royal judges at Dura. Like them, he does not seem to have been an 

Iranian, and the “Men” element in the names of his father and grandfather suggest an Anatolian back- 

ground, although none of the names is otherwise known. On the other hand, Phraates the eunuch and 

his lord, Manesus the governor (otpatnyds) of the Western Marches, are Iranian both in name and 
in title. Phraates, the creditor in the transaction, was a minor feudal lord, arkapat or holder of a city. 
The title is borne in the third century by a greater city ruler, Septimius Vorodes of Palmyra. We are 
not told the location of Phraates’ fief; it was certainly not the village of Paliga, or not that alone. The 

father’s name of Phraates is not given, because of his quality as a eunuch.” 

12 The evidence of Ptolemy and of Isidore of Charax 
is discussed by Dussaud, Topographie Historique de la 
Syvie (1927), pp. 465f.; cf. Rostovtzeff’s comments, 
YCS, II (1931), pp. 42-45. Rostovtzeft’s conclusion that 
Parapotamia was the district on the right bank of the 
Euphrates and Mesopotamia was that on the left might 
seem to carry with it the location of Paliga on the right 
bank of the Euphrates also, since Isidore puts it in Para- 
potamia, but his account begins with Nicephorium on 
the left bank, and he has said nothing about crossing 
the river. Since he is not entirely clear, however, both 
possibilities may be kept in mind, until and unless the 
question is settled by excavation. 

18 The reading *IdpSav represents my present inter- 
pretation of the writing, clear but somewhat ambiguous 
because of the similarity of alpha and delta in this hand. 
The word *|Spaav would be easier to understand as a 
orthographic variant on the place name *A8pda, which 
was applied to two well-known towns to the west, one 
near Damascus and the other in the Batanaea (Dussaud, 
Topographie Historique de la Syrie, Chaps. V and VI), 
but no place of this name is known in the vicinity of the 
mouth of the Chabur. Rostovtzeff has commented on the 
use of the term Utrapyela for the subdivision of a satrapy 
in the Seleucid and Arsacid kingdoms (YCS, II, 1931, 
p. 44) and the term appears in the Ptolemaic possessions 
in Palestine (H. Liebesny, Aegyptus, XVI, 1936, pp. 
257-291); cf. Bengtson, Die Strategie, II (1944), pp. 
20-29; III (1952), pp. 167f. 

14 Josephus, Bell. Jud., iii, 51, where H. St. J. Thacke- 
ray in the Loeb Classical Library doubts whether the 
proper rendering should be larda or Iardan. The place 
was a village on the southern frontier of Judaea, probably 
south of Hebron, and the name was that used by “‘the 
local Jews.” 

16 Eunuchs would normally have been of what the 
Greeks would regard as servile origin, and slaves were 

amatopes. Cf. Rostovtzeff, YCS, II (1931), pp. 55f. It 
is an odd coincidence that the name MittoAfaeioa Mnv 
(Mnt could also be read) occurs in a Dura graffito of 
Roman date from the Temple of the Gaddé, Rep. VIT|/ 
VIII, p. 276, no. 905. On the title of arkapates cf. 
Rostovtzeff’s comments, loc. cit. Professor R. N. Frye 
has kindly given me the following comment: 

“This word, meaning ‘citadel lord,’ is found also 
in the form d&pyatrétns in a Palmyrene inscription dating 
from the year 575 of the Seleucid era, A.D. 264. It is 
found alsoin Theophylactus, the Byzantine historian. In 
the Palmyrene version of the bilingual above the form 
of the word is NUDINN, avgbata. It is found also in Ara- 
maic in various forms, RVDPYNX, NODPIN and KVAPIN 
(cf. M. Jastrow, A Dictionary of the Targumim, 1926, 
p- 73). In Bar Hebraeus, a late Syriac author, we find 

the form 33, argobatos, ‘magister mi- 

litum’ (R. Payne Smith, Thesaurus Syrviacus, 1, 1879, 
Sonu) 

“Tn Iranian, the word occurs in the inscription of 
Paikuli, Parthian ‘vkpty, Sassanian ylgupt (avkapad 
and hargopat). In Book Pahlavi the word occurs as 
avrkpat. In Turfan Parthian the word ’avk is found (F. 
W. K. Miiller, ‘Ein Doppelblatt,’ Abh. Ak. Berlin, 
IQ12, p. 16). 

“The etymology of the word has been discussed 
many times (e.g., P. Horn, Grundriss der neupersischen 
Etymologie, 1893, p. 18), and the general but still uneasy 
conclusion is that the first part of the word is from 
Latin arx. 

“Tn the time of Nerseh (end of the third century of 
our era), the title stood very high in Sassanian protocol, 
probably meaning a member of the ruling family. In 
Palmyra under Odenathus the title belonged to the 
chief Roman military office. But the title does not 
appear in the royal inscription of Shapur on the 
Ka’bah of Zoroaster at NaqS-e Rustam where all of 
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Manesus, who may well have belonged to the great Parthian family of the Surén, Mesopotamian 

and productive of a number of prominent persons who bore the similar name of Monaeses,!® is defined 
by his father’s name, his court titles, and his positions. These are of considerable interest for Parthian 
administration, but lacunae in the beginning of line 5 create some uncertainty. Manesus was governor 
of the territory on both banks of the Euphrates south from the Roman frontier, Parapotamia on the 

west and Mesopotamia on the east, with the usual Greek title of otpatnyds.1” He was also in charge of 

the Beduin Arabs with the title "ApaBapyns; these would be the great migratory tribes which move 
north into the Syrian steppe in the spring and return in the autumn, a source of revenue and the oc- 

casion of political disturbances. The grazing tax known at Dura from 13 may have been collected 
from them. They required a special administration because they did not remain within the boundaries 
of a single province. 

With the title of otpatnyés is coupled another of which only the first three letters are certain: TIAP; 
though the last is not completely preserved, there is no doubt of it. For the rest, only one letter is entirely 

lost, and the last four letters are reasonably read as TITO Y. Mlaker’s suggestion trapatr&tou is impossible, 
while Rostovtzeft’s tapa[A]nmtovu fits perfectly, and must be regarded as correct. There is no difficulty 

in the sense. The western frontier of the Parthian Empire was an important trade barrier, requiring 
the supervision of a high fiscal official as much as the Red Sea frontier of the Ptolemies.18 

As his designation of rank, Manesus is called ta&v Batnoa Kai T[dév] | eAcuBél. .]pcov. The former title 

is a transliteration of the Parthian padheshah or margrave. The term is rendered into Latin as vitaxa, 

into Greek by Hesychius as Biota§ which he glosses as BaoiAeUs, the “‘king”’ who ruled one of the twelve 
regions or vegna which comprised the Parthian Empire. It may be in their light that the Parthian king 

was entitled King of Kings, BaoiAeus BaoiAtwv. We should have expected that the term Batnoa would 
be given a Greek inflection, and also that Manesus would be called Batnoa, “a margrave,” and not tdév 

Batnoa, “one of the margraves,”’ but it seems that the word was actually at this time a title, while the 
function of Manesus’ office is expressed by the word otpatnyds.1® 

More difficulty attaches to the following title, all the undotted letters of which are clear and certain, 

although the theta has a cursive form unlike that used elsewhere in the document. The reading éAeu8épcv 
seems inevitable, with the assumption that a gap was left in the writing because of some defect in the 
surface of the parchment, as happened in &pyupiou in the following line. The reading was defended by 

Rostovtzeff against the palaeographical doubts of A. M. Harmon, but has been generally rejected by 
later scholars, who have proposed a variety of readings all quite impossible palaeographically, however 
plausible they may have been from other points of view. In view of the obviously high rank of Manesus, 

the explanation of these éAeW@epo1 as the nobles, dzdtdn, is not entirely satisfactory; we should expect 

the great offices of the empire are listed in protocol. 
We do find, however, a dizpat, whose title would be 
the Iranian equivalent for avkpat if the first element is 
the Latin avx. The dizpat is quite high in the protocol 
but not a member of the ruling family (apparently) 
or of the great feudal families of Varaz, Suren, or 
Karen. We may tentatively conclude that the title 
é&pxaTratns originally meant the military commander 
of a (frontier?) fortress in Parthian times. With the 
rise in importance of the fortress states such as Palmyra, 
Hatra, etc., the title grew in importance. Under Ar- 
dasgir and Shapur, the title had not reached the Sas- 
sanian court. After the capture of Valerian and close 
contact with Palmyra and other states in Shapur’s 
westward campaigns, the title came to be known at 
the court, and by the time of Nerseh it had become an 
important title at the Sassanian court. It does not 
seem to be equal to the commander-in-chief of the 
army, because another man bears the title spahpat in 

the Paikuli inscription. Perhaps the title meant com- 
mander of the home garrison or the imperial body- 
guard. If we accept Tabari’s story of the eunuch sent 
by Gozihr, lord of Istakhr, to be avkpat of Darabgird, 
then surely the eunuch was commander of the gar- 
rison of the latter town. This seems to be the office of 
Phraates at Paliga.”’ 
16 Rostovtzeff, op. cit., pp. 451f.; Cambridge Ancient 

History, XI (1936), p. 114. 
17 Rostovtzeff, YCS, II (1931), pp. 47-49. 
18 Rostovtzeff, op. cit., pp. 49-51. The proposal of K. 

Mlaker to read trapamétns: pahvagbed, “Chief of the 
Watch” or dpxicwmpatoplAaé, was reported by W. 
Ensslin, Philologische Wochenschrift, LIII (1933), col. 269. 
Cf. Wolski, Eos, XLVI (1952/1953), pp- 75-79; Journal of 
Junstic Papyrology, VII/VIII (1953/1954), pp. 289-291. 

19 Professor Frye promises a special study of these 
constitutional problems. Rostovtzeff’s comments, YCS, 
II (1931), pp. 51f., are obsolete. 
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a more restricted group, corresponding to the twelve padheshahs in size and character, but our knowledge 
of Parthian institutions is too slight for such considerations to have very much weight.?° 

The borrower, Barlaas, was a villager of Aramaic nomenclature and probably speech also. The word 

Kan[s may be read at the beginning of line 6, though the rest of his identification is fragmentary and 
doubtful. We are able to know very little about him. The stipulation of a Umro@7kn on T& UTr&pyovTa 

auTé1 Td&vta is conventional in the Dura mortgages, and does not require us to suppose necessarily that 
he had any property at all, beyond some personal possessions. It is purely fanciful to suppose that he 

took a loan at the risk of protracted if not permanent peonage in order to rescue his family or relatives 
from some financial difficulty.24 To him, as to the lender Phraates, the service relationship was the 

purpose of the transaction. Bickerman and Schénbauer have legitimately emphasized the military 

character of the affair.22 Barlaas was to become Phraates’ “Leibknecht,’’ and it is not unreasonable 

to imagine that he would invest much of the loan in military clothing and equipment. This is consistent 
with the essentially feudal nature of Parthian society and of the Parthian military forces. The group 
of Phraates’ bodyguards and attendants which Barlaas joined must have enjoyed considerable prestige 
and power and had ample opportunity to enrich themselves at the cost of the peasants and of petitioners 
for the favors of the great man. Such a trusted and confidential retainer as Barlaas would become might 

expect to become prosperous and to retire, with the blessing of his master, after years of faithful service, 
to dignified old age as a leading personality of his village. We do not need to regard the peon Barlaas 
as an object of pity. 

The legal side of the transaction has been much discussed, especially as to its general nature, Greek 
or Oriental. I have always acknowledged that the service relationship, the tapayovt, was entirely Greek 
in its conception, but urged that this particular form of it, involving the free choice of a free man, was 

rare or unknown in Greece itself, but traditional in the East.*4 In this sense I should approve the con- 

clusion of Koschaker: ‘‘Allerdings kleidet sich in das griechische Gewand wahrscheinlich ein Rechts- 

verhaltnis, das im Orient seit langem heimisch war.’’®> In view of the discovery by Taubenschlag of 
Babylonian survivals in the legal institutions of Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt, it may be suspected 

that Eastern influence, more remotely, underlay much of the Greek system of service relationships 
within the family, to which this tapayovn belongs, as was pointed out by Schonbauer.®* But we know 
very little of the origin of Greek legal institutions. 

None of the explanations of the Dura mortgage on all a person’s property seems to me free from dif- 

20 Rostovtzeff, op. cit., pp. 52f. Harmon had suggested 
reading Sexdvdjopwv, zbid.; Ensslin, ouyyevOv dvjipav 
(Philologische Wochenschrift, LIII, 1933, col. 268); Wolski, 
auTtoKpatolpwv (Journal of Juristic Papyrology, VII/VIII, 
1953/1954), pp. 291-294; A. G. Perikhanian, dotavSd]pav 
(Journal of Ancient History, 1956, 2, pp. 44-58; in 
Russian). 

*1 Cf. for example Wenger, Archiv fiiv Papyrusfor- 
schung, X (1932), p. 133, n. 2; and especially Schénbauer, 
Savigny-Zeitschrift, LIII (1933), p. 433- 

#2 Bickermann, Gnomon, VIII (1932), p. 576; Schon- 
bauer, Savigny-Zeitschrift, LIII (1933), pp. 445f. 

*3 Tt is useful in this connection to remember the 
change of fortunes of Hajji Baba of Ispahan in the novel 
of James Morier when he took service with a powerful 
state official, Namerd Khan, the chief executioner. 

*4 Cf. my discussion in YCS, II (1931), pp. 62-74. The 
papers of Koschaker and of Schénbauer (cited in the 
Bibliography) have rightly insisted that the legal frame 
of the institution was Greek, as would be expected from 
the Greek documentation of it and from the fact that 
its enforcement would lie within the jurisdiction of Greek 
administrative law, but the type of relationship between 
the parties is not one typical of Greek society but of 

8 

Oriental society—although Koschaker rightly pointed 
out that it is not attested, thus far, in the cuneiform 
documents of the Neo-Babylonian, Persian, or Hellenistic 
times. A Greek in the position of Phraates would have 
hired a bodyguard or purchased a slave, not resorted to 
peonage. 

2 Savigny-Zettschrift, LI (1931), p. 429. 
26 Taubenschlag, Journal of Juristic Papyrology, VII/ 

VIII (1953/1954), pp. 169-185. I have pointed to a 
similar possibility in a paper in the Revue Internationale 
des Droits de l’Antiquité, III (1949), pp. 507-520, in dis- 
cussing an inscription containing a manumission from 
Calymnus, of Roman date (Marius Segre, Tituli Calymniu 
= Annuario della Scuola Archeologica di Atene e delle 
Missioni Italiane in Oriente, XXII/XXIII, 1952, p. 201, 
no. 198; cf. the dissenting opinion of L. and J. Robert, 
Revue des Etudes Grecques, LXIV, 1951, pp. 181f. and 
approving, R. Taubenschlag, Akten des VIII. Intern. 
Kongr. f. Papyrologie, p. 137). Further instances of the 
combination of manumission and adoption in the Baby- 
lonian manner occur in E. G. Kraeling, The Brooklyn 
Museum Avamaic Papyri (1953),nos. 5 and 8, cf. pp. 
178f. and 224f.; and Buzblical Archaeologist, XV (1952), 
p. 62. The texts date from the late fifth century B.C. 
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ficulty, and I should accept Koschaker’s mon liquet, with the probability that the explanation is to be 
found in age-old Mesopotamian practice. Neither a ‘‘Generalhypothek,” for which I argued in 1936, 
nor a “‘Spezialhypothek,” which Schénbauer has favored, seems very likely in view of the lack of any 

contractural restriction on the right of the borrower to dispose of “‘all his property” which is mortgaged. 
Commentators argued from the text of the trp&€is clause as restored in the original edition that the 
procedure was different in the case of Barlaas himself and of his property: tap& | [tod Ba]pAdo[u 
Kal ék T]dv UTroKeipévoov UTrapyovTav auTé1.2” Since it is clear, however, that there is no room for the 
preposition é«x in the second lacuna, it is evident that the property constituted no forfeit pledge but 
only security, specialized, perhaps, but parallel to that furnished by the person of the borrower, whether 
action in the latter case was by sale into slavery or imprisonment until the debtor was bailed out by 

friends or relatives.?8 Probably the borrower did not have free disposition of the property which was 

mortgaged. It was, to use Pollux’ word, Umroypea, obligated for the payment of the debt. So long as 
the nature and history of the Greek Urro®1\kn remains so largely unknown, it is better not to attempt to 

be precise.*® In the event of non-payment of the debt, Barlaas’ person and his property, mortgaged 

and not mortgaged, might be seized and possibly sold in satisfaction of Phraates’ claim.*° 
A theory of the &vavéwors at the end of the document was formulated by A. M. Harmon in the original 

publication and defended by me in 1936, to the effect that this was the formal recognition and acknowl- 
edgement of the debt by the borrower before some governmental official as a preliminary to its col- 
lection by foreclosure on the part of the lender. I would now discard that theory in the light of its uni- 

versal rejection by other scholars in favor of the simpler explanation that &vavéwors, here and in Egypt, 

meant merely “‘renewal’’ of the contract with an extension of its term and the continuation of its pro- 

visions. The requirement that this renewal was to be accomplished through the registry office at Dura 

did not mean that the original contract was not valid, but certainly suggests that the registered renewal 
would be more readily actionable in the royal court at Dura.*! 

The date is 29 June (Introd. p. 10). 

Published: M. Rostovtzeff, C.B. Welles, CRAI, 1930, pp. 158-181; YCS, II (1931), pp. 1-78; Rep. IJ, pp. 
201-215. Cf. P. Koschaker, Abh. sachs. Ak., XLII, 1 (1931), pp. 2-68; Savigny-Zeitschrift, LI (1931), pp. 428f.; 
M. San Nicolo, Ovientalistische Literaturzeitung, 1931, cols. 1015-1018; P. Koschaker, Chronique d’ Egypte, 
13/14 (1932), pp. 206-208; E. Bickermann, Gnomon, VIII (1932), pp. 572-576; M. San Nicolo, Savigny-Zeit- 
schrift, LIL (1932), pp. 461-464; L. Wenger, Archiv fiir Papyrusforschung, X (1932), pp. 132-136, 289f.; E. 
Schénbauer, ibid., pp. 202-210; Savigny-Zeitschrift, LILI (1933), pp. 422-450; W. Ensslin, Philologische Wochen- 
schrift, LIII (1933), cols. 266-270; C. B. Welles, Savigny-Zeitschrift, LVI (1936), pp. 119-130; M. Rostovtzeff, 

27 The lack of éx in this formula is supported also, 
seemingly, by 22. The distinction between the debtor’s 
person and his property was noted by Koschaker, Abh. 
sichs. Ak., XLII (1931), pp. 6f.; Schoénbauer, Archiv fiir 
Papyvusforschung, X (1932), p. 203. On the other hand, 
Harmon’s suggestion to restore the mortgage clause as 
follows (YCS, II, 1931, p. 21) has not proved popular: 
éttl UTTOON|KNI TOIs UTTaPKOUGIV T[Go1 Kal TH1 CapaTi TOI] 
éqau[ToU, 6] ~oto1 Trap& To: KUpion, although Koschaker 
saw a certain logic in it (Joc. cit.) ; cf. Schénbauer, loc. cit. 
My own objection to it is based on the complete lack of 
any parallel, for in the well-known passage dealing with 
Solon, where Aristotle (Ath. Pol., 6, 1) states that he 
forbade Saveileiv él Tois cwpaoiv, there is no indication 

that the “bodies” constituted a Utro67\kn. Cf. Koschaker, 
Op. Cit. ps 5if- 

28 The question of possible enslavement for debt in 
Greco-Roman Egypt has been much debated on the 
basis of very little evidence, notably P. Columbia In- 
ventory No. 480 (W. L. Westermann, Upon Slavery in 
Ptolemaic Egypt, 1929), where most of the commentators 
follow Westermann in accepting that it was possible; cf. 

for summary and bibliography Taubenschlag, Law of 
Greco-Roman Egypt, pp. 403f.. 

*9 Pollux, ix, 9: TO Umrdxpewv ywpiov wpIoLEVoV, Kal 1) 
éveoTnkvia oTMAn dpos. On the relation of the Attic dpo1 
to the history of the Greek Utro®hKn cf. Fine, Hovoi, and 
Finley, Studies in Land and Credit, with the reviews 
of F. Pringsheim, Gnomon, XXIV (1952), pp. 348-352; 
XXV (1953), pp. 223-231, and of H. J. Wolff, Savigny- 
Zeitschrift, LX (1953), pp. 411-425. Few, perhaps, will 
readily accept Fine’s thesis that land in Attica was in- 
alienable until the end of the fifth century B.C., but the 
fact that no épo1 have been preserved from an earlier 
time is very curious. 

30 This is the position of Heichelheim, ‘“‘Roman Syria”’ 
(1938), p. 165, n. 11, calling attention to a Talmudic 
parallel to the Dura case. 

31 So Koschaker, Abh. sachs. Ak., XLII (1931), pp. 
65f.; Bickermann, Gnomon, VIII (1932), pp. 573-575; 
Wenger, Archiv fiir Papyrusforschung, X (1932), p- 133; 
Schénbauer, ibid., p. 208; Savigny-Zeitschrift, LIII (1933), 

P- 434; San Nicolo, ibzd., LII (1932), p. 464. 
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Cambridge Ancient History, XI (1936), pp. 114-116; E. Schénbauer, Archiv fiir Papyrusforschung, XII (1937), 
p. 212; R. Taubenschlag, Law of Greco-Roman Egypt, I (1944), p. 201; Journal of Juristic Papyrology, III (1949), 
pp. 57£.; J. Wolski, Eos, XLVI (1952/1953), p. 77; Journal of Juristic Papyrology, VII/VIII (1953/1954), pp. 
285-294; W. L. Westermann, The Slave Systems of Greek and Roman Antiquity (1955), p. 123. 
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Baoilevovtos Paollews Bacikecwv *“ApodKou evepyétou, Sikaiou, emipavous Kal @pIAEAANVvos, 
ETouS NET’ ws O BaolAeUs BaolA[Ewv] 

cyst, @s 5é TpOTepov BA[U’], unvos Aaioiou Extn em” eikad1, Ev ToAiyou koount Tis Trepi *lapSav 

UTrapxeias, ei MntoABaicooa Mnv.[.] 

TOZAE. OY tou Mnvapvaiou, pploupa]pxou Kai TOV TPWTOOV KAI TTPOTILGYEVOOV PIAcV Kal 
TOV COWVATOPUAGKOY, KAI TLV] 

Utroye[yp]auveveoy polpTup]ov. e[Savjeicev DOpadtns evvovyxos, apKatratns, THv Trapc 

Mavroou tou Dpadtou tdHv Patnoa Kai TLdv] 

eAud_[. .Jowv, TrapafA]jmtou Kal otpatnyou Meootrotapias Kai TMapatrotayias Kai *Apa- 

Bapxou, BapAdar Oabaiou tou *ABAaiou, Tév [dro] 

Lanse eile ImnpaKkcovlKccoyn|IS .\./ 2. - ].[..]XAPAIZI, ap vv yupiou Kkadou Tupiou Képpatos*? 

Spaxuas TetTpaKootas eri UTroOjKnI Tois 

[UTrapyxolvoiv auTd1 Tlao1w — — ca. 14 — JEY.[& kai?] goto Tapa Té1 KUpion. dvTi 5é 

TOV TOKWV TOU AUTOU apyupioU oUVTrap[a-] 

[ueveov] 6 BapAdas Ta[1 Dpacter uEXpP1 TOU Ts aITOSdoEws] YPOvoU Trape€eTaI AUTA1 SouAIKaS 

XpPEIAS, TrOIdv TA TIPCOTAODO OEY A] 

[outa Ta]vta, ou y[tyvouevos apTUYEpOS CUTE ATrOKOITOS aveu T]ijs TOU Dpadtou yvauns 

exv dé &pnvepevion 1) GtroKoityo[n aro Tou Dpadtou], 

[ex]TEloe: Ex[GKoTNHS THECUS SPaXUTV Hiav .......... Exx]v Se coOevtjon TAsiov tuepdv errt[c, 

ék]teioe: O Bap[Adas excotns TuEpas 75] 

[av a]oynon Spax[unv] wio[v:] exv S¢ [eis iepov Ti KaTa]pU[y]n, BANOnoeTaI Ek TOU igpoU Kai 
XPNoeTar av[Ta1] 6 Dpalatn]s [— ca. 14 —] 

[.]... ots, xopn[ynloet vevton ye auTa1 6 Dpladtns tHv] Kod’ NuEpay TpogTyy Kai dugicoudv: 

Spaopou S¢é Kai Pava[to]y Kai BA[aBous Kai] 

ETEP~OV KIV[S]YveoVv OU YETEOTOI TH1 SalveloTii. TO] SE Trpoyeypayyevov d&pyvpiov Kai édv TI 

GAAO TrPCCOUVAYXOF] aro THY apy1dv at[o-] 

Saoe1 6 BalpA]aas Té1 Dpacter év unvi Aaig[i]o1 Téd1 év TH1 ws TO TIPSTEPOV yAU’ éTeI Ev 

SE UT] ATTODS Ev TH1 GOPIOVEVODL 

xeloves]!, €o[Tar Kai OUT]ws TrapexouEvos 6 BapAdas Ta&1 Dpadter Tas aUTAS xpEias ET Talis 

TIPOKEILEVAIS SIAOTOAIS HEXPI TiS TOU dp- 

Lyupio]y ctrodeloe]o[s:] eav pévtor ye TOV xpovoy [T]o[p]eAn[Au]9otos BouAntan [6] Dpadtns 
é[k]kouiCeo8oau TO &pyUpiov, dtraiTnOeis SE O BapAdas 

eile [eeseuete ] TO &pyUpiov atroSouvan, h [mP]aE[1]s Eota[1] Ta: Dpadte: Kai Trav[ti] Té1 

THY ouv[ypal]ony TauTHy EripepovTl TapG TE ; 

[tou Ba]pAdo[u Kai T]Qv UTroKeipevooy UTTAPXOVTOV AYTA Kai ov av émKTHLo}n[tou [JA[A]o[v, 

ext |p[ao]oovti Kupios TO Ta TATY 

[eee |VsTGo [ita i: Jot. ETEEaTO S[E 6] BapAcas avavenoeobar THY ouvypaghy TAUTHY 51K 

Tou év Evpwrd: ypnuatiotnpiou Stav Trap- 

ayLye]At] avtéi [Uo tou] Dpactou év GAAais HEpais Teves: [E]ay [SE w]h &[vlavewontau, 

EKTEloElY TH1 Dpacdtei Ettitipovy aoyupiou Spayx- 

[vas t]eTpaKooi[as, ei]s 5€ TO BaciAiKov Tas iog{s], Kal THY ouvv[yp]ag[nv] Tav[t]nv eivor Kal 

oUTws Kupiav. Maptupes Nixavasp *Oyarcvou, Opavi- 

[eeiseie | POon |. 2s. 5 Ahioyevns . AAH.. WT.[— —] vacat 

32 On this phrase see Introduction, p. 9. 

8* 
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The variant readings of the first edition are as follows: 1/2. Baorréloov os. 2. lSpdav; Mnv[&]. 3. At the 
beginning, Tv [tTa]p& Tov. 4. At the end, t[év.? 5. At the beginning, ...... [.]ov; at the end, tév [....] 
6.[....].. [é]v ToAtyor Keopnft; xépoxt, which would suggest the restoration olkotvti 8& év T&1] y&poKt or X&paxt, 
as a place name; but this is too long for the space, and the kappa is awkward, though certainly not impossible. 
7s ONTO o\[ sete sictedeletete tate tateneae tenes Jeol ] €oTa. 10. The lacuna following piav was not shown. 12. At the be- 
ginning, &rAois, but there should be four letters before -o1s, of which the first is missing, the second possibly lambda, 
the third iola, tau, or gamma, and the fourth something like eta, mu, kappa, nu, or pi. The natural restoration of the 
end of line 11 and the beginning of line 12 would be ois dv BovAntai (e. g.) Seopois (or perhaps ovv ols or éyv ofs) 
which is of about the right length, but I have not found a parallel to the construction of ypfoeta1, and the uncer- 
tainty at the beginning of line 12 discourages speculation. 13. HeTéoTa! TH1 D[pacrer. 15. €o[tai trap? avt]é1 
TTAPEXOLEVOS. 17. [u) SUvnta1 avtika t]6, but I cannot reconcile this with the existing letter traces, which call 
for a sigma or an epsilon in the eighth space. If the composer of the document may be imagined to have used the 
indicative in such an idiom, it would be possible to read [pi Su]yioe[ta evOvs t]6. At the end, te was omitted. 
18. [kal &k t]4v, but there seems no room for é. At the end, ré&v ..[.]. 18/19, The phrase, which I do not know 
of elsewhere, was apparently much the same here and in 22, to which text the reading of NT instead of the HT 
of the first edition was due (the letters may be practically identical). Following té1, I can read in 22 a beta, 
suggesting BaoiiKé1 (possibly ‘except for things obligated to the crown,” restoring té&v at the beginning), but I 
cannot read PaoiA1Ka1, which is surely too long for the space here. In any case, this phrase probably indicated some 
limitation on the lender’s right of foreclosure. 21. At the end, OMAIAHOY OPAN-. 22. cen ie 8 ins Aaee 
Ahioyévns OAAH. WTI.[ 

“In the reign of the king of kings Arsaces, benefactor, just, manifest god, and friend of Greeks, in 
the year 368 as the king of kings reckons, but 432 of the former era, on the 26th day of the month Dae- 

sius, in the village Paliga of the subdistrict about Iardas, in the presence of Metolbaessas, son of Men— 

and grandson of Menarnaeus, garrison commander and member of the order of first and chiefly-honored 
friends and bodyguards, and of the witnesses who sign themselves below.** A loan has been made by 
Phraates the eunuch, arkapates, one of the people of Manesus son of Phraates, member of the order of 

the batesa and of the Freemen, tax collector and governor of Mesopotamia and Parapotamia and ruler 
of the Arabs, to Barlaas, son of Thathaeus and grandson of Ablaeus, one of the people of ? village, [but 
dwelling in?], the sum of four hundred drachmae of good silver of the coinage of Tyre on the security 

of all of his property [? which] shall remain in the possession of its owner. In place of the interest on 

the above silver, staying with the above [Phraates until the] time [of repayment], the above Barlaas 
shall furnish him menial services, doing all that is ordered [him, absenting himself neither by day nor 

by night without the] consent of the above Phraates. If he does so absent himself by day or night [from 
the above Phraates,] he shall pay [one drachma for each day ?,] and if he be sick more than seven days, 

the above Barlaas shall pay [for each day] he is idle one drachma. If he take refuge [in a temple,] he 

shall be ejected from the temple and the above Phraates shall use him [?  ,] but the above Phraates 
shall nevertheless furnish him his daily subsistence and clothing. Flight and death and injury and other 

risks shall not affect the lender. The above silver and any addition to it because of idleness shall be 
repaid by the above Barlaas to the above Phraates in the month Daesius of the year 433 of the former 

era; if he does not make repayment in the prescribed time, the above Barlaas shall continue even so 
furnishing to the above Phraates the same services on the previous conditions until the repayment of 
the silver. If, however, when the (stipulated) time has elapsed, the above Phraates wishes to get back 
his silver, but the above Barlaas, on demand, [is unable?] to repay the silver, the right of exaction 

shall devolve upon the above Phraates and anyone (else) who presents this contract both from the above 

Barlaas and from his mortgaged possessions and from anything else which he has subsequently acquired, 
exacting with complete validity except [? .] And the above Barlaas has undertaken to renew this contract 
through the record office in Europos whenever he is summoned to do so by the above Phraates within 
five days; if he does not renew it, (he has undertaken) to pay to the above Phraates a penalty of four 

hundred drachmae of silver and the same amount to the crown, and to hold this contract as valid never- 

theless. Witnesses: Nicanor the son of Omaeanus, Phrani—the son of Pha—, Diogenes the son of ?” 

83 T am inclined to take Utoyeypayyévwv as a middle drawn in the Dura registry. They follow the lower versions 
voice rather than a passive: “‘those who have signed their of the contracts, and so do not appear on this fragment, 
names below.’’ The witness signatures are a regular which contains only the upper version. 
feature of the Dura documents, especially those not 
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21. Antichretic Loan 

Inv. D. Pg. 3 15) <<.) Cin. First Half of the Second Century Plate IX, 3 

The irregular fragment of coarse parchment was found in 1922 by Cumont in the “‘Tower of the 

Archers” (Tower 2).1 It is complete at the lower right only, and contains extensive remains of an an- 
tichretic loan largely identical in formula with 20. Parts of the signatures of three witnesses are preserved 
at the end, showing that the text is from the lower version of a ‘double document.” Similar signatures 
consisting of a monogram and a date occur also in 22 and 24; since the former of these was drawn up in 
the registry office at Dura, while this type of signature is lacking in 23 from Ossa, it may be that all three 
of these documents are from the Dura registry. At all events, the evidence of 20 shows that the phraseo- 
logy was standardized, whether at Dura or in the area for which Dura served as an administrative 
center. The appearance of official witnesses in the Dura documents 18, 19, and 25, as well as in 17, is 

shown by 22 not to have been universal. 
The writing is fairly legible, except where the surface has been scuffed or abraded, though the ink 

has had a certain tendency to blur. The writing is inelegant but regular, with letters 0.2-0.4 cm. in 

height, and points to a date A.D. 125-150. 

As in 20, the subject of the antichretic service is a man with an Aramaic name, Baadadadus (“Hadad 

has removed’’). The lender-employer is an Apollonius. The loss of the clauses before the repayment 

promise makes it impossible to know more about either person, unfortunately. As with 17 D, it is not 
unlikely that the lender was a citizen of Europus, acquiring a retainer in the same manner as the Parthian 

feudal noble of 20. The clause which occupies lines 17/18 has no counterpart in 20, and beyond the 
plausible guess that it represents some sort of approval of the transaction by an interested party, it 

must remain obscure. There is no obvious reason why the Aramaean Belacabus should have a financial 

or other interest in Baadadadus. 

Published: F. Cumont, Fowilles, pp. 304-307, no. III. Cf. C. B. Welles, YCS, II (1931), pp. 72-74; Savigny- 
Zeitschrift, LVI (1936), pp. 118-126. 

[—_ —— — — atrodacet 6 BaadsaSado]s Tai [’AtroAAovieo Ev unvi — — Todi év TO] 

[aos TO TrpOTEpOV ... ETel EQV] Se ul] aTrOda1 Ev TH1 [plovevenr ypdveol, EoTaIl Kal OUTS 

TrapexXo-] 
[uevos 6 Baadddados Ta1 7Atro]AAcvien Tas auTas xp[elias [Ei Tais TpoKEIMEVaIs SiaoTOAais 

Lexer] 
[Tis Tou &pyupiou atroSd0ews'] EXxv LEVTOI ye TOU yPOvoU TrapEA[NAUCOTOS BoUANTal 6 ’ ATrOA- 

Aavios &k-] 

5 [koyileofar TO ApyUpiov,] atraitnOeis SE GO Baadadados [un SUvntoar avTiKa TO aPyUPIOV 
&trosouvai, | 

[1] TP&EIs EoToU Td1 *ATTOA]Acovienl Kai TrAVT! TH1 THY OUVypagY [TAUTHY ETTIMEPOVTI TAPE 
TE TOU] 

[Baadada5ou kai THv UTTaPYdovTwv T]dv UtroKeipeveov Kai Ov Av ETIKTHONTAI Tay[ Tov, ExTTPao- 

oovti Kupis] 

[TO THY TAT]Y ... OUV TOI ..... Jor Trapdv S& BnAcKaBos ZaAayuavou tou Bavapo[a — Tdav 

aro? —] 
[evSoxnoev TH1 YONUATIONG! ? T]oUTC Kai TH UTroOAKNI. ETAEATO SE 6 Baadad(ad)os aval vew- 

cocoa ThVv ouv-] 

10 Lypagpiy TauTHv Sc TOU avTOE XJenUaTioThHpiou étav TapAyyEAF AUTG1 UTrO TOU ’ATroAAwvi[ou 

év GAAaIs] 

1 Through the kindness of Franz Cumont I was privileged to study the parchment in Paris in the Bibliothéque 
Nationale in the summer of 1933. 
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[Mepors TrevTE Exv SE Tt) avaveloontal, ExTeigely TE1 *AtroAAwvicn Etritivov dGpyupiou Spay- 

bas [— 8 —] 
[eis 5E TO BaoiAiKov Tas ioas, Kai T]}V ouvy[pa]prny TauTHV Elvan Kal OUTS KUpiav. Ma&ptupes: 

Nixogtp[atos 
[— — — — — — — ]kAtous, Aapovikos Anuoxpatous. 

vacat 

(2d H.) [— — — — —— — oly TeTpaxoo1ooTou TMepitiou tréymtni em” eikcd1. 

15 (3d H.) [— — — —— — ou TeTpaKoo1o0]|ToU Tlepitiou mréymTH1 err’ eik&S1. 

(4th H.) [— — — — — — ou TeTpAKOGIooTOU Tlepitiou] TréeymTH1 Et’ cikcS1. 

2. Cumont: éxartoot& éB]Sopu[nKoots tel ?|tw ‘Popatwv? The space seems a little long at the beginning for my reading. 
but the general sense is clear. 3. Cumont: t& 8 GA[A]a €....a. 4. Cumont: d}tav pévtor ye TOU xpdvou ei, 
5. Cumont: *OBadSados ort. 7. Cumont: Kdptraciv? THv xopdv tly Urroxei[plévoov Kal dv av a&miKthoeis How 
AAV. 8. Cumont, at beginning: i]otopév. 9. Cumont, at beginning: UrrJokeioPa1; at end: ’OPaddado0s5 ayo. 
11. Cumont, at beginning: o1 éxtei[oet]v. 12. Cumont, at end: paptup(es) Evt[ax]tos. 13. Cumont: ’ Apiotox]Agous, 
[ An]udvikos. 

‘““__ __ —_ — shall be repaid by the above Baadadadus] to the above [Apollonius in the month ? of 

the year ? of the former era; if] he does not make repayment in the [prescribed time, the above Baada- 

dadus shall continue even so furnishing to the above] Apollonius the same services [on the previous 

conditions until the repayment of the silver.] If, however, when the (stipulated) time has elapsed, [the 
above Apollonius wishes to get back his silver,] but the above Baadadadus, on demand, [is unable to 

repay the silver, the right of exaction shall devolve upon the above] Apollonius and anyone (else) who 

[presents this] contract [both from the above Baadadadus and from his] mortgaged [possessions] and 

from all (else) which he has subsequently acquired, [exacting with complete validity except ? .] Bela- 
cabus, son of Salamanus and grandson of Banar[sas—,] present, [has approved this transaction] and the 

mortgage. And the above Baadadadus has undertaken to renew [this contract through the local] record 

office whenever he is summoned to do so by the above Apollonius [within five days; if he does not] 
renew it, (he has undertaken) to pay to the above Apollonius a penalty of [?] drachmae of silver [and 
the same amount to the crown,] and to hold this contract as valid nevertheless. Witnesses: Nicostratus 

[the son of ? , ? the son of—Jcles, Damonicus the son of Democrates. 
“(Name), year ? | four hundred, the 25th of Peritius. 

“(Name), year ? four hundred,]| the 25th of Peritius. 
“(Name), year ? four hundred,]| the 25th [of Peritius.]’’ 

The phrasing is precisely the same as that of 20 except in line 7, where that text has an easier expression 
(tév UtroKeipévov Utrapydvtwv avtéi), and at the end of the line, &]A[A]w[v instead of tévtwv; while the reading 
is doubtful, the fragmentary omega cannot be a tau (as for t[&v]t[wv) since the top of a hasta is preserved, without 
cross stroke. In line 10, 20 has év Ev¥pwié1 in place of avtd@1, since it was not drawn up at Dura; here ovté61 

fits the space and is suitable in a document from the Dura registry (cf. 18 and 19). 
A certain additional probability that this text was drawn up in Dura is furnished by the names of the wit- 

nesses. Nicostratus was a common name in one of the leading Dura families (cf. 24), and a Democrates son 
of Damonicus, probably the father of this Damonicus son of Democrates, was a witness to both 18 and 19, of 
a generation earlier. 

22. Loan on Security 

Inv. D. Pg. 13 7.5 >< 13.5/¢mn: A.D. 133/4 Plate XP x 

Found on 28 January 1932 with the files of the Cohors XX Palmyrenorum in the Temple of Az- 
zanathkona (E7 W13), the parchment is the lower left portion of a ‘double document,” and preserves 
approximately the left half of the lower version. The margins on the left and below are original, those 
on the right and above are straight and regular as though cut with scissors. The surface is little scuffed, 
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and there are few holes, and these only on the edges. On the other hand, the surface has darkened badly 

in places while the ink has faded, making the reading difficult. Infra-red photographs have been helpful, 

but much remains obscure, especially where known formulae cannot be recognized. Dotting indicates 

only the extreme of uncertainty, where sometimes practically nothing of the lettering can be seen at 

all, although the surface of the parchment is perfectly preserved. At other places, notably at the be- 
ginning of lines 5 and 6, letter traces exist sufficient to control the reading, though not thus far to suggest 

it. The same is true of the signatures from line 18 to the end. These traces can be indicated only by dots, 
since no letter is even moderately legible by itself. 

The letter forms are conservative, aiming at regularity and clarity rather than style. The lines of 
writing average about 0.2 cm. in height, with a rather wide interval (0.3 cm.) between lines. Epsilon, 
plu, and beta rise above the line, fiz and rho drop below it. There is a clear margin of 0.8 cm. above 
the first line of writing, and one of 2.3 cm. below the last visible signature, where it is possible that one 

additional signature has become entirely invisible. No margin is observed at the left. 
The transaction is a loan on the security of all the borrower’s property, and the formulae are prac- 

tically identical with those of 20 and 21, although there is no personal antichresis. Of the lender, only 
his personal name, Apollonius, is preserved, but his court title shows that he was a notable. He may 
have been a royal judge or even “general and president of the city,’ but there seems little room for 
such titles at the end of line 3, and it may well be that a retired royal official could keep his court title 

while holding no office.1 The borrower has family names which suggest that he was a member of the 

Lysiads. If I felt that I could read his father’s name as Apollophanes, it would make the probability 

stronger, although no Olympus Apollophanes’ son is known at Dura;? the likeliest restoration of lines 

5/6 is that he was resident elsewhere than at Dura. 

The names of the witnesses are all common at Dura, but none of these persons has been met before. 
The Diocles, son of Danymus, of 18 was dead by A.D. 87, and it is possible that this man was his 

grandson, though his only known son was named Polymelus, not Danymus.® 

Unpublished: Cf. C. B. Welles, Miinchener Beitréige, XIX (1934), p. 396, no. 3; Rep. V, p. 303; R. Tauben- 
schlag, Journal of Juristic Papyrology, III (1949), p. 58. 

[Bao1Ae]uovtos Bao1lews Baoilewv *Apodkolu evepyeTtou, Sikaiou, Etripavous Kai PIAEAATVOS, | 

[étous a]tTt’ ws o BaolAels Baoidtwv G[yer], as 5 [TPOTEpOV eu’, UNVOS — — —- éTT’ Eik&-] 

51, €v Evpootrddi tht Tpos “ApaPiou €5a[veroev] “Atro[AA@vios Tou Seivos Tou Seivos, Evpo- 

Traiios ?] 

Kal TOV TPMTV KAI TPOTILALEV[ |v PiAcV K[al TOV CApaATOPUAdKeV, — — *OAUUTTOOI] 

5 .. .<apavous Tou *OAUUTTOU, Evipostraticor THs ouThs ..[ —— — — — oikdv Se ?] 

VIE cheedays Rin ctevaid avo Me &pyupiou KaAou éttionuo[u —- —- — dSpayyas — — emi] 

UTrLo]8nKkn1 Tois UTaPYOUCIY AUTH THOIV, ..... Se apa [Téd1 Kupiol. — ca. 17 — TO 8é 

TIPOYEY PALUE- ] 

vov &pyupiov d&iroSwoe 6 *OAupTIOS Td1 "ATroAA@[vieol Ev UNVvi — ca. 15 — TOI Ev TOI GS TO 

TrpO-] 
TEpOV FUU’ ETEL* Ecxv SE UT] ATTOSO) Ev TH1 Wplo[LEVEoI KPOvesl, — — — — — 7A TPG] 

10 Eis ota Té1 >AtroAAc@vion Kal TravTi Té1 THY OUVvyplagny TaUTHY EIMépoVTI Tapa TE TOU 

*OAUuTTOU] 
Kai TOV YTTOKElUEveooy UTTAPYXovTO@Y oT! Kai dv av [ETIKTHONTAL GAA, EKTIPAODOVTI KUPIONS 

TO TAY TAY TOV] 

1 These are the only officials at Dura known to have 2 The family table of the Lysiads prepared by Jotham 
borne a title, and there is not room, certainly, to restore Johnson and published in his Duva Studies, Pl. I, 
anything of this length at the end of line 3. Therestoration can be expanded somewhat as the result of later 
is based on the hypothesis that a retired royal judge, for discoveries, but givesa substantially correct picture of the 
example, might keep his royal titles while designating family. I have published the graffiti from the House of 
himself merely as EUpwtraios. Lysias in YCS, XIV (1955), pp. 147-151, nos. 16-28. 

3 Above, p. 102. 
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ovv TH B.El.. WI. etd€ato 5&6 *’OAyuTIOs avavenoelobai THY oUvypaphy TauThy Sick TOU 
auTob: ypnua-] 

a&vavewon-] 

Tau, Extetoeiv Té1 *AtroAAcovion érritivov &pyul[piou Spaxyas — — ~— eis SE TO BaoiAiKdv Tas 
ioas, Kal TiVv] 

15 ouvypaghy TauTny elyor Kal oUTas KUplav’ Exe [SE Kal dvtTioWvypagov. Maptupes: — —] 

DeAeUKou, AioKxAtjs Aavipou, Avotas AloKAtous. [vacat 

(2d H.) *Eogpdyiopo ’’ OAuutros 6 [Etr&voo. 

(3d H.) .. Etous tréutrtou TetpaKogToOU TeTpAK[oc1oOTOU 
(4th H.) .. étous tréytrtou TeTpAKOoOTOU TeTPAK[OGIOOTOU 

3. This is the first appearance of this form of the name of Dura, which is employed again in 25 of almost a half century 
later. Since the restoration avtd6@1 in line 12 makes that line a little short, I thought of reading év Evporré&1 there 
and of recognizing a different place name here, but while the writing is faint and partly ambiguous, the space and the 
majority of the traces of ink fit the reading of the text. 5. The traces at the end would fit KO) (ke[uns) rather 
than TTO(1rd[Aeqs). 7. The space would fit the restoration oto but the first letter is almost certainly epsilon, 
and the natural reading would be elotv. 11-14. The restored text is (except in line 12) a little longer than above, 
but it may be that the writing was more closely spaced. There is no doubt that the restorations give the original sense 
of the document. At the end it is almost possible to recognize traces of a third witness signature, which presumably 
once followed the first two. Probably the witnesses’ names were indicated by such monograms as are employed in 
18 and 24. 

“In the reign of the king of kings Arsaces, [benefactor, just, manifest god, and friend of Greeks, in 

the year] 381 as the king of kings reckons, but [445 of the former era, on the ? day of the month ?}] 

in Europos toward Arabia. A loan has been made by Apollonius [— — — — of Europos (?),] member 
of the order of first and chiefly-honored friends and [bodyguards, — — to Olympus,] son of — — phanes 
and grandson of Olympus, of Europos, of the same [ ? — — dwelling in ?] — — — of the sum [of ? 
drachmae] of good, minted silver [— — on the] security of all of his property, which remains in the 

possession [of its owner(?) — — — — The above] silver shall be repaid by the above Olympus to the 
above Apollonius [in the month ? of the] year 446 of the former reckoning; if he does not make re- 

payment in the prescribed [time — — — — the] right of exaction shall devolve upon the above Apol- 
lonius and anyone (else) who presents [this] contract [both from the above Olympus] and from his 

mortgaged possessions and from anything else which [he has subsequently acquired, exacting with 

complete validity except — ] — — And the above Olympus has undertaken to renew [this contract 
through the local record] office whenever he is summoned to do so by the above Apollonius [within five 

days; if he does not renew it] (he has undertaken) to pay to the above Apollonius a penalty of[ ? drach- 

mae] of silver [and the same amount to the crown, and] to hold this contract as valid nevertheless. It 

is executed [in double copy. Witnesses: ? ] son of Seleucus, Diocles son of Danymus, Lysias son of 

Diocles. 
“TI, the [above] Olympus, have affixed my seal. 

“(Name), year 445, [month — — — 

“(Name), year 445, [month — — — ) 

23. Antichretic Loan 

Inv. D. Pg. 32 16.5 << 1oO.siem: A.D. 134 Plate Soon 

The rectangular sheet of dark parchment was found 1 February 1933 in Tower 1g. It is complete on 
all sides, but was broken into a number of pieces, some of which were not found, but the resulting loss 

is negligible, affecting the beginning and the middle of lines 6-8. The writing is entirely clear in an 
infra-red photograph, although the right half is a little difficult on the original. There is no real indication 

that this is the lower text of a double contract, with the upper text cut off and lost, and the somewhat 
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irregular line of the top suggests rather that the document was drawn up originally in a single version. 
The only recognizable fold lines run from top to bottom and not from side to side, indicating that the 
parchment was folded at one time from right to left three times, to form a small bundle, but there is 
no sign of tying or of seals, and there is no writing on the verso. 

The transaction is an antichresis of a simple type. The borrower is a villager from Ossa;! the place 
is mentioned also in 31, but its location is unknown. His nomenclature is purely Aramaic. The lender 
is aman from Dura though not an EUjpwrraios; his name, Lysias the son of Abbouis, suggests a relation- 

ship with the Abbouis son of Lysanias known from a graffito in the Temple of Aphlad, who might even 
be his father, and it is interesting to see that these families with mixed nomenclature and probably 

also with mixed blood had a status in the city, though they were not citizens. Aththaeus, the borrower, 

was a wine-grower, and Lysias a wine merchant, presumably, like the better known Nebuchelus later.? 
In return for the loan of one hundred drachmae, Aththaeus promises to deliver annually to Lysias from 

the new wine twelve and a half keramia. Since the presumptive interest on the loan would be twelve drach- 
mae per annum, the price of the wine was not far from one drachma for the keramion of, probably, nine or 

ten gallons. As appeared in the case of Barlaas in 20, money was scarce and prices low in the villages. 

Here also, the value to Aththaeus of 100 drachmae at one time may have far exceeded that of the normal 
interest on such a sum. The money may have been used, for example, for the purchase of additional 
vineyards, or of equipment used in the raising and processing of grapes. On the other hand, it would 
be correspondingly difficult for Aththaeus to repay the loan, and the lack of mention of any term shows 

that the obligation was expected to last indefinitely. The result would be a form of peonage, differing 

from that of Barlaas in that no personal service was involved. Barlaas became a personal attendant, 
Aththaeus an agricultural peon. Both arrangements must have been well known and acceptable to 
the society of the area, and both served the convenience of the persons involved—unless we are to 

suppose that Barlaas or Aththaeus was under some compulsion to accept them. 

It is not clear why this parchment fails to include the renewal clause which is otherwise standard 

in the loans of the Dura area. In any case, we may suppose that it came to the city with the lender, 
and is a disjectwm membrum of his personal archives. There is no reason to suppose that it ever rested 

in the Dura record office. 
The writing is coarse but fluent enough, with the lines of writing and the intervals between lines 

averaging about 0.3 cm. The letter forms are those of Dura in the mid-second century, but with more 
irregularity in the height of letters than is usual. Alpha, beta, iota, epsilon, and theta extend above the 

lines; alpha, iota, rho, and upsilon drop below them. The witness signatures also show practiced hands, 

and are similar in their use of iota adscriptum with the omega of verb endings. 
The date is 29 October (Introd., p. 10). 

Published: C. B. Welles, Rep. VI, pp. 424-427, no. 2. Cf. C. B. Welles, Miinchener Beitrige, XIX (1936), 
p. 396, no. 2; Savigny-Zeitschrift, LVI (1936), p. 126; P. Koschaker, Orientalistische Literaturzeitung, XLI (1938), 
col. 621; R. Taubenschlag, Journal of Juristic Papyrology, III (1949), p. 58, no. 6. 

*"Etous euu’, unvos * YtrepBepetaiou 18 ', €v’’Ooont Kaun! 
ETT TOV UTTOyEyPOLLEveov UAPTUPAV. GpoAdynoeV ’ APGai- 
os “AxapoBavou tou ZaBiSAdcou, THv avTobl, Exerv Ev Saver 
trap& Avotou tou ’ABBovelos, Tév dt” EUpwtrov, &épyupiou Ka- 

5 Aov Tupiou koupatos Spayyas ExT Ov ETri UrroOjKn TOIS 

UTTAPKOUOLV AUTH T&o1Vv, ovo! Sé Tra[p” a]UTH, AavTi SE Tv Td- 

K®V TOU AUTOU dpyupiou géoTal TeADY 6 *AOPaios TH1 Auciat 
Kad’ ETOS, AITO Anvou, oivou Kepduia SeKadSvo Kai ThUIoU 

GTO TOU EVEOTHTOS XKPOVOU EXP! THs TOU apyupiou datro- 
IO ©ddo0Eos. 

1 Cf. U. Wilcken, Archiv fiiv Papyrusforschung, XI 2 Rep. IV, pp. 79-145. 

(1935), P- 317. 
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(2d H.) ’A®@aios *AxpoPBdavou evSoxd1 Tois TpOyey pApHEV- 
O1S TTHOL. 

(3d H.) ’Apid&Batos *ApioBd&lou paptupéi. 
(4th H.) ’ABidSyivaios “Payoaiou paptupé. 

15 (5th H.) Bapoduioos “Paynadddou paptupéi1. 

t. The beginning of the writing is indented a space of four letters. 4. The name was originally read as * ABBovOtos. 
8. The final letter of SekaSvo looks rather like =I. 

“Year 445, the 14th of the month Hyperberetaeus, in the village Ossa before the witnesses who sign 

below. The acknowledgment has been made by Aththaeus, son of Acarabanus and grandson of Zabidlaus, 
one of the local people, that he has as loan from Lysias, son of Abbouis, one of the people from Europos, 
the sum of 100 drachmae of good silver of the Tyrian currency, on the security of all his property, which 
remains in his possession; and instead of the interest on the above silver, the above Aththaeus will 

continue delivering to the above Lysias, each year, from the vat, twelve and a half keramia of wine, 
from the present time until the repayment of the silver. 

“T, Aththaeus, son of Acrabanus, agree with all that has been written above. 

“T, Ariabazus, son of Ariabazus, bear witness. 

“T, Abidginaeus, son of Rhagoaeus, bear witness. 

“T, Barsamisus, son of Rhageadadus, bear witness.” 

For the “‘Tyrian coinage’ of line 5 see Introd., p. 9. The Anvés was the large jar or vat in which the grape 
juice was fermented to become wine; cf. M. Schnebel, Die Landwirtschaft im hellenistischen Aegypten (1925), 
pp. 285-292. These Anvoi contained many keramia; cf. P. Oxy. 1055, 2-4 (A.D. 267) : mapados ‘HpaKAelSn oiveutropeo 
TETAPTNS ANVvoU KEepayIa SiakooIA TPIG, TENTITNS KEPGpIA EKaTOV. 

24. Acknowledgment of Indebtedness 

Inve) Be-26 5.5 X 24.5 cm. A.D. 159/60 Plate XI, 2. 

A strip of parchment found 22 January 1933 in Wall Street back of Block L7, full of holes and badly 

scuffed, contains the left side of a double contract of a complex and somewhat obscure type. Little 
consecutive text of either the inner or the outer version remains, and something of what remains has 

defied interpretation, but since the two versions were generally identical, and since their lines are of 

uneven length, it is possible to see at least the main outline of the original document. 

The writing is graceful and elegant in the lower text, crabbed and careless in the upper, and it looks 

as though the writers were different. This impression is reinforced by the arrangement of the writing 
on the sheet. The lower text was written first, clearly, with an even margin of 1.5 cm. on the left and 

a space of 5 cm. left free at the bottom for signatures; about 7 cm. was left clear at the top for the 

upper text. This, when it was added, left no margin whatsoever at the top and a bare 0.2 cm. at the 
left, while the writing was tiny, five lines occupying only I cm. In consequence of this excessive caution, 

the upper text came to an end 2.5 cm. above the lower one, leaving a wide band of unused surface. The 
four signatures at the bottom extend down to about 1 cm. from the bottom of the parchment. The writer 
of the lower version uses the cota adscriptum with the dative case of nouns, but this is omitted by the 
writer of the upper version, who also, apparently, left out a passage of text, inserting it later between 
lines 15 and 17. 

In attempting to reconstruct the transaction, it is necessary to work back from the end of the do- 

cument. Here, a renewal clause as in 20-22 is clearly visible, followed perhaps by some form of the 
statement that this is a “double document,’’ as commonly in the texts from the Dura record office (18, 
19, and probably 22). Earlier there is mention of the “repayment of the silver,” probably péypi Tijs Tou 

&pyupiou é&troSdc¢ews, in a phrase naturally to be taken as referring to an antichresis: someone will do 
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something until he repays the silver. The words occurring shortly before, tTé&v SnAoupéveov, would fit 
well into a trp&€is clause, whether the “‘above mentioned”’ items which share responsibility for payment 
be things (Utrapydévtev) or people (vidv, uetTOXoov, or whoever they may have been). The text is, therefore, 
an acknowledgment of indebtness of some sort, probably with antichresis, but it is not a loan. 

The obligated party is Conon, son of Nicostratus. He signs at the end as declarant, and must, there- 

fore, have been the subject of the statement with which the document began. The person to whom he is 

obligated is Cronides, son of Damonicus; the name is new at Dura, but emerges in so many fragmentary 

passages that it is quite certain. He is mentioned in lines 11/12 of the upper version (lines 34/35 of the 

lower) with patronymic and civic status, which indicates that he was mentioned here for the first time. 
Since a Nicostratus appears in lines 8/9 of the upper version (line 30 of the lower), either a son or, more 
probably, the father of Conon, I conclude that this document contained an agreement ending a rather 

long and complex set of relationships, in the manner of 15, 17C., and 18. It will not have begun with 

the words *E8dveioev KpoviSns (KTA.) Kovoov (KTA.) or ‘QuoAdynoev Kovoov (KTA.) Kpovider (KTA.) 
éxelv év Saver Trap’ avtou (as 23), but rather with a statement by Conon, explaining how his father 
came to be obligated to certain persons and how that obligation came finally into the hands of Cronides. 

Of this narrative, it is possible to form only the vaguest impression, especially in view of the difficulty 
of reading such lines as 4, 9, 23, and 25. Lines 7 and 8 of the upper version mention two different ob- 
ligations contracted on different dates; cf. also lines 28 and 29 of the lower version. Line 31 of the lower 

version mentions heirs, probably of Nicostratus, and probably, on the basis of line 32, including Conon. 

Other persons appear also, at the beginning, persons with Aramaic names and not resident at Dura: 

Abbas son of Rhageadadus (line 24) and a Zabdibolus, probably son of Zabdibolus (lines 5 and 26). 
In view of the fact that Conon belonged to the highest Dura aristocracy, we may wonder how he 

came to be indebted to this otherwise unknown fellowtownsman. The earliest known member of the 
family is the dedicant of Fresco I in the Temple of Bel; he is pictured with his family on that fresco, 
and alone on Fresco IX. A daughter named Bithnanaia was represented in a fresco from a private 

house, and his wife, and the wife of his son Nicostratus, had seats in the salle aux gradins of the Temple 

of Atargatis, built in the sixties of the first century. He may have lived to the end of that century, and 
his son Nicostratus a generation longer, to be the father of this Conon in the middle of the second century. 
On the other hand, it appears from the probable restoration of lines 2/3 of the upper version that this 

Conon’s grandfather was named Nicostratus, and there is room for another generation, if the first Conon 

flourished about A.D. 40, and his son Nicostratus about A.D. 70; the grandson Nicostratus can have 
fathered this Conon in the period A.D. 100-110, and lived to be involved in the transaction of A.D. 143 

(line 29). Perhaps it would be better to assume two lost generations. There is no difficulty, in any case, 

in identifying this Conon with the witness of 17 A of about A.D. 180, though the latter might, of course, 

be a grandson, or a collateral member of the family. He is, at all events, testimony to the continued 

prominence of the family throughout the second century.! Like the Lysiads of 25, it must have had 
property and interests throughout the area of which Dura was the economic and financial, as well as 

the legal center. Abbas and Zabdibolus may well have been its clients or peons, through whom this 

Conon and his father had come under obligations to others. 

Unpublished. Cf. C. B. Welles, Miinchener Beitriige, XIX (1934), p. 396, no. 4; Rep. VI, pp. 427f., no. 3; 
Savigny-Zeitschrift, LVI (1936), p. 126; R. Taubenschlag, Journal of Juristic Papyrology, II (1949), p. 58. 

Upper Text 

Baoi[A]euLovtos BlaoiAéw[s Baoidéov *Apodxou evepyétou, Sikaiou, éTripavous, Kai pIAEAANvos, 

étous lu’ ws 6 BaolAeus] 

BaoliA]gov d[yet,] cos SE TedT[Epov aou’, UNvos — — — ey —— — 

Kovev Nixootpatou] 

1 Cumont, Fouilles, pp. 359f., no. 5, with stemma on p. 360; p. 390, no. 29; p. 436, nos. 109 and 110; Rep. VI, 
p- 258, no. 781. 

—— 
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Io 

15 

20 

25 

CIV UL Exes 

tov Nikoo[t]patou, E[upwtraios, pauevos — — — “ABB&s 
“Paynaddadou tou —] 

vou, TOV ato ZrapaKke[yns — — — THS TERI wena 

UTrapxelas —] 

TAPOH2 vtr6 ZaPdipa[Aou tot ZaPsiPwAou, tov dtr> — — — 
— — xa-] 

TX OUVypAPas ... yeyevn[vEevas 51a TOU AUTO PaciAiKoU SikaoTHpiou, THY Lev Ulav év TE cos 
ae TpPOTEpov ... ETEL, UNVOS TopTr-] 

alou Sexatn, ap[y]upiou S[paxyas — — — Tr 5é EtTEpaV Ev TH COS TO TIPOTEPOV 

evu’ éte1, UNvos ’ AtreAAaiou] 

Te[i]tn, apyupiou Spaxulas — — Nixootpdto TH avTG — 
Se Nel 

KooTpatw E...O02 avtw [— — — -—- TOV EVKANPOVOUNOAVTOV 

wee TO] 
Kovoovi wed” EtEpoov [kate (e.g.) SiaOr}KnV TOU TraTpOs aUTOU NikooTpdTou, —— KATH 

XPTNMATIONOV OUVTETEAEOLEVOV 51 TOU] 

avtToo[1] BaciAiKoy SixaloTnpiou év TG ws TO TPOTEpOV ... ETE, UNVOS Awou SexaTH _ 

—— Kpo-] 
[vi]Sou tou Aayovixou, [EUpwtraiou, Tas yeypayyevas — — — 

—— TA] 
KH KIAEITIO 2 d&pyypiou Sp[axuas — — — Kai TOV SnAOULEVOOV 

——-] 
Tois au[T]oo1 yeypauuev[ois — — — aute Kpovidea — — 

ine Gs vexpr] 
Tis TOU apyupiou dmrob[o]oe[oxs — — — 

ATIPA[..]H.OP[JTOALITO. = —— 
— — étaga-] 

TLo] 5 6 Koveov dvav[emoeobai Thy ouvypaginy TAUTHY Sia TOU AUTOM YPNLATIOTNHPIoU STaV 

TTAPAVYEAT] AUTED Ev GAAas] 

TMEepais TrevTE, EXxv [SE Ut) AvavewonTai, exTeloeiv TH Kpovider etritivov apyupiou Spaxyas — 
eis S€ TO BaoiAiKov] 

Tas ioas, Kai THY [ouvypagiy TAUTHY Eival Kal OUTws KUpiav. — — 

— — Ti} ouv-] 

ypagi tauTn. Maptu[pes’ Acvupos 2eAceuKou — — — 

Lower Text 

BaoiAevovtos Baloitws Paciktwv *ApodKkou evepyétou, Sikaiou, émipavous, Kal piAEAATVos, 
étous Cu’ ws 6 Ba-] 

odes Booihtwy éy[el, aos SE TPOTEPOV aoU’, UNVOS — — — — — éy — — — — — ] 

TOYZOYKAQAO®..A, — — Kévev Nixootp&tou to Nikootpdétou, Etipcrratios, 
gpapuevos — — — — — ] 

KAHOEITOS ’ABRSs “Payn[addsSou Tou — — vou T&v amo ZTwpaKayNs? — — — 

— — — Tijs Trepi °] 

ENFENAANH 2 trapyeifas — — — — — — — — — — — — UTro ZaPSiPadou] 

ro Ze[B]8[iIBdAou téy [6x6 — —— — — — 
KATH ouvypagas ... yeye-] 

vnvévo[s] S[1]& Tov avTdO[1 BaciAiKoU SikaoThpiou, Thv yev Llav Ev TG1 dos TO TIPOTEPOV ... 

eTel, UNVOS Top-] 
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mifa]ioy Sexérni, d[pxupiou Spaxyas — — 
Try SE ETEPAV EV TOI GS TO TIPOTEPOV] 

evu' éte1, uNvos *AtreA[Aaiou Tpitn1, dpyupiou Spaxyas 
Ni-] 

30 KOOTPATO! TH AUTEH1 TLatpi avtoU ? — — Nixootpadto1 ...... auTé1 — —] 

TOV EvKATNPovounoda|vtTw@v — — — 

— émiPoAdvta avuTd1 Koveo-] 
vi ye” ETEpeV KaTe [(e.g.) SiaGt}KNV TOU TraTpos aUTOU NikooTp&Tou 

— — Kata xpr-] 
UATIOWOY OUVTETE[AEOHEVOV S1& TOU AUTOO1 PaclAIKOU SikaoTpiou Ev TH1 Gs TO TIPOTEPOV ... 

ETEl, UTVOS] 

Aoifolu Sekatn1 E.. [— — — — — — Kpovidou tou Aapovixou, Evpo-] 

35 watoy Tas ye[y]e[o]unév[as 
TAKHKIAEITIO2 &pyupfiou Spayyas 
Kai Tv SNAouLEVoY [— — Tois AUTOBI yeypaLLEVOIS 

ZQNTAI avt&1 Kpovi[Ser — — — 
WEXEI Tis TOU] 

apyupiou émt[o]Sdc¢ews .[ 

40 yeapas evyeypaunev.[ 
— — Kovoo-] 

va tepi T.... NTOZYN. [— ? — éta€ato 5 6 Kove dvavemoeo€ai Thy ouvypagty TAUTHY 
dia TOU AUTOA YpnLA-] 

TioTnplo[y Stav trlapayy[eAf) aUTG1 UTTO TOU Kpovidou év GAAas TuEpas TrevTe, EXv SE pT 
g&vaveoontar], 

exteloeivy t[@1 Kpo]vide [etritiuov apyupiou Spayyas — — — eis 5€ TO BaoiAikov Tas ioas, 

Kai TIv ouvypagiy TauThV] 
elvar Kai oUTeos KUpiav TTA, — — 

— — Til ouvypagpti TavTN!.} 

45 [Maptupes: Ac]vupos 2e[Ae]UK[ou 

(2d H.) AY étous Ev[os EBSounKooTOU TeTpakOcIOOTOU 
(3d H.) ‘VU étous Evos EB[SouNnKooTOU TeTPAKOGIOO TOU 
(4th H.) &k €tous Evds EB[SounKooTOU TeTPAKOCIOGTOU 

(5th H.) Kovev Nixoot[patou — — éypnudtioa. 

It is likely that the line length of the two versions varies. If the lower text were regularly eighty-six letters long (as 
in lines 21 and 33; line 42 is restored as eighty letters long), the length of the lines in the upper text would range 
between eighty-seven and 125. Control may be exercised by the places where the upper and lower texts partly co- 
incide: lines 1/2 with 21/22; lines 6/7 with 27/28; line 10 with 32; line 13 with 36; line 15 with 39; and line 20 with 45. 
2. Since the document was almost certainly drawn up in Dura, we could restore here év Evpwmé ti mpds ’ApaPia, 
except for the uncertain interpretation of line 23 of the lower text. 5. It is impossible to read -@e15 as the ending 
of an aorist passive participle; only the lower portion of efa remains, but enough to show that it was not epsilon iota. 
Here and in lines 25/26, it would be possible to restore a third name of Zabdibolus. 6. It is natural to read vo, 
since there were apparently two dated transactions, and the upsilon omicron can be read, though neither is certain, 
but what should be delta looks like lambda; it is possible, nevertheless, that §Uo should be read. g. Neither éxrds 
nor évtés can be read. The letter following epsilon shows an initial hasta (nu, kappa, or eta), that preceding omicron is 
tau or pt. ro. For the restoration cf. 25, 25; the dative case of Kévev1 prevents an immediate connection with the 
preceding tév évKAnpovounodvtov. 13. The reading of this line is guaranteed by line 36, and in general, the letters 
are entirely clear in both. They suggest nothing in Greek, Aramaic, or Iranian, but may be, perhaps, the genitive case 
of a place name ending in -ts. 16. This tiny line of writing was squeezed into the normally small interval between 
two lines of the upper version, and I can make nothing of it. I imagine that one complete line of the text was 
originally omitted and then replaced in this way, for the relative spacing of the two texts in the two versions seems 
not affected. 20. It would be possible to understand the words at the beginning as a variation on the common 
closing phrase of Dura documents: éye1 8 kal dvtioWvypagov év Til ouvypagi! TowTn, although that alone would be 
insufficient to fill out line 19 to the expected length. 23. We should expect the first naming of Conon to occur in 
the preserved part of this line, but the letters following the clear kappa cannot be read in that way. It is also not 
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possible to read Nixootp&]|tou tot K--—, though the partly illegible sigma could be read as tau, with some difficulty. 
But this would require an even greater dislocation of the expected arrangement of the two texts than to postpone 
the naming of Conon to the lacuna. 24. It is not possible to read Emi] | KAnGEvTos, even if the following nominative 
case did not make such a genitive awkward. 37/38. Though there is a little difficulty with the BQN, it is probable 
that we should restore rape] |Eovrtan, the subject being Conon and his associates, and the reference being to some 
antichresis which they must furnish ‘‘until the repayment of the silver.” But if avté&1 is taken with Kpoviéa, the latter 
ought to have the definite article. 44. Perhaps tro[vtay 7}. 49. We may restore 6 é1révo or Conon’s patronymic, 
or a longer formula as in 25. 

The text is of interest, in spite of its fragmentary condition, because of its record of an antichresis (lines 
37/38) in the case of an obligation with a considerable history between several members of the Dura citizen 
body, though we are, of course, quite unable to determine what this was. The duration of the transaction as a 
whole is shown by the dates, one of the original obligations having been incurred in the Seleucid year 455 (A.D. 
143/4), while the date of the present document is Seleucid 471 (A.D. 159/60), sixteen years later; the reading 
of the date is assured in line 48, where the letter following epsilon is certainly beta. It is also interesting as at- 
testing the simultaneous existence at Dura of the royal court, known from 18 and 19, and the record office 
known (as here) in the renewal clauses of nos. 20-22. Apparently it requires us to believe that the former func- 
tioned in the drawing-up of contracts, the latter in their later renewal (or recording). It shows, at all events, 
that the Paliga text (20) did not need renewal because it was drawn up elsewhere than at Dura. Whatever the 
renewal may have meant, it was not required to give executive force to a document of weaker nature; probably 
it meant simply “‘renewal” by extension of the legal or specified term (see above, p. 114). 

Here, as in 18 (certainly also in the lost portion of the signatures of 21), the witnesses sign their names with 
monograms. The first is easily resolved as Advu(uos), but lacking the key, I have been unable to read the other 
two. This practice is parallel to that of the moneyers of the Hellenistic kingdoms, whose monograms can rarely 
be deciphered. The usage may suggest that the position of the witnesses at Dura was semi-official, as it is evident 
that relatively prominent people functioned in this capacity somewhat commonly. 

None of the places named in lines 4, 13, and 25 can be identified otherwise, and none of the names is certainly 

read. The verb éyxAnpovopéw in line 31, if it is correctly read, is new. The meaning would seem to be “‘to be 
named as heir in” a will. 

25. Deed of Sale 

Inv. D. Pg. 23 22.2 X 18 cm. A.D. 180 Plate XII 

This well-preserved parchment containing a deed of sale in double version was found on 31 January 

1933 in Tower 19. The upper left corner is lacking, but otherwise the sheet is complete except for a few 

holes. It was somewhat damaged from the action of moisture; the surface is badly darkened in many 
places and the parchment is cracked and warped, especially in the upper part of the lower version. 

Nevertheless the text could be read by dampening the surface with alcohol, and becomes reasonably 
clear in an infra-red photograph. Eight progressively wider spaced fold marks show how the document 
was originally rolled down from the top, and a line of little holes below the upper version shows that 

this was tied and sealed separately, but not folded over, for the parchment was not cut. There is no 

docket on the verso. 
The lower version was written first, beginning some 4.3 cm. from the top of the sheet and leaving 

an even margin of 1.5 cm. on the left; no margin was left on the right side, where the writing runs up 

to the edge of the parchment. The writing is a practiced though not elegant or graceful hand, while 

the lines and the letters in the lines are progressively closer spaced as the writer progressed down the 
sheet. He stopped 4.5 cm. from the bottom, leaving room for the names of the witnesses to be added 

by another, coarser and almost illiterate hand, which also added the year, month, and day in line 16 
of the lower version. The upper version is a tiny, fluent cursive, with five lines occupying no more than 
Icm., without margins except irregularly at the top, where the original edge of the parchment may have 
been uneven. (Its present condition is quite uneven, but something of this may have been due to shrink- 

age.) I am not inclined to think that the writer was the same as that of the lower version. This writing 

stopped almost 2 cm. from the top of the lower version, and the names of the witnesses, here also, were 
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added later by a writer who added also the month and day in line 2. His hand is similar in type to that 
of the corresponding writer in the lower version, and the two writers may be identical. The signature 
of the seller, at the end, is that of a competent writer, as was also the writer of the tiny date at the 

very bottom of the sheet. The two notations in line 36 are by different hands, the second of which is 

probably identical with that of the writer of the names of the witnesses in the lower text. 
The transaction is a sale between brothers, effected one month later than, and affecting certain items 

of a body of property concerned in, a division between them, presumably in consequence of an inheritance, 
though this is not expressly stated. The object of the sale was a male slave and the undivided half in- 
terest in a vineyard in “‘epiphyteutic’”’ land near the village of Nabagath, at the junction of the Chabur 
with the Euphrates, where the seller had his residence. Both brothers were citizens of Europus. Their 
family names of Lysias and Heliodorus suggest a connection with the family or families which pro- 

duced “generals and presidents of the city” in the first and second centuries,! but these individuals 
are not otherwise known, and the name of the great-grandfather, Aristonicus, has not occurred pre- 

viously in the city. If “epiphyteutic” land is the same as that elsewhere known as “‘emphyteutic,”’ it 

would be royal land acquired by the family through the act of planting and cultivation. Many Dura 

residents, citizens or not, had property and interests throughout the area of which Dura was the ad- 
ministrative and legal center, and especially in the rich agricultural region of the lower Chabur. 

_ The sale was effected through the Dura ypeopuAdkiov and is witnessed by the three ypeopvAaxes, 
successors to the royal judges of the pre-Roman period. The witnesses no longer sign the document as 

before and the only authentication at the bottom is the signature of Lysias, the seller, except such as 
may be contained in the repetition of the date in lines 36 and 38, and in the verb é€iAnmta. Curiously 

enough, the otpatnyos is the same as in 17 A (and possibly also in 17 B-D, where the name is lost), 

and the first two witnesses occur also in 17 B, where the third name is lost; but the first ypeopvAag in 
17C is not this Theomnestus but an Ortonopates, and the last witness of 17 A is not this Apollophanes 
but Conon, son of Nicostratus. It may be, of course, that the four texts of 17 were not all composed in 

the same year, and that the personnel of the record office and its customary witnesses changed from 
time to time. There is no indication of Roman influence in this office, which may have been established 
by the government of Dura on the withdrawal of the Parthian royal court following the Roman oc- 
cupation of A.D. 165. The three ypeopvAakes bear names common in the Macedonian families of Dura, 
and were certainly EUpwtraio, as were the holders of the four eponymous priesthoods. Dura must have 
been relatively free at this period. 

Published: C. B. Welles, Miinchener Beitrdge, XIX (1934), pp. 381-388; Rep. VI, pp. 429-431. Cf. E. Rabel, 
Savigny-Zeitschrift, LIV (1934), pp. 208f.; U. Wilcken, Archiv fiir Papyrusforschung, XI (1935), p- 317; M. 
Rostovtzeff, JHS, LV (1935), pp. 56-66; C. B. Welles, Savigny-Zeitschrift, LVI (1936), pp. 104f.; E. Schénbauer, 
Atti del IV Congresso Internazionale di Papirologia (Aegyptus, Publicazioni, Serie Scientifica, V, 1936), pp. 454; 
A. B. Schwarz, Actes du V* Congrés International de Papyrologie (1938), p. 439, note 1; R. Taubenschlag, Law 
of Greco-Roman Egypt, I (1944), p. 248, note 30; Journal of Juristic Papyrology, III (1949), p. 58, no. 9; W. L. 
Westermann, The Slave Systems of Greek and Roman Antiquity (1955), p. 123. 

Upper Text 

(2d H.) PEti Uratoov Bpouvtiou] Tlpaigevt. .. To SeUTep[ov Kai *lovAiou Ounpou] To SeUTepov, 

étous gikootou tis AutoKpatopos Kaioapos Mapxou AvpnAiou *Avtoveivou, 

TeTapTOU SE 

[étous tijs AutoKpatopos Kaiolapos AouKiou Avpn[Aiou Kouddou, 2ePaotdv,] iyevovias, 
KaT& S€ TOv TpdoTepov apiGuov agu’, unvos (3d H.) Tepitiou tetaptn, (2d H.) év 

Evpotré Ti} 

1 Cf. the family tree published by Johnson, Duva Studies Lysias are published by C. B. Welles, YCS, XIV (1955), 
(1932), Pl. II. The inscriptions from the House of pp. 147-151, nos. 16-28. 
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tou ’Aptepidapou, Ta&v S& Trpoyovev “HAloda@pou tou AloKAgous tou “HA1oSapou, 
BaoiAéws 5& ZeAcv- 

[Kou Nix&topos Aavupou] Tou 2eAevKou ToU Aavipou. dré50To Auoias Auoiou tov ‘HAioSapou 

tou ’Apiotovikou, Etpwrtraios, SoUAov avTOU a Svoya >AyaBous, cos ét[v] Kk’, Kal 
[— — ca, 23 — — T]i\s ovons Ev EttipuTeuTiKois Trepi NoBayata trv avtiy, EyyUs Tis AUTHIS 

KOUNS, Aeyouévns 5é THv Baeipios ... vi. .wevoov, &k Tis IPOS “HA1O- 

[Swpov Avoiou, Tov ddeApov avTo]U, TOV EXOVTA TO AoITrOV HEPOS THs AUTH s G[UTTr]éA[ou NETO] x7\5° 
Tov 8 auTOV SoUAOV Kal TO HEPOS TLIO” THs AUTTS AuUTrEAOU Etr[IPAACVTA ATE] : 

[Avoia —— ca.20—-— ]N KATA.......... [— — — ca. 26 — xara Tas trpoluTTapKoVaas 

THs SANs a&uTrEAOU Spious Kai vouas (faint traces of ca. 36 letters) 

[— pe’ETEp~oV KATA TH]V yevou[Evnv aUTE] Siaipeoi[v POS “HA1dSapov T]oy [Etraveo] aSeAov 

KATH YPNVATIONOV yeyEevnLEVOV Sik TOU AUTOO ypeopuAaKiou év TH EveoTdT1 eter Kai 
SieAOvt1 

[unvi> étpiato “HA1dSapos] 6 etravan apyu[piou Spayxya]v Tevtakoolwv Kai TOV yelvopeveov 

TraVTOV. BeBaroi Kai TIPOTTAOAET KATA TOV vopoV Avoias 6 ATrOSOLEVOS Kai E€ESEEaTO, Exxv 

[T1s €utroinOt) TOU TreTTPAYE]voU SovAOU Kai [TOU YEpoUS] TL UioouUs auTTEAOU, AU] TOV a&vTIKaTA- 

oTavTa KabapoTroinoely TE “HAioSapoor ev SE Ur KAPapoTroijon, PAGPT Sé TiO “HAIO- 

[(3d H.) “HAidSapos, otpjatnyos Kai émotérns TrOAEwS Oeduvnotos, OeddoTos, *APnvd- 

Swpos, KPEOMUAOKES’ 

“Oauutros Auoiolu, *Aptevisapos Oeodapou, *AtroAAopavns Xapavidou. vacat 

Lower Text 

[(ist H.) ’Etri Urr]atev Bpouvtiou Tpatoevt: TO Sevtepov Kai *louAiou Ounpou TO SevTepov, 

erou[s] 3 
[elixootou ths Aytokpa&topos Kaioapos Mapxou Auvpniiou *Avtoveivou, TeTaptou Sé ETOUS TIS 

Autoxpatopos Kaioapos AouKkiou AtpnAiou Kouddou, viou avtou, ZeBaotadv nyevovias, 

KOTa& 5€ 

TOV TIPOTEpoV GeIGuOV (3d H.) agu’, (Ist H.) unvos (3d H.) Mepitiou tetap {a}tn, (rst H.) év 

Evpwré tH Tpos ’ApaBia, étri 
ieptaov Aios pév Avoaviou Tov ZnvoSdétou tou ‘HAloSapou, *ATroAAwvos 5 OeoBmpou TOU 

*A8nvodotou Tou 

"Aptepii@pou, Ta&v S€ Tpoyovev “HA1oSapou Tou AloKAtous Tou “HAioSwpou, PaoiAtws SE 

2eAeuKou Nik[a-] 

topos Aavwyou tou ZeAeUKou Tou Aaviyou. vv dtréS0To Avoias Auvoiou to “HAioS@pou Tou 

> Apiotovikou, 

Evpwtraios, oikév S& év NoBaydtois Kon tis Tepi TaBodsiv Utrapyeias, vv SoUAoY aUTOU 

@ Ovoua : 

"AxaBous, v ws ét[v] x’, &tréS0TO SE Syoiws Kai TO UPd pYov AUTH: LEPOS T|LIOU GYTTEAOU TIS 

ovons Ev 

eTripuTEUTIKOIS Trepi NoPaydta Thy ATHY, EyYUs Tis AUTHs KOUNS, AeyouEevns 5é Tv Baeipios, 

EK TIS TPOS 
“HA1oSapov Avoiou, Tov &5eApov avTOU, TOV EXOVTA TO AoITTOV HEPOS TIS AUTTs GuTrEAOU 

METOXT|S' TOV 8’ aU- 

TOV SOUVAOV Kal TO LEPOS TMIOU Tis AUTHS GuTEAOU EtriParovTa avTé&1 Auoig YEO’ ETEPCOV KATH 

Tv YEevouevny 
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avTé1 Siaipeoiv Teds “HAidSwpov Tov étrdven &SeAMOY AUTOY KATA KPNKATIONOV yeyevNLEVOV 

Sia TOU AUTOB1 XpE- 
opuAakiou év Té1 éveoTOT1 ETE: Kal SieAGSvTi uNvi. TO SE TreTTPALEVOV LEPOS TUIOU THs GuTTEAOU 

OUV LEpEL &KPO- 
Spvois {i}, Anvévi, Kai Tois GAAOIS TOIs GUVKUPOUO! Kal KAXONKOYO! TOI Kal KAT& Tas TPOUTTAP- 

yovoas Tis AUTTS GuTTEAOU 

Spi& Te Kai vouas vs étrpiato “HAidSwpos Auciou, 6 TrpoyEypaUHEVOS, apyupiou Tupiou KOp- 

vwaTtos Spayxyayv TrevTa- 

30 Kooiwv Kai THV yElvoueveov TravTov. BeBaioi Kai TpoTrwAET KATA TOV voyov AuCIas O aTod6- 

UEVOS Kai 

e€eSeEato, écv Tis EutroinOt Tou Tettpapévou SovAou Kal ToU WEPOUS TUicoUS THs auTTEAOU, 

QuTOV &VTIKATAC- 
TaVTA KABapOTOIT|OELV TH1 “HAoSapeo1, xv SE wt) Kabapotroinon, PAaPT) SE Tr O “HA1odcopos5 

dia TAUTA, EKTICELVY QU- 

TO1 THY 6 &v yévntal avTd1 BAGBos SittAouv Kai Etritipov dpyupiou Spayyuas TrevtaKkooias, 

UTrapyeiv Sé Kal OUTS 

TV KaTAypagTV TAUTHY KUpiav. Maptupes’ (3d H.) “HAidSapos, oTpaTnyos Kai Et1otaTTs THs 
35 TOAEWS* Oeduvnotos, Oeddotos, “AnvoSapos, xpe<o >quAaxes’ *’OAuuTIOs Auoiou, *Apteni- 

Sapos Oeodwpou, *AtroAAopavns Xapavidsou. 
(4th H.) *E€etAntrrou. (3d H.) agu’, Tlepitiou 8’. 

(5th H.) Avotas, 6 étraven, &treSounv KATA TA TPOVEYPOLNEVA Kai *YENUaTIOR. 
(6th H.) Tlepitiou 8’. 

1. I cannot read either Mpaicevti, as in the lower text, or TIpaicevtos, which would be the normal Greek genitive of the 
name, and the letters before SeUtepov do not much resemble Té. 2. It is not certain that the crude hand which 
added the date and the names of the witnesses here is the same as the one which performed the same service in the 
lower text, but the rough printing is similar, and it is hard to see why separate writers should have added these details 
at the time the transaction was consummated. Here, unlike the lower text, the numeral of the year was written in 
by the writer of the body of the text, while the numeral tet&ptn is spelled correctly. 3. The beginning of the line 
is a puzzle. If we restore the seemingly necessary trpds ’ApaPia, there is no room for the introduction of the first priest- 
hood; as a matter of fact, there is too little space, seemingly, for merely émi fepéwv Aids pév Avoaviou tot ZnvolSdtov. 
4. The writer’s desire to shorten his text led him to omit here Lysias’ residence in the village Nabagath; this makes 
the reference to it in line 5 a little illogical. 5. Here also there is too little space to restore the phrase of the lower 
text in its entirety, but there is no way of knowing what the scribe may have omitted. The word following Baeipios 
was apparently a participle going with the article tév, but I have not succeeded in reading it. The word, which does 
not occur in the lower text, is written in a fold of the parchment, and the likeliest reading of the visible letters, ZQANI- 
AHMENQN, does not suggest an interpretation. This is the only certain instance where the writer of the upper text 
has expanded the lower one, which ordinarily he shortens drastically. 7. This line represents an interruption of the 
text of the lower version, which could run on smoothly from the end of line 6 to the beginning of line 8. On the other 
hand, the reference to the existing surveys of the vineyard occurs later in the lower text, and it may be that this 
line is merely displaced from its position there. Possibly the writer’s eye skipped from a’té1 in line 25 to unvi in line 27, 
though there is no obvious reason why it should have done so, and the traces at the beginning and the end of line 7 
do not suggest any passages from lines 27—29. There is, also, the use of épious for the épia of line 29, and 6Angs for attijs 
of line 28; the latter may suggest that the writer introduced a phrase giving the earlier history of the vineyard, but 
this is speculation. The beginning of this line lies in a fold of the parchment, but the end should be legible. 

(The Lower Text) “In the consulship of Bruttius Praesens for the second time and of Julius Verus 
for the second time, in the twentieth year of the principate of Imperator Caesar Marcus Aurelius An- 
toninus and the fourth of his son Imperator Caesar Lucius Aurelius Commodus, Augusti, and 491 of 
the former reckoning, on the fourth of the month Peritius, in Europos toward Arabia. In the year when 
Lysanias, son of Zenodotus and grandson of Heliodorus, was priest of Zeus; Theodorus, son of Athen- 

odotus and grandson of Artemidorus, was priest of Apollo; Heliodorus, son of Diocles and grandson 

of Heliodorus, was priest of the Ancestors; and Danymus, son of Seleucus and grandson of Danymus, 
was priest of King Seleucus Nicator. There has been sold by Lysias, son of Lysias, grandson of Helio- 
dorus and great-grandson of Aristonicus, a citizen of Europos but resident in the village Nabagath of 

the hyparchy around Gabalein, his slave named Achabus, about twenty years old, and there has been 

9 
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sold similarly the half-share belonging to him of the vineyard which is in the ‘epiphyteutic’ lands around 
the same Nabagath, near the same village, and called ‘Of the holdings of Baeiris,’ from joint possession 
with Heliodorus, son of Lysias, his brother, who is the holder of the remaining share of the same vineyard. 

The above slave and the half-share of the above vineyard fell to him (Lysias) among other things in 
accordance with the division of property accomplished with Heliodorus, his above brother, according 

to a legal act performed through the local registry office in the present year and the preceding month. 
The half-share of the vineyard which is the object of the sale, together with a share of the fruit trees, 
the wine vat, and all the other belongings and appurtenances, according to the previously existing 

boundaries and rights of possession of the above vineyard, has been purchased by Heliodorus, son of 
Lysias, the above-mentioned, for 500 drachmae of silver of the Tyrian currency and all the revenues. 

Lysias, the seller, acts as guarantor and broker according to law and has undertaken, if anyone lays 
claim to the objects of sale, the slave and the half-share of the vineyard, that he will oppose it and 
establish a clear title for Heliodorus; if he does not establish a clear title, and Heliodorus suffers any 

loss in consequence, he will pay to him double the amount of whatever loss has occurred and an additional 
penalty of 500 drachmae, while this deed of sale shall be valid nevertheless. Witnesses: Heliodorus, 

general and president of the city; Theomnestus, Theodotus, and Athenodorus, registrars; Olympus son 

of Lysias, Artemidorus son of Theodorus, and Apollophanes son of Charanides. (Year) 491, Peritius 4. 
“It has been copied (?). 

“T, Lysias, the above, have sold according to what is written above, and have accomplished the 

required legal action. 

“Peritius 4.” 

The date of the completed transaction was the fourth of Peritius of the Seleucid year 491; that is to say, 
the seventeenth of February of A.D. 180.” In addition to this dating by “‘the former” era, the document is dated 
in three other ways. In view of the Roman occupation of Dura fifteen years before, it is not surprising that 
dating by the Roman consuls should be used. It was long known that C. Bruttius Praesens was consul ordinarius 
bis in A.D. 180, with Sextus Quintilius Condianus as colleague. On the other hand, Gnaeus Julius Verus, who 
was governor of Syria about A.D. 163-165 and who accompanied the Emperor Lucius Verus on his Parthian 
campaign was consul designatus bis in a previously unknown year. It is very possible that he did not enter upon 
the office, since at the date of this parchment, the Dura scribes need not have known the names of the actual 

incumbents.® 
Dating by the fyeuovia or imperium of the emperors, however, is something new. The instance in Luke 3. 1 

had remained unique, but Dura has supplied five examples, indicating that the practice was rather general in 
the East. The reckoning was “‘exclusive.”’ That is to say, the first year of the emperor’s jyepovia was the Julian 
calendar year of his accession. The dies impertt of Marcus was 7 March 161, so that his twentieth year began 
with 1 January 180. Commodus became imperator on 27 November 176, but since this fact did not become 
known at Dura before 177, that became his first year, and 180 his fourth. The Emperor Marcus died within a 
few weeks of the date of the contract, on 19 March 180.4 

In the third century, with the Roman garrison occupying a large place in the life and administration of Dura, 
the Roman calendar was introduced into the Dura documents, enabling us to check on the Julian equivalents 

= Tintrod..sp.sLo: 
3 For C. Bruttius Praesens cf. PIR? I, pp. 372f., no. 

165; for Cn. Julius Verus, RE X (1919), col. 850, no. 525. 
Attilio Degrassi, I Fasti Consolari dell’ Impero Romano 
dal 30 avanti Christo al 613 dopo Christo (1952), Pp. 50, 
believes that Verus must have died before taking office. 

4 The system in Egypt was somewhat similar, but was 
based on the Egyptian year, not the Roman (Wilcken, 
Grundziige, p. LVIII). For the dates of Marcus and Com- 
modus cf. PI R?1, pp. 119-124, no. 697, and pp. 301-303, 
no. 1482. Such texts as SIG 797 (A.D. 37) show that 
Tyyevovia meant the actual reign of an emperor; it speaks 
of the joy of the world at the proclamation of the fhyepyovia 
of Gaius. A number of such proclamations have survived 
in the papyri from Egypt; cf. P. Oxy. 1021, and the 
parallel texts cited by the editors. The other documents 

from Dura are the following: 31, 18 June 204, is the 
twelfth year of Septimius, whose dies imperii is given 
in 54 ii, 3, as 9 April 193 (it is also the tenth of Caracalla 
and the seventh of Geta, for which see below, p. 160); 
28, probably 9 May 243, is the sixth year of Gordian III, 
whose dies imperii was in August 238 (PIR? I, p. 162); 
the Synagogue tile no. 1 (Final Report, VIII, 1, p. 263) 
is the second year of Philip and the Seleucid year 556, 
and so dated to the first nine months of A.D. 245. 43, 5, is 

fragmentary. 
It may be noted that this system of dating establishes 

the ministry of John the Baptist as a year earlier than, 
for example, in K. & S. Lake, An Introduction to the New 
Testament (1937), p. 244. Since Tiberius’ first hegemonial 
year would have been A.D. 14, his fifteenth was A.D. 28, 
not 29. 
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of the Macedonian months. The absence of such dating here goes with other indications to suggest that Dura 
was very little interfered with for the first forty years of the Roman occupation. In such an atmosphere, we 
may understand the appearance here of four eponymous priesthoods, which constitute the last of the four 
dating methods employed in this document. There is no evidence for their use during the Parthian period, 
although the existence of the cult of Seleucus Nicator in A.D. 159 is attested by the relief of the Temple of the 
Gadde It is possible that the usage in the present parchment represents an innovation, an actual or supposed 
reintroduction of a dating method which belonged to the Seleucid period of the city’s history. The cult of Zeus, 
the principal god of the Greek pantheon, and of Apollo, the d&pynyétns of the Seleucid dynasty, offer no dif- 
ficulties, except for the fact that no temples specifically attributable to these deities have been found. We may 
assume, however, that Zeus was worshipped in the Temple of Zeus Megistos, of which remains dating back 
to the second century B.C. have been found,® while Apollo was worshipped with Artemis in the early sanctuary 
on the site of the later Temple of Artemis.’ King Seleucus Nicator was the founder of Dura, and cults of the 
xtiotai were persistently maintained in Hellenistic cities. We may wonder, perhaps, if this cult was not located 
traditionally near or on the site of the Palmyrene fondug which housed the Temple of the Gaddé in the center 
of the city, across the street from the Hellenistic agora, and possibly neglected under the Parthians.* But the 
cult of the Ancestors offers some difficulties. 

Rostovtzeff has collected the comparative material,? and established that worship of the ancestors, tedyovor, __ 
of the reigning Seleucid king was normal practice. Sometimes, as in Ptolemaic Egypt, one eponymous priesthood 
was maintained for the cult of the king and his ancestors together; sometimes the ancestors were worshipped 
together, apart from the king, or provided each with an individual cult. This makes no difficulty. But here, the 
Ancestors who are provided with a cult are not the ancestors of the reigning king, for Dura was not under a 
king. They are not the predecessors of the king who is named next, for he was the first king of the dynasty; 
if he might count Alexander the Great and the Achemenid Persians as his ancestors, they are hardly likely 
to have been meant in this instance. Equal difficulty attaches to supposing that these Ancestors represent the 
line of the Seleucid kings after Seleucus I, especially as their cult took precedence over that of the Founder, as 
Zeus’ cult did over Apollo’s. If we were to imagine that the Ancestors’ cult was superior to that of the Founder 
because the former was a state-wide, the latter a civic cult, we should still be left with difficulties. At this time, 

certainly, there can have been no state-wide cult of the Seleucid kings in general, and a cult of ‘““The Ancestors” 
implies a contrast: they should be worshipped by or with a descendant or descendants. I suggest that the 
Ancestors of this cult had nothing to do with the Seleucid kings, but were literally the divine ancestors of the 

Macedonian settlers and citizens of Dura. The introduction of the cult at this time was an assertion, not of 
their devotion to a long-since extinct line of monarchs, but of their determination to show themselves Mace- 
donians. Ancestor cults of various sorts were a regular feature of Greek religion, and Macedonia knew a cult 
of Heracles as the tpotrétwp.!? 

The form of the deed is an étréS0t0-érpiato protocol, which may be regarded as the typical form of pre-Roman 
Dura, on the evidence of 15. It calls itself a xataypagr in line 34, a usage which seems consistent with Schén- 
bauer’s definition based mainly on the Egyptian documents: “Die Katagraphe erfolgte demgemiss in der 
Form der schriftlichen Aufnahme der privaten Abtretung durch bestimmte Amts-Organe.’’! The phrase was 

5 Rep. VII/VIII, pp. 277£., no. 907; cf. also Rep. III, 
Dpao4t DO. D. 151. 

6 To be published in Rep. LX, 4 (in preparation), cf. 
Rostovtzeff, Duva-Europos and its Art (1938), p. 65. 
The inscriptions are published in YCS, XIV (1955), 
PP. 133-144, nos. 5-12. 

i@iwirep hin p.158,.00s D560: 
ceivep ann) Vl Chap: Vi. 

° JHS, LV (1935), pp. 56-66. 
10 This was the position which I took in the first 

publication of the parchment, Miinchener Beitraige, XIX 
(1934), p. 388: ““Der Ahnenkult ist schwerer zu erlautern, 
weil es m. W. keine Parallele gibt, aber das Epitheton 
Tpoyoves sowohl als meométwp wurde nicht selten von 
verschiedenen Gottheiten gebraucht.”’ Wilcken took ob- 
jection to this vagueness (Archiv fiir Papyrusforschung, 
XI, 1935, p. 317), quoting with approval Rostovtzeft’s 
remark (Rdmische Mitteilungen, XLIX, 1934, p. 188): 
“Ein Kult der Vorfahren ist in Syrien gut bezeugt.” 
This is quite true, of course, and Rostovtzeff in 1935 
(cf. note 9 above) had no difficulty in assembling a 
number of inscriptions referring to the tedyovoi as an- 

9* 

cestors of the reigning king, and priests t&v teoydvev 
are mentioned from time to time, notably in the in- 
scriptions from Scythopolis and Samaria discussed by 
R. Mouterde, MUSJ, XVI (1933), pp. 180f. Cf. also the 
approving remarks of M. P. Nilsson, Geschichte der grie- 
chischen Religion (Handbuch der Altertumswissenschaft, V, 
11), II (1950), pp. 156-161, especially pp. 158f., where, 
however, he calls the formula a “‘fossil’”’ (‘‘eine Datierungs- 
formel, die Rostovtzeff evident als Fossil aus der Se- 
leukidenzeit deutet’’). It is unlikely that this was a cult 
of the dead in general, cf. Nilsson, op. cit., I (1941), pp. 
160-184; for the cult of the teomd&twp in Macedonia cf. 
J. N. Kalléris, Les Anciens Macédoniens, I (1954), p. 253- 
See also B. Hemberg, Evanos, LII (1954), pp. 172-190. 

11 FE. Schénbauer, Aegyptus, XXXIII (1953), p. 254. 
I am not sure that the use of the preposition “‘durch”’ is 
sufficiently exact. The transaction took place not pre- 
cisely ‘“‘through”’ the officials, but in their presence, with 
their knowledge, and according to the prevailing legal 
stipulations; that is to say,! émi the officials, who sign 
or are at least listed among the witnesses, and xat& Tov 
vouov. 
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omitted by the writer of the upper text, and this instance of the word remains unique at Dura; 26 refers to 
itself as evi (line 28). 

The object of the sale is a slave and the undivided half-portion of a vineyard. The name of the slave, Achabous, 
occurs several times at Dura, and marks him as of local origin among the Aramaeans of the region. There is 
no indication as to how he became a slave, whether by birth, sale for debt, or some other way. 

The vineyard lay in the wine-producing area of the Chabur mouth, near the village Nabagath. This lay 
across the river from Paliga, the Parthian frontier post, and was in a different hyparchy." According to Dussaud 
both villages were on the left bank of the Euphrates and separated by the Chabur, Paliga on the north and 
Nabagath on the south, but the matter is not completely certain. The name of the central feature of the hyp- 
archy in which Nabagath lay, Gabalein, ‘““Twin Mountains,” suggests a feature proper to the right bank of 
the Euphrates rather than to the flat steppe country of the left bank, but it is unknown otherwise. The vineyard 
took its name from a certain Baeiris, probably a former owner." It is a pity that the explanatory noun or parti- 
ciple omitted in the lower text but given in line 5 by the writer of the upper text cannot be read. Since the 
holding was év émiputeutiKois (S1xafo1s)—held, that is, on the condition of maintaining the planting and culti- 
vation of the vineyard — it is tempting to read something like xextnpévwv, for vineyards in Egypt became 
ktThWota, ‘possessions,’ in contrast to the grain land which remained cleruchic. Probably the same categories 
of land existed in the Seleucid kingdom also; 15 testifies to the existence of KAfjpo1. In this case, it would 
be natural to see in Baeiris the original planter of the vineyard, just as kAfjpo1 continued to be known by 
the names of their original holders, but the name is Semitic, and we have no evidence to show what con- 
ditions of land tenure the Seleucid kings established for the native peoples of their kingdom. The term 
émiputevois, Which appears only here, is a term as logical as the universal éupvtevois. It may have been a 
Seleucid coinage.! 

It may be that the upper text contained an explanation of the way in which the vineyard came into the 
possession of the two brothers, unless the reference to “‘the whole vineyard”’ in line 7 is merely a garbled word 
in a misplaced clause. The lower text simply states that the land was “shared;”’ the &—— petoyf\s phrase is a 
curious one, but was suggested apparently by a close association of the preceding d&méSoto: the half interest 
was sold “‘out of joint-possession,” just as Aurelia Marcellina of 30 gave herself in marriage ‘‘out of widowhood” 
(& ynpeias; line g). At all events, the following clause, wherein the accusatives So00Aov and pépos may, with 
Wilcken, be regarded remotely as the objects of the émpiato to come later, has nevertheless the primary object 
of explaining Lysias’ title to the objects of sale.” In view of the similar usage of the inscriptions of Epinicus and 
Alexander, there is no difficulty in explaining the participle émfoAdvta as an Aramaism, where Greek usage 
called for a finite verb: the slave and the interest fell to Lysias in consequence of such a mutual distribution as 
19.18 It is interesting from the legal point of view to see that the action, the S1aipecis, and the transaction, the 
xXpNKaTIoWes, are viewed separately. In the same spirit, in his signature, Lysias states that he has sold the property 
(&mreSdunv) and has effected the legal transaction (’ypnuética) (line 38). The sale was the meeting of the minds 
of the two parties and the payment of the price, the transaction was the performing by the seller of certain 
required legal acts, including the execution of the written deed, the xataypagn, in the presence of certain officials 
and private persons, and probably the copying of the deed in the registry office rolls (of which fragments 
remain in 15-17). 15 mentions publicity through herald’s proclamation (line 6), and the inscription of Alexander, 
Epinicus’ son, mentions a “‘herald of the city” in A.D. 116/117.18 Doubtless there were fees and taxes to be 
paid also. All of this must have been prescribed by law, just as the seller was legally required to supply a guar- 
antor of the title to the new owner. The term was BeBaiwtis Koi trpotrwAntys, by the former being meant one 

who would protect the buyer from eviction through legal action or reimburse him for any loss therefrom; 
while the latter, usually translated “broker,” may contain the notion of a “previous seller’ who could carry 

12 The name means “‘The Brother of the Father,’ and 
is Hebrew as well as Aramaic (cf. Introd. p. 63). The 
nominative varies between ~Ayafos and ’Ayafots, the 
genitive between ’AydéPou and ’AyaPots. A graffito inside 
Tower I mentions an Achabus as father of Diodorus 
(Rep. II, p. 109, no. H. 43). 

13 See above, p. III. 
14 The name Baeiris is Arabic, and means ‘“‘Camel’’; 

cf. EB: Littmann, “PAES TV ©, p. 303 (Introdi p64). 
16 Cf. 15, lines 1/2: év T&1 Kéveovos — — KAtpot. 
16 On éypvtevois cf. W. Kamps, ‘“‘L’Emphytéose en 

droit grec et sa reception en droit romain,” Recueils de la 
Société Jean Bodin, III (1938), pp. 67-121; and for the 
Roman Law, A. Berger, Encyclopedic Dictionary of Ro- 
man Law (Transactions of the American Philosophical 

Society, N.S., XLIII, 1953), p. 452. For landholding 
in Roman Syria cf. Heichelheim, ‘Roman Syria,” 
p. 145. For the xthyara in Ptolemaic Egypt cf. Tauben- 
schlag, Law of Greco-Roman Egypt, pp. 176f. Unlike the 
practice of later Roman Law, this epiphyteutic vineyard 
was subject to sale like any other private property. 

” Archiv fiiy Papyrusforschung, XI (1935), p. 317. This 
would remove the logical difficulty that the seller sells 
slave and land, the buyer buys only the land. But I 
doubt that the composer of this document was concerned 
with such niceties. 

18 Rep. VII/VIII, pp. 128-134, nos. 867 and 868: 
avnyeipev ... Kal Cwypagroas; avoKoivioas ... 6 oiKodo- 
unoas ... Kal TrpoOnoduny. 

19 Rep. VII/VIII, pp. 129f., no. 868, 20/21. 
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the history and the title of the property even further back. In any case, as this text shows, it was legal for the 
seller to assume responsibility under both titles.?° 

Reference to “the preéxisting limits and possessions’”’ of the vineyard in both texts may well indicate the 
presence at Dura, the legal center of the region, of some sort of land survey records, a grand list or cadaster for 
fiscal or business purposes, something like the BaoiAikal ypapat at Sardes where Laodice’s land was to be entered 
under Antiochus IJ.24 The term vouai is not entirely clear; the singular, vouy, means “possession” while the 
plural means “rights of grazing.’ For “boundaries,” épia of the lower text is better than the épious of the upper, 
which may have been intended for épous. In contrast with the acreage of the vineyard, the supferficies (which 
ought, according to the legal maxim, solo cedere) receives special mention. Vines (éxpddpua), the huge vat which 
was used for fermentation (Anvev), and all other tangible and intangible properties of the vineyard were in- 
cluded in the sale. 

The price was 500 drachmae of silver “of the Tyrian currency,” for Dura had not yet become accustomed to 
reckoning in denarii?* A question attaches to the following genitive, té&v yeivopévev tévtev (line 30). The same 
phrase occurs in the upper text also (line 9), so it cannot be explained away as an accident. Grammatically this 
can go only with the preceding genitive of value, and be taken as part of the price. The following verbs Befanoi 
kai TpotraAei cannot construe with the genitive, even if yeivépeva would yield any sense in such a connection. 
The only obvious interpretation is that Heliodorus must return to Lysias “all the produce,” presumably 
from the half-interest in the vineyard which he was selling. This might be for the coming year only, or in per- 
petuity. The latter would mean some kind of life interest, or, possibly, make us suspect that this sale was not 
as simple as it appears. Was this, conceivably, some sort of a fiduciary transaction, in which Lysias “‘sold’’ 
property in settlement of an old debt, but would continue to receive the income from it? These are questions 
which we cannot answer.?3 

The kupieia clause has a curious aspect here. In such transactions as gifts, loans, deposits, divorces, and so 

on, where the challenge to the act can come only from the obligated party himself, it serves to enforce the prin- 
ciple that he can not escape his obligations by contesting them, but must face them still in addition to under- 
going other penalties. In this case, however, the buyer’s title must be protected against third parties. If the 
seller fails to protect it, either by not trying to do so or by trying unsuccessfully, the third party would acquire 
title to the property, and the deed of sale would be rendered without effect. The corresponding clause in 26 
provides only that the deed shall be regarded as valid wherever it may be placed in evidence. It is probable 
that the clause here was introduced by a false analogy from other types of contracts where it was appropriate. 

Probably the é€{Anmta of line 27 is a registry notation, with the noun dvtiypapov understood. The “‘copy”’ 
would be that made in the registry rolls. It is curious that this notation was placed above, and so presumably 
written earlier than Lysias’ signature, which also, on the evidence of 17 (line 39), was copied in the rolls. It 
may, of course, have been written later nevertheless. The purpose of the solitary date in line 39 remains obscure. 

20 The most recent study of the question of Greek sale 22 Introd: spo Ole mine Mitte seyvidence: on 
is that of E. Schonbauer, Aegyptus, XX XIII (1953), pp. 
253-274, where he comments (p. 259) on the dual function 
of the &yopavéyor: to write legal doccuments (of all sorts, 
for a fee) and to record and control certain types of legal 
acts (especially such as were concerned with real property 
or other capital goods). We do not know, actually, at 
Dura, who composed or wrote the parchments or papyri, 
whether private persons or officials. Schonbauer’s paper 
is a reply to one by H. J. Wolff, Aegyptus, XXVIII 
(1948), pp. 17-96, who also mentions this parchment, 
pp. 29f., as evidence that an &ré50To — érpiato protocol 
might be called a xataypagr). Cf. in general the valuable 
book of Fr. Pringsheim, The Greek Law of Sale (1950) 
who refers on several occasions to the Dura documents 
(cf. pp. 5741., and above, p. 85). For the vdyos cf. above, 
p- 97, note 11, and Introd., p. 11). 

21 Welles, Royal Correspondence (1934), pp. 89-104, 
nos. 18-20, Cf. Bikerman, Institutions des Séleucides (1938), 
Pp. 209. 

prices in Roman Syria is assembled by Heichelheim, 
“Roman Syria,’’ p. 151, where, in note 17, he prints a 
translation of this parchment. Cf. also ibid., p. 166. 

23 Only Taubenschlag, Journal of Juristic Papyrology, 
III (1949), p. 58, has appreciated this difficulty. Wilcken, 
Archiv fiiv Papyrusforschung, XI (1935), p. 317, note 4, 
questioned: “‘Woraus schliesst Welles, dass der Verkaufer 
ein Nutzniessungsrecht behalten habe?’’ but without 
explaining how he would deal with the troublesome 
phrase. Wilcken’s comments are echoed by Pringsheim, 
op. cit., p. 104, note 2, also without giving any other 
explanation. I have pointed out the awkwardness of this 
theory, but cannot escape from the obvious meaning of 
the Greek text. 

24 The usage of éxAayBave to mean ‘“‘take off’? a copy 
is well attested in Hellenistic Greek; cf. the Artabanus 

inscription from Susa, my Royal Correspondence, pp. 
299-306, especially p. 302; and from the papyri, P. Tebt., 
484 (A.D. 14); Wilcken, Chrestomathie, 220, 21 (2d cent.). 
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26. Deed of Sale 

InyD iP. 2or 24.5 X 30 cm. A.D. 227 Plates XX; XXVII, 1 

The complete though somewhat ragged sheet of good papyrus was found 11 November 1933 in Wall 
Street back of Block L8, near Tower 18. The upper text was still closed, having been folded down from 
the top in four folds and secured by a length of string looped in a simple knot opposite each of the five 
signatures on the verso, and with a small tassel at each end, so that the packet could be opened only 
by cutting the string or tearing the papyrus (p. 14, fig. 2). There was no cut in the papyrus below the 
upper text, and the packet was not doubled over, but the folding continued with eleven more folds to 
the bottom of the sheet. There were no seals. 

The upper and lower texts were written by the same writer, although the compression of the former 
gives it a somewhat different appearance. The writing is large, bold, and somewhat dashing, with de- 
corative flourishes and extensive ligaturing, tall rather than wide, with a tendency to slope up to the 
right. Such letters as cola, phi, x1, and one form of alpha drop well below the line, while wu and upsilon 

rise high above it. Some letter shapes, notably one form of alpha, suggest that the writer was used to 
writing Latin also. 

Of the other hands, that of the subscription of Aurelius Salmanes is crude and rough, and the same 

is true, somewhat surprisingly in view of his clerical duties, of the cornicularius on the verso, while the 

tesserarius does not write his name at all, merely printing “signavi.’”’ The other writers, notably the 
nuntius who signs first, are fluent if not very elegant writers of a Latin cursive. 

The document records the purchase of a plot of land, a vineyard of perhaps two acres, by a veteran 

of the Cohors Tertia Augusta Thracum from a villager of Aramaic stock in the vicinity of the juncture 
of the Chabur and Euphrates rivers—a region otherwise well known as a center of viticulture and agri- 

culture. Since the Chabur lay to the east of the property, it is possible that it should be located some- 
where along the great bend of the river twenty-five kilometers from the Euphrates, where its course 
is not far from north to south; modern French maps locate here a “‘Secher,’’ which may possibly pre- 

serve the name of the winter quarters of the cohort, though Sachare, ““‘Dam’’ or “Barrage,” appears” 
in modern Arabic as “‘Sahara.’’! The alluvial character of the area is reflected in its productivity and ~ 

in the frequent occurrence of provisions for irrigation. A “canal of water’? bounded the property on the 

east, and the element “‘Sachare’’ appears in the name of the village of Otarnaeus, the seller, and in that 
of the district where the property lay. The place called Karkaphtha, Oarqapta, was a bare hillock, by 
the name,’ such as is apt to be found occasionally in an alluvial plain. 

In contrast with the Cohors Vicesima Palmyrenorum at Dura itself, the Tertia Augusta Thracum 

was an old established unit, the history of which can be traced back to A.D. 88, though little is known 

about it in detail.4 While the soldiers of the Vicesima Palmyrenorum were Aurelii of the Antonine Con- 
stitution (Aurelius Salmanes may have been a veteran of this or a similar cohort), those of the Tertia 
Augusta Thracum were Claudii and Julti, Flavii also if the nuntius was a soldier of the cohort. Whereas 

the Vicesima Palmyrenorum was recruited from the peasants of the Syrian limes, the older unit drew 
its recruits from children born in the camps (castrenses) and other groups of provincial citizens. Under 

1 Cf. Dussaud, Topographie Historique de la Syrie (1927), 
Indices, pp. 562 (““Sahhara’’) and 617 (“Sahara’ and 
“Sahhara’’). The place “‘Secher”’ is listed on the Deir- 
ez-Zor sheet, Levant 1:200,000, produced by the Troupes 
Frangaises du Levant, dated May 1932. 

2 This seemingly tautological expression may be con- 
nected with the use of the loan-word xavdéAtov in place of 
d1dpus, though I have not found any instance of the Latin 
“canalis aquae.”’ 

3 Explained by Goetze as the original of the Golgatha 
of the Gospels (Rep. VII/VIII, p. 440). 

4 There are a large number of Cohortes Thracum, 
though they are numbered only from one to three. Two 

copies of the diploma of A.D. 88 have been found, men- 
tioning this cohort among others, L’Année Epigvaphique, 
1927, no. 44, and 1939, no. 126, both found in Bulgaria. 
It is mentioned again in a funerary inscription of its 
prefect, found in Rome and dating from the times of 
Marcus (CIL VI, 31856). Cf. Cichorius, RE IV (1901), col. 
340, S.v. 

5 On the composition of the Cohors Vicesima Palmy- 
renorum cf. Introd., pp. 28-36. A thorough study of 
the origin and recruiting of the auxilia is badly needed. 
Nothing systematic has been published since the brief 
but useful book of G. L. Cheesman, The Auvxilia of the 
Roman Imperial Army (1914), Pp. 57-85. 
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these circumstances, we may see official policy rather than personal choice in the fact that the purchaser, 

Julius Demetrius, is resident in Rhakoukaitha, Raqugeta, the ‘““Marshy,” and has acquired a substantial 

holding of farm land here on the frontier, where life offered few amenities. His missio may have been 
agraria instead of, or in addition to, being nummaria, so that his original acquisition here may have 
been an issue and not a purchase.® At all events, he has become a prosperous landowner, doubtless em- 

ploying laborers and owning slaves, but still finding the center of his social and economic life in the 
camp of his old unit, and in the military society which revolved about it.’ 

The document is of the type which is called, variously, ‘‘Greek under Roman influence,” or “Roman 

under Greek influence,’® depending on one’s point of view, and finds many parallels among the Egyp- 

tian papyri, as well as in later documents from the West. The history of these forms and formulae is a 

complex one, especially in their relation to the spread and development of Roman law. It has been 
suggested that such Roman citizens as this Julius Demetrius were supposed to follow precisely the 
provisions of Roman law, and failed to do so only through the ignorance or the caprice of the notaries.® 
It is suggested also that the practice of each province was established by the provincial governor, giving 

rise to a kind of jus provinciale which accepted many of the elements present in the jus gentium.” In 

any case, this document is very different in appearance from 25, and it was, of course, not prepared 
in the Dura registry. 

The whole text is one sentence, except for the “stipulatio,’” which follows as an asyndetic tag. Here 

and elsewhere, the asyndeton is more suitable to the Latin than to the Greek language, while the use of 
participial clauses as main elements in the structure of the deed may possibly reveal Semitic influence. 
The expression is from the side of the purchaser, as in Roman and in earlier Greek sales, so that this 

text has even been cited as evidence for the original Greek usage.!! The Dura idiom, like that in Ptole- 
maic Egypt, on the other hand, employed the &téS0tT0-étrpiato protocol. The action of the purchaser is 

stated first, in the sequence: purchase, purchaser, seller, object, seller’s title, location, inclusiveness, 

price (étpiato Anuntpios Tapa *Otapvaiou tiv xapav Vv éovntoar ... €v ToTH ... OW... TAVTI 

Sikaioo Tiy7\s). Then the attention shifts to the seller: he has received the price, and he has transferred 
the property to the purchaser with full rights (fv tTipny attéoyxev ... Kai EScoKxev). There is no mancipatio, 

of course, but the property passes by traditio, as in provincial Roman law.!? Then follow asyndetically 
two clauses which would seem to belong with the description of the property in the early part of the 

document, the yeitvioi and the statement that the property had included 600 vines (yeitoves tijs 

aUTT|s Kopas ... €oTi ... ei SE TIS ANON 1 EoTW 7 EyeveTO ... OUK EoTOI AVTIPPNUA’ Tv Se TPO TOUTOU ... 

oteAéyn). Returning to the seller, the document then lays down his responsibility to furnish and 
maintain a clear title or pay damages (ToU TreTTpakOToOs TrapeXOLEVOU ... KaOapdv, écxv SE UN, SiadiKrjoet, 
ei 8’oU, éxteioe1), wherein we may note the combination of the stipulatio duplae and the damages; by 

Ouoiws is presumably meant that the seller must return twice the value of the price (i.e., 350 denarii) 

6 On the missio agraria and the missio nummaria, and 
for a possible official Roman policy of settling veterans 
on the land along the eastern frontier cf. Archives d’His- 
toive du Droit Oriental, I (1937), pp. 275-277. 

7 For the place of the camp in the life of soldiers and 
veterans cf. 30, where the marriage was consummated 
in the tapayeipacia of the Cohors Duodecima Palaestino- 
rum, and in addition, from the second century, P. F. 
Girard, Textes de Droit Romain (1937), p. 850, no. 2: 
“Actum kanabis legionis XIII Geminae’’; p. 851, no. 4: 
“Actum canabis legionis XIII Geminae’’; Meyer, Jur. 
Pap., 37 (Negotia, 132): ““Actum Seleuciae Pieriae in 
castris in hibernis vexillationis classis praetoriae Misena- 
tum”; SB 6304 (Negotia, 134): Axtouy KaoTpis KAacons 
Trpaitwpiat PaBevvatous. 

8 The latter is the term of Meyer, who characterized 
his no. 37 as a “‘Griechisch beeinflusster romischer Skla- 
venkauf.” 

® The influence of the notaries has been emphasized by 
Arangio-Ruiz, Museum Helveticum, X (1953), p- 243. 

10 The most recent exponent of this theory of a pro- 
vincial Roman law, which goes back in its conception to 
Ludwig Mitteis’ Reichsvecht und Volksrecht (1891), is 
Schonbauer, Journal of Juristic Papyrology, VII/VIII 
(1953/1954), p- 141; cf. H. J. Wolff, Savigny-Zeitschrift, 
LXIII (1956), pp. 1-28. 

11 Pringsheim, Greek Law of Sale, pp. 79f., 104, note 3. 
12 J cannot follow Pringsheim, ibid., p. 221, in regarding 

this clause as the statement of transfer of ownership only 
and not of possession also. He quotes Kamps in the 
princeps, p. 285, but Kamps remarks only that transfer 
was effected by traditio and not by mancipatio. Schén- 
bauer (op. cit., p. 129) has pointed out that the expanding 
use of the longi temporis praescriptio shows that the 
Romans did not use mancipatio in the provinces. 
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and the damage sustained by the purchaser through the loss of the property “‘also,”’ not the value of 
the loss doubled as the price was doubled, and it is not stated how the amount of the “‘loss’’ was to be 
calculated. More remarkable is the absence of a “Fiscalmult” or fine to the treasury as in 25; cf. 
Introd. p. 16. 

Asyndetically, again, the attention of the document shifts to the purchaser, and with another genitive | 
absolute, it is provided that he shall be responsible for all obligations, which might be in money, goods, 
or services, which lay upon the property. This is in line with the statement of Papinian: ‘‘a muneribus, 
quae non patrimoniis indicuntur, veterani post optimi nostri Severi Augusti litteras perpetuo excusan- 
tur,” at least in the exception, for veterans did not always get off so easily.!® The term kupiaxds UTrnpecia 
is well known under the Empire in the sense of services owed to the Imperial government, but KopartiKh 
Umrnpeoia is less obvious.4 The meaning may be that Julius Demetrius would owe services to the village, 
or that as the owner of village land he assumed a corresponding portion of the village’s obligations, 

though I do not know that there is much distinction between the two. Under the Roman system of 
group responsibility for such obligations as the maintenance of roads, clearing of canals, care of dikes 
and sluices, transport of official messengers and supplies, and so on, whatever was required of Demetrius 

by virtue of his ownership of this land would probably be handled by the village.” It is likely that the 

use of the full expression kupiaKxoU Kai Kapntikijs Uirnpeoias was due to the legal desire to cover every 
eventuality. Perhaps (10) kupiakov is a substantive, like TO BaoiAikov, “the Imperial account.” 
A Roman deed of sale, especially one drawn up under regulations laid down by the provincial governor, 

would seem to be enforceable anywhere in the Empire, and the asyndetic third genitive absolute must 

have been entirely superfluous (kupias ovens Tide Tis Ovijs TavTAXoU Trpogeponévns). Such clauses are 

standard in Greek documents of all periods, however, because of the essentially localized nature of Greek 
law enforcement, and this clause derives from Greek feeling as surely as the concluding “‘stipulatio”’ 
in the abbreviated form in which it occurs regularly in Greek texts in the third century is intended in 
some way to be the equivalent of the Roman stipulatio.4*® The Roman formula, of course, is quite dif- 
ferent, and does not include the term ‘“‘fides.’’ Cf. for example the slave sale from Seleucia in Pieria of A.D. 

166:1’ “recte dare stipulatus est Fabullius Macer, spopondit Q. Iulius Priscus.’”’ It may be that triote1 
comes into this formula from the desire to introduce the Roman notion of bona fides, or to reflect the - 

employment of ‘‘fide”’ in the action of the BeBaiertrs or fideiussor, who “‘fide iussit.””48 The word occurs 
also in the same clause in 29 and 31, and may merely be the equivalent of some such adverb as “‘recte.”’ 
In any case, it seems impossible to decide this question dogmatically. 

Formally, in all respects but one, the document is the Greek ‘“‘double document,” used in Egypt in the 

Hellenistic period and at Dura throughout. In this form the upper text was characteristically written 

18 Shortage of money and of men plagued the emperors centurion eis tas év Lupix KupiaKdas UTrnpecias THV yevvaio- 
of the third century, as has been ably expressed by A. E. 
R. Boak, Manpower Shortage and the Fall of the Roman 
Empire in the West (1955), and grants of immunity were 
never absolute, except perhaps from obligations specifi- 
cally called ‘“‘munera’’; cf. B. Kiibler, RE XVI (1933), 
cols. 644-651, s.v. ““Munus.”’ 

Cf. Ulpian in Digest, xlix, 18, 2: ‘“Honeste sacramento 
solutis data immunitas etiam in eis civitatibus, apud 
quas incolae sunt, valet; nec labefactatur si quis eorum 

voluntate sua honorem aut munus susceperit. Vectigalia 
et patrimoniorum onera sollemnia omnes sustinere opor- 
tet,’’ and in a similar vein, 7b7d., 4 (Ulpian), 5 (Paulus); 
1, 4, 18, 29 (Arcadius Charisius), 5, 11 (Hermogenianus). 
Cf. also the references cited, Archives d’Histoive du Droit 
Oriental, I (1937), p. 276, note 2. 

14 T have no other example of the use of xupiokdés as a 
two-termination adjective, and it may be that the form 
KupiaxoU is to be explained by its distance from Uirnpecias. 
For the institution, cf. the return of a camel in BGU 266 
(A.D, 216/7), where the beast had been requisitioned by a 

TaTwV oTpaTeuUcTov; IGRRIV, 1228 (Thyatira): Sexa- 
TpwTevoavtTa etn 1’ Kal é15d0e1 Kal KUpIAKais UTrnpEciats 
xXpnowevoavta TH Tratpié:1. The term ypeioi kupiaxal occurs 
in a similar sense; cf. [GRR IV, 818 (Hierapolis), and in 
general, W. Liebenam, Stddteverwaltung im vomischen 
Kaiserveiche (1900), p. 418; Rostovtzeff, Stovia Economica 
e Sociale dell’Impero Romano (1932), p. 447, note 45. 

1 F, F. Abbott, A. C. Johnson, Municipal Admini- 
stration in the Roman Empire (1926), p. 27; G. M. Harper, 

YCS, I (1928), pp. 57-64. 
16 Cf. W. Kunkel, Rémisches Privatrecht auf Grund des 

Werkes von Paul Jérs (1949), p. 98; H. J. Wolff, Savigny- 
Zeitschrift, LX XIII (1956), p. 13, note 31. 

17 Meyer, Jur. Pap. 37; Negotia, 132. The text is repro- 
duced in J. Mallon, R. Marichal, C. Perrat, L’Ecriture 
Latine de la Capitale Romaine a la Minuscule (1939), Pl. 
XVII, no. 25. 

18 Cf. Kamps, Archives d’Histoive du Droit Oriental, 
I (1937), p. 285; F. Pringsheim, Revue Historique de Droit 
Frangais et Etvanger, XXXII (1954), pp. 475-495. 
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in a smaller hand with some abbreviation of the lower, which came to be written first, and was then 

sealed or secured so that it might be opened in case of dispute. The introduction of publicly operated 
offices of record, preserving an official text of private agreements free from tampering or change, 
reduced the need for this security, except for documents which would be likely to leave their place of 

registry. The early documents from Elephantine in Egypt show the practice of the witnesses impressing 
with their own seals the clay sealings which secured the upper text, and for purposes of identification, 
their names were written each opposite his seal. Otherwise the witnesses were listed at the foot of the 

lower text, which remained accessible although folded up for storage. 
When it became the practice to incorporate Roman consensual agreements in writing, in the course 

of the last pre-Christian centuries, the Romans adopted the current Greek practice of the double con- 
tract, employing the wax tablets with their provision for a sealed scriptura interior and an open scriptura 
exterior.!® Since the documents were private, not drawn up by or before officials or copied on the books 
of a registry office, the security of the document for purposes of judicial proof of the transaction lay 

in the testimony of the witnesses, and in the scriptura interior guarded by their seals. A few examples 
of these testationes have been found in Egypt, where, written on papyrus, they resemble the earlier 
Ptolemaic ‘“‘double documents,”’ except that they have witnesses’ signatures (6 Seiva éoppd&yioa) on 
the verso.?° 

This is the closest parallel to the Dura practice. Actually, at Dura as in Egypt, the first three docu- 
ments to show this procedure come from outside. The present text, like 30, was drawn up in the camp 
of a military unit, and 28 came from Edessa. All of these have five signatures on the verso. 32, with four 

signatures, was drawn up in Dura, but the principals are identified with a vexillation of the garrison, 
and the document is so late in date that it can not serve as a real exception to the Dura practice of having 
the witness-signatures on the recto. In this, Dura usage coincided with that represented by the slave 
sales consummated in various parts of the Near East and brought to Egypt by the soldier purchasers, 

or by a later owner.”? 
On the basis of this evidence, then, it is clear only that Roman provincial practice was not uniform, 

and that it is understandable rather in the light of the history of Greek documentary form, of which it 
was a part, at least in the early centuries of its development. Here, it is apparent that it shared in the 

progressive lack of emphasis on the scriptura interior. This is reflected, in the present instance, in the 

much reduced form of the upper text, which nevertheless contains all the essential details except the 
date: names of the parties, statement of the sale, description of the property sold, and the price. 

Published: C. B. Welles, Archives d’ Histoire du Droit Oriental, 1 (1937), pp. 261-284 (with ‘““Notice Addition- 
nelle’ by W. Kamps, ibid., pp. 284-288); Rep. VII/VIII, pp. 433-438, no. II} (with notes on “The Aramaic 
Names” by A. Goetze, ibid., pp. 438-441); V. Arangio-Ruiz, Negotza (1943), pp. 439-443, no. 138. Cf. U. Wilcken, 
Archiv fiir Papyrusforschung, XIII (1939), pp. 151f.; R. Taubenschlag, Journal of Juristic Papyrology, II 
(1949), p. 59, no. 12; F. Pringsheim, The Greek Law of Sale (1950), pp. 79f.; 104, note 3; 221; Arangio-Ruiz, 
Museum Helveticum, X (1953), pp. 243f.; E. Schénbauer, Journal of Juristic Papyrology, VII/VIII (1953/1954), 
pp. 124, 141. 

Upper Text 

*Etrpiato [I]oUA(ios) Anuntpios, mé&Aa1 oTp(aTIMmTNS) oTtEiP(Ns) y’ ZEB(aoTis), ciK(dv) ev 
“Paxoukaiéa, Tra(pa) "Otapvaiou *ABadaBou Kau(ns) Zayapn- 

Tra(pc) “ABBeiB& ouvKwp(TTOU) AUTOU 
é[v] tLOTr] « étriKoAou(NEven) Zaipa-Sa-caxapdn, Goou EoTiv WETPOU, ETTIKAAOULE(VNV) KapKaga, 

poe’. 

1 Kunkel, Rémisches Privatrecht, pp. 99f. the recto, not on the verso. The slave sales in question are 
20 Kunkel, Aegyptus, XIII (1933), pp. 253-259; cf. Negotia, 132-135; cf. Schonbauer, Journal of Juristic 

Wilcken, Archiv fiiv Papyrusforschung, XI (1935), pp. Papyrology, VII/VIII (1953/1954), p. 124, and the re- 
129f. A Michigan example occurs in P. Mich. VII, 434. ferences cited, YCS, V (1935), p. 103, note 49; p. 120, 

*1 That is to say, in placing the witness-signatures on note 7. 
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Lower Text 

*Emri Urratav Noupyiou ’AABeivou Kai AaiAiou Ma€giyou, treo érrta KaA(av8év) *louvicov, 
Etti TOV ETrIBEBANLEVEOV KAI EoMpAyElOLEVWV AVvEpdv Ey Zayapn Tapayeiaoia 

[o]treip(ns) y’ ZeB(aotijs) Opakdyv. Ettpiato *lovAlos Anuttpios, TéAa ot[plotictns oTreipns 
THLs Tpoyeyp(auuEvNs)], ciKdsv év “PoKouKaiba, Tapa *Otapvaiou *ABaSdBou Kayns Lay[a-] 
pn-Sa-covapan Ti\v UTrapXoUOAV AUTE Yapav Keivev(NV) Ev Spiois THs AUTTS 
K®LNS, OOOU EOTIV HETPOU, TV EvwoToi Trapa “ABBElB& Baolavou ouvKapt)- 

tLo]y avTou, év Zaipa-Sa-cayapan Ev TOTre EtrIKAAOULEVaD KapKapOd, ov eiod8[o] 

Kai €€65 Kai Tois EvoUo1 SEvhpo[1]s KapTropopors TE Kal d&kaptroi[s] Kai TravTi SiKaico TA[s] 
au[Tt]is xLa@]pas, tents apyupiou Snvapicv éxaTov EBdourKovtT[a] 
TIEVTE, T)V TEILTNVY ATTEOYEV O TIETTPAKAS TTAPA TOU EwvNUEVOU Kai TI}Vv 

— XOpPAV AUTE *Scoxev cig TO ExElv AUTOV KUPIads Kal PeBaias Eis TOV GTTaVTA xpPd- 
vov KTaoGaI ypaobar TrooAciv Sifor]keiv TpdTrH G av aipttai, yeitoves Tis AUTTS 

X@pas aro péev d&vaToAdy kavaArv VSaTos Kai “ABoupa Trotayds, Suoudy cp- 

TreAos TOU T)YOPAKOTOS, vOTOU “ABSEAGO, Bopp& avTOU EoT! TOU Tyyopa[K]ét[os 
Ka[i “ABSeAa]9, ci SE Tis ANON 1) EoTIv 7) EyEveTO Ev Tals yelTviaIs, OUK Eo[T]o1 avTi[p-] 

PVA, Tv SE TPO TOUTOU EV TH AUTH KHPA OTEAEKT GUTIEA@Y EEAKdOIA’ 

TOU TTETTPAKOTOS TTOAPEKOLEVOU TO TYYOPAKOTI TO AUTO crydpaoyA avéTTAPoV 
K[a]l dveTriSaveiotov Kai avaygioPHtHTov Traons aupioPnTtHoE|[s] K[ai] K[a-] 

Papov dro TravTos a&vTITrOIO[U]HEVoU, Exv SE UT) TaPGOYKTNTAI Gk[oACUGas, ] 

evtroinGels SE TIS EYVEIKTITAL TO AUTO cyopaopa 7 UEp[o]s AUT[OU, 6 TreTTpA-] 

K[a@]s S[1Jad[i]knoei kai Kadaplo]troijoes TH Ecovnyevan, ci S° ov, Exteioe! a[UTH Tiyv] 

TLet]uty SitrAt\v Kai TO BAGBos OYOIas TOU TyOPAKOTOS SeISoUVTOS TI&V [TO] 
ETIPAAAL[O]y TH AUTT Kapa eis AOy[o]y KyploK[o]U Kal KwUNTIKT|Ss UTINpPECIAs: 

Kyplas oVoNs THOSE THs Hvis TAVTAXOU TrPOMEPOHEVNS. TioTEl ETTNPOTNO[EV] 

© NyOpaKds[s] Ka[i] TrioTe: OYOASyNoev *OTAPvaios 6 TreTrp[a]Kas. 
; vacat 

(2d H.) AvpiAis ZoAuaves, ovet[plaves, pwtnfis gypay[a UTre_p *OTapvaiou *ABa-] 

SaBou aypauatou, SvoA[oyoupévou atroddo8ai TH]v U[tr]épx[oucav aAUTE Yo-] 

Pav Kai TTEOKEKEVE Sn[vapia exa]}t[ov EBSou]HKovta trév[T]¢ [kal evdo-] 

KEly KATH T& TPOYEYPOHEVa. vacat 

Verso 

(3d H.) Flayis Serapeio nuntius. 
; sig[n]avi 

(4th H.) *lWAios Aeioyévns Kop(vikovAdptos) 

(a) p(tUps) 
(5th H.) Claudius Theodorus op(tio) 

signavl 
(6th H.) Iul(ius) Monimus tess(erarius) 

(7th H.) signavi 

(8th H.) Vepo Flavianus t[u]b(icen) 

signavi 

1 & 7. The name was read previously as ‘Poxouxeifa. The cursive nature of the writing makes it difficult to distinguish 
some forms of alpha and epsilon. 3. émikaAoupé(vnv) was suggested by Arangio-Ruiz, Negotia, p. 440; I had read 
éTr1kOAOULE(veo). The writer of the Upper Text corrects évwtai from line 9, but misspells Kapxap@& of line 10—unless 
the crabbed writing in line 3 conceals a theta after all. He has confused the order of the last three phrases by first 
omitting and then inserting éc0u éotiv pétpou and Zaipa-da-coayxapan, which required him to repeat émikaAouuevos. If 
he is, in fact, the writer of the Lower Text also, he may have been writing here from memory, and not copying. 7s 
The reading éom1 after avtot is fairly certain, and is preferable to the .o1 suggested in the princeps. 18. At the be- 
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ginning, xo[i is certain, and the trailing stroke of the first letter after the lacuna is identical with that of the final 
theta of ?ABSeAd@ in the preceding line. While this stroke could come from an alpha also, ’ABSeAdO supplies precisely 
the length required, and fits the somewhat unimaginative nature of the writer’s style. Later in the line, 7 gotiv 7) was 
suggested as a possibility in the princeps, and is certain, I think. Arangio-Ruiz, Negotia, p. 441, suggested [mAd]vn, 
but that is impossible. The reading éyti[p] | enya in lines 18/19 emerges from the discovery that traces of yho could be 
read before HMA; the word is new, but an easy coinage. 19. It looks as if the writer wrote oteAciyn, but the extra 
stroke may have been a slip of the pen only. 24. The reading ci 8’0v, awkward as it is, seems unavoidable. It is 
impossible to read ei 8<é u>n, as was done in the princeps (where e1Seu was suggested as a possible rendering of the 
letters). 25. The end was formerly read 16 att[6. The eccentric spelling Se150Uvtos must be due to analogy. 26. 
The previous reading was eis Ady[o]y KupiaK[o]v Kal Kwpntikas Utrnpecias, but Kopntiktjs is certain, and the traces at 
the end of xupiox[6]v fit wpsilon better than nu. 30-32. Nothing but stray letters was read in the princeps between 
AABOY and t& trpoyeypoutva. While the writing is atrocious and the papyrus poorly preserved, enough remains to give 
the sensible reading of the text considerable probability. Verso, line 1. The reading of the princeps was “Flavius ...... 
onustius (centurio).’’ Of the letter or sign following ‘“‘nuntius,”’ only the top remains, hooking to the left as if it were 
iota or kappa. It is impossible to read the centurion sign (7). 

(The Lower Text) “In the consulship of Nummius Albinus and Laelius Maximus, on the seventh day 
before the Calends of June, in the presence of the men who have signed and sealed in Sachare, the 
winter quarters of the Cohors Tertia Augusta Thracum. There has been purchased by Julius Demetrius, 

a veteran of the above cohort, living in Raqugeta, from Otarnaeus, son of Abadabus, of the village of 

Sachare-da-hawarae (““The White Barrage’’), the land belonging to him (Otarnaeus) which lies within 

the limits of the above village, however large it may be, which he (Otarnaeus) had bought from Hab- 

bibas, son of Bozanas, his fellow-villager, in Zaira-da-sacharae in a spot known as Qarqapta, with the 
rights of ingress and egress and the trees in it, fruit-bearing and otherwise, and every (other) right 
pertaining to this land, at a price of 175 denarii; which price the seller has received from the buyer, 

and he has transferred to him the land to have it as owner securely for all time, to acquire and to employ, 

to sell and to administer, in such fashion as he pleases. The neighbors of the above land (are as follows) : 
on the east, a canal of water and the Chabur River; on the west, a vineyard of the purchaser; on the 

south, Abdelath; on the north there is (land) of the purchaser and of Abdelath; if any (omission due to) 
forgetfulness either is or has been in (this listing of) the boundaries, it will not be (grounds for) contest. 
There have been up to the present 600 vine stumps in the above land. The seller furnishes to the buyer 
the above purchase unencumbered, unmortgaged, free from any title dispute, and clear of all claims; 

if he does not so furnish it, and if anyone raising a claim gets possession of the above purchase or any 
part of it, then the seller will contest the claim in the courts and clear the title for the purchaser; if not, 

he will pay him double the amount of the price and the loss similarly. The purchaser will deliver all 
that is incumbent on the above land on the score of Imperial or village services. This deed of sale is 

valid wherever it may be presented (for enforcement). In good faith the purchaser has put the question 

and in good faith the seller, Otarnaeus, has expressed his agreement. 
“TJ, Aurelius Salmanes, a veteran, on request, have written for Otarnaeus, son of Abadabus, who is 

illiterate, but acknowledges that he has sold the land belonging to him and has received 175 denarii 
and is content (with the transaction) as it is written above. 

“JT, Flavius Serapio, messenger ... have signed. 
“T, Julius Diogenes, cornicularius, bear witness. 

“T, Claudius Theodorus, optio, have signed. 

“T, Julius Monimus, tesserarius, have signed. 

“T, Vepo” Flavianus, tubicen, have signed.” 

22 In view of the standard Roman character of the 
other names, with Latin nomen followed by a Greek or 
Oriental cognomen, the name of the tubicen is very 
strange, especially because, of its two cognomina, “‘Vepo”’ 
is very rare, and neither Italian nor Greco-Oriental. It is 
not listed in W. Schulze, Zur Geschichte lateinischer Eigen- 
namen (Abh. d. kgl. Gesellschaft d. Wissenschaften zu 
Gottingen, Phil.-hist. Kl., N.F., V, 5, 1904); and the only 

occurrence known to me is CIEL III, 5232 (ILS, 1977) 
from Noricum, of the first century. Since Thracian names 
have been found at Dura (Rep. VI, pp. 241f.), it is 
presumable that the name came to Mesopotamia with 
the Roman army, and perhaps specifically with the Cohors 
Tertia Augusta Thracum, though we should still wonder 
why the name is not “Julius Vepo,”’ or something of the 
sort. It seems quite impossible to read the name as a 
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The date of the transaction is 26 May, A.D. 227. The consuls named are the ordinarii, M. Nummius Senecio 
Albinus and M. Laelius Maximus Aemilianus. 

In view of the fact that this document is one hundred and forty years later and not drawn in Dura, it is 
remarkable that the participles used to describe the actions of the witnesses are from the same verbs that were 
used in signing 18: 6 S¢iva toppdyiopor and 6 Beiva éreBoAdunv. Here, actually, the witnesses sign with the usual 
Greek paptup® or with what appears to be the Latin equivalent, signavi; each refers to one half of the action 

of the witnesses, signing and testifying. The Greek toppéyiopaa may well be the literal translation of the Latin 
signavi: “I have affixed my seal’’ (this reflexive aspect of the action accounts for the use of the middle voice) 
becoming merely “‘I have signed” with the disappearance of the practice of sealing and the establishment of 
the custom of signing, perhaps in consequence of the growth of literacy. The other verb, however, émPdAAopan, 
is obscure. The literal meaning should be “I have applied or attached” something “by or for myself.” There 
is no indication here or in 18 of what was attached or applied. By év8pév, the writer means paptlpev; this 
does not seem to be a Latinism, and I have seen no other instance of it. 

The character of the first witness is obscure. He is described as a nuntius, a term which seems not to be tech- 
nical in the Roman army. Since the other witnesses, who are principales of the cohort, are listed in the order of 

their rank, we should suppose that the nuntius was the most important of them all. It is a pity that the letter 
or letters at the end of the line cannot be read. The cornicularius was the headquarters sergeant of the officium 
of the prefect, who commanded the cohort; the optio, tesserarius, and tubicen were members of a century.”4 

On the basis of Columella’s statement (iv, 18) that vineyards should be divided into horti of roo stirpes, 
or into plots of 1/, jugerum each, we may estimate the size of this area with its 600 oteAéyn as perhaps three 
jugera or two acres. From what we know of the prices at Dura in the third century (cf. Introd. p. 8), the 
vineyard seems to have brought a very low price. Perhaps the seller was acting under some compulsion, and 
not entirely as a free agent. 

Parallels for certain clauses in the document may be cited: 
év dépiois. Spia is used in a similar sense in 25, but the best parallel for this phrase is the Latin inter adfines 

(eiusdem agri), which occurs as a stock expression in the Tablettes Albertini of the Vandal period.” 
écou éotiv pétpou. The Egyptian formula is écou éav 4, but dcev éotiv pétpov kal tnx1opHv occurs in CPR 28, 

g (A.D. 110). 
iv évwtoat. Reference to the source of acquisition of property under discussion is common in the Dura texts; 

cf. 19 (division and purchase), 24 (inheritance ?), 25 (inheritance), and 28 (capture in war). The objects and 
rights (superficies and servitudines) included in the sale are often specifically listed; cf. in addition to 15 and 
25, P. Avroman i (24/3 B.C.): pet& Wats Kal a&xpoSpvois Kaptropdpois te Kal akdprrois Kal eiodSe Kal e€68q9 Kal 
Tois ouvKUpouaty eis avtiv tac. Reference to the number of trees etc. on the property occurs in the Tablettes _ 
Albertini with such expressions as “‘in quibus sunt amigdale arb(ore)s tres, fici arbores quatuor, pl(us) m(inus), 
siteciae arborem unam’’ (IV, 6b; A.D. 494). The mention of the 600 vines in line 19 would seem to be an after- 
thought, and to belong properly to this part of the document, but there may be some reason why it was placed 
after the listing of the limits of the property. 

fv tein dtécyev ... Kal Eeoxev. Greek sales include commonly the statement that the price has been paid, 
but the coupling of the receipt of the price and the traditio is Roman; cf. Meyer, Jur. Pap. 37, 13-16 (A.D. 
166; Negotia, 132): ‘““Eosque denarios ducentos qui s(upra) s(cripti) sunt probos recte numeratos accepisse et 
habere dixit Q. Iulius Priscus venditor a C. Fabullio Macro emptore et tradedisse ei mancipium s(upra) s(criptum) 
Eutychen bonis condicionibus’; BGU 316, 17-20 (A.D. 359; Negotia, 135): ovotep tis TeIpi}s xeUoIVOUS SéKa 
OxTa@ atréoxev K[ai éTAN]paOn 6 TreTTPAKeS Trap& TOU Trplauévou KaT& TH[Vv TrpoKeEIp (EvNV)] viv Kal Sic Xipds, Kal TrapéScoKev 
avté& tov [Tpoyeyp(appevov)] SoAov; Tablettes Albertini, 1V, 11-20 (A.D. 494): “‘Quos folles quingentos acceperunt 
Iulius Restitutus et Donata uxor eius venditores .... et ex hac die in Geminium Felicem emtorem eorum 
transtulerunt.” 

KT&oPa1 xpaoGai KTA. This jingle is also a feature of sales drawn under Roman influence. Cf. BGU 316, 20/21: 
Kupios éxew Kal SeotTroTiKHs KT&o—[a1 — —] trwAciv Siomweiv dv dv aipfite tedtov (where the Dura example makes 
it evident that the lacuna is to be filled with xp&o@a1 and not with the xat of the editors); Tablettes Albertini, 
IV, 20: “ut h(abeat) t(eneat) p(ossideat) utatur [frua]tur.” Cf. also the tablet from Somerset published by 
E. G. Turner, J/RS, XLVI (1956), pp. 115-118. 

ei SE Tis Anon, KTA. Preisigke, Wérterbuch, I, col. 285, s.v., lists numerous examples of a similar formula (j of 
&v &o1 yeitoves évtobev), but I have found no other instance of this use of Ajén. The use of the present and the 

Latin nomen, though it would be possible to read, per- 23 Cf. L. Wenger, RE II A (1923), cols. 2414f. 
haps, ‘‘Arepo.’’ But ““Vepo’’ remains the best reading. 24 Cf. A. von Domaszewski, Die Rangovdnung des 10- 
The name is not listed as Thracian by G. G. Mateescu, muischen Heeres (Bonner Jahrbiicher, 117, 1908), p. 59. 
“T Traci nelle Epigrafi di Roma,” Ephemeris Dacoromana, * C. Courtois, L. Leschi, €. Perrat, C. Saumagne) 
I (1923), pp. 57-290; ‘“Nomi Traci nel Territorio Scito- Tablettes Albertini. Actes Privés de V Epoque Vandale 
Sarmatico,”’ zbid., II (1924), pp. 223-238. (1952), Index, p. 319. 
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aorist tense both (# totw 7 éyéveto) shows that by the yertviais is meant, not merely “adjoining areas’ in 
general, nor the neighbors listed here (who would change, of course, with the passage of time, in so far as they 
were not permanent geographical features), but the limits of the property as they were on record in previous 
deeds and in the public land records. The seller may not contest the validity of the sale on the grounds of a 
faulty designation of the plot, now or in the past. The noun dvtippnua is otherwise unattested, apparently; 
avtippnois occurs generally in the sense of “refutation” or “denial.” 

éyveixfjta1. In a more properly drawn sale, this would be made part of the stipulatio; cf. BGU 887, 6-8 (A.D. 
151; Negotia, 133): étagp] avtot 7 &k uepous yévntar Kai exverknO7}, TOTE SiTrAFv Thy tewty xwpis Tapavyedi[as KaAds 

S1S60801] Tiote1 ETNpwTnoev *AptepiSapos [Ka]io[io]u, triote: SoUval d@poAdynoev AovKios *loWAios TpatdKtn[tos] ; 

Tablettes Albertini, IV, 21-31: ““Et si quis de s(upra) s(cri)p(tam) rem de quo agitur mentionem questionem 
facere boluerit suique iuri probaberit du evinci queperit thunc davit tantum pretium et alterum tantum vel 
quanti ea res eo tenpore baluerit pro evicte rei recte dari sine dolo malo (dolus malus abest aberit afuturumque 
erit) stipulatus est Geminius Felix emtor, sp(o)p(on)d(i)d(erunt) Restitutus et Donata uxor eius venditores.” 

27. Deed of Sale 

Inv. D. P. 88 Ca. A.D. 225-240 Plate XVI, 2 

The papyrus consists of two major fragments and two small strips, the latter containing only one 
fragmentary line of writing each; Frag. a contains four lines, and Frag. d contains seven. The fragments 

were found together on 22 January 1933 in Wall Street behind Block L7, near Tower 18. The papyrus 
is rotted and tattered, and the ink is faded. It is dated on the basis of the script, a good example of the 

rounded and ornamental hand of the period. The subscriptions are in less practiced hands, and one of 

them is unique for Dura in being in Aramaic. 

With the loss of most of the original document, little can be said about the transaction, except that 

the guarantee clause shows it to have been a sale. The signatures of three decurions (BouAeutai Aoupnvoi) 
as witnesses show that the deed was drawn up in Dura. 

Unpublished: cf. C. B. Welles, Rep. VI, p. 438, no. 13; R. Taubenschlag, Journal of Juristic Papyrology, I 
(1949), p. 61, no. 18. 

Frag.@, 7.5 X 3.5 cm. 

é|kdéyeTe OUTODS, xv TIS [EuTTOINOe!s EKVIKT|TOI TO AUTO] 

[&yopacpa 7) uépos] AUTOU, AUTOV OTaVT[a — 
[ka®apotroinjo ley Kai &troAvoeiv TO Seivi, €axv Se un, ExTeiceiv] 

[avTé tv te datjeiAngev Teun Sitt[Atv Kai TO BA&Bos Oyoies"] 

Frag. b, 6.4 X 0.4 cm. 

[— Kai Se 4] v7 yelvq Kai oUTas KUpia.] 

Frag. c, Gus OFA Cun: 

JalesOReilevoceasy s.f.0- 1: [ 

Frag. d, II X 9.5 cm. 

(2d HH.)  — JN.[.-JTL 
Jai Guodoy.[..JME.OY EH 3 

(3d H.) WAR NWT AVI nz(apn NTL 
(1st H.) ]6 &troddpevos Ureypayev [evSoKdv Kata TA Treoyeypappeva.. | 

5 (4th H.) Jy BovAeuTns Aoupnvos plaptupés.] 

(5th H.) Jv “Pe[xJouvéou Bouaeuti|s Afou]pn[vos yaptupés.] 
(6th H.) *Avtolveiou BouAeuTi[s Aoupnvos paptupés. ] 
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Restorations are based on 25 and 26. Nothing can be read with any certainty in ¢ or in the first line of d. Frag. d, 
2. It is possible to read either dpoA0ya&[(v ?) or Spodoys[i(v?), but it is not possible to read yevovons, if, indeed, that 
would make any sense. If this line was a literal translation of line 3, we should restore rather: [Kerl amréo YKov TEILT|V 
Snvapia TevTaKoo1a, KTA. 4. The last two letters of d&troddpevos do not look right, but I can make nothing better 
of them. 

ce 
— —|] he undertakes thus, that if anyone [laying claim, shall gain possession of the above purchase 

or a part] thereof, he himself will take a stand [— —— and clear the title] and free it for [(the purchaser), 
or if not, he will pay him] the price which he received doubly [and the damage in addition; and this] 
sale shall remain [valid even so. 

“T, so-and-so,] son of Zebida, [have sold the property] and I have received the price, denarii 5 [— — 

“So-and-so,| the seller, has signed [expressing his approval of the above transaction. | 
“T, so-and-so,| a decurion of Dura, bear witness. 

“T, so-and-so,] son of Rhechomnaeus, a decurion of Dura, [bear witness. | 

“T, so-and-so,| son of Antoninus, a decurion [of Dura, bear witness.’’] 

The use of decurions as witnesses is a feature of Dura of the mid-third century; one of them has been identified 
as a signer on the verso of 32 (below, p. 168). Characteristically, one of the decurions had a father with an Ara- 
maic name, another with the colorless Latin “Antoninus!.”’ Equally characteristic of the decay of Hellenism 
at Dura under the Romans is the presence of an Aramaic subscription, followed by an explanation in the hand 
of the scribe who wrote the text (d, lines 3 and 4). 

Of the contract itself, nothing remains but part of the seller’s promise to defend the title if challenged; éxvikév 
is a translation of the Latin ‘‘evincere’’ for the usual ‘“‘vindicare.’”” 

Professor Ingholt, who has read the line of Aramaic for me, has given the following notes on the text: 

“T take nap as the first person sinyular in the perfect of the root 93/9 which means ‘receive, accept,’ 
in Pa‘el both in Jewish-Aramaic and in Syriac.® It is similarly used of the receipt of money in the Syriac parch- 
ment, 28, line 9. 

“The word for ‘price, value,’ ]77)'T, is always in the plural in Aramaic. It is known inEgyptian-Aramaic,* 

Jewish-Aramaic,® Nabatean,® Christian-Palestinian-Aramaic,’ and Syriac.’ The word “JJ is in status empha- 
ticus, plural. The numeral at the end is to be completed, probably, as 500.” 

28. Syriac Deed of Sale 

Inv, D: Pe. 20 Ca. 15 X 25.5 cm. AD» 248 Plates LXIX, LXXI 

This perfectly preserved parchment was found on 20 February 1933 in Wall Street back of Block L7, 
rolled and tied. Although the language of the document is Syriac, except for one subscription and one 
notation on the verso, its style and handling is similar to that of the contemporary Greek documents 

1 Cf. “Population of Roman Dura,” pp. 252-274. The 
name Rhahimnaeus belongs to the Beduin stock at Dura; 
with minor variations in spelling it occurs in the temples 
of Azzanathkona (Rep. V, p. 178, no. 504; A.D. 34 
and p. 184, no. 517; A.D. 65), of Atargatis (YCS, XIV, 
1955, Pp- 129-131, no. 2; A.D. 37), and of Aphlad (Rep. 
V, p. 114, no. 418; A.D. 54), as well as in a private house 
in the second century (E4; Rep. VI, p. 37, no. 617). The 
meaning is ‘“‘Nannaia is Gracious’; cf. H. Ingholt, YCS, 
XIV (1955), pp. 207-209, for the theophoric element 
(Introd., p. 62). The spelling with omicyron instead of 
zota in the second syllable, as here, is unparalleled. 

2 Preisigke, Worterbuch, cites only one instance of the 
verb (BGU 887; A.D. 151), and that in this sense. For 
evincere, cf. Negotia, 132, 8 (A.D. 166). The verb vindicare 
is not listed in Preisigke. 

3 G. H. Dalman, Avaméisch-Neuhebréisches Hand- 
worterbuch zu Targum, Talmud und Midrasch (1922), s.v. 

4 Frequently; cf. A. Cowley, Avamaic Papyri of the 
Fifth Century B.C. (1923), p. 282, s.v.; E. G. Kraeling, 
The Brooklyn Museum Avamaic Papyrt (1953), pp- 
BostenseDs 

5 Dalman, op. cit., Pp. 100, s.v. 
6 J. Cantineau, Le Nabatéen, II (1932), p. 83, s.v. (in the 

status constructus, plural); J. Starcky, Revue Biblique, 
LXI (1954), p. 164, line 5. 

7 F. Schultess, Grammatik des christlich-palistinischen 
Avamiiisch (1924), P. 133, S.v. 

8 R. Payne Smith, Thesaurus Syriacus, I (1879), cols. 
915f., s.v. In E. Sachau, Syvische Rechtsbiicher, I (1907), 
p- 192, we learn that the word for “buying price’’ there is 

always fsa, (Greek tipi), never N77)'T. 

2 See VCS, XIV (955) sp311 379) DOte 3S) ye deel lalalie 
Revue Biblique, LXI (1954), p. 185, note 28, and p. 186, 
note I. 
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from Dura or the Roman army posts of the Euphrates frontier. At the top is the much abbreviated 
upper text, which has proved to be very difficult to read; this was closed by two narrow folds from the 
top, each less than I cm. wide, and fastened by a well-preserved string, knotted through five little holes 
equally spaced across the width of the parchment. Below each of these knots, on the verso, was written 

a witness signature; since Syriac is written from right to left, and since such signatures must start from 

the knot, they are in the reverse direction to the similar signatures on the Greek and Latin documents, 

written from left to right. After a vacant space of 2.3 cm. comes the lower text, and below that, irre- 

gularly spaced over the lower 14 cm. of the parchment, statements of the seller’s husband, various 

officials, and the scribe. Folding continued from the top in six wider folds increasing from 2.5 cm. to 

3.5 cm., and the tying string passed through a little hole in the center of each so as to fasten the 

whole into a packet, leaving the lower 6. cm. with the two bottom signatures free. Lowest of all, in the 

left corner, a pat of clay was pressed around a strip cut in the parchment, and stamped with an image 
which can be identified as that of the Emperor Gordian III, laureate, to right. Probably the parchment, 
as finally rolled, was doubled over along the line of the tying string, but this is not certain. There is no 

indication that the bundle was fastened in this position, in any case. 
No free margins were left, and the writing runs in general up to the edge of the somewhat irregular 

sheet. The writing is small, and there is little space left between lines, two consecutive lines occupying 
something less than I cm. together. The scribe was a neat and accomplished penman, and the witness 
signatures also show considerable skill in writing. The script is described by Torrey as “‘a flowing Es- 
trangela, showing a number of standing pecularities, mostly incidental to a rapid cursive.’’! The Greek 

subscription is the large and careful hand of an educated man who was not a fluent penman. 

The transaction is the sale of a slave woman named Amath-Sin, “‘Maidservant of Sin,” the Moon 

God, that is, who was worshipped in Babylonia, notably in Ur, but was popular also in northern Meso- 

potamia and had a famous temple in Carrhae. She is described as a captive and was in the possession 

of a woman of Edessa, Carrhae’s neighbor and rival. Her Aramaic name marks her as a native of the 
region, and she may have been taken prisoner in the wars of Gordian III or earlier. She was twenty- 

eight years old, and so no longer young. She had come into the possession of Marcia Aurelia by 
purchase. 

The seller’s name is evidence for the Romanization of Edessa following its occupation and conversion 

into a Roman colonia in A.D. 213/4. Her husband uses an Aramaic cognomen with his ‘“‘Aurelius,”’ as 

does the scribe and one of the strategoi named in the heading, but she merely adds her father’s name, 

as do also two of the witnesses. Otherwise we may note that the official named first in the prescript uses 

the Greek cognomen ‘‘Antiochus” although his father’s name is Aramaic; that the husband and the 

archivist Mannus use ‘‘Aurelius” and not “‘Marcus’’; and that “Abgar the strategos’’ does not indicate 

the possession of civitas at all, either in the prescript or in his signature on the verso. The same is true 
of the unknown “‘Abgar son of Barsamya’”’ who signs on the verso, and who, therefore, may have been 

a person of some consequence. In contrast, the buyer, a resident of Carrhae, whose father has an Aramaic 

name, not only uses a Latin cognomen of military character, Tiro, but shows by his prenomen Lucius 

that his citizenship was prior to the Constitutio Antoniniana, and probably acquired in military service. 
It is odd only that a civilian woman sells a captive to a former soldier. 

It is unnecessary to repeat the full legal and historical commentary of the first edition. Professor 
Bellinger has established that Edessa became a Roman colony in A.D. 213/4, probably in January, 

and was reéstablished in this character after a period of semi-independence with the expulsion of Abgar 

X in A.D. 242.? It is also clear that the document repeats the standard formulae of the Greek slave sales 
of Roman date from the Near East.’ The heading contains a four-fold dating by the era of the reigning 

Emperor (above, p. 130, note 4), the Roman consuls, the Seleucid Era, and the colonial year of Edessa— 

1 Zeitschrift fiv Semitistik und verwandte Gebiete, X 2 YCS, V (1935), Pp. 142-154. 
(1935), Pp. 34, with further discussion of individual letter 3 Cf. above on 26, p. 137, note 21. 
forms, pp. 34-36. 
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which is referred to throughout as ‘““Edessa’’ and not “Orhai,” in keeping with the Hellenistic aspect 
of the contract (lines 4, 19, and 21). The month used, however, is the Babylonian; Iyar was a spring 
month, the second of the Babylonian calendar. It may have corresponded to May under the Roman 
administration (Introd., p. ro). At the end, the prescript names three eponymous officials, a “resident” 
and two strategoi. The whole is very similar to_the prescript of 25, when Dura was also newly under 
Roman control, and the city’s native institutions were largely unchanged. 

Further study of the language of the document has removed some of the difficulties formerly present, 
and made its Hellenistic pattern even clearer. In keeping with the general legal freedom of women 

in the Roman East, the seller acts without a xUpios', although her husband was present and wrote a 

personal acknowledgment of the transaction in her name. She is called by a term which means literally 
‘the one asked or examined”; the meaning could be “defendant,” and there is a suggestion of legal 
proceedings in the background,® though I suspect that the word is simply an equivalent of the Greek 
déyoAoyouoa ; ‘“‘acknowledging”’ involves “being asked,” and the Aramaic chose to characterize the action 

by the one aspect, the Greek by the other. This comes very close to the Roman stipulatio,® actually, 
but the formal parallel is not very precise, and it may not be proper to see its influence here. 

The statement of the seller has the form of a “declaration,” in Greek éyoAoyia, although the individual 

clauses are paratactic and in the first person with the indirect object fluctuating between the third and 
the second person: “I have received from him,” “I have sold to you.” This is the style of the Aramaic 
and Hebrew sales,’ and shows no influence of Greek usage. The clauses follow in order: receipt of the 
price and statement of the sale and its object; the kupieia clause, declaring that the buyer has full title 

and right of disposition; guarantee of title against any third party with the undertaking to defend the 
buyer’s rights through legal action;* partial warranty against hidden defects, according to law. The 
contract closes with a statement as to the number of copies, and it is of particular interest that while 

the document has the form of a cuyypag7) Si11At} Eoppayiouevn, that is to say, essentially a private state- 
ment secured by the presence of witnesses, one copy was placed on file in the record office at Edessa.® 
Whatever may be the meaning of the doubtful reading PRWM YWN in line 20,”° it was certainly Tiro’s 
copy which came to Dura and so survived. This contains all of the original signatures, and so must be, 

at the least, a duplicate original. It would be interesting to know if the copy deposited in the record 
4 Cf. below on 29, p. 151, and Introd., p. 12. 
5 Professor Jacob J. Rabinowitz of the Hebrew Uni- 

versity in Jerusalem wrote me in 1947: ““The document 
was apparently drawn up in the form of a fictitious law- 
suit by the vendee-plaintiff against the vendor-defendant, 
with a confession by the latter.’’ In the absence of paral- 
lels, this interpretation remains necessarily somewhat 
uncertain. 

6 The traditional formula “‘spondesne ? spondeo’’ con- 
sists of question and answer. In view of the regular ap- 
pearance of the stipulatio in the Dura documents of the 
Roman times, we should expect to find some trace of its 
influence here, though hardly in this faint form (above, 
Pp: £0): 

7 So very properly Kutscher, Journal of the American 
Oriental Society, LX XIV (1954), p. 244, reproached the 
editors for having failed to point out the many Aramaic 
parallels to the signature of the scribe (lines 29/30); cf. 
for example the many instances in the Elephantine papyri: 
A. Cowley, Avamaic Papyri of the Fifth Century B.C. 
(1923); E. G. Kraeling, The Brooklyn Museum Aramaic 
Papyri (1953). For the personal expression it is necessary 
only to cite Kraeling, op. cit., p. 133, no. I, lines 2-4: 
“Said Mika son of ... to Anani son of Azariah, lhn of 
Yahu in Yeb, saying: ‘Thou hast given me silver, 5 
shekels, as the price of the hiva of thine about which thou 
didst bring complaint against me, and my heart is satis- 
fied with its price.’’’ Cf. also the papyri from the Wadi 

al-Murabbaat published by J. Starcky and J. T. Milik 
in Revue Biblique, LXI (1954), pp. 161-181 (Nabatean) 
and pp. 182-190 (Aramaic), and for the latter, the com- 
ments of Jacob J. Rabinowitz and S. Abramson and H. 
L. Ginsberg, Bulletin of the American Schools of Oriental 
Research, 136, December 1954, pp. 15-19. The eventual 
publication of the rest of this very numerous material in 
various languages will tremendously enrich our knowledge 
of the contractual forms of the Near East in Roman 
times. 

8 The parallel of the Greek sales of the same period 
makes this interpretation seem inescapable to me, in 
spite of the doubtful form HSYN in line 13. Cf. the close 
verbal parallels in 26, lines 14-23. It is true, of course, 
that the Syriac parchment contains none of the usual 
monetary penalties upon the seller in case of failure to 
defend or make good, and is otherwise untypical. The 
importance to the buyer of proper documentation of a 
slave sale is illustrated by the Chariton romance, where 
the seller who fled without completing this revealed him- 
self as a kidnapper and the presumed slave as presumably 
free (II i, 8; cf. F. Zimmermann, Aus dey byzantinischen 
Arbeit dey Deutschen Demokratischen Republik, I (1957), 
pp. 72-81). 

® Cf. Introd. p. 13. 
10 The word, read by Torrey, has proved impossible 

to explain, and is a doubtful reading in any case. See 
below, p. 148. 
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office at Edessa also contained the signatures of the seller’s husband and the other attesters, or was 

copied throughout by the scribe, Marcus Aurelius BelSu. 
The subscription of the seller differs from the others on the Dura documents only in the fact that it 

was written by her husband; ordinarily, in such cases of illiteracy, the writer is merely someone who “‘was 
asked”’ (€pwtnfeis). There is no suggestion that he wrote as a possibly interested party or that his consent 

was in any way necessary to the transaction.“ 
The signatures of the witnesses are handled in a curious fashion, for which the Dura documents afford 

no parallel. The practice of signing on the verso opposite knots in the string tying shut the upper text 
came to Dura with the Roman occupation (see above, p. 134). 26 and 30 were drawn up in neighboring 

camps of the Roman army, and while 32 was drawn up in Dura, it belongs to the society of the Roman 
garrison, and may in that sense be said also to have its origin in a Roman camp. In each of these, the 
principal or principals sign on the recto at the foot of the sheet, while the five signatures on the verso 

are those of witnesses who have no connection with the transaction. Here the situation is more confused. 
At the foot of the sheet, following the statement of the seller, two names are written in different hands, 

presumably of witnesses, although they are followed by no verb. Below these is the signature of the 

archivist, who signs as witness —p(a)p(tup®)—, and of the scribe, who merely states that he was the 
writer of the text. On the verso, as read, the first and fifth signatures are those of the seller, who signs 
as witness (“‘testifies for herself’’) although she had been called illiterate in her husband’s statement on 
the recto.!2 The second is that of the husband; his declaration, “I have set my seal to this document,” 

suggests the usual Latin signature “‘signavi’ and the equivalent Greekéoppdéyiouor. The third and fourth 

signatures alone are of witnesses proper, and one of these was an official, the strategos Abgar. This means 

that of the ten attestations, two are those of the (illiterate) seller, on the verso; two are those of her 
husband, one on the recto and one on the verso; one is that of an archivist, on the recto; one is of a 

strategos, on the verso; three are of unidentified witnesses, two on the verso and one on the recto; and 

the last is of the scribe. Such apparent confusion would be explained most easily as a result of the con- 

flation of two or more different notarial practices. 

It is unfortunate that nothing certain or satisfactory has been read of the upper text. Professor 
Torrey’s valiant reading remains without parallel or credibility,!* and it is impossible to say how much 
is read correctly by so well qualified a specialist. His reconstruction contains no one of the elements 

which the contemporary Dura texts would lead us to expect: the place and date of the document; the 

nature of the transaction and certain of its details; the names of the principals. 
It may be remarked that the use of parchment for drawing up contracts persisted longer at Edessa 

than it did at Dura, although parchment continued in use at Dura as a second class writing material 

until the end of the city. 

Published: Charles Cutler Torrey, Zeitschrift fiir Semitistik und verwandte Gebiete, X (1935), Pp. 33-45 (ct. 
Carl Brockelmann, ibid., p. 163); A. R. Bellinger, C. B. Welles, YCS, V (1935), pp. 95-154. Cf. C. B. Welles, 
Miinchener Beitriige, X1X (1934), pp. 397f., no. 8; Rep. VI, pp. 435f., no. 10; V. Arangio-Ruiz, Negotia (1943), 

11 Cf. the examples in various areas of ancient law 
cited by me, YCS, V (1935), pp. 112-114, and below on 
30, p. 155, note 17. The Delphian manumissions com- 
monly report that a relative agrees with the act (ouvape- 
oteiv); cf. most recently G. Klaffenbach, Festschrift Carl 
Weichert (1955), pp. 93f. 

12 Torrey (op. cit., p. 44) stated that the two signatures 
of the seller were in the same hand, except for the last 
two words of the second, which, in any case, alter the 
phraseology slightly by substituting the preposition L 
for “L. (For the formula cf. J. J. Rabinowitz, Bulletin 
of the American Schools of Oriental Research, 145, Feb. 
1957, pp. 334. It is common in the Aramaic texts.) To me, 
the two lines do not look identical, though they may lie 
within the possible range of a single hand. There is also 
a question whether these are actually signatures, since 

Io 

the verb SHD*‘ is not in the first person, but in the third. 
The same is true, in fact, of all the “‘signatures”’ on the 
verso except that of Aurelius Hafsai. On the other hand, 
if these are not individual signatures, why should the 
handwriting vary with each one? There is some obscurity 
here. 

13 He translated the passage as follows (op. cit., p. 44): 
“By letter post, from Menadaggal (?) son of Samenyazin 
to Ahuzzam son of BelSar, master of taxes, son of Zirzira 
son of Sila (?).’’ It would be difficult to suppose that such 
a memorandum could stand, tied securely shut, under 
the signatures of principals and witnesses, at the top of 
a contract, even if we were to accept the transaction, the 
&yyapos and the ‘‘master of taxes,”’ as historical. Appa- 
rently the writing is very compressed or full of abbrevia- 
tions. 
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p. 433, note 1; R. Taubenschlag, Journal of Juristic Papyrology, III (1949), p. 60, no. 15; L. Wenger, Die Quellen 
des rémischen Rechts (1953), p- 780, note 493; E. Schénbauer, Journal of Juristic Papyrology, VII/VIII (1953/ 
1954), pp. 124, 141; E. Y. Kutscher, Journal of the American Oriental Society, LXXIV (1954), p. 244; W. L. 
Westermann, The Slave Systems of Greek and Roman Antiquity (1955), p. 123. 

Lower Text" 
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14 For the translation of the Upper Text as given by Torrey, cf. above, note 13. It does not seem necessary to 
repeat his Syriac text. 
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For a revision of the Syriac text and for many of the following comments upon it, I am indebted to my colleague, 
Professor Harald Ingholt. 4. The last word (‘MRWT?’) is to be taken in the sense of ‘“‘abode”’ or ‘‘residence,’’5 
rather than “‘term of residence,” as Torrey; this would come close to the translation ‘‘in the presence of’ suggested 
to me some years ago in a letter by Professor Rabinowitz (p. 144, note 5). Torrey’s translation offers a closer parallel 
to the following clause, however, which has clearly a chronological, not a local reference. If all of the preceding clauses 
as well as the one following are intended to identify the year in which the contract was drawn, it is probable that this 
one had the same purpose, although it is curious that there is nowhere else any specific statement of the place where 
the contract was drawn up. 5. The word ’STRTGWT is probably plural, “‘in the military commands of.” 6. 
The name BR-KMR is unexplained; it would be equally possible to read BR-BQR. The second element should be 
a divine name.’ 7. The words DIRTYN ZBNYN, “‘of two times,” must refer to a second term of office of both 
the individuals named in the preceding line. The term M eB winds the participle, status emphaticus, in Ethpeel of the 
root B’, meaning “‘asked, sought for, examined,’’ and so can well be translated ‘“‘defendant.”’ 13. The repeated 
preposition ‘M means “‘together with,’ but if the common action be in the nature of a contest, ‘MM is “‘with’’ in the 
sense of ‘‘against.’”’ The last three words but two in the line were read by Torrey HSPB (?) ’MT’ HD’ and translated 
“the insanity of this maid.’’!? Brockelmann, on the other hand, rendered “in Sachen dieser Sklavin”’ without giving 
any epigraphic or linguistic explanation.1® There is no doubt that his translation makes better sense. Lines 14/15 clearly 
deal with freeing a property from incumbrance, clearing a title. On the other hand, the reading of Ingholt here offered, 
HSYN, seems to be a plural in the absolute state of HS’, ‘‘illness,’’!® although the construction is unsatisfactory: the 
genitive relation should be expressed by the construct state or by the emphatic state with the preposition D, wherein 
the absolute state may be used also. Without being able to find dictionary support, I cannot escape the impression 
that the offending word, however read, must mean “‘title,’’ and have so taken it in the translation, doubtfully. 14/15. 
Torrey translated: ‘“‘then I, the executor the seller, or my heirs, will contend in advance that I wipe away (the charge) 
and am clear of blame, and I will establish it to the ill-fortune of Tiro the buyer.”’ This was the reverse of the sense 
expected, since the purpose of the clause was to safeguard Tiro’s interest, and as a matter of fact, the verbs of the 
passage require the translation here adopted; "DWN means ‘“‘to oppose by legal means,” "MM RQ and ’DK’ are used 
in the Talmud and Tosefta meaning “‘to clear and clean’ a property, to restore and confirm a questioned title. This 
meaning is confirmed by the prepositional phrase at the beginning of line 15: BGDH, “‘to his good luck’’; 19Tiro is the 
beneficiary of this action. 15/16. Torrey translated: “‘I sell you this slave-girl while I confirm a certain law, that 
from now until (the expiration of) six months (the parties) are free of obligation.’’ Whether this “‘one law’’ was that 
of the city or of the province, local or Roman, there is no doubt it governed the obligations of parties in sales; the 
six-months period was commonly applied in such cases to protect the buyer from hidden defects in a slave.2° It would 
be natural to interpret the plural of SLM YN to mean Tiro only; he is perfectus®! in the matter of defects which were 
not visible at the time of the sale. This is a philological matter, however; the writer has shifted from the first/second 
person expression to the third, as witness the BYNTHWN, “between them,” in line 17, and he may mean that both 
parties are perfecti, ““protected in their interests,’ by the law concerning slave sales to which he refers. 18. The 
meaning of the expression MN GDH is not very clear. Torrey translated “‘at the risk of Tiro the buyer,” and this 
is reasonable enough. The seller has guaranteed the buyer’s title, and for hidden defects or possible other sources of 
dispute, has accepted the six-months term of a specified law, but has singled out running away (Spacuds) of the slave as 
a specific risk to be borne by the buyer. One may imagine that the seller had not owned the slave for long, and did 
not wish to guarantee her tendencies in this direction—or if Amath-Sin was a recent captive, it may have been entirely 

1 Payne Smith, Thesaurus Syrviacus, II (1901), col. LO Dp. Cit., DP. Al. 
2921. There are difficulties beyond the purely linguistic 
in the way of thinking that Marcus Aurelius Antiochus, 
son of BelSu, a Roman knight, was a Roman “‘resident”’ 
in Edessa, a representative of the imperial government 
living in the city to watch and control its activities. 
Edessa was a colony, and so possessed of the highest legal 
position held by any city in the Empire. It might have 
been under the oversight of a cuvatoy or other Roman 
financial official (cf. e. g., A. H. M. Jones, The Greek City 
from Alexander to Justinian, 1940, pp. 136f.), whose 
function was to assist the city in its financial problems, 
but would otherwise have been under the provincial 
governor. While Rome did occasionally place an official 
in subject cities, (cf. Gianfranco Tibiletti, Rendiconti del 
Istituto Lombardo di Scienze e Letteve, Classe di Letteve e 
Scienze Movali e Storiche, 3d Ser., XVII, 1953, pp. 64- 
100), I know of none whose title could be translated as 
“resident,” and in any case, if such an official were to be 
named in a dating formula, he must either be annual or 
have mentioned the year of his incumbency. The simplest 
way out of the difficulty would be to see in ‘MRWT” the 
title of a single annual civic magistracy of Edessa. 

16 The proper name Kammar is found in Syriac, but 
not Bar-Kammar. 

ro* 

18 C, Brockelmann, Zeitschrift fiir Semitistik und ver- 
wandte Gebiete, X (1935), p. 163; cf. Torrey’s comments, 
ibid., p. 41. 

19 Payne Smith, Thesaurus Syriacus, I (1879), col. 13901. 
The word HS’ is glossed as ‘‘dolor, tristitia, passio, mor- 
bus,”’ or in Greek, 1r&605, a term which suggests the kopuTtév 
mados of the Greek slave sales; cf. BGU 316 (Negotia, no. 
135; A.D. 359), lines 27-29: iepdv 5é vdcov Kal civos TraAcov 
Kal KpuTTOV Tr&BOS NEXPIS UNVdY EE Kal Spacuov YEXPIS UNVdV 

SexadSvo, and the most recent discussions of the problem by 
E. P. Wegener, Journal of Juristic Papyrology, IX/X 
(1955/1956), pp. 102-104 and by C. Furkiotis, Studi in Onorve 
di Ugo Enrico Paoli (1955), pp. 323-332- But this is not the 
sort of defect which can be “cleaned and cleared”’ by the 
seller. 

192 R, Yaron, Bulletin of the American Schools of Oriental 
Research, 150 (April, 1958), pp. 26—28, translates: “under 
his control.”’ 

20 The six-months probationary period was prescribed 
in the ediles’ edict; cf. YCS, V (1935), p. 106. 

21 Payne Smith, op. cit., II, col. 4189. The six-months 
period was supposed to protect the buyer, to keep him 
“safe.” It is hard to see how it can have been in the 
interest of the seller also. 
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unknown whether she might not seize her first opportunity to flee to freedom. On the other hand, this is a lot of meaning 
to be borne by the preposition MN: the eventuality (would be) “‘away from’’ the good fortune of Tiro, a diminution 
of it or at its cost. In any case, MN GDH here may be in contrast with the BGDH of line 15, where the meaning 
was ‘‘to the good fortune”’ of Tiro. 20. Torrey read PRWMYWN, which would be a Greek loanword from its 
form, and considered the possibility of a Greek trapédpoiov meaning “‘duplicate,’”’ but Tiro’s copy must have been an, 
or the, original; no such word as trapdpoiov is known, and the reading of the parchment is faint and obscure. 20, 
Torrey read ’RHWN’, understanding &pyov although the correspondence is not what would be expected. Ingholt’s 
"‘DYSY’, ““Edessene,”’ gives the status of Marcia Aurelia’s husband, which is what we should expect here. 22. Torrey 
read L’ HBL’, ‘not to be corrupted’’; Ingholt’s L’ HK M’, “who does not know how”’ (to write) brings the statement 
into the form of the usual illiteracy clause of the Greek documents (26, 29, 30, 32). Verso, line 3. The Greek at the 
end of the signature of Aurelius Abgar, for which Torrey conjectured a Syriac loanword Baéwpos, BHW R, “examiner,” 
may be read simply as an indication of the place where Abgar was to sign, or possibly a Greek translation of his name 
for purposes of identification; cf. the translation of the seller’s signature in 27. 

“In the sixth year of the Imperator Caesar Marcus Antonius Gordianus Pius Felix Augustus ;?% in 
the consulship* of Annius Arrianus and Cervonius®® Papus; in the month lyar of the year 554 of the 
former reckoning; and in the year 31 of the freedom of the renowned Antoniniana Edessa, Colonia 
Metropolis Aurelia Alexandria ;?° in the residence of Marcus Aurelius Antiochus, eques Romanus,?’ son 
of BelSu; and in the second term as strategus”* of Marcus Aurelius Abgar, eques Romanus, son of Ma‘nu, 

grandson of Agga, and of Abgar, son of Hafsai, grandson of Bar-KMR; on the goth day of the aforesaid 
month. 

“The defendant, Marcia Aurelia, daughter of Samenbaraz, granddaughter of Abgar, the seller, de- 

clares to Lucius Aurelius Tiro, son of Bar-BelSamen, of Carrhae:?® I have received from him 700 denarii 

and have sold to him Amath-Sin, my female slave, a purchase, whose age is twenty-eight years, more 
or less, a captive; in such wise that from this day and for all the future you, Tiro, the buyer, and your 
heirs, shall have full power over this slave whom I have sold to you, to possess and to govern and to 

do with her whatever you may wish; and if any man shall contend or talk against Tiro, the buyer, or 
against his heirs, as to the title (?) to this slave whom I have sold to him, then I, the defendant, the 

seller, or my heirs, will oppose this claim and clean and clear the property, and I shall establish it for 
the good of Tiro, the buyer. It is not lawful in any way to alter this contract. I sell to you this slave 
while I confirm a certain law,®° so that from now to the expiration of six months they are protected, 

and so it has been agreed between them. If this slave shall run away, however, from this day onward it 
shall be at the cost of Tiro, the buyer. 

“Two documents of this sale have been written: one copy, retained for record, is to be put into the 
archives*! of the renowned Antoniniana Edessa, and the other shall be in the possession 

of Tiro, the buyer. 
“T, Aurelius Hafsai, son of Samagyabh, Edessene of the Twelfth Tribe,®? declare that I have written 

in behalf of the defendant, Aurelia, my wife, in the subscription of the document, because she is illit- 

erate, who acknowledges that she has sold this slave of hers and has received the price thereof, ac- 

cording to what is written above. 
“Marcus Aurelius, son of Bel-Bussurabal. 

“Marcus Aurelius, son of Panu-adaggal (?). 
“With the signature of the inspector of documents: ‘I, Aurelius Mannus, superintendent of the sacred 

and civic archives, bear witness.’ 

“TI, Marcus Aurelius BelSu, son of Muqimu, the scribe, have written this contract. 

22 Payne Smith, op. cit., II, cols. 2154-2160. the Greek rough breathing is represented by a soft H. 
23 The imperial titles are transliterations of the Greek 

terms: "WTQRTWR QSR MRQWS ’NTWNYWS 
GRDYNWS ’WSBWS ’WTWKS SBSTWS. 

*4 Transliteration of the Greek tmateia (HPT Y’). 
25 The Syriac has TRYBWNYWS. 
26 The Syriac has *"NIWNYN’ ’DS’ OLWNY’ MTR- 

TUES) WEIL NG AULD RONEL 
27 The normal expression in the Empire is imnrevs 

“Pwoyaiwv, but the Syriac has HPWS RHMWS, where 

48 In Syriac, “SLRITGW ie 
29 In contrast with Edessa, which is given its Greek 

name throughout, Carrhae is here called “‘Harran’’; the 

ethnic is HRNY’. 
30 In Syriac, ‘“‘one law’ (NMWS). For similar references 

to laws covering business transactions see Introd., p. 11. 
31 In Syriac, ’RKYWN, i. e., &pyxeiov. 
82 In Syriac, PYLYS, Greek ovAjjs, wherein the re- 

tention of the Greek genitive ending is notable. 
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Verso 

“Aurelia, the defendant, daughter of Samnai, the seller, testifies for herself. 

“T, Aurelius Hafsai, son of SamaSyabh, have set my seal to this document. 
“Abgar the strategos: ‘Aurelius Abgar, the strategos, testifies.’ 
“Abgar, son of Barsamya, testifies. 

“Aurelia, the defendant, daughter of Samnai, the seller, testifies for herself.” 

29. Deposit 

iy. D. P. 73 25.5 X 24cm. A.D. 251 Plate XXV 

The substantially complete but damaged papyrus was found 30 November 1932 in Wall Street in 

back of Block L7. The top of the sheet was rolled down twice over the one line of the upper text, and 
tied shut with string in the same manner as 26, but there were no signatures on the verso opposite the 
five knots. Nine more folds from the top converted the sheet into a flat packet something less than 
4 cm. high, and this was then doubled over 10 cm. from the right. This right part of the papyrus has 

suffered particularly, the upper and lower fibers having separated in great part while the lower 5 cm. were 

lost altogether; here there was, fortunately, no writing, but above, the right side of all the lines varies 

from the difficult to the completely illegible. The rest of the papyrus, however, is in good shape except 
for some holes and some abrasion. 

The hand is bold and fluent but very cursive, and the shapes of letters vary widely, depending on 
the whim of the writer and the almost monographic ligatures with adjacent letters. Letters which can, 

tend to rise above the line or to drop below it; an iota or fii usually crosses the following line, while 
x1 on occasion reaches the second line following. The writer was a competent penman. He employs a 

diaeresis over the zota of [aia in lines 4 and 14, and places a short dash above or after numerals (lines 2 

and 3), and his hand shows an acquaintance with Latin writing. The same is notably true of the first of 

the three witness signatures, whose “Antonios” is almost purely Latin except for the last two letters. 

The other witnesses, and the Theodorus who writes for the declarant, were less accomplished. 
The institution of the deposit is common to many if not all developed systems of law.! Its charac- 

teristics are the lack of interest and the repayment on demand, which distinguish it from the loan. 
Theoretically the deposit is beneficial to the depositor, who is motivated “‘from fear of fire or disaster 
or shipwreck or civil disturbance,”* and wishes simply to place his valuables in a safe place, whereas 
the loan is primarily beneficial to the borrower. Roman law distinguished between the simple depositum, 

which must be kept as it is and returned untouched, and the depositum irregulare, which may be used 
by the depositee, who is simply under the obligation to return to the depositor an equal amount or value. 
It is evident that the depositum irregulare might, in fact, be beneficial to the depositee also, or even 
primarily. Its being subject to return on demand is offset by the freedom from interest.? Greek termi- 
nology does not distinguish the simple depositum from the depositum irregulare, calling any such trans- 

83 The Greek and the Syriac are clearly not in the same 2 This is the expression of the Ecloga Privata Aucta 
hand, and one of them, accordingly, must be the signature 
proper and the other a translation of it. The third person 
of the verb in the Syriac might suggest that the Greek 
was the actual signature, but cf. above, note 12. 

1 Cf. M. San Nicold, Beitrvage zur Rechtsgeschichte im 
Beveiche der keilschviftlichen Rechtsquellen (1931), pp. 84, 
184f., 197; Taubenschlag, Law of Greco-Roman Egypt, 1 
(1944), pp. 264-267; Kunkel, Rdémisches Privatrecht 
(1949), pp. 222f.; P. Frezza, Eos, XLVIII (1956), pp. 
139-172 (Symbolae R. Taubenschlag Dedicatae, 1). 

(ed. C. E. Zachariae von Lingenthal, 1865), sect. 12, 1: 
Sia PoBov EuTTPNOLOU 7) KaTaTTTACEWS 7) vauaryiou 7) SopUBou. 

3 Tt is in the nature of the institution, furthermore, 
that the depositee had a favorable position over against 
the depositor, since it was for the latter, in any case of 
dispute, to establish the fact of the deposit, while the 
depositee was in a position to delay its return for a long 
time, if he chose. 
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action TrapadyKn or Trapd@eo1s, and later, as here, tapoxatad1}kn. Instances in the Egyptian papyri have 
been identified as concealing a variety of transactions, including the forbidden dowry in Roman sol- 

diers’ marriages: vooUpev OT1 ai TrapaKkaTabfKar Trpoikés ecioiv, as a Roman official remarked, in denying 

a woman’s claim to recovery from the estate of a deceased soldier. Under the Roman conception, the 
penalty for contest or failure to repay a deposit was double, under the Greek single; late Roman law 

also granted a double penalty only when the deposit was made for purely security reasons.° 

In the present instance, there is no positive indication whether the depositor, Amaththabeile, was 

acting solely to protect her hundred denarii, or whether the depositee, Aurelia Gaia, was also or primarily 
benefitted by the transaction. The social standing of the two women was different. Both were Aoupnvat, 
but this title must have meant very little in the middle of the third century, and neither can have been 

related to the old Macedonian Evpotraioi. On the other hand, Aurelia Gaia, daughter of Saturnilus, 

clearly belonged to the society which revolved about the Roman garrison,® and while none of the wit- 

nesses is identified as a soldier or veteran, their names are of a military type.’ Amaththabeile, however, 

is not only not an “‘Aurelia,” but the space in line 5 left to insert her father’s name was never filled. She 
was certainly a local woman of peasant or Beduin origin,* to whom the sum of one hundred denarii 
might represent a life’s savings or a dowry, possibly &ta&twp and perhaps a freedwoman though hardly 
a slave. 

In form, this document has the same simplicity as the acknowledgments of deposit from Roman 

Egypt.® They are unilateral statements that the deposit has been received and will be returned on 

demand, under recognition of specified penalties. In the place of the Tév Tapabnkdyv voyos of the Egyptian 
texts’, this papyrus mentions Sinyopeupeva éetritiva in the manner of 18, and that may be a local formula; 
it leaves us ignorant of the nature and amount of this legal sanction. Curiously enough, there is no 

Egyptian parallel to show whether dxivduvov or akiviuva should be read in line 6; those documents 
state that the deposited articles have been received év Trapadi\Kn (or év TrapaGéce) without the d&kivSuvos 

formula!™, or that they have been received as TapoadjKny d&kivduvov TravTos KivSuvou (to which is usually 

added kai a&vuTroAoyov Travtos UTroAdyou”’ or KaT& TrapadTKny akivduvov, KTA., as P. Oxy. 1714 of A.D. 

285-304), thus avoiding the logical difficulty of the Dura expression. There is no Egyptian parallel to the 
formulae of line 8, and &1&ypagos is not only a new word, but one of somewhat uncertain meaning. 
The tp&€is formula of lines 12-14 is similar to those of the Dura loans, and is also a regular feature of 
the Egyptian deposits. 

With the end of line 14, apparently, begins a new section of the document, and it is particularly awk- 

ward that this occurs in a part of the papyrus fragmentary and difficult to read. Since the indicatives 

Apiountar and éyei of line 15 are continued with the infinitive &troSaoetv in line 16, it is best to interpret 
this all as a restatement of the transaction and obligation in the form of the stipulatio, the end of which 
is clearly present in line 17. Reference to the oath by the Emperor (the 2eBd&ouios SpKos), which was 

taken orally, extends from dyooev in lines 16/17 to S087\va1 in line 18, and seems to be an intrusion; both 

the oath and the stipulatio were oral statements in acknowledgment of the truth of the described trans- 

4 Mitteis, Chrestomathie, 373, I, 9/10 (2d cent.). 
5 This is a provision which occurs both in the Ecloga 

Pyivata Aucta (above, note 2) and in the Eclogue of the 
Isaurians (C. A. Spulber, L’Eclogue des Isauriens, 1929), 
SECU Bie 

6 Both names, Aurelius Gaius and Saturnilus, occur in 
the rosters of the Cohors Vicesima Palmyrenorum at 
Dura. 

? The first name, Antonius Polycrates, is of a normal 
type, though “‘Polycrates’’ has not occurred previously 
at Dura. Aurelius Oniaces’ cognomen is both new and 
unexplained, while Flavius Valerius, with his two nomina, 
offers what must be a relatively uncommon nomenclature, 
even in the later Empire. An Aurelius Valerius, however, 
occurs in the Cohors Vicesima Palmyrenorum. 

8 The name means ‘‘Maidservant of Bel,’ and is the 
fuller writing of such names as appear at Dura in the 
form Mad@dvad (cf. Cumont, Fowilles, pp. 411f., no. 55) 
and Mo@atns (YCS, XIV, 1955, p. 151, no. 28). 

® Cf. Mitteis, Grundziige, pp. 257-259, and Chrestoma- 
thie, pp. 384-389, nos. 330-338; Meyer, Jur. Pap., no. 30. 
An example has recently been published by E. Kiessling, 
Akten des VIII. Intern. Kongvesses fiiv Papyrologie, pp. 

69-77- 
10 Asin P. Athens 28, 23/24 (A.D. 86). 
11 So in P. Tebt. 387 (A.D. 73); BGU 729 (A.D. 144); 

P. Stvass. 54 (A.D. 153/4); BGU 520 (A.D. 172); P. Oxy. 
1713 (A.D. 279). 

12 So in P. Athens 28 (A.D. 86); BGU 702 (A.D. 151); 
Stud. XX, 45 (A.D. 237). 
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action and the validity of the resulting obligation.1 The verbs in line 15 should properly be in the in- 
finitive mood, being governed by the ®poAdynoev restored in line 18; or possibly the final nw of dtro8aceiv 
is pleonastic, as in TapoKkata@jKnv in line 20, and the jpi®unta clause is an independent statement 

of fact. 
In view of all these assurances, the final statement signed for Aurelia Gaia by Aurelius Theodorus 

of Zeugma in lines 19-21 would seem to be entirely superfluous, and must in fact, be taken as an indi- 
cation of the conservatism of legal institutions. Nothing can be said about this Theodorus, son of Be- 
renicianus, except that he was not a soldier. Instead, his Zeugma connections suggest an association 
with the group of entertainers from that city active in the last years of Dura’s existence, and centering 

on a house in the northern part of Block G5, in the Agora area.” If the latter part of line Ig is correctly 
read and understood, he was resident in Dura, and oikév (oikovoa) évtav@a is probably to be taken in 
that sense throughout the document. In the absence of a reading and restoration of the end of line 3, 

it is not certain that this text does come from the Dura registry, or from what served to draw up con- 
tracts in the city at this time. The lacuna is too short, however, to restore the name and description 
of either a village or the station of a military unit, or of anything much beyond a mere év Aoveg (as in 
129). If Avenaia at the end of this line were not required as part of Gaia’s name, the logical restoration 

would be év KoAwveia Atenaia (cf. 32), and this may, of course, be correct.!® 

As is commonly the case, neither Theodorus nor any of the witnesses seems related in any way to 
either of the principals of the contract. The two women act in the transaction without guardians (kUp1o1), 
perhaps because the text is a private agreement rather than a public instrument, but in general, women 
were relatively free to transact their own business in the later Empire.!” 

For the reduction of the upper text of the double contract to a date and title, we may compare the 

same phenomenon in the late Ptolemaic contracts of this type, such as P. Goodspeed 6, I (129 B.C.): 

(’Etous) pa’ Tlau(v1) 6’. “Ouodoyia. 

Unpublished. Cf. C. B. Welles, Miinchener Bettrdége, XIX (1934), p. 398, no. 11; Rep. VI, pp. 436f., no. 11; 
R. Taubenschlag, Journal of Juristic Papyrology, I11 (1949), p. 60, no. 16. 

Upper Text (Reversed) 

(6th H.) [— — — —] ‘ YtrepBep(e)téou B’. ’Etri trap(a)Kat(a)@j(kn) Syodoyia. 

Lower Text 

(ist H.) Emi Urdatwv To y’ Kaito 0’, po F’ Nwvddv ’OxtoBplilov, Et[ou]s 5é [klata Tov T1pdTe- 

pov cpi0u(ov) Seutépou Eq’, unvos * YtrepBep|etaiou Seutépa, ev [....].... Avpnaia 
Faia LatopveiAou, Aovpnyn, oixovoa évtauéa, Al[...... [coe ee depen 

5 ®poArdoynoev “ApabiaBeiAn,  vacat Aovpr[vij, oiko]¥on ouoiws évtauba, 
Tp1Ourjoba1 Kai EXelv Trap” aUTHs Ev TapaKaTabhKy [aKiv]Syy.. Taytdos 

KivSUvou Ti EveoTaon HEPA GPyUpIoU KAAOU SoKivou Snvapia EKaTov 

a&Siaypaga Kai dtrpooG_eta, & dvapuAraéer Trap’ EayTH Kai étri Tos UTFaP KONG! AUTT}S 

Kai &trokataotroei Ti “AuatéoBeiAn oTrote &v H[....]HHAL..JA atrotn- 
Io 07 &veu &vABOAT|s Kal UTrepbEoews Ev SE dtraitnOeioa un a1r9dG), EvoxeOroeE- 

13 EF. Seidl, Dey Eid im rémisch-dgyptischen Provinzial- 
recht, I (1933), p- 130, speaks of the stipulatio as a regular 
feature of the Byzantine oaths. He gives no instance of 
an oath occurring in an agreement of deposit. In P. Nes- 
sana III, 15 (A.D. 512) we have an oath combined with 
the stipulatio: d6yooa Tov Giov dépKov Kai étt[epwTnfeis copo- 
Aoynoa]. 

14 The name Berenicianus occurs not infrequently in 
the second and third centuries, cf. [LS 1111 (Lambaesis) ; 
1168 (Nemausus); P. London III, 1157, 128 andz31 (A.D. 

197/8); 1164, (b) 8 (A.D. 212). This is its first appearance 
at Dura. 

1 Rep. IX, 1, pp. 203-265. 
16 Tt may be noted that Gaia is certainly called Aurelia 

only in line 20 (where the writing is not entirely clear, 
and we have had to assume the omission of a syllable); 
in lines 14 and 15 she is simply “Gaia.” It would be pos- 
sible also to assume a haplography: one “‘Aurelia’’ written 
in place of two. 

17 Kunkel, Romisches Privatrecht, p. 304. 
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Tar Tois SinyopeupEvors Erritipois THV Tas TrioTEls TV TrapaKkaTaOnKGy TraX- 

poPaivevtoy, vu Kal Eotau T Trea€is TH “ApabOaBeiAn Kal GAA travTl TE 

UTEP AUTHS KUpioos THY OYoAoyeiav TAUTHY TLp]opepouty ep sor» LEIS [aurhls 

tis Patas Kal €€ Urapydvtev avTi TavTi ye TrAVTaS. [... KAAT ?] Tiot 

15 TpLOuntar Kai éxer Ev TapaKatoOjkn 7 Faia Tapa tis “AyabloPeiAns 

T& SNAoUEva SHvdpia Exatov Kai dtroSwHoev Strdte Av dtr[au}tn[OA, (Kai d]yo- 

GEV TOV ZePaoUIOV Spkov TAUTA OUTS KGAdS yevéobou .[...].[...].. TatTa 

So07va1), tiotT1 ErnpaTtnoev *ApobbaBeiAn [Kai] trio[t1 @poAdynoev Tata.) 

(2d H.) AvpiAios Ocd8wpos Bepvixiavou, Zevypyatevs, oi[k]av évtavO[a], c&€icoGeis Eypaya 
20 Utrép Aupn <Al>as Tatas, &ypayatou, syoAoyovon|[s éxei]v Ev TapaKa[T]aojKny Snvapia 

EKATOV, & KE ATrOS[oe: OT]av dtro[it]n[OA]. vacat 

(3d H.) *Avtdévios TloAuKpatns. 

(4th H.) O[Aao]vios OvaAégpios yap(tupés). 

(5th H.) AvprAtos ’ Oviaxt}s yap(tupd). 

1. The writing is very cursive, and everything between the date and 6éyoAoyia is uncertain. At the beginning, it would 
be possible to restore ’’Etous Seutépou €9’. 2. Here, at the end, the reading is based on probability, for the traces 
of ink which remain do not identify any single dotted letter. 4. Possibly &i[& and the name of Gaia’s KUpios, but 
the space seems too short for this; he would have to be identified by name, patronymic, and ethnic at the least. 5. 
The reading dépoles is fairly certain, ciko}Uon very doubtful. 6. The space would suggest dxiv]Suvov over dxiv]Suva, 
but the traces are entirely inconclusive. 8. For the expression cf. Mitteis, Chrestomathie, 167 (A.D. 144), 10-14: 
TrapadyKny ... dtrep pUAKEEI Trap’ EauTa kal dtroKataotioe. The reading at the end is obviously unsatisfactory; we should 
expect Urr&pyxouoiv avti. Nevertheless, in this instance, enough remains of the damaged letters to make the reading 
very likely. g. It would be possible to restore 7 [@€A]n 7) ofUt]a, but Gaia should be the subject of d&traitn67j, not 
the denarii, and I have no parallel for supposing that a deposit could be returned at the wish of the depositee. T4. 
Instead of ye, it would be possible to read te. Both letters are perfectly clear. 17. There is too little space to read 
and restore xal t& Snvépia, and it is not clear that this is the logical subject of S08fvan. 19. The upsilon of évtatOla 
looks like a tau, but the reading seems fairly likely. 21. The end of this line is completely uncertain. 

(Lower Text) “In the consulship of the Third and the First, on the sixth day before the Nones of 
October; and in the year 562 of the former reckoning, the second day of the month Hyperberetaeus, 
I) Saeco sie Aurelia Gaia, daughter of Saturnilus, of Dura, resident in that place, ............. has . 

acknowledged to Amaththabeile (blank space), of Dura, also resident in that place, that she has been 

paid and has got from her (Amaththabeile) as a deposit, free from all risk, on this day, one hundred 
denarii of good legal silver, without deduction or addition, which she will keep with her and as part 

of her property and will return to the above Amaththabeile whenever ....... she is asked to do so, 
without delay or postponement; if, demand having been made, she fails to return (the money), she 
shall be held liable to the penalties specified for those who violate the security of deposits, and the right 
of exaction shall devolve upon the above Amaththabeile and anyone else who validly presents this 
document in her behalf both from Gaia herself and from her property, in every manner and way. [In 
good] faith the above Gaia has been asked by Amaththabeile and has acknowledged that she has been 
paid and has got in deposit from the above Amaththabeile the designated one hundred denarii and will 

return them whenever she is asked, and she has sworn the Imperial oath that these things are truly 
thus ieee and ?] given. 

“T, Aurelius Theodorus, son of Bernicianus, of Zeugma, resident there (that is, presumably, in Dura), 

on request, have written for Aurelia Gaia, who is illiterate, but acknowledges that she has got as deposit 
one hundred denarii which she will also return whenever she is asked. 

“T, Antonius Polycrates. 

“T, Flavius Valerius, bear witness. 

“T, Aurelius Oniaces, bear witness.” 

The date is given, apparently, by the so-called calendar of Antioch,!* whereby the New Year fell on the first 
of Hyperberetaeus, which month was equated with October, while the Macedonian months ran concurrently 

18 Introd., p. 10. 
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with the Roman. In this case, accordingly, A.D. VI Non. Oct., October second, is also the second of Hyper- 
beretaeus. The Greek numeral for “‘six’’ is partly effaced, and must have been atypical in form. It has a long 
tail resembling that of x7, but can be no other numeral from 2 to 6. The year date makes a certain difficulty. 
The III et I cos, as the formula appears in 97 (cf. p. 301), were the Emperor Decius and his son Q. Herennius 
Etruscus Messius Decius, consuls together in A.D. 251. On the other hand, the Seleucid year 562 ran from (pre- 
sumably) 1 October 250 to 30 September 251, and so ended two days before the date of this papyrus. We must 
assume, therefore, either that the scribe made a mistake because of the newness of the year, or that Hyper- 
beretaeus was not the first month of the Macedonian calendar in Dura at this time, but the last. The former 
is much the more likely alternative.Y 

Latin influence can be detected in the document. The reference to “‘today”’ in line 7 occurs also in 30, 5, and 
seems to be an idiom which arose in the West and came to the East in late times. The Tablettes Albertini 
use hac die in the same fashion (Index, p. 313), and expressions such as ti ofyepov or tavTH TH AHuépx OCCUr in 
the Nessana papyri.”° The verb épi6péw (line 6) is the equivalent of the Latin numero, but it is also common 
in the sense of “‘to pay” in the Ptolemaic period in Egypt, and is used by Attic writers of the fourth century 
B.C. meaning “to count out” money. The adjectives &Siéypagpos and a&mrpdobetos as well as the verb dvaguAdoow 
are unrepresented in the Egyptian papyri. The first is unique, but the latter two occur in later Greek writers 
in the same senses as here. 

On the other hand, the stipulatio follows the Roman form. Cf. Meyer, Juristische Papyri, 37 (Negotia, 132; 
A.D. 132), which concerns the sale of a slave: ““Eum puerum sanum esse ex edicto et si quis eum puerum par- 
temve quam eius evicerit, simplam pecuniam sine denuntiatione recte dare stipulatus est Fabullius Macer, 
spopondit Q. Iulius Priscus,’”’ where, to be sure, we have a promise for the future only, while Aurelia Gaia 
includes with her promise for the future an acknowledgment of the action just past. As in 26, tiote in 
line 14, repeated in line 18, reproduces the Latin rvecte. 

30. Marriage Contract 

Pow. DD. P74 Ca. 24.5 X 57.5 cm. A Di282 Plates XXI; XXVII, 2 

The papyrus was found 17 November 1932 in Wall Street behind the south end of the Synagogue 

in Block L7, still rolled up but broken into two packets, resulting from the final doubling over of the 

document.! Both halves of the papyrus have suffered progressively greater damage from the top to the 
bottom, and the left half has lost some of its original surface from sticking due to moisture. In compen- 
sation, here as more rarely on the right, it is possible in places to recover the writing from the verso, 

where the ink transferred itself after rolling and remains faint but sometimes clear, mirror fashion. The 
inner text is reduced to a few words in one line, occupying only 8 cm., with a margin of about 0.5 cm. 

at the top and a margin of about 1 cm. on the left. Below, a space of 5 cm. intervenes before the outer 
text; this portion of the papyrus was folded down three times from the top and tied in the usual fashion 

with string. All five of the knots, formed as in 26 and 29, are preserved, each accompanied by the sig- 

nature of a witness.” Thereafter the papyrus was folded down fourteen times to the bottom, and doubled 

over to make a more compact packet. 

The writing is a rather large and elegant script with great variation in the shapes of individual letters. 
Alpha often has a long, angular shape, especially when used initially, but is more commonly rounded, 
sometimes being shaped not unlike the numeral “8”. Epsilon may be a crossed “C’’, or a single hook, 

or two superposed hooks. Eta resembles either a capital or a cursive “H’’. Pz may be flat-topped or 
humped. Ufszlon is usually shaped like a ““Y”’ made without lifting the pen, and so slightly looped below, 

but may also, in final position, be a flat and elongated concave stroke. Kappa ordinarily has the “K”’ 

form before epsilon and omicron, but the cursive form U before alpha and tau.3 Nu has usually the an- 

19 Introd., p. Io. 3 It is not clear on what basis the writer chose one or 
20 P. Nessana III, 15 (A.D. 512); 19 (A.D. 548). the other form of K. In Line 8, MapxeAAciva has the angular 
1 Only the right half of the papyrus had been unrolled form, MapxeAAcivou the rounded. Otherwise, kai is always 

at the time it was reported in the Mimchener Beitrége, rounded, Aevkoy and xevdy always angular. Before A, I 
XIX (1934), p. 398. note only éxatév (line 14) and évexa (line 29) with the 

* Cf. the discussion and diagram, above, Introd., p.14, angular K. 
fig. 2. 
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gular form of the third century, but is made occasionally like a cursive English “N’’. The total effect 

is easy and pleasant. Lines are straight, and while no margin is observed on the right, the writing does 
not crowd the edge of the sheet. Some 17 cm. was left free at the bottom, perhaps 11 cm. of which was 

used for three signatures. These, as usual, were roughly written, although the Latin hands of the verso 

are practiced. 

The document is a contract of marriage between a soldier of the Cohors Duodecima Palaestinorum, 
stationed at a place called Qatna, probably on the Chabur River,’ and a woman with a Latin name who 
describes herself as a widow. It was drawn up in the camp of the cohort, and witnessed by persons who, 
following the analogy of 26, we may suppose to have been members of the cohort. How the papyrus 

came to Dura is unknown. It bears no mark of registration or other official handling. Perhaps the married 
pair settled there following the husband’s discharge from the army; possibly, in spite of the name of 

the cohort, it was recruited in part at least from residents of Dura, since the husband’s name, Aurelius 

Alexander, is common in the city—as, in fact, it must have been throughout the Near East at this 

time. Probably the cohort, which is otherwise unknown, was recruited for the Parthian War of the 
Emperor Severus Alexander, in which some modest successes seem to have been gained in the summer 

of A.D. 232. One may even speculate that the previous husband of Aurelia Marcellina, the bride, 
had been killed in the fighting of that campaign. Since the bulk of the Imperial forces were brought 

from the West, the Latin names of herself and her mother and brother may suggest that she was 
not an Oriental.® 

Since both contracting parties were Roman citizens, and since the document was drawn up in the 
Roman atmosphere of a military camp, we should expect to find Roman legal institutions reflected in 

this contract, but this does not seem to be so. It is true that we know very little of Roman marriage 
contracts, for which a written form was in principle unnecessary, in any case.® Details concerning the 
dowry were settled earlier, in writing or orally, at the time of the sfonsalia. The Negotia of Arangio- 
Ruiz contains only one set of ““Tabulae Nuptiales,”’ the Latin diploma with seven Greek signatures 
of witnesses on the verso found in Egypt.’ It dates from the early second century, and although frag- 
mentary, seems to be an agreement cast in the form of a stipulatio between the father and the bridegroom. 
The action of the father takes place “‘secundum legem IuliaJ}m quae de maritandis ordinibus lat{[a est 
liberorum procreando]rum causa’’; the statement of the bridegroom is largely lost, but includes a list 
of dower articles with weights and values. There is no reason to doubt that this was a contractual form 

employed for this purpose by Roman citizens in the provinces, but the editors are certainly right to 

see the intrusion of Greek notarial practices, especially in the section dealing with the dowry.® Indeed, 
if the reference to the Lex Julia and the stipulatio form were omitted, and replaced by a statement of 
the Greek ékSoo1s, we should have a variation on the form which appears in the Greek papyri of Egypt 

4 The name seems to derive from a Semitic word 77-97; E. Volterra, Atti del Tevzo Congvesso di Diritto 
meaning “‘little’; 1.e., the “Little Mound” or “Hill,” 

“Little City.”’ Best known of the places of this name is 
the Oatna near Homs (Dussaud, Topographie Historique 
de la Syrie, 1927, p. 108), but a ““Qatni’”’ is known from 
Assyrian records on the m'ddle course of the Chabur River 
(ibid., p. 487). 

5 For the political situation cf. Rep. IV, p. 113; 
Rep. VI, pp. 434f. The name Marcellinus is common 
among Roman soldiers in all parts of the Empire, while 
Agrippinus, for whatever reason, has been noted by Dean 
only in Egypt (L. R. Dean, A Study of the Cognomina of 
Soldiers in the Roman Legions, Diss. Princeton, 1916, 
pp. 130 and 22of.). 

® Cf. P. E. Corbett, The Roman Law of Marriage (1930), 
pp. 95f., cf. pp. 147-209; J. Gaudemet, Revue Interna- 
tionale des Droits de l Antiquité, II (1949), pp. 309-366; 
Kunkel, Rdmisches Privatrecht (1949), pp. 276-283; 
Taubenschlag, Law of Greco-Roman Egypt, I (1944), pp. 

Comparato, I (1953), pp. 201-206; B. Cohen, Annuaire de 
VInstititut de Philologie et d’Histoive Orientales et Slaves, 
XIII (Mélanges Isidove Lévy, 1955), pp. 57-85. On P. 
Mich. VII, 434/ P. Ryl. 612 see Kudret Ayiter, Annales 
de la Faculté de Droit d’Istanbul, III, 4 (1955), pp- 79-89. 

7 No. 17, pp. 41-43; P. Mich. VII, 434. This is the 
scriptura interior with signatures on the verso. The 
scriptura exterior of the same document has turned up 
in the Rylands collection, and is published as P. Ryl. 612. 
As the editors point out, the father of the bride, Nomis- 
sianus, can be identified with Gaius Antistius Noumis- 
sianus of P. Phil. 11 of A.D. 141, thus giving an ap- 
proximate date to the contract. 

8 Cf. H. A. Sanders, P. Mich. VII, p. 22. For the in- 
fluence of the notaries in the development of provincial 
Roman law cf. V. Arangio-Ruiz, Museum Helveticum, 

X (1953), pp. 238-247. 
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throughout the Hellenistic and Roman periods.® Whether this form be the cuyypag? ouvoikioiou or what 
Wolff has called the “Mitgifthomologie,’’” it contains with some degree of elaboration the following 
elements: I) a statement that the bride has been given as wife to the bridegroom; 2) a list or summary 
of the dowry, paraphernalia, and other property belonging to the bride; 3) statement of the mutual 

duties and rights of the married pair; and 4) the disposition of the wife’s property in the event of divorce 
or the death of the spouses. 

All of these four elements are present in the Dura contract, and there is no reference to the Lex Julia. 

I have not even been able to identify in the fragmentary last lines of the document any trace of the 

usual denatured stipulatio of the Dura texts of the Roman period." If our text must be regarded as 
Roman in the sense that it is an agreement between Roman citizens concluded in a Roman environment 

under the provisions of Roman provincial law prescribed by the Roman governor," it is evident that 
this is purely jus gentium. Once the ancient religious forms of the Roman marriage fell into disuse or 
failed to spread to the new citizens throughout the Empire, there was no obstacle to the general use of 
the forms developed for an international society by the Hellenistic jurists. In place of the stipulatio, 

the will of the parties was expressed by their signatures. 

In this case, the primary concern of the bride and bridegroom was with property. After the heading 
with the date and place and the usual acclamation “Good Luck,’’® there are thirty lines of the contract 

proper. Eleven of these (13-23) are occupied by the inventory of the paraphernalia, while ten more 

(24-33) concern the eventual disposition of the wife’s property in the case of divorce or other termination 
of the marriage. Indeed, even the usual wish for a happy marriage expressed in the Egyptian documents 

with such clauses as oupPioUTwoav ovv GAATAoIS GuEUTTTWS Of yayouvTes! and pévely OU avTOIS THY 

OuLBiwoiv dyEuTTTs! is represented here, apparently, only by the fragmentary expression in lines 
I1/12: ovvt[aplapéverv!® GAANAoIs Ett TOv Gtravta | [ypovov -. The marital conduct of the pair is not 
mentioned at all. 

It is in keeping with the relative freedom of women under the later Empire that Marcellina “gives 

herself out of widowhood into matrimony,” and while it is stated that her mother and brother were 

present, they took no part in the procedings, not even signing as witnesses. It is not even stated that 

they gave their approval, as interested relatives frequently give formal approval to financial trans- 

actions to which they might otherwise be thought to make a subsequent objection.!’ The verb used by 
Marcellina, trapadiS6va1, is a general equivalent of the usual ék8i86vor, and Wolff is very likely right in 

finding no distinction between them;}8 it is, of course, a commoner verb of a less technical usage. It is 

®* Cf. S. G. Huwardas, Beitvage zum griechischen und 
gvakoigyptischen Eherecht dey ptolemder- und friiheren 
Katserzeit (Leipziger vechtswissenschaftliche Studien, LXIV, 
1931); G. Petropoulos, ““On the Marriage in Egypt ac- 
cording to the Greco-Egyptian Papyri,’’ Tvansactions 
of the Athens Academy, 1931 (in Greek); F. Bozza, Aegyp- 
tus, XIV (1934), pp. 205-244; W. Erdmann, Die Ehe im 
alten Griechenland (Miinchener Beitrége zur Papyrologie, 
XX, 1934); O. Montevecchi, Aegyptus, XIV (1936), pp. 
3-83; W. Erdmann, Festschrift Paul Koschaker, I11 
(1939), pp. 224-240; id., Savigny-Zeitschrift, LIX (1939), 
PP. 544-546; H. J. Wolff, Written and Unwritten Marriages 
im Hellenistic and Postclassical Roman Law (Philological 
Monographs Published by the American Philological As- 
sociation, IX, 1939); W. Erdmann, Savigny-Zeitschrift, 
LX (1940), pp. 151-184; H. J. Wolff, Revue d’ Histoire du 
Droit, XX (1952), pp. I-29, 157-181. 

10 Revue d’Histoive du Droit, XX (1952), p. 173. 
i \Cf) Introd: p: 16: 
12 Cf. above, p. 135, on 26. 
13 The common acclamation occurs frequently in the 

headings of Egyptian marriage contracts, (Wolff, Written 
and Unwritten Marriages, p. 21), e.g., P. Oxy. 496 (A.D. 

T7277) an Gliat2 773i (UND) 2 OO) eee linieeien Gres Comm (l7/ Ses, alt 
occurs, as here, between the heading and the body of the 
document. 

14. g., PST 1115, 16/17 (A.D: 153). 
1b K.g., BGU 252, 6/7 (A.D. 98). 
16 Tt is possible that the infinitive is future, cuvtapa- 

ueveiv, but if it depends from é€wpoAoynoavto, it should be 
the statement of a present if continuing situation, not 
of one in the future. 

17 The Egyptian instances are cited by Wolff, Written 
and Unwritten Marriages, p. 26. On the general freedom 
of women in the later Empire, cf. above on 29, p. 151. It 
is possible that the unidentified writer of the third state- 
ment at the foot of the recto was either the mother or the 
brother of Marcellina. For the presence of relatives who 
have a possible financial interest in the legal ar- 
rangements see above on 28, p. 145, and cf. P. Nessana, 
III, 22 (A.D. 566): ém]i giAwv avtév Kai ovuyyevatooy 
TApovTwV aUTOIS. 

18 Tyaditio, II (1944), p. 48; Written and Unwritten 
Marriages, p. 17; Revue d’ Histoive du Droit, XX (1952), 
p- 168, note 127; Atti del Tevzo Congresso di Dirvitto Com- 
parato, I (1953), p. 246, note 128. 
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Wolff's theory that the Hellenistic period saw a breakdown in the familial and gentile organization of 
Greek society,’ so that marriage became an arrangement between the spouses, whether or not the bride 
was represented by her father or other male relative as kUpios; even in P. Elephantine 1, of 311 B.C., 
the parties speak of themselves as ‘“‘we,” and in the second century B.C. a woman é§éSo0To gauThv.... 

[elvor] yuvaixa yayetiyv, although in the presence of her father as xUpios.?° It is true, of course, that such 

KUpio1 do not appear in any existing Dura document of any period, and it may be that they were not 
required in local practice.*4 

The complete picture of the financial arrangements of the document cannot be recovered because of 
its fragmentary nature. The articles of the tapdgepva were appraised (SiaTipnbévta)®* by qualified arbi- 
trators; since both parties were satisfied, it was unnecessary to give the names of these, or even their 

number. This is in accordance with the legal rule quoted a little later in an Egyptian papyrus: S10yo- 
PEVETAL UTTO TOV vouwv Tas Eyypapous Trpoikas Sic Te yEeUooyooU Kai AITNTOU ouVTIPGoOal.”* It is 
evident that the couple were moderately affluent. Line 27 gives the value of the dowry as 750 denarii, 

and line 26 mentions a sum of 175 denarii. The bride brought with her paraphernalia in excess of 1,000 

denarii, including 565 denarii in cash (line 22). The prices of her clothing, all of it new, and other articles 

are comparable to those of the House of Nebuchelus.*4 So far as they have been read and identified, 
they are as follows: 

A white robe (1raAA1ov) 125 (?) denarii 
Another white robe (1r&AAtov) 50 Pe 
A tunic (ot1xap10v), color unknown 40 i 
An undyed robe (SeAyatikiov) Sony) ae. 

A crimson robe with purple veil (uapdpiov) 75 5 
A white robe 50 ve 

(An unknown item, of purple) 25 e 
Persian and striped stuffs (?) 50 * 
Crockery and bronze utensils 25 Pe 

Gold earrings and bracelets 50 

Unpublished. Cf. C. B. Welles, Miinchener Beitrage, XIX (1934), p. 398, no. 9; Rep. VI, pp. 433-435, no. 9; 
R. Taubenschlag, Journal of Juristic Papyrology, III (1949), p. 59, no. 13; H. J. Wolff, Revue d'Histoire du 
Droit, XX (1952), p. 168, note 127. 

Upper Text 

(2d) e 8 Ashe ]-[..-]v empeB[A]nueveoy. vacat 

~ Lower Text 

(ist H.) PEti U}ratey Ovpiou Aoutrou kai Mapiou M[a]€ivou, KaAdvdar *OxtaPpiai, ynvos 
LS Y]trep[B]epetaiou vouynvia, év Katyn trap[a]xeiuacia otreipns Awdexatns 

.. -€X.1avev TlaAqiotewav Zeounpfiav]fis “AA[E]EavSpiavijs. vacat 

5 vacat *Ayodt Tuxn. vacat 

review of H. J. Wolff, Savigny-Zeitschrift, LXII (1955), 

PP: 335-347- , 
23 A, E. R. Boak, Etudes de Papyrologie, V (1939), 

p. 88, no. 21, lines 20-21, of A.D. 296. Following Tauben- 

19 Revue d’Histoive du Droit, XX (1952), pp. 164-181. 
20 PS Giess-2y16—Ut (0773) 5-C.). 
=tSeelutrods, spym2. 
22 This verb and ouvtipde are used in the Egyptian 

papyri in this sense. On the increasing importance of the 
trapagepva beside the gepvr in Hellenistic times cf. E. 
Gerner, Beitraége zum Recht der Pavapherna (Miinchener 
Beitrége zur Papyrologie, XXXVIII, 1954) and the 

schlag, Law of Greco-Roman Egypt, I, p. 95, note 95, I 
have quoted in corrected spelling. 

24 Rep. IV, p. 141; cf. Final Report, 11: The Textiles, 
p. 12f.; Heichelheim, ‘““Roman Syria’”’ (1938), pp. 186f. 
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"E[Empuoroyn|oav[to Kai oluveypawyavto [pds GAATAJous TH EveotHon TuEpa?? 
Avpnatos *Adégavdpos, ot[platiotns o[tetpns th]s tpoyeypanpevns, (EkaTovTapyxias) Mortrio[u] 

Kai AvpnAia MapxeAAsiva MapxeAAcivou, oi[ko]toa év Katvn, ouptrapovt[ol]y a[v-] 
[tm — ca. 8 — ]v[ns], untp[o]s avtijs, Kai “Aypitteivou, d5eApou avtiis, Thv yev 

M[apxKeAA]eivav trapadeSaxévon eaulti]v x xnpeila]s treos yaulo]u Ko1veo- 

veliay . 23. ]. 21 TH “AdcEavdpe Kai ouvmf[ap]auéverv GAAT|AOIs Etri TOV GTravTA 

[xpovov — — ca. 13 — —] tla]pagepouev[nu ....]. &k THv UTTAapXovTOV 

GUIS. ve ovis eoOTjo1 Kail eideo1 Siat[iunselvTa, avSpdsv ixavdv yeoitda[v], 

yéevn ta UToyeyplau]uéeva TaAA1ov AcuKo[y] Kevov, Snvapicov Exatov [eikoot] 

TrevT[e" GATAfov TOAAIO]v AcuKov Kevov, S[nvapjiov Tlev]thiKovta: oT1xap[10v] 

[— ca. 7 —] xe[vov, d]nvapiwv teooepdx[ovta: SjeAparixty [i]Si[6] xp[cpo]y Kevov, 

[Snvjap[iov tpidKjovta SeApatixiv K[oKKivov] Kai u[La]popiv TroppypoUv 

[kev]ov, Snv[ap]iov EBSounKovta Trévt[e* GAAov S]e[A]yatixiv AcUKOV KEVvdy, 

Sy[va]piooy [te]ytThKovta’ H TPO 2ME 2K[— ca. 7 — trop]o[u]pouv xevov, Snvapio[v] 

eikoo1 Trevte’ Mndiox[1a] Kai émiKap[o]i[a Keva, 5] n[vlapicov TeVvTKOV[ Ta]: 

KEpGyIa Ka[i KOAK]eia, Sn[Vvlapicov eikoo1 TrevTE’ EvoiTIA Kal SaKTUAISIA 

Lesretet ], Sqva[picov] tevti[ko]vta E....[..]. Al t& tpofoe]ynve[yu]éva Ur’ avis 

[apyupiou 8]nv[a]pia TrevtaKdo1a é€[r}xovr]a meévte, & [.JA.PQ[.. 6] “A[AE]E[avd]pos 

[e€eo]uoAoyoato Sed5éy6au Kai €xerv [...] €au[td] UTapyovo1 t[a] Tpoo- 

erat |novéva yévn Kai oyvevSoxeiv [Ta] EAPOVTA Eis EXUTOV KAI TTPOO- 
[— — ca. 11 — —].[— ca. 7 —].[..].[— — ca. 13 — —] EL. JE[.] dqvapia Exatoy 

EBSounKovta Tréevte x[p]ecoteiv E2TA[— ca. 8 —]AEAN mpoixav dpyupioy [5n-] 
vapla ETrTAK[O]o10 TEVTHKOVTA, OUUPoVoU yevouEevou LETAEU aU[T]dv 

[St1 €d]v Bo[vA]nOt 6 *AAEEavEpos e€epiv [T]yv Mapxe[A]Acivav ...H[.] Ev[e]Ka 

[— — ca. 12 — —].[. PSE OMA 1. ca.,0) seit ca, Olen Yc al laliacl 
[peeve ke Sees fo Kali Ta UTrd[pxovta] .... [— — ca. 10 — —] OY. [— ca. 6 —] 

feveeee eer EIN. Ole. Eee ea. I9——]..... OH. EIA 
[— ca.9 —] ...O[ — — ca. 10 — —]..NEI.[— ca. Io — emote] a7 [&] e[S]egato Snva- 

[pia — ca. 8 — —]P[— ca. 9 
ouvepwovnon, Eyevor[t]o, Exv eAiee — ca. 9 i EKATEPOS E=XHTI. aed 

(3d H.) Davol[riv[o]s Atiavos, ovetp[a]vds, Epwtefis, Eypaya 

[umrép AvpnaAtas] MapxeAafeivns MaloxeA[Aci]vou, c&y[p]aunatou 

[ovons, Kai] evS[o]k[ovons kata Ta] TrpofyeypauEeva]. 
(4th H.) [AtprAtos] ’AAgElavSpos evSoKe Kata Ta] trpolye]}yp[au-] 

MENA[— — — — — — — — — |]. TNAAE[.JA 
(5th H.) OY[....].[— — ca. 20 — —]O..TQ..OAE...[..].MA 
..[...JEMA[— — ca. 18 — —]..... [...].[-— ca. 6] 

Verso 

(6th H.) [— —].[ —]. 

(7th H.) AYA. .EIN omticy u(a)p(tup) 
(8th H.) Ant(onius) Mezianus op[t(io) ?] 
(oth H.) AAA..KA.. u(a@)p(tupé) 
(roth H.) .sse.aippus [si]g (?) 

*5 For this idiom cf. above on 29, p. 153. ... [Thv avToU buyatlépav Oatprv ... “ATroAAwvied ... aro 
6 Cf. P. Oxy. 905, 2-5 (A.D. 170): [&&S0TO MnvdSmpo]s Tis AUTI}s KHUNS TIPOS YauoU KoI[ veoviav. 
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There are also a number of small, unplaced fragments, of which two may be mentioned. A scrap be- 
longing, probably, in the center of lines 22-26 contains the letters TTAP, and a second, belonging about 
lines 30-33, contains EYE. 

. For émmBeB[A]nuéveov, which seems entirely certain except for the last two letters, see above, pp. 16, 103, and 140; 
Ww ue I transcribe as omega is perfectly clear, but somewhat atypical. I have not been ‘able to recover any of the writing 
at the beginning of the line. 4. The name of the cohort probably included a second geographical term, but I have 
not been able to recover it. The surface of the papyrus is very ragged here. 7. The abbreviation for centuvia is the 
usual chi above a rho. 8. The first two letters of oi[ko]Uoa look much more like OE than Ol, but the sense calls for 
the place of residence of Marcellina at this point.?? 9. The lacuna is probably to be supplied with MapxeAAet]v[ns] 
or ’Aypittrei|v[ns], probably the latter. If this had been the cognomen of Marcellinus’ wife, it would account for his 
calling his son “‘Agrippinus.”’ 11. The 2I are not entirely typical, and the preceding traces do not resemble O but 
could be read as 2. The restoration @s5 1é]o01 would account for the lacuna, and give the required sense; cf. P. Oxy. 
1273 (A.D, 260), 1-4: &€5eTo 1) Seiva tiv éautijs Ouyatépav ... pds yauov av5pl To Seivi. It is not possible to read mé]joei 
however, and even if this archaic word were in use among the local notaries at this time, the use of the poetical double 
= is awkward. The word tréois was known at Dura, of course, and occurs in the epitaph of Julius Terentius of about 
this period (Rep. 1X, 1, pp. 176-185, no. 939). 12. If this clause has the sense of the Egyptian analogies cited 
above, p. 155, we should expect to restore such an adverb Gpéutrtes in the lacuna, and the addition of gepyyv (on the 
analogy of P. Giess. 2, 11/12, of 173 B.C.) as an object of tLa]papepopeév[nv would fill the lacuna with about theright 
number of letters. Later in the line, it may be possible to restore kéopo]v which is a little too long, or even gepvi]jv, 
after the same participle. But the sense makes difficulty. The subject of ovvn[aplapévery can hardly be Marcellina 
alone, in view of the GAArAois, and yet its parallel construction to TapadeSwxévor makes it hard to take any other un- 
expressed noun as the subject. It is also true that marriages were not normally expected to last “‘forever,’’ but at the 
pleasure, or at most, during the lifetime of the spouses. On the other hand, since this is a declaration of Marcellina, 
it is perhaps best to explain the dAAnAois as a certain anticipation: she will remain forever with him, but hopes that 
they will remain forever with each other. And if it is legitimate to distinguish here between the paraphernalia, con- 
sisting of clothing and other objects of use or display, and the dowry, mentioned in line 26, consisting of money, then 
the restoration of gepvij]v here would not be proper. 13. The fragmentary letters can be read as él Tois. Cf. P. 
Nessana III, 33, 15-10: év Koouetois yuvnxKeiois Kai éoOuaciv Siapdpois. 14. At the end, eixoo1 is restored rather 
than Séxa from considerations of space. 17. Some color seems called for after SeApatixiv, and koxkivés has occurred 
among the clothing listed in the House of Nebuchelus, cf. Rep. IV, p. 126, no. 250 and p. 132, no. 264. The composite 
garment occurs as SeAyatikopapoptns in P. Oxy. 1273 (A.D. 260), lines 12-16, and as Sepuatikopapdptiov in P. Oxy. 114 
(2d or 3d cent.), line 5. 19. In view of the certainty of some letters, reading and restoration should be easy, but I 
have not succeeded. The item should be a garment or stuff, probably the former, and because of the length of the 
available space, it was probably described in two words, not one. The accusative ending of troppupotv Kevév prevents 
reading étepos, which is barely possible palaeographically; in any case, the adjective used in this connection is &AAos, 
and the item would be the same as the preceding, a SeAyatixiov. The value was rather low, only 25 denarii. The first 
letter or letters are fragmentary, and the T is unsatisfactory since the upright hasta slopes down from left to right, 
instead of being vertical or sloping in the reverse direction. The first half of the M is lost, and the letter could be 
equally well a rounded K. Only the base of the E remains, and it could be a T. 20. I have restored the plural on 
the grounds that the xai requires this to be a composite item like that in line 16, or more than one item. The meaning 
of émxdpoiov is really unknown, and the assumption made in Rep. IV, p. 141, that it was a striped garment has no 
substantial basis. In the Egyptian papyri, the word appears as an adjective, ‘“‘with diagonal stripes,’’ and may be 
used of stuffs as well as of garments. The first term, Mn6ioxia, is otherwise unknown, to my knowledge, but is a cha- 
racteristic formation in late Greek, with its love of diminutives, from MyfjS0s; Procopius, Bellum Persicum, 1, 20, 
speaks of a Mndikos éofrjs, a ‘silken garment.” 21. The reading xepduia, while possible, is quite uncertain, and not 
immediately suggested by the traces of letters; it is definitely a reading ad sensum. 25. It is equally possible to 
read -nyyéva, but the lacuna is too long to permit the obvious restoration trpos | [evnveyuéva. The verb evdoxto is used 
only very rarely with the accusative in the sense of being content with something, but there is no room for Kat&. 27s 
The restoration y[p]eooteiv seems required by the preserved letters, although there hardly seems room for both P 
and E; the same considerations of space forbid taking the incompletely preserved O for an (2. The first two words 
in this line were read from traces on the verso. 28. For the noun ovpgeavov (Liddell & Scott, s.v.), cf. G. Klaffenbach, 
Festschrift fiir Carl Weickert (1955), pp. 931.; W. C. Till, Studi in Onove di V. Avangio-Ruiz, 1V (1952), pp. 199-201. 
29. It is possible to read HS before év[e]ka, and the genitive of a short feminine noun is called for, but I can make 
nothing of the preceding traces. For é€epiv, an unexpected piece of phonetic spelling in this generally well-written 
document, read é€aipeiv. The technical term for “‘divorce’’ in the Egyptian papyri is éxBdAAo. 31/32. The few 
legible letters were read or confirmed from the verso. 40-43. The reconstitution of these lines is very uncertain. 
Verso. Very little is certain, except the two instances of crossed M and P, and perhaps détrriwv in line 2. A sig(navt) 
would be expected at the end of line 3, but I can see no trace of it. The initial letter of line 5 resembles a Greek A. 

“Tn the consulship of Virius Lupus and Marius Maximus, on the Calends of October, on the first day 
of the month Hyperberetaeus, in Qatna, the winter-quarters of the Cohors Duodecima — -ianorum 

Palaestinorum Severiana Alexandriana. 

27 Cf. particularly 26, 6-7: *loWAios Anuntpios, TéAaI oTpaTIOTHS ... CiKdv Ev “PoKouUKaiba. 
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“Good Luck! 

“There have acknowledged and contracted with each other on the present day Aurelius Alexander, 

soldier of the above cohort and of the century of Papius, and Aurelia Marcellina, daughter of Marcel- 
linus, resident in Qatna, in the presence of her mother — —na and her brother Agrippinus: Marcellina, 
on the one hand, to have given herself from widowhood into the community of marriage — — with the 
above Alexander, and that there remain for them for all [time —- — —]}, bringing with her out of her 
possessions, appraised by garment and item, the intermediaries being qualified men,* the following 

things: a white, new cloak, of the value of 1[2]5 denarii; another white, new cloak, of the value of 50 

denarii; a — — tunic, new, worth 40 denarii; a dalmatic robe, undyed, new, worth 30 denarii; a scarlet 

dalmatic robe and purple hood, new, worth 75 denarii; another white, new dalmatic robe, worth 50 

denarii; a — — — — — , purple, new, worth 25 denarii; silken and striped stuffs, new, worth 50 denarii; 

crockery and bronze utensils, worth 25 denarii; earrings and fingerrings, — —, worth 50 denarii; (in 

addition ?), the 565 denarii of silver brought by her; (all of which ?) the above Alexander has acknow- 
ledged to have received and to hold (with ?) his own possessions, namely the — — — — things, and 

fovbercontent, also, with what comes to him — — — — — — — — —— to owe 175 denarii — —- — — — 

— dowry (amounting to) 750 denarii of silver, it having been agreed between them [that if] the above 

Alexander wishes to divorce the above Marcellina because of — — — — — — — — — — — — — and 
the property — — — — — — — — — — to return what he received, namely denarii — — — — — 

— — — — — (as?) it was agreed between them, arose, if anyone — — either — — —. 
“I, Faustinus Avianus, a veteran, on request, have written [for Aurelia] Marcellina, daughter of 

Marcellinus, [being] illiterate, and consenting [as above]. 

“T, [Aurelius] Alexander consent as above — — — — 
“hs —, 2 ee 

Verso 

ail, ee nn al 

“TI, — — —, optio, bear witness. 

“T, Antonius Mezianus, optio, [have signed]. 

“I, — — — —, bear witness. 

“I, — —ippus, have signed.” 

The names of the consuls were Lucius Virius Lupus Julianus and Lucius Marius Maximus.”® The latter may 
be a son of the well-known Marius Maximus of 56 and 60. The equation of the Roman and Macedonian months 
is the same as in 29. 

Little can be made of the names occurring in the signatures. ‘‘Faustinus” is a common cognomen, but ““Avi- 
anus,” a nomen, is rare,2° and must be regarded as uncertain. “‘Mezianus” is otherwise unknown, and the M is 

highly doubtful, although I can make nothing else of it. 
I have no parallel for the combination of verbs at the beginning of the document : €€wpodoytoato kai ouveypayavTo. 

The former is common at Dura, the latter in Egypt, especially in the earlier periods. The choice of both may 
reflect the fact that the document is at once a present acknowledgment of certain transactions and a promise 
of certain attitudes in the future. 

judgment on the value of the paraphernalia was accept- 8 T have found no parallel for the phrase d&v8pdav ikavdsv 
beoité&v, which I have taken as a genitive absolute, é6vtav 
being understood. The term peoitns is common in the 
papyri and elsewhere in later Greek in various senses, that 
of “middle-man,”’ “‘go-between,” “‘mediator’” or “‘arbi- 
trator’ being central. This meaning fits very well here. 
These pecita: would be similar to the dvipav tpidv, ots 
av Soxipalwoiv d&ypdtepo1 of P. Elephantine 1, 7/8 (311 
B.C.): qualified persons nominated by both sides whose 

able to both. 
29 The full name of the first consul is given in C/L VI, 

37078, that of the second in L’ Année Epigvaphique, 1900, 
no. 215. Cf. G. A. Harrer and M. H. Griffin, AJA, XXXIV 
(1930), p. 215; G. A. Harrer and A. J. Suskin, ibid., 
XLIII (1939), p. 282. 

30 For this nomen cf. W. Schulze, Zur Geschichte latei- 
nischey Eigennamen (1904), p. 348. 
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31. Divorce 

Plate XIV 

The parchment was found 12 December 1932 in Wall Street back of Block L7. It is the best preserved 
Greek parchment found in Dura, and although the surface is brown and the ink somewhat faded, it is 
completely legible, the surface being in perfect condition except for a few scuffed spots. The writing 
is on the recto only, the text proper being followed by statements of the two principals and the signatures 

of three witnesses. The relatively full upper text is written in a larger, rougher, and more cursive hand 
than the lower, and may, as usual, have been written later. It occupies about the top 8 cm. of the parch- 

ment, with a margin of 0.5 cm. at the top and of 0.5-1 cm. on the left, the writing, as commonly, running 
normally out to the edge of the sheet on the right. An interval of about 1.5 cm. follows, and here the 
parchment was cut half-way across from the right. This top part was then folded over vertically and 

rolled down six times from the top, and tied with a string through two holes at the left at the same 

height as the cut. Thereafter the whole sheet was folded down five times more from the top, and folded 
over to make a small packet. When found, the string was gone and the document no longer closed, a 

circumstance explained perhaps by the notation at the foot of the recto, faint and thinly written: éxrré- 

TmTAnktat, “It has been unfolded.” 
As in 25 and 28, the prescript contains a dating by the consuls, by the era of the reigning emperor, 

and by the Seleucid year. There is no parallel for the separate reckoning of Septimius, Caracalla, and 
Geta. The fourth of Artemisius was the eighteenth of June in A.D. 204 (Introd., p. 10), and so later 
than the ninth of April, the dies imperii of Septimius,' whose first hegemonial year was A.D. 193 and 

his twelfth A.D. 204. This was the seventh year of Geta’s title of Caesar, which was awarded him in 
A.D. 198 in his tenth year of age.? Caracalla had received it at the same age, on a date which can be 
determined as 6 April, A.D. 196; this made his *yyeyovia three years earlier than Geta’s.? He bears here 
the title Augustus but his era is calculated from the earlier event. He was imperator designatus in 
A.D. 197, Augustus in A.D. 198, and received the toga virilis and the consulate in A.D. 202.4 

The transaction is a divorce, mutually agreed upon between a couple resident in the village of Ossa, 
known from 23 and probably located at the Chabur mouth not far north of Dura. They were each a 

grandchild of a certain Abissaeus, and while the two grandfathers need not have been identical, the 

fact that the two fathers were named Conon and Seleucus suggests very strongly that they were. A 

villager gave his two sons, born about A.D. 130, perhaps, two of the best Macedonian names of the 

neighboring city, but they, in turn, with the decline in Hellenism which set in with the Roman conquest 
of A.D. 165, reverted to the ancestral Aramaic.® At all events, whether cousins or not, Nabusamaus 

and Acozzis parted, giving each other the right to remarry,® and freeing each other from any claims. 
There had been no children. 

Their union had been &ypdgws, and much of the discussion aroused by this text has been concerned 
with the &ypagos yayos known in Egypt. It is evident that this type of marriage has nothing to do with 
the Egyptian institution of the same name,’ but means, quite literally, that no marriage contract had 

Inv. D. Pg. 22 14 X 27 cm. A.D. 204 

1 The dies imperii is known from the Feriale Duranum, 
54 below, col. ii. 3; cf. YCS, VII (1940), pp. roof. 

2 PIR Ill, pp. 206-208, no. 325. 
3 T[bid., pp. 203-205, no. 321. M. Besnier, Histoive 

Romaine, IV, I (1937), p. 21, cites two Italian inscriptions 
of the year 196 where Caracalla is called ‘‘Marcus Aurelius 
Antoninus Caesar’ (CIL X, 1651 and 3341). 

SP ERawtle a2 OA. 
5 IT have sketched the demographic and sociological 

changes in Dura in consequence of the Roman occupation 
in my “Population of Roman Dura,” pp. 251-274. It is 
possible, of course, also, that Abissaeus, son of Abissaeus, 
the third witness, was a relative of the married couple. 

6 This provision is common in the divorces from Egypt 
in the Roman period; cf. P. Fam. Tebt. 13 (A.D. 113/4); 
PSI 921, 25-31 (A.D. 143/4); P. Grenf. II, 76 (Mitteis, 
Chrestomathie, 295; A.D. 305/6). A list of the Egyptian 
divorces known at that time was given by O. Monte- 
vecchi, Aegyptus, XVI (1936), p. 20, to which add P. 
Fouad I, 34, and P. Fam. Tebt. 13. For the name Acoz- 
zis see Introd., p. 64. 

7 The standard bibliography of the institution of mar- 
riage in Greco-Roman Egypt is given above on 30, p. 155, 
note 9. In view of the treatment of the subject by Wolff, 
Written and Unwritten Marriages (1940; R. Taubenschlag, 
Law of Greco-Roman Egypt, I, pp. 84-94 generally ap- 
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been arranged in writing.® The same situation appears later in the Syriac Law Books.® In general, it 
seems that written contracts of marriage in antiquity were intended to protect the property rights of 
the parties, not to attest the legitimacy of their union. In the present instance, there is no mention of 
dowry, paraphernalia, or the like. If these existed, the rights of the parties must have been protected 
by the general release of all claims, without further specification. It may be noted that the penalty 
stipulated in case of contest was large, 3,000 denarii to the injured party and an equal sum to the fiscus.? 

For some reason, only two witnesses were listed at the end of the document. When another was added, 

he signed first in his dignity as veteranus. 
The employment of the stipulatio (lines 43/44) by peregrini is not unique; in Egypt it finds its way 

into popular usage in the second century. It must have appealed to the notaries and their clients as a 

way of giving a document greater validity in the eyes of a Roman official, and its use was certainly 

not directed or advised by provincial governors.4 

Published: C. B. Welles, Miinchener Bettrige, X1X (1934), pp. 388-395. Cf. Rep. VI, pp. 431f., no. 7; U. 
Wilcken, Archiv fiir Papyrusforschung, XI (1935), p. 317; F. Smolka, Eos, XX XVIII (1937), pp. 449-456; 
F. Heichelheim, ‘‘Roman Syria” (1938), pp. 173f. (translation only); W. Erdmann, Festschrift Paul Koschaker, 
III (1939), pp. 224-240; H. J. Wolff, Written and Unwritten Marriages in Hellenistic and PostclassicalRoman 
Law (Philological Monographs Published by the American Philological Association, IX, 1939), pp. 47f., 87; 
R. Taubenschlag, Law of Greco-Roman Egypt, I (1944), p. 87; Journal of Juristic Papyrology, 111 (1949), p. 59, 
no. 11; H. J. Wolff, Revue d’ Histoire du Droit, XX (1952), p. 175. 

Upper Text 

(2d H.) *'Etous 1e9', unvos *Aptepiciou 8’, év *’Ooon Kaun, 

ETtl TV UTTOYUPOYPAPNKOTWV LapTUPwV. NaBou- 

oayaos Koveovos kai *’Axollis 2eAevKou, a@- 

goTtepor SE TAV atrO *’Ooons Koouns, pauevor ye- 

5 yevijoGa1 avToIs Tov OUVoIKiopOY éT1 TrpSTe {TE} - 

TEKVA SE AUTOTS UT) YEvNTAI, 

pov aypapoas, Suoapettis SE vuvi Thy EauTav 

oupBiouoiv, EEapodoytjoato ageiobacba aro 
GAATAV Kai S1Sdvai GAAT|AoIs Epeoiv!? Kai E€ouol- 

av, NaBovodyaos pév TH > AKkoCle1 ouvoikeiv!® été- 

10 pw avdpi 6 dv avuTt aipitai, * Axollis d€ T6 Nafou- 

proves), which I follow, it is unnecessary to discuss earlier 
views on the &ypagos yauos. I agree with both Wolff and 
Taubenschlag that this &ypapws ouveivor was essentially 
Greek, but is distinguished from the Egyptian institution 
of the same name by the intrusion of certain Egyptian 
elements into the latter. Wolff (p. 49) calls the Dura 
institution ‘“‘substantially identical,’ Taubenschlag (p. 
87) “analogous.” Cf. Wolff, Atti del Terzo Congresso di 
Diritto Comparato, III (1953), pp. 2524.; J. Modrzejewski, 
Eos, XLVIII (Symbolae R. Taubenschlag Dedicatae, 1957), 

PPp- 139-154. 
8 This follows from the investigation of the use of 

&ypagos in the later Greek legal sources by L. Wenger, 
“Aus Novellenindex und Papyrusworterbuch,” SB Bayer. 
Ak., 1928, no. 4. 

° E. Sachau, Syvische Rechtsbiicher (1907-1908). The 
relevant passages were cited in Miinchener Beitvage, XIX, 
loc. cit. Cf. Wolff, Written and Unwritten Marriages, pp. 
83-103. 

10 There were two considerations which brought about 
the written dissolution of “‘unwritten’’ marriages: the 

LD 

husband wanted a release from possible claims against 
him concerning the dowry, and the wife (and husband 
also) wanted to be free from charges of adultery in the 
event of her remarriage (Wolff, op. cit., p. 68). For prices 
and living costs in this area at this time cf. Heichelheim, 
“Roman Syria” (1938), pp. 178-188. No serious inflation is 
noticeable in the Dura documents. Cf. however below, 
note 20. 

11 Above, p. 136, note 16. Cf. most recently the 
comment of F. de Visscher, Koninklijke Belgische Acade- 
mie, Mededelingen van de Klasse dev Letteren en der Morele 
en Staatkundige Wetenschappen, 5th Ser., XLI (1955), 
pp. 444.; further references, above, p. 12, note 2. 

12 For épeois in this sense cf. SB 6236, 28 and 39 (70 
B.C.). The verb éginu is quite classical with this meaning. 

13 Of the various words used here for ‘‘marry’’ and 
“marriage,” there is no reason to regard any as more 
technical or more legitimate than any other. The writer 
varies between ouvoreiv and yaueiv, ouvoikiopds and 

oupPiwois purely for the sake of variety. 
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COVae yayEiv GAANY yuvoikayv 6 &v avTOs Bou- 

Antai, Kai pt) EvKaAEIv Unde EvKAAAEOOEIV 

GAATAOIS LTTE TOU OUVOIKUOHOU UTTE Trepi TOV 

UTrapxyovTayv SovAwv" Kal KTNUATOOV LTTE TrapEU- 
15 pEoelv UNSEWIG prvTE Trepi GAAOU WNSEvos atr- 

Adv: xv SE EvKaAtovon Tis EF AUTO 7) ETEPOS *K TOU 
aUTOU Adyou, TO Pév EvKANUa 7) TOV &OETNHOLV Elvan 

&kupov Kai actroteivery aveu Adyou Kai KEUOEDS 

TO YEV ETEPOO ETTITINOV GPyuPioU Spayyas KIAias 
20 Kal TH pioko TAs Eioas, Kal THY OUVypagiy TaUTHy Ef- 

vor Kal oUToos KUpiav.  vacat 

Lower Text 

(1st H.) *Emi Utra&twv Aouxiou DaBiou KuAwvos To B’ Kai DAauiou ’ Avvi- 
ou AiBavos: étous 1B’ tis AUtoKpa&topos Kaioapos Aoukiou Zerr- 

TiLpiou Zeounpou TleptUvaKxos Avydootou, 1’ 5 Mapxou AvpnAiou 
25 "Avtovivou ZeBaoTtou, U’ S¢ Aoukiou Zetrtippiou Taita Kaioapos, 

VIOV AUTOU ZePaoTdAV, hyEevovias KaTa SE TOV TrPOTEpOV api1O- 

WOov 1ep’, UNVos "ApTtepiciou 8’, €v *’Ooon Koon etti Tv UTro- 

KUPOYPAgPNKOTwV LapTUPwV. NaBouodpaos Koveovos 

tou ’ABiooaiou kai ’’Axollis 2eAeuKou Tou *ABiooatiou, &y- 
30 poTepol Se THV Aird *’Ooons Kauns, payevoi yeyevijo- 

Oa AUTOS TOV OUVOIKUOHOV ETI TIPOTEPOV GyPagars, TEK- 
va S€ AUTOIS UT) yevnTol, SvoapeTts Sé vuvi THV EaUTCY 

o1pBiovolv, E€wpoAoyTOAVvTo ageiobacbai atro GAAT|AGY 

Kal S15d6vai GAANAoISs Epeciv Kal EEouciav, NaBovodpaos 

35 yev TH °’AKoClis ouvoikeiv ETEMNG GvSpi 6 &V AUTT Aipt}- 
tai,’ Axollis de T6 NaBoucapaa yousiv GAAnY yuvai- 

KaV 6 &V AUTOS BOWANTAL, Kai Un EvKAAEIV Unde EvKa- 

Agooelv GAANAOIS LTTE TEP] TOU GUVOIKIOWOU!® LTTE TIPOS 

KANPOVOUaYV AUTAV UTTE TIPOS GAAOV TIVa TOV EF 

40 OVONATOS QUTAV Evypagov (Evypaqou EvoTAVTOS 
T) YEVOLEVT TOV AITO TV &vooTEP~OV YPOVEDV), KUPIAS 

WEVOUONS THOSE TIS OVOACVIas TrAVYOU TIPOVPEPOLE- 

) vnS — TrioT1 ETEepPwWTNOOV GAANAOIS Kai GYoOAdynOAV GAAT- 

Aolg — Un|TE TrapeupECEIV UNSep1av pTTE Trepi GAAOU 
45 TO OUVOAOY, Exv BE EvKAAECOT) TIS EF AUTHV TO LEV EVKAT- 

Ya eivar akUpov Kai &troteivery &veu AOyou Kai KPVOEWS 

TO EV ETEPO ETTITINOV APyUpPioU SHVapPIA TpEIOXIAIA Kai 

Eis PUOKOV TAS Eloas, Kal THY OUVypAgi|Y TAUTHY Eivor 

Kal oUTas Kupiav. Maptupes’ ZaPeivas *ASaiou, *ABiooai- 
50 os ’ABiooaiou. 

ery 

4 Tn this phrase, the meaning is properly ‘‘concerning 15 The noun to be understood in this phrase is te&yua; 
the slaves which belong —’’ and we should look for a_ cf. P. Fam. Tebt. 13, 23/24: Trepi Etepou aTI[AGs TPG] yuLa]TOS 
following pronoun, here presumably avtois. Since the éyypdtTou undé &ypd[ gov. 
property of the couple belonged properly to one or the 16 For a more precise statement cf. P. Fam. Tebt. 13, 
other of them, and not to both, the meaning may be “‘the 22/23: trJepl undevds [Tdv el]s THY oUvPiwow avn[KlovTov. 
slaves which belong to either of them,” but the writer 
did not think it necessary to be so specific. 
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(3d H.) NaBouodyaos Koveovos, 6 étrdveol, 64oAoya1 Kal 

EVSOKG1 KATA TH TIPOVEY PALEVE. 

(4d H.) Bapvaios Auciou, épwtnfeis, Eypawa Urrép *’ Axollis 
UNTePdoS Lou, OYOAoYEiv SE O Etra&veo Kal evSo- 

55 KOUOM. 

(5th H.) *lovAios Tepuaves, datpaves, paptupéd. 
(6th H.) ZoPeivas *ASaiou paptupés. 
(7th H.) *ABiooaios *ABicoaiou paptupér. 

(8th H.) éxtrétrAnktot. 

Except between lines 4o and 44, where the sequence of clauses becomes confused, the writer of the lower text, 
who established the normal usage of the document, handles Greek efficiently though not conventionally. He is fond 
of using wpsilon in place of epsilon iota or iota, and he leaves out a syllable in tav<ta>yov. He uses the relative pronoun 
6 for all genders, and adds a superfluous nu on the accusative yuvaixav as well as the dative trapeupécev pndeuiav. The 
writer of the upper text only has d&@pdtepoi, but both texts d&geicAacfa1. He uses the masculine article with d@étnoww, 
and follows the lower text in using the subjunctive in the clause tékva avtois un yévntai, where the construction calls 
for the infinitive. The writer of the lower text uses the nominative ’’ Axolls for a dative in line 35 (this was corrected 
by the writer of the upper text), while the writer of the first signature uses it for a genitive. The form in lines 6 and 32, 
Suoapetijs, is apparently for Sucapecteis, an otherwise unknown heteroclite for Suodpeoto1. 

Upper Text 

“Year 515, the fourth of the month Artemisius, in the village Ossa, before the witnesses who have 

signed below. Nabusamaus, son of Conon, and Acozzis, daughter of Seleucus, both of the people of the 
village Ossa, stating that they had been married previously under an oral agreement, and that they 

have had no children, and are now dissatisfied with their union, have acknowledged that they are 
separating from each other and that they give each other permission and power, Nabusamaus on the 

one hand to Acozzis to cohabit with any other man whom she chooses, and Acozzis on the other hand 

to Nabusamaus to marry any other woman whom he wishes, and that they neither accuse nor will 
accuse each other, neither concerning their marriage nor concerning their property in slaves and pos- 

sessions, nor on any pretext nor concerning anything else altogether; if one of them or anyone else acting 
in the same cause does make such accusation, (they have agreed that) the charge and the nullification 

will be invalid and he will pay without legal argument or decision to the other a penalty of 1,000 drach- 
mae of silver and a like amount to the Fiscus, while this contract will continue valid nevertheless.” 

Lower Text 

“Tn the consulship of Lucius Fabius Cylo for the second time and of Flavius Annius Libo;!’ in the 
twelfth year of the reign of Imperator Caesar Lucius Septimius Severus Pertinax Augustus, the tenth 
of Marcus Aurelius Antoninus Augustus, and the seventh of Lucius!® Septimius Geta Caesar, his sons, 

Augusti; in the year 515 of the former reckoning, on the fourth of the month Artemisius, in the village 
Ossa, before the witnesses who have signed below. Nabusamaus, son of Conon and grandson of Abissaeus, 

and Acozzis, daughter of Seleucus and granddaughter of Abissaeus, both of the people of the village 

Ossa, stating that they had been married previously under an oral agreement, and that they have had 
no children, and are now dissatisfied with their union, have acknowledged that they are separating 

from each other and that they give each other permission and power, Nabusamaus on the one hand 
to Acozzis to cohabit with any other man whom she chooses, and Acozzis on the other hand to Nabu- 

samaus to marry any other woman whom he wishes, and that they neither accuse nor will accuse each 
other, neither concerning their marriage nor on account of their heirs nor with reference to any other 

17 The full names of the consuls were L. Fabius Cilo 18 Geta used the prenomen “Lucius” until about A.D. 
Septimius Catinius Acilianus Lepidus Fulcinianus and 205, then changed to “Publius”; cf. P/F III, p. 206. 

M. Annius Flavius Libo; cf. PJ R? III, pp. 97-100, no. 27, 
and I, pp. rogf., no. 648. 

nr 
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instrument written in their name (if any written instrument has existed or been composed previously), 
while this agreement remains valid wherever it may be produced—in good faith they have questioned 
each other and have agreed with each other—nor on any pretext nor concerning anything else altogether; 
if one of them does make such accusation, (they have agreed that) the charge will be invalid and he will 
pay without legal argument or decision to the other a penalty of 3,000 denarii of silver and a like amount 

to the Fiscus, while this contract will continue valid nevertheless. Witnesses: Zabinas son of Adaeus, 

Abissaeus son of Abissaeus. 

“I, Nabusamaus, son of Conon, the above, agree and approve according to what has been written above. 
“I, Barnaeus, son of Lysias, on request, have written for my mother Acozzis, and she, the above, 

agrees and approves. 

“T, Julius Germanus, a veteran, bear witness. 

“JT, Zabinas, son of Adaeus, bear witness. 

“T, Abissaeus, son of Abissaeus, bear witness. 

“It has been unfolded.” 

The relationship of the upper text to the lower is curious. The writer was limited to the space left for him 
and must give a shorter version of the contract than his model, but he was concerned to correct and improve 
on it. He omitted the Imperial dating formulae, substituting for them the single word étovs. He omitted the 
name of the grandfather or grandfathers, tot *ABiooatov. He corrected the ouvoixvoydv of the lower text into 
ouvoikiouév, as later he omitted the final nw of pndemav and corrected ’’ Axollis into ’Axétler. In compensation 
he added a duplicate second syllable in mpétepov, omitted the nu in é&wpoAoynoato, and added a second lambda 
in évkaAdréooetv. He omitted the seemingly necessary tpi before tot cuvoikvopot (which he misspelled this time, 
although the lower text had it right). He first omitted the tékva clause and then added it between the lines. 
Toward the end, he became more drastic. He omitted all the obscure clauses between trpds at the end of line 38, 
to the pte at the beginning of line 44, but substituted for them relevant provisions absent from his model, 
Trepl THv UTrapxdvtTwv SovAwV Kal KTnUdToOV. Resuming, he substituted pndevds atrAdv (for a&rAds) for Td cuvoaAdy 

and added the conventional and seemingly necessary phrases 7 Etepos *k Tot avtoU Adyou and 4 tov &Oétnow. And 
at the very end, he replaced the Snvdpia tpeicyiAia of the lower text, which logically accorded poorly with the 
following tds eioas, with dpaxpds yiAias (the latter word looks like a still different hand). It would be interesting 
to know what he meant by this last. The sum violates the usual rough equation of denarii with drachmae. It 
is understandable that a Seleucid drachma of good silver might be worth three denarii of the Severan period, 
but the writer did not specify what drachmae he meant.?° 

This upper text is intelligible enough and makes no difficulty. The form is one peculiar to the Dura area from 
Hellenistic times, in contrast to the Egyptian documents. It has no antecedents in earlier Greece, so far as I 
know, and it may have been a Seleucid development.”! The structure is preserved in 18, of A.D. 87: 6 8eiva, 
Evpwtraios, payevos tiv Seiva exotijvai eis AUTOV KATH YPNUATIOWOV yevouEvoV, KTA. ..... EEWPOACYT|IOATO, KTA. (cf. 

also 17 C as restored) and is reflected in the early 15, where the words &s épn in line 2 reveal the oral background. 
This separates the previous history of the case from the present action, both of which are recorded by a scribe 
as they were narrated before witnesses, who thus bear testimony only to what they heard and saw.” In this 

19 Tt is hardly possible to suppose that the writer omit- 
ted this clause in view of the presence of Acozzis’ son 
Barnaeus, from a previous marriage with a man named 
Lysias, and only added it when the situation was explained 
to him, that Barnaeus was not the son of Nabusamaus. 

20 On the coinage of Syria cf. Heichelheim, ‘“‘Roman 
Syria’”’ (1938), pp. 211-223, and A.R. Bellinger, Final Report 
VI, The Coins, p. 204. The contrast here may well be 
between the “drachmae of the Tyrian komma’’ specified 
in 20, 23, and 25, which Bellinger has identified as the 
Imperial coinage of Tyre in the form of tetradrachms, 
and the current Imperial denarii. The rate of exchange 
formerly favored the denarius, a tetradrachm being worth 
only three denarii, but Heichelheim (p. 219) has identified 
inflationary tendencies under Commodus and Septimius 
which may have reversed this situation, and made one 
(current) denarius worth only one-third of a (previous) 
drachma. (Cf. however, Introd., p. 9, note 14.) 

21 We may think in this connection of the formulation 
of the Near Eastern contracts as direct statements, a 
style which continues down from the earliest times to the 
Roman period; cf. now The Brooklyn Museum Avamaic 
Papyvi published by Emil G. Kraeling (1953) and the 
Hebrew contract of A.D. 134 from the Wadi al-Murabaat 
published by J. T. Milik (Revue Biblique, LXI, 1954, pp. 
182-190). These have all the general form: Date, Place. 
“Said so-and-so to so-and-so: ‘I have sold to you,’ or 
‘Thou hast given to me.’’’ This influence is apparent in 
the Syriac 28, above. In the Greek documents, however, 
the statement is always indirect and is made to a 
state functionary or to the witnesses, not to the other 
party. 

22 It is interesting to speculate as to what the witnesses 
would testify to in the present instance, where the sub- 
stantive content of the upper and lower texts differs 
materially (Cf. Introd., p. 15). 
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instance, they saw two persons known to them state: 1) that they had been living together in a marriage based 
on an oral agreement ; 2) that they had no children from this marriage; and 3) that they were dissatisfied with 
their union. These persons then declared: 1) that they were leaving one another; 2) that each authorized the 
other to remarry; and 3) that each did not now and would not in the future make any charges against the other 
concerning “‘their marriage’’ (that is, complaints of bad conduct during the marriage which might lead to a 
suit for damages) or connected with their property, human or otherwise (that is, that it had suffered loss or 
damage in the course of their union, or that it had been divided improperly at the time of their separation). 
The penalties at the end, including the fine to the treasury and the provision that the contract may not be 
voided by challenge or violation, are conventional.” The détnois of line 17 introduces a slightly different notion 
than that of the word éyxAnua: the charge or complaint would be made against the other party directly, but 
nullification of the contract might be attempted to avoid the penalties therein attached to the raising of such 
charges or complaints. In general, it is evident that the writer of the upper text has improved his model— 
whatever may have been the actual statements and declarations of Nabusamaus and Acozzis at the time. 

The passage in lines 38—44 is difficult and strange. Even the stipulatio, which we must suppose was becoming 
conventional at this time, and the expression of which is stereotyped enough, does not belong in this place, 
but at the end, as in 26 and 29. 

In the first place, reference to heirs and to possible other written instruments considerably widens the scope 
of the spouses’ promise not to sue. Such widening is common enough in the Egyptian documents; parties settling 
one issue may often have found it convenient to throw in a general quit-claim statement, but in the case the 
repayment of loans and other obligations, where such statements are rather usual, such extinction of earlier 
obligations must often have been constitutive in the settlement. Here the settlement is merely the agreement 
to separate and not to sue, and it is pure fancy to imagine, for example: that Nabusamaus had lent sums of 
money to Acozzis or was otherwise her creditor; that he wished the divorce; and that she granted it on condition 
that her obligations were cancelled. As to heirs, it is true that Acozzis had an adult son who signed for her in 
lines 53-55, but it is hard to see how he or any other previous or subsequent offspring** of either of the spouses 
can have had a legitimate interest in their property at this time, or if so, how such disclaimer on the part of 
a parent can have been binding on him. 

Verbally, lines 39-41 present a kind of garble which would lead a student of text criticism to suspect a cor- 
ruption in the manuscript tradition, and it may well have a similar explanation. The parchment was certainly 
written from dictation; it is impossible that the writer was a professional notarius who knew the law and the 
legal phraseology, although he was a fluent penman. Whoever may have done the dictating, he must have 
changed his mind as he went along. Beginning tpds AAov tiv tév, he must have meant something parallel to 
mpds KAnpovopwv ottTHv: “with regard to their heirs and to anyone else of those —,” for the shift of case from 
genitive to accusative is not difficult. Then he came to the idea of a document rather than a person; perhaps 
his mind jumped, or he skipped a line in his notes or draught, and he continued with the grammatically im- 
possible &€ évdpatos attév évypagov, since vypapov must be neuter and not masculine,”® and so cannot go with 
GAAov tivé—or we might expect évypdgwv going with the preceding tév. It is possible, then, that he realized 
his mistake, and tried to cover it by an explanation in the clause beginning évypaqou évotdvtos — “if any written 
document does exist.” Once more he added an unnecessary tév as after tiv& and above in the designation of 
Nabusamaus and Acozzis: t&v &1d *’Ooons Kauns; it seems to have been a mannerism of his preceding phrases 

with é1é or ék. But why he came to the feminine nominative of yevouévn I have no idea, nor why he then con- 
tinued with the statement of universal validity: kupias pevovons tijoSe tis GuoAoyias Tav<ta> YoU TrpogepopEvns. 

In Egypt, not unnaturally, this clause occurs from the time of P. Elephantine 1 down, because Egypt was not 
a land of cities but (from the Greek point of view) of sojourners, and people and documents expected to travel 
and come into foreign jurisdictions; it does not appear at Dura until the arrival of the Romans ended Dura’s civic 
exclusiveness (cf. 26 and 29). Here, actually, uevovons is out of place, and is used under the influence of the 
“nevertheless valid’’ clause with which Dura documents commonly end; so here also, lines 48/49. The verb 
should be otons as in 26, where the clause is correctly used. The writer of 29 did not quite understand it. 
At all events, this belongs at the end, not here, where it interrupts the sense as much as the following stipulatio. 

stances of Nabusamaus and Acozzis. It would be fanciful *3 For the conventional penalties see Introd., p. 16. 
to imagine that it contemplated the possibility of Acozzis It is interesting that this text repeats the phrase dveu 

Adyou Kal xpicews, which occurred in the early 19, 
line 17. It seems to be a Dura specialty; dveu xpicews 
occurs frequently in Egypt in this connection, and Adyos 
occurs also, though rarely and late, but they do not 
occur together, so far as I have seen. 

*4 It is probable that the phrase is purely conventional 
and was included without regard to the special circum- 

having a child from her former husband, born after the 
divorce. 

25 The masculine of GAAov Tiva ... Evypapov cannot 
sensibly be explained by the assumption of a reference to 
an évypagos yéuos, an expression, in any case, which Wolff 
(Written and Unwritten Marriages, p. 66) has shown to be 
in no way technical in Egypt. 
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A question attaches also to the subscription of Acozzis, as written for her by her son in lines 53-55. After 
untpds pou, we should expect (cf. 26 and 29) the participles é6poAoyoupévns Kara Ta Tpoyeypappéva Kal evSoKovons. 
Instead, the writer or his guide in these matters used a paratactic clause with 8é. It is best understood, probably, 
if we assume that 6 érave is borrowed, regardless of gender, from the preceding subscription, and is the subject 
of the finite verb dpodoyei, to which a false final nw has been applied (cf. especially tapeuptoew pndeyqv in line 44). 
The nominative evSoxotoa is in the gender and case to agree with a feminine subject. 

32. Divorce 

Iny..D eee 26 X 26cm. A.D. 254 Plates XXVI; XXVII, 3 

The papyrus, found 31 December 1932 in Wall Street back of Block L7, is complete in outside di- 
mensions except for the loss of a strip at the right probably no more than 4 cm. wide, containing the 

last seven to ten letters in each line. Probably here the writing ran out to the edge of the sheet. On 

the left there is a margin of about 1.5 cm., widening at the bottom to about 2 cm. At the top, about 3 

cm. was left clear for the upper text, which occupies the center of it with its two lines of writing. 
Below, the document stopped 10 cm. from the bottom, and the upper 3 cm. of this space was occupied 
by the two signatures. The upper text was folded over twice and tied shut with five knots, four of which 
are preserved, with the signature of a witness opposite each on the verso. This packet was then folded to 

the rear, and then the sheet was folded forward down from the top perhaps twelve times, and then 
doubled over four or five times from right to left. All of these folds, together perhaps with the action of 

worms, produced a network of holes throughout the papyrus, giving it a certain resemblance to coarse lace 
work, and making the reading difficult. The chubby tassel at the left end of the tie-string is preserved. 

The hand is a coarse but fluent and not ungraceful cursive with a tendency to long, trailing final 
strokes below the line, notably in the case of ota. Many letters show two or more basic forms, depending 

on the surrounding letters or the caprice of the writer: epsilon, eta, kappa, lambda (which often is made 

like alpha, with the left stroke looped), nu, and uwpsilon (where the two common forms, the “Y”’ and the 

flattened curve, are supplemented by a kind of check mark, with the final stroke curving up and to the 
left). The thickness of the pen strokes resembles that of some of the Latin texts of the mid-third century. 
On the other hand, the upper text and the two signatures on the recto show a rather light writing. The 
writer of the upper text was a good penman, and employed abbreviations freely, marking them with 

a small stroke or hook above the final letter. The husband’s signature is written with widely spaced 
letters, but his penmanship was better than his spelling. 

The substance of the transaction is rather a mutual quit-claim deed than a divorce, since the latter 

is stated in lines 7/8 to have already occurred. Nevertheless, the document calls itself an &trooté&o1ov,! 

“divorce,” and was certainly not preceded by a written bill of divorcement. The language is repetitious 

and generalized, but the end of line 9 may have contained something more specific. Presumably the 

expression in lines 9 and 13, Ta&vta 60a Trap& avis SiaKxoTeixev, included both dower (if any) and 

parapherna. 
The presence of a stipulatio in 31 would lead us to look for one here, and enough remains at the end 

of line 18 and the beginning of line 19 to make it likely that these contain a reference to one. In view 
of the repetition of the word triotis in the standard formula, triote: ét7npatnoev — Triotel CYOAdyNoEV, 

it is not impossible that Greeks may have come to refer to the stipulatio itself as a Tiot1s. 
The greatest interest of the text lies in the name of the city in lines 4/5. It had long been suspected 

that Dura in the third century acquired the rank of a Roman colonia,? and it is possible that the title 

1 This is, apparently, a Syrian use of the word; cf. Matt. Roman period, the latter mentions BovAeutat. The former 
5. 31; Mark 10. 4, and elsewhere in the Old and New _ contains the letters xoA in a Latin setting (mdKAa = 
Testament. It does not occur in the Egyptian papyri in /piacula), the latter coupaxoA and KéAwves. I doubt, for the 
this sense. first of these last two, the resolution coppaKdA(coves), 

2 The texts in question are Cumont, Fouwilles, p. 393, | swmma coloni; cf. Rostovtzeff, Duva-Europos and its Art 
no. 35, and pp. 404-409, no. 50. Both are of the later (1938), p. 54. 
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occurs in 29, where, however, there is room also for only the short form of the city’s name in the third 
century, Aovpa.’ It is astonishing to have the Greek name Europos reappear after a half-century, and 
to have it accompanied by the name of the Seleucid founder and by the proud titles which follow. The 

full list of these occurs only under the Empire, when they are not uncommon in the East.4 Under the 

later Seleucids, igp& appears first in the nomenclature of certain favored cities, and &ouAos soon after.® 

So far as we know, Dura failed to receive any such recognition while it was a Seleucid possession, and 
bore no such titles under the Arsacids. We are left to conclude that all this splendor was a Roman grant 

of the mid-century, and probably after the date of 29. The first two titles are less specific, but avtovdéyos 
should carry with it some specific elements of self-government, and may imply an actual foedus.§ Is it 
possible that Dura had been rewarded for some demonstration of loyalty to Rome, in this probably 
troublous time ?? 

Since the Romans had permitted Dura to institute or reinstitute a cult of Seleucus Nicator after 

A.D. 180 (25, 37), it is not perhaps surprising that they permitted Dura to add the founder’s name to 

its own. But I have found no precise parallels. 
In view of all this antiquarianism, it is unexpected that the only ethnic which is used by the parties 

to the document is Aovpnvds (Aovpnvn). It is possible, of course, that neither was a citizen and entitled 

to the ethnic Evpwrraiios, if that was, actually, reinstated. 

This, the latest of the surviving contracts from Dura, was drawn up at a difficult and obscure time 
in the city’s history. It has been conjectured that it had been occupied by the Persians the year before, 

and the latest datable objects found under the great embankment which is the monument of the city’s 
siege and capture are only two years later.® All that is entirely certain is that the city was in Roman 

hands on 30 April, 254. The former husband, whose name is not entirely certain but was probably Marcus 
Julius Antiochus, was an active soldier of the vexillation of the Legio Quarta Scythica, known at Dura 

from other evidence. His former wife was an Aurelia and presumably a local woman of Aramaic or 

Arabian origin; her name is otherwise unknown. 

Unpublished. Cf. C. B. Welles, Miinchener Beitrdge, XIX (1934), pp. 398f., no. 12; Rep. VI, pp. 437f., no. 12; 
H. J. Wolff, Written and Unwritten Marriages in Hellenistic and Postclassical Roman Law (1939), p. 81, note 288; 
R. Taubenschlag, Journal of Juristic Papyrology, 111 (1949), p. 60, no. 17. 

Upper Text 

(2d H.) [’Etous €]€’, unvos Zalv]@ixou cixacevde[tn ..] epaiko[.... 

*lovaiou [’ Avtidxo]u [o]tp[a(timtov) Aley(edvos) 6’ 2KuO(iKi}s) 

fe rae JuaA.voTtep( ?) kai *Apipy[n]s “Ovoux..[..... THs yuvaiKos av] Tou. 

a&trootaoijov Mapx[o]u 

3 Introd., p. 5. 
4Cf. IGLS III 2, no. 1071 B, i: *>Avtioyéwv tijs untpo- 

TrOAEwS Kal iep&s Kal GoUVAOU Kal avTOVouOU (42/1 B.C.) ; 2bid., 
ITI, 1, no. 718: ‘Pwotwy tijs iep&s Kai GoUAou Kai avTOVoLOU 
(36-34 B.C.) ;OGIS, 603: 4 TdA1s’ lovAtEwv TOV Kai AaodiKéav 
TOv pos GaAdoon Tij\s iepas Kai GoVAOU Kai AUTOVOHOU, vau- 

apxidos, cuvyevidos piAns CULUaXOU KoIVVOU S1]LOU “PaLaicov 
(A.D. 129-138); OGIS 575: ‘ASpiavijs Mowoueotias tis 
Kidixias iepa&s Kai éAeuBépas Kal GoWAoU Kal auUTOVvouOU Kal 
giAns Kal cuuUdxou ‘Papaiov (A.D. 140); OGIS 595: Tupiov 

Tis tep&s Kal dovAou Kai avUTOVOHOU, UNTPOTTOAEwWS DoiveiKns 

Kal GAAwv rdéAcwov Kal vouapxidos (A.D. 174); OGIS 587: 
TpitroAitév tis Doiveixns Tis feos Kal KoVAOU Kal avUTOVOLOU 
kai vauapyxidos (second century). 

5 Cf. Bikerman,{ Institutions des Séleucides (1938), 
pp. 148-156, with references. Most of the evidence is 
numismatic; cf. the note of E. T. Newell in Welles, Royal 

Correspondence (1934), p. 292, note 3. 

6 For the Roman practice cf. A. H. M. Jones, The 
Greek City from Alexander to Justinian (1940), pp. 118f., 
ruts 

7 Tntrod., p. 5. 
8 The theory of a Persian occupation of Dura in A.D. 

253 was developed by M. Rostovtzeff and A. R. Bellinger 
in Berytus, VIII (1943), pp. 17-71; cf. C. H. Kraeling, 
Final Report, VIII, 1, pp. 336-339. According to the 
chronology of W. B. Henning, Asia Major, III (1952), 
p- 201, this occupation would be supported by the dated 
Iranian dipinti of the Synagogue; cf. Welles, Eos, XLVIII 
(1957), pp- 467-474. Professor J. Harmatta of Budapest 
writes me that he does not accept Henning’s chronology, 
and promises a further study of the question. Cf. also his 
discussion of 153, Acta Antiqua Academiae Scientiarum 
Hungaricae, V (1957), pp. 261-308. 

§ Introd., p. 23. 
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Lower Text 

(ist H.) °Eqi Up[a}roy t[O]v Kupl[ilov Auadv Avto[kpa]td[pw]y Olvorepia}v[o]U B’ Kal 
ToArAinvou YeBalo]taH[v, po] 

5Uo KaAavddv [MJoefoov [. .]t[.]Jeo.[— — ca. 14 — —] ... t[E]utrtou €9" Etous, év KoAcoveig 

Evpwtr[atov 2eAevKou] 

Newxatopos [T]i) ieo& [kai] d[ou]Aq@ Kai o[v]tovoy[e. *lovAios *Avtioxos otpla[tiJatns Tijs 
évOd[S]e ove€[1]AAaTi[wvos Aey(edsvos) 8'] ; 

ZKy[OrKi}]s [Ovarepiavijs ToA]Ainvijs, (éxarrovtopxias) *AAcElavd]pou, Kai Aupnaia [’ Ajpippa 

[-]v[....-. Alou[p}nv[n, A yuva] 
QUTOU, ETTITIP.CpaxEooa.eooxpov[..Ja.[— ca. 9 —].n...a.[..]oevdeeryoort . .10vp.a€.« 

[— ca. 10 —] 

[.Jor Kai daroA[Aloryfivou t[A]s Tpos [a]AATA[V Ko]ivoPiacew[s K]o[i vov E]EquoAoyouvTan 
GAANAQ[i]s [6 pEV “Avtioxos 

TH Auipue [tra]peoxnkléva}: malvta doa trap]a autis Siax[a]tetyev dtro perkpoU gos y[e]- 
PV IAOU sais ss ] 

Au. atti THis Teds Av] ti[o]xov Koil vJoPicd[oe]ans Kal ouvtpety [awT] f é[-tépe] &vBpi [o]uvor- 
Afa]€ar Kai pnt[e EvKoAciv] 

[pre evk]oAfeoei]y TH “Auiuug utte trepl evyparrtou * [ayp]apoy unt[e tep]i [&]A[Aou] Tivos 
ATIAGS] 

TO [o]UvoA[o]v KaTa UNdeva Te[S]trov .[. Jep[ — ca. 8 —].... 5€ [kari] Guotes Kai h 7Ayippa. .. 

[tT *AvT1dX 0] 

PT) EvKoAeiv pryte Eykoreoei[v] GAAG d[tr]e[o] xnKEvau Trap’ ayT[oU Tra] yTA doa AUTH s SioK[atelyev 

6 ’Avtioxos Kai] 

ut) év[koAciv °..].[....].n é[v]k[a]Aéoew v[u]v ute trepi evypatrtou 1) c&ypaqou pre [rrepi 
GAAovu T1V05] 

ATIAHS TO o[V]voAov kata wndeva tpoTr[ov. éaxv SE wn — ca. 2 —] eTIpN.€.1A005. 7 avTdv, 
_—- €utroinO[eis S€ Tis EyviKT)-] 

on, Thy ev éuftrJoi[nlow A Td EvKAnua elvor Sxupov Kali mpo]gan[or]eficei]y d[ve]y Alo]yo[u 
Kail Kpioews] 

[TH ue] [Et]élpe erriJtpov apyypioy Snvg[p]ia x[e]iAia Kai Té ifeplootaro Taylietos Ta too 
Kail TO GTro-] 

oTao1o[v ToJUTO Eivai Kai oUTws KUp[1o]v, [— ca. 7 —] . ct Epio[.]. dos TrioTEews ETT[epwTnPeions 

Kal O-] 
MoAoyounevns. Exel SE Kal avTIOUVypagov. vacat 
(3d H.) *Ifo]uaigs [’Av]t[to]xos [otp]a(timtns), © tpolyleypaup[é]vos, QuoAoyd TretroiKaive 

TO aTt[o]oTd[o1ov &koAOU-] 

Oaos Tois TPOyEypaLLEvois .. [— —] vacat 

(4th H.) AvprAios OvfaA]e[vt]eivos *Avtoovivou, Aoupnvos, &€ico[Oeis, Elypayla Utrép *Apin- 

puns] 
[ Ovo]ux.[.]Joou, &y[pay]uctou, SyoAoyouons tretroinkev[ou ...].Ta UTrooTtdor[ov. ] 

Verso 

(5th H.) [Tlatp[oKA]e1ave[s] otpa(tict1s). 

(6th H.) ['A]BBotis °ABL. . . Jet. . e190 u(@)p(TupS). 
(7th H.) Iul(ius) Scr...be...gal [si]gnavi. 

(8th H.) *Aok[A]nm[o]Sot[os *A]@nvoSap[ou] BouvA(euTis) u(a)e(tupd). 

[gua 
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1. The Dura texts otherwise use the spelling Zav8ixés, but while the letter read as theta is not quite complete, it does 
not much resemble even a very cursively written delta. The following numeral is awkward. The day given in the lower 
text, lines 3/4, is pridie Calendas Maias, and this should be the 30th of Xandicus, not the 29th. It would be possible, 
perhaps, to restore a /ambda in the small lacuna after Zav@1xoU, but most of the letters of cixacevértn are clear, and 
while this is a late form, it seems an unavoidable reading.” 2. It would be possible to read utrep also. There is an 
abbreviation mark over the rho. It is hard to see what can have stood here, except perhaps the designation of Antiochus’ 
century. The patronymic of Amimma defies explanation, but the traces here coincide reasonable well with those in 
lines 6 and 23. 4. The lacuna should contain the phrase, xat& tov Tedtepov &p1udv, which is the right length, but 
the sigma following epsilon is clear. At the end, because of space, perhaps better EUpwr[@. 5. The reading Netxétopos 
I owe to Professor H. C. Youtie. What looks like the clear trace of a phi must be part of a tall alpha. 7. This 
puzzling line may have contained Amimma’s place of residence, and must have included the statement that the pair 
were now divorced. Most of the letters noted are quite clear, but are not always unambiguous; the sigma before ypov 
could be read also as gamma or possibly nu. It is tempting to restore [é5]ofev 5¢ to govern the later infinitives, but that 
would require a preceding participle, Aéyovtes 611 for example. The Dura texts use pdyevoi in this connection (cf. 31, 
lines 4 and 30), which also could govern the infinitives in line 8. g. The restoration after d[vta is unsatisfactory 
because it is too short, and because what seems to be the top of a phi is visible five letter spaces after TIA, but the 
sense seems indicated by line 13. The last phrase I owe to Professor Youtie. Earlier, avtijs is apparently written over 
autov. For the term évypatrtov cf. e. g., P. Nessana III, 15 (A.D. 512), 14: 16 8 Evypatrtov ToUTO KUpiov elvan. 15. The 
end is restored after 26, line 23. 16. The final phrase offers some difficulty, but the unmistakable lambda and gamma 
fit, and the expression is standard at Dura (cf. 19, line 17, and 31, lines 18 and 46). 18. The p72 of én[epwtnfeions 
could be a nu, and it would be possible to restore, for example, év[eotwons. 21. The subscription may have continued 
with the words, kal evSoxe. 23. The restoration xat& ta]Uta would make sense, but there does not seem to be room 
for it. Read dtroota-. 24-27. The reading of the signatures is very uncertain.! 

“In the consulship of our lords, the Emperors Valerian (for the second time) and Gallienus, 

Augusti, on the day before the Calends of May [— — — — — |, year 565, in Colonia Europae- 

orum — — the holy and friendly and autonomous. [ Julius Antiochus,] soldier of the local vexillation 

of the [Legio Quarta] Scythica [| Valeriana] Galliena, of the century of Alexander, and Aurelia Amimma, 
daughter of — —, of Dura, his [wife,] — — — — — — — (saying) that they have ended their mutual 
common life, do now acknowledge as follows: [Antiochus] to Amimma, that he has restored to her [every- 

thing] which he had received from her — — — — of her common life with Antiochus — — — (and 

gives her permission) to marry another man, and that he [raises no claim] nor will raise any claim against 
Amimma concerning anything written or unwritten or anything else altogether in any fashion — —; 
and similarly Amimma [to Antiochus,] to raise no claim now or in the future but to have received back 

from him everything which he (Antiochus) had received from her, and that she raises no claim nor will 

raise any claim concerning anything written or unwritten or anything else altogether in any fashion 

— —; (but if not) and anyone raising a claim [gets possession] (of some property), then the claim and 
the charge are to be invalid, and he will pay without legal argument [or decision] to the other a penalty 
of 1,000 denarii of silver and [an equal sum] to the most sacred treasury, while this divorce shall be 
valid nevertheless — — — — as if a security had been queried and acknowledged. It has a copy also.” 

“J, Julius Antiochus, soldier, the one named above, acknowledge that I have concluded the divorce 

according to the above terms — — 
“T, Aurelius Valentinus, son of Antoninus, of Dura, on request, have written [for Amimma,] daughter 

of — — —,, illiterate, who acknowledges that she has concluded the divorce in this way. 

“T, Patroclianus, soldier. 

“T, Abbouis, son of — —, bear witness. 

“T, Julius — — —, have signed. 

“TI, Asclepiodotus, son of Athenodorus, councillor, bear witness.’ 

10 Priesigke, Worterbuch, s. v., cites only P. Munich XX Palmyrenorum, and ’AoKAnmd8[otos or *AokAnmo8[o- 
7, 4, of A.D. 583. pos in an unpublished inscription from the Mithraeum. 

41 Both TétpokAos and TMatpokAfjs occur commonly at 12 For the formula, which occurs also in 18, 19, and 22, 
Dura, but TlatpoxAeiavds is unparalleled, so far as I know. _ see Introd., p. 13. 
An Asclepiades occurs among the soldiers of the Cohors 13 For BouAeutai as witnesses, cf. 27. 
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33. Inventory of Personal Effects 

Suppl. Gr. 1354, 2 11,0) orem, A.D. 240-250 Plate XVIII, 4 

This fragment of good parchment or leather was found in Cumont’s excavations of 1921/22, but I do 

not know the place of finding. It is preserved in the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris with the other 
parchments of this season, but was not published in the Fouilles de Doura-Europos. It is darkened in 
color and the ink has faded, but is fairly legible, especially with the help of infra-red photographs.! The 
original lower edge is preserved except for a rounded hole at the left, and the right and left margins 
remain in good condition. The upper part of the original sheet is lost, perhaps due to the action of worms, 
for the break is very irregular. 

The preserved text is a list or inventory of personal effects, with values or prices expressed in denarii, 
run in a consecutive text (as in 30, lines 14-21), not in a column, although the values are indicated by 

numerals, and not in words. The nature of the original document is obscure, for the writing runs to the 
very bottom of this sheet, without coming to any logical end. It may have been continued on another, 
separate sheet of parchment; it is very unlikely that this sheet was once part of a parchment roll. Such 
lists of domestic items occur chiefly in marriage contracts.” 

The writing is a not ungraceful example of the large writing of the mid-third century, with the two 
forms of nu especially typical of this date. The letter delta is large and almost square, and final dota 
drops far below the line, while f/z projects far in both directions. No margin was left free on the right 

or below, but a regular blank space of 1.5 cm. was observed on the left. 

Unpublished. Cf. Final Report, IV, II, p. 13. 

[— ca. 7 —]x.ap[— — ca. 16 — —] 

[yo]voucAAoy [— — ca. 15 — —] 
LOVoNaAAov atr[AoUV ? — ca. 9 — —] 

OTIKAPIA KEeva AeUKa .[...].[— GAAOV Trop-] 

5 gupouv tep. .[— ca. 8 —]ep[— ca. 5 —] 

feral t Oe eee [— ca. 8 —] ¥AB" ta{A]o- 

pia Svo, ¥[— ca. 10 —]s Ev, ¥ k’* 
SeAVaTIKTV Alvijv Ev, XAB" 

étrik&poiv ETrtaKooiwv(? )év, ¥v' 

IO uitpas y’, ¥v's TUAdpia Svo0, ouv 

. Yvap~ardAors Ev, KP" KAEIVO.a.... 

[.]A.a €v, Xp" oxayvov Ev, Hyl’ 
[....]ov oe1oupiy év, Kos’ vacat 

2. It would be possible to read also yo]youéAAou[s. 5. From the parchment itself I read putovotepao[, but the 
photographs favor the reading of the text, doubtfully. 6/7. Perhaps TO[A]&| pia, as in Rep. IV, p. 100, no. 227, 
line 10. g. The reading émtakooiwv seems unavoidable, but I cannot explain it. tr. I cannot account for 
the traces of a letter before yvapdAAois. At the end, probably KAeivépia, although the plural squares poorly with the év 
of the following line. 12. The reading oxa&uvov I owe to Professor Youtie. 13. Itis almost possible to read d6dviov 
instead of ceiovprv. 

“ae — — garment] of pure wool [— — — garment ] of pure wool, single[ ? — — —] tunics, new, white 
[— — another,] purple [— — — — — | 32 denarii; two long robes, [?] denarii; [— —] one, 20 denarii; 
linen robe, one, 32 denarii; striped garment, of seven-hundred (?), one, 50 denarii; mitres, three, 50 

denarii; two mattresses, one with fleeces, oo denarii; bedsteads [— ? —] one, 100 denarii; one stool, 

47 denarii; one goat’s hair cloak, 75 denarii.” 

1] have to thank the late Franz Cumont, not only for 2 A similar list from Egypt, without prices and of a 
making the parchment available to me in the Bibliotheque century or more later, is published by A. Bataille, Eos, 
Nationale, but also for giving me the permission to publish XLVIII,2 (Symbolae R. Taubenschlag Dedicatae, 1956), 
it. He was helpful also in securing for me an infrared pp. 83-88. 
photograph of the document. 
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Of the articles listed, striped garments or stuffs (émxdépoixc) and the type of robes called SeApatixai occur 
at Dura in the third century in the House of Nebuchelus? and in 30, above, with prices which are comparable 
to those here. There is no comparative material for the other items, but the general range of prices is consistent 
and not high. The garments described as povéyoAdo: were probably pallae or pallia, as in 30 and in the House 
of Nebuchelus. The taAdpiov or talarium was a garment reaching to the heels, and the word is doubtless to be 
recognized also in the Nebuchelus inventory, Rep. IV, no. 227, 10; cf. ibid., p. 102 for other explanations. The 
pitpca are probably not “‘headdresses’’? in the sense of hats or caps, or the Persian tiara, since the central mea- 
ning of the word is that of a band or strip of cloth which could be wound around the waist as a belt or girdle, 
or around the head as a chaplet or diadem.* 

34. Fragmentary Contract 

Inv. D. Pg. 11 9X 5 cm. TIO. C. Plate V, 2 

This irregular scrap of parchment was found “about 22 January,’ 1929, in the northeast tower 
of the Main Gate. Roughly triangular in shape and lacking any of the original margins, it is darkly 

browned about the edges from the action of moisture, but otherwise the surface is fair and the ink clear, 

except that scuffing has made almost every letter incomplete in some degree. Reading is difficult in 
consequence, but the date in the fifth line is certain. Since this occurs in the body of the contract and is 

not specified as “‘of the former reckoning”’ (a5 TO TrpdTtepov), it is clearly a Seleucid date, and shows that 

the document was composed before the Parthian occupation of Dura. By showing that the Seleucid 
control of the city lasted as late as the autumn of 116 B.C., the fragment supports Bellinger’s theory that 

the Parthians entered Dura about 113 B.C.2 

The nature of the original transaction cannot be recovered, although it apparently concerned land 

(lines 2 and 4). The script is a rather pretty and graceful example of a decorative hand, more formal 
than that of either of the two earlier Dura documents.? Except for the alpha, letters show the “monu- 
mental”’ forms, and are of about the same height, with initial and terminal strokes decorated with small 

hooks or curves. Occasional initial letters are larger, like the epsilon at the end of line 5, and the numerals 

are indicated also by large letters. Except for what is probably a numeral at the end of line 6, this line 
and the following are written in smaller and more cursive letters, where the omicron rendered by a tiny 
point or stroke and the vio by two diverging down strokes look particularly archaic. The fragment 
contains, apparently, part of the lower text and subscriptions of a double contract. 

Unpublished. Cf. Rep. IT, p. 215, no. I. 

JetuBS[— ca. 6 —]..[...]..[ 

Jax[. .]..[...]kai tla &ylopaotevta [ 

]u....avop...eoyevou Six TOU x[pnuaTioTnpiou ? 

lee Llviauroy m.Cex emra, . Th «-| 

5 ulnves Asiou éy t&1 Lop’ {e} eter 
(2d H.) eee lev s. Kl 

Javopos [ 
2 Rep. IV, p. 141; Final Report IV, II, p. 13. 
3 Cf. Final Report IV, Il, p. 13: “The pitpa may be 

either a belt or a head dress.” 
4 The evidence of the sculpture, painting, and drawing 

of Dura for the costume of the city in the Parthian and 
Roman periods has never been systematically collected, 
although individual monuments are discussed by Cumont 
and the contributors to the Reports. Women’s head- 
dresses are especially complicated; cf. Cumont’s dis- 
cussion of the Palmyrene-type hat of Bithnanaia, Fouwilles, 
p. 64. Men may wear the pointed cap or bashlyk, as the 
priests in the Conon fresco (Fouilles, p. 46) and the priest 

in the Aphlad relief (Rep. V, p. 111; Rostovtzeff, YCS, V, 
1935, fig. 36), or a rounded cap over the Parthian hair- 
dress (Rostovtzeff, op. cit., fig. 84). None of these, I 
believe, could properly be referred to as pitpa. On the 
other hand, the term would fit the chaplets worn by the 
banqueters in Block M7 (Rep. VI, Pl. XLII, 2; cf. p. 154). 

1 According to the field notes of J. Johnson. 
2 A. R. Bellinger, Berytus, IX (1948), p. 66; Final 

Report V1, p. 200. 
315, above, of the second century B.C., and the early 

third-century sherd with an oath, YCS, XIV (1955), 
pp. 169f., no. 83, and Pl. IIT. 
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1. The gracefully curving lower portion of the beta makes this letter certain, although incomplete; the other letters are 
doubtful. 3. The presence of the letters -avop- here and in line 7 suggest a name, and the only name of this type 
occurring at Dura is Nix&vop. It may be possible here to read Nix&vopi Oeoyévou (for -ous), although it is not the 
practice of the Dura scribes to use the patronymic in the body of a document unless the person concerned is being 
mentioned for the first time, and in that case they add an ethnic or other identification. The name Theogenes occurs 
at Dura only ina Semitic environment (Rep. V, p. 114, no. 418, of A.D. 54). For the omission of the final sigma cf. the 
repeated ’Aypavios ’AtroAAopavou of A.D. 31/2 and 61/2; YCS, XIV (1955), pp. 128f., no. 1; Cumont, Fowilles, p. 428, 
no. 87. The restoration y[pnuatiotnpiou was suggested by A. M. Harmon. 4. At the beginning it would be possible 
to read the participial ending -]yev[o]v. It is, perhaps, impossible that the word following avtév should be read otherwise 
than as TrAé@pa; the traces do not suggest a Jambda, however, but rather, perhaps, rho followed by iota. 5. The faint 
traces of the erased epsilon before &{e1 are of the size standard in this part of the document, while the epsilon of é[te1 is 
larger. If this is not the reason for the erasure, it is hard to know what that may have been. 6. The final kappa is 
large enough to suggest that it is a numeral. 

The year 116/5 B.C. was the fifth year of the Babylonian nineteen-year cycle, and the Seleucid year 197 
should have begun at Dura on 28 September. Dius would correspond, then, to September/October or October/ 
November, depending on whether it was the first or the second month of the Seleucid year.4 

35. Fragmentary Contract 

Inv. D. Pg. 39 Ca.8 X 3:5(cm Second Century Plate IX, 2 

The slip of thin and light-colored parchment of good quality was found in the season of 1932/33, 

presumably in the fill in Wall Street in back of Blocks L7 or L8. The writing is unlike that of any other 
of the Dura parchments, slender and graceful, at times quite cursive (cf. the AI in lines 2 and 6), more 
commonly formal (mz and nw) or tall and decorated with serifs (kappa and eta). The spacing is approxi- 
mately that of 24, and indicates that the fragment is from the lower text of a double contract. 

No clause of the original document can be recovered with certainty, but lines 5-8 suggest the section 
of a deed of sale devoted to the guarantee of title. 

Unpublished. 

leexea 

]s 5€ Kai av[Tos 
Keon 

]kai o.[ 
5 ]. cAevOepov TL 

ou]vOéoGan Kl 

Jopatoov éy[ 
Je [T]ois KAnpov[ouots 

Jo mjSExsall 
10 ]-ne.[ 

5. The clause may be restored with the following general sense: To &yopacua ToUTO TrapEexéobw 6 Siva 6 a&TrOBSpEVvos TAI 

Seivi TH1 Trprapéveo|1 EAcVGepov dons évoxiis. The traces preceding éAeWOepov, however, resemble rather a uu than an ‘iota. 
7. Less likely: Jyuctov. g. Possibly xa]i Ade 7 oluvypagph Eotw Kal oUTOS KUpic. 

36. Fragmentary Contract 

Inv. D. Pg. 31 1,6 X 1:9iem. Second Century Plate X53 

This tiny scrap of parchment is probably one of those found in the season of 1932/33 in Wall Street 
west of Blocks L7 and L8, although it has been preserved in a box labeled “‘Parchemins, Tour NE, 

19/1/29’; this would mean the northeast tower of the Main Gate, and place the discovery about a month 

before that of 20. In any case, the contents are insignificant. Lettering and the spacing of the lines 

resemble 25. 

4 Cf. Introd., p. 10. 
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Unpublished. 

JNXPHTET 
(ATE bhi] 

’Av]Spouix. [ 

].[ 
If correctly read, the name Andronicus occurs here for the first time at Dura. 1. It is impossible to read ypnuat[ioyds 
or a similar word. 2. The letter following the clear TE Y looks like the semi-cursive mu of 16. 

37. Fragmentary Contract 

Inv. D. Pg. 34 €a29,5 <7 cm: Late Second Century Plate X, 2 

This dark brown fragment of parchment was found in the season of 1932/33, and so probably in Wall 

Street back of Blocks L7 and L8. The verso is rough and lighter in color, and bears in three lines traces 

of writing in reverse, transferred while the ink was fresh from this or another document. Only stray letters 
can be read with the help of a mirror. The recto is incomplete and ragged on the right and below, and is 
disfigured by holes and scuffing. At the left, there is a free margin of about 3 cm. The top margin is even, 
but cannot be the original margin unless the text is continued from a preceding column of a roll. 
Enough remains to permit recognition of a dating formula similar to that of 25, but not to identify 

the nature of the document. The first line should contain part of the date: year, month, and day; and 

the vacant space may have been left for the later addition of some part of this, which was never written 
in. The beginning of the second line should contain the name of the city in which the contract was 

drawn, but this has not been recognized. 
The script is similar to that of 25, but somewhat larger and wider spread. 

Unpublished. 

[Eemcnent lester vacat [— — év?] 

TPAPnton . TIPO — — étri iepéoov] 

Aids pé[v TOU Seivos ToU Seivos] 

[Tou S¢eivos, *ATroAAavos 5é ToU Seivos TOU] 

Tov Sé TOyovev Teiyd[pXou TOU Seivos TOU] 

. .ov[..Jou, BaoiAgws [SE ZeAcUKoU] 

[ Nixéctopos Tou Seivos Tou Seivos Tou “HAto- ?] 

Sdo[pou — — — 
1. It would be possible to read, very doubtfully, ynvds. 2. Possibly -tav tredo[s — 7. At the beginning, the upper 

The lines may be restored to a length of twenty-eight to thirty letters, which is very short for Dura, whether 
in a contract or in an eipdpevov roll. 25 has a line length of about eighty letters, 17 up to 120 letters, and even 
the small 23 has about forty-five letters. See below on 38. 

38. Fragmentary Contract 

Inv. D. Pg. 27 10 X 14.5 cm. Third Century Plate XXIX, 1 

This tantalizing fragment of parchment was found in the season of 1932/33, presumably in the fill 

in Wall Street in back of Blocks L7 and L8. It was, seemingly, complete at the top, the left, and the 

upper right, and would thus have been a tall, narrow sheet, resembling a papyrus rather than one of 
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the usual Dura parchments. At the top there are visible traces of six lines of writing similar in size and 
type to that of 17, comparable also to those of 25 and 31. Below are the remains of two lines of writing 
in different and somewhat larger hands, which resemble the signatures of witnesses. They are followed 
by what may have been a third line of similar writing, heavily inked out. This much resembles a contract 

in appearance. Below, however, are parts of five lines in a much larger and more flamboyant hand, ac- 

companied by what seem to be experimental or idle jottings, notably the wpsilon at the top written in 

three different ways. What can be made out of this lower text resembles a letter heading. 
The historical interest of the parchment lies in the mention of a Flavius Antiochus, legatus August. 

If he were the person addressed in a letter, he should have been the governor of Syria, the province in 

which Dura lay. If the letters preceding ZEB in line 12 are to be read MIA, he was governor under the 
Emperor Philip; that is to say, between A.D. 244 and 248, when the name of only one governor of Syria 
Coele seems to be known.! 

It is possible that the same hand wrote the upper and the lower text, and that both are to be regarded 
as parts of the same document. Difficult as it is to understand the nature of the upper text, however, it 
seems impossible to interpret it as related to a letter which began with a salutation in the lower text, and 
it is more likely that we have here a possibly spoiled document of the early third or even late second 

century, re-used for practice or drafting purposes a generation later. 

The tall and narrow shape of the parchment may, perhaps, be brought into connection with the short 

lines of writing identified in 37 to indicate a different technique in the handling of parchment in the last 
half-century of Dura, under the influence of the introduction of papyrus. 

Unpublished. Cf. Rep. VI, p. 433, no. 8. 

Upper Text 

(1st H.) [ — ca. 14 — NBR ees [— 6—].. 
[ — ca. 17 — JPEI. EPE[— 6 —] 

[..JEl kot& [ — 7 — Tt 2]Japa NetKkd[vopos ?] 

5  [—6—]Pourcutis Aoupnyds, Adpn[Ar. .] 
[.... “H]Atodapo Aoupnva. 

(2d) ..[o Eds d= OEE. © 
(3d H.) je INESABIE 6 1Ps Yeni. 
(4th) lel ] 

Lower Text 

10 (5th H.) OAaovie [Av-] 

nde TleoB(UTN)] 
MiA(imrtrou ?) ZeB(aotov) AN[..... ] 

The upper text could easily be taken as the end of a contract, were it not for the dative in line 6. It would 
be possible to restore in line 3, for example, xat& [tiv avthv Tapa NeiKdé[vopos, understanding ovyypagry or 
something of that sort, while lines 4-6 could have held the names of three witnesses (Avpnafios |...... ] 
Bouaeutis Aoupnvds, Atipr[Aios ...., ‘H]AidSapos Aovpnvés). The end of is not entirely clear, and it may be that 
this is, actually, the proper reading, in spite of the apparently clear omega at the end of Aoupnvé. 

1 E. Honigmann, RE IV A (1932), col. 1630, s. v., 1789, s.v.). None of the Syrian governors subsequent to 
gives only Simonius Proculus Julianus, “etwa 240/50,’ Honigmann’s list who appear in the Année Epigraphique 
as governor of Syria Coele in this period, and no governor is of this period. See Introd., p. 22. 
of Syria Phoenice is known in Philip’s reign (ibid., col. 
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In line 12, the pf and the lambda are clear, suggesting ®A(aovios) but there is no Flavian emperor in this 
period, while it is possible to detect a stroke above and to the right of the pi which may be ‘ofa. It is not cus- 
tomary to give the name of the emperor in this formula, but it occurs from time to time.? At the end of this 
line, the AN may be the first letters of the name of the writer of the letter, or be restored as a&v[tiotpa(thyo), 
pro practore. 

39. Fragmentary Contract 

my. D. P. 112 Ca. A.D. 220-240 

A number of fragments of a Greek papyrus document was found in Wall Street west of Block L8 on 

iz October 1933. The script is a good example of the typical Roman hand of the period, similar to that 
of 26. The character of the original text has not been recovered. Frag. a suggests a sale; cf. 26, line 22; 

but the cidn of Frags. d and e recalls the use of this term in the marriage contract, 30, line 13. 

Unpublished. 

Frag. a, 5.5 X 5 cm. 

Kabapov aro ? | TravTos 
OYUOAoY ?]oULEVoV 

]voi T.[. Jou 

Joven[...] 

Complete at right, with a 
preserved blank margin of 2 cm. 

Frag. b, 2 X 3.5 cm. Brag. ¢ 2 x 2-8:em. 

Jevel Teal 
Joove[ 1.8, 
Jevd[ ].ouve[ 

Joovl 

Brag. d: 2° 2:5 em: 

allele Probably the writing is 

Tt. Jul complete on the left. 

eida[v 

Brag, ¢, 1 >< ©.8icm. 

Jeav[ 
Jeidn[ 

Other smaller fragments offer only stray letters. 

40. Fragmentary Contract 

Inv. D. P. 119 5 X 2.5 cm. A.D. 220-240 

This small fragment was found with 39, but is written in a different though clearly contemporary 

hand. The character of the original document remains obscure. The vacant space at the end of line 3 
suggests that this is the end of a contract. The second line looks complete at the left. 

Unpublished. 
a 2 ji avtai [ 

ZIElaoos éota{t 

JAE vacat 

2 Cf. the ‘‘Legatus divi Hadriani ad rationes civitatum Neronis Caesaris Germanici Provinciae Britaniae’’ of 
Syriae putandas” of ILS 1067, and the “Legatus L’Année Epigraphique, 1953, 251. 
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41. Fragmentary Contract 

Inv. Dib; reo Third Century 

The two fragments of rather rotten papyrus, distinguished by a rather coarse writing on both recto 

and verso, were found with 39. The writing on the verso may be that of signatures. It runs with the 
verso fibers, and so at right angles to the writing on the recto, but the only identifiable word suggests 
rather a consular dating. There is no clue to the original nature of the document. 

Unpublished. 

Frag. a, 3.7 X 3 cm. Complete at right. 

sti On the verso are traces 

].ovtrape[.]. ev of three lines of writing. 

eouelicn:. 1v 

Jetnoo[s] Kai 

5 lelgiawre, 2. 

de 

Frag. 6, 3 X 4.cm. Complete at left. 

Recto Verso 

all (2d H.)] Kuptooy [ 

ATE 
hel fl lea 

-opl . Jav[ 
5 meteelC 

Aven ?JAios [ 

42. Fragmentary Contract 

Inv. D. P. 82 & 85 Third Century 

Three very ragged fragments of papyrus from the season of 1932/33, presumably from Wall Street 
in back of Blocks L7 and L8, contain bits of writing, and may be the remains of a single contract. Frag. a, 

ca. 4 X 2cm., contains two lines of writing with the fibers in a very cursive hand. Frag. b, ca. 8 X 6cm., 

contains parts of three lines of writing, equally cursive, running across the fibers, and bits of three other 
lines of writing running at right angles, with the fibers. Frag. c, 8 x 4 cm., contains parts of four lines 

in two larger and less practiced hands, of which the second is a mere printing. These were probably 
signatures on the recto, although the writing runs across the fibers. Only stray letters can be read, which 
are useless to suggest the original nature of the document. No fragment has writing on the verso. 

43. Fragmentary Contract 

Inv. D.-Ps x02 5 X 54cm. A.D. 238-244 Plate XXIII 

This tantalizing papyrus was found, still neatly rolled up from the bottom into a small packet, in the 

season of 1933/34, but the place of finding is unknown. It consists of a strip from the right of a document 
of a type not otherwise found at Dura and which I cannot identify. There is no writing on the verso. 

In form, in handwriting, and in the method of rolling, the papyrus suggests a contract. At the top 
there is what seems to be an abstract, written from the same direction as the rest of the text. Then, 
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after a vacant space of 2.5 cm., a dating formula is recognizable in lines 4-6, followed by forty-three lines 
ina fine calligraphy which should be the body of the document. At the end come eight lines in four different 
hands, suggesting the subscription of a principal and three witnesses—or more, if anything substantial 

has been lost at the bottom; this is unlikely, in view of the fact that this would have been the inside 
of the roll. The document was rolled up from the bottom as far as line 5, when it was folded back in the 
opposite direction. Then the rolling continued as far as line 1, where again the papyrus was folded back. 

No evidence remains that the abstract was tied separately or sealed. 
Beyond this general impression, however, everything is uncertain. No known contractual formulae 

have been identified, and even the dating formula has presented insoluble difficulties. The date is assured 
by the mention of the emperor Gordian in line 31; he must have been living, because a divus was not 
called ““Augustus’”’. There are several Roman names, no one of which appears more than once, and pos- 
sibly the Greek name Helen in line 20. Denarii are mentioned in lines 19 and 43, and “‘subsistence’”’ in 
line 13. The Fortune of line 11 may be that of the Emperor or of someone or something else. The setting 

is military. The Legio XVI Flavia Firma is named in line 1, and that or another legion appears in lines 
12 and 25. Members of the soldiery are referred to in lines 25, 27-29, and 45. In contrast to all of the 

documents from Dura, though in common with 28 from Edessa, the contracting party expressed himself 

subjectively ; cf. the éuoi of line 22 and theoot of line 41. On the other hand, the éypawa of line 24 shows 
that the document was not a subjective homology, but expressed in epistolary terms; the éAaPes of 

line 2, if correctly read, would belong to the same type of document. 
The script is the finest and most florid among the Dura documents, the writer frequently displaying 

his verve by a final dash or flourish at the ends of lines. Letters are connected when possible, even zota 
being joined to the following letter by a horizontal stroke on occasion—if line Io is correctly read. A 

similar stroke follows mu and nu, although this required the writer to lift his pen and make a new stroke. 
Epsilon and omega are made with a number of strokes serving ornamental purposes only; the top of 

the former is made with a flattened loop very similar to that of rho, so that the two letters are hard to 
distinguish when they are fragmentary, or, as in line 19, have been corrected. Beta is shaped somewhat 
like a Latin S. Pi, and often tau also, are made with continuous loops, and the latter is distinguished 

from wpsilon by the fact that that letter is left open at the bottom, like a low-crossing chz; cf. especially 

tTUxns in line 11. Letters are ordinarily kept equal in height, even a free cota frequently descending barely 
below the line of writing, but alpha, iota, and rho frequently drop far below the line, eta and beta rise 
well above it, while fii and psi project far in both directions. Vertical strokes commonly terminate 
at the lower end in a small hook, and often begin at the top with a generous loop or curve. The initial 

letters of Letrtipios in line 17 and of ’lovAioo in line 18 are unusually large, as if intended to be capitals. 
The writing is on the recto but across the fibers. Thus the original width of the sheet can have been 

25-30 cm., a normal height for the papyrus roll at Dura, giving an original line length of up to seventy 

letters. We have lost, then, about four-fifths of the original document. 

Unpublished. 

Can) | — — — = — = = NEY OR 
[ — — _ _ _ — — |] &raBes 

[ — — — — — — — Joo. .tos 
vacat 

(mst H.) [Emi trrd&tov ~ — — — Jou Atyovotov 

5 [€tous .. THs — — oe — TYEKO]Vvias, KATH SE TOV 

[tmpdotepov api8uov ... ENVoS — — — ev... .€10KoA. 
[ — — — — — _- — ]..oaTrpoKa 

r= a = = =F =a =a In Tov 
[ — -— aa _ = — — j].. *Avtoviou 

10 — — — — — — — je. ottiow avtou 

I2 
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— = — ]Ooucn tUXNs THs 
— — -- ? THs AUT]is Aeyeddvos 

= = — a — — — ].os5 peT& oeitiou 
= — — — ].[.Ju 2aPei- 

vou ? —_ aS — — — — — ]pou avtou 
a os 2 — — — —  ]xou xai ’Aviou 

— — J] Lertipios 
ee et = cx — — — Jepou *lovAioo 

— — — Jv ETINE x 
a em = = oe — — Jati “EAévn 
a oe = — = — — Jo TrAciov 

a — jj. poi 
= _ = = = oss —  jevou ta UTrd 
ee = a — = — — Jos éypaya 5€ 

— ?xevtoupliovi Aeyed- 

== ei 
— = — Jou onuic- 

[pdpou ks = snd = oo — -pé]vns (exatovtapxias) TTpei- 
[uou ? a — ae — —  mTrpiyleitreiAou 

— — —  jortrve 
oi = = = — — ] Top8iavot 2eB(aoTtov) 

— ==). Jeo .cBee 

aa — Tp]ivKi[tr]1. . 
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— — lv KaTowtépo 
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35 

40 

45 

— — _ _ — — ouvyplagpny aya 
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50 ad), ea 
[ — — — — — — — j. 5€ 

C= = Sa = eee 
[ — — j..noto 
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| | | | | | | 

2. The final sigma has the form of an inverted loop, as in administrative hands in Egyptian papyri of the second 
century. I do not know of another example at Dura. 3. It would be possible to read attés, but the writing is so 
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cursive, consisting of little more than a wavy line, that any certain reading without context is impossible. 4. The 
letters before AUyovotwv could be read as wy in such a phrase as Emil Umdtov tov Seivos Kal ToU Seivos Tv Kupicov 
Aul@y Avyovotawv, but no pair of emperors were consuls together in the reign of Gordian. If the title ZeBaotds given 
Gordian in line 31 did not mean that he was still alive, it would be possible to restore here the consuls of a number 
of years between A.D. 247 and 254. 5. The certain reading and restoration tyyevolvias, assured by the corre- 
sponding formulae of 25 and 31 (28 also dates by the regnal year of the emperor), makes it clear that the emperor’s 
name stood in the lacuna, but there is not room enough to restore étous — — Avtoxp&topos Kaioapos M&pxou ’ Avtaoviou 
TopSiavot EvoeBotts Eutuxotis 2eBaotot tyeyolvias. 6. The end of this line should contain the name of the place 
where the document was written, and it is tempting to expand KoA into KoA(wveia), as in 32; we know from 28 that 
the old name of a city might precede its colonial name, but it does not seem possible to read év Aovpa. tS 
impossible to read and restore 6yoAoylotpyo1. The remaining letters of the line point to a verb beginning TpoKa| To, 
but I do not know what it would be. g. This may be a part of the name of the Emperor Gordian. Tete ae 
obvious restoration, trei]8oua1, seems ruled out, since this is not construed with the genitive but with the dative. 
14. ZoPei[vou might be the consul of A.D. 240, or ZaPei[viavot the consul of A.D. 242. 16. If *Aviou is correctly 
taken for *Avviou, and if the order of names were different, we might be tempted to recognize the consuls of A.D. 243, 
as in 28, but the -xou is also difficult. 1g. Here and in line 43, the denarius sign occurs in connection with expressions 
which have defied reading. The second epsilon has a long tail, as if to convert it into a rho. 20. This common personal 
name has not before been found at Dura, and without context must be regarded here as doubtful. 28/29. In both 
30 and 32, the century is identified by its commander.! Primus is a common Roman name, although it has not occurred 
previously at Dura. Probably we should restore earlier Aeyedvos tijs tpoyeypauue]vns. 48/49. Possibly kata 
ouvyplapiy &ua| [— — dvavewbeioay, as in 18, 18/19. 

This is the latest appearance of the Legio XVI Flavia Firma at Dura, where it was represented by a vexil- 
lation.? If the same legion was mentioned in line 28, more than one century, at least, must have been present at 
this time. 

44, Fragmentary Contract 

Inv. D. P. 103-104, 106-108 Third Century 

In the season of 1933/34 were found several packets of badly rotted papyrus. The following year 
these were taken to Berlin by P. V. C. Baur and handed over to Hugo Ibscher, in the hope that something 

might be made of them. Even the skill of that master technician, however, was unable to do more than 

to separate some of the fibers, and to reveal here and there traces of writing. The remains are extensive, 
and it is not certain that they all belong to a single papyrus document, but they are similar in character, 
and the substantial size of some of the papyrus sheets found at Dura makes this likely. Little can be 

made of the external features of the text, except that it was, as we should expect, rolled from bottom 
to top, and that the top folds, containing some reduced form of a scriptura interior, were sealed closed. 
Four clay sealings have survived in good condition, although in only one case is it possible to form some 
idea of the original impression. That one shows a slender and probably naked figure striding to the right 

with arms extended at shoulder height, either both to the front, or one to the front and one to the rear. 

Writing was on the recto with the fibers, and was a careful and beautiful script, not unworthy of a 

book-hand. Ligatures were employed very little, and the clear and rounded letters stand separately. 
Omicron and theta are large and round; eta, mu, and omega are the height of the line, and graceful with 
loops and serifs. Phi is made in a single stroke, the loop curving up and to the left to reverse its direction 
and drop to form the hasta, ending in a little hook. If fully preserved, this would have been one of the 
handsomest documents from Dura. It may be dated in the period of Alexander Severus or Gordian. 

1Cf. R. O. Fink, TA PA, LXXXIV (1953), pp. 210-215. 
Cf. Introd., pp. 28-30. 

Belmtrod mn pa zse (Cia uirepa XG 3 pyeLOO; Mote Tn. 
Vexillations of the IV Scythica and the XVI Flavia 
Firma Pia Fidelis appear in the Mithraeum inscription 
of A.D. 209-211, Rep. VII/VIII, pp. 85f., no. 847. Later, 
in A.D. 211, this legion has the epithet Antoniniana 
(Rep. IX, 3, pp. 107-110, no. 970), which it still bears 
in A.D. 221 (64 B). The Greek dedication which gives 
the same abbreviations as here (Aey’ 1°’ 9’ 9’) with the 

2 

epithet ?Avtooviviavi) (Rep. TX, 3, pp. 115-117, no. 974) 
must fall between these two dates. A graffito from the 
Praetorium gives the legion the epithet Severiana, dating 
the text to the reign of Alexander Severus (A.D. 222-235; 
Rep. VI, p. 495, no. 843). This also mentions a century, 
although without naming it. Elsewhere, on occasion, the 
Latin Flavia Fivma is rendered in Greek as OA’ Cipun; 
cf. ILS 8868 and 8876. For the lion emblem of the legion, 
and its possible occurrence at Dura on a legionary shield, 
cf. Rep. VI, p. 463. 
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I can read only, with much hesitation, the following: 

Frag. a ]ZONétépw — —- HOHM.[ 

ade-] 

Frag. 6 Apotoutoy[ — — — 
NeikoAool — ~~ — -— JOYZY.A 

Written across the fibers, and so presumably on the verso, I read the following: 

Frag. c ojuvKexopijobai trioteco[s 

Frag. d papt]upd 

The latter is palpably the end of a witness signature, but the former phrase, incomplete as it is, yields no 
sense. The writing here is more cursive than that on the recto, but equally practiced. 



D. Letters 

45. Official Letter (?) 

hay. D. P. 1 76 x<a7-O.cm. Second or Third Century Plate XVIII, 3 

Five fragments of papyrus were found 30 January 1929 on the threshold of the doorway between 

the southeast and the southwest towers of the Main Gate, and when pieced together were found to 
constitute the upper right corner of a text. Writing is on the recto and with the fibers. The first line 

bears the word &vtiypagoy, “copy,” and above this there is a clear margin of about I cm. The eight lines 
which follow show a very irregular right margin, the writing running up to the edge of the sheet in line 9, 
but stopping 2 cm. short of it in line 3. Except in line 2, the writing ends with complete words. The 
hand is coarse and heavy, although prone to terminal hooks and curves, and showing some shading. 
It lacks the characteristic cursive kappa and fi and the nw with the reverse curve at the top, of the 

third century in Dura, and is, therefore, to be regarded as not later than the Severan period, but it 
may be as early as the first years of the Roman conquest. 

The text remains a puzzle. Since it is labeled a copy, the original document must have been of some 

importance, and was, of course, earlier in date than this papyrus. The name ‘“ASpiavds in the second 
line, preceded by what might be read and restored as Tpatjavos, makes one think of the Emperor Hadrian. 
An Imperial letter or constitution would often have circulated in copies made for interested persons. 

I have found no instance, however, in official texts, of the omission of the title Augustus (2eBaotds).t 

The emperor is not eliminated; indeed, we probably must accept him, although the nomenclature 

here is rather against him. 
The last three lines of the preserved text contain a date. It is possible to restore the last two lines 

to give a year between 404 and 494 of the Seleucid Era, excluding only 414; that is to say, between 

A.D. 92/3 and 182/3, an interval which would include both the reign of Hadrian and the first two decades 
of the Roman rule in Dura. The month Artemisius belongs to this date, or not, depending on the length 
of the lacuna assumed at the left, and the way in which one chooses to restore it. Such a Macedonian 
date, however, would be unparalleled in an official Roman document. Existing letters of Hadrian date 
by his tribunician power, but Imperial letters may add the names of the consuls; cf. the letter of Gordian 
in P. Tebt. 285.” 

References to the ‘‘fiscus’” and to “‘Italici’” in lines 5 and 6 show that the document was concerned 

with the problem of status and of taxes. The mention of Palmyra (?), Hieropolis, and Mesopotamia 
in lines 2-4 show that it was concerned with the East. The first person eiui in line 4 suggests a letter. 

In spite of the difficulty of restoration and understanding, accordingly, the probability certainly favors 
the original text’s having been a latter from a high Roman official, which was copied and cited later as 
evidence for some fiscal or personal privileges. 

Unpublished. Cf. Rep. IT, pp. 215f., no. 3 

1 Cf. especially SIG 831-833, 837-838, all of which 
letters give the full set of titles, filiation, and offices. 
SIG 836, from Delphi, is dated &pyovtos Attokpc&topos 
Kaicapos “ASpiavot to B’, without 2eBaotot, and the 
dedication SIG 835 A is made to Attoxpatopi “AbSpiava 
owtijp1, but the companion SIG 835 B gives Hadrian 
his full titles. We should not expect to have Hadrian’s 
name stand alone, accordingly, but the thing is not 
impossible. We may remember that in Book X of Pliny’s 

Letteys, Trajan’s letters are headed simply “Traianus 
Plinio.”’ (It should be noted that Hadrianus occurs as 
a cognomen among the soldiers of the Palmyrene cohort; 
see Index, s. v.) 

2 The letters of Hadrian cited in note 1, above, where 
the ending is preserved close with evtuyeite and the 
month and day according to the Roman calendar, and 
the place of writing. P. Tebt. 285 adds the consuls. 

181 
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|avtiypagpov vacat 
Javos ‘ASpiaves TaA- 
]t EiepotroAitns 

év T]%) Meootrotapia eipi 
5 ].--.- QloKe 

voyou]s EitaAiKkous 

].1 "Aptepioeiou 

Jou Tetaptou ie 
TET]pak[oo1d]otou ét[o] 

If the word dvtiypagpov stood alone, we should expect it to have been centered, giving us an estimated line 
length of twenty to twenty-five letters. In favor of this, it may be considered that the two left preserved fragments 
of the papyrus are each about 2 cm. wide, while the right fragments are about 3.5 cm. wide; symmetry might favor 
the loss at the left of a line of fragments of equal width. On the other hand, it looks as if the original papyrus had 
been rolled over from the right, before being doubled over between lines 4 and 5. The fragments have arisen in con- 
sequence of the papyrus breaking along the fold lines, and we may posit any desired number of missing folds to 
the left. It is also true that the word davtiypapov without some definition is not very useful. We might expect 
some such heading as Qcot “ASpiavot émiotoAijs 16] a&vtiypagov, which would give an original line length of per- 
haps fifty letters. 

If this was a letter of Hadrian, the text may have continued: TloA| [yupnvav tois &pyouor Kal TH BouAt Xaiperv.2 
On the other hand, it would be possible to think of an individual at this time as being ‘A8piavés TlaA| [wupnvds 
Ka]i EiepotroAitns ; both Palmyra and Hieropolis (Bambyce) had civic organization, and dual citizenship was 
common in Roman as in Hellenistic times. 

If the sense was értrel év t]#) Mecotrotapia ciui, and if this meant “‘now that I am in Mesopotamia,” that is to 
say, the Roman province of that name, it would be an additional argument against the authorship of Hadrian. 
On the other hand, Hadrian was in Asia Minor in A.D. 123 (434 of the Seleucid Era) and in Palestine (that is 
to say, Syria Phoenice) in A.D. 133 (444 of the Seleucid Era). He had been in Palmyra (which belonged to Syria 
Phoenice) in A.D. 129,? and visited Petra in A.D. 130.5 It is not impossible that this entitled him to write, “When 
I am (shall be) in Mesopotamia” (the region). 

I can make nothing of the letters which precede gioxw, beyond the probability that the third of them may 
be an alpha. The total space may accommodate six letters. 

The EitoAiKovs cannot be persons “from Italy.” This usage of Italicus went out with the first century B.C. 
Italy was given political definition by Augustus, but the Italians had the czvitas, except for those who chose to 
perpetuate the nomen Latinum. With Augustus there arose the concept of the jus Italicum, privileges accorded to 
coloniae civium Romanorum in the provinces to equalize their position with that of the Italian cities. Since 
gus Romanum appears in the papyri as oi ‘Papaiwv vopoi, I have no hesitation in restoring the word before 
EitoAiKoUs as vouous. A substantial number of cities in the two Syrias had the jus Italicwm in the third century, 
but only Berytus, an Augustan colony, is on record as having received this privilege earlier.® If this document 
does go back to one of Hadrian’s visits to the East, the reference may have been to some extension of the jus 
Italicum at that time of which we have otherwise no record. In addition to a certain independence from the 
provincial governor, or, at any rate, from his edict, and the right to employ the jus Quiritiwm in matters of 
property, the gus Italicum afforded at least a certain immunity from Imperial taxation.’ 

became a Roman colony see above all the sensible remarks 3 A. H. M. Jones. The Cities of the Eastern Roman 
of Waddington, Voyage Archéologique, p. 596. The evi- Provinces (1937), Pp. 267, gives what is known of the consti- 

tution of Palmyra at this time. 
4 The date is supplied by the inscription CJS IT iii 3959, 

dated in the spring of A.D. 130, which speaks of an 
éTm15Nuia Peo ‘ASpiavot in the preceding year. In his 
honor, Palmyra became ‘ASpiavétroAis (so reported by 
Stephen of Byzantium, I, 498; A. Meineke, 1849), and in 
CIS II iii 3902, a dedication. is made to Aglibol and 
Malachbel by a man named Iarhai who, in the Greek 
version, calls himself T. Avtp. “HAid8mpos *Avtidxou 
“Adpiavos ToAyupnvos; cf. also LeBas-Waddington, 
Voyage Archéologique, 2440, a dedication to a local god 
at Ahire in the Trachonitis by an otherwise unspecified 
“ASpiavos TlaApupnves. For the question when Palmyra 

dence is that of the Digest, 1, 15, 1; cf. further Jones, 
The Cities of the Eastern Roman Provinces, p. 267; Carl 
Watzinger, RE 36, 2 (1949), col. 263, s.v. 

5 P. von Rohden, RE I (1894), cols. 493-520, S. v.; 
W. Weber, Untersuchungen zur Geschichte des Kaisers 
Hadrianus (1907); B. W. Henderson, The Life and 
Principate of the Emperor Hadrian (1923). 

6 Cf. P. Oxy. 1208, 6 (A.D. 291); 1268, 9 (Third Cen- 
tury). The evidence is primarily Digest, 1, 15, 1; cf. 
A. von Premerstein, RE X (1919), cols. 1238-1253, S. v. 

? Premerstein, Joc. cit.; cf. Berger, Encyclopedic Dic- 
tionary of Roman Law (1953), P- 530, S. v. 
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The restoration of either tpioxootot or tetpoxootot, giving the Seleucid year 434 or 444, would be acceptable 
if we assume Hadrian to have been the author of this letter. Such a restoration would establish the line 
length as the shorter of the two alternatives discussed above; that is, in the range of twenty to twenty-five 
letters. The last two letters of érous were written above the line, there being no room for them otherwise. 

46. Private Letter from a Soldier 

fav. D. P. 75 20 X 25.5 cm. Early Third Century Plates XVIII, 2; XIX 

The papyrus was found 22 January 1933 in Wall Street back of Block L7, near Tower 18. It had 

been rolled from right to left longitudinally, so as to leave exposed the address which runs the length 
of the sheet on the verso, but it had been unrolled when it was lost or discarded, for the damage is con- 

centrated in the lower right corner. The corner itself is lost. There are many holes here, and some of the 
recto strips of papyrus are displaced or missing. The greatest damage suffered by the text is in the fading 

or washing of the writing, so that most of the recto is very hard to read if not entirely illegible even in 
places where the surface of the papyrus is perfectly preserved. In contrast, the address on the verso 

is fresh and clear. 
Enough remains merely to show that the letter would have been of considerable interest had it been 

well preserved. The writer calls himself a soldier, and was at Antioch; he addresses a centurion, who 

was at Dura. He describes his adventures in some detail, both military and personal. He had gone 
with the army to a place called Bechufrayn, known also from the archives of the Cohors XX Palmy- 

renorum, and apparently stayed there for some time with his family. Then he left under circumstances 
which are not clear but which do not look honorable, and his later adventures exist only in snatches. 
“Barbarians” are mentioned twice, probably Parthians or Persians. Twice legal action is mentioned, 
and “great preferment”’ (lines 12/13). The writer states that he gave something “‘to the official in charge’, 
(line 16). With time, more can be learned, certainly, for faint traces of writing exist almost everywhere, 

but one must read sensible phrases to know that he is right. 
The writing is on the recto, with the fibers. The address, in the same hand, is also with the fibers 

on the verso. The writer was a competent penman who writes a handsome and easy hand, with large 
and well-shaped letters with few ligatures or serifs. Kappa, mu, and #7 tend to the rounded cursive 

form, but nw lacks the characteristic third-century top with its reverse curve. The style of writing is 
consistent with the absence of the nomen or prenomen “‘Aurel” or “Aurelius” in pointing to a date before 
the Constitutio Antoniniana. A curious feature of the papyrus is the presence at the bottom of three 

lines of writing in the reverse direction, ending with the word yaipeiv. 

Unpublished. Cf. Rep. VI, p. 438, no. 14. 

Recto 

BapoaBPdéas “HA1oSape *Opfovopatou TrAciota Yaipety’ 
Epw@pévos oo1 coTrd&lopai &Tro *Avteioysias. yode[i]v S[E] O€Aco 

oti sis Bnyxxovgpeiv E€oTpaTEeVoUNV Kol E........ e1loOnv 
UsTa Tv oiKeiwov pou atrdvtway [— —].. ayeAnoavtos 

5 épulyo]y Kai AAGoy Kai KaTeoOaOnv €.[ — — jeiO..... QVOELV 

— = 5. .eu €l él B a. apn 

Tos — — _— — — TrO- 
pa U..vT — pz -aoou'cd: . Bnd = — noa 

Ord TOV BapPépav — sv BES Samo pa xel ek 
10 du.aTn.v — — — — acd. 
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Kal 

v peyoAnv 

EKSEIKT}OOI TAEL =— — = _ 

ELOEIVO. . KEL ETTALV _— apServat 

TpooTAoEiAv _— v..€1 &vOpartros Eyevounv Suv. - 
Mar EKSEIK7joOa1 TOV ... ASeAMdv pou, ovseis SE EomOn 

15 UTTO THV BapBapwv —  EIKKOTEPOS TIUMV, Koyo 

ouveAdo [WJetT  — — Se1a ESaKa TH Evapyoo k[ai] 

EOwKE NOL — a aa = 
_- —- _ — TaTp — — _ VEO... 
Aovenvay — — Ole Ka — 

20 ao Se o uv — — £9 

Untroce. . e108 — — a= Oe — Trapa dé 

TO copoAleo]Tepov = — a = ee 
EOUEV KAI UELATEV a a = == 

[ — — ~ ~ J 
af ~ - ~ = 

OA _ QOTTR -- — [— — -— ] 

—- —- — —s— a. vonul _ “= ] 

—- —- — — Tasaomt[l — — ] 

-—- Tov e1iov — — wij Ta pEAN [ -— = ] 

30 yol—_ ss T'S ~=— — _ otloai[e]Uyoue. vacat 

vacat 

In the reverse direction 

O.QpEel a 
oa 

xaiperv. vacat 

Verso 

BapooBPpdabas otpa(tiwtns) 

aro ’ Avtioxeias. 

*Etrid05 é€v Aovpa (ExaTtovTapyxn) ‘HArodapoo *Opfovopatou etra 

2. Understand top<p>opévos: “In good health I greet you from Antioch.’’! The reading at the end of the line is 
intended only to reproduce the sense of the passage. It is very uncertain, and o[e] might be read, if preferable, in 
stead of 8[é]. 5. Read xateotd6nv. The following word may be eij[s or ém[i, and the letters at the end of the 
line may be part of a place name: “‘So-and-so neglecting me, I fled and I went and I betook myself to -onsayn.” 9. I 
cannot read either Saipdvios or Saipav, but the preceding dotted letters, while faint, look very likely. 13/14. It is 
possible to read either Suva| pou or SUve| you. 16. While somewhat faint, the nu in évaépy@ seems clearly that and 
not pi. 30. We should expect the usual closing formula étppdofai oe e¥youai,? and it is possible that oan is for oe, 
although the writer is ordinarily a good speller, beyond a fondness for using epsilon iota for iota. This closing salutation 
is in the same hand as the rest of the letter; Barsabbathas shows a remarkable literacy. Verso. The letters era can be 
read equally well as eita, but I do not know their meaning. 

Uncertain letters are dotted only where the text is consecutive. Stray letters are always uncertain to some 
extent, lacking context, but have been indicated here and there for orientation with the photograph. They 
are not intended in any way to indicate the amount of text which is more or less faintly legible. It is probable 
that with sufficient patience and imagination the entire text can be recovered, wherever the surface of the 
papyrus survives. 

1 This is a shortened form of two Greek epistolary reference to the writer’s well-being in Roman times 
openings. The Hellenistic health wish runs approximately 
ei Eppwoai EU &v Exor Eppw@pEba SE Kal HEIs (KF. X. J. Exler, 
The Form of the Ancient Greek Letter; A Study in Greek 
Epistolography. Diss. Catholic University of America, 
1923, pp. 102-106; Welles, Royal Correspondence, 1934, 
p- 248), but changes to a prayer for health without 

(e.g., TPO ev Tr&VTOOV EVXOUA oe Uyiaiverv; Exler, op. cit., 

p- 107). At the same time there appears a greeting formula 
which recalls the Latin saluto: po pév Travtds &oTr&Copat 

oe (Exler, op. cit., p. 111). I have seen no other instance 
where they are combined: “In health I greet you.” 

an xlen, OP. lt. Ps 75s 
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The document throws a little light on the Roman army in Syria in the years before or after A.D. 200. Neither 
soldier nor centurion had the civitas. The latter has a Greek name common in the region, and especially in Dura, 
but his father’s name is Iranian.? The soldier’s name is Aramaic, and not otherwise known.4 Judging from his 
“flicht,” the soldier was not pleased with his service, and probably had been drafted. He was accompanied 
by his olxeto1 &mavtes. This picture of slack discipline and low morale corresponds with that in 55 (‘‘derelictis 
castris’’) and with the description of such garrison troops in our sources.° 

3 T may quote from a letter of Professor R. N. Frye of 
Harvard: The name “’Op8ovopatns is certainly Persian. 
It occurs and is explained by L. Gray in A. T. Clay, 
Business Documents of Murashti sons of Nippur (Univer- 
sity of Pennsylvania, Babylonian Expedition, 1912), p. 12. 
The name there is Avtanapa, explained as OP* artana- 
pata, ‘protected by righteousness (yia).’ I am not com- 
pletely satisfied since one would expect Arvtapada in this 
(Parthian) period. The use of omicron is quite interesting 
and worthy of further investigation. Theta and phi for 
delta and pi present no problems since variations do 
occur.” 

4On the element -caBfad- in proper names, cf. Rep. 

IX, 3, p. 52, and the comments of L. and J. Robert, 
REG, LXVI (1953), p. 69; Revue de Philologie, XXXII 
(1958), p. 41, note 6. Recently, V. Tcherikover (Scripta 
HMierosolymitana, I, 1954, pp. 78-98) has submitted 
the problem to a searching analysis, coming to the 
conclusion that all of these names derive ultimately 
from the Jewish Sabbath, and that persons and deities 
with such names were associated in some way with 
observers of the Sabbath. One such deity, then, is 
evidenced by this Bar-sabbathas, “‘Son of the Sabbath.”’ 
The popularity of these names belongs to the second and 
third centuries, principally. 

5 Introd., p. 6, and Rep. VI, pp. 299-304. 



E. Lists and Accounts 

47. Assessment of the Tribe of Zebeinas 

Inv. D. Pg. 7 12,5 X 14.5 cu. Third Century Plate XXX, = 

This well-preserved parchment was found by Cumont in 1923 in the ‘“Tower of the Archers’’ (Tower 2), 
and is deposited in the Bibliothéque Nationale in Paris. It contains a list of names in the nominative 

or genitive reflecting the mixed population of Dura in the Roman period: Greek, Roman, Semitic, 

Iranian. The names are followed by numerals (50, 25, 17, and 13). The handwriting is coarse and cursive, 

and contains some additions in another hand, largely illegible. There is no indication whether the as- 
sessment or list of payments was prepared by the provincial or civic administration, or by some tribal 
official. 

Published: Cumont, Fouilles, pp. 317-320, no. VII. 

DvuAn ZePerva 

Zeivaiou v’ Bapipa&k v’ 
DE1oaiou KE’ > ABSacvuoou Ke’ 

Bapaén v “ABS&s Ke’ 

5 Tlakopou Ke’ Kovods v 

Aagatvn v’ TOV *laBpovsou 17’ 
> ACLaios v Anuntpiou v 

DElAG v’ ZeBidi0s *Ayaiou  v’ 

21A0uavou v’ 

10 ZePeid& v’ 

“HA1oS opou v 

"ABL...]agos Kea kee’ 

el iC 
Bap. ..10 ck 

15 BouBan ; 
Aouvieyv Ke’ 
* lapaiou Ke’ 

Moeifou Ke’ 

DEAEUKOS Ke’ 

20 Doueldas v 

2. The letter read as zofa curves to the left and is very short, but I do not see what else it can be. 5. It would be 
equally possible to read Kotoads or Kovés. 7. The first four letters of Anuntpiou are written over an erasure. The 
readings in lines 15-18 and 20 are very uncertain. 

The parchment shows frequent traces of earlier writing, largely erased. Lines 12-14 may have been inten- 
tionally erased also, and they are bordered by a line at the right and below, to set them off. A different hand 
added a word, perhaps a name, over the numeral in line 9, and before the numeral in line ro. I can make nothing 
sensible of this. 

1 It was through the kindness of Franz Cumont that I was able to study the parchment in Paris in the summer 
of 1933. 

186 



47-48: LISTS AND ACCOUNTS 

Cum ont’s readings were as follows: 

OvA(a) ?) OuleBertia (ou T15(Sv) 
ZeiTpaiou v 

187 

BapoBada v’ 
Ze1oaiou Ke’ ° ABSeorTr. ou v 
Bapaxou v’ > ABSas v 

5 Touxopa Ke’ Kovioas v 
Zapauon v’ tav AaBpovdou ty’ 

> ACCaios v’ A... geipiou v 
2a5a v’ Zevatdios. AAou v’ 

papa 
218. atou v’ 

10 ZeBe1Scou v’ 

“HA1o8apou v’ 
ABSer- Ke’ 

rersisi sti 1G 

aerate pla v’ 

15 BotBas v’ 
Aout. .o Ke 

Kadou KE 

Moépos KE 

DEAEUKOS KE 

20 =[ ? Joueidas v 

48. List of Women 

Ca. A.D. 250 Plate XXX, 2 

The parchment, found by Cumont in 1923 in the “Tower of the Archers” (Tower 2), is best known 
for the military record in Latin (94) preserved on the hair side which we have called the recto—although 
both sides of the leather are smoothly finished, and both have preserved the writing clearly.!It is a 
fragment, complete below and along one side; this is the left of the Latin text, where a margin of almost 

2 cm. was left clear, and the right of the Greek list of names, which observes no margin. Above, the 
leather is eaten away irregularly, and there are holes throughout, and the other lateral edge is very 
irregular. Here the verso preserves at a distance of 2-3 cm. the ends of some lines of a preceding column 

of writing, with a kind of scrawl or paragraphus. Since the ends of lines 4—5 of the Latin text were over- 
written by Greek writing in the reverse direction, it is probable that we have a re-used fragment from a 
military roll. 

The writing is a rough cursive similar to that of 47, and probably to be dated to the middle of the third 
century. The nature and purpose of the text is obscure. Cumont suggested expanding © YT into 6uy (atnp) ; 

this is followed in lines 5, 7, and 9 by a masculine name in the genitive case, and in view of the genitive 
standing alone in line 8, may be ®uvy(atpés) or better uy (atpdv), but I cannot explain the term. The 
whole looks like a list of contributions or assessments. Paragraphi separate individual items 4-10, and 

line 10 itself is squeezed in between two previous lines, written in part over the paragraphus. 

Unpublished. Cf. Cumont, Fowles, p. 317, and Pl. CVII. 

inv, D. Pe. 6 V 8.5 X I3 cm. 

Col. i Col. ii 

jeu —=  — 1s 
[ECS eae ] 
] Mathie]. 

] duy ALAN 
5  j.a Buly] Aapatvn 

1 Tt was through the kindness of Franz Cumont that I was enabled to study the parchment in Paris in the 
summer of 1933. 
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] Bapo[...].aeila 

i Suy Oaipn 
] "AKaBa6n 

] Quy BaddijAou 

10 2s NKANNIENIN ove cannes 

1p Mal. .eikas 

]kou .[. ote OTiAN 
—].[..].a 

Recto 

Ins 
]Pipt 
]g6ou 

The name Aagétvns occurs also in 47. The genitive Oaiyn occurs commonly in the rosters with the spelling 
Theme (Introd., p. 65). In lines ro and 12 it would be possible to read 16 tr&v év. In line 2 on the recto, the beta 
may be read also as theta. 

49. List of Arabs 

Inv. D. Pg. 30 7.5 X 6.5°cm: Third Century Plate XXVIII, 2 

This fragment of good parchment, complete above and on the right, was found in the season of 1932/33, 
and so probably in Wall Street west of Blocks L7 and L8. At the top there is a margin of about I cm., 
and at the right one of 1.5 x 2cm.; but here a row of little holes 2 cm. apart shows that the parchment 
was originally part of a roll of sheets sewed together edge to edge. A rectangular piece was cut out of 

the corner itself, approximately 1.6 cm. in each direction. 
The recto (hair side) of the parchment is darkened but smooth and well preserved. The verso is rough 

and pale in color. The names on the recto are written with a careful but rather cursive script. The faint © 
text on the verso is in almost a book-hand, and suggests a literary exercise. 

Unpublished. 
Recto 

] O1padcou: ’ Anuiv 

To]u ’Apivou: Mapa 

] Tou ’Ayiv: 2a- 

].xoABa 

5 ] 2adayx 
] KaaAAina 

The names are Arabic and for the most part well known, but new at Dura. Some of them are mas- 
culine, but M&p6a and KaAAiAa are feminine. The first of these may be complete. The trace of a letter 
preceding it looks like the final stroke of a mu. Apparently the individuals were identified by the names 
of their fathers and grandfathers. 

Verso 

OTe NAP. [ 

Tou o.[ 

1o1 [ 

KA[ 

In line 3, possibly *low. The last letter of line 1 may be either epsilon or omicyon; that in line 2 may be tau but 
cannot be kappa. 
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50. Fragmentary List of Names 

Inv. D. Pg. 7 bis 3.5% Lr cm. Third Century Plate XXX, 3 

This slip of parchment, which from the point of view of the recto is complete above and at the left, 

was found by Cumont in the excavations of 1922/23, and is preserved in the Bibliothéque Nationale 
in Paris.! At the top of the recto there is a free margin of over 3 cm., and one of about I cm. at the left. 

The writing on the verso runs in the opposite direction of the sheet, leaving a free margin of 1.5 cm. at 
the left but no margin at all at the bottom. 

The script is a fluent third-century cursive, cleanly written. It is possible that both sides are in the 

same hand, and both consist of lists of names in the nominative or genitive cases. Line 9 of the recto 
mentions the sum of 61 denarii, perhaps a total. Lines 7~9 of the recto and lines 9-11 of the verso are 
separated by paragraphi. 

Unpublished. 

Recto Verso 

S1aK vo [ val 

* ABSnAas [ paral 
Eilaios *ABL ail 

ZeBatoy [ [a 
Be erayr see 

‘i = 
= Mage 
NCEE Mev. [ 

(Snvapia) Ea’ *lovafi 
10 *Eotov.[ 

2m P[ 

Dose fol 

On the basis of line 1 of the recto, it would be possible to recognize here a list of 8:éx(ovo1) of some sort, 
secular or religious. 

51. Fragmentary List of Names (?) 

Inv. D. P. 86 TA <1, cin: Third Century 

This tattered fragment of a papyrus roll was found in the season of 1932/33, and so probably in Wall 
Street west of Blocks L7 and L8. Its character is quite uncertain, but the very narrow columns of writing 
and the word in line 2 of the first column suggest a name list. The writing, a very hasty cursive, belongs 

probably to the mid-third century. 
The second column of writing was about 4 cm. wide, the first column somewhat more. Between the 

columns there is a free space of about I cm., and a margin of 3 cm. at the right, 4 cm. or more at the 

bottom. The original edge of the papyrus sheet, with a KOAAnua, may be preserved at the right. 

Unpublished. 
Col. i Col. 1 

HW seis [epeeercre hee [— —]el 
|joetar &tr&toop [ ?] [ieee = OmTeC: [Foxe fa[iecatlens 

Jout. .[. . ]aBou [..].KnNvou 

oie KQILS [Le] 

5 ae OlItelK[ierel|: 

1 TI owe my knowledge of this parchment to the kindness of Franz Cumont, who enabled me to study it in Paris in 
the summer of 1933. 
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52. Fragmentary Account 

Inv, Dy.P.79 8.5 X 6.3 cm. Third Century 

This papyrus fragment was found in the season of 1932/33, and so probably in Wall Street west of 
Blocks L7 and L8. It contains only one line of writing in large letters of the third century. Above this 
is about I cm., below about 4.7 cm. of blank papyrus. Writing is on the recto with the fibers. 

Unpublished. 

]xnv Beaaixoo (Snvapia) 1’ 

Possibly ev]yjv, but hardly kat’ ev]x1v unless BeAAixoo conceals a god’s name. I cannot explain this, 
unless it is the common Latin cognomen “‘Bellicus.”’ 

53. Fragment of a Waxed Tablet, with Accounts 

Inv. F 1013 27, XS 2 Cine Second or Third Century Plate XVI, 3 

Found in Tower 19 on 28 December 1932, this is the only fragment of a waxed tablet with writing 

found at Dura. It is probably the inner leaf of a triptych, and consisted of a smooth rectangle of wood, 
(identified as Turkish box),! 0.35 cm. thick, hollowed out on each side to an average depth of about 

0.I cm., giving a recessed face on either side surrounded by a rim, which is here 0.4 cm. wide at the top, 
0.3 cm. wide at the side, and about 1.5 cm. wide at the bottom. On the lateral rim, two pairs of holes 

I cm. apart and about 2 cm. from top and bottom held the thread which fastened the triptych. Both 
faces were lightly covered with a reddish-brown wax, but only one of these surfaces is well enough 

preserved to show writing. This gives the ends of thirteen lines of an account in denarii, with space 
enough at the bottom for a missing fourteenth line, where both the wax and the wood itself are damaged. 

The break at the left is a clean split along the grain of the wood. 
The writing is a sloping cursive, somewhat obscured by traces of an earlier text imperfectly erased. 

Letter shapes, notably kappa and nu, suggest the second century rather than the third. 

Unpublished. 

jor’ 289 J Qvd' 554 denarii 

JU’ 57 ]xKtL’ 27 1/2 denarii 
]KBL’ 22 M2, 10 ] xox’ 220 denaril 

]pic’ 117 |] pe’ 55 denarii 

5 eae 67 1/2 ] KF’ 26 denarii 

]9¢t1r1n/ 388 denarii ]*AU 37 denarii 

Jod’ 74 
A line is drawn across below lines 1, 2, 4, 6, and 8. 

1 For this identification I am indebted to Professor 
William L. Stern of the Yale School of Forestry. He 
writes in part: “‘I have identified the wood as Turkish 
Box or Turkish Boxwood. The botanical name for this 
species is Buxus sempervivens, the epithet referring no 
doubt to the evergreen nature of the foliage. The natural 
range of the species is southern Europe, North Africa, and 
western Asia. I find that there are records which indicate 
that the box has been in cultivation since ancient times. 

Its handsome evergreen foliage presents a striking ap- 
pearance. The wood is very fine textured and is admirably 
suited to all kinds of fine carving and turning.’’ Theo- 
phrastus, Histovia Plantarum, mentions this tU€os often 
and praises it highly. He comments that it could hardly 
be grown in Babylonia (iv, 4, 1) since it was a mountain 
tree (iii, 3, 1). Whether the tablet or the wood from which 
it was made came to Dura in Roman times or earlier, it 
is evident that it was an import from the north or west. 



IJ. FILES OF THE COHORS VICESIMA PALMYRENORUM 

A. Regulations 

54. The Feriale Duranum = |; 

Inv. D. P.2 Height, 23 cm.; original length, 120 cm. A.D. 225-235, possibly 225-227 Plate XXXII 

The papyrus was found during the season of 1931/32 in the officium of the Cohors XX Palmyre- 

norum, room W13 of the Temple of Artemis Azzanathkona. (Most of the military papyri having 

been found in this room, this remark is repeated hereafter only where its absence would cause uncertainty.) 

Description 

This papyrus in its original state was a roll with a maximum height of about 23 cm. and an estimated 
length of 120 cm. The verso is blank. The text on the recto is in rustic capitals throughout, and is divided 

into four broad columns approximately 25 cm. in width by intercolumnar spaces of 5-6 cm. The top 
margin varies from 0.8-1.1 cm., the bottom, from I-1.2 cm. There were about sixty letters to the line 

(though Col. ii, 1, has seventy-two), and twenty-eight or twenty-nine lines in each of the first two co- 
lumns; the third probably had as many, but the fourth could scarcely have been more than half filled. 

The text consists of a series of entries all of which follow the same pattern: a date by day and month, 

the name of a holiday or anniversary (usually in a phrase with 0b, sometimes in a quod-clause), the name 

of the recipient of the observance, and the designation of a cult-act, usually supplicatio, b(ovem) m(arem), 

taurum, or b(ovem) f(eminam). Most of the entries require only one line; when more are needed, the 

second and successive lines are indented by the width of three or four letters. 
At present the papyrus consists of fragments of varying size, nine of which contain the remains of 

Col. 1 and show that it covered the period from January 1 to the middle of March. One large piece, 

complete across the top and at one point on the bottom, and two smaller pieces preserve nearly all of 

Col. ii, with dates from March 19 to the end of August. Five series of small fragments, about twenty- 
five in all, indicate that Col. iii began with August 31 but do not make possible a guess about its latest 
entry; and last, a series of half a dozen small fragments from Col. iv show that an entry for the Satur- 

nalia probably occurred in lines 7-8. Four tiny scraps containing one or two letters each have never 

been placed; and the location of some of the fragments in Cols. i and ii has been disputed. See the ap- 

paratus and commentary on i, 24-27, and ii, 26-28. 

The papyrus was already much worn when it was discarded. The left edge of Col. i had been backed 
with a piece of another papyrus which reveals traces of a text in Latin cursive. Traces of cursive letters 
are visible in the photograph on Frags. I and 4, lines 17-19, 23, and 26-27. (To avoid confusion, the 

designation of the fragments is continued from the first publication.) Col. ii was similarly mended with 
blank papyrus at the top of the left side and in the middle. These repairs were rather carelessly effected ; 
and in addition it seems very likely that the right half of Col. iv had become detached and been lost 

before the papyrus was discarded. 

Date 

This redaction of the Feriale belongs, of course, to the reign of Severus Alexander (cf. Col. 1, 23-29; 
Col. ii, 16-18 and 26); and a terminus post quem is set by the fact that Julia Maesa has already been 
consecrated as a diva, probably in A. D. 225 (Col. ii, 7). It is possible that a ¢teyminus ante quem is pro- 

vided by Col. i, 11-12. If the occasion is in fact the natalis of Lucius Seius, Alexander’s father-in-law, 
the latest date for the Feriale would be 227; but see the commentary ad loc. 

IgI 
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Classification 

The character of this text as a feriale, that is, a list of festivals, is self-evident; and, as Hoey has 

demonstrated in detail’, the use of the Latin language and capital script proves its official nature, its 
presence in the archives of the Cohors XX Palmyrenorum shows that it was intended for the army, the 
absence of any festivals of a strictly local nature is evidence that it was the standard feriale for all the 
armies of the empire, and the exclusion of all non-Roman gods and festivals is proof that this was the 

traditional calendar of observances which in its main outlines was as old as the time of Augustus.? 

Content 

The occasions prescribed for observance fall into two, or at most three, categories. One consists of 

the feriae publicae and rites of the gods; the second of the cult of the divi and the emperor. The possible 

third group comprises occasions whose interest is chiefly military; but since all of them are also closely 

linked with either the cults of the gods or the Imperial cult, one may question whether they constitute 
a really distinct type. (See Hoey, Feviale, p. 203). 

In the first category are the Kalendae Januariae (i, 1), the Quinquatrus (ii, 1), the Natalis Urbis 

Romae (ii, 5), the Vestalia (ii, 15), the Neptunalia (ii, 22), the Circenses Salutares (ii, 25), the Saturnalia 

(iv, 7-8), the Natalis Martis on March I (i, 19-20), and the Circenses Martiales (ii, 9), May 12, on the 

anniversary of Augustus’ dedication of his aedicula of Mars Ultor in 20 B. C. Hoey (Female, p. 165, cf. 
p. 204) correctly describes these festivals as “the most unexpected element in the contents of the 
Feriale’’ because of the former communis opinio that official civil religion and the official religion of 
the army were entirely distinct. The cult of the Imperial family includes the annual vota of January 3 
(i, 2-6); the natales of divi and divae and of course the reigning emperor, Severus Alexander, and 

his family; the dies imperii of divi from Trajan onward; and the anniversaries of Alexander’s assumpt- 
ion of the toga virilis and his designation as Caesar (ii, 16-17), his first designation as consul (ii, 18), his 

dies imperii (i, 23-26), and his receipt of the titles Augustus, pater patriae, and pontifex maximus (i, 
27-29). The military holidays are: 1) the date of the honesta missio and the first stipendium, January 7, 

which may also be a sort of dies imperii of Augustus (i, 7-9); 2) the anniversary of Septimius 

Severus’ Parthian victory (i, 14-16); 3) two days designated as Rosaliae Signorum (ii, 8 and 14); 
and perhaps 4) the natalis of Germanicus (ii, 12-13). Hoey (Feriale, p. 203) includes here the two 
entries for Mars and omits the natalis of Germanicus, though in his commentary on the latter (p. 
138) he reasons that Germanicus, even though he was never deified, was included in the Feriale at this 

period “‘as one of the great military leaders and heroes of the empire.’’ Nock (p. 188) regards only January 7 
and the two Rosaliae as military celebrations. These differences, however, merely point up the correct- 
ness of Hoey’s formulation (p. 203) that in the Feriale we have proof that “allowance once made for the 

inevitable abbreviation [in a festivallist intended for the armed forces], the official religion of the Roman 

army and the official religion of the Roman state are in all essentials one and the same.’”’ The com- 

mentaries on individual entries cover in detail the problems of classifying the occasions in this last 
group. 

Origin 

As already mentioned (note 2 above), Hoey, Nock, and Gilliam agree that the present text is a Severan 
redaction of a military feriale which owes its origin and basic features to Augustus.’ The only later 

additions were the anniversaries of the divi and divae and the Imperial cult generally, the natalis of 
Germanicus, and, according to Nock (p. 197), the Natalis Urbis Romae. Hoey believes that the Rosaliae 

1 Hoey, Feriale, pp. 28-36. (For form of citation here 3 Hoey is not explicit on Augustus’ role in the choice of 
and below, see p. 197.) feriae publicae to be celebrated; but he makes clear that 

2 Nock, pp. 195-197, 203; Gilliam, pp. 183-186; and at least the Saturnalia was observed by the army in the 

cf. Hoey, Feriale, p. 174. time of the Republic (Feviale, p. 161, note 737); and others 
must have been. See p. 196, note 4, below. 
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Signorum also were “probably introduced into the military calendar during the IInd century A. D.” 
(Feriale, p. 172 and note 797). 

Purpose and Significance 

In his discussion of the Dura Feriale and official religion (pp. 165-210), Hoey emphasizes the traditional 

Roman character of the prescriptions in the Feriale. On the one hand, most of the festivals named have 

no special appropriateness to military affairs, but are drawn direct from the official civil religion; on 

the other hand, all cults not of Roman origin, even those of deities as well naturalized as Magna Mater 
and Isis, are omitted (Hoey, pp. 32—35). From this he concludes that occasions with relatively little 

popular appeal, such as the Vestalia, the Natalis Urbis Romae, and the Circenses Salutares, were cele- 

brated because of the vital importance of the related deities to the welfare of the Roman state. The 

same might be said of the vota on January 3, though it contains an additional element in its connection 

with the Imperial cult. On the other hand, the Quinquatrus, the Neptunalia, and above all the Saturnalia, 
were present as holidays pure and simple. As the army of the Roman people, the Roman army ‘“‘was 
obliged to carry out the official acts of homage to the state gods, but as such it could claim also the right 

to enjoy, at least to a limited extent, the festive occasions, the laetitiae publicae, of the Roman people”’ 
(Hoey, p. 173 and cf. p. 205). Regarding the Imperial cult, though no explicit statement is made, the 

discussion of dynastic motives in determining the selection of divi whose dies imperii are celebrated 
(pp. 186f.) perhaps justifies saying that in Hoey’s view all of the anniversaries of the Imperial families 
which are included were intended to promote loyalty to the reigning emperor. Finally, the tenor of the 
Feriale as a whole is interpreted (esp. pp. 206-210) as evidence that religion was consciously used as 

a means of Romanization, at least within the army. 

These views are not accepted by Nock, who has himself provided a summary of his own interpretation 

(p. 242): 
“The Feriale Duranum has proved that one military unit, and probably all military units, performed 
acts of worship not only on numerous Imperial anniversaries, but also on various other festivals. This 
was the outcome of a special directive, probably due to Augustus, and not of any intrinsic obligation to 
carry out traditional acts of homage to the state gods. We cannot suppose any deliberate policy of Roma- 
nization by cult or any other means. Roman policy aimed at disciplina and at its civil counterpart. It 
is significant that Roman troops showed a marked neutrality in the religious conflicts of the third and 
fourth centuries.” 

Nock’s arguments are that ferias observare meant abstention from ordinary occupations but not 
an obligation to perform any specific acts of worship (p. 189) and that official rituals on the feriae pub- 
licae were performed in Rome and there only—could not in fact be performed elsewhere. “The annual 

sacrifices and supplications prescribed by the Feriale Duranum were new and independent ceremonies” 
(p. 192 and cf. Hoey, Feriale, pp. 190-202 on supplicationes). But when long foreign campaigns kept Romans 
in service from their homes for extended periods, they “celebrated the Saturnalia and January I as a 
Roman householder would, by way of private if in fact corporate observance’ (p. 193). Then when a 

standing army was established formally, “‘at some time ..... a selection of festivals was made for the 
ELOOpS. ...\. No religious observances were involved, but certain festivals stood out and were natural 
occasions for enjoyment..... What was to be done at military headquarters could hardly be left to 
individual initiative ..... For military purposes it was necessary also to specify what the observance 
should be, whether immolatio or the convenient supplicatio”’ (p. 194). ““The supposition that Augustus 

created a military calendar of religious observances would be fully consonant with his whole policy of 

establishing a decent Roman order in which each part of society had its function, status, and duties. 
The old virtues must be restored; one of them was piety, on the exercise of which the peculiar greatness 

of Rome was held to rest..... The personal loyalty of the armies to their supreme commander was 
indispensable but was not enough. His soldiers would do their part the better if they worshipped the gods, 

and their work of guarding the Roman peace would be the more effective for being hallowed” (p. 195). 

13 
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As for the omission of all mention of Cybele, Isis, Mithras, and other non-Roman deities, “It was 
festivals, not deities, that were commemorated; Mithras had none. ...and, as far as we know, Dolichenus 

had none..... ” (p. 197, note 32). “In general the Feriale represents a selection from established fes- 

tivals, as they were set forth in the calendars..... Cybele as Mater Deum had her place in these..... 
since 191 B. C. she had her temple on the Palatine and her ludi..... Her omission from the original 
list [Augustus’ military feriale] can hardly have been due to any feeling that she was in a sense alien..... 

But she was omitted; this set a precedent..... Deified emperors had to be added; otherwise free ex- 
pansion of the list could not be contemplated and there would perhaps have been some feeling against 

substituting new festivals for any already in the list..... The absence of a festival from the list is there- 
fore no sign of antipathy or disapproval; Isis..... gave her name to a ship in the fleet” (p. 198). “It 
IS stints even more significant for the interpretation of official policy to find as the watchword at Dura 
for one day Iuppiter Dolichenus s(anctus?). This was a matter of formal action, formally recorded, yet 

Dolichenus was a deity who was never received among the Roman gods” (p. 200). 

Romanization was mostly a matter of individual initiative; ““Rome encouraged the..... arts of 
peace; she did not otherwise set herself to mould men’s minds and feelings..... significant is the con- 

sistent official indifference to the progressive hellenization of many Roman coloniae in the Near East 

and to the use of the Palmyrene language after Palmyra acquired the status of a colonia. What mattered 
was Romana iustitia” (p. 204). 

“Between Akhnaton and the Sassanian monarchy it would be hard to find outside Judaea any clear 
attempt by a state to direct the religious lives of its own members or subjects” (p. 208); this is true of 

the Hellenistic period in general and specifically of Antiochus IV (pp. 208-211); and when Roman 
power replaced the Hellenistic monarchies, “Official intervention was confined to situations which 
seemed to involve a threat to good public order’”’ (p. 212), such as the Bacchanalia, Druidism, and 

Christianity (pp. 212-219). There were normally no sanctions to compel citizens to participate in par- 
ticular sacra or avoid others (pp. 212f.); and Decius himself, as well as Diocletian and Marcus Au- 
relius, neither insisted on worship of particular deities nor withheld their patronage from non-Roman 

gods. ““The short and misguided attempt of Elagabalus to establish the primacy of his own Elagabal 
was unique: otherwise, it is hard to see a deliberate positive religious policy between Augustus and 

Aurelian” (pp. 219-223). 
In the army soldiers of all ranks made dedications to non-Roman gods as well as Roman, Christians 

served in the army in numbers and were generally tolerated, and the army as a whole seemed able to 
shift from paganism to Christianity, as under Jovian, or from Christianity to paganism, as under Julian, 
with very little concern. “If there was any wish to condition the soldiers and create in them a particular 
sentiment for the ancient Roman gods, its success was decidedly limited..... Menceeee remained 
strongly attached to the worships of their homes..... Surely it is precisely such feelings which any 

policy of Romanization in religion might have sought to combat”’ (pp. 223-2209). 
sage we may conclude that the Feriale Duranum does not imply a policy of Romanization as some- 

thing planned and maintained for the purpose. A regular list of suitable holidays was a natural part of 
organized military life and of Augustan policy in general. There was a certain value in uniformity, 
but individual units had a good deal of liberty of action. While it is not right to think of the old Roman 
gods as largely superseded in the third century, the Feriale was, at least for units in the Near East and 

particularly for a Cohors Palmyrenorum, in part a survival..... “(p220): 
Gilliam concurs in Nock’s view that the idea of a military religious calendar originated in a decree 

of Augustus rather than in any obligation of the army to conduct religious observances and also in the 
belief that Augustus’ calendar continued until the time of the Feriale without notable changes except 

in Imperial anniversaries. But in regard to the original purpose of such a calendar he says (pp. 184 and 
186), ““Augustus’ attempt to maintain, revive, and extend Roman traditions among the Roman citizen- 
body, is one of the most familiar and most characteristic aspects of his program..... One would cer- 
tainly assume that Augustus’ concern for mores Romani extended to the legions. ..... If Rome was 
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to continue to rule a peregrine empire, at least the legionary core of the army had to remain Roman. 
The requirement of citizenship for entrance into the legions was a formal expression of this fact. But 
surely Augustus desired the legions to be Roman in more than legal status..... it seems reasonable 

to suppose that in prescribing observances of the feriae publicae, a major consideration was his deter- 
mination to maintain and reinforce his legionaries’ Roman character, in which traditional piety was an 
essential element. If the military feriale was originally an instrument of Romanization..... it does 
not of course follow that the retention of the Feriale necessarily involved similar motives in later periods 
Aa On the other hand, this is not to say that [these feriae] had no meaning and no effect at all. Such 
holidays, like the rest of the soldier’s routine, his use of Latin however limited, and his uniform, helped 

serve to distinguish him from civilians and to remind him that he was a Roman soldier.”’ 
This interpretation, which approximates Hoey’s, appears to be the most satisfactory, or perhaps one 

even somewhat closer to Hoey’s. Limitations of space forbid a discussion here of Nock’s rich, varied, 

and thought-provoking material in the detail which it deserves; but if one concentrates mainly on the 

evidence of the Feriale itself, and on the historical setting in which the military religious calendar had 

evolved up to the time of Severus Alexander, certain probabilities do seem to emerge. The choice of 
particular feriae publicae, for example, is significant. If the omission of the ludi of Magna Mater does 

not signify disapproval, we must nevertheless ask whether there is a reasonable explanation to account 

for this and similar omissions when at the same time feriae which had almost no popularity, the Vestalia, 
the Natalis Urbis Romae, and the Circenses Salutares, were included. Insufficient attention has been 

paid to Hoey’s demonstration (Feviale, pp. 167-173) that these feriae are on a quite different footing from 
those which were holidays merely, such as the Quinquatrus and the Saturnalia; and this distinction gains 
force if we accept Nock’s very probable suggestion that the Natalis Urbis Romae was added by Hadrian. 

Surely the reason for this rigorous adherence to feriae of strictly Roman deities in spite of their lack of 
popularity is the two-fold one that Vesta and Salus — and later, Roma — must for the welfare of the 
nation be served by all Romans and that this worship ought to be inculcated into all Romans, such as 

soldiers, who might not have had an opportunity to learn of it in any other way. 

It may be true, of course, that the provisions of the Feriale were by Alexander’s time largely survivals; 

but if so, it was not for lack of occasions for review and revision. The addition of the Natalis Urbis Romae, 

if made by Hadrian, shows that the list of feriae could be reviewed and revised; likewise the Rosaliae 

Signorum, if Hoey is right in supposing that they were added in the second century. But the Imperial 

cult above all made it certain that the military religious calendar would come frequently under official 
scrutiny. Every change of dynasty, especially if a damnatio memoriae were involved, would require 
a host of changes; and even a new emperor of the same dynasty would mean that other natales, another 

dies imperii, other anniversaries of the Caesarship, the toga virilis, the first consulate, and titles like 
pater patriae and pontifex maximus would have to be added and the corresponding ones of the former 

emperor deleted, while the predecessor’s new status as divus, if he were deified, would also have to be 

appropriately commemorated. Not only that, but within any emperor’s reign, if it lasted more than a 

year or two, there might be marriages, the birth of children, the deification of relatives, adoptions, or 

military victories which would call for new observances and perhaps the deletion of existing ones. Ex- 

cept for the reign of Antoninus Pius (and possibly Hadrian) it is difficult to find a time from Augustus 
to Alexander when so much as five years elapsed without bringing one or another occasion of these 
types. If then the traditional Roman character of the Feriale survives unchanged after two hundred 

years of constant revision, it can scarcely be wholly the result of inertia or indifference, but of deliberate 

retention of the pattern set by Augustus; and this in turn must have its basis in the notion that only 
the days prescribed are suitable for official recognition by a Roman army. 

Nock’s observation that the keeping of feriae among the Romans did not require positive acts of 
worship but only abstention from ordinary business is a valuable one; but as applied to the army it 

is perhaps in need of a modification which will help to explain why deities who were extensively worshiped 
among Romans and had even been officially received into the Roman pantheon are nevertheless 

73% 
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not accorded a place in the Feriale, and in fact why a military feriale should exist at all. Cicero, quoted 
by Nock, says, feriarum..... vatio in liberis requietem litium habet..... in servis operum et laborum 

(Leges, ii, 29). But what of 7m militibus, not mentioned by Cicero? Clearly, a soldier in active service 

has in theory no time which he can call his own except when he is on leave. Otherwise he is on call 
twenty-four hours of the day; and even leaves may be cancelled at the commanding officer’s discretion. 
On the other hand, though it is true that “the official rituals of the feriae publicae..... were performed 
in Rome and Rome alone” (Nock, p. 192) and the cults of particular deities were in general carried on 

by the appropriate priests, none the less a Roman citizen had a right to participate if he chose, if only 
as a bystander, and the supplicatio ad omnia pulvinaria of the Republic was specifically intended for 
individual acts of worship. So the Roman soldier, as a citizen, must have felt entitled to participate in 
some way, if his conscience so dictated and a means could be devised, in the solemnities of feriae. But 

the only way in which the two conflicting claims of military discipline and the practice of pietas could 
be reconciled was for the commanding general to give his official permission for his troops to use all 

or parts of specified days for religious acts in honor of certain deities. What days were thus set aside 
would in the era of the autonomous generals of the Republic depend upon the individual general. As 
Gilliam reminds us (p. 187), essential routines — guard duty, for example — could never be suspended, 

so that individual soldiers might after all be deprived of participation; and in the nature of military 
life it is certain that not many such holidays would be granted — only the ones that the general deemed 
essential. These would naturally be for the most part the old traditional Roman feriae. If any soldier 
wanted to do homage to Isis or Jehovah, no one would object; but he must manage as best he could. 

He could not expect official assistance in finding time for purely private non-Roman devotions. The 
fact is, at any rate, that feriae were celebrated in the armies of the Republic’, and that this could have 
been done only with the commander’s consent, whether granted separately on each occasion or given 
in advance by the issuance of a kind of feriale valid only for the troops under his command. Augustus, 
then, in issuing a feriale, must have had precedents before him. The difference was that he was now 

commander of all the armed forces of the Roman state and the generals in the field were only his legati. 
His feriale therefore had a universal validity and could be used as an instrument for propagating the 
views which the central Imperial administration wished to emphasize as a matter of policy. 

What the official policy was is sufficiently apparent from the Feriale Duranum — worship of the 

gods on whom Rome’s welfare depended, loyalty to the emperor and to the memory of good emperors 
of the past, pride in the earlier achievements of Roman arms, all tempered by traditional merry-making 
on traditional holidays. In all this the role of the government was positive, not repressive; and it may 

be that Nock is unconsciously influenced by our intolerant universal monotheism when he speaks of 
“feelings which any policy of Romanization in religion might have sought to combat’”’ (p. 223). As 
polytheists themselves, the Roman government can hardly have had the notion of Romanizing the 
troops or provincials generally by requiring them to give up any of their own gods; and indeed Nock 
shows at some length (pp. 212-219) that from the Senatus consultum de Bacchanalibus down to Decius 

official interference in religious practices, whether Druidism or Christianity, was occasioned “‘not because 
the Roman gods were failing to get their due but because particular practices or groups were held to be 
unsuitable or subversive or demoralizing” (p. 217). What Romanization did mean was an understanding 

and acceptance of Roman culture and attitudes apart from or in addition to one’s own native traits; 
and this, in the religious sphere, appears to be what the Feriale was designed to accomplish. This affir- 
mative attitude of the Roman government is nicely paralleled by the matter of language which Nock 
discusses on pp. 204-207. He admits that Latin was the official language of the entire army, including 

4 Above, p. 192, note 3. Suetonius’ report in Julius, Quod etiam sine causa plerumque faciebat, praecipue pluviis 
65 shows that such days must have occurred with some et festis diebus. Cf. also Appian, Bell. Civ., v, 34 (siege of 
frequency and ordinarily involved some relaxation of Perugia by Octavian): voupevias 5& Etous és THY EtrIOUCav 
GutieSaae ser exactoy gravissimus disciplinae ut neque ‘t\pépav ovons, puAc&Eas 6 AeUKios Thy EopTiy ds apEAEias ToIs 
itinevis neque proelii tempus denuntiaret sed pavatum et  TroAepiois aitiav, é€éPope vuKTOs éTTi TAS TTUAAS aUTOY. 
intentum momentis omnibus quo vellet subito educeret. 
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the auxilia and “‘probably of native formations,’”’ but argues that this was “‘in origin purely practical; 
how else could orders have been issued ?”’ (p. 207). They could certainly, anywhere east of the Adriatic, 

have been issued in Greek; and in the case of the numeri we learn from Hyginus that they received 

orders in their own native language®. But for all that the troops were required to understand a certain 

minimum amount of Latin even though the army corresponded with civilians in Greek. The object was 
not to cause the men to abandon or forget their native tongue but to learn Latin and whatever feeling 
for Roman institutions went with it. 

Finally, the evidence which Nock adduces (pp. 223-226) to prove that Romanization did not in fact 

make any striking progress and that even Christians found it possible to serve in the army, as they 
could not have done “‘if there had been anything like a deliberate and sustained attempt to create 
traditional religious feelings’ (p. 223), does not prove that the intention of upholding and inculcating 

traditional Roman religion was lacking in the Feriale. By a similar argument one might prove that our 
present-day churches have no interest in religion and our colleges no intention of educating; and Nock’s 
own evidence makes it clear that neither the Christians nor the Roman government wanted as a rule 

to press the issue of Christianity and paganism when it involved army personnel. And as for Nock’s 
point about the flexibility of conscience of the fourth-century army in regard to religious matters, one 
need only say that it proves nothing about the Feriale a century earlier. The fifty years of anarchy and 
the experiments and innovations of Decius, Aurelian, Diocletian, Constantine, and Julian may well 

have induced in the army as a whole a feeling of bewilderment and a tradition of laissez-faire; but in 
any case the question respecting the Feriale is not the attitude of the soldiers but the intentions of the 

administration which prescribed it. 

Published: Robert O. Fink, Allan S. Hoey, Walter F. Snyder, YCS, VII (1940), pp. 1-222 (cited as “Fink, 
etc., Feriale’). Cf. preliminary notices: M. I. Rostovtzeff, CRAJ, 1933, pp. 312f.; Miinchener Bettrdge, XIX 
(1934), pp. 364-367; Rep. V, pp. 295f., Pl. XXXI, 2. Articles on special topics: Allan S. Hoey, “Rosaliae 
Signorum,” Harvard Theological Review, XXX (1937), pp. 15-35; “Official Policy toward Oriental Cults in 
the Roman Army,” TAPA, LXX (1939), pp. 456-481; James H. Oliver, “‘Notes on Documents of the Roman 
East,” AJA, XLV (1941), pp. 540f.; ““The Divi of the Hadrianic Period,” Harvard Theological Review, XLII 
(1949), pp. 35-40; Robert O. Fink, “Feriale Duranum I, 1, and Mater Castrorum,” AJA, XLVIII (1944), pp. 
17-19; Arthur Darby Nock, ‘“‘The Roman Army and the Roman Religious Year,’ Harvard Theological Review, 
XLV (1952), pp. 187-252 (cited as ‘““Nock’”’); James F. Gilliam, “The Roman Military Feriale,” 2bid., XLVII 
(1954), pp. 183-196 (cited as “‘Gilliam’”’). The following reviews may be noted: Henry A. Sanders, Classical 
Weekly, XXXIV (1941), pp. 271f.; Kenneth Scott, American Historical Review, XLVII (1941), p. 182; Lily 
Ross Taylor, AJA, XLVI (1942), pp. 310f.; S. Weinstock, JRS, XXXII (1942), pp. 127-129; Aline Abaecherli 
Boyce, Classical Philology, XX XVIII (1943), pp. 64-66; Fr. Cumont, Chronique d’Egypte, XXII (1947), pp. 
16of. The papyrus is reproduced in part, J. Mallon, Paléographie Romaine (1952), Pl. XVII, 4. 

Colts 

[Kal(endis) Ianuaris — — — ca. 42 — — —] 
[III Nonas Ianuarias quod solvantur ac nuncupentur vjota et ob salutem 

[domini nostri M(arci) Aureli Severi Alexandri Aug(usti) et ob aeternjitatem 
[impe]ri p(opuli) [R(omani) Iovi O(ptimo) M(aximo) b(ovem) m(arem), Iunoni Reginae 

b(ovem) f(eminam), Minervae b(ovem) f(eminam), Iovi Victori] 

b(ovem) m(arem), 

5 [....].s. [/- — — ca. 12 — — — Marti Patri taurum, Marti Victori tajurum, 

[Vict]oriae b(ovem) [f{(eminam) — — — 
[VII Idus] Ianu[arias quod detur emeritis honesta missio cum usu privillegio- 

5 De munitionibus castrorum, ed. Domaszewski, 43: audiant. The manuscript reading is vinam tessera, so I 
Summacharios et veliquas nationes quotiens per strigas should prefer to understand vivam tesseram; but the basic 
distribuimus non plus quam tripertiti esse debebunt nec meaning remains unaltered in any event. 
longe abalterutrum ut viva tessera suo vocabulo citationis 
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[rum] yel numef[re|n[t]ur [militibus stipendia I(ovi) O(ptimo) M(aximo), b(ovem) 
m(arem), Iunoni b(ovem) f(eminam), Minervae] b(ovem) 
{(eminam), 

[Salu]ti b(ovem) f(eminam), Marti Patri tt{aurum — — — 

10 V[I Idus IJanuarias ob nata[lem Divae ........ DivAe aris hiaes supp |licatio 

[.. Idus IJanuarias ob natale[m Luci —3-4— Caesaris — — — ca. 14 — — —] Luci 

[-s-[3-4] Aug] 
[3-4 C]aesaris 

VIT[IT Kal(endas)} Febrarias ob nata{lem Divi Hadriani Divo Hadriano b(ovem) m(arem)] 
V Kfajl(endas) [Feb]rarias ob v{ilctorifas Arabicam et Adiabenicam et Parthica]m Maxi- 

15 m{a]m Divi Seve[ri e|t ob [imperium Divi Traiani, Victoriae Part]hic[a]e 
‘b(ovem) [f(eminam), D]ivo Traian[o b(ovem) m(arem) |] 

Prid(ie) N{onas FJebraria[s o]b 1[mperium Divi Antonini Magni supplicat]io, Divo 
Antonino M[fagno] b(ovem m(arem)[ 

Kal(endis) M[a]rtis ob c{e]r[imo]nia{s natalicias Martis Patris Victoris Marti] Patri 
20 Victori tau[rum 

Prid Nonfis MaJr[tis ob] im[{perium Divi Marci Antonini et Divi Luci Veri D]jivo Mar- 

co b(ovem) [m(arem), Divo Lucio] b(ovem) m(arem)[ 

III I{djus M[artias quod] Imp(erator) [Caesar M(arcus) Aurelius Severus Alexander im]perator 

ap[pellat|u[s sit Io}vi b(ovem) m(arem), [Iunoni b(ovem) f(eminam), Minervae b(ovem) 

f(eminam), — — — ca. 16 — — — MaJrti b(ovem) m(arem); 
[quod } 

25 fa mijlitibfus d(omini) n(ostri)] Aug(usti) [Imp(eratoris) Marci Aureli Severi Alexandri 
Alexande]r Aug(ustus n(oster) 

[primo] imp[erator] apel[latus sit supplicatio — — — 

[Pridie Idu]s [Martias q]uod A[lexander Augustus no]s[ter Augustus et Pater] 

[Patriae et Pontife]x Max{imus appellatus s]it supp[licat]io; [Genio do- 

[mini nostri AlexJand[ri Augusti taurum — — — 

A Om2 2124s Sai 63/3;.0), 160547 

1. The remainder of the line could be restored either ob diem Kalendavum (cf. ii, 1 and 22) or ob Kalendas (cf. ii, 8 
and 14). 2. The letter before et must be m or a. The two preceding letters, restored as of, are represented only by 
unidentifiable traces. 5. The letter before s must be h, 7, or v. The letter after s cannot be ¢, g, 0, g, or v; but almost 
any other is possible. See the commentary. 8. The second letter of which traces are extant must be e or J. The m 
of numerentur is reasonably sure, though wm occupies more than the normal space, probably as a result of warping of 
the papyrus. The remains of the first e of this word could in themselves be é, 7, /, , 7, or t, but not b, d, or 7. The second 
u is at least a letter pointed at the bottom and hence can be only uw, m, or n. to. At the end of the line the letters tio 
are severely abraded, so that the remains look like those of an m. 11. To the right of LVCI at the end of the line 
on Frag. 3 are the traces of nine or ten letters — there is space for either four or five between the s and A VG — which 
were erased. The last letter is certainly g; the second before it must be a or m; and the one between is pointed at the 
bottom. The first letter to the right of 2 could be a, less likely e; and the next seems most probably s but possibly e or ¢. 
The next is too blurred for any conjecture; the others are missing. All of the erased letters were overlined with a series 
of horizontal strokes, one over the first three letters, one over A VG, and one over the central group. 13. The un- 
identifiable traces of two letters at the left of the fin the photograph are on a detached scrap of papyrus whose position 
is necessarily not sure. If it belongs here, the letters are al. 17. Pridie Non(as) is also possible. 1g. For the 
spelling CER compare VESTE, Col. ii, 15. 24. The u of appellatus is represented only by an unidentifiable spot 
of ink on Frag. 5. The two flecks at the left of bm on Frag. 6 are also too small to identify but are not easy to reconcile 
with either JOVI or JOM. At the end of the line, on Frag. 3, the letter before b is 7 or e; and the second before it, at 
the left edge of Frag. 3, has a stroke slanting downward from left to right with a faint trace above it which seems to 
be curved on the right side. The letter is therefore probably v. The one between these two cannot be identified. 

“Jatiiany se. 2). 35." 
“January 3, because vows are fulfilled and assumed both for the welfare of our lord Marcus Aurelius 

Severus Alexander Augustus and for the eternity of the empire of the Roman nation, to Jupiter Optimus 
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Maximus an ox, to Juno Regina a cow, to Minerva a cow, to Jupiter Victor an ox [....].s. [— —ca. 12 
— —], to Mars Pater a bull, to Mars Victor a bull, to Victoria a cow [— — — 

“January 7, because honorable discharge with the enjoyment of (customary) privileges is given to 

men who have served their time or (because) salaries are paid to the soldiers and a year’s service re- 
corded, to Jupiter Optimus Maximus an ox, to Juno a cow, to Minerva a cow, to Salus a cow, to Mars 
Pater a bull [— — — 

“January 8, for the birthday of the deified (empress) [........ \mtouthe denied! lias 3 7: ] a suppli- 
cation. 

“January [9-23], for the birthday of Lucius [3-4] Caesar [— — ca. 14 — —] of Lucius [....] Caesar. 

“January 24, for the birthday of the deified Hadrian, to the deified Hadrian an ox. 
“January 28, for the Arabian, Adiabenian, and very great Parthian victories of the deified Severus 

and for the accession of the deified Trajan, to Victoria Parthica a cow, to the deified Trajan an ox. 

“February 4, for the accession of the deified Antoninus Magnus, a supplication; to the deified Anto- 
ninus Magnus, an ox. 

“March 1, for the birthday ceremonies of Mars Pater Victor, to Mars Pater Victor a bull. 

“March 7, for the accession of the deified Marcus Antoninus and the deified Lucius Verus, to the 

deified Marcus an ox, to the deified Lucius an ox. 

“March 13, because the Emperor Caesar Marcus Aurelius Severus Alexander was named emperor, 

to Jupiter an ox, to Juno a cow, to Minerva a cow, [— — ca. 16 — -—], to Mars (?) an ox; and because, 

by the soldiers of our lord Augustus the Emperor Marcus Aurelius Severus Alexander, Alexander our 

Augustus was first saluted as 1mperator, a supplication (2?) — — — 
“March 14, because Alexander our Augustus was named Augustus, Pater Patriae, and Pontifex 

Maximus, a supplication; to the Genius of our lord Alexander Augustus, a bull.”’ 

Col. 

XIII Kal(endas) Apriles ob diem Quing[uja{trio]r/um] suppl{ic]atio ; 
in X Kafl(endas) e]asdem supplic{ationes] 

Pridie Nonas Apriles ob natale[m] Difv]i A{n]tonini Magni D{ijvo An/t]jon{in]o 

b(ovem) m(arem) 

V Idus Apriles ob imperium Di[v]i Pii Severi D[i]vo P[iJo [S]ever[o] b(ovem) 
m(arem) 

III Idus Apr{iljes ob natalem Divi Pii Seve[r]i D[ivo Pio] S[evero] b(ovem) 

[m(arem) ] 

5 X{I K]al(endas) Maias ob natalem Urbis [R]omae [A]ete[rnae U(rbi) R(omae) 
A(eternae) b(ovem) f(eminam)] 

V{I K]al(endas) Maias ob natalem Divi Marci Anton[ini Divo Marco Anj]to[nino 

b(ovem) m(arem)] 

No[nas] Maias ob natalem Divae Iuliae Ma[esae Divae Maes]ae [supplicatio] 
V I. [— — ulJs Maias ob Rosalias Sign[o]rum suppllicatio] 

IIII Idus Maias ob Circenses Mafrtiales} Marti Pa{tri Ult]ori tafujrum 
Io XII Kal(endas) [I]Junias quod Dius Severus imperator a[...... 

a|pplelljaituls sit ————] 
Divo Pifo] Sever[o] 

VIIII Kal(endas) Iunias ob natalem G[er]mani(c]@) Cae[sa]ris sup[pliJcat[i]o 
[me]mori[ae Ge]rm[anici] 

C[a]esaris vacat 
Pr{ild{ie] Kal(endas) Iunias ob Rosalias Signorum suppl{i|catio 

15 [V] Id{us Ijunias ob Vestalia Veste Matri supplicat[ilo 
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[VI Kal(endas)] Iulias quod dominus nost[e]r [M]Jarcus Aure[]]ius Severus 

Alfe}xa(nder Cae]sar appe[I-] 
[latJus sit et toga virili amic[{tus] Genio Alexandri Au[g]usti taur[uJm 

[Kal(endis) Iulijis [qujod Alexander Aug(ustus) n(oster) p[r]imo co(n)s(ul) 
desig[njatus sit supplicatfio} 

[III Njon(as) [I]ulias ob [nJatalem Divae Matidiae Divafe] Mati[dijae suppli[cat]i[o] 
20 [VI Idus Iulia]s ob imperium Divi Antonini Pii Diy[o] Antonino b(ovem) 

m(arem) 

[IIII Idus Tuljias ob natalem Divi Iuli Divo Iulio b(ovem) m(arem) 

[X Kal(endas) Augus]tas ob diem Neptunaliorum supplicatio, [i]mm|[o]latio 

[Kal(endis) Augustis ob njatalem Divi Claudi et Divi Pert{in]acis [Di]vo 
Cl{audijo b(ovem) m(arem), 

[Divo Pertinaci] b(ovem) m(arem) 

25 [Nonis Augustis] o[b Circenses Sa]lutares Salut[{i b(ovem)] f(eminam) 

[.. Kal(endas) Septemb]re[s ob na]tal[em MJamaea[e Aug(ustae) matr]is Aug(usti) 

n(ostri), Ifuno]n[i Ma]ma[e]Jae Aug(ustae) [b(ovem) f(eminam) ] 
[epews eject ek 1A) Ieee cclol ean SAM er ChiMES pore Ac Ellice cll 

[.. Kal(endas) Septembr]es o[b nata]le[m DivJae Mar[cianae Divae Marcijan[ae 
supplicatio] 

2S AN ZO ees 2A Vl. 25. rs ie 

3. Of the abbreviation b’ m’ only the marks of abbreviation above the letters are extant. 5. The tips of all three 
horizontal strokes of the first e of aeteynae are preserved; and the traces of the next two letters under the worm-cast 
can reasonably be interpreted as fe. The abbreviation ura in the second half of the line seems necessary in view of the 
two strips of blank papyrus at the right end, one above the ¢ of Antonino (line 6), the other about three letters farther 
to the right. If the three words were written in full, Aetevnae would cross one or both of these strips. 6. The position 
of the letters to of Antonino shows that the letters nobm ought to appear on Frag. B 1. The fact that they do not is 
therefore evidence that this fragment is not an organic part of the papyrus on its left to which it seems to be attached. 
8. The date can beread as VIJ [Idu]s, VI I[du]s or V Id{u]s. In Col. ii, 3, V Idus appears to take up the same space as the 
present date; but so does JJII Idus, the equivalent in space of VII Idus, in the next line, ii, 9. Ini, 23, Idus is likewise 
of the right length to permit VII Idus here, especially since 1i, 9 and 10 show that repairs to the papyrus here have 
contracted the space somewhat. See below. g. The letters id of Idus have been pulled together in patching the 
papyrus so that the 7 appears to be the hasta of the d. Cf. the damage to the k of Kal in line ro. 10. The letter after 
imperator is either a or m. The tips of the curls of the two f’s in appellatus appear under or of Ultovi in line 9. Cf. the 
b’s of supplicatio in line 14. At the right edge of Col. ii, under the worm-cast, is a stroke slanting downward from left 
to right which is read as the second a of appellatus. The remains of the final s of this word and the initial of sit are 
on Frag. C under vu of tauvum in line 9. 11. Note that the reading of the papyrus is clearly natalem G[ev|mani{[c]ae. 
The ¢ of natalem appears to have been corrected from e. The 7 visible at the right edge of Frag. E is preceded by an 7 
which can be seen under the worm-cast, and that in turn by a letter rounded above and on the left and an a or m. 
On Frag. F the m is certain; and the preceding letter must be 7, though the traces might also fit a g. 15. Note the 
spelling VESTE for VESTAE. 16. The middle letter of the month-name is certainly not ~ and must therefore 
be Z. On Frag. F the s of Caesar is clear under the worm-cast; likewise the left-hand stroke of the a of appel. 17. The 
m of tauvum is clearly visible on Frag. E under the worm-cast. 18. The second e of Alexander was first read by 
Snyder, but bracketed in the original publication. It was read by Sanders from the plate and first published in his 
review of the Feriale. 19. The reading NJon(as) seems unavoidable even though there is no other instance in the 
Feriale of the abbreviation of the word. 26. On the papyrus itself the second ” of Iunonz is visible under the worm- 
cast on Frag. E. The crossed strokes on Frag. I 1 indicate an m or a; cf. m of natalem, line 4, and a of Neptunaliorum 
and supplicatio, line 22. On Frag. F, under the worm-cast, a or m, an é, another a or m, a u, and a g are all clearly 
visible. 27. The first letter on Frag. 9 may be the lower loop of a 6 (cf. b of ob in lines 20 and 22) or d, 0, or q. 
The third letter is either o or g. On Frag. to the first letter is a or m and the third either b, p, or v. The letter preceding 2 
on the first tab of Col. ii could be a, /, m, or y. The second letter after m is a or m. Below ug of Aug in line 26 is e, f, g, 
or ¢ followed by a or just possibly ~ and d or perhaps e. The slight traces of the next two letters might be e, /, or ¢ 
followed by d or e. 

“March 109, for the day of the Quinquatria, a supplication; until March 23, supplications. 
“April 4, for the birthday of the deified Antoninus Magnus, to the deified Antoninus an ox. 
“April 9, for the accession of the deified Pius Severus, to the deified Pius Severus an ox. 
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“April 11, for the birthday of the deified Pius Severus, to the deified Pius Severus an ox. 

“April 21, for the birthday of the Eternal City Rome, to the Eternal City Rome a cow. 
“April 26, for the birthday of the deified Marcus Antoninus, to the deified Marcus Antoninus an ox. 

“May 7, for the birthday of the deified Julia Maesa, to the deified Julia Maesa a supplication. 

“May 10 (?), for the Rose-festival of the Standards, a supplication. 
“May 12, for the Circus-races in honor of Mars, to Mars Pater Ultor a bull. 
“May 21, because the deified Severus was saluted as “‘imperator” by ...... , — — — to the deified 

Pius Severus. 
“May 24, for the birthday of Germanicus Caesar, a supplication to the memory of Germanicus Caesar. 

“May 31, for the Rose-festival of the Standards, a supplication. 
“June 9, for the Vestalia, to Vesta Mater a supplication. 
“June 26, because our lord Marcus Aurelius Severus Alexander was named Caesar and clothed with 

the toga virilis, to the Genius of Alexander Augustus a bull. 
“July 1, because Alexander our Augustus was designated consul for the first time, a supplication. 
“July 4, for the birthday of the deified Matidia, to the deified Matidia a supplication. 
“July ro, for the accession of the deified Antoninus Pius, to the deified Antoninus an ox. 

“July 12, for the birthday of the deified Julius, to the deified Julius an ox. 
“July 23, for the day of the Neptunalia, a supplication (and) a sacrifice. 
“August I, for the birthday of the deified Claudius and the deified Pertinax, to the deified Claudius 

an ox (and) to the deified Pertinax an ox. 
“August 5, for the circus-races in honor of Salus, to Salus a cow. 

“August [14-29], for the birthday of Mamaea Augusta, mother of our Augustus, to the Juno of Ma- 

maea Augusta a cow. 
“August [15-30], for the birthday of the deified Marciana, to the deified Marciana a supplication.” 

(Coll, iui 

[Pr]id(ie) [Kal(endas) Septembres ob natjalem [Divi Commodi Divo] Com[modo 

b(ovem) m(arem) |] 

[..] Idu[s Septembres — ca. 6 — —]. .[— — — — ea. 21 —— — —].| 
Line 3 1s completely lost. 

[XIIII Kal(endas) Octo]br[es] o[b natalem Divi Traiani et ob imperium 

Divi Nervae Divo} 

5 [Traiano b(ovem) m(arem), Divo Nervae b(ovem) m(arem) |] 
(XIII Kal(endas) Octobre]s o[b natalem Divi An]t{onini Pii Divo Antonino 

b(ovem) m(arem)] 

[.. Kal(endas)] Oct[obres oJb nat[alem Di]vae F[austina]e Diy[ae Fau]sti[nae 

supplicat [io] 

[VIIII] Kal(endas [Octobres o]b n[atalem] Di[vi Augusti] Di[vo Aug]us[to b(ovem) 

m(arem) | 
Lines 9 and Xo are completely lost. 

Li ca. 13 — — — —]. |[— — — — ca. 17 — —— —]..[.].- — — — ea. 15 — — 

—— —}..[.]..[ 

12 [— — ca. 7 — — Nolye[m]br[e]s [— — — — ca. 14 ——_—__—_]. .[. Jnus.[— — — — ea. 13 — 

Seieeg ee! 011) 0 - lel 
13 [— — — — ca. 15 — —— —J i | — — — ca. 11 —— — —].[- ca. 6 —} no 

220 [— —].[ 
?2I [— —].[— — — — ea. 19 — — — —].[ 

224 [— Kijall 
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11. On Frag. G 4, a curved stroke with the serif of another letter on the right and below. On G 5, a stroke slanting 
upward to the right followed by the lower left quadrant of a curve. On G 6, two strokes somewhat like those on G 5 
followed by a vertical hasta. On G 7, possibly g and the foot of a vertical hasta. On G 8, perhaps e or / followed by a 
or m. 12. The offset from G 5 on the back of G 7 looks like the foot of a vertical hasta followed by ¢t. H 2 has traces 
of s followed by a vertical stroke. G 7 has o or d followed by b, p, or 7; G 8, a or m; and H 3, e or f. 13. G5 has 
the right half of a curved letter — d, 0, or q. 

“August 31, for the birthday of the deified Commodus, to the deified Commodus an ox. 

“September 7 (?) 

‘September 18, for the birthday of the deified Trajan and the accession of the deified Nerva, to the 
deified Trajan an ox, to the deified Nerva an ox. 

“September 19, for the birthday of the deified Antoninus Pius, to the deified Antoninus an ox. 
“September [20-22], for the birthday of the deified Faustina, to the deified Faustina a supplication. 

“September 23, for the birthday of the deified Augustus, to the deified Augustus an ox.” 

Cola 

7 [XVI KJa[l(endas) Ianuar]ia[s — — —]ata [— — —sup]pli[c]ati[o 

8 [ijn X [Kal(endas) eas]dem 

7. The traces on D 13 suggest mJata[lem. At any rate, the remains on D 13, 14, and 15 appear not to be a continuation 
of the entry in D 11 and 12. See the commentary on these lines. 

“December 16 — — — — birthday (?) — — — supplication 
until December 23.” 

Col. i, 1. The existence of this line must be inferred from the fact that the line here numbered 2 was exactly 
even with the second line of Col. ii. The possibility that the occasion noted in this line was the dies imperii 
of Pertinax, which fell on January 1, can be eliminated on the authority of a statement in the SHA (Pertinax, 
15, 5) that the observance of this anniversary was both instituted and abolished by Septimius Severus. The 
Calends of January, on the other hand, was a popular festival in itself; it had associations with the Imperial 
cult; and above all, it had specifically military associations as well.? 

i, 2-6. It is significant for Alexander’s attitude as princeps that in this entry, although his salus is named 
first, the aeternitas imperil populi Romani receives separate mention and is not made directly dependent on his 
welfare. The vota may as early as the time of Domitian have acquired a special importance for the army as the 
date of the annual renewal of the oath of loyalty to the emperor which until A.D. 69 at least had been sworn 
on January I.? 

The restorations proposed in these lines are of course exempli gratia. The lacuna at the beginning of line 5 
might be restored as [Iunon]t Si[spiti b(ovem) f(eminam), Saluti b(ovem) f(eminam), Marti Patri, etc. Iunom 
is one letter longer than the estimated space before the s, and the remainder of the restoration amounts to 
three letters more than the estimated space between the s and Marti; but Iunoni contains two 7’s and will 
therefore occupy less space than six average letters, and the lacuna from S.[ to |/V RUM is so long that an excess 
of three letters might be accommodated. The spelling ‘‘Seispes” or ““Sispes” was still in use in the Severan period 
along with “‘Sospes”: ILS 9246. 

i, 7-9. The restoration of these lines has been questioned more than once, most effectively by Gilliam*; but 

the present writer feels that since it does make sense and “‘saves the appearances,”’ he must decline to withdraw 
it until something more convincing is proposed or it is conclusively proved wrong. 

To begin with the readings, Gilliam accepts vel in line 8 though Weinstock* does not; but Gilliam wishes 
to read al instead of the second n of numerentur, comparing the a’s of Febrarias in i, 16, and the al of Nep- 

tunaliorum, ii, 22, and noting the variety in the rendering of al in four successive occurrences of natalem in 
ii, 4~7. In favor of m and against al one may note that the first stroke of m does slant in Non{, i, 21; natalem, 
li, 4; Iunias, ii, 15; and Neptunaliorum, ii, 22, as well as elsewhere. There is, in fact, a general uncertainty about 

vertical strokes in this hand. They are sometimes exactly vertical; sometimes they slant to the right, as illustrated 
by the z’s and n’s of Iunias and signorum, ii, 14; but in the 7’s of Rosalias, ii, 14, and Severus, ii, 16, they slant 

1 For the evidence, see Fink, Feriale, pp. 50f., notes 111 3 J. F. Gilliam, ‘““The Roman Military Feriale,’’ Harvard 
and 113-114. Theological Review XLVII (1954), pp. 190-193. 

2 For the oath on Jan. 1, op. cit., note 114. For its 4 Review in J/RS, XXXII (1942), pp. 127-129. 
possible transfer to Jan. 3, see op. cit., pp. 65f. 
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to the left. In the questioned reading in i, 8, moreover, the last stroke gives no support to reading an /. The 
absence of any trace of the horizontal stroke on the right of the hasta may be accounted for as the result of 
flaking because of its nearness to the edge; but an / ought to show an extension of this stroke to the left of the 
hasta, as a kind of serif, as shown by every other / in the papyrus, and nothing of the sort exists. (The / of 
natalem in ii, 6, is damaged on the left.) The reading 7 is therefore retained. 

As to the content of these lines, Gilliam is ready to accept a date of VIII or VII Idus but emphasizes that 
there is no direct evidence for the assumption that soldiers in the legions and auxilia were discharged on 
January 7 and that two papyri, P. Ryl. 273a (second century) and 95 in this volume, contain the formulae 
stip(endium) Kal Ianuari|, stip Kal Maiar(um), and stip Kal Sept, thus providing ‘‘substantial groundsfor believ- 
ing that the three stipendia were paid or due on the Kalends of January, May, and September and certainly 
none at all for connecting them with a date beginning VII Idus.’* 

These are serious and well-considered objections to my interpretation of this entry; and it seems obvious 
that certainty will not be reached until more evidence is found. Nevertheless there are also serious reasons for 
retaining the general interpretation if not the exact wording of the original publication. The extent of the 
entry proves that the occasion was a momentous one, celebrated with almost as much elaboration as the vota; 
but taking the extant LEGIJO and NVME{..] to be forms of legio and numen or numerus, as one instinctively 
does, simply leads nowhere because the word vel in line 8 and the ” after NVME/..] must be accounted for. 
Unless the 7 is an impossible reading, it compels one to numerent or something of the sort, which in a military 
context like this leads to the stipendium; and vel requires an alternative which will not exclude the idea of 
the verb numerare.® 

What the alternative was becomes apparent from the associations of the date. In the first century VII Idus 
Ianuarias was celebrated as the dies imperii of Augustus;’ sporadically throughout the second century equites 
singulares and praetorians were discharged on the eve of this day or on the day itself;§ Marcus Aurelius chose 
the eve of this day for delivering a speech in A.D. 168 on a new privilege of praetorian veterans ;? and at some 
time between A.D. 194 and 216 this date became the invariable date for the missio of praetorians, urbani, and 
equites singulares.!° Nesselhauf, in fact, believes that even in the first century January 7 was the date for 
discharging troops stationed at Rome, on the ground that to be used in the third century the date must have 
been traditional." 

This may be the case; but it is difficult to demonstrate. The situation rather appears to be that VII Idus 
Ianuarias was always a highly significant date in military life; but that the actual date of the missio was at 
first entirely arbitrary and was then gradually regularized, a process from which the praetorians and other 
troops at Rome were naturally the first to benefit. When the Pannonian and German legions mutinied at 
Tiberius’ accession, they complained of having to serve tricena aut quadragena stipendia™ while the praetorians 

5 Gilliam, op. cit., pp. 190f. 
6 For example, Cod. Just., iii, 36, 4 (Severus Alexander) : 

Si filius familias fuisti et ves mobiles vel se moventes ..... 
donatae tibi a patre sunt .... clearly means, “If you were 
a son in potestate and personal property, either inanimate 
oy animate or both, was given to you by your father’; 
Cod. Just., v, 29, 2 (A.D. 226): voluntas patris im con- 
stituendo tutovibus vel cuvatoribus ..... sevvari solet: “the 
intention of a father in appointing guardians or caretakers 
or both is usually followed.” 

? Feriale Cumanum (CIL I, p. 229; CIL X, 8375), 
line 9: VII Idus Ianuar. Eo die Caesar primum fasces 
sumpsit. Suppicatio (!) Iovi Sempiterno; Fasti Praenestini 
(CIL I, p. 231): Imp Caesar Augustus primum fasces 
sumpsit Hirtio et Pansa cos; the altar of Narbo (CIL XII, 
4333), lines 23f.: VII quoque Idus Ianuar qua die primum 
imperium orbis tervavum auspicatus est (Augustus). Cf. also 
W. F. Snyder, ‘‘Public Anniversaries in the Roman 
Empire,” YCS, VII (1940), pp. 231 and 266. 

8 Equites singulares were discharged on VIII Idus Ian 
in A.D. 128, 137, 138, and perhaps 139: CIL XVI, p. 186, 
col. 1. Praetorians were discharged on VII Idus Ian in 150 
and in 208: CIL VI, 209 and 210. Mommsen restored 
CIL VI, 31154 (A.D. 189), as a dedication of the equites 
singulares on the date of their discharge, which he makes 
VI\II Idus Ian. It could equally well be restored as 
V\II Idus. 

® Mommsen, Frag. Vaticana 195 —Collectio Librorum 
Turis Anteiustiniani, 111 (Berlin, 1890), pp. 64f. 

10 CIL XVI, nos. 135-151, 153, 155-156, and 189, and 
page 186. Since CIL VI, 210, shows praetorians being 
discharged on VII Idus Ianuarias in A.D. 208, the period 
within which the new regulation took effect might be 
limited to 194-208 (cf. Nesselhauf on no. 135, note 5) 
except for that fact that CIL VI 209 (A.D. 150), also 
records the discharge of praetorians on that day. 

G. R. Watson, “The Pay of the Roman Army: 
Suetonius, Dio, and the quartum stipendium,” Historia, 
V (1956), pp. 332-340, calls attention to the fact that 
Domitian increased the pay of the army by adding a 
fourth stipendium while Septimius Severus was the first to 
increase the amount of the stipendium itself, at the same 
time reverting to the system of three pay-days a year. 
This permits one to conjecture that the regularization of 
the date of discharge and the new regulations regarding 
pay took effect at the same time. 

NICLE XV ps 186,.cola 1 mote 1 
12 Tacitus, Ann., i, 17, 3; cf. i, 35, 2: tricena aut supra 

stipendia numerantes, and i, 36, 4, where Germanicus 
decides missionem dari vicena stipendia meritis ; exauctovart 

qui sena dena fecissent ac vetinevi sub vexillo ceterorum 
immunes nist propulsandi hostis. Suetonius (Tiberius, 48) 
says explicitly that Tiberius granted discharges only with 
extreme reluctance: missiones vetervanovrum varissimas 
fecit, ex senio mortem, ex morte compendium captans. 
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were promptly discharged after sixteen years." The earliest military diploma to mention a fixed term of service 
(quina et vicena stipendia) is no. 4, A.D. 60; and it contains the significant addition aut plura. With the one ex- 
ception of no. 33 (A.D. 86), all the diplomas repeat aut plura or its equivalent until no. 62 in A.D. 116; but there- 
after thirty-five of the diplomas issued to auxiliaries and classici omit this phrase as against nineteen which retain 
it. This development is paralleled by Mommsen’s observations (quoted CIL XVI, p. 186, col. 2, and p. 187) on the 
years in which equites singulares and legionaries were enrolled and discharged, from which he concludes “‘militiae 
ultra annos legitimos continuationem tempore procedente magis magisque exolevisse.’’ The choice of a single day, 
VII Idus Ianuarias, on which to discharge troops every year, is therefore merely the culmination of this process. 

On this view there is no need for Nesselhauf’s effort to explain the random dating of the diplomata of the 
first two centuries as the result of a lag between the time of the missio and the delivery of the diploma to the 
veteran. On the contrary, the only date of importance, and hence the only one ever mentioned, is that of the 
missio itself. Nor is there any reason to suppose that separate dates were set aside for discharging members 
of various branches of the service. The diplomata seem to show the opposite.!® There is, however, a tendency 
after the middle of the first century A.D. for the dates of diplomata to cluster about certain days of the year,” 
most notably January 4-9, with a final choice of January 7, already mentioned above. 

13 Tacitus, Ann., i, 17, 9: praetorias cohortes ..... quae 
post sedecim annos penatibus suis veddantur. 

14 CIL XVI, p. 186, col. 1, and cf. Fink, Fevzale, 
p- 68 and note 200. Tacitus, Amn., i, 36, 4, shows in any 
case that the exauctoratio preceded the final missio. 

15 BGU 780, reprinted by Nesselhauf, CIL XVI, p. 144, 
no. 6, is conclusive as evidence that the date in a diploma 
was that of the veteran’s missio. Lines 16-19 read 8£éATov 

NOAKT Vee Sv As [SnAovUta1 éotpatetoSai T]ov avToOv Kai 
Evteipos &TTOA[EAVG Sar] pd F’[ K ]aAavdav 7 A———.. Cf. CIL 
XVI, p. 143, no. 1: Acilio Aviola et Pansa cos pridie Nonas 
Tanuarias ..... honestam missionem dedit; op. cit., p. 144, 
no. 8, lines 11-16: émotoAtyv “Poporxhy 81 ts énAoUTo 
=e auskexs vouipn a&trdoAevo1 &TroAEAUG Sar a1 Tis TIPO a’ KoAavddav 
*lavovapiov AtpnAia Koppydodw *Avtovoves (!) 2eBaortd 
EvoeBei Kai KouivtiAAw wmdtois; op. cit. p. 146, no, 12 
(= ILS 9059) script. interior, lines 5-8: dimmissorum (!) 
honesta missione stipendis emeritis V K lan Sex 
Pompeio Collega Q Peducaeo Priscino cos. 

16 Nos. 50, 56, 59, 83, 91, 175, and 179-80, ranging in 
date from A.D. 105 to 148, record simultaneous dis- 
charges of auxiliaries and classici. In nos. 57 (A.D. 110), 
and 107 (A.D. 157 ?), auxiliaries and pedites singulares 
are discharged together; in no. 21 (A.D. 76), praetorians 
and urbani. On the same day and by the same constitutio 
praetorians (no. 81 and CIL XVI, Supp., p. 215) and 
auxiliaries (no. 169) received their missio in A.D. 122. 
Conversely, Nesselhauf’s belief that legionaries were 
normally released in December (CJL XVI, p. 186, col. r) 
rests on very slight evidence. It is true that in JLS 9059 
(cited in note 15 above. last item) legionaries of the 
X Fretensis are discharged on V Kalendas Ianuarias; but 

this is the only certain evidence for December missiones 
of legionaries. Among the diplomata, nos. 7-9, XI Kalen- 
das Ianuarias, A.D. 68, were all given to former classici 
serving in the Legio I Adiutrix on the very day that the 
unit was constituted a iusta legio by Galba (see RE 
XII 1924-1925, s.v. ‘“‘legio,”” cols. 1381-83) and have no 
more evidential value for the discharge of legionaries than 
nos. 10 and 11, given under exactly the same circum- 
stances to former classici of the Legio II Adiutrix (see 
RE, loc. cit., cols. 1438-39) on the Nones of March, 
ASDIN70. [PSI MEXe, 10. 1026) (CLE eV ep si4 Open Oners)) 
proves only that former classici in the X Fretensis had 
been discharged by January 22, 150; and CIL III, 1078 
reads vetevani leg XIII G(eminae) m(issi) h(onesta) m(is- 
stone) per Iul(itum) Bassum leg Aug pr pr Idibus Decem- 
by(ibus) Pontiano et Atiliano cos milites fac(ti). This in- 

sees 

scription was edited by Mommsen from imperfect copies; 
but it is clear that as the text stands Idibus Decembribus 
must go with the names of the consuls and is therefore 
the day on which the soldiers enrolled. The only way to 
save the Ides of December as the date of the missio is to 
assume that the names of another pair of consuls have 
been lost between Decemby and Pontiano. Cf. CIL XVI, 
p- 146, no. 12, lines 5—9: dimmissorum (!) honesta missione 
stipendis emervitis per Sex Hermetidium Campanum lega- 
tum Aug pro praetove V K Ian Sex Pompeio Collega 
Q Peducaeo Priscino cos, qui militare coeperunt P Galerio 
Trvachalo, Ty Catio et T Flavio, Cn Aruleno cos, where the 
discharge has the day, month, and year, the enlistment 
only the year. Adding the names of another pair of consuls 
to CIL III, 1078 would, however, require the insertion of 
two lines in the middle of the inscription; and even so we 
should have only two texts supporting the opinion that 
legionaries were discharged in December. 

17 See CIL XVI, pp. 185f. To be valid evidence of 
significant repetition of a date, the diplomata or other 
texts which bear it must be of different years. Thus 
diplomata nos. 96, 179, and 180, all of the year 148, are 
only one testimony to the use of VII Idus Octobres as a 
date of discharge. On the other hand, XIII Kal Martias, 
the date of the Quirinalia, is found in diplomata of A.D. 86 
and 110, nos. 32 and 57; and XII Kal Martias in no. 74, 
A.D. 129. Pridie Kal Martias, the day before the Natalis 
Martis (see pp. 206f. below) is used in nos. 83 and 95 
(A.D. 138 and 148); and III Idus Maias, the day after 
the Circenses Martiales (see p. 208 below) appears in 
nos. 33, 50, and 127 (A.D. 86, 105, and 173). There are 
diplomata of three different years with VI Nonas Iulias 
(nos. 4, 163-64, and 76-77 of A.D. 60, 110, and 133); three 
for XVII Kal Octobres (nos. 70, 79, and 88, A.D. 124, 134, 
and 140) and two each for ITI Idus of August (nos. 160, A.D. 
106, and 132, A.D. 168-190), the Nones of September (nos. 
31, A.D. 85, and 100, A.D. 152), VI Idus Sept (nos. 24, A.D. 
79, and 62-63, A.D. 116), and V Kal Ianuarias (nos. 152, 
A.D. 247, and 154, A.D. 249 or 250). In contrast with this 
scattering are the three discharges dated pridie Nonas 
Ianuarias (CIL XVI, p. 143, no. 1, A.D. 122, and CIL VI, 
no. 31151, A.D. 143, and no. 31152, A.D. 145), one Nonis 
Ianuariis (CIL VI, 31149, A.D. 141), four VIII Idus 
Ianuarias and two VII Idus Ianuarias (notes 8 and Io 
above), and two V Idus Ianuarias (no. 159, A.D. 88, and 
CIL VI 2896, A.D. 160) — a total of twelve in a space 
of six days, half of which fall on either VIII Idus or 
VII Idus. 
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Consequently, although Gilliam is quite right in noting the lack of evidence for the Severan period that 
legionaries and auxiliaries were discharged on January 7, it is equally true that there is nothing to prove the 
contrary, and the evidence adduced above seems to lead to a reasonable probability that the same date applied 
to both. There is proof that soldiers of different branches of the service were discharged on the same day; and it 
has been demonstrated that the date of discharge for at least the troops stationed in Rome was gradually 
regularized, a process which was completed by Septimius Severus. But if this emperor who was notoriously so 
attentive to his army did this favor to the praetorians, the urbani, and the equites singulares, why not to the 
legionaries and auxiliaries as well? The only evidence to the contrary is two diplomata issued to classici in A.D. 
247 and 249 or 250 by Philip and Decius, both dated V Kal Ianuarias.!8 One cannot deny that the case presented 
above would be more convincing without them; but they do not destroy it, because they date from a time 
later than the Feriale by at least nine years (perhaps as much as twenty years) and four emperors, an interval 
during which all army regulations may have been changed more than once. It is probable, too, that by this 
time the classici served on terms quite different from those of the other troops. At any rate, the length of their 
enlistment had been raised to twenty-eight years before the date of diploma no. 138, A.D. 213-217; and they 
continued to receive diplomata long after these were abolished for the auxiliaries. 

As for the date of VII Idus Ianuarias, Mommsen and Nesselhauf are probably quite right in assuming a 
connection with Augustus’ first imperium;! but since discharges were not in fact regularly given on that date 
before the time of Septimius Severus, the significance of the day for the army in the first two centuries of the 
Empire must have been something other than the missio; and, while the day may have appeared in earlier 
ferialia as an anniversary of Augustus’, the remains of the present entry still lead me to believe that the occasion 
recorded for those who were not receiving their missio was expressed as numerentur stipendia. This phrase, as 
I now understand it, refers not merely to the soldiers’ salary, which was paid in three installments a year, this 
being the first, but also to the enumeration and recording of another year’s service, looking toward the ultimate 
missio.2° A formal recognition, such as this, of service completed would have constituted an additional reason 
for celebration by those who were receiving pay but still had time to serve, and one which, by emphasizing 
their own progress toward the missio, might be expected to improve discipline for the future and help them to 
share in the pleasure of those who had completed their service and were receiving their discharge with its con- 
comitant rewards. 

Gilliam’s objection to allowing that an installment of the soldier’s pay was paid on this date! may be met 
by observing that stipendium Kalendarum Ianuariarum might well be a convenient, if inexact, substitute for 
stipendium diet septimi ante Idus Ianuarias, or even that the stipendium was actually due on the Kalends but 
customarily paid later. But just as so much else in the Feriale appears to have stemmed from Augustus’ regu- 
lations, so may this date. It would have been most natural for him to compute his troops’ service from the day 
of his own first assumption of the imperium and to retain the same date when he established the standing army; 
and in fact the use of January 6 in the second century as the date of discharge for the equites singulares”” points 
in this direction, for the year which began VII Idus Ianuarias ended, strictly speaking, with VIII Idus Ianuarias. 
The transfer to January 7 would of course have been made for the sake of its anniversary associations. 

i, 10. The combination of a natalis with a supplicatio points to the anniversary of a diva. Her identity is to 
be sought among those of Trajan’s time and later, for even Livia’s natalis, certainly the most important of 
the earlier divae, is not found in the Feriale under its known date, III Kal Febrarias. Since Matidia, Marciana, 
Julia Maesa, and one Faustina are commemorated elsewhere in the Feriale,”* the choice here is limited to Plotina, 
wife of Trajan, Sabina, wife of Hadrian, or the other Faustina. Julia Domna’s natalis probably came later in 
the year ;*4 and it is possible that even Faustina can be eliminated from consideration if one may credit the 
entry in Polemius Silvius’ calendar which has natalis Faustinae uxoris Antonint under XIII Kal Martias.* 
This would mean, however, that her birthday was not observed at all in the Feriale, which is difficult to accept.?6 

No choice can be made on the basis of the length of the names because all three are so nearly the same. 
i, 11-12. There seems to be agreement that the subject of this entry is either L. Aelius Caesar, Hadrian’s 

first choice as his successor, or Alexander’s father-in-law, Seius; but the original ascription to the latter has 
been disputed.2’? In favor of Aelius it has been said that: 1) His natalis is listed in Philocalus’ list of Natales 
Caesarum in A.D. 354 and therefore had some official standing at that time.?§ 2) The discrepancy in dates 
between Philocalus’ [dib(us) Ian(uariis) and the Feriale’s [.. Jdus I|anuarias may be accounted for as a scribal 

18 CIL XVI, nos. 152 and 154. 24 Possibly VII Kal Octobres. See Snyder, op. cit. 
CLE Tp, 306, col. 1; 'CIL Il, pp. 2028f.; CIL XVI, (note 7), pp. 314f. 

p. 186, col. 1. 2 CIL I, p. 259. But see below on col. iii, 7, and note 79. 
20 Cf. the wording of Tacitus, Amm., i, 35, 2: (veterant) 26 See Fink, Feriale, pp. 1571. 

tricena aut supra stipendia numerantes. 27 By Hoey, Feriale, p. 183, note 870, and Gilliam, 

21 Above, note 3. op. cit. (note 3), p. 189, note 19. 
22 Above, note 8. 28 CIL I?, p. 255- 
ei Colwtin 7,19) and 28): 111, 7. 
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error in either the manuscripts of Philocalus or their exemplars or in the Feriale. 3) Restoring [.. [dus Tjanuarias 
ob natale(m Luci Aeli Caesaris supplicatio memoriae} Luci produces a line of acceptable length which parallels 
exactly the entry for Germanicus, likewise not deified, in ii, 12-13. 4) Hoey would read the erased letters after 
LVCI in line 11 as ae and dismiss the rest or take them as part of CAESARIS. 

Against these considerations and in favor of Seius one may point out: 1) That Aelius’ name is not found after 
all in Philocalos’ actual Fasti for the month of January; that his Fasti do include the date of Hadrian’s adoption 
of Antoninus Pius, V Kal Martias, which is not in the Feriale; and that Philocalus omits from both the Natales 

Caesarum and the Fasti the natales of Julius Caesar, Claudius I, Commodus, and Caracalla, though Polemius 
Silvius, nearly a century later, still has Julius Caesar, even if on the wrong day. 2) That without the testimony 
of some third source it is not safe to emend the dates in either the Feriale or Philocalus, even though both texts 
do contain scribal errors elsewhere. 3) In restoring line 11 one should note that the 7 of LVCI is directly above 
the a of MAXI in line 14, the d of DIVO in line 17, and the # of PATRI in line 19. This points to a line of 
fifty-seven to fifty-eight letters. The restoration with Aelius’ name produces a line of sixty-three letters; the 
original restoration with Seius’ name, [.. Jdus I]anuarias ob natale(m Luci Set Caesaris socert Aug(ustt) b(ovem) 
m(arem) Genio| Luct makes a line of fifty-nine letters. The order of words, with the recipient of the cult act 
named after the act, is paralleled in ii, 10-11; and the sacrifice of a bos mas to Seius’ Genius instead of a taurus, 

as to Alexander’s Genius (ii, 16-17) may be explained on the ground that Seius’ lower rank called for a less 
imposing cult act. In ii, 18, only a supplicatio is prescribed for Alexander’s own first designation as consul. 
4) The present writer is still convinced that the last letters in the erasure are AVG with a horizontal line 
over them; and these cannot be reconciled with any form of Aelius’ name. 5) P. Oslo III, no. 77, a temple 
calendar of A.D. 169-176, either shows in line 21 that Aelius was deified, though this is otherwise unattested, 
or proves that his natalis was omitted from the observances conducted in this temple even in the time of 
Marcus Aurelius. 

In regard to the first point above in particular, it appears that Alexander’s administration and the authority 
responsible for the feriale from which Philocalus derives may well have taken different views of Hadrian’s 
reign. Alexander is said to have had a special admiration for Trajan, and this appears to be reflected in the 
Feriale with its anniversaries of Marciana and Matidia.?® But devotion to Trajan’s memory implies something 
less for Hadrian, whom one tradition represented as abandoning Trajan’s conquests and conducting himself 
as a tyrant hostile to the Senate. It can hardly be accident, then, that although Hadrian’s natalis is celebrated 
in the Feriale, his dies imperii is not.°° That some later emperor took a different attitude toward Hadrian and 
revived some of his anniversaries need occasion no surprise. Trajan’s “restoration” coinage, for example, in- 
cluded such unlikely types as those of Brutus, Cassius, and Pompey, as well as Tiberius and Galba,*4 and 
M. Aurelius and Verus issued a restoration type of Mark Antony.%? Septimius Severus instituted and then 
abolished the celebration of Pertinax’ dies imperii;** but Pertinax’ natalis survives that of Claudius I in Philo- 

calus’ Fasti?. Commodus’ damnatio memoriae was rescinded and Commodus deified by Severus, and Alexander 
himself underwent damnatio at the hands of Maximinus only to be deified later ;34 so that in general it becomes 
apparent that official policy regarding commemoration of former emperors and their families, whether deified 
or not, may have been more flexible than has previously been supposed. If that is the case, then Philocalus is 
not conclusive proof that Aelius’ natalis must have appeared in the Feriale. 

i, 13. For Hadrian’s anniversaries see on li, 27. 
i, 14-16. This entry is the first direct evidence for Trajan’s dies imperii and likewise for the date of Septimius 

Severus’ capture of Ctesiphon in 198, though it is also to be noted that the coincidence of dates may have been 
arranged by Severus rather than entirely accidental. 

i, 17-18. The restoration of this line proposed by Hoey and Gilliam® has been accepted, though it is not 
clear why Caracalla’s dies imperii was observed with more ceremony than his natalis. Since the date is that 
of Septimius Severus’ death, it must have been set as Caracalla’s dies imperii by one of his successors; for his 
elevation to the rank of Augustus took place just after the capture of Ctesiphon, and he appears not to have 
used February 4 during his own life.2* The same procedure, however, would have transferred Commodus’ dies 
imperii to XVI Kal Apriles; and the absence of that date from the Feriale may mean that, like Hadrian’s, it 
was not being observed. 

i, 19-20. This entry confirms Toutain and corrects Domaszewski’s assertions that Mars was not especially 
important in the army until the middle of the third century and that the army’s only Mars was Mars 

29 Hoey, Feriale, pp. 186f. Decius’ list of ‘consecration’ coins: Snyder, Feviale. 
30 See below on ii, 26-28. p- 147. 
31H. Mattingly, Coins of the Roman Empire in the 33 Bink, Feviale, p. 50; SHA, Pervt., 15, 5. 

British Museum, 111 (1936), Int. xxxvi-xciii and 132-145. 34 Tntrod., p. 38. 
82 Mattingly, op. cit., IV (1940), Int. cxxili and p. 456, 36 Hoey, Feriale, p. 187, note 893; Gilliam, op. cit. 

nos. 500-501. Note, too, the retentions and omissions in (note 3), p. 194. 
36 SHA, Sev., 16, 3-5; Fink, Ferviale, pp. 80-82. 
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Ultor.3”7 The epithet “Victor’’ appears to have been the official title, at least from the time of Galba, of the 
Mars who appears in literature as “‘Gradivus.” 

This evidence that March 1 was a regular military festival-day alsos eems to show that Mommsen was 
mistaken in his view that the military year still began on this date even in the Empire.*8 

i, 21-22. The dies imperii of Marcus Aurelius is attested as Nonis Martiis;°° so that grid in this entry must 
be an error, perhaps a dittography of line 17. There may have been an attempt to expunge these four letters; 
but it is possible that their faintness is the result of damage to the surface of the papyrus. 

Assigning the occasion to both Marcus Aurelius and Verus follows the precedent set by Aurelius’ own scru- 
pulous insistence on granting equality of participation to his partner. 

i, 23-26. Of the remains of this entry, aside from the date, imp in line 23 and ]perator ap[ in 23-24 show that 
the entry concerns the conferring of the title imperator, while b(ovem) m(arem) and ]rti b(ovem) m/(arem) in line 
24 mark the enumeration of cult-acts which usually concludes an entry. The placing of Frag. 5 has been 
challenged ;* but the cursive writing on the backing of Frags. 1 and 5 seems good reason for placing Frag. 5 with 
Frag. 1, and it is hoped that the new restoration of line 25 may remove some of the other objections. With 
this fragment here, }/:t7b{ of course precludes reading a new date and hence requires the statement of a new 
occasion for observance under the same date. (Conversely, guod in line 27, taken with the other indications 
of lines 27-29, mplies a new date for that entry.) After ]tib[, aug and ]r aug n in line 25 and imf{ and apel[ 
in line 26 show that this part of the entry deals again with the title imperator, and that the recipient was the 
reigning emperor, Severus Alexander. The restorations of lines 23-24 require no comment beyond that in the 
original publication; but line 25 has here been restored with Alexander’s titles and names in the form displayed 
for example in CJL III, 1127, 1174, and 5943, and in the genitive case to modify militibus.® In line 26 primo 
is somewhat too long for the space; but some such word is necessary. 

As for the significance of the occasion, the day is of course Alexander’s dies imperii, though this entry is 
the first direct evidence for it; and Snyder’s interpretation, modified by Hoey,*? seems clearly to be the correct 
one — that in the first half is celebrated the conferring of the actual titles and powers of an emperor on Alexander. 
By whom these powers were conferred is tactfully left unsaid, for on the one hand the action of the Senate had 
only followed the praetorians’ insurrection and killing of Elagabal, so that it was the troops who really made 
Alexander emperor, while on the other hand Alexander was attempting to rule “‘constitutionally”’ in cooperation 
with the Senate*® and hence must make it appear that he had received his powers at its hands. In the second 
part of the entry, however, Alexander’s soldiers receive their recognition as having on this occasion greeted 
him with his first imperatorial salutation. The word primo of course looks forward to later additional salutations, 
as primo in ii, 18, implies that there will be (or have been) other consulships. 

The spelling A PEL{ for appellatus in line 26 is paralleled by numerous instances in the rosters where Amzulino 
and Mesala occur commonly alongside of Anullino and Messala, and where, conversely, Domittius is frequently 
written instead of Domitius.™. 

i, 27-29. As in the preceding entry, the scanty remains of these lines are nevertheless sufficient to establish 
their content and even, with some degree of probability, their wording. The letters VODA in line 27 point 
to quod and hence, in consideration of the space which precedes this word, to a new entry, whose date is best 
restored as the day immediately after the events of lines 23-26. In line 28, XMA leaves no alternative to 
pontife|x max{imus, and in the next line AND is certainly part of Alexander’s name. We have here, then, 
the anniversary of the conferrring of the usual titles of Augustus, Pater Patriae, and Pontifex Maximus on the 
new emperor. One need not take seriously the claim of Alexander’s biographer in the SHA that these titles 
were bestowed on the same day as the proconsular imperium and the tribunician power except to note that it 
is an attempt to claim an allegedly unprecedented honor for Alexander ;* but it is of some interest to see that 
the anniversary of these purely civil titles is prescribed for celebration by the army. 

Col. ii, 1. Hoey has shown that this festival, originally belonging to Mars, was early converted to one of 
Minerva’s, and that the Feriale is the earliest testimony to its official recognition as an extended holiday of 
five days. In it, however, Minerva’s military aspect probably still played a part. The repetition of supplicatio 
is evidence that a separate supplicatio took place on each day of the festival and hence that the word now 
denoted a cult-act itself rather than the occasion of cult-acts.*® 

37 Domaszewski, Religion, pp. 33-36; J. Toutain, Les 42 Hoey, Feriale, pp. 93. 
Cultes Paiens dans!’ Empire Romain (1907) 1,1, pp. 252-255. 43 On the nature of Alexander’s régime see now P. 

38 Comments on CIL VI 31147; CIL XVI, p. 186, col.2. | W. Townsend, “The Revolution of A.D. 238: the Leaders 
Eerie pa 122, N67. and their Aims,’”’ YCS, XIV (1955), esp. pp. 49-58. 
© Gilliam, op. cit. (note 3), pp. 193f. 44 See Introd., p. 49. 
41 For soldiers, units, and whole armies with the em- 45 See Snyder, Feriale, pp. 90f.; and Hoey, Feriale, 

peror’s name in the genitive or the equivalent, see Snyder, pp. 931. 
Feriale, pp. 87{. and note 288. 46 Hoey, Feriale, pp. 197f. 
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ii, 2. It has been noted above on i, 17, that Caracalla’s dies imperii was for some reason apparently celebrated 
with more elaboration than his natalis. 

ii, 3. This entry for the first time gives the official date of Septimius Severus’ proclamation by his troops 
at Carnuntum, though previous calculations had indicated that the time was near the Ides of April.“7 The 
unusual order of name and titles, with Pius preceding Severus, is consistently followed below in ii, 4, and ii, rr. 

ii, 4. Severus’ birthday was already known to have fallen on this date rather than VI Idus Apriles as stated 
in the SHA.* : 

ii, 5. Since it was Hadrian who instituted the cult of Urbs Roma Aeterna, the present form of the entry 

cannot antedate his reign. If this day appeared in earlier military ferialia, it must have been under the name 
Parilia. Hoey has shown in the original publication that the worship of Urbs Roma was closely linked with the 
Imperial cult, but that it remained an official cult rather than becoming really popular. 

ii, 7. It appears certain that the scribe wrote Nonas Mazas; and it is probable that this is simply a blunder 
for Nonis Mats, for it is unlikely that a numeral was accidentally omitted. 

Maesa here is already a diva; and so this entry furnishes a terminus post quem for the date of the Feriale. She 
died before Alexander’s marriage, which occurred between August, 225, and August, 226; “® but she appears 
not yet to have been consecrated on November 7, 224.59 Most probably, then, she died in 225.51 

This entry is also the only evidence on the date of Maesa’s birth. 
ii, 8 and 14. The space available perhaps favors the date VII Idus in line 8; but since that was the first day 

of the Lemuria, an ill-omened festival of the dead®*, and since V Idus is the second day of the Lemuria, perhaps 
VI should be read. In favor of VII again is the possibility that this was one of the soldiers’ three pay-days in 
the year. 

The festival named in these two lines has been sufficiently discussed by Hoey. The occasion was not one in 
honor of the dead but one of merry-making in celebration of the advent of spring, and the signa were military 
standards in general, in this instance primarily those of the Cohors XX Palmyrenorum. Hoey accounts for 
the repetition of the rosaliae within three weeks’ time as “‘for good measure,’ citing the extended holidays 
of the Quinquatria and the Saturnalia as parallels. 

The form “‘rosaliae” is otherwise unexampled. 
ii, 9. By the time of the Feriale, as Hoey has shown, Mars Ultor, whose cult was originated by Augustus, 

had become the great war-god of the Romans. The date of these games is understood as that of the dedication 
of the shrine which Augustus built for Mars to house Crassus’ standards after they were recovered from the 
Parthians. The epithet ‘“‘Pater,’”’ as also in i, 19-20, points to Mars as the ancestor, through Romulus, of the 
whole Roman people. 

The phrase “‘Circenses Martiales,” like cerimonias natalicias (i, 19), does not refer to the rites at Dura, but 
is used as the name of the festival itself. 

ii, 10-11. No other views on the occasion of this entry have been forthcoming since the original publication, 
when Hoey argued that the event commemorated was one of Severus’ acclamations during his war with Niger, 
either the fourth, after Niger’s defeat at Issus (A.D. 194), or the fifth, the first victory of the First Parthian 
War in which Niger’s former soldiers participated after their incorporation into Severus’ army. Of the two, 
Hoey prefers the fourth, on the ground that Severus would have represented this victory as a kind of dies 
imperii for the Syrian legions as a part of his efforts to conciliate them and win their loyalty. In this connection 
he points to the grant of amnesty and the reconstitution of the three legions involved.** The reconstitution in 
particular was a highly unusual act. 

The present writer’s interpretation, on the other hand, was that an agent needed to be supplied in the lacuna 
after imperator, and that since senatu filled the space exactly, the occasion was Severus’ recognition by the 
Senate, for the date of which the ‘‘Ravenna incident”’ was used, when Severus, marching against Julianus, 
persuaded a Senatorial embassy which had been sent to bring word of his being declared a hostis publicus 
to speak instead on his behalf before his troops. Since the soldiers were already supporting Severus, the embassy’s 
speeches must have been designed to confirm rather than to persuade; and it seems most probable that 

47 Hoey, Feriale, p. 100. 
48 J. Hasebroek, Untersuchungen zuy Geschichte des 

Kaisers Septimius Severus (1921), p. 3, note 1; Snyder, 
op. cit. (note 7), pp. 253-257. 

49 Herodian vi, 1, 4-5 and 9; 
“Seius,”’ col. 1129. 

50 Hoey, Feriale, p. 182. 
51 See also Fink, Feriale, p. 22, and Snyder, Feriale, 

pp. 113f. 
52 Hoey, “Rosaliae Signorum,”’ Harvard Theological 

RED EVAR (T9205 sis 

Review, XXX (1937), p. 24; but note that Ovid, Fasti, v, 
485-86 says, ‘“‘Fana veterves illis clausere diebus ut nunc 
ferali tempore operta vides,” as if the practice of closing 
the temples of other gods on the days of the Lemuria was 
no longer maintained as it was on the Feralia (Fasti, ii, 

563-64). 
53 Bink, Feriale, pp. 7of., and above, pp. 202-205. 

Against this view, see Gilliam, op. cit. (note 3), pp. 190f., 
cited above, p. 202, note 3. 

54 Hoey, Feriale, pp. 131-134. 
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this confirmation took the form of a declaration that the Senate had already acknowledged Severus as 
emperor. 

There are further arguments on both sides; but there essentially the matter rests. No new evidence has come 
to light ; and neither of the proponents of these two views has changed his mind. 

In regard to other readings, Dius in line ro is presumably a case of haplography for Divus Pius, since line 11 
has Divo Pio. 

The cult-act specified cannot be restored because there is no way of being sure how long line ro was. It contains 
fifty-six letters down to szt; so that b(ovem) m(arem) would make a line of acceptable length; but both line 12 
and line 16 contained sixty-nine letters, and this entry is in any event peculiar because it is the only one which 
concludes with the name of the recipient of the cult-act in the dative case.5* 

li, 12-13. The date makes it certain that this is Germanicus’ natalis in spite of the miswriting of his name; 
and its presence in the Feriale, as Snyder says, must be accounted for by his military reputation, however 
undeserved. 

i, 14. See on ii, 8. 

li, 15. Vesta’s importance in official religion makes the appearance of her anniversary natural in the Feriale; 
but Hoey has shown that even though the third century was a period of lively interest in the cult of Vesta, 
the prescription of her festival for celebration by the army was purely official, not the result of its being a popular 
holiday.” 

li, 16-17. The date restored in this entry has been convincingly argued by Snyder and may therefore be 
regarded as the first explicit evidence for the date of Alexander’s Caesarship and adoption of the toga virilis. 
Snyder has also pointed out that Alexander’s position as Caesar was more than merely that of a designated 
successor even before Elagabalus’ death, and that because it had been confirmed by the Senate, it became a 
useful basis for Alexander’s claim to be legitimate Augustus after Elagabalus was killed. 

The title dominus noster, as Hoey warns, is probably to be attributed to provincial rather than Imperial 
policy and practice, and does not show that Alexander’s principate was not “constitutional” in principle.®® 

ii, 18. The word quod points to the beginning of a new entry whose date is restored here not only on palaeo- 
graphical considerations but also because July 1 was by republican tradition the earliest legal date for electing 
consuls. 

The fact that Alexander’s first consulship is prescribed for celebration by the army is again evidence, like 
the prescription of his recognition by the Senate in i, 23-24, of his “‘constitutional” and civilian policy.®® 

The addition of primo marks this occasion as the unique first designation to the consulship and by implication 
looks to other such designations; but there is no evidence in the Feriale that any others were commemorated. 
If no other consulships had been held, the Feriale must be dated before A.D. 226; but it is likely that, as in 
the case of Augustus, only the first was entered in the calendar.® 

li, 19. The numeral in the date is restored entirely on considerations of space. 
The celebration here of Matidia’s natalis, even though she was not an empress, is strong evidence that all 

of the divae who appeared in the official list at the time were included in the Feriale;*! but there is also the 
possibility that Matidia and Marciana (ii, 28) were commemorated because of Alexander’s veneration for 
Trajan.® 

ii, 20. This date was previously attested only as that of Hadrian’s death; but it is restored with some con- 
fidence on the assumption that in the Feriale, as in the case of Trajan, Caracalla, and Marcus Aurelius (i, 15-16 
17-18, and 21-22), an emperor’s dies imperii is regularly set on the date of his predecessor’s death. 

ii, 21. It is probable that Divus Julius was included in the Feriale only as a great military leader, since 
the number of divi in the state list can be accounted for without him.® It may be noted that he is absent, along 
with Claudius, Lucius Verus, Pertinax, and Caracalla, from Decius’ series of “consecration” coins;*4 and that 
his birthday is lacking from Philocalus’ Natales Caesarum and Fastt. 

The date restored is that usually celebrated rather than the actual date of Caesar’s birth. 

55 Hoey, Feviale, pp. 130f.; Fink, Feriale, pp. 134f. 
®6 Col. i, 11-12, and ii, 12-13, are parallels of a sort; but 

both concern the memoria or the Genius of an undeified 
person; and the supplicatio of i, 17, is probably a general 
act of worship addressed to the gods, while the divus, 
Antoninus Magnus, receives individually the sacrifice of 
a bos mas. 

5” Hoey, Feviale, pp. 167-172. For interest in Vesta 
in the third century see A.D. Nock, “A diis electa,” 
Harvard Theological Review, XXIII (1930), pp. 251-274; 
and Snyder, Feriale, pp. 139f. 

14 

58 Hoey, Feriale, pp. 177-180. 
59 Hoey, Feriale, p. 180, note 846, presents reasons 

for believing that a militarized view of the emperor’s civil 
offices was not at work here. 

60 The Feriale Cumanum of A.D. 3-13 disregards all of 
Augustus’ consulships but the first (CIL I, p. 229). 

81 See Hoey, Feriale, pp. 174f., 182f., and 187f. 
62 Above, note 29. 
63 Hoey, Feviale, pp. 184f. 
64 Snyder, Ferviale, p. 147. 
SCE ipsa ve 
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ii, 22. Snyder and Hoey have shown that this is one of the festivals included in the Feriale primarily as popular 
holidays ;®* but the worship of Neptune did have some military connections, evinced most notably by the fact 
that the legions XI Claudia and XXX Ulpia had his image on their standards, the XI Claudia apparently because 
of participation in the victory of Augustus at Actium.®? 

The rites specified here, more extensive than those for the other popular festivals such as the Quinquatria, 
the Rosalia, and the Saturnalia, may possibly then be explained as reflecting this remnant of real worship. 
The supplicatio is evidently addressed to the gods in general, as probably in i, 17, 26, and 28 and certainly in 
ii, 1, 8, and 14, while the immolatio was of a victim offered to Neptune himself, like the bos mas to Caracalla 
in i, 18 and the taurus to Alexander’s Genius in i, 28-29. It may be suggested that immolatio is used here because 
the choice of victim was left to the discretion of the commanding officer of each garrison. Since Neptune’s regular 
victim was a taurus, there may well have been a feeling that such a sacrifice was too costly for the importance 
of the occasion. 

ii, 23-24. The appearance here of Divus Claudius, who may have been dropped from the official list of divi 
by the time of Decius and was survived by Pertinax in the Fast of Philocalus,®* is a strong a fortiori argument 
that no other divi had been dropped from the list at the date of the Feriale. 

li, 25. This is the festival of the Salus publica populi Romani, not of Salus Augusti. It was not a popular 
holiday; but the goddess, like Vesta, was of great importance for the welfare of the nation. Her appearance 
here instead of Salus Augusti is further evidence of the “‘correct’”’ tone of Alexander’s principate.® 

ii, 26-27. Though there can be no doubt that line 26 records some anniversary of Mamaea’s, the placing 
of Frags. 9 and 10 has been questioned because in their present position they preclude restoring either the 
Volcanalia (X Kal Septembres) or the dies imperii of Hadrian (III Idus Augustas) in line 27. The reasons 
for placing these fragments here are that: 1) Frag. g appears to belong to the bottom margin of a column 
because of the wide space of blank papyrus below the last line; 2) the spacing of the four lines on both fragments 
is the same as that of the last four lines of Col. ii; 3) the condition and appearance of the papyrus in the two 
fragments on both recto and verso corresponds to that of the areas of Col. ii above and beside them; and 4) 
the fragments in this position allow mutually consistent restorations of lines 26 and 28. Of these reasons, the 
second and fourth seem especially cogent because they are unlikely both to be the result of mere coincidence. 

With this placing of the fragments, however, and with the restoration of Col. iii, 1, as Pridie Kal Septembres, 
the dates of lines 26-28 are limited to the period from XVIIII Kal Septembres to III Kal. This at once eliminates 
Hadrian’s dies imperii; and all attempts to restore the Volcania in line 27 have met with frustration. We must 
therefore discuss next whether or not it is probable that these two occasions were left without celebration, 
since there can be no question of an inadvertent omission in a document so frequently consulted as the Feriale 
must have been. / 

In regard to Hadrian, the case has already been stated (above, p. 206). It is not merely that the Senate 
was hostile to him at the time of his death, but that there was a continuing tradition of hostility down to the 
time of the SHA. Hoey may have put the case inaccurately in saying that Trajan’s dies imperii was added to 
the Feriale because he was a favorite of Alexander’s; but it may well be that it was retained when others, like 

those of Commodus” and Pertinax,’”, not to mention the first-century divi, were dropped. Gilliam has properly 
emphasized that Hadrian was one of the official ancestors of the Severi and had displayed an exceptional interest 
in the army, so that the omission of his dies imperii appears to us remarkable; but it seems that its omission 
was a fact and that Hadrian was commemorated only through his natalis. 

The case of the Volcanalia is not quite so clear, for Mommsen was certainly mistaken in asserting that the 
festival was abolished by Macrinus,’* and there is evidence that the day was celebrated in the army of the 
Roman republic and was besides a popular holiday like the Quinquatria and the Saturnalia which might be 
expected to find a place in the Feriale.74 The one explanation, if the Volcanalia cannot in fact be restored in 

line 27, appears to lie in Appian’s comment on a Roman defeat in 153 B.C. during the wars in Spain (Hisp., 
45, fin.): éyiyveto S& TatS’ Ste ‘Papaioi TH ‘Hpaiote thy éoptiv &youoi’ S9ev ovdeis dv Excov Gp€eiev EF exeivou yayns 

Trap& TivSe Tihv jwépav. In other words, for the army the day was one of ill omen, like the dies Alliensis, even 

66 Feyiale, pp. 148f. and 167-170. 73 Mommsen, CIL I, p. 400, sub “X K Sept.” His 
6? RE XII (1924-25), s.v. “legio,’’ cols. 1374-76 and _ references are Dio Cassius, Ixxix, 25 and Hieronymus, 

1690-01. Chron., for the year 220. But Hieronymus merely says 
68 Above, note 64. (Migne, PL, Vol. 27, p. 249): Civcensibus Vulcanaliovum 
69 Snyder, Feriale, p. 151f.; Hoey, Feviale, pp. 176f. Romae amphitheatrum incensum, and Dio reports the 

Gilliam, op. cit. (note 3), pp. 195f. same in greater detail, adding only (Ixxix, 25, 4) éxeivo (that 
71 Above, p. 206. On Nerva’s dies imperii see below, is, the burning of the Flavian Amphitheater) 8& 87 avti- 

Paziie Kpus és avtov (Macrinus) gépev oti Kal Th imtrodpopiav TOU 

72 Above, p. 200. “Hoatotou KateAcAUKel E50 €ev. 
4 Hoey, Feriale, pp. 171 f., notes 789 and 792. 
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though it was a popular civil holiday.** If Appian’s words can be taken as true of his own day and not as 
merely derived from his source, then there is no reason why this same attitude toward the Volcanalia should 
not have continued until the time of the Feriale and even later. 

One must also ask whether line 27 is a continuation of the entry in line 26 or a separate entry. The fact 
that the cult-acts in honor of Mamaea begin to be enumerated at the end of line 26 and that the letters on 
Frag. 9 in line 27 can very reasonably be read as quo[d both favor taking line 27 as a separate occasion. On 
the other hand, there is some inherent probability that an anniversary of Mamaea’s which is almost certainly 
her natalis would be marked by more than a sacrifice to her Juno; and if quod is read as the beginning of a new 
entry, then Kal Septembres alone, without a numeral, more than fills the space preceding quod which 
is available for the date. Lines 23-26 of Col. i may be cited as an example of a double entry on the same date 
in which one occasion is named complete with the rites which celebrate it and then the second occasion with 
its rites; but elsewhere in the Feriale, (e.g., i, 14-16, and ii, 23-24) both occasions are named first, then the cult- 
act for each. We are accordingly unable to decide even whether or not line 27 was a separate entry. 

Granted, however, the placing of Frags. 9 and ro, the restoration of line 26 is not difficult; and it may easily 
be that the sacrifice to Mamaea’s Juno was the entire observance, since Alexander’s Caesarship and assumption 
of the toga virilis (i, 16-17) are celebrated only by a sacrifice to his Genius. 

Various possibilities for restoring line 27 are mentioned and rejected in the original publication. The most 
promising of these begins [. Kal Septembres| quo|d votla ob v{ictojriam and can be continued as Pa|rthicam] 
Aug(ustt) Alex|andri solvantur Victoriae b f] without greatly straining the extant remains; but even this wording, 
which is certainly minimal and depends somewhat on unusual phrasing, produces a line of seventy-four letters 
and must be rejected. 

li, 28. Since the letters aemay occur on the main body of the papyrus, there can be little doubt that the subject 
of this line is an anniversary of Diva Marciana; and since only the birthdays of divae are found in the Feriale, 
the restoration of the line is obvious. 

Col. iii, 1. Commodus received deification in A.D. 197 at the insistence of Septimius Severus,** after having 
suffered damnatio memoriae immediately following his death. This entry shows that the “constitutional” 
Alexander kept the deification in force, no doubt for the same reasons of dynastic interest as motivated Severus, 
even though it is questionable whether Commodus’ dies imperii was celebrated in the Feriale.” 

ili, 2. The space before Idus, as shown by comparison with line 1, requires VIJJ or VII to fill it. No anni- 
versaries are known for these dates; but if VII Idus Ianuarias (i, 7) was in fact one date for paying the 

soldiers,’® then this line could record a holiday for the payment of the third and final installment of the annual 
stipendium. 

iii, 4-6. The restoration of these three lines rests on slender evidence but appears nonetheless sound. The 
natalis of Trajan must appear in the Feriale and be followed immediately by the natalis of Antonius Pius. But 
lines 8 and 7 are pretty certainly occupied by the natales of Augustus and Faustina; so that only lines 4-6 
are left for the natales of Trajan and Pius. Nerva’s dies imperii is completely a restoration but seems necessary. 
With Trajan’s natalis alone, line 4 would have contained only forty-nine letters, and the entry for Pius on the next 
day would have followed in the next line. But the vertical distance from the bottom of the letters by in line 4 
on Frag. B 2 to the top of the s in line 6 on the same fragment is exactly enough to contain an additional line. 
This shows that the entry begun in line 4 was run over; and we must assume that the need to do so was caused 
by mention of Nerva’s dies imperil, which coincided with Trajan’s natalis. 

The lack of traces of ink on Frag. B 2 in line 5 may be accounted for by the narrowness of the remaining 
strips of papyrus and possible damage to their surface. 

iii, 7. The lack of any distinguishing epithet in this entry leaves two questions unanswered — which of the 
two Faustinas is honored here, and whether or not the other was similarly honored. The notation in the calendar 
of Polemius Silvius which has natalis Faustinae uxoris Antonin for XIIII Kal Martias has no value as evidence 
because of the inaccuracy and lack of official character of the entire calendar.’® Similarly, the charge in the SHA 
that Caracalla deprived Faustina of her temple and divale nomen comes down merely to the rededication to 
Elagabalus of the shrine in the village where Faustina died, probably the doing of the emperor Elagabalus.*? 
From the point of view of military religion, it is of interest that the younger Faustina was the first empress 

% Cf. the material collected by Hoey, Feriale, pp. 165f., 
on dies proeliares and dies religiosi in the military sphere. 

% RE II (1896), s.v. “Aurelius,” col. 2479. 
™” Above, p. 206. 
78 Above, pp. 202-205. 

FE .g., the date for Julius Caesar’s birthday is wrong(VIII 
Idus Tulias) and the natales of Cicero (III Nonas Ianuarias) 
and Vergil (Pr Idus Octobres) are included. 

14* 

80 SHA, Caracalla, 11, 6-7: ““...habet templum .... 
qui Faustinae templum et divale nomen eripuit, certe 
templum quod ei sub Tauri radicibus fundaverat maritus 
in quo postea filius huius Heliogabalus Antoninus sibi vel 
Tovi Syrio vel Soli — incertum id est — templum fecit.”’ 
Cf. also SHA, Marcus Antoninus, 26, 9. 
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to bear the title mater castrorum; but Alféldi has shown that the elder Faustina anticipated her in some 
important respects,*! and Hoey has proved that in all likelihood the cults of both Faustinas were present at 
this time in both the official civil religion and the Feriale.** 

iii, 8. It is significant that this is the only anniversary of Augustus to appear as such in the Feriale. His dies 
imperii appears if at all in some disguise in Col. i, 7-9, and his “‘victory” over the Parthians as Circenses Martiales 
in ii, 9, while none of the others is found at all. Furthermore, the observance is held on only one day instead 
of two, as during the first century A.D. This indicates that Augustus is treated like any other divus in the Feriale, 
not as the founder of the monarchy which the principate became. 

Col. iv, 7-8. The size of the letter x on Frag. D 11 shows that it is a numeral; and since it is preceded by the 
letter m it must be part of the expression used in Col. ii, 1, in X Kal(endas) easdem. In this fourth column of 
a feriale in which the period from January 1 to August 30 is contained in the first two columns, the only ex- 
tended holiday to be assumed is the Saturnalia, a popular holiday like the Quinquatria and the Neptunalia, 
and one already known to have been celebrated by the army.** 

The letters on Frags. D 13-D 15 do not, however, accord with this interpretation. The traces on D 13 would 
most naturally be read as n]ata{lem and consequently must belong elsewhere. Hoey’s suggestion that the papyrus 
had split into detached panels at this point, and that a panel sliding up or down brought this word into line 7 
from another line above or below is entirely reasonable and adequate. Likewise on D 14 and D 15, supplicatio 
is a very tempting reading; but swpplicatio could not follow natalem so closely, and besides the entire series 
of fragments from D 11 to the end covers a space of only about thirty-seven letters. But 7 X Kal easdem in line 
8 pretty certainly is the conclusion of a run-over line; so that we must infer that a part of Col. iv, of the width 
of twenty or thirty letters, was lost completely at the time the Feriale was discarded. 

There is a difficulty, too, about the wording of the entry for the Saturnalia. A reconstruction exactly on the 
pattern of the Quinquatria produces only forty-five letters up to the end of the word supplicatio; and this will 
not account for running in X Kal easdem over into the next line. Possibly the word supplicationes preceded in X 
Kal in this entry; or an immolatio, as in ii, 22, was also prescribed. At any rate, the wording must have diverged 

in some respect from the pattern followed for the Quinquatria. 
Since the blank papyrus at the bottom of Frags. D 13-D 15 is evidence that the entry they belong to was 

the last in the column, one might think of ascribing them to the natalis of Titus, III Kal Ianuarias. The ATA 
on Frag. D 13 comes in the right position for an entry beginning with this date; but supplicatio on D 14 and 
15 can hardly be the cult act for Titus’ natalis, since even Julius Caesar and Claudius receive boves mares like 
all the other divi. But the entry for Titus would be only forty-two letters long; so that the word supplicatio 
could come from the line above and would still have blank papyrus below it. Otherwise, if all three of these | 
fragments are to be taken as part of the same line, this last entry will have to be dated pridie Kal Ianuarias 
and assigned to a diva. 

The Missing Portions of the Feriale 

If Col. iii contained twenty-eight lines like Col. ii, if Col. iv, 7-8, have been correctly identified as an entry for the 
Saturnalia, and if not more than two lines followed it, then Cols. iii and iv together contained about thirty-eight 
lines. Of these, nine have been accounted for above, leaving twenty-nine for other known and unknown occasions. 
The natales of four divi belong in this part of the year,*4 along with those of Julia Domna and whichever two 
of the three divae—Plotina, Sabina, and Faustina—-are not named in Col. i, 10. The birthday of Alexander 
himself, Kalendis Octobribus, was probably found in iii, 9-11; and other anniversaries of the Imperial family, 
such as Mamaea’s reception of titles like Augusta and mater castrorum and Alexander’s wedding day and his 
wife’s birthday, if Col. i, 11-12 is actually the natalis of Lucius Seius, are possible subjects. So too are various 
feriae publicae; but the known dates for these columns make up only about ten lines. This leaves nearly twenty 
lines wholly without explanation except for such conjectural possibilities as have just been mentioned. 

81 A, Alfdldi, ‘‘Insignien und Tracht der rémischen 83 Hoey, Feriale, pp. 160f. 
Kaiser,’ Rom. Mitt., L (1935), p. 96. See also Fink, 84 Nerva, VI Idus Novembres; Vespasian, XV Kal 
Feriale, p. 158, note 721. Decembres; Lucius Verus, XVII Kal Ianuarias; and 

82 Feriale, pp. 182f. and 187f. Titus, III Kal Ianuarias. 
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Two fairly large and many small fragments, found in the season of 1933/34 in Wall Street near the 

Main Gate. Frag. a shows that there were at least two columns, one written in Latin and one in Greek. 

There is no glued joint between them in the interval of 1.6 cm; it is not a tomos synkollesimos but 
a single sheet of papyrus. Writing is on the recto with the fibers. 

Both the Greek text and the Latin text concern breaches of discipline and desertions among the 

soldiery of the border garrisions. There is no conclusive evidence for an exact date within the reign of 
Elagabalus, though perhaps the mention of Comazon points to the first two years of it. He took a leading 

part in the coup which made Elagabalus emperor and became a praetorian prefect soon thereafter.! 

As consul ordinarius in 220 and later as urban prefect, he must have had little connection with the East 

and we should not expect to have him named in a papyrus from Dura, except in a consular date, which 

line t of Frag. 0 certainly is not. 
It is not impossible that the misbehaviour of soldiers of the Palmyrene cohort was an isolated incident, 

having no particular connection with similar events elsewhere and merely illustrating a chronic problem 
and perhaps the breakdown of discipline under a weak régime.? Some connection with disturbances 

in more important centers, however, is likely. There are at least two possibilities of this kind. Around 

219 the legates of two legions in the Syrian provinces, the III Gallica and IV Scythica, were executed 

as rebels. The same legions are said to have revolted a second time during this reign, and inscriptions 
show that the III Gallica was disbanded.? One or another of these affairs may have provided an oppor- 
tunity and stimulus for mischief at Dura. 

An even more plausible setting for our text, so it seems to me, is the situation at the beginning of 
Elagabalus’ reign, perhaps just after his supporters had defeated Macrinus near Antioch in June, 218. 
There must have been great confusion throughout Syria both before and after the battle, and it is 

probable that a number of urgent letters had been received at Dura before this one arrived. Dio writes 
(Ixxix, 34, 6): “Among other preparations against each other, they sent out messengers and letters 
to the provinces and to the camps (or legions), in consequence of which in many places men were con- 

fused by the first communication of each about the other and by the constant and contradictory mes- 
sages.’’ Quite possibly the Dura garrison had supported Macrinus, since its connections with Antioch, 
his headquarters, were closer than with Emesa and Raphaneae.! In any event the state of affairs was an 

1 For a recent summary of his remarkable career see 
R. Hanslik, RE VII A (1948), 2412f., to which should be 
added L. L. Howe, The Pretorian Prefect from Commodus to 
Diocletian (A.D. 180-305) (1942), pp. 97-100; and 
G. Barbieri, L’ Albo Senatorio da Settimio Severo a Carino 
(193-285) (1952), pp. 231f., no. 1174. The present text is 
by no means conclusive, but if it belongs to the summer 
of 218, it suggests that Comazon was in Syria and supports 
those who identify him with Eutychianus; that is to say, 

the great majority of scholars. One may add that even if 
there were no direct evidence, the sudden rise of Comazon 
to the highest offices in the state could hardly be ex- 
plained unless he was one of Elagabalus’ original sup- 
porters. 

2 See e.g., the Carian inscription from the time of 
Caracalla or Elagabalus recently published by L. Robert, 

CRAT, 1952, pp. 589-599. This is a reply to a petition 
made to the emperor by the city of Euhippe concerning 
soldiers and officiales who were in the habit of leaving the 
main highways and committing abuses of some kind in 
the city. Robert cites a number of similar complaints 
from the third century, including the well-known in- 
scription from Scaptopare, SIG 888. 

3 Dio Cassius, xxx, 7, 1-3; see Ritterling, RE XII (1925), 
s.u. “legio,”’ cols. 1526f., 1561 and cf. comments on 
Seleucus in 64. 

4 The Dura garrison was part of the army of Syria 
Coele, and its legionary vexillations were drawn from 
units stationed in the area controlled by Macrinus. It 
should be noted that a detachment from the cohort was 
apparently assigned to attendance on the new emperor 
in 219; see Introd., p. 41. 
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invitation to the commilitones to relax their discipline, and some commanders must have been reluctant 
to attempt to restore it in the name of either emperor before it became clear who would win. 

The Latin and the Greek texts are both well written, but clearly not by the same hand. The former 

is inclined to straight lines and a sloping ductus, the latter to plump curves and an upright manner. 
The papyrus is complete at the top in Frag. a, with a clear margin of 2.2 cm. above the writing, and 
complete also at the bottom of Frag. 6 (which almost certainly continues the same column), where there 
is a clear margin of 9.5 cm. Like the Greek text, the Latin is a letter, but it did not begin with Col. i, 
and it lacks the closing salutation at the end of Col. i. There is room at the top of Col. ii for the heading 
of the Greek letter. 

The relationship between the two texts is unknown. The Latin mentions the Cohors XX Palmyrenorum 

specifically, and may well have been addressed to the tribune commanding it. The author may have 
been the provincial governor, or, if the date is that of the coup in 218, someone in the group around the 

new emperor. The Greek text mentions “‘the cohort with us,’’ but does not specify which that was. 
There is, nevertheless, some possibility that the Greek is actually a translation, official or not, of the 

Latin. If each were originally in two columns, the text of the first column of the Greek would not re- 

produce the second column of the Latin. The first preserved lines of the Greek show, however, that it 

also was concerned with the problem of discipline, and such minor coincidences as 7” castra] sua (Frag. b, 

lines 3/4) and eis tiv TOAL iv (Frag. 2) are suggestive. We should still be faced with the question why 

such an official letter, written perhaps to a single military officer, should have been done in two versions. 
A more normal situation would be that where a Latin letter included a copy of a Greek document, 

a letter or petition, for example, to which it formed the reply or served to call official notice.® The Greek 
text can have been a memorandum addressed by local magistrates to the governor or others, complaining 
of soldiers’ misbehavior, and the Latin text may have been an order to their commanding officer to 

correct the situation. It may be noted that the Greek text shows a literary and discursive quality which 

removes it from the category of purely routine communications. 

Unpublished. 

A 

The two larger fragments (a and 5) are evidently from the same text, as the hand, the width of column 

(ca. 8.5 cm.), and especially the content show. The first is from the upper part of a column, the second 
from the lower part, and to judge by the amount of papyrus left blank, from the end of a text; there 

is no closing formula such as opto te bene valere. The text continues from Frag. a into Frag. 6 without 
much loss; even if no line is entirely missing, the papyrus would have had an original height of about 
28 cm. Since the text is incomplete at the top, at least one column has been lost at the left. Presumably 

the small Latin fragments come from this, though only the content in Frag. c offers any confirmation. 
The narrow hand is smaller and more cursive than those usually found in official correspondence ; 

the slanting letters, often combined in a series of ligatures, were written rapidly. The ink has faded in 
places, and the fragments are all rather worn and abraded. The larger ones contain many holes. 

Despite the lacunae, the general drift of the letter can be followed in part. There is first some reference 
to the emperor, Elagabalus. Epithets are bestowed on him generously; sanctissimus and invictus may 

have seemed particularly appropriate in a time of rebellion or at least disorder. But apparently, and 
very strangely, the most important part of his name, Antoninus, is omitted. Some letters are mentioned, 
not the writer’s but whose it does not appear, which may express or arouse strong feelings (vehementer). 
The reason seems to be that soldiers of the Palmyrene cohort have deserted their camp and are wandering 
about without discipline in Parapotamia, the district along the Euphrates in which Dura was situated. 
Valerius Comazon is mentioned, and the letter concludes: “with sacred (i. e. the emperor’s) authority 

5 Examples of this would be the Scaptoparene inscription, SIG 888, or the petition of the Aragueni to the 
Emperor Philip, OGIS 519. 
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I demand (or he demands) that you bring back our fellow-soldiers to their post without delay and 

hereafter see to it that they conduct themselves in accordance with discipline.” 

Col. 1 

Frago@, 25.2 xX © cm: 

[— 7 —].em d(omino) n(ostro) sanctissimo 

[Imp(eratore)] Marco Aurel(io) iny[icto ...] 

-..un..[..] seit [.]..[—7 —] 
5 vehementer n[— 7 —]s 

milites coh(ortis) XX [Palm}]yrenorum 

sublat[.|S Saiels =). « [..]. derelictis 

[— 5 —]..[— 5 —Ja. Para[po]tamia 
10 La Beara ts eer 

1.dn’. 2. Aurel:. 

Frag. 6, 7.8 x 14.8 cm. 

[...]em Valeri C[o]mazonti[s — 7 —] 

[ajuctoritate sacra dep[osc....] 

te sine mora commilitfones in castra] 

sua inducere et de cetero [curare] 

5 ut ex disciplina aga[nt. ] 

Frag. c, 4.7 X 3.8 cm. Frag. d, 1.4 X 1.8 cm. 

lit}terarum Valferi Comazontis ? esterlall 

].. quoda.[ en 

jtas[-]2. Palmyreni’ . .[[ 

sel 

Frage e, 0.9) x 2 cm. Prag j; 2-4 <5 em: 

Jariosei[ ].<S°sou. | 

].[.]mdes. [ [pexenrli 

Frag. £,. 3.2 x -3.0.em. Brae, 12)< 2.2 cm. 

Pei erase 
vacat roge.[ Pvsmtee[ 

[-<\]/- aval] 

Frag. a, 1-3. The first letter partially preserved in line 1 is most likely s; De]cem is possible but unattractive. 
The omission of Antoninus is surprising in view of the importance of Elagabalus’ claim to be Caracalla’s son, but 
ef. ILS 5793 (Numidia): Imp Caes M Aurelio invicto pio felice Aug, which with the abbreviation fel would 
fill the lacuna in lines 2-3. Sanctissimus is not found as an epithet of Elagabalus in the texts included in JLS 
or in the list compiled in Dizionario Epigrafico, III, p. 668. However, some other members of the Severan 
dynasty are so styled: Caracalla, Maesa, Mamaea, and Alexander; CIL VI, 2086, iii, 20 and ILS 484, 485, 
2494. Elagabalus is éo16tatos in some Thracian mile-stones (GRR I, 670, 686, 687). So also is Alexander 
(ibid., 669). 
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7-8. Possibly sublat[t]s sanetts [s]tg(ni]s, derelictis castri[s, soluta?] disctplina. A long stroke completing h in 
line 6 makes the middle of the next line harder to read. It was, not surprisingly, a duty of commanders milites in 
castris continere (Digest, xlix, 16, 12); cf. also Cod. Theod., vii, 18, 15: qui relictis militaribus castris ... (A.D. 406). 

Frag. b, 1. Possibly Jwm, not Jem, at the beginning of the line. At the end, since we do not know what precedes, 
there is no way to determine what should be supplied: e.g., [v em pr pr], [in quo ex], or simply [ex] since the 
length of lines varies. 

2. Presumably dep{osco], but the subject and form’of the verb are uncertain; cf. Frag. d. For sacer, meaning 
“Imperial,” see e.g., O. Hirschfeld, Die kaiserlichen Verwaltungsbeamten bis auf Diocletian, 2d ed. (1905), p. 186, 
n. 3; p. 284, n. 3 and W. Ensslin, Historische Zeitschrift, CLX XIII (1954), p. 453. The phrase ex sacra auctoritate 
occurs twice in CJL VI, 266 = Fragmenta Iuris Romani Antejustiniani, III, no. 165. 

5. Cf. ... acriore hodie disciplina victi quam victores agunt (Tacitus, Hist., ii, 77). An appeal to military discipline 
might be expected in any period, but there was an actual cult of Disciplina under the Severi. See I. A. Richmond, 
Archaeologica Aeliana, 4th Ser., XXI (1943), pp. 165-169; J. Baradez, Libyca, I (1953), pp. 157-160. 

Frag. c. Line 4 and the first three letters of line 3 are on a separate piece. Why it was attached here, and 
whether correctly, I do not know. 

Frag. d. Possibly pjoscit{ or ploscim|us. The trace of the letter in the second line seems to make it impossible 
to attach this to Frag. 6, 2-3. 

Frag. f, 2. There appears to be an abbreviation mark or small u above the fourth letter. 

B 

The Greek letter occupies the right part of Frag. a and a number of smaller fragments. The hand 

seems clearly the same in all except Frag. g, which, nevertheless, was found with the rest, and that 
hand is rather similar. Frag. 7 and Frag. 7 may be placed with some confidence at the right of Frag. a; 
Frag. 7 was stuck beneath Frag. a from the original folding. Frags. k and m should follow in that 

order below the center of Frag. a, Frags. / and m in a similar order at the right, below Frag. 7. These 
locations are based on the appearance of the papyrus, and have not been supported by restorations. 

The hand is a fine example of the round style (Introd. p. 54) with letters widely spaced and 

often as wide or wider than they are high (A, H, K, M, N, TI, 2, T, Y, Q). Ligatures are used freely 

and terminal or initial hooks or curves are common. Tau is made with two curving strokes connected 

by a small loop at the bottom; wpszlon is the same except that the bottom loop is left open, giving the _ 
letter the appearance of a top-heavy “‘X”’ (as in 43 also). 

The first line of the preserved text can be understood as having stood near the beginning of a letter, 
and there is room at the top for four missing lines, which probably contained the address and opening 
greetings. The writer uses the pluralis majestatis, and while the preserved lines mention no person or 

specific military unit, the writer’s horizon is evidently wide. He mentions “‘the cohort which is here 
with us” (tis Trap’ tyeiv omre[ipns) and so was above the level of a unit commander himself. Soldiers are 

mentioned, and a legionary vexillation, also a city, which may be Dura if the phrase is parallel to the 

castra| sua of Col. 1; the camp at Dura was within the city. A question attaches to the phrase étri 2upeiav 
in line 5: if someone or something was coming “to Syria” he or it was coming from outside. This would 

exclude taking the reference to apply to the Dura soldiery, since Dura was in the province of Syria, as 
well as in the region known as Parapotamia (line 9 of Col. i). 

Col. 1 
Frag. a 

KaGfo]pa@uev orf — = ovK] 
eis Td] vta UTreiK[ovol —- — = ] 
d¢e.[.]ar oou u.[ — — ] oTpa[t10-] Frags, 15x17 cm, 

TOI YOP Tis Tap’ hyEiv omrglipns — J mpo[ — ] 
5 TEP Gs ETT] ZuUpEiav Kai yevou[ev — — — | 

avoov [...]oo Udy os Etti vel. JAal — — Juas [ — ] Frag.a7;, 0 5aels 7 icine 

[esw|ecleso-]s+ NACAY . [slo — Jgopoyl — ] 
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Brag. k, 5 X 3.7 cm. Braga’ 2:5 < 3\cm: 

Aiea ee Jie tas, ff 

]. ove€i[AAaTtiov — Jev 

].... gis Thy TOAfiv Jew.[ 

OTPATI]~TOV Ka... [ 

Bragion, 7 3.3 em. Frag: 2, 2.5 X 2.5 cm. 

lemosh Eee 

].[..-.]ews F.nAel Jpatros[ 
Japa Kol. .]xerv apl ].en 

].-[ 

Frag. o Frag. p Frag. g, 3 X 4cm. 

Jeol Jul ].nt.[ 
oTpa]tiotol 

vacat 

leans 

Frag. a, lines 1-2. The sense may be restored as follows: Kxa6[o]pépev St[1 of otpatidtai (or the like) ouK] | eis 
tm a]vtx wireik[ouo1 Tois UTEP avTOUS TeTaypEvois]: ““We observe that the soldiers are not in all respects obedient to 
their commanders.” This is just the kind of, understatement we should expect in an official notice sent about at the 
beginning of a new and perhaps still somewhat precarious reign. Probably conditions were actually chaotic. B.ebhe 
obvious and quite possible reading and restoration is 8éo[uJo1, but the writer uses the plural of himself elsewhere, 
and this does not seem to be the place in the letter where he would make a request, even if we may suppose the writer 
if such a letter to request at all, and not give orders. 6. If uel. . Aol is part of a place name (I have not identified 
it) the line might have continued: trpds5 fJuas. Frag. m. Perhaps ko[té]yeiv, but something of the epsilon should be 
visible. 

56. Letters from Provincial Headquarters, Assigning Mounts ¢/ (CG; 

inv. DP, 8 A.D. 208 Plates XX XIII, 1-2; XXXIV 

One large and many small fragments from a roll. Many holes and a brown deposit left by worms. 
Large, carefully formed hand or hands with relatively few ligatures, letters 7-10 mm. tall. Small w, 

usually high in line. Writing is with the fibers on both recto and verso. Smaller, more narrow letters 
in B, written with fine pen. Larger, wider letters in CG and coarser pen. There was more need for com- 

pression in B. Width of column in A 19 cm. Margins: A top 2.7 cm., left 4.5 cm., right 1 cm.; B left 
(at docket) 1.2 cm. Some of the detached fragments in the original edition (p. 186) have been placed 

in B andG, and others are now rearranged. 
These letters concern the probatio and assignment of horses to cavalrymen of the Palmyrene cohort 

by the governor of Syria Coele, Marius Maximus, one of the most prominent figures of the Severan 

period. Presumably the entire roll was made up of letters of the same kind. Cf. 58, a copy of a similar 
letter, and especially 97, which in part was compiled from such letters as these. For the probation of 
horses see also 66 PP, 100 xxxviii, 18, and 115 ai, I. 

Published: J. F. Gilliam, YCS, XI (1950), pp. 171-189. Cf. M. I. Rostovtzeff, Miinchener Beitrége, XIX 
(1934), pp. 373, 375; Rep. V, p. 299; Gilliam, Eos, XLVIII (Symbolae R. Taubenschlag Dedicatae, 1957), pp. 200f. 
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A 

Frag. a, 25.5 X 19.5 cm. 

[— 6 —].[.].i.[...] 
Marius Maxim[us Va}lentin[{o] s[uo] 

(2d H.) Acc(epta) septimum decimum [K]al(endas) A[p]ril[es d(omino) n(ostro) 

Imp(eratore) AJntonino Aug(usto) I[II et [Geta Caes(are) II] co(n)s(ulibus).] 

(rst H.) sal[ute]m. 
5 Ecum quadrimum rus(seum) person{a]tum 

s(ine) n(ota) probatum a me Iulio Basso eq(uiti) coh(ortis) XX Pal(myrenorum) 

mosieter, et .<[..... Jnota ex die [quljar[to ..] 

Iunias [d(omino n(ostro) Imp(eratore) Antonino A]jug(usto) III [e]t [G]et{a]] 

10 (|Caesare ite[rum] co(n)s(ulibus). | 

vacat 

ONSHue COM. m7 ICsprs 8. refer’. g. Ajug: III’. 

Verso 

(3d H.) ULPIO VALENTINO TRIB(UNO) COH(ORTIS) 
a 

Mario Maximo leg(ato) Aug(ustorum) pr(o) pr(aetore) 

3. Augg. 

“Marius Maximus to his Valentinus, greeting. (Docket. Received March 16, A.D. 208.) Enter in the | 
records according to the regular procedure a horse, four years old, reddish, ““‘masked,” unbranded, 
approved by me for Julius Bassus, a cavalryman of the Twentieth Palmyrene Cohort which you com- 
mand, at one hundred and twenty-five denarii, and make note ... effective from ... (i.e., May 29, 

June, or a\une £0), AyD. 2080e ee 

Address on verso: ““To Ulpius Valentinus, cohort-tribune, from Marius Maximus, legate of the two 

Augusti, pro praetore.”’ 

1. It is uncertain what was contained in this note at the top of the sheet, and also whether it was on the 
letter when it was dispatched or was added later. 

3. This line was added at Dura when the letter was received. Similar dockets occur in 63 and 64. The clerk 
may have used a shorter version of the date than that restored here. 

5 Personatus, “masked,” is apparently a term for some marking on the horse’s face. 
7. The same figure appears again in C and in 97. If the reading at the end of the line is correct, acta is ap- 

parently used for the cohort’s records in general, as in Vegetius, ii, 19; cf. Gilliam, Eos, XLVIII (1957), pp. 
207-216. 

8. The restoration ac{tis ad|nota, though somewhat redundant, may be suggested; see the passage just cited 
from Vegetius and TLL I, 784. It is not clear why the effective date should be later than that of the letter. It 
seems to be earlier in C. Mr. G. R. Watson of Nottingham University has suggested to me in a letter that nota 
may mean “brand,” a possibility which should be considered. However, ex die seems to suggest some book- 
keeping procedure and in 97 horses are found described as s(ine) n(ota) after their assignment to equites of 
the cohort. 

g. The letter may end with the date. A clerk crossed out Geta’s name after his damnatio memoriae in 212. 
For a list of papyri in which his name is cancelled see P. Mich. VI, pp. 97f., to which may be added PSJ 1245, 
P. Strasbourg 192, P. Mich. Inv. 5763 (TAPA, LXXXII, 1951, p. 166; an altered seal). 
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B 

Frag. 6, ca. 21X9.5 cm. 

[Marius Maximus Valentino suo] 

[salutem. ] 
[Ecos duos ? quojrum icfonismos subic]i iussi 

p{rob]at[os] a me equitibus i[nf]ra [sc]riptis 

5 coh(ortis) XX Palmyr(enorum) c(ui) p(raees) singulos ¥ centenis 

].[ 
[—7——e]x VI- Kal(endas) [.... Apro et Maxi]mo co(n)s(ulibus) 

Rest of letter lost 

Docket to left of line 4: 

(2d H.) dat(a) 
IIIT Idus Mai(as) 
Hieropo(li) 

5. xx‘, Palmyr’ c- singulos:centenis:. 

Verso 

(3d H.) [ULPIO] VALENTINO T[RIB(UNO) COH(ORTIS)] 
{a Mario Maximo ljeg(ato) [A]ug(ustorum) pr(o) pr(aetore) 

2. Augg. 

“(Marius Maximus to his Valentinus, greeting. Enter in the records ...] effective from ... A.D. 207 

two (?) horses, the descriptions of which I have ordered to be appended, approved by me for the caval- 
rymen named below of the Twentieth Palmyrene Cohort which you command, at one hundred ... 

denarii each .... Docket. Dispatched May 12, at Hierapolis.”’ 

2. A docket noting date of receipt may have been entered at this point, as in A, but one was perhaps less 
necessary since the date of dispatch was given; so also in C. 

3. For tconismos cf. P. Oxy. 1022 (A.D. 103). That letter deals with recruits, but the formulas and procedure 
were similar. 

6. Unless this letter is in fact earlier than A and was written in 207, the effective date for the records is earlier 
than that of the letter by at least several months. I have assumed that the letters were filed in chronological 
order and were added to the right edge of the roll. 

Docket. It is worth noting that the governor was in Hierapolis. (The spelling in the papyrus is the official one.) 
For the city’s strategic importance see now G. Goosens, Hiérapolis de Syrte (1943), pp. 126f.; cf. also pp. 120-122, 
151-154. However, the governor may have been making a tour of his province or sight-seeing. 

Cc 

Prag. 6,.ca. 22.5 xX 9.5 Cm. 

{Marius Maximus Valentino suo] 

[salutem. | 

Eeium! Calppadolicem)./|.-u:.(i .[); -|....] 

numnfa s: pr[oba]tum a me Halathe 

5 Marin{i] eq(uiti) coh(ortis) [XX P]al(myrenorum c(ui) p(raees) [¥] ..... (Beales [ 

in [acta ut] mos [refer ex K]Jal .[ 
Rest of letter lost 

Docket to left of line 5: 

(gdh) dat(a) 
XVI Kal(endas) [S]ept(embres) 

Antiochia 
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Verso 

(3d H.) [ULPIO] VALENTIN[O TRIB(UNO) COH(ORTIS)] 
[a Mario Maximo leg(ato)] Aug(ustorum pr(o) pr(aetore) 
2. Augg. 

“(Marius Maximus to his Valentinus, greeting. Enter in the records according to the regular procedure 

effective from...] a horse, a Cappadocian ... with brands on left thigh and shoulder, approved by 
me for Halatha son of Marinus, a cavalryman of the Twentieth Palmyrene Cohort which you command, 
at one hundred and twenty-five denarii .... Docket. Dispatched August 17, at Antioch.” 

1. The restoration of Marius Maximus’ name in this letter is more uncertain than in B since it is over three 
months later in date. 

3. The end of this line and the beginning of the next continued the description of the horse. Its age and color, 
possibly [muri]| nwm, were probably included. 

4. The abbreviation is probably to be expanded n(ota) f(emore), a(rymo) s(inistro) ; cf. the abbreviations in 97. 
5. The writing at the end of the line, over which CXXV is inserted, is small, irregular, and faded. 

The following fragments belong to this roll and possibly to one or another of the letters printed above. 

Frag. d, 2.54 cm. 

vacat 

Marius [Maximus 

From the first line of a letter, possibly B. 

BPrag.i¢, 2-5 2.5 Cm, 

lif-Jol 
Possibly Valentji{n]o or s{ujo from the same line as d. 

Frag. f, 2X4 cm. 

jeta...[ 

Perhaps | et aciiis; cf. A, 8. 

Bragvg, 1.5 <4 cm. 

fied, 

57. Fragments of Letters 

Inv. DPi32 Perhaps ca. A.D. 208. 

A series of seven fragments from a roll of letters, ranging in size from 0.8 x 1.8 to 1.7 7.2 cm. Official 

epistolary hand resembling those in 56. Characteristic letters include 7 looped at top and double-looped J. 

No complete words can be read, but Jeli may be AwrJelt or A]el1. Traces of the address on verso. 

58. Copy of Letter Assigning Mounts 

Inv. D.P. 63 V Ca A.D. 240-250 Plate LX 

Written across the fibers in a neat, rounded hand, which is the basis for the date given above. Margins: 

top (above line 2) 3 cm., left 1 cm., below 17.8 cm. The recto is occupied by 114, also undated. 
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This is a copy of a letter similar in form to those in 56. The column was evidently quite wide, and much 
of the letter is lost in the lacuna to the right. The writer, Aurelius Aurelianus, is the governor or some 
other high official (cf. 97). Aurelius Intenianus is almost certainly the tribune or praepositus commanding 
the Palmyrene cohort. 

Published: J. F. Giliam, YCS, XI (1950), pp. 187-189. 

Frag. a, 4.45.7 cm. Frag. 6, 8.5 25.3 cm. 

lnlee 

vacat 

Aurel [A]urel[ijanus Aurel Inteniano su[o 

subici ius[si p|rob(atos) a me eq(uitibus) coh(ortis) XX [Palmyrenorum 
in [acta ut mols refer ex XVII Kal [ 

5 [ —II— |. Data IIIT Idus Ian[uarias 

vacat 

3. me: eqq. 4. eX’. 

1. [Rlec(ognitum) ? But I have found no parallel. 
2. Ingeniano may have been intended but cannot be read. At the end of the line one may supply: su[o salutem. 

equos (number) quorum iconismos]. Cf. 56 B. 
3. Asecond s is found below the s in subict, passing through part of wu. Possibly the clerk after writing one letter 

decided to begin the line higher on the sheet. On Frag. b, the lacuna presumably contained after the name of 
the cohort: c(w) p(vaees) and a sum in denarii. 

4 and 5. The descriptions of the horses may have been given in the lacunae in these lines. 

59. Letter from a Governor of Syria o£ C Con qc 

inv, D. P. 7 7-525. 7em: Probably A.D. 241 Plates XXXIII, 6; XL, 2 

This fragment is from a liber epistularum. To the left there is a blank strip of papyrus 2 cm. wide from 
the right edge of another letter in the roll. Only the beginnings of lines are preserved, but there are the 
following margins: top 1.7 cm., bottom 1.7 cm., left 11.2 cm. The hand on the recto is large and ornamental 

(Introd., p. 56), almost without ligatures. The writing is with the fibers on both recto and verso. 
There is no clue to the subject of this letter from Attius Rufinus,! the governor of Syria, to Aurelius 

...I..[...], praepositus of the Palmyrene cohort. It is possible, however, that it quotes some com- 
munication from a certain Aelius, and that it began gui[d muhi scriberet] Aelius. The date depends 

on that of 121, in which Attius appears as governor in either A.D. 239 or 241, and 89, in which another 
governor and another praepositus appear in A.D. 239; thus 121 should probably be dated to 241, and 
this letter to about the same time. The marginal docket can be restored in this sense. 

A praepositus cohortis, who was often a legionary centurion, commanded an auxiliary cohort in the 
absence of the regular prefect or tribune; so also in 107, of about this period, where the name of the 

officer is lost. It would be interesting to know whether the praepositus of 241 had replaced the prae- 
positus of 239, or an unknown tribune had been in command of the cohort in between. 

Unpublished. Cf. Rep. V, p. 299, Pl. XXXI, r. 

1 Attius Rufinus apparently belonged to the same almost certainly another relative and may even have 
family as the senator Attius Rufinus of the time of Com- been the Rufinus named in these papyri; cf. PIR? I, 
modus and, possibly, Severus; for the latter see PIR? pp. 274, no. 1363; and G. Barbieri, L’Albo Senatorio da 
I, p. 274, no. 1364. P. Attius Pudens Rufinus Celsianus is Settimio Severo a Carino (193-285) (1952), Pp. 254, no. 1460. 
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Attius Rf{ufinus 

-[ 
qu.[ 

Aelius .[ 

5 ad quid [ 

rioris. [ 

billae. [ 

coh XX P{almyrenorum 

vacat 

Marginal note opposite line 2: 
(2d H.) ...e.sextum [ 

sO re | 

Verso 

AURELIO ...R..[...] PRABP(OSIFO) COR(OREIS) 

Attius R{ufi]nus leg(atus) Aug(usti) pr(o) pr(aetore) 
3. quild? 

7. The first letter in the line, in the absence of any more attractive alternative, has been read as a b, with a 
straight stem and a very narrow bow standing at the right, followed by a connecting stroke. Though difficult 
to identify, the letter is completely preserved. Whatever its correct reading may be, apparently one must take 
refuge in the explanation that this is part of a name, perhaps a place name in the locative. 

Marginal note. The hand is careless and the ink faded. The most probable reading seems to be accep(ta) 
sextum (Id or Kal month Imp Gordiano IT] et Cl(odio) Pomp|etano cos] (A.D. 241). 

Verso, 1. The cognomen of the praepositus may include, beginning with the second or third letter, eyvm. 
However, it does not appear to begin with either g or h. 

lia 60. File of Circular Letters 

Inv: D) P4 Car AD? 208 Plate XLI 

There are five large and a number of small fragments from a roll of incoming letters. One, B, is 
preserved practically intact. The others have suffered considerable abrasion and wear in addition to 
being incomplete. All show the same neat, small hand. Abbreviations are marked by dots and strokes; 
final letters are doubled to indicate plurals. The width of column was 18 cm., as preserved in B. 

The roll appears to have been a file of circulars sent out from the governor’s office in Antioch. The 
opening formula in B, C (probably), and Frag. f is addressed to all commanding officers in certain 

categories, not to the tribune of the Palmyrene cohort. The content of both B and D suggests a circular. 
In B, the concluding phrase ofto bene valeatis is in the same hand as the rest of the letter, and not in 

that of Marius Maximus. There are no addresses on the verso, since it did not matter which copy reached 
any particular officer on the distribution list. All identifiable letters are from Marius Maximus, governor 

of Syria about 208 (56; Introd., p. 23), and the consular date in C is restored to this year. In any event, 
in the light of Augg um in line 2, B cannot be later than 209 when Geta became a third Augustus. 

The procurator, Minicius Martialis, is named in an inscription from Dura of 209-211, at which time 

he was probably acting governor.1 

Published: M. Rostovtzeff, CRAI, 1933, pp. 315-323; Miinchener Beitrige, XIX (1934), pp. 373-378. Cf. 
a V5 Pps 297i-n El OX; Le, Année Epigraphique, 1933, no. 107; U. Wilcken. Archiv fiir Papyrusforschung, 
XI (1935), pp. 315f.; J. Mallon, R. Marichal, C. Perrat, L’Ecriture Latine de la Capitale Romaine ala Minuscule 
(1939), no. 28, Pl. XX. 

1 Rep. VIL/VITI, pp. 85f., no. 847. 
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A 

Only a small fragment, 6 x 4.5 cm., remains of this letter, with six letters preserved. It was glued and 
is still attached to the sheet containing B. 

|meorum 

B 

The copy of a letter to the provincial procurator commanding that the necessary preparations be 

made for the reception of a Parthian envoy was discussed by Rostovtzeff in two articles, and my remarks 
here are not meant to supersede his commentary but to summarize and supplement it. 

The officers addressed commanded auxiliary units or in the case of the praepositi, possibly also 

legionary vexillations. Presumably they were stationed in the towns named at the bottom of the letter. 

These are listed in the order in which the courier would reach them going down the river.? 
Though nothing is known about Goces or about this particular embassy, his mission is likely to have 

been one of considerable importance. It came in the interval between two major Parthian campaigns and 

at a time when presumably both states were aware of the possibility of the second. As a matter of fact, 
in 208 Goces may have observed preparations for enlarging the camp and strengthening the garrison 

in Dura itself (Introd., p. 25). We may assume that a series of letters such as this preceded Goces all 

along the route of his journey to and from Imperial headquarters. He may have had to go as far as 
Britain; Septimius and his sons crossed over to the island some time in 208. No doubt, whatever its 

destination, Goces’ journey took many weeks or even months, especially if he had the same scruples 
about long sea voyages as Tiridates did in Nero’s reign. It is natural to assume from missus ad dd nn 

fortissimos impp that Goces was on his way to them. But the possibility that he was returning from 

his mission does not seem to me to be ruled out; the order in which the towns are named may or may 
not be significant. In any event, Goces very possibly both began and completed his journey in Roman 

territory in this section of the Euphrates vipa. It will be noted that he is termed legatus Parthorwm, 

not of the Parthian king, in keeping with Roman usage; see e.g., Tacitus, Aun., xv, 24, I (but cf. xv, 

7, 1) and Suetonius, 77berius, 16, I. 

Doubtless Goces traveled with an entourage of some size, and the expenses of entertaining him 
are likely to have been considerable. It is interesting to see what procedures were followed in meeting 
them.? The governor authorized drafts on the quaesturae of units and required a detailed report of 

expenditures; evogare of course is a technical term meaning to disburse public funds. However, the 
procurator made the actual arrangements, sent the required orders to the individual units (which also 
received a copy of the governor’s letter), and kept an account of what was spent. 

The quaesturae numerorum are obviously unit treasuries. In the first half of the third century a number 

of dedications to emperors or members of the Imperial family are made by units ex guaestura; see YCS, 
XI (1950), p. 206, nn. 184f., to which add L’ Année Epigraphique, 1950, no. 16. Quaestura, however, 

does not seem to appear elsewhere as a technical military term; but cf. quaestorium. The money in 
quaesturae may have been largely what was deposited by or withheld from soldiers. For xenza see the 
remarks of Rostovtzeff. It may be noted that Ulpian cites a letter of Septimius and Caracalla (thus 
one more or less contemporary with the present text) concerning the xenza of governors and uses the 
word himself; Digest, 1, 16, 6, 3. 

2 For Roman military posts below Dura, especially 
Belesi-Biblada, see Sir Aurel Stein, Geographical Journal, 
XCV (1940), pp. 430f.; A. Poidebard, La Tvace de Rome 
dans le Désert de Syvie. Le Limes de Trajan a la Conquéte 
Arabe. Recherches Aéviennes (1925-1932) (Haut-Com- 
missariat de la République Frangaise en Syrie et au 
Liban, Service des Antiquités et des Beaux-Arts, Biblio- 

théeque Archéologique et Historique, XVIII, 1934), pp. 126f.; 
F. Cumont, Cambridge Ancient History, XI (1936), p. 860. 
For Eddana see H. Seyrig, Syvia, XXXI (1954), pp. 
212-214. 

3 See the comments on this letter by H. G. Pflaum, Les 
Procuvateurs Equestves sous le Haut-Empive Romain 

(1950), pp. 156f. 
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However one emends the text, the clerk made errors, as Wilcken was the first to note, which are 

rather surprising and show excessive carelessness. E¢ for wt (lines 3 and 5) and quaesturas for quaesturae 
(line 5), Wilcken’s suggestions, would be mistakes easily made by one glancing at a text in this hand 
without paying much attention to its content.4 But offere for offerant, again Wilcken’s suggestion, is 
harder to understand. Other possibilities which have ocurred to me in lines 5~7 are ef or ex quaesturis... 
offerre, either of which is simpler than Wilcken’s emendation. Perhaps the second of these is preferable. 
See Introd., p. 50. 

Brae, a, 25 x<022.5 00, 

Marius Maximus trib(unis) et praef(ectis) et praepositis n(umerorum) salutem. 
Quid scribserim Minicio Martiali proc(uratori) Aug(ustorum) n(ostorum) 
et notum haberetis adplicui. Opto bene valeatis. 

Ex(emplum). 

5 Curae tibi sit et quaesturas n(umerorum) per quos transit Goces 

legatus Parthorum missus ad d(ominos) n(ostros) fortissimos Imp(eratores) 
secundum morem xenia ei offere. Quid autem in 

quoque numero erogaveris scribe mihi. 

Gazica 
10 Appadana 

Du[rja 

Ed{da]na 

Bilblada] 

1. tribb praeff: nn’. 2. proc: Augg. n’n’. 3. adplicui:. Et corrected by Wilcken to ut (see above). eit 
5-7. Corrected by Wilcken to read: ut quaesturae ... offerant. 6. dd n’n’ impp 8. secumdum corrected by the 
clerk to secundum. 

“Marius Maximus to tribunes, prefects, and praepositi of units, greeting. I have appended for your 
information what I have written to Minicius Martialis, procurator of our two Augusti. I hope that you 
are well. 

“Copy. 

“See to it that the quaesturae of units through which passes Goces, the envoy of the Parthians sent 

to our lords the most brave emperors, offer him the customary hospitality. Write me, however, what 

you have expended in each unit. 

“Gazica, Appadana, Dura, Eddana, Biblada.” 

Cc 

It is not certain that the two pieces here combined belong together. The appearance of the papyrus 
suggests that they do, and this is supported by the fact that the consular date of 208 would then begin 
on one piece and end on the other. That to the left was attached to the sheet which contains B (it is 
now detached), and the top margin of the second piece is substantially intact, so their vertical alignment 
can be determined. I have assumed that there is a space of only one or two letters lost between them 
in lines 5-6, at ]wm (line 5) and Jm (line 6). The letter may direct that other documents and pridiana 
(line 3) be submitted for certain purposes or by a certain date, but obviously too little is left to recon- 

struct anything of its contents. For the pridiana see below, pp. 288 and 201. 

4 For the common formula ut notum haberetis cf. e.g. (1909), no. 82, 7 (cited by Wilcken); no. 116, 4, 5; Pliny, 
C. G. Bruns, Fontes Iuris Romani Antiqui, 7th ed. Ep., X, 22. 
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Frag. b Frag. c 

4 X12.5 cm. 4X 8.2 cm. 

[Marius Maximus tri[bb 
sal[utem. | 

[tee svsvares Jr. = €& pridran. fi 

Pecrtree s je. [. és item | 

5 [..]...[...Jum Im[p] Ant[onino Aug III et Geta Caesare] 

I cosiqul.jm.-/....).m<| 
ptum[ 

solen{t 

viol | 

10 com| 

1. Presumably the line was completed as in B, 1, but cf. Frag. fin which either the order is different or the praeposit 
are omitted. 3. Possibly dia]lria et pridiana [. 4. Possibly Jea[¢]is. 5. The first letter preserved has a hooked 
bottom, and probably is c, p, or t; stip Kal] | [Sep]tem[bri]jum may be a remote possibility (cf. 95). The year restored 
is 208. Geta’s name may have been cancelled as in 56 A. 6. Probably quem, to judge from the trace of a connecting 
stroke joining m. 10. One of many possibilities is com[militon-. 

D 

The lower edge of the sheet is preserved, and it appears that about the first two lines of the letter 

itself are completely lost, in addition to the salutation. If the length of lines was the same as in B, parts 
of the right hand two-thirds of the column survive from line 3 on, though only this much of line 9g is 
more or less intact. The text of which we have this tantalizing fragment seems to have dealt with a 
prescribed method of paying soldiers. Beyond this very little is at all certain. Perhaps at the end, from 

line 6 or 7, it provides that up to a certain limit (wsque ad denarios x) amounts due soldiers are to be 

paid in full; beyond this, a denaris y usque ad denarios z, a fixed sum only was to be paid; and from 
any larger amount than the last stated, ? ex matore q\uantitate, the soldier would receive only two 
aurei. The balance would be deposited in his account, one may assume.® Two aurei is a fairly considerable 
sum, in terms of soldiers’ pay, being equivalent to 150 denarii. An ordinary infantryman in the cohort 

at this time may have received 450 denarii a year, before deductions. Everyone else in the unit would 
be paid at a higher rate, the centurions and decurions especially. Whether gold coins were actually issued 
is uncertain. None was found in the excavations. 

I have considered the possibility that D should be joined to C, with D 2 being part of the date in C 5. 
But aside from other difficulties, the interlinear intervals do not quite match in the lines below. It is 

conceivable that this is the second column of C. 

Frag. d, 13.2 X 16.2 cm. 

J-[-].[ 
(Aug. * sl 

]-le.[—15—].us[.].[-] 
|sec.us. .[—1o—]s dena 

5 ls praeci[s]e ..[.].[—-7—] denarios 

5 For such accounts see R. Marichal, L’Occupation 
Romaine de la Basse Egypte (1945), which is essentially 
an edition of two military financial records; and P. A. 

Brunt, Papers of the British School at Rome, XVIII (1950), 
pp. 6of.; for auxiliary pay, see Brunt, pp. 64—66. Cf. also 
Marichal, Annuaire de I’ Institut de Philologie et d’Histoive 
Orientales et Slaves, XIII (1953), pp. 399-421, especially 

T5 

pp. 417f.; and G. R. Watson, Historia, V (1956), pp. 

332-340- 
6 In BGU 423 (2d cent.) we find recruits receiving 

three gold pieces upon their arrival at Misenum; cf. also 
Suetonius, Domitianus, 7: addidit et quartum stipendium 
militi aureos teynos; and, on a different level (the salarium 
of a tribunus semestris), CL XIII, 3162, ii, 16 (ca. 220). 
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|.nt primo qu{ijd[e]m [—6— pJariari 

usquje ad denarios[...].[...].[.... a djenaris: 

Jent usque ad denarios [.]..[.].... 

qjuantitate solos binos aureos 

10 Is 
2. Augg may be possible but not Augg mn. One might consider Aug nos[t-, but the singular would be unexpected, 
except in a date. The month is another possibility. 3. Possibly com}plet[. 4. Possibly ]sectus; at the end of the 
line, dena-|rios ? 6. An equally easy reading would be plaviati = “‘paid’’? 7. Figures doubtless followed 
denarios in this line and the next. 8. Possibly debJent or, especially if there is any connection with C, sol]ent. 

Frags. e-/ 

In addition to the following two fragments, there are a half dozen small pieces which may belong 
to this roll. None, however, contains any significant or intelligible sequence of letters. It is very possible 

that e is part of D; Frag. / apparently comes from the first two lines of a letter. 

Frag. e, 34.8 cm. Frag. f, 3.5X4 cm. 

(pesee praeflectis n{n 

setae Jam prae[ 

ja dena[riis 

eel 

61. Letter Concerning Frumentationes 

Inv Dyes Ca. AD, 216 Plate XX XVIII, 1 

Two large and several small fragments incomplete on all sides. Surface abraded and many holes. 
No words have been read on six small scraps which are omitted here. Large chancery hand in Frag. a i. 

Characteristic letters include 1, the transverse and second vertical stroke of which form a deep, wide 

curve closely resembling the uw; a small, narrew o; and a tall, narrow c and d. Very few ligatures. Col. 
ii and Frag. } are in a smaller, coarse hand, which is probably the same as that in. 66 YY-EEE. It is 

possible that all these fragments come from one text. Verso blank. 
Despite the striking difference in hands, the two columns in Frag. a seem to belong to the same 

text. There is no join of papyrus sheets between the columns, and what has been read in the second 
column supports the assumption that it continued the first. Frag. b is very possibly part either of Frag. a ii 
or of a third column of the letter, to judge from the hand and a few partially preserved words. 

The hand in Frag. a i suggests that the letter was written in the office of the governor. The portion 
preserved of this fragment is from the lower part of the sheet, and the first column ended at the beginning 
of line 7. This column may have been a covering letter. It perhaps began with a statement that certain 

regulations or instructions were appended (swbicz cussi or the like) in accordance with which (secundum 
quos ?) prescribed procedures were to be observed in the cohort’s frumentationes. The column or columns 

that followed presumably contained the instructions in some detail. The text may have been a circular 
going out to all units under the legate’s command, but the Palmyrene cohort is specifically mentioned 

and its tribune is directly addressed in Frag. a i, 5-6. It was among the duties of commanders of troops 

... frumentationibus commilitonum interesse, frumentum probare; Digest, xlix, 16, 12, 2 (Macer). For 

references concerning the provisioning of units see 64 and 129. 

Unpublished. 
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Frag. a, 25X16 cm. 

Coll 

].-[ 
ie. [alegoises sai. 

]. secundum qu.[.] 

|tam [frJumentationi 

5 |coh(ortis) XX Palmyrenorum 

jianae c(ui) p(raees) observari 
] vacat 

5p COlale 

Coll ii 

[—5—].[ sugge....... [ 

slice ileal idl : instr[u]men(t 

feereecgiiall [toes 10 ad quinos .[ 

(acacia. [ ter frum[ent 

5 (eee eels ail SiGls sal 

[egenssstlice-naveilbe Theil [—6—]. .[ 

eles ele desde 

Col. i, 2. The letter following Jego begins with a hook and may be /. The next to the last letter in the line has a 
hook at the bottom, as in ¢, J, f, and t. 

3. Possibly gu{z]d. 
6. If the reigning emperor was Caracalla, as is quite possible, or Elagabalus, [Antonin]ianae should be restored. 

Nothing except part of a title of this type is lost in the lacuna. 
7. A verb, such as oportet or debent, evidently ended this part of the text. 
Col. ii, 8. Presumably from suggero, but a fuller reading, e.g., suggerant, is difficult. 

Frag. 6, 12X19 cm. 

eet igo 
].. frume[nt J.-L 
Jsugge[.]. -[ 10 ].-[ 
leeertanllie |. = [ ister alll 

5 lectern [ al 
leans stale ieee 

icaibeessil immtes Rei eereleaslerll 

15 Teel 

3. Cf. Frag. a ii, 8. The lacuna may be followed by 7m{ or zm[, in which case an imperative would seem to be 
the only possible form of suggero. 

setee tere 

62. Fragmentary Letter Cee 

inv. DP. 33 Ca. A.D. 216-220 

A series of four fragments containing parts of five lines of a letter and some of the margin on each 
side. They range in size from 2.1 x 3.3 to 3.46.2 cm. Coarse, irregular epistolary hand, resembling 

61 a ii. Only scattered letters and parts of words are preserved, such as dze and |.nost.[. The latter 

might be from the phrase cos noster. Verso blank. 

15* 
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63. Fragmentary Correspondence 

ry VP. 50; 22,5 12,5'Cm, A.D. 211 Plates XX XIII, 3; XXXV, 1 

Two fragmentary letters from a tomos synkollesimos. Careless, sloping hand. Many ligatures. Hooked 
stems in b, h, 7, and J. Long finishing strokes in e, 7, J, and o. Margins: A, top 0.5 cm., right 2.5 cm.; 

B, top 0.4 cm., left 0.4 cm., right 2 cm. Width of column in B, 11 cm. If the width in A was the same, 

about eighteen letters are lost in lines 2—5 and eleven in lines 6-10. 

Probably both letters, and certainly B, were written by Julius Pomponianus to Saturninus, both 
of whom seem to be otherwise unknown. What we have here, however, are not the originals but copies 

sent to Agathonius, who most probably is the commander of the Palmyrene cohort. His name appears 
at the upper edge of each letter (the restoration in B seems almost certain) and in the address on the 
verso of B. From this address we may conclude that the copies were sent by Pomponianus himself. 

There is little to suggest who Pomponianus and Saturninus were. The opening of B (eto, domine frater) 
suggests that Pomponianus was not the governor or much, if at all, senior in rank or age to Saturninus. 

Both letters deal with soldiers and evidently request that some action be taken in regard to them. 
It is possible that Saturninus had jurisdiction over a detachment from the Palmyrene cohort in Appadana 

(cf. 64) and that Pomponianus sent these copies to Agathonius as the soldiers’ regular commanding 
officer. 

The content of the letters is rather obscure. In the first, Pomponianus is apparently asking Saturninus 
to send to him a soldier from the century of Seleucus. To judge from v7 (line 6) and dufla (line 8) the 
man may have been accused of a forced sale or some other act of violence. In B Pomponianus is interested 
in two men, quite possibly soldiers who also may have been guilty of some mischief. 

Unpublished. Cf. Rep. V, p. 290. 

A 

| Agathonio 

[Iul Pomponianus Satur]nino suo 
[s]alutem. 

mit]|tas ad me 

5 | Seleuci 

jostrum qui vi 

]. vendidisse .e[. .] 

].o proc: dupla bona 

]...[..].usei.[— 7 —] 

1. The nomen Agathonius is not listed in TLL, Onomasticon; Schulze, Geschichte der lateinischen Eigennamen; 
Dessau, ILS; Preisigke, Namenbuch; or Pape, Wérterbuch der griechischen Eigennamen ; but this type of formation 
is well known, especially in certain western provinces, and some instances are found in which nomina are formed 
from Greek personal names. Cf. Schulze, op. cit., pp. 48-53, and especially 54f.; H. Thylander, Etude sur 
VEpigraphie Latine (1952), pp. 141-143; E. Birley, Roman Britain and the Roman Army (1953), pp. 165-167. 

3. Presumably a docket was added at the beginning of this line, as in B. 
4. A possible restoration, which fits the probable width of the lacuna, is: [ Peto, domine frater, mit]tas. 
5. The line probably contained only a name and 4] Seleuci. For the century see Introd., p. 28. 
6. Possibly nJostrum or even vlostrum, agreeing with some title or designation of the soldier. Perhaps v7- 

rather than v7. Complaints about extortion and violence committed by soldiers are very common. For a recently 
published text dealing with the subject see L. Robert, CRAT, 1952, pp. 589-599. Cf. also N. Lewis, Proceedings 
of the American Philosophical Society, XCVIII (1954), pp. 153f.; and, for forced contracts, Gnom. Id. Log. 99. 

8. The procurator may be a private agent and not an official. 
g. Possibly ].0.[..]bus evu[s]. 
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B 

Agathon]io 
Tul(ius) Pomp[oJnianus Sa[turn]jino suo 

(2d H.) Acc(epta) Kal(endis) Iul(iis) Gentiano et Bass[o co](n)s(ulibus) 

salutem. 
5 Peto, domine frater, Themar{[sa .... ] 

da: et Hiereum Abe[d —8—} 

de quibus tibi ...[ —11— ] 
meus d[o]minus .[ —11— ] 

Appada[na —13— ] 
io er 

Verso 

AGATHONIO [ 
a Lul(io) P[ompo]nf[iano] 

De Anile 

3. The consuls are those of 211. For dockets in this position see also 56 A and 64. The hand of the docket is 
very similar to that in the body of the text. One difference is that the hooks at the tops of 6 and z do not loop 
back to touch or cross the hastas. The end of the line slants up to avoid salutem. 

5 and 6. Perhaps Themar|sa (or -sam) Zebi|da, two very common names. St. Augustine mentions a Hierius, 
a homo Syrus in Confess., iv, 14, 21. Hiereus’ father’s name, beginning Abed-, probably took up the rest of the line. 

7. A verb may have been lost in the lacuna. 
8. Meus might be the end of a name, instead of the possessive. Dominus here is possibly “owner.” If an e 

seemed possible, one could read d[o]mine fr[ater again. 
g. For Appadana see Introd., p. 40. ~ 
Verso. In some details the hand resembles that on the recto. The trace of the second letter preserved from 

Pomponiano is especially ambiguous. 

64. Letters to the Tribune from a Praepositus ee Sacs' 149 

Inv. D.P. 15 60 X 22 cm. ALDy 22% Plate XXXIX 

Two letters from a liber epistularum. Some other small fragments may belong to the same roll, but 

they contain nothing intelligible. Each letter contains two columns. The first in both is about 15.5 cm. 
wide; the second somewhat more narrow, at least in A. There are many holes and much abrasion, 

and the ink has faded in places. The same irregular, careless hand is found in both texts. Characteristic 
letters include e, often a single-stroke angle, like a check-mark;/, usually a stem hooked at the left with 

another hook for a base; f, which has a hooked stem and a cap; and w, which is often small and high 
in the line. Abbreviations are generally marked by points in the line or by short oblique or hooked 

strokes also in the line or above letters. Ligatures are common. 
The letters are from an incoming file. Though only two survive, one may assume that they were 

part of a long roll, made up by pasting one letter to another as each was filed according to subject or 
source. The addresses are found, as usual, on the verso along the fibers. The date of receipt is inserted 

between the salutation and the body of the letter: acc(efta), day and year. Only the year, A.D. 221, 
is fully enough preserved to be read with certainty. There is no reason to believe that the letters are 
copies, as was suggested in Rep. V. It should be noted that they were kept in the files for thirty-five 
years, though their content could hardly have been of much importance after a comparatively short 
time. 
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In both letters the tribune commanding the Palmyrene cohort is requested to compel minor function- 
aries to take certain action, as authority for which a copy of a letter from the provincial governor is 

appended. In the first it is asked that he make an Imperial freedman furnish barley from praedia fiscalia 
to a detachment stationed at Appadana, a town north of Dura; in the second, that he compel a legionary 
clerk to give satisfaction (satisfacere) to a man whose name apparently is given without further identi- 

fication. The title of the writer of both letters, Aurelius Rufinus, has not been certainly read. He is procu- 

rator and a praepositus. 

The relations of the four men involved might be clearer if the procurator’s title were read with more 

certainty and his position better understood. In the first and fuller address he is proc(urator) Aug(ustorum) 
n(ostrorum) (duorum) praep(ositus) praetent(urae). If the last word is correctly read, he was in charge 

of some part of the limes. He does not appear to write to the tribune as the latter’s immediate superior 
in a chain of command. His request is based on a letter of the governor rather than on his own authority. 
Further, it is somewhat uncertain why the procurator should choose to obtain the action he desires 
through the tribune. While the librarius quite possibly was under the command of the tribune, one 
would not assume that the freedman was ordinarily subject to his orders. In a transaction, however, 

involving members of different branches of the provincial administration, probably the authority and 
intervention of the legate were regularly required and provided the only means of coordination. 

The existence of Imperial praedia along the Euphrates, hitherto unattested, has a certain interest. 
Imperial domains presumably contributed provisions for the army in many areas. An example from 

Egypt is found in P. Oxy. 735.1 There are a number of references in military papyri from Dura to the 

procurement of grain, much of it perhaps requisitioned at a fixed price; see YCS, XI (1950), pp. 243f.; 
and C. B. Welles, Rep. IX, 3, p. 56, note ror. 

Antonius Seleucus is one of several additions made by Dura papyri to the list of governors of Syria 

Coele. He is possibly to be identified with Julius Antonius Seleucus, legate of Moesia Inferior under 
Elagabalus. 

Published: J. F. Gilliam, Etudes de Papyrologie, VIII (1957), pp. 48-58. Cf. M. Rostovtzeff, Miinchener 
Beitrage, XIX (1934), p. 273; Rep. V, pp. 302f. 

A 

Col. 1 

[Aurel(ius) Rufinus Lustillo suo] 

[s]alute]m. 
(2d Hi.) Acie(epta)i|-= 

Grat[o et SeJleu[co co](n)s(ulibus). 

Quid muhysembenletl| eae cr. eee 

Antonius Seleucus v(ir) c(larissimus) c[o](n)s(ularis) noster, 
domine fili, ut scires subieci 

et peto compellas ordinatum Aug(ustorum) 

n(ostorum) lib(ertum) equitibus siy[e] mulionib[us q]u{1] 

(1st H.) 5 

1 This text (A.D. 205) contains in Col. ii, 5-11 a receipt 
given by an optio to a Kaiodpwv oikovdyos oviKapios 
for wheat delivered to fifty equites. A list of pedites 
follows, who presumably also received wheat. I would 
suggest that the correct reading of line 12 is item pedites 
(centuvia) Belet, not the editor’s vi Belet. The centurion 
is quite possibly the Beleus Zabdeus who heads the list 
that follows. Some minor corrections of the names may 
be worth suggesting: Col. ii, 13, Zabdeus, not Zabdius; 
15, the editors’ Ievvaeus, not de Ricci’s Servaeus; 16, 
Gaddes, not Gaddius (de Ricci) or Gradius (the editors) ; 

Col. ili, 22, the editors’ Salmes, not de Ricci’s Salmeus; 
23, Zebidas, not Zebidius. For the readings of de Ricci, 
see REG, XVIII (1905), p. 340; and P. Oxy., V, p. 315. 
Optiones regularly issued wheat, cibariatores other kinds 
of food; see Claire Préaux in her publication of the ostraca 
from Pselkis, Chronique d’ Egypte, XXVI (1951), p. 133. 
For another delivery of wheat to soldiers by an oeconomus 
or dispensatoy Caesavis see P. Clermont-Ganneau 4a 
(Syene ?, 2nd half of 2nd century), published by A. Ba- 
taille in Journal of Juristic Papyrology, VI (1952), 
pp. 186-188. 
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10 in vexill(atione) Appadanens[i] deg(unt) horde[u]m 

ex praedis fiscalib[u]s dare secun- 

[icrman\ ese | {i —17— ieee 

lene 

8. Augg. Qu tn 

Colo i 

Pareaen 

eee [ 

dari prae. .[ 

TIE 2 

vacat 

Verso 

(3d H. ?) ile LOTUS cOen Is (UNO) COH(ORDIS)| 

[AurJel(ius) Rufinus proc(urator) Aug(ustorum) n(ostrorum) 

Verso. Augg nn. 

“{Aurelius Rufinus to his Justillus,] greeting. Docket. Received [day and month] in the consulship 

of Gratus and Seleucus. I have appended, honored son, for your information what Antonius Seleucus, 
vir clarissimus, our consular governor wrote to me ... and I ask that you compel the freedman of our 

two Augusti in charge to give barley from the Imperial domain to cavalrymen or muleteers who are 

in the detachment at Appadana .... Address on verso. To... Justillus cohort tribune, Aurelius Rufinus 
procurator of our two Augusti, praepositus praetenturae.”’ 

Col. i, 1. Restored from address on verso and from B. There are traces of ink at each end of the line, too 
small and too faint to support readings. 

3-4. Acc(epta) was followed by the day and month of receipt. Dockets in this position are found in 56 and 63. 
In 66 dockets recording dates of receipt are at the bottom of the sheet, as also, e.g., in P. Oxy. 1022. 

5. In B, which otherwise has the same beginning as the present text, there is nothing to correspond to the 
unread portion of this line. Unfortunately no letter is completely preserved, and several are almost entirely 
lost. Scriberlet] is followed by a letter with a tall stem; then after an almost certain 7, one finds another tall 
letter, an ambiguous blur, and possibly a. The last letter in the line appears to be ¢. Perhaps one should try to 
read a short clause introduced by sz, sz ...... sit?, possibly some formula of politeness. 

6. The suggestion that Seleucus is possibly to be identified with Julius Antonius Seleucus, governor of Moesia 
Inferior under Elagabalus, was first made in Rep. V and is recorded by A. Stein, Die Legaten von Moesien 
(Dissertationes Pannonicae, I, 11, 1940), p. 93. If the identification is correct, Seleucus was probably transferred 
to Syria Coele after having been legate of Moesia Inferior. He was evidently not the last governor of Moesia 
Inferior under Elagabalus, and the present letter appears to have been written late in 221 (see below on lines 8-9). 
Elagabalus was killed on March 13, 222. 

A further, more remote, possibility is that Antonius Seleucus is the Seleucus named as a pretender to the 
throne (¢yvannus) in Polemius Silvius, Laterc. (Mommsen, Chron. Min., 1, p. 521). Cf. A. Stein, RE II A (1927), 
1248 and Die Legaten von Moesien, p. 93, who suggests the Moesian governor and the consul of 221 as possibilities ; 
so also G. Barbieri, L’Albo Senatorio da Settimio Severo a Carino (193-285) (1952), p. 400, no. 2. It is known that 
there was unrest in Syria at this time, especially among the legions; Dio Cassius, Ixxx 7, 1-3. It should be 

noted that Fink in his revision of the passage in Polemius Silvius seeks to emend this Seleucus out of existence 

(AJP, LX, 1939, pp. 328-331). 
7. The procurator addresses the tribune as domine fili probably because of a difference in age rather than in 

rank. One finds, e.g., the prefect of Egypt addressing the commander of an auxiliary unit as frater; P. Oxy. 
1022 (A.D. 103). For this use of dominus, often with fratey and the like, and its Greek equivalent kvpios see 
M. Bang in L. Friedlaender, Sittengeschichte, IV®, pp. 82-88; TLL, V, 1924-1928 and VI, 752-753, s.vv. ‘““dominus” 
and “‘filius”; F. Délger, Antike und Christentum, V (1936), pp. 211-217, 296, and VI (1940), pp. 66f.; L. Robert, 
Revue Archéologique, 6 sér., VII (1936), pp. 234-238; J. et L. Robert, REG, LXVI (1953), p. 96, no. 267. 
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8-9. For ordinare as a technical term meaning to appoint to an office, see O. Hirschfeld, Die kaiserlichen Ver- 
waltungsbeamten bis auf Diocletian” (1905), p. 313, 1. 3, Pp. 443, n. I; also Bang in Friedlaender, Sittengeschichte, 
IV, p. 51. It is somewhat strange that the procurator does not give the freedman’s name, but one would desire 
other examples before accepting Ordinatus as a personal name. 

The two Augusti are Elagabalus and Alexander. The latter, though not officially Augustus until his accession, 
is occasionally so styledin Elagabalus’ lifetime; see, e.g., the texts cited in Preisigke-Kiessling, W drterbuch, III, p. 61. 
Alexander was made Caesar in June, 221, and began to be regarded as co-ruler after that date; see W. F. Snyder, 
YCS, VII (1940), pp. 141-143 for the date. One may assume, therefore, that the present texts were written 
toward the end of 221. 

ro. A considerable number of men from the Palmyrene cohort, which was a cohors equitata, were in Appadana 
at this time (Introd., p. 40), and probably the vexillation mentioned here is a detachment of that unit. One 
cannot exclude, however, the possibility that vexillations from other units were also stationed there. It might 
appear rather strange that the procurator should request the tribune to see that the latter’s own men were 
provided with barley. But very possibly the men at Appadana were assigned to the procurator, who now desires 
that their headquarters furnish them with provisions. Or conceivably the procurator had been asked for barley 
and in refusing suggests another source, though in the text there is nothing really to support this. 

11. For the phrase praedia fiscalia cf., e.g., Digest, 1, 6, 6, 11; Codex, xi, 71-73; and agri fiscales in ILS 6870, 
III, 30. Presumably this Imperial domain was located somewhere along the Middle Euphrates, not far from 
Dura and Appadana. There is unfortunately nothing to suggest its origin and when it came to be Imperial 
property. For Imperial estates in Syria, see F. M. Heichelheim, ‘Roman Syria’”’ (1938), p. 145; for their ad- 
ministration in general, Hirschfeld, Verwaltungsbeamten, pp. 125-137, and the bibliography in Riccobono, 
Fontes Iuris Romani Antejustiniant, I, pp. 482f., to which a recent addition is H. G. Pflaum, Les Procurateurs 
Equestres sous le Haut-Empire Romain (1950), pp. 56f., 87. The freedman in charge of the estate was presumably 
a procurator. 

12. Perhaps secun|{dum morem, but of course there are many other possibilities. 
Col. ii. Presumably this column contained part of the copy of the governor’s letter. A possible reading in 

line 2 is Appada[n-. If the reading is correct, as I am inclined to believe it is, it shows that the governor’s letter 
dealt specifically with the situation at Appadana. In line 3 dari praece[pi cannot be read. Praedi{ is possible. 

Verso, 1. This line, as is usual, is in larger letters than the rest of the address. The first letter, of which very 
little is preserved, may be @; the last three, c or tuo. 

2-3. The writing in these lines is a careless, hasty scrawl. The most obvious possibility for the nomen in 
line 2 is of course [Aur]el, and the restoration is supported by Col. iii, 1, which can be read as Avy[rel. In line 3 
praep seems quite certain, though the cap of p joins the stem at so low a point that the letter could also be read _ 
as e. But the word that follows is harder to identify, though completely preserved. It can be read praetent, though 
hardly any individual letter is certain. Apparently, however, the procurator was praep(ositus) praetent(urae). 
Support for the reading is found in 66 UU: prae]p praet (A.D. 216). I know of no parallel for the office, though 
one does find a senatorial leg(atus) Aug(usti) at praetenturam under Marcus Aurelius; ILS 8977; and cf. Ritterling, 
RE XII (1924), 1301, s.v. “legio.” Cf. also the Mauretanian praetentura of the time of Septimius Severus; 
Fabricius, RE XIII (1926), 668. The combination proc Augg ‘praep in itself is not a difficulty; see, e.g., proc 
Aug praep limitis in ILS 3251 and proc Aug et praep vexillation in ILS 1327. 

B 

Col. iii 

Aufrel(ius) Rufinus Lustillo suo] 

salut[e]m. 
(2d H.) Acc(epta) [— — 15 — —].. 

Gra[to et Seleuco co[n]s[ulibus]. ] 

(rst E:) 5 Qui[d] mihi scri[bJeret Antonius 
Se[lJeucus [v(ir)] c(larissimus) co(n)s(ularis n(oster), [do]min{[e] fi[l]i, ut 
scires subieci et pet[o] compel[ljas 

Sozontem librari[u]m leg(ionis) XVI F(laviae) F(irmae) Antoni- 

nianae satisfacere h.[..]nae. An- 

10 tonius Seleucus v(ir) c(larissimus) co(n)s(ularis n(oster) . [ —6— ]...e.e 
(3d H.) d...a. scit. Opto te, domine fili, [felicissimum] 

multis annis bene valere. 
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vacat ven ell 
[ —10— lela —10— ifs See | 

15 [ —8— jae. oi —I15— ] 

[ —6b— Jl[.].ad me [ —15— ] 

Col. iv 

-[ 
[ 
[.].[ 
Uy soiree: [ 

5 collegam ...[ 
sente eo .[ 

poterit de. .[ 

aestima..m v[ 

vacat 

Verso 

(4th H ?) | LUSTILLO TRITB(UNO) COH(ORTIS),] 
[Aurel(ius)] Rufinus proc(urator) Aug(ustorum n(ostrorum) 

praep(ositus) praet (enturae) 

Verso. Augg nn. 

“(Aurelius Rufinus to his Justillus,] greeting. Docket. Received [day and month] in the consulship 

of Gratus and Seleucus. I have appended, honored son, for your information what Antonius Seleucus, 

vir clarissimus, our consular governor wrote to me and I ask that you compel Sozon, clerk in the Legio 
XVI Flavia Firma Antoniniana, to give satisfaction to .... Antonius Seleucus, vir clarissimus, our 

governor, knows (?) .... Im Rufinus’ hand. | hope, honored son, that you flourish with great good 
fortune for many years. ... Address on verso. To ... Justillus cohort tribune, Aurelius Rufinus, pro- 
curator of our two Augusti, praepositus praetenturae.”’ 

Col. iii, 1. There is a trace of ink at the end of the line but not enough to identify the letter or letters: s]u{o] ? 
3. Possibly ]by at the end of the line; i.e. Novem]br(es) or Decem]br(es). 
5. Scri[pslerit is perhaps a better reading, but distrusting the faded ink I have followed the parallel in Col. i, 5. 
8. A vexillation of the Legio XVI Flavia Firma was in Dura at this time, and presumably the librarius was 

a member of this. For the detachment see Rep. 1X, 3, p. 109 and for a librarius in another legionary vexillation 
at Dura, Rep. V, pp. 224-226. It seems reasonable to conclude that the tribune is addressed as the senior officer 
in the Dura garrison, though it has been argued that a dux ripae was already established in Dura under Elaga- 
balus; see Introd., p. 24. 

Epithets such as Antoniniana, formed from the reigning emperor’s cognomen, were regularly added to the 
names of units in the third century; see G. M. Bersanetti, Athenaeum, XVIII (1940), pp. 105-135; and XXI 
(1943), pp. 79-91. They changed at the accession of each new emperor. Thus P. Fuad I Univ. XXIV, in line 5 of 
which the double epithet ToAdiavijs [O]voAovoiavijs should be restored, must be dated 251-253, not 251-262 
as the editor suggested. 

g-12. Satisfacere is probably followed by ha[ or hi[, and the name Ha[nz]nae is a possible restoration. A 
Haninas Bellaei, a soldier of the Palmyrene cohort, was in a vexillation at Appadana at about this time (101 
XXvli, 16). It is uncertain whether there was a financial obligation or whether the satisfaction to be given was 
of another kind. 

A new sentence begins with Antonius Seleucus. At the end of line Io a possible reading is eve. In line 11, d may 
have been preceded by another letter. Possible readings after a include 7 or tw (written as in ordinatum in Col. i, 8). 
It would be tempting to read [a]dici a te or dict a te except that the last letter is hard to accept as e. The line 
could also begin de via. 

Opto te, etc., is in a small irregular hand, the procurator’s own. There are traces of ink after fiz, presumably 
from felicissimum which I have restored, but they are not enough to permit any letters to be identified. 
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13-16 and Col. iv. Too little remains to suggest the character of the governor’s letter. In 13 one might expect 
exemplum. The letter following e/ in the next line is not 7; i.e., Aurjel R[ufinus. In Col. iv, 8 perhaps aestimarem 
should be read; if so, re is very carelessly formed. Valuation of damages may be involved. 

Verso, 2. There are unnecessary strokes in Rufinus. Perhaps us was written twice. 

3. The last letter in the line is especially difficult. It makes a poor ¢ unless the cap has disappeared. The writing 
is extremely careless. 

65. Fragment of Letter 

Inv. D.P. 23 067 ci), A.D. 225 

Threadbare fragment, worn and full of holes. Incomplete on all sides, but papyrus blank 2.5—4 cm. 

on left. The hand of lines 2 and 3 and the year are the same as those of the dockets in 64. The writer 
of this letter, however, is not the Aurelius Rufinus of 64, and it is uncertain whether it belongs to the 

roll represented by those texts. A number of other fragments, some of them quite large, have this 
inventory number, but they are too faded and tattered to provide any intelligible text or to permit 
one to determine whether they all in fact do belong together. 

Unpublished. 

Flfavius 

(2d H.) Acc(epta) [day and month 

Gr[a]t{o et Seleuco co(n)s(ulibus) 

66. Correspondence File of Postumius Aurelianus, Dealing Mainly with Personnel 

Inv. Dy Ps13 A.D. 216 

A tomos synkollesimos, containing parts of over fifty letters. When it was found, it consisted essentially 
of some mounds or islands of papyrus in layers, which tended to become wider and even merge toward 

the center of the roll. It was sent to the late Dr. Hugo Ibscher of Berlin for mounting, and its present 

arrangement and reconstruction are almost entirely owing to his practiced skill; a few changes have 

had to be made. The roll is naturally best preserved at the beginning, that is towards its left edge, 

which was protected from rot and worms by being in the center. But even here the papyrus is lacelike, 
and though the bottom of the sheet is intact here and there in the first letter, the top is lost; the maximum 

height of the sheet as preserved is 20.5 cm. Thereafter all pieces are incomplete on all sides. Several 
series of gradually changing patterns can be traced in the shapes of the fragments as far as UU, Col. 

xlviii. One of the next three pieces contains a date that confirms its connection with the roll. But 

whether the last seven scraps belong here is less certain. There is nothing in their content or shape 

to suggest that they do. How much of the roll is completely lost cannot of course be determined; the 
fragments that survive may represent approximately thirty feet of papyrus. Since the lower part of 

the roll is better preserved, we have many signatures (opto te bene valere and the like) and dockets 

recording the date of receipt, but after the first few letters the headings are completely lost. Hence 

the identities of the writers and the recipients of letters remain unknown unless the address on the 
verso happens to survive. 

Enough of the roll is preserved to raise problems, without providing sufficient evidence to solve 

them with any certainty. Ten of the letters are addressed to Postumius Aurelianus, the tribune com- 

manding the cohort all during the months covered (see A and UU). Three are from two men whose names 

are partly preserved but whose position is unknown (F—H). One may be from a praep(ositus) praet(enturae) 
(UU); the expansion is uncertain. There is nothing to identify any of the other five writers, though 

one might assume that the author of D was a high official, perhaps the governor. Three letters, in turn, 

are from Postumius Aurelianus: one (A) to two officers, a A(vae)f(ectus) and, perhaps, a p(rimz)p(alus) ; 
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another (I) to an unidentified Themarsas; the third (J) to a centurion. The first was kept for the file 
after corrections made a fresh copy necessary; why the others were inserted in the roll is uncertain: 

they may also have been spoiled, but there may have been another reason. A fourth letter (K) should 

almost certainly be added to this group since it is in the same hand as A and J; and PP looks like a 

file copy. Seventeen other letters, however, are definitely or very probably incoming. In some there 

are dockets recording date of receipt; in others there are signatures not in Aurelianus’ hand. Many 
mention the Palmyrene cohort, and one would assume they were addressed to its commander. Three 

letters raise difficulties. One (N) is addressed to a certain Barchalbas by a writer of whose name enough 

survives to show that he is not Aurelianus. Aurelianus is very possibly neither the writer nor the 
addressee in O, and R is apparently addressed on the verso to a tribune named Leo. The office of none 

of the other men involved in these three letters survives. On the whole, it seems reasonable to describe 

the roll as primarily one of incoming letters addressed to the tribune commanding the cohort, in which 

some copies of outgoing letters were inserted and to which a few letters written neither by nor to him 

were added, probably because their coritent was relevant. One more fact remains to be noted here: 

fifteen letters are in Greek. Latin was the language regularly used within the army, but cf. 55 B, 123, 128, 

129, and others. 

Though most aspects of the roll remain obscure, it is clear that the letters in it belong to the last 
half of 216 and were filed in order of receipt. A contains the date July 3, 216, which is not that of the 

letter itself but is probably fairly recent. We then have in dockets the following dates (in most cases 
the year is also preserved): July 8-15 (D), July 16-31 (F), July 16-31 (T), July 16-August 12 (U), 
August 12 (W), August 22 (Y), August 23 (Z), September 8 (BB), September 8 or 9 (CC), September 9 (FF). 

A date ending Decem in the same year is mentioned in PP, and a docket in SS may also be dated in 
November or December. 

A considerable number of the letters refer to soldiers of the Palmyrene cohort, sometimes naming 

them; quite often they also mention procurators. The letters were written at a time when Caracalla 

was passing through Mesopotamia into Adiabene in the opening phase of what promised to be a major 

war. If the campaign had been successful, troops that in 216 had been left to hold the Euprates limes 

might well have been used in even more ambitious expeditions to the south and east. In any event it 

would have been desirable that units be prepared for action. It seems a reasonable assumption there- 

fore that the present file was primarily concerned with members of the unit who had been assigned to 

procurators or were on detached duty elsewhere and who were now being recalled, on directives from high 

authorities, in order that the cohort might be made a more effective combat force. The rosters show 

how scattered its personnel was a few years later, a situation which one would have assumed in any 
event from what we know of conditions in other parts of the empire. If it was decided that the unit 
should take the field, most of these men would have to be returned. Whether orders to send the men 

back were complied with promptly or not, doubtless the tribune could expect to write and receive 

many letters on the subject, and it was reasonable to set aside a special roll for them. This hypothe- 
sis would explain the letters in Greek, most of which probably came from memebrs of the civil ad- 

ministration, Imperial freedmen and the like, to whom a few soldiers had been assigned. It is likely 
that the man to whom the tribune writes in Greek is a civilian (I). It should be noticed that PP 

concerns the probatio of a horse for a cavalryman, which might well be connected with placing the 

unit on a war footing but does not seem to involve collection of dispersed personnel.+ 

Unpublished. Cf. M. Rostovtzeff, Miinchener Bettrdge, XIX (1934), p. 373; Rep. V, p. 303. 

TABLE 

A. Latin. Outgoing (Postumius Aurelianus to -ianus, #f, and Aurelius Regulus, pf). Signature. 
B. Greek. Incoming (to Postumius Aurelianus). Signature. List of Names. 
C. Latin. 

1 The Greek in this roll has been read by Welles, the Latin by Gilliam. 
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. Latin. Incoming (to Postumius Aurelianus). Docket (received July 8-15, 216). List of Names. 

. Latin. Incoming? Signature. List of Names. 

. Latin. Incoming (Aelius ..genianus and Aurel — to Postumius Aurelianus). Signature? Docket (received 

July 16-31). 
. Latin. Incoming (Aelius ..genianus and Aurel — to Postumius Aurelianus). 
. Latin. Incoming (Aelius ..genianus and Aurel. — to Postumius Aurelianus). 
- Greek. Outgoing (Postumius to Themarsas). 
. Latin. Outgoing (Postumius Aurelianus to Aurel —, a centurion ?). 
. Latin. Outgoing. 
. Latin. Incoming? Signature. 

Latin. 

- Latin. Incoming? (Aurel A — to Barchalbas). 
. Latin. Incoming? (A — to Aurel —?). 

Greek. 

. Greek. Incoming (to Postumius Aurelianus). Signature. Docket. 
. Latin. Incoming? (To Leo, a tribune). 
- Greek. Incoming. Docket. 
. Latin. Incoming. Docket (received July 16-31, 216). 
- Latin. Incoming. Docket (received July 16-August 12, 216). 
. Latin. 

Greek. Incoming. Docket (received Aug. 12, 216). 
» (Greek! 
. Latin. Incoming (to Postumius Aurelianus). Docket (received Aug. 22, 216). 
. Greek. Incoming. Docket (received Aug. 23 ?, 216). 
- Greek: 
. Latin. Incoming (to Postumius Aurelianus). Docket (received Sept. 8, 216). 
. Greek. Incoming. Signature. Docket (received Sept. 8 or 9 ?, 216). 
. Latin. 
. Greek. Incoming. Docket (received early Sept., 216). 
. Latin. Incoming. Docket (received Sept. 9, 216). 
. Greek. Incoming (Marcus to Postumius Aurelianus). 
. Latin. Incoming. Docket. 
. Latin. 
. Latin. Incoming (to Postumius Aurelianus). 
. Greek. Incoming (to Postumius Aurelianus). 
. Latin. Incoming? Signature. 
. Latin. Incoming? Signature. 
. Greek. Incoming. 
. Greek. Incoming. Signature. List of Names. 
- Latin: 
>» atin 
. Latin. 
. Latin. Incoming. Docket. 
. Latin. Incoming? Signature. 
. Latin. Incoming (to Postumius Aurelianus from a praepositus praetenturae ?). 
. Latin. Incoming? Signature. 

WW-EEE. Latin. 

A Plates XXXIII, 4; XXXVI, 1 

Letter of Postumius Aurelianus to -ianus and Aurelius Regulus, ca. 24.518 cm. The careful hand, 

which avoids ligatures, is found also in J and K. Letters ca. 0.5 cm., interlinear interval 0.9 cm. Width 

of column 20.5 cm. Lower margin 7 cm. on left, 9.5 cm. on right. The letter was complete with a signature, 

written in four short lines below the left half of the text (letters ca. 0.5 cm, interval 0.2 cm.), and an 

address on the verso, but contains several corrections and was retained as a copy for record, probably 
for this reason. The address, varying from I cm. to 0.3 cm. in lines 1 and 4 respectively, is as usual 

written in quite different hands, the one a formal uncial and the other a familiar cursive, but can have 
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been penned by the writer who wrote the letter itself. The interlinear correction on the recto between 

lines 5 and 6 is itself in a differing hand, probably that which changed e to ae at the end of line 3 and 

added a above line 2, if that is a supralinear correction. 
The positions of the two addressees are indicated only by the abbreviations following the names, 

pf and pp. For the first I see no alternative to p(rae)f(ectus), though the abbreviation is quite rare; 
it is listed in R. Cagnat, Cours d’Epigraphie Latine (1914), p. 451, but not in the index to ILS. The 

other might be p(rae)p(ositus), p(vimi)p(ilus), or p(vimi)p(ilaris). If both men were from the same unit, 
it would presumably have been a legion, of which one was praefectus and the other a primipilus. The 
prefect would have been praefectus (castrorum) unless the legion was one of those in Mesopotamia. 
It seems strange, however, that the tribune should address his letter to two officers of the same unit, 

even if the second of these was primipilus iterum and so very close in rank to the prefect. 
The letter may be concerned with two connected matters: soldiers of the Palmyrene cohort who 

perhaps were on detached service under the jurisdiction of the addressees, and earlier messages about 
these men which the addressees had ignored. The tribune may end by asking whether a previous letter 

was received. 

Col. i 

].[ 
a 

].p.[.-], domini, .[.]n..[—14—].s [co]h XX [P]almy- 

[re]norum Anton[i]nian[ae ....]..ge.[...] quodamsilvae 

fee Date ales oee [—13—] [.a] [..].as...[..].. misi 

5 ad vos p{e]r Aure[l -13—] item sta[tor]em 
(2d H.) Aurel Mu{ciJanum [7% M[aria]ni] 

(1st H.) coh(ortis) eiusdem quem dim|[isi ad vos] quintum Nonas I[ul(ias) 

Sabino II et Anullino cos [—8—rla[.].m p.[..]. scri- 

batis. Op[{t]o vos, domini, 

(3d H.) felicissimos mul- 
10 tis [ann]is bene 

[valere. } 

Verso 

(Oe 2. LANOsPR- ELAURELIO-REGULO. PP: sf 
ANTONINIA[NAE 

a 
Postumio Aurfeljiano trib(uno) coh(ortis) 

1. The partially preserved letter is from the second line of the address, which would have been too long to be 
easily contained in one line. The papyrus above line 2 to the right is blank at this level. 

2. The letter may have begun with a verb introducing a request; pe[to] is not possible. Nothing is lost to the 
left unless this line projects into the margin, as is possible. The solitary a above the line is presumably a correction. 
After domini, s[i]ne m[ora] is worth considering, and at the end of the long lacuna militjes is an attractive 
restoration. 

3. In the middle of the line, one might restore [gu7] or [quos] dege{ntes], going back to milit]es in the preceding 
line. Then followed perhaps guo<n>dam silvae (corrected by the second hand from silve), the locative of a 
place-name? For such a place-name in Syria see CIL III, 3490: Surus ex regione Dolica vico Arfuaris Silva. 

4. The line may begin [sw]b, followed by va or ar. Toward the end, after as or 7s, possibly 9s or og?. But the 
remnants of these letters are quite ambiguous. 

5. After Aure[l his cognomen is lost, and perhaps also his title and coh s s. What I take to be the bottom of ¢ 
in item raises considerable doubts. The name of the stator (who carried a second letter or second copy?) was 
omitted in the first draft. It was added in the nominative, -#s being later corrected to -wm, with his century, 
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which was then cancelled as superfluous. An Aurelius Mucianus belonged to this century, probably the saem 
man (100 xxiv, 6; 101 xix, 15). He was at Appadana in 222. For statores, evidently military police, see Doma- 
szewski, Rangordnung, pp. 39, 55, 74; and Kiibler, RE III A (1929), 2228f. Several are named in inscriptions 
from the Palmyrene Gate and are discussed by Rostovtzeff, Rep. I, pp. 55f. 

7-8. The letter may end [Peto ob pelrla|t]am, paltrjes, scribatis, with perlatam agreeing with epistolam, the 
lost object of mzsz in line 4. Patres, which fits the space and traces of ink exactly, is rather unexpected. Cf. how- 
ever P. Gen. 52 and the Latin letters in P. Mich, VIII. For the widespread use of pater to express respect see, 
e.g., A. Alféldi, Musewm Helveticum, LX (1952), pp. 205-210. For this form of address in general see the references 
cited in the commentary on 64, above, p. 231. 

Verso, 1. The first cognomen begins with either N or A and probably ends -fiano, -riano, or -siano. Possibilities 
include N[w\misiano and N[u\meriano, though the e is not all one would desire. At the end of the line probably 
l{eg., though #[wmert is at least as good a reading. Possibly L[eg XVI F(laviae) F (irmae); at any rate something 
relatively short is required since there was not much space left before the bottom of the sheet would be reached. 
About three and a half smaller letters stood in the lacuna directly below in line 2. 

B Plate XV, 1 

A letter which should have been addressed to Postumius Aurelianus, written on the verso of 132 

and incorporated into the roll here by gluing. No trace of this attachment remains, and the writing 

is apparently complete on both margins, where the writing runs up to the edge of the sheet. The dimen- 
sions, 7X 15 cm., make it somewhat shorter than the adjacent letters, but the shape of the central hole 

in the papyrus shows that the loss has been solely at the bottom. Not much, accordingly, can have 
been lost at the top, and part of the address remains. 

The writing is a rough semi-cursive written in an unpracticed hand, making difficult the reading 
of fragmentary passages. It is evident, however, that the letter concerned soldiers “given” by the 
addressee to the writer (cf. 00 below), of whom a list was added at the bottom. The last lines of the 
letter proper may have been occupied by a date; if this were given by the local Macedonian calendar, 
it would have been Panemus of the Seleucid year 527 — but I cannot read anything except the obvious 

é]tous in line 14. 

Col. ii 

Ledisi — Ka.[....]o1ou 

[t]piPuv[@ ..] Av[pn-] Ttou.[....]pou 
Aio[ve ..J...v Teo[.... ]ootou 

[. uta [xJaiperv: ITElL.  LOUS- 

5 Tous Sod€vtas 15 E[ppwoo. ] 
Lol OTPA[T]I~TAS Of[epapo]a[s] 

Kai .[ — —] [reves SU ]Ka1os 
THs -.[— —]ue [imate ]Sados5 

eis yel.... lav (Rebate. sects ].afto]u 

10 aita[....]Tp10 

2. Except for the AY, nothing is certain, and the reading of the beginning of this line is only a possibility. 
g. The word following eis may be a place name. ably we should read TA]iota. 

Cc 

4. Prob- 

Ca. 7X18 cm. The writer, addressee, and subject of this scrap are all unknown. It is from the right 
edge of a column. Height of letters 0.5 cm.; interlinear interval 0.6-0.8 cm. At the bottom, a free 

margin of 5 cm. Rather crude, careless letters written with a blunt pen. A possible reading in line 7 is 

pollione coh(ortis); cf. pollio legionis, ILS 2430 and 9493, and Domaszewski, Rangordnung, p. 47. 
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Col. iti 

ei 5 |misi 

jlue.[ Jeno[. Jarum 

Jad. [ vacat (2 lines) 

il eee Je ]. -ollioneco. [ 

There are traces of Greek writing at the right of lines 2—5, in a round hand: ....|t1@v|otr| Try. In spite of the wide 
space between lines 4 and 5, this may be taken as émrtiov. 

D Plate XXXVII 

Ca. 44X19 cm. This is an incoming letter in three columns with intercolumnar intervals up to 5 cm., 

received early in July, 216, as the docket shows, and is addressed on the verso to tvib(uno) c{oh(ortis), 
doubtless Aurelianus. There are two hands in the text itself. The first, in Col. iv, is large (ca. I cm.) and 

elegant with few ligatures. The other, written with a blunter pen, is smaller (0.6 cm.) and more careless, 
resembling that in C. At the bottom of Col. vi there is a docket recording the date of receipt. Lower 

margins vary from none to 5 cm. A covering letter in Col. iv appears to deal with the assignment of men, 

whose names are listed in the next two columns. As the opening lines have been restored, the writer, 

who is presumably the governor, states that he is returning twenty-eight men belonging to the cohort 
who had been assigned to a procurator, Aurelius Theodorus. Theodorus, otherwise unknown, is probably 

the provincial procurator, if in fact as many as twenty-eight soldiers had been assigned to him. 

(Coll, iy 

One line lost ? 

Pale 
s[a]lutiem. ] 

[Milit]es n(umero) yiginti octo, d[omine, coh(ortis) } 

[XX Palm] cui pr{aee]s tib[i ex minis-] 

5 [terio Ajureli Th[eojdori proc(uratoris) A[ug(usti), cui] 

q[uorJum in loco a[l]ifo]s dedi, remisi [—3—] 
ex hi[s 

af...].rieti..[....]..erunt .[—5—] 
qu.[.] summisi [—7—]. ex his qui [—3—] 

n[... vjexilla[tion —6—].[..]runt [quo-] 

10 r[um noJmina .{[—12—]ci p.|[ 

]-[ 

Col; 

One line lost? 

(2d H.) al ro ..mun Iul lugorertiliatts: L 

].us[ A[urel Sjeleucus 

.[...-.-.]. Barse[mias ?] A[{urel] Alex{a]ndrus 

Ulp [Sil]vanus ja. >.a 

5 Cl Zebidas Jannas 
Slee || Awadas 15 Demetrius 

Be oats Janus 2 lines lost 

Djul, =>..asreus ies 

xi [Bsereiate’ Vjabballathi One line lost ? 
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Col. vi 

Ca. 2 lines lost 

Teese [Sabino IT} et Anul- 
Jn. og. if [lino c]o(n)s(ulibus) 

Tujlianus 
Space of 4 lines lost Verso 

vacat (2 lines) Behind Col. ww 

(3d H.)  [Acc(epta) IdJus Iul(ias) JTRIB(UNO) C[OH(ORTIS)] 

Col. iv, 3-6. The restorations here may be excessive, especially since many of the dotted letters are mere traces. 
For ex ministerio, cf. Pliny, Ep., x, 27. If the writer is the governor, he shows much politeness in addressing the 
tribune as domine. 

7. The line may begin 7[. The letter before the second lacuna is m or 1; possibly in n[ or imm[unes. The addition 
above the line is in the same hand. 

8. Probably gua or gut with nothing lost in the lacuna. 
g. Possibly qui [degu-]|n[t in vjexilla{tione. At the end of the line guo- may fill the lacuna. 
10. Quite possibly nomina i[tem and subie]ci. One would expect subi|ci priaecepi, but the partly preserved 

letter after p does not look like an 7. 
Col. v, 10. [Im]mun(ts) is the most obvious restoration. The numeral following the name may be meant to 

distinguish this man from others with the same name. The last two letters in [ul are very faint traces. 
In the docket Idib]us Iul is of course also possible. 

E Plate XLII, 1 

Ca. 11X19 cm. The small, careless hand in this scrap resembles that in the preceding two columns, 
and it is difficult or impossible to identify certain letters even when they are intact; e.g., c, p, ¢. The 
signature could be in the same hand, though the letters are smaller. The last three lines possibly contain 
names. 

Col. vii 

Alexey zl si) t22 [cl asmtbal 

sibsseave de llleteslt [ —9g— Ja portetur[ 

proc A[ug . ]recosi[ (2nd H.) [ —12— ]. +... LER CISS|I 

Aure{l] Flavium .[ { —8— |. m[ulltis annis [ 

5 Giese eray ee ellesyen] UTR ey|E { —8— ieesel vacat 

Mllag ss Jmellos[ (rst 3) eral —10— ].ni[.].epis 

SE liaisraye Japamit.. .[ 15 [ —I5— |. por 

Pale see lect =senth [ —I5— sex 

3. One could read pro p[r]afeto]re. 7. The7z is talland hooked at the top, presumably as an initial letter. 9. The 
letters beyond the lacuna are probably to be divided ]. .as ut t. 11-13. The traces of letters in line 11 could be read 
as do|mine (following opto te), and -imu]m is possible in line 12. The two lines would then have the same left margin. 
But whatever stands in line 13, it is not any part of bene valeve. Not quite enough papyrus is preserved to the right 
of annis to show whether anything followed it. 15. Possibly Moc]opor. 

F 

Ca. 16x18 cm. Aelius —]genianus and Aurelius [— —J] to Postumius Aurelianus. A rather large, 

neat hand written with a fine pen; letters 0.6—1 cm. high. The same hand is found also in the next 
two letters. There is nothing to suggest the content of the letter, and the identity of the writers is un- 
known. The cognomen of the first, which ends -genianus (G, 2), may be Eugenianus. However, the traces 
of the initial letter preserved in this text and in H do not suggest an e but rather a, 7, 7, s, or some 
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other letter that curves slightly to the left at the bottom of the first stroke. Ingenianus is found in CIL 
VIII, 9786 but is not common, if it does in fact appear anywhere else. The end of line 8 suggests that not 
much of the column is lost at the right. 

Col. vii 

[Pos]tumio [Aureliano suo] 

[AJelius .[.ge]nianus [et] Aurel [ 

salu[tem. | 

{| —I1o— ]..[ —7— ].rum.[ 

5 [| —r1o— Jus[ —8— ].[..]anal[ 

[.].[..].[—6—]Jep.[ —1o— ] [scr[.]..[ 

Emam 15 eat] jan 
[—5—]da.[—10— ,domine] fra- 

ter, dimis[ —17— i|seci 

(2d H.) 10 [Acc ]Kal Aug ..[ —17— _ ].oseo[ 

|vacat [ ‘eet (3d H. ?) 

10. The year is regularly given in these dockets, but the blank papyrus preserved below the line indicates that the 
consuls were omitted here. The two letters before the lacuna (¢ or p and perhaps @) are in the first hand. This is the 
last line of the letter proper; evidently it was indented ca. 7 letters. _—«r1. These vague, wavering letters are probably 
from a signature. 

G 

Ca. 14 X 19.5 cm. The same writers, addressee, and hand as in the preceding text. Line 2 of the heading 
is complete on the left, and in some other lines probably very little is lost at the beginning, perhaps 
nothing in line Io. 

Colfix 

Postu{mio Aureliano suo] 

Aelifu]s [..]genia[nus et] A[urel 

[salutem. | 

dal —20— jm et Aureliu{m 

5 Jebi =5=  Imi.]-t.[ 
Pinel —10— Js sf 

ecu =10— soot 
lems ts | —4— itl 

Jur. [ => Jum|[ 
Io ja Lupo pr[ —I5— Pjalmur’[ 

]..tine[ —I5— ]. dimis[ 

|sorian | —I5— essai 

Verso 

J.-L 
a 

Aurel{ 

8. vlemis[imus ? 10. a Lupo py(aef., pr[aep., or pr[oc. Verso. From the left edge of the address. Unless the 
order of the writers is reversed, Aelius -genianus’ name may have followed a in line 2. There is enough blank space for 
about six letters before Aurel. 

16 
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H 

Ca. 14X18 cm. The same writers, addressee, and hand as in the preceding two texts. The tribune’s 

name is written smaller than those of the other two. There is considerable variation in the size of the 

same letters; in general the hand tends to become smaller toward the end of lines. The man named in 

line 4 is apparently a soldier of the cohort. Possibly he is being returned from detached service; cf. A 
and B and the two men named at the beginning of G. Not more than four letters are lost at the end of 
line 8. 

Colhx 

[Post]umio [Aureliano suo] 

Aelius .[.g]jenianus [et] Aurel [ 

salfutem. | 

[| —6— Alur{[el Za}bd[i]bolu{m 

5 [—7—  ].[—3—coh XX P]alm[ 

d{eldim[uls[ —xo— —] mf 
[. ]tte[ —12— tose 

(2d H.) je “teal —I2— prjocura|tor 

Augus|ti —II— e)x litte[ris 

10 me.|[ —I15— ds. sracil 

8. The single letter to the left of this line is in another hand, like those found in dockets recording receipt. 9. One 
would restore mei[s, if there were not two writers named in the heading. 

I 

Ca. 1419.5 cm. The hand is somewhat unsure, some passages being written in a good round style, 
others more angularly. The address on the verso shows the usual difference in size of writing, the name 

of the person addressed being large, that of the sender, small. The alpha standing alone is a Latin A, 

under the influence of the Latin addresses; as an afterthought, the TIO of the Greek &mé was added 

in the following line. 

We have no explanation of the identity of Themarsas, son of Verus. It is interesting that Postumius 

addressed him in Greek, and kept a copy of his letter which included the signature (€ppa@oo) and the 

address. Probably little has been lost at the right, but the sense of the letter has not been recovered. 

One or two lines have been lost at the top, and the length of the lacuna in the center is not certain. 

Col. xi 

Recto Verso 

[-]--l =" =dalaeh — Ge]lugpoe Ovn[pou 
yop.[— — Jews 7 &- 

fiavl — Jaca al To vvv Tloot[opioju 

PE Iola 
5 o.[ — ~A]vtoveifv 

La! a lee 
(2d H.) Ep[paco 

Recto, 2. If the round kappa was used, this could be Mépx[-; otherwise papaf. At the end, the first hasta has a 
much sharper hook at the top than that of the efa in line 4; kappa is possible, unless the writer used the round form. 
4. The trace following mu could be the lower tip of a long ‘ota. Verso, 3. The first omicron is so faint that it need not 
be read, except for the sense. 
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J Plate XXXII, 5 

14.5 19.5 cm. Postumius Aurelianus to Aurelius [—], a centurion? This is in the same hand as A, 

and since there is an address on the verso, one would suppose that, like A, it was originally prepared 
to be sent out, not to be kept as a file copy. I see nothing to suggest the subject of the letter. The first 

line preserved should be the beginning of the body of the letter. The names and title of the addressee 
on the verso were widely spaced. The centurion sign follows a lacuna and a blank space wide enough 

for at least six large letters. In addition to the address the verso contains some poorly preserved letters 
in the extreme lower right-hand corner, which are written across the fibers. 

Col. xii 

m[...Jusab.[.-..Jabep.[ —12— ].. 

[...] Anto[.../..]iin] —12— ].e 

(eee (liek eas a. sl =z". 

[renee {lees lie ae = Peli alle ail 

qu[..].[ 
pel 
mil oe I-eh aE 
qul —I15— ].en. .[—5—]us 

10 hibfern —12— |be[ —7—].lo 

coh[ —15— Is —7—].e 

al) —23— oval) 

]-[ 
Verso 

[AuJre[l1 —ro— | vacat 4 

a Postumio Aureliano t{rib coh | 

Across fibers along lower right-hand edge of sheet: 

4. Possibly pr[alef. 

Ca. 15X19.5 cm. This appears to be in the same hand as A and J and, if so, is presumably a file 
copy. Its contents are entirely obscure. 

Col. xiii 

].--[ —9— eek ]..of —1o— ]..[ 

jb[.].-[ —6— Js aq[ 2 lines lost 
|serati[. . .] esse[ 10 jelt 

Janalib.[.]s. .t[ ].Dur[a ? 

5 itm: e255)... evel 

[.]...-[ —6— Jqu[ ice 
4. libr[, or libaf. 

L 

Ca. 1419.5 cm. A covering letter in Col. xiv, from which only a scrap from the lower part is preserved, 
was doubtless concerned with the men listed in Col. xv. The centuries to which they belong (see above, 

p- 29) show that they were already on the rolls of the Palmyrene cohort and were not, e.g., new recruits. 

The hand in Col. xv is small and neat (ca. 0.4 cm. high) and is of a type found in lists of names rather 

than letters. 

16* 
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Too little remains of the first column to determine whether the same hand was used in it. 

Col. xiv 

Ja 
]-[ 
1... 

Jo 

5 (and. H.) djecimum 

| 
[Opto te, djomine, 5 

{feliciss}i{m]um 

[bene valer]e. 

Io 

Col. xv (1st or 3rd H.) 

J.al 
vacal 

4 Sele[uci 
Aurel Me[..... The]marsa 
vacal 

4 Marci 
Aurel Iarfhaeus Zebi]da 

U[lp] Barse[mias] 

Aure(l 
vacat 

Ja.[ 
Ca. 3 lines lost 

-[ 
salt 

Col. xiv, 5. This line is puzzling. Perhaps decimum follows data. It is uncertain whether the interlinear interval 
permits the insertion of line 6 of the transcription; it certainly does not require it. However, the interval is 
slightly greater than it is between lines 6, 7, and 8, and if decimum is part of a date (for the hand cf. the docket 
in Z), space has to be provided for the rest of it. 

Col. xv, 3, 5. For this type of name combined with Awrel see Introd., p. 38. The second man is almost certainly 
the lavaeus Zebida listed in the same century in 98 i, 6 and 100 vi, 23. What spelling of [avhaeus was used here 
is uncertain (Introd., p. 65). 

8. The spacing suggests that this is a new century or turma. A possibility is [4] Au|toninz], though as an initial 
letter in Awrel, a is larger. 

M 

Column xvi, 14.5X19.5 cm. Blank papyrus without kollema except for three incomplete letters at 
the extreme right, each of which begins a line. 

N 

Ca. 11X18 cm. Letter of Aurelius A- to Barchalbas. The identity of neither is known. Presumably 
Barchalbas was connected in some way with the cohort. The hand resembles those in E and P. The 
content of the letter is entirely unclear. We may have the right edge of the column in lines 4-5, as well 
as the left edge in lines 8-12; if so, the column was quite narrow. Lines 3-5 could be restored: mz]/ 

[co|h XX Pallm qui| cum [(Lup)o proc A[ug. For Lupus see G, ro. 

Col. xvii 

jl.a.[ date 

Ala COle- lari 

eGo) fall da[. .].[ 
colh XX Paljfm ...] cum 10 el 

5 joiproe Alug...)/,.cla i.{[ 

Jet| ri.ul 

Verso 

] BARCHALBA[ 
i) a wA na rel ZA ewe 2. 
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O 

Ca. 10 X 19 cm. Probably not addressed to the tribune, Postumius Aurelianus. A procurator is mentioned 

once more. The signifer is probably a soldier of the cohort. 

Col. xviii 

[raat —9—].1...[ ].-[ 
]-[-]-[-]-[ —9—_ ].rec..[ J.-L 

].o.[....] Aurel[.... prjoc Aug[ ital eel 

sigjniter|. ..«..+|-1:..[i 12O.[) 

5 Pee eo. lal 10 Inf 
Verso 

AUJREL| 
ADEA st\[l 

3. It is uncertain whether the lacuna contains -iano or a short cognomen. But unless more is lost between 
the fragments than seems possible, this is not Aurelius Theodorus, the procurator in D. 

Verso. Since Au]rel{ is toward the top of the sheet, it is probably a nomen (of Barchalbas ?) rather than part 
of Aurelianus. The writer’s nomen may also be Awrel, with the u tipped over on its side. 

P 

Ca. 9X 18.5cm. This is a text of somewhat uncertain character. There is a free space of 2cm. between 
the traces of line 1 and the main body of text, and one of 3 cm. between this and the lower text. The 
latter might be expected to be a list of names, and line 8 may be so interpreted, but lines 9 and following 

seem to deal with other matters. Both hands are competent, the second both smaller and more fluent. 

The loss on the right cannot be large, but that on the left may be extensive. 

Col) xix 

Ik. 
vacat vacat 

- jJtepl —  dd]edgel (2d H.) Za]Padsf 
Jev[ ].vois .[ 10 ].v xupif 

Jois ye.[ ypa]uvaory k.[ 

5 ils [fee] el lee. eee 

Jel Jetos [.. Jnl 
fee aly 

2. Probably xvpie &d]eA ge. 4. Probably ypd{uuaoiy, as in line 11. 10, Either tJov kUpifov or t]év Kupif[oov. 

Q 

Perhaps 10X18 cm. The text consists of a number of fragments, in different hands, located by the 
skill and logic of Ibscher, but not yielding any connected text. I am inclined to believe that they do belong 

to one letter because of the shape and location of the fragments. The fragment at the left supplies a 
large initial letter, which may be the same hand as that of the rather coarse lettering of the second, 

but which would go better with the rounded fluency of the third. The small, crabbed hand of the fourth 
fragment is appropriate to a signature. It occurs again in CC. 

The health wish at the end is a translation of the Latin formula, and not an expression native to 

Greek epistolography. 
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Col; xx 

Inol Jor 
HL a) Heyl Joel 

Jol — —]. ro (¢dtt) ]@al 
Ja.[— — ]. ade]Age Tlol[otouie, TrOAAOIS 

5 — |}: XpO]vois eVx[opou Uyiaiverv. 

— j. (4th H.) ]Safb]i{njo II 
(2d H.) jv.wl — J. et Anullino c]o(n)s(ulibus) 

g. The tail of the phi runs across the break between fragments on to the lower piece just above the theta of line 10, 
establishing the relationship of the two beyond question. It would be natural to restore &&eA]pé here also. 

R ! 

Ca. 4.5X6 cm. To a tribune, Leo. A handsome, carefully formed small hand; height of letters on 

both recto and verso 0.4 cm. Since Leo is a tribune, one would assume that he commanded the Palmy- 
rene cohort. But Postumius Aurelianus is found in several letters both before and after this in the 
roll. It is more likely that a completed outgoing letter was retained as a file copy than that one received 
by another tribune was inserted in this file. Another possibility, especially since the addressee’s name 

is usually in larger letters, is that Leoni is ablative and not dative. Brief as it is, the scrap has the charac- 
teristic content of many letters in this roll, referring to soldiers and a procurator. One could restore 
lines I and 2 as: mil [coh XX Palm Antljonimi{anae, the abbreviations of course being uncertain except 
the first. 

There is a kollema between Q and R. 

Cole 

jmil-[ 

jonini[, 

]. proc: A[ug 

Je.[ 

Verso 

|. Leoni trib 

S) 

Ca. 12X17 cm. No sense connection has been established between the five fragments which comprise 

this letter, written in a rather large, coarse, and unpracticed hand. Their location is approximate. 
The Latin docket (after an interval of ca. 3 cm.) shows that this was an incoming letter. 

Col. xxii 

Jpol lof ].-[ 
Joou[ Javtou[ Jouetr. [ 

Jet. [ Jerav Jvpo[ 

All ].ToT. [ ]-[ 
5 Jon. . Jev[ IL 

].-[ 
Jpol[. . Jol 
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]go.[.].[ 
JtoL 

vacat 

10 Acc .[ — — Sabino II et 

Anulllif{no co(n)s(ulibus) 

ae ‘ 

Ca. 13 x17 cm. An incoming letter, as the docket shows. A careful, practiced hand with tall, slender 

letters, averaging ca. 0.6 cm. This text also deals with soldiers of the cohort. 

Col. xxiii 

5 [|  —rI0o— J] mifl coh] XX Pa[lmjur’ 
(Antonimialnaesian le @piim.|f.lt-llral 

[ —I5— ] iussi co. [ 

[ —I5— | Sab[ino II 

5 [ —10— eSSOnci 

[ ae [ 
(2d H.) [Acc(epta) | ea Aug(ustas) [Sabino IT] 

[et Anujllino co(n)s(ulibus). 

(3d H.? }.[ 
2. Possibly gdp = q(uondam) d(is)p(ositos) ? Cf. Introd., p. 42. 4. Part of a date, which took up much of lines 

4-5. g. Possibly from the signature. 

U 

Ca. 1X4 cm. One line from a short second column, followed by a docket. The first column, which 

presumably was rather narrow, is entirely lost. There is a free space of about 5 cm., with a kollema, 
between U and V. 

‘lees 
(2d H.) [Acc(epta) ]Aug(ustas) 

[Sabino II et AnuJlli{no co(n)s(ulibus) | 

Vv 

Ca. 3X3.5 cm. The first of these two lines is probably not from the heading of the letter, unless the 

top margin was unusually deep. Either Aeliw.[ or Aulreliw.[ can be read, and at the end either s 

or m. A careful hand written with a rather blunt pen, resembling those in BB, HH, and QQ. Height 

of letters ca. 0.7 cm. 

Col. xxv 

jreliw. | 

Hoitigeslh 

W Plate XV, 2 

Ca. 7.518 cm. The letter consists of four fragments, the relative location of which was established 
by Ibscher and seems confirmed by the hand, practiced if not elegant, with letters tending to be wide 
rather than high and devoid of intentional decoration. The docket, which follows at an interval of 

2.2 cm., is written very crudely. 
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The writer was evidently somewhat discursive, but there is no clue either to the subject of his letter 
or to his identity. The name of the person addressed is also lost. 

Col. xxvi 

Japol — — ] (tp) [ 10 ]. To, 
].e§[ — Jautns ...[ It pet 
].a[ — Sn]Aoupevors Kel In[-Jeovl —]...[ 
]vuol — — Jrewv By ].gou tal — ]..[ 

5 ]..[ — — _ ]. aver ].oca.f — ].[ 
]§avto év[ 15 ].tov[ 

].0 8& avtois[ a 
].. .€1v BaAAL ].oal, 

].€1 Kal ouv 
vacat 

(2d H.) Acc(epta) p]ridie Idus [Aug(ustas) 
Sabi]no I[I] e[t Anul]lin[o co(n)s(ulibus) 

1. The sign interpreted as trpd is a clear vho written across what seems to be a pi. The same symbol occurs at Dura 
in the Palace of the Dux (Rep. IX, 3, p. 50, no. 956). The Latin pridie of the docket would be written trpd SUo0 in Greek 
(cf. 32), but there is, of course, no certainty that this is a date at all, or if so, it would be the date of writing the letter, 
not of its receipt. 

Xx 

2.4 X 3.3 cm. A small scrap from the upper left of a letter. The free space above the first line suggests 

that this was actually the first line of the letter, but that may not be true. There is, at all events, no 

clue to the subject or to the writer. The writing is practiced, but the pen was coarse and the lines are 
heavy. 

The fragment of an address on the verso is in large (0.7 cm.) letters and may be from the same pen, 
but has not been read; it looks Latin rather than Greek. 

Col. xxvii 

Tel 

eu 

.oal 

[ 

Y 
Plate XXXVI, 2 

Ca. 11X20 cm. To Postumius Aurelianus. An ornate and sloping hand on the recto, with the taller 
letters ca. 1.2 cm. If the same clerk wrote the first two lines on the verso, he shows great versatility. 

The nature of the third line on the verso is entirely unclear. 

Col. xxviil 

TNs lite se reall cute eye ctl ea 

Jrilé Ahicohor|ei| 5 c') 

Palm]ureno[rum 

|. duxit[ 

5 ].de.[.Jm.[.].. 
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== 

jAnullin[o cos 

(2d H.) [Acc(epta)] XI Ka[l(endas) Sep]tem(bres) 

[Sab]ino [IT] e[t A]nu- 

10 [1liJn[o co(n)s(ulibus) | 

Verso 

[POSTU]MI[O A]JURELIAN[O] TRIBUN[O COH(ORTIS) 
abr AUbeleee eres | soe o[ 

(3d H.) cps teen eich eek 
1. Both dotted letters could be m. 2. Cohor{t}is XX is barely possible. What remains of the last two letters could 

be read more easily as va, though partially preserved v’s and %’s in this hand can hardly be distinguished. If Pal- 
murenovum in the next line is to be linked with cohor[, the column is remarkably narrow. 5. Possibly ]. dec[e]m. 
Verso, 2. No letter is fully preserved after Aurel. The cognomen might begin Abed-. 3. Possibly Aure]/ and a 
cognomen. 

Z 

Ca. 9X15.5 cm. The letter is in six fragments, of which three are blank. The one on the right shows 

a kollema joining this letter to AA, while the two below show a blank space below the docket of 7 cm., 

itself separated from the end of the letter by 1.5 cm. The letter, which was evidently very short, was 

written in a rather cursive hand. The docket is a scrawl. 

Col. xxix 

]. val 

|gmroAvo[ — — ]tnv 
]. &ro tis [ — ].¢ 

Joal Teach 

3S Weal 
(2d H.) Acc(epta) djecim[u]m [Kal(endas Sept(embres) 

Sabino] IT et [Anullino co(n)s(ulibus) 

2. The reference may be to d&rodvotpo1, missiciz, who were to be recalled to service, or to the discharge 
(atroAtoa1) of the unfit in the field. 

5. The writing does not occur on the papyrus fragment to the left, and this is, accordingly, probably the 
signature, ppwoo. No letter can be recognized. 

r 

AA 

2X3 cm. A small scrap, written in a large and hasty hand, from the upper left of a letter. 

Col. xxx 

].[--]-[ 
ys ue 

oTpAT jloTtn[ 

2. The letter before upsilon may be lambda (or alpha), but it is not possible to read d&trjoAvg[ip. 

BB 

Ca. 12.5X 16.5 cm. To Postumius Aurelianus. The content of the letter is uncertain, except that the 

cohort and presumably some of its soldiers are mentioned. For the careful, regular hand cf. V and HH. 
The date in the docket is restored partly on the basis of those that follow. 
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Col. xxxi 

ailkers tere Juan ees Wel) 

[AIX Palmiyr Sear 

Lp 

Tic] oo erica 
5 sisal ulecpeme 

Tecra 
eb afl. 

(2d H.) Acc(epta) [V]I Id{us Septem-] 

bres Sabin{o IT et] 

10 Anullinfo co(n)s(ulibus) | 
Verso 

[POSTUMIO AJURELIANO [TRIB(UNO) COH(ORTIS)] 
ms fee lal 

CC 

Ca. 8.518 cm. The letter is contained on seven fragments, and is written in a practiced but not 
elegant hand. It is followed after about I cm. by three entries in different hands, probably names. The 
signature is in the same hand as that of Q, although the other hands are different. 

Col. xxxii 

]-[ 
Alyvenat.[ 
].as vvv [ 

-[ — 80 ]ewv é€ouciay [ 

5 Invof- JEL 
tec] 

lp vt. Coe, 

vacat 

(2d H.)]- -[--]----a2j'— — és 
Gq Het ae 

10 (4th H.)] 1@9[. . JBepl 
(5th H.) ].[ — ] €ppwfo8at oe e¥youan, 

&]SeAGE, [TOAACIs 
xpov[ois 

(6th H.) Acc(epta) sep]tem 

15 Idus Sept(embres) Sabjino [I]I 

et Anullino] co(n)s(ulibus) 

2. This is probably part of the address, but it is hard to read the last letter as alpha, for A]upnAia[ va. 

DD 

2X3 cm. A scrap with a few strokes written with a fine pen. 

Col. xxxill 

Je..[ 
].nt[ 
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EE 

Ca. 10X18.5 cm. On seven fragments of papyrus, the letter shows a large, slender, rounded hand 

of some experience, and after 3 cm. of blank papyrus, the usual docket. There are about 5 cm. of blank 
papyrus at the bottom. The subject seems to have been the usual one, the disposition of soldiers in the 

hands of the writer and apparently wanted back by the cohort. 

Col. xxxiv 

.[ — 

tous otpaltiata[s — ]....[ 

al — Jnvev af — Jor[..]s 

«kl — ]t1p os pel 
5 If. 

Tea 
Jeol — Jovl 

vacat 

(2d H.) Ajcc(epta) .[— Idus Septem(bres)] 

S{a]bi[no IT et Anullino 

10 co(n)s(ulibus) 

3. There may be room for TloaApup- before |Jnvév, or perhaps it may be possible to read TT]|afAuup]nvayv. 

FF 

Ca. 11 X 20.5 cm. It is not certain whether these scraps belong together or whether, if so, they are 
from one letter. The second hand, at the beginning of line 4 is very small. The lines are wide spaced, 
with intervals: lines 1-2, 3 cm.; lines 2-3 and 3-4, 1.5 cm.; above and below docket, 4 cm. 

Col-xxxv 

easel 

vacat 

Jel[.]..-[ 
}.z[ 

(2d H) letvou ACRE hes «| 

vacat [ 

[ 
5 (3d H) Acc(epta) V Idus [Sept(embres) | 

Sabino II et [Anullino co(n)s(ulibus)] 

GG 

Ca. 1220.5 cm. Four fragments of mostly blank papyrus, with occasional traces of ink toward the 
edges at the bottom, as if from dockets otherwise lost. At the top there is the beginning of a letter in 

a large but unpracticed hand (letters 0.8-1 cm. high). 

Col. xxxvi 

Map[k 
Avpn[At 

Gel, 

°Avt[ovr 

bl 
Inal 
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HH 

Ca. 7.520 cm. An unintelligible scrap in a rather ornate hand, with letters ca. 0.6 cm. high. The 
marginal note opposite lines 6 and 7 may have begun data. It is written in very small letters with a 
fine pen. The three letters at the beginning of line 8 come at the same interval as the other lines but 
are in a very small hand written with a blunt pen. There is something below the docket recording 
receipt. 

Col. xxxvii 

[ve JOR 

vacat 

Aurel|[ 

[.]r[.]m.[ 
[evel fia 

5 aes all 

(2nd. H:)Septjem. Sab- cle: . cle. ol 

[-Jd[ 
(3rd. H.) [.. }mar[ 

Pall 

vacat 

to (4th.H.) Acc[ 

[ 
(rst.H.?) aL 

-[ 
-[ 

II 

Ca. 9X14 cm. A scrap from the irregular left edge of a column. The small, round hand is of a type 
not usually found in letters. The lines are crowded together. Height of letters ca. 0.4 cm. 

Interlinear interval 0.5 cm. 

Col. Xxxviil 

Hoe [iccregorl si, 
ssal[isaxorl fafa lL 
epulu.[ 
pe...[ 

5 Bisiisthes [ 

atl, 
lee ase) 

Sail 

[ 
Io al. 

IJ 

Ca. 13X14 cm. To Postumius Aurelianus. Another scrap with a few letters from the left edge of a 
column. There is a kollema at the left. A regular epistolary hand, with letters averaging 0.7 cm. 
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Col. xxxix 

ieeet 
---[ = ? —Jabl.-Ju-[ 
[q]uil — ? — Juno.[.]..[ 
[.Jm.[ — ? — ]r.[.. Ital 
eh 

Verso 

].  AU[REJLIANO TRIB(UNO) 
a 
ese 

Verso 1. A slanting stroke at the left edge can hardly be from 0. Enough papyrus is preserved at the end to make it 
probable that coh was omitted. 

KK 

Ca. 3.58 cm. An irregularly shaped fragment from the top of a letter. Large, thin letters 0.5—1 cm. 
high. 

Col. xl 

have 5 ]..[ 
1 xaipefiv el 

]Juoané.[ ]-L 
Jet[.-1-[ 

1. Probably to be restored as an incoming letter: Tlootopica AvpnAjiava. 3. The letter following eta may equally 
well be read as alpha. 

LL 

Ca. 13X13 cm. A few scattered, medium-sized letters (ca. 0.6 cm.) followed by a signature in a small, 
crabbed hand. 

Col. xli 

]-[ 
ede 

jet Anul[ljino [co(n)s(ulibus) 
ee lease ealli 

5 eal —12— ].ol 

lel 5 
(2d H.) ].[.Jo co(n)s(ulibus). Opt[o] 

te, domine fra- 

ter, felicis[si]mum 

bene vale[r]e. 

MM Plate XLII, 2 

Ca. 14.5X15.5 cm. An ornate and sloping hand, like those in CC and NN, but with rather small 
letters, averaging ca. 0.5 cm. There is no certain clue to the content. 
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Col. xlii 

In| 
tS sl eicall seen 

(eas sthwamaayclnnallis Sees eel el 

5 |l[a]nia [A]nt{o]niniana [i]n tif 

]..[...].[... Sa]b[ino IT] et Anullin[o co(n)s(ulibus) 

eal Tats eee [ 

le selene Veta. ie Sal 
(2d H.) ]...tin..[. Opt]o te, domine fr[ater,] 

[fJe[lici|ss[i]mum ben[e] valer[e]. 
5. An obvious restoration is ala Thracum Hercu]l(a|nia, but that unit seems to have been transferred to Egypt 

by 185. See H. Seyrig, Syria, XIV (1933), p. 154; and J. Lesquier, L’Armée Romaine d’Egypte d’ Auguste a 
Dioclétien (Mémoires Publiés par les Membres de l'Institut Francais d’Archéologie Orientale du Caire, XLI 
1918), pp. 78f. 

NN 

Ca. 4X16 cm. The letter is lost except for the ends of the first four lines, and occasional traces of ink 

below. There is a kollema between this letter and OO. The writing is a fine block capital, suitable to a 
bookhand. 

Col. xl 

Jo 
xaip ei 

].% 
].s 

1. The natural restoration, of course, is AvpnAiav]é. 

OO 

Ca. 8X 18.5 cm. On five fragments, all of which show the same fine, sloping cursive. This is one of 
the most attractive and capable hands in the military archive, and is notable for the small size (0.1—-0.2 

cm.) of the basic letters (omicron is always tiny) as well as the freedom of ligature. Taller letters 
extend 0.4-0.5 cm. above or below the line, beginning and ending with small, graceful curves. 

The beginning recalls that of B. Presumably lines 12-13 contained names, and lines 14-16 the signature, 

but nothing has been recognized certainly. 

Col. xliv 

].-[ 
TOU]s S0b¢[vTas Yo! OTpATIMTAS Tis OTEIpNs K’ TIaA- 

wupnveov ° Avt]oovery[iavis 

Jou[ 

].8[ 
]..[ 

[.] Trpoet. . .ev[ 

[. -Jeunal. .]v éAhef 
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10 ].-[-] émren[ya 

Jevtet...[ 

[. .].18¢[. -JoBout 
[.]8ava.[...]. oval 

(2d H.) .[.. .JutevOnvol 

15 Exelv ool Seoue .[ 

&. tf ef leash 

2/3. Restoration is based on B; cf. also D, Col. iv, etc. 5. The arrangement of the fragments by Ibscher leaves 
room for one line here, which is entirely lost. 8. It would be possible to read trpoeitropev, but the traces do not 
establish this. ro, Any other person and number of the aorist or imperfect of téymrw would be equally acceptable. 
13. The name might be restored as ’A]Savai[os, but the formation is properly an adjective, ‘“‘of Adonis,’ and I have 
found no instance of its use as a name. The reading of ’ASmv[aiwm in Rep. III, p. 46, no. D 146, has been corrected 
to ?ASev[1505 (SEG VII, No. 380). There was, of course, a temple of Adonis at Dura, which has yielded inscriptions 
with the god’s name (Rep. VII/VIII, pp. 135-179). 14. This may be a verbal form in -ev@nv or -euOFval[1. 
15. We may think of a wish xoAdés (for example) éye1v oo1, but the verb should be eUVyouo rather than Séopa. 
16. It would be possible to read S9yn. The next partially preserved letter has a long tail, so zota or rho. 

PP 

Ca. 12x18 cm. This column is written in a small, irregular scrawl and is perhaps a draft of an outgoing 
letter. The scratchings or corrections in lines 8 and 11 support this supposition. Lines 11-13 may be 

virtually complete. For the probatio of horses see 56, 58, and 97. 
There is a kollema at the right. 

Col. xlv 

].-[ 
iusto 2-7-0] 

]..-b[...Jehl 
eee Petes ree Decem (bres) 

5 Sabi[n]jo II co(n)s(ule) 

ieee Ornertealior xs. heed lie | 

ips alleteerte altos liste a. ake | eee 
lel —10— ees ali 

Jesidis 

10 cee eteerenlierer eee [epee ates jium 

Aree elienctvasss eq qui desidera[t 

| equum sibi probandum 
] quem dimisi ad yo[s] II[I..]..[D]Jec(embres) Sabin{o II co(n)s(ule) 

3. Possibly B[ar]ch[alb, but none of the dotted letters is a secure basis for further conjectures. g. Possibly 
pralesidis. 11. The letters before eg are corrected and overwritten. 13. Dlec-. 

QQ 

Ca. 12X19 cm. A regular, large, rather heavy hand; cf. those in V, BB, and HH. Height of letters 
ca. 0.6 cm. The subject is uncertain, though line Io may refer to soldiers acting as guards for herds, 

perhaps migrating flocks of sheep. 
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Col. xlvi 

Jm[ 
|vacatl —10— ]...[ 

Jn item[ —r10— ]..n.[ 

Ajnton[ -—12— ]..[ 

5 a aeab ee 
ta. (r. soline tes [ oul etree 

|. teil. . fjrater .| 

ileal —$— [Esso ollaslial 
Vee Le tele aA 

10 jcum pecoribus esse[ 

g. Possibly m]utant followed by the centurial sign. 

RR 

Ca. 6X11 cm. A few letters in a sloping hand, ca. 0.6 cm. high, apparently from the right edge of a 
column. There is a gap of 3 cm. between lines 3 and 4. 

Col. xlvii 

i Slicege dle 

cljastra 

jantelic |. 

vacat (3 lines) 

(2d H.) fede etl 

SS 

Ca. 614.5 cm. A few scattered letters in an unremarkable medium-sized hand, ca. 0.5 cm. high. A 

docket recording receipt at the bottom. 

Col. xlviii 

|kas 

jus[ 
2 lines lost 

jus 

(2d H.) fl eniay se) 

5 Anu]llino cos 
1. kas|[tva ? 4. Delcenbry Sa[bino II? 

TT 

Ca. 3.5 20.5 cm. A signature in a small, neat hand from the bottom of a column. There is a kollema 

between TT and UU. 
4 Col. xlix 

\ |felicis- 
[simum be]|ne vale- 

(rec | 
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UU 

Ca. 4.517 cm. To Postumius Aurelianus. A few letters from the left edge of a column. The address 

on the verso shows that Aurelianus was still the tribune of the cohort. The writer may be praepositus 
praetenturae; cf. 64. 

Coll 

[.-]-[ 
eetlteva|l 

One line lost 

ean 
[. Jruil 

Verso 

Postumio Aureliano trib [coh] 

a | Jp praet 
Verso, 2. prae|p praet ? 

VV 

Ca. 7X10 cm. This and the two scraps that follow were placed in the same folder by Ibscher and may 
come from adjacent columns. All are in rather small, undistinguished hands. The present piece is from 

the lower right edge of a column. 

Col i 

]..[ 
].Sabino I[I e]t 

[AnulliJno clo]s[ —5— ] 
ae 

5 ].-[ 
(2d H.) Optio te;] 

{domine fra]ter, f[el-| 

[iciss]im[u]m [bene] 

[valere. ] 

Www 

Ca.7X5 cm. 

Col. lit 

Teen 
eal Wal 

] Longi[nu]s .[ 

XX 

Ca. 6.5 X 11.5 cm. The last two lines might be a docket or signature. The first could be read, with some 
effort, as fellicis[s}im- but the next line does not yield any part of the formula. 

a7, 
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Col. lili 

]-[ 
].el.[ 

]. Aurel 

].[ 
jino[ 

5 US) eet ell eesti 

(S105 [Rate Desh 

YY-EEE 

The following fragments are all in the same small, irregular hand and probably come from two or 
more columns of the same text. Despite their number and extent, their contents are not at all clear. 

The hand is very much like, and probably identical with, that in 61 and a connection with that text 
is suggested also by fru[ment- in DDD. It is possible therefore that that text should be combined with 
these fragments. However, it seems to be a directive of a kind quite out of place in the present roll. 

Another possibility is that these fragments do not belong here. 

YY. Ca. 6X7 cm. Complete at the top and the right. 

Col. liv 

NEOner [ 

cle 

Pecta 

ions ] 

5 Is 

ZZ. Ca. 13 X 13.5 cm. Complete at the top and right. There is a wide expanse (5 cm.) of blank papyrus 

on the right. There is a blank space of 4 cm. between lines 2 and 3. Valere is possible at the end of line 2. 

Col. lv 

Chan ciie wt: 

eae falene 

vacat (2 lines) 

ols 

liscre cell 
5 tens si 

eel: 

J.-L 

AAA. Ca. 5X10 cm. Complete at the top. 

Col. lvi 

Teale 
Teanieelions. 2 el 

Lunatic. .[ 
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BBB. Ca. 10X12 cm. There is a blank space of 2.3 cm. between lines 1 and 2. 

Col. lvii 

lee abel tel: 

deg oe nal eile 

5 |quarum exem|pl 

ee OS: Sil 

il eoiliendl yee es [ 

iezell 

CCC. Ca. 8x 8.5 cm. Complete at the top. The interlinear space between lines 1 and 2 is slightly larger 

than elsewhere. 

Col. lviii 

sgenatser | 
]. tabull 

(stars. « «\[ 

jeulte.- | 

5 ]-[ 

DDD. Ca. 12x17 cm. Incomplete on all sides. 

Col. lix 

(ee 7 — 1-1 
]..[.].re.[ —6— _ Jent..et[ 

tjribuno coh[..].i.[.].re eos fru{ment 

ee Aeiedeiom|e. Ce} -tis: [i 
(pieesiaie: |. rou. [ 

].[ —6— ihe. of 

EEE. Ca. 3x3.5 cm. Incomplete on all sides. 

Col? ix 

]-[ 
Paljmuren6 [ 

diazel 

There are, also, numerous smaller and larger unplaced fragments, which yield no sense and have 
been omitted here. 

67. Copy of Letter with Lists of Names by Centuries and Turmae <' C (- 

ny. DP: 16 V. Ca. A.D. 223-225 Plate XLVII 

This text is complete at the right end; but both top and bottom and the left end are lost.1 The type 
is exemplified in a number of the letters in 66. It is a letter with orders accompanied by a list of the 

men detailed for the task (quorum nomina adplicari, ii, 14). This, however, is the most extensive such 

1 For a description of the papyrus see below under 102, which occupies the recto. 

es 
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document from Dura. The covering letter may have occupied two columns and certainly filled all of 
Col. ii, and over one hundred names followed. 

Of Col. i nothing is certain except that it existed and is separate from Col. ii; but lines 7-8 of Col. ii 

have lost no more than five letters at the right end, and lines 9-15 are probably complete at the right 
while 7-10 are complete at the left. How much is lost from the top and bottom of the letter and of the 

columns of names is impossible to say, though comparison with the dimensions of 100/101 suggests 
that about 3 cm. of papyrus are missing from the best-preserved sections, such as Col. viii. This is 
enough for not more than four names. 

The document is later than 102, on the recto, but earlier than A.D. 225, when Aurelianus is known 

as a decurion of the cohort (129; cf. Introd., p. 30). At least four men named here (Col. viii, 5-6; 
Col. ix, 8 and 18) enlisted in A.D. 203 and would therefore not have been discharged in the normal 

course of events before about A.D. 228. One may observe, too, that the decurion Zebidas would have 

been eligible for retirement in 224; the centurion Antoninus Posterior and the decurion Demetrius in 

225; and Danymus, Marcus, and Octavius in 226; but Antoninus was certainly, and Marcus probably, 
still in service at the end of 232, so that these calculations do not afford a basis for exact dating. 

It is possible, too, to work out the form in which the list was drawn up. Col. v begins with four lines 

which conclude with a total, /v, 7m his, followed by personnel of the centuries of Danymus, Marcus, and 
Marianus; in Col. vi, Awrel Barsimsus proves the presence of the century of Antoninus Prior, and Helio- 

dorus Apolom that of Antoninus Posterior. These are followed in vi by the century of Pudens and in 
vii by the turmae of Demetrius (5-9), Octavius, and Antoninus. The names preceding those of Deme- 

trius’ men must then belong to the turma of either Zebidas or Tiberinus or be divided between them.’ The 

solitary name from the century of Marcus in line 16 is probably a dromedarius, though he may have 
been inserted here because his name had been omitted from Col. v through an oversight. The blank 

space at the foot of vii proves that this list ended at this point. 
With these columns as comparative material, one can readily see that iiiiv and vii—x followed the 

same pattern. The name of Acibas Bora in i, 6 guarantees the century of Marianus, which could have 

been preceded only by those of Danymus and Marcus; and the other centuries and turmae evidently 

followed in order, though of the decurions’ names only Antoninus’ survives (iv, 11). Col. viii begins like — 
v with a few lines of which the third contains a numeral; then the list of centuries begins again with 

Danymus and Marcus. Marianus and Antoninus Prior are missing; but Antoninus Posterior, Pudens, 
and the decurions Zebidas and Tiberinus are found in ix. Octavius and Antoninus conclude the list in x, 

with Demetrius the only decurion not accounted for. 

The lack of any numerals at the end of x shows that those at the top of v and viii were applicable 

to the part of the list which followed, and therefore that iii must have begun in the same way. The 

whole list, then, covered three separate detachments. This is in harmony with the covering letter, in 

which two numerals can still be read (line 9: mil lx, in his eq 7, and line 13: lxxxxiti, in [hils mi[_ ). 

Without more of the letter, however, it is not possible to understand the relation between its numbers 
and those of the lists. In Cols. v—vii there are remains of forty-five names following the numeral /v in 

Vv, 3; but in Cols. iii-iv there are only thirty and in vili-x there are only thirty-three, neither of which 

can be reconciled with the /xxxx121 in Col. ii, 13 or the lx in ii, 9, 

Unpublished. 

Colla 

il Praheealel About four lines lost 

].[-Jal }.[--]-{-Jmbi-[ 
Iss !.] 

2 For the dates see Introd., pp. 28-30. (100 xxxiv, 9; 101 xxxiv, 8) but it may be the man who 
8 The names in line 2 can hardly be Simaones Auida- appears as Abidlahin, turma of Zebidas, 204, in 100 xxxii, 

jatht of the turma of Tiberinus, for he enlisted in 196, 37 and 101 xxxiii, 17. 
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Col. ii 

le 10 anal Tensile [2 Stes 

enol ele nts | liscreilt ].misad.ii.ri.tem 
tall Je.[ ex]p[e]ditione te. tari 

].s EGov hee LXXXXIII in [hijs mi[ 

5 Jeal Il. ]-[ }.-til-] quforjum nomfina —ajdplifcajri 
eee 15 leade|esiental  jnotum™ M[< . lero 

sJubda[ If ]...[ ].p{ ].-miae.[ j.al Jk{ajl m[ 
].[.].m[ Jendum ad.[.].[..]tionem mu[ et 

}.r[ Jmil LX in his eqi 

7. ]..miae or |. .wiae is possible instead of ]. .miae. Not Par]ap[o|tamiae because the letter to the left of the p is a 
tall one: e, 2, or v. The fis very uncertain, also. 
letter after d is rounded below and on the left; so c, d, 0, or b, possibly or q. 

10. ns and the next letter seem to have been erased. 11. Lhe 
12. tentart ? testarvi ? 

Col. iti 

Se ieee ]Zeb[idja 

One line lost Tul Romanus 

ee lotrel Aurel Magnus 
] vacat [ 15 4 Anton Post 

5 |. Bannaei (4 Mariani) Ze|bida Iarhaei 

Acibas | B[o]ra Aurel Ro]manus 

| vacat Abgarus Themasa 

jus 4 Puden|t]is 

4 [Anton P]r 20 Aurel[ ].rius 
10 [ Hale Aurel. |... |s 

Auli jius Ajurel Barnaeus 

No space is left in the original between the entries for the various centuries and turmae. 
the designation of either a century or a turma, probably [Y Mari(ani)]. Cf. Col. v, 19. 

20, Deme}trius ? |ssius is also possible. Py(ioris). 15. (Centuvia) Anton(int) Post(erioris). 
also possible. 

4. This line contained 
9g. (Centuria) Anton(int) 

22. Bannaeus is 

Coli, 

About half a column lost 

ie 
|].m 

Ze|bida 
Satu]rnili 

5 ]-[ 
-[ J.-L 

af ie 
14. Li[cinnius] A pol{loninus ? Cf. 100 xliii, 12; 101 xliii, 10. 

[ ae 
[ Jme...[.]s 

10 Wee tery lp 
[+ Ant]on(ini) [ 

ipondlies|-ns 

] nus 
if ] Apol| 
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{ j.es..[ J] 

J-(-]-[ 
iixeoveate [ 
Jlv in his [ 

5 ] 
~ 4 Dajnu[{mi] 

Jn.s_ Iarhaei 

|. Maximi 
]. Balachi 

10 Aurjel[ Jue.surus 
Cer Or Bo 

Aujrel . .nrus 

9. V jabalathi ? 

esl 

Century of Antoninus Prior 

Jns[ 
ATE lar ents teal UES 

Aurel} B/a]rsi{ms]us 

5 ile sega ase 

J.-L 
jus[. .]-[ 

J-[ J-[ 
Century of Antoninus Posterior 

]-[ 
10 Wires 

Heliodorus |Apoloni 

18. Basilia[nus ? The name occurs in 129, 5. 
by mistake for aeson, which follows. 

]-[ 
jidala[ 
].sab[ 
eles 

5 Turma of Demetrius 

TJarhaei 

|Max[iJmus 
sl ji 

2. See above, p. 260, note 3. 

Col. v 

4 Marci 

Galeris Asclepia[d]es 
Mombogeus Barnebus 

15 Aurel [A]ntoninus 
ex off [A]Jurel Diodorus 

Aurel Bassus 

Domitius Nic[olJaus 

4 M[aJri(ani) 

M{a]l{cJhus [VJabalathi 

Aurel Abfijdlahas 

NS ° 

13. 100 xii, 27 and 102 iii, 16 have Gerelius. 

Col. vi 

ies 

15 labii. Teledd 
|Themasa 

mei 

Ajurel .asilia[ 

4 P[ud]ent[i]s 
20 Zien alice Alen 

[.a[. Jton] 
Aeson Mof. Jif 
B.[ — Jbbi.[ 

21. Anton seems to have been written and then cancelled, evidently 

Col. vii 

10 + (@jctava 

[AlelfiJus F[ort]unatus 

+ Anton(ini) 
Tul Germanus 

Salmes Malchi 

15 4 Marci 

Antonius Maximus 

Remainder of column blank 
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].[ 
]-[--Jr-[ 
].[.. }ai.[ 

4 Dajnumi[ 
5 Mjagnus Vaba{lathi 

Cl ] Zebfidja 
Bassus[ ].bol[.Ja 

Aurel Fronton 

jsalmus An[.].o[ 

10 Aurjel Romanus 

3. Cf. v, 4: ]lu in his[. 

]-[ 
One line lost 

ie. 

Berl lero ete 

5 Aure[]] Iulius 

Auren.(ntt.| |. [ 

4 Pudentis 

Abidnab[uls Thfemars]a 
Cassianus Ni...r 

Col. viii 

vclieall arta 0S 

].{ JAntoninus 

15 jl Antonin[u]s 
].1 Bassus 

Jal 
Tul Anto[n]ifu]s 

A[u]rel Bass[u]s 
20 Aurel Domit[ius 

AJurel Mo. [imu]s 

Col. ix 

10 Marinus [L]uci 
Tul Alexand[r]us 
Tul Fla{uiu]s 

Aurel M[ Is 
ex of Aurel Zab[da]s 

15 ¥ Ze[bjida 

Abdon Abb[a|l[. .].[ 
+¥ Tibe[rijni 

Zabdibolus Themasa 

6. Aure[l Ajntio[clh[ianus ? Cf. 100 xiii, 7; 101 xxviii, 24. If so, this is proved to be the century of Antoninus Posterior, 
which is probable in itself, even though the traces after the centuria-sign do not look like an. 
Abdon Abb[all[m]afei. Cf. 107 i, 23; ii, 18. 

16. Probably 

Col. x 

IL + Antonini 

F Octayi Nebudaes [T]hema[s]a 
Barnae[us ....]l Remainder of column blank 

- (2o | . Cu = Ly 

68. Scraps of Letters. cli Cpr 2 

Inv. D.P. 40 R 4.3 X6.8 cm. Ca. A.D. 232-240 Plate XL, I 

This group consists of eleven layers of a small block of papyrus, but only one, Frag. 0, is worth de- 
scribing. The others contain at most a single legible word; and the majority of them only a few letters. 

At least four hands are represented on the rectos, and as many on the versos. Four of the versos are 
blank. See under 69. 

All of the fragments are irregularly shaped pieces of stiff, dark papyrus, incomplete on all sides. The 

hand of the recto of Frag. b is small and square, almost neat enough for a bookhand. The verso is a 
small cursive. The text of the recto contains the puzzling reading demnu.[, with which one may perhaps 

compare Dumanus in 117 iv, 2. The unusual name Gaulianus is also found in 98 iv, 2, and possibly in 
100 ix, 27. Mention of the turma Paulini shows that this list is contemporary with 82, 107, and 115. 
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The hand of most of the fragments shows that they belong to a file of correspondence. 66, 67 and others 
show that it was not unusual for a letter to be accompanied by a list of names, sometimes in a different 
hand from the letter itself. 

Unpublished. 

Jetul Vibiani 

demnu. [ + Paulinfi 

jul Halas [ 
Gaulian[ alt 

69. Roster? = Rec AS 
Inv. D.P. 40 V A.D. 235-251 

This scrap! is interesting chiefly for the dates Aufidio Mar{cello «1 cos, line 2, and Cassio Dionfe it 
cos, line 7. Since their colleague, the emperor Severus Alexander, is not mentioned, the date of the 

list must presumably fall after Alexander’s death in 235 and before his deification, which occurred not 

later than the reign of Decius. The damnatio memoriae of Alexander must have been procured by 
Maximinus, and may have been rescinded as early as the time of Pupienus and Balbinus, who are said 

to have deified the first two Gordians.2 At any rate Alexander appears as a divus in P. Oslo 122, 18, 
which can scarcely be later than A.D. 242,3 and in Decius’ series of consecration coins (see on 54, above, 

p. 206, note 32). 

The text is too brief for any certainty about its nature, though the arrangement of the list with a 

notation at the left of each name recalls 67 and 100-102. But the variety of hands on the verso of the 
other fragments of the papyrus probably indicates that the present list is not part of a complete roster. 

Unpublished. 

ee. 
jAufidio Mar{[cello IT cos A.D. 226: 

Ze|bidas Larh[ 

].lo.ius Salme[ 
5 Albino et Max[imo cos A: Diz27. 

]..d Themarsas .[ 
i-eal Cassio Dion{e II cos A.Drzz5; 

].[.].ce Fl Demetri[us 

jAurel M[ 

1 70. Fragment of Letter. 

Inv. D.P. 68 65<7 cm: A.D. 213 Plate XXXV, 2 

The interest of this fragment lies in the date and the large epistolary hand. The traces of ink read 
as the first two letters of Aug in line 3 are troublesome. It is assumed that the w was small and almost 
closed and that the end of the second stroke of a appears below it. What remains of the rest of the 

1 Tt is described under 68, which occupies the recto. 
2 RE III (1899), col. 1262. 

8 The earliest of the nine dates of enlistment is that of 
Aelius Serapion in line 12, A.D. 217. The usual twenty- 
five-year term of service would then give A.D. 242 as the 

approximate feyminus ante quem. Some men in the list 
may have served beyond the twenty-five-year limit, of 
course, but on the other hand, nine dates is a very small 
sample, and in the complete list there may have been 
others earlier than 217. 
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line seems to require the restoration given. No other letter is dated in this year, which suggests that 

this scrap does not belong to any of the libri epistularum of which more substantial fragments are 

preserved. Verso blank. 

Unpublished. 

eal 
sa[lutem] 

Antonino ] Aug IT[IT] et B[a]lbin{o ITI co(n)s(ulibus). AD; 25s 

].[ 

71. Fragment of Letter. CGeiskb Lot 

itive DP. 47 9x6 cm. Ca. A.D. 219 

Top margin 2.2 cm. Small holes and brown deposit left by worms. A tall, narrow epistolary hand in 

lines 2-3. Line I, in another hand, probably contains the end of a name. If so, Jelius may be receiving a 
copy of a letter written to Artemidorus, and is presumably the tribune of the Palmyrene cohort. Verso 
blank. 

Unpublished. 
Jelio 

(2d H.) JAr[te}midoro suo 

[slalut[em] 

72. Fragment of Letter. Cc y 1S 

Inv. D.P. 43 8X 5.3 cm. A.D. 211-222 

Crumpled and shredded fragment. Broad, curving epistolary hand. If the epithet Amntoniniana is 
correctly read and restored, the text was written under Caracalla or Elagabalus. Another small frag- 

ment 1.5 X1.5 cm., may come from the same letter. Verso blank. 

Unpublished. 

]-e[ 
coh X]X Palmyr: An[toniniana 

].-eL 

73. Fragments of Letters ‘Ga sreblak | . { 

Inv. D.P. 42 Ca. A.D. 210-220 

Eight scraps, incomplete on all sides, varying in size from I.4X1.5 to 3.53.5 cm. Four other frag- 
ments, blank or with completely illegible traces of ink, have the same inventory number. Careful epistol- 

ary hand, probably that of a clerk at provincial headquarters, with some resemblances to the hands 
of 56 and Col. i of 61; for the latter note especially 1, in which the transverse meets the second stem in 

an unbroken deep curve. Ilegible remnants of letters on verso of Frags. c and h. 

Unpublished. 
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recto 

Frag. a Frag. b Frag. c Frag. d 

ll ssucmentaloes [ Jered. [ a i 

].assa. [ Jered. [ inh lesa 

Frag. ¢ Frag. f Frag. g Frag. h 

Jum Jse.[ jiul Jee. 

(SC 74, Fragmentary Correspondence 

Iny, (DUP, 2x A.D. 223-252? Plate XX XVIII, 2 

Two shredded, worn, and crumpled fragments; some other smaller pieces containing a few scattered 

letters may belong to the same roll. Left margin of Frag. a, ca. 2 cm. Fragments otherwise incomplete 

on all sides. Large, careless hand, the character of which suggests that these letters are not from the 

provincial headquarters. There are illegible traces of ink along the fibers on the verso of Frag. a, possibly 

from the second line of the address. They seem to end with ?. 
Very little is preserved which indicates the character of the correspondence, but to judge from Frag. a, 

7, that letter may have been concerned with personnel. If the consul’s cognomen in Frag. 6, 4 ends -ano, 
the date may be any of eleven from 223 to 252. 

Unpublished. 

Frag. a, 9X18 cm. 

al: 5 Decembr. .[ 

NON af Til. . |. m.ton| 

coh XX P{alm(yrenorum) [isce os fe canal rey lar 

amiec. [ jal 

1. A long, slanting stroke, as e.g., in a, 7, and s, which may mark the beginning of the text of the letter itself. 6. Pos- 
sibly Jwm suor[um or tuor[um. 7. Perhaps mil(ites) q{uos, though the case and number of neither are certain. 

Frag. b, 5.39 cm. 

J.-L 
Joss. .[ 

Ijdus Ian [ 
ano costs) (2deEt) Opt[o 

1. Possibly Ka[/, in which case perhaps c]os should be restored in the next line. 4. The consulship presumably 
completes the date begun in the preceding line. The closing formula of the letter, opto, etc., was added in the author’s 
own hand. 

VM 1c 75. Fragments of Letters 

Inv. D.P. 28 Ca. A.D. 210-220 

These small fragments, measuring ca. 52.3 cm. each, are from a block of fifteen layers, which 

comes from the lower part of a roll. Epistolary hands resembling those in 66. On three fragments muttas 
can be read. Two preserve parts of signatures: opto te | feliciss{timum | bjene valere and opto te fel]icissim[um 
| benje valere, each perhaps in a fuller form. Others contain ]to haber[e and |XX[, possibly part of the 

name of the Palmyrene cohort. A few Greek letters appear on another piece. Traces of writing on the 
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verso of two fragments presumably belonged to addresses. To judge from the rather careless hands 
and the appearance of Greek, we may have here remnants of correspondence with other units and 

with lower ranking civilian officials, as in 66. 

Unpublished. 

= ~ = 

76. Fragmentary Letter ce CEpistlat 132 

inv. DLP. 37 Ca. A.D. 210-225 

Four small fragments. Top margin of 1.6 cm. in Frags. a@ and b. Frag. a was on top of Frag. b. If the 
papyrus was rolled from the left, it precedes Frag. 0, at an uncertain but perhaps not great interval. 

Frag. c may belong to the right of Frag. 6 and form part of the same letter, to judge from the coincidence 

both of interlinear intervals and of the two hands. This, however, would make a broader column than 

is usual in letters. Frag. d is added simply because of the hand. Verso blank. 
The subject of the letter is uncertain. One might expect the lines in the second hand on Frags. b and c 

to be either a docket giving the date of receipt or a note added by the author of the letter: opto te bene 

valere or the like. I cannot read it as either. 

Unpublished. 

Frag. a, 5.97.3 cm. Frag. 6, 89.6 cm. Frag. c, 5.85 cm. 

]. cumque ad te[ jmitte qui petat qu.[ i eeeslis Wo.) oe 

isenibe: - | j-e eius ml lec... (eols:sii 

vacat (2dnE ey oe.. [: (d-He) ].(..]. vacat 

i. «ma iene aD: |. |. vacar 

vacat 

Frag: d, 1.93.4 cm. 

].-[ 
].etd[ 

].[ 

Frag. a, 2. Probably scribeve or scribem. Frag. c, 2. coh(ort-) s(wpra) s(crvipta-). 

77. Fragments of Letters Ce sklLat ISS, 

Inv] DP: 51 Ca. A.D. 220-230 

A small block of papyrus in layers, which the hand indicates is from a roll of letters. Nothing can be 
read to suggest the content. Verso blank. 

Unpublished. 

Frag. a, 4.55.1 cm. 

].[ 
Vestas \Se[i 

HisettSe [eal (| 

eeauctos |. | 
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78. Fragment of Letter 

Inv. D.P. 45 5.8X 7.3 cm. Ca. A.D. 210-230 

This fragment is from the lower edge of a letter. Papyrus blank 3.5 cm. below line 4. Line 1, in a 

large epistolary hand, is from the last line of the letter proper. The lines that follow are equivalent 

to the signature of the official who dictated the letter. Surface abraded and full of holes. Verso blank. 

Unpublished. 

Heveveil 

(2d H.) [Opto] te, frattler, felicifssi-] 
[mum] multi[s] annis b[ene] 

valere. 

vacat 

(Su 79. Fragmentary Letter 

Inv. D.P. 52 3.9 x 6.8 cm. Ca. A.D. 210-230 

Small fragment with worn surface and badly faded writing. Of the letter itself on the recto only a 

few faded and illegible traces remain. The address on the verso follows the usual form. The name of 
the addressee in line I is in large letters, approximately I cm. high. He was most probably the tribune 

of the Palmyrene cohort. 

Unpublished. 

Verso 

JA. ONTO") 

Jasioteclidell 

1. The bottoms of three vertical strokes are preserved before -ONIO. ANTONIO and AG|ATHONIO (cf. 63) are 
possibilities. 2. If the letters in line 1 are from a nomen, we may have at this point a and the name of the writer. 
Otherwise, leg] Aug py py may be worth considering, though the second # is an unattractive reading. 

80. Fragments of Letters. 

Inv. D.P. 59 Ca. A.D. 235-245 

Two small blocks of fragments, evidently from a roll of letters since there are partially preserved 

addresses on the verso. One block contained five layers (Frags. a—e, maximum dimensions 4X 2.5 cm.), 
two of which have writing on the recto and two on the verso. The other consists of thirteen progressively 
smaller layers (Frags. f-v). All are blank on the verso, but four have writing on the recto. A small hand 
on the recto, written with a coarse pen with few ligatures. On Frag. a, verso, the h appears to have 
a high second stem. There is what seems to be a blotting above COH on the same fragment. 

Unpublished. 

Frag. b Frag. c Frag. g 

ie oe Ichf. .Js[-]-mani[ Tht 
vacat ].a.nfa[ vacat 

J. Z| Jeeel Tu{l 
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Frag. h Frag. 7 Frag. 7 

Peale lle Jhei[ 

iebsl feral 

]-g-[ ]-n[ 
ie =bel deel 

Frag. c, 1: Mallch[us] S[allmani ? Frag. h, 2 and 4: bal or bd[. 

Verso 

Frag. a Frag. d 

] COH [ TROUB CO[H 

81. Fragment of the Copy of a Letter. 2 jlo BOK 

Inv. D.P. 29 V Ca. A.D. 250 Plate LXVI, 1 

A worn and shredded fragment with some holes; cf. the description of the recto, 120. Incomplete on 

three sides but top margin of 2.5 cm. Coarse letters written with blunt pen in hand resembling that of 
97 and presumably of about the same date (251 or slightly later). There is some spacing between words. 

The recto dates from the reign of Severus Alexander (222-235). 

It is clear from the hand and probably also from the fact that another text is on the recto that this 
document was written in Dura. Its character, however, is quite obscure, and there is nothing to indicate 

the width of the column or how much of the document is lost. 
One possibility is that this is a copy of a letter or circular from a higher headquarters. On the other 

hand, line 7 suggests that the text may be concerned with the status or disposition of personnel, possibly 
prae-| or abjsentes (line 1). If so, the appearance of Alexandria, ships, and the officium of the praetorian 
prefects in such a text is quite remarkable. There were ships, of course, on the Euphrates. Further con- 
jecture, however, regarding this small fragment seems unrewarding. 

Unpublished. 

vacat 

jsentes quorum .[.]..[ 

Ajlexandr{ija cum navib[u]s [ 

o]ff praeff praet e[..]..o[ 

].athon. Marcello .[...]. proc[ 

5 jumorvagin|ty.]). [-]- er... 

jularessue|el |: «(i 

ijn his ord I du[pl . |s[e]sq [ 

eee [ 

1. Prae-] or abs|entes ? 2. The ¢ in cum is unusually tall. 3. O]ff(icio) ? praef(ectorum) praet(orio). At the end of 
the line perhaps ¢ or #, vo or .10. 4. Following -athon it appears that o was first written and then corrected to 7. 
Possibly these letters are part of a name, perhaps the nomen of Marcellus. Mathoni would be possible, though sur- 
prising. 6. Cons|ulares v(ivi) c(lavissimi) is possible. The plural, however, would be unexpected. 7. For this 
sequence of officers, cf. 82, 89. Another possible reading is ovdd dulo. 

1 Schulze, Zur Geschichte lateinischer Eigennamen (1904), p. 300. 



C. Reports 

82. Morning Report = Vise) WW) Rec eae 

Iny. DP. 3 Ca. A.D 5233 Plates L-LI 

Frag. @,12X5.7cm. Frag. 6, 24.5x20cm. Frag. c, 54.5 26.7 cm. 

Three fragments, to one of which, b, some smaller pieces have been attached. The papyrus at the 

right of the largest piece, c, appears to have rotted away; the edge of the sheet is irregular with many 

holes. On the left c was torn along the vertical fibers on the verso, and some strips on the recto are left 
without backing. Frags. a and b are tattered and riddled with holes. The fragments when combined 

contain most of one column of writing and the beginning of a second. Margins: top, 2 cm.; bottom, 

Col. i, 2 cm., Col. 11, 0.4 cm.; inter-columnar, irregular (minimum 0.6-1.2 cm.). Width of Col. i, 50 cm. 

The edge of Col. ii is quite irregular, but some of the indentation may be significant. Lines 13 and 14, 

e.g., which continue an item beginning in line 12, are indented. So are the second and third lines in the 

entries of both days in this column, though not in Col. 1, 2-3. The hand is a small, fluent cursive with 

ligatures the rule. The letters e, 7, s, ¢, and w are often indistinguishable, as are also c, p, and ¢. Com- 

binations of certain letters present difficulties of the same kind. Abbreviations are common; they are 
not marked by points or strokes. On verso, 97. 

The document of which we have these fragments consisted of daily entries, written in remarkably 

wide columns. Since at least 50 cm. of papyrus would be required every two days, the unit’s files must 

have contained dozens and even hundreds of rolls of this journal. The present roll was kept for about 
sixteen to eighteen years before the verso was used for other purposes. The fragments preserve parts 

of entries for four days in late March, beginning in Col. i, I and 9; ii, I and 14. An entry for a new 
day within a column is separated from that which precedes it by a blank space on the papyrus. On the 

first three days the individual items in the entries are substantially identical in character and follow 
a fixed sequence. They include the date, the unit’s strength, the commanding officer and the watch- 
word, men dispatched on or returned from various assignments, and finally a pronuntiatio, oath, and 

watch at the standards. The incomplete entry for the fourth day begins as the others do but contains 
some items of a different kind. Fragmentary as it is, the text gives one an impression of the atmosphere 

of a Roman camp, with its traditional ceremonies and varied activities, all carefully recorded. 

It is clear that we have here another journal or day-book to be added to the many known to have 

been kept in other branches and agencies of the Roman state. Rostovtzeff has given these Dura texts 

the name of acta diurna or cottidiana.? There are references to unit diaries of this kind in Vegetius and 
other sources,? and we have from Dura itself at least three other examples (83, 88, 89) as well as the 
guard rosters, which may be regarded as more specialized records of the same general type. In addition, 
two or three texts from Egypt have been published in recent years which have some resemblances 
to the Dura acta. One, PSI 1307, comes from a legionary archive and is to be dated in the first century.* 
So far as it is intelligible, its partly preserved two columns appear to contain a daily record of assign- 
ments. On the whole, it may be closer in character to the guard rosters than to the acta. In Col. ii, 17, 

however, one finds excubuerunt ad aqu{illam et sign[a], the same watch which is a prominent item in 

1 For a recent collection and discussion of the evidence 3 Vegetius, ii, 19; Appian, B.C., v, 46. 
see L. Wenger, Die Quellen des vémischen Rechts (1953), 4 For some comments on the text and new readings, 
PP- 417-424. see J. F. Gilliam, Classical Philology, XLVII (1952), 

2 Miinchener Beitrige, XIX (1934), p. 367; and Re- pp. 2of. 
naissance, I (1943), p. 55- 

270 
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the present text and at least two of the other acta. P. Mich. VII, 455 recto and verso (third century) 
also appear to resemble the Dura acta, though the papyrus is fragmentary and both sides require 
further study on the original. Phrases or content which furnish parallels include: admittenda pronunt({tavit 
(a, recto, lines 2, 14); 7m ws (centuriones) IV dec I{ (a, recto, line 10; cf. 0, recto, line 5); and the be- 

ginning of an oath: quod] | im[pleratum fuerit faciemus [ (a, verso, line 29. The date in a, verso, line 3, 

which apparently is that of the entry, should also be noted. 
Each entry in our text begins with the day and month. If back files were consulted or kept in any 

order, the year must have been given at the beginning of the roll and perhaps also in a titulus or in a 
docket on the verso. The date is followed by a summary of unit strength: » £ mil cal DCCCCXIIII 
in his ord(inatt) VIIII dupl(icariit) VIII sesq(uiplicarius) I drom(edariit) XX XIIII, in his sesq(wupli- 

carius) I, eq(uites) CCXXIII, in his dec(uriones) V dupl(icarit) VII sesq(uiplicarit) IIII. The first 
question to consider is the expansion of  #, an abbreviation which occurs in two other texts. In the 
other well preserved acta, 89, one finds after the date: [swn]t in hibe[rn\is coh(ortis) XX Palm(yrenorum) 
Gor[dianjae n p .[.....].m (=m[tht]um 2?) DCCLXXXI in Mus ord(inatt), etc. (line 5); in its other 

appearance in that text ” # directly precedes DCCLXXXI (line 11). In 95 6 ii, 10-15 we have first 
XV Kal Octobr(es) n p DCC[....|XV, followed in each of the next few lines by a date (only the first 
XIIII Kal Oct is certain) » ~ man{si]t. This confirms the impression that the abbreviation includes 

a noun meaning “‘sum”’ or “total,” and m(wmerus) seems very probable. Though the expansion of £ 

is less obvious, a comparision with Hunt’s pridianum, line 50: reliqui numero puro, suggests p(urus), 

or in 89, (wmero) p(uro).6 Numerus purus would seem to be a net figure, eliminating deserters, for 
example, and perhaps many others.’ If one accepts m(wmerus), modified by an adjective, the two words 
that follow are evidently in the genitive: mil(itwm) cal(igatorum). 

The first of the figures that follow is the only one difficult to interpret. Fink, quite reasonably, has 
taken it to be the number of pedites.$ It is followed by 7 his, exactly as are the totals for the dromedarii 
and equites, and would thus appear to be a category of the same kind. The ordinati, too, are infantry 
officers? and might be expected to follow a figure for pedites, as the decurions do that of the equites. 
I still believe, however, that 914 is a total for the unit. In the first place, it appears that 914 is given 

5 For some of the following readings see my review in 

AJP, LXXI (1950), p. 437. 
6 This document was first published by A. S. Hunt in 

Raccolta di scritti in onore di Giacomo Lumbroso (1925), 
pp. 265-272. In his valuable edition of Mommsen’s pri- 
dianum, BGU 696, R. O. Fink has proposed the expan- 
sions n(umerus) p(erfectus) in the present text and 
n(umero) p(erfecto) in 89 (AJP, LXIII, 1942, p. 65). He 
did so in part at least on the basis of a new heading which 
he suggested in Col. i, 14-15 of the Berlin text: SUMMA 
MIL(ITUM) [PE]RF(ECTA) KALIANUARIAS .... 
This is balanced a few lines later by ET POST KAL(EN- 
DAS) IANUARIAS ACCESSER(UNT) The 
reading requires of course that the case of the first 
IANUARIAS be explained as the scribe’s mistake. But 
the explanation becomes more difficult to accept when in 
a similar heading in Hunt’s pridianum one finds again the 
accusative K(alendas) Ianuarias (Col. i, 26), once more 
followed by POST K(ALENDAS) IANUARIAS (i, 28). 
In the text printed in New Palaeographical Society, 
Series II, Vol. II, Plate 186, Hunt restores and reads the 
first heading as summa ad pri|d(ie) K(alendas) Ianuarias; 
cf. Wilcken, Archiv fiir Papyrusforschung, VIII (1927), 
p. 94. If ad is eliminated, this seems to be what is _ re- 
quired, though the plate does not permit one to choose 
between prijd(ie) and pridije. In the Berlin pridianum I 
would suggest SUMMA MI[L] PR{I]DIE KAL IANU- 
ARIAS; at any rate, however the faint and ambiguous 
traces of ink between M and E are identified, PRIDIE 

KAL seems to be the probable reading, or restoration. 
These documents, as Fink has shown, were drawn up as 
of the pridie ending the year (December 31 and, in Egypt, 
also August 31). The date of the Berlin pridianum, for 
example, is August 31, not September 1 (Col. i, 13). Thus 
the figure carried forward should be that of the last day 
of the preceding year. The total on January 1 might have 
been different, because of either accessions or losses taking 
place on that day, and POST KALENDAS IANU- 
ARIAS in the two pridiana should be understand as an 
inclusive date. 

7 In 89 the corresponding figure is that of those in 
hibernis. 

§ TAPA, LXXVIII (1947), p. 164; for the strength 
and organization of the cohort see now his discussion 
above, Introd., pp. 30f. 

® I discussed the terms ordinatus and ordinarius in 
TAPA, LXXI (1940), pp. 127-148, where I argued that 
they both meant simply “‘centurion’’ and were substanti- 
ally equivalent; so also Domaszewski, RE III (1899), 
1964; Rangordnung, pp. 57, 60, 97, 197. Here I have 
preferred ordinatus since it is more common and since 
there can be no doubt about its meaning. See more 
recently G. C. Picard, Castellum Dimmidi (1944), p. 106, 
N. 59, p- 107, n. 60, p. 108, n. 61. To the appearances of 
ordinatus and abbreviations listed in my article, add 
L’ Année Epigraphique, 1944, no. 80; 1950, no. 77 (see also 
J. and L. Robert, REG, LXIII, 1950, p. 22); 1953, no. 8; 
and P. Mich. 454 (reading hordinatus in line 9). 
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as the number of milites caligati, that is, ‘enlisted men.’’! There seems to be no evidence to suggest 
that ‘“‘caligatus’”’ was ever used to distinguish infantrymen from cavalrymen. Moreover, a total for the 

unit strength is the first figure given. The statement of strength in Hunt’s pridianum shows other 
resemblances (lines 26-28, 36-38, 50-52). It has the following arrangement: 

DXXXXVI (unit total) 

27 [in is (centuriones) VI dec(uriones) IT]II eq(uites) [i]Jn is du(plicarii) 
[II] sesq(uiplicarii) III CXIX 

28 dup(licarius) ped(es or -itum) I 
sesq(uiplicari) V{T]. 

There is no figure for the pedites, and the pattern is similar to that in our text: total im his ... equites 

number 7m jis ... In other words, in a summary of unit strength, a sub-total in turn is partly broken 
down, with these last figures being inserted among the sub-totals in parenthetical fashion. 

One more point in the tabulation requires comment. Duplicarii and sesquiplicarii are officers regularly 

found in alae but not in cohorts. The acta and the rosters might suggest that the Palmyrene cohort 
differed from other such units in this respect or that there had been a general change in the third century 
for which we have no evidence elsewhere. Neither possibility seems attractive to me. Further, there is 

the fact that Hunt’s pridianum, written in Moesia under Trajan, also lists duplicarii and sesquiplicarii 
along with its centurions and decurions. The explanation, I believe, is that in all these papyri the terms 
do not designate tactical commands but pay-grades. Our duplicarii and sesquiplicari’ would ordinarily 

be identified according to duties performed, as optiones, tesserarii, etc.1 

If this explanation is correct, it suggests that the whole statement was drawn up with some attention 

to the unit’s financial records. The figures may have served in part as a basis for a pay-roll. The ordinati, 
duplicarii, and sesquiplicarii listed immediately after the total would receive multiples of the base pay 

of the infantrymen. All the equites and dromedarii would also receive something more than the pedites, 
and their decurions, duplicarii, and sesquiplicarii would in turn be paid multiples of these figures. A total 
for the whole unit could be obtained by taking the first figure and adding something for each category 

that followed.!* 
The summary of strength is followed in a separate line by the cohort’s name in the genitive: coh(ortis) 

XX Palmyrenorum Severianae Alexandrianae. One might expect this to depend on swmma or the like, 

as it probably does in 89. But in the only occurrence where the papyrus permits the point to be checked 
(i, I-2) there is no such noun before or after the unit’s name. Apparently it is attached loosely to the 

whole summary that precedes. 
The next item begins on all four days Iulius Rufianus tribunus. On the first two signum with the 

watchword in the genitive follows immediately; there is no verb, as in 89 (misit). On the last two days 

tvibunus is followed by something else, the exact nature of which is uncertain; the signum presumably 

appeared later in the line. 
In the entries for the first three days there are after this a number of lines beginning mssz or veverst. 

These name men, arranged by their century or turma, whose assignments evidently took them away 

10 The caligati would include everyone except the 
tribune. The evidence for the use of the term is collected 
in TAPA, LXXVII (1946), pp. 183-191; add now PSI 
1308. I was too ready to assume there that because 
auxiliary centurions were shown to be caligati legionary 
centurions were likely to be also. The term was used as 
early as 41 B.C., by Fulvia who referred to a group of 
veterans as senatus caligatus (Dio Cassius, xlviii, 12-13). 
Of particular importance for the interpretation of the 
figures in our text is the fact that the service of a prae- 
torian as eques and optio equitum was 7m caliga (ILS 2077). 

i See Y CS, xa (1950)} p. 2295, Introd p.32-nand 
now especially E. Sander, Historia, III (1954), pp. 87-105. 

I suspect that the optio, e.g., was regularly the first 
duplicarius listed in any century or turma, being placed 
in this position as the assistant and replacement of the 
centurion. 

12 Cf. the calculations of Hyginus, De munit. castr., 
16 and 26. 

18 The statement of strength fills a complete line; so 
coh XX, etc. would begin a new one in any event. 

14 The centuries and turmae are listed according to 
their commanders’ seniority, Introd., p. 28. A similar 
practice seems to have been followed in the Vigiles. See 
P. K. Baillie Reynolds, The Vigiles of Imperial Rome 
(1926), p. 71. 
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from the camp at least overnight. Guard and fatigue duty in Dura itself is not included, but the assign- 

ments all appear to be temporary and, so far as can be determined, do not affect the daily summary 

of strength. The veversi lines regularly contain the abbreviation g d #, the meaning of which seems to 
be “those assigned’’ or ‘“‘dispatched’’; possibly it is to be expanded g(wondam) d(ts)p(ositz) or d(e)p(utate). 

It is found also in 95. In the incomplete entry for the fourth day some other matter of uncertain character 
was inserted before the missi/reversi items, which presumably were contained in the next column. 

The three complete entries end with a long and obscure item which begins: (name) decurio pronuntiavit, 

and includes an oath and a list of men who stood guard at the cohort’s standards. Their century or 

turma is not given; instead, titles precede names. All of this material evidently has a certain unity and 
connection; otherwise one would expect the various elements that can be distinguished in it to begin 

on separate lines. 

Nearly every part of the item causes difficulty. In the first section, Timinius Paulinus decurio admissa 

pronuntiavit, I take admissa, with much hesitation, to be one word meaning orders or announcements 

sent down by the unit commander. We may have here a summary of a reveille formation, which in- 
volved both announcements or special orders for the day and certain ceremonies. After pronuntiavit one 

finds on the second day the announcement of a sacrifice, possibly to celebrate the discharge of some 
members of the cohort (i, 16). To judge from the other acta, normally the verb was followed more or 
less immediately by an oath, the second half of which is preserved in i, 6 and 16. In its complete form 
(restored in 1, 16) it runs: Quod imperatum fuerit faciemus et ad omnem tesseram parati erimus. This is 

simply an oath of obedience, resembling closely what Premerstein calls the “‘Diensteid.’’!® Next we have 

the eleven or so men standing guard at the standards: excubant ad signa ... with each name preceded by 

a title. There may be a short concluding clause at the end. The first man named is the decurion who 
made the pronuntiatio and who may be acting as Officer of the Day. For a watch at the standards we 
have other evidence,’ and the importance of the signa in military ceremonies and religion is well known, 

as is the association of the emperor with the signa.!8 

16 Polybius vi, 34, 5-6; Josephus, Bell. Jud., iii, 87-88. 
Cf. also Tacitus, Ann., xv, 30. I take admissa to be 
equivalent to Josephus’ trapayyéAyata. Another possi- 
bility, which may be preferable, is that these letters 
should be interpreted as ad missa, a phrase describing the 
assignment of the centurion or decurion making the pro- 
nuntiatio. He would be an Officer of the Day charged with 
announcing orders and the like to the unit, or to a smaller 
group that assembled at this formation. As part of his 
duties he would serve as commander of the guard at the 
standards. In this capacity he would lead the others in 
taking the oath, introduced by pronuntiavit and quoted 
directly. Perhaps the same explanation would serve for 
ad mittenda in the Michigan papyrus (see above p. 271, 
note 5). 

In Commodianus, Carmen apologeticum, line 77 (middle 
of the third century) we find stat miles ad missa, which I 
take to mean “‘stands awaiting orders,’ with missa equi- 
valent to monita and dictus Caesaris which follow. It will 
be worth while to quote the context (ed. Dombart, 
CSEE XN): 

Stat miles ad missa: unus audit, et excutit alter 
Nec accipit corde monita, sed perditus errat. 
Quis modo delinquit (iudices estote de istis!) 

80 Qui monet aut ille, qui non uult dicto parere ? 
Spero, reus non est, qui Caesaris dictus obaudit, 
Contrarius autem perdit suam uitam superbus. 

The MS. reading has been changed, needlessly I believe, 
by editors (including Dombart); see also F. J. Délger, 
Antike und Christentum, IV (1934), pp. 271-275; and VI 

18 

(1940), pp. 85-88, who takes ad missam to mean ad mis- 
stonem. See also Commodianus, Instruct., ii, 12 (addressed 
to Militibus Christi): Vt tuo praeposito cottidie praesto sis 
ante, Sollicitus esto, matutinus signa veuise (lines 8-9) and 
Haec gloria Regis, militem uidere paratum (line 11). Cf. also 
signum misit in 89 and itaque misi littevas vecitandas ad 
signa in SHA, Pescenninus Niger, 4, 2. 

16 On Roman military oaths see A. von Premerstein, 
Vom Werden und Wesen des Prinzipats (Abh. Bay. Akad. 
Wissensch., Phil.-hist. Abt., N.F., Heft 15, 1937), 

Pp. 73-85. 
17 For the watch at the signa see PSI 1307 (above, 

note 4); P. Gen. Lat. 1 (cf. Premerstein, Klio, III, 1903, 
p- 43); ILS 2355. 

18 For the latter point see Domaszewski, Religion, 
pp. 1of., 68-78; A. Alfoldi, Rém. Mitt., XLIX (1934), 
pp. 67-69 and L (1935), pp. 96f.; Premerstein, Vom 
Werden und Wesen, pp. 85-89. The Imperial imagines 
were kept with the standards. It is striking, however, to 
find the signa described as the emperor’s; cf. impevatoris 
sui signa in Seneca, De Clem. i, 4, 1 and signa dominica 
in P. Gen. 45 (A.D. 344). This illustrates again the effort 
made to maintain the link between the emperor and the 
army. One can compare the practice in this period of 
regularly giving each unit the title of the Emperor’s Own, 
Severiana Alexandriana in the present text. See commen- 
tary on 1, 2. Cf. also signa p(opuli) R(omani) on some coins 
of the Civil War after Nero (Gaul) to which Alf6ldi refers 
in his second article cited above, p. 97; see BMC, Empire, 
I, pp. cxcvi, 299f. 
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The papyrus belongs to the reign of Severus Alexander (222-235), and the names of the centurions 

show that it was written in the last two years or so of his reign (Introd., p. 29). It is later than 115 

of late A.D. 232, and must be close in date to 83. 

Published: J. F. Gilliam, YCS, XI (1950), pp. 209-246. Cf. M. Rostovtzeff, CRAI, 1933, pp. 313f.; Rep. V, 
pp. 296f.; Illustrated London News, 13 August 1932, p..240 (photo of Frag. c). 

Io 

T5 

Col. i 

VI Kal Aprfiles: n(umerus) p(urus) mil(itum) cajl(igatorum) DCCCCXIITI in his [o]rd(inati) 
Vill d{i} upl(icarii) VIII sf{esq(uiplicarius)] I drom(edarii) XXXIIII, in his ses- 
q(uiplicarius) I, eq(uites) CCX XIII, in his dec(uriones) V dupl(icarii) VII sesq(uiplicarii) 
To 

coh(ortis) XX [Palmyrenorum S]everianae Alexa[nd]rianae. vacat 
[Iujliu[s] Ru[flian[us t]rlibunjus, signum ..[..].ris ex Sep[t]ezo[ni]s. 

[Mis]si .[—6—].[—8—J]mil(ites) V in h(is) drom(edarii) ..[—6—] 4 Mariani Aurel(ius) 

Licinnius 4 Pudentis Aurel(ius) Demetrius 4 Nigrini Aurel(ius) Romanus Aurel(ius) 
Rufus * Anton(ini) Iarhaboles Odeati. 

[Reversi q[d]p cum .[—6—]..... [...].4 Tiberini .[—14—] 

vacat 

Ti{mijnius P{aulinus decurio] admissa pronuntiavit [... quod imperatum fuerit faciemus] 

et ad omnem tesseram parati eirimus. Excubant ad signa d(omini) n(ostri) Alexandri 
Aug (usti) 

dec(urio) T{iminius Paulijn[u]s, afed(ituus) Al]urel(ius) Sif{lvanu]s, [—30—]s Vabalathi, 
curator Aurel(ius) Rubathus, .i Iarhaeus Malchi, curator II Cl(audius) Agrippas, eq(ues) 

[...]..-[—15—]...[.]s...1...[.].[—30—] vacat 

vacat (2-3 lines) 
[V Kal Apjriles: n(umerus) p(urus) m[il(itum)] cal(igatorum) D[C}CCCXI[III in his ord(i- 

nati) VIIII dup]l(icarii) VIII sesq(uiplicarius) I drom(edarii) XXXIIII, in his ses- 
q(uiplicarius) I, eq(uites) CCX XIII, in his dec(uriones) V dupl(icarii) VII sesq(uiplicarii) 

Lg 
[co|h(ortis) XX P{a]l[m](yrenorum) Severianae Alexand[rianae. | 
[Iulius Rufija[nus tribunu]s, [signum ...]..... ex Septezoni{[s]. 

[—30—].. Antoninus 4 Anton(ini) Aurel(ius) Marinus [Aurel(ius) Heliodorus] 4 Gaianin 
Iarhaboles Iarhaei 4 Nig(rini) Aurel(ius) Apolinarius. 

[—1o—]...[—1o—]....... [....]..[—15—].[..]... Gaianus Iarhabole. 

[—7— Be]cchuf.[...]. ex[.. mfil(es) I 4 Gaian[i ..].[..].[—1e—] vacat 

[—10— ]. -ig-|-—20— | 4 AntonGnn) ie. [...]l[—35—] vacat 

T{imin]ius [Pau]linus dec(urio) admissa pronun{tiavit —18—] IIII Kal April(es) expungen- 

tur, sup p)licatio immolatio; et ad omnem tesseram parati erimus. 
Excuba[nt] ad signa d(omini) n(ostri) Alexandri Aug(usti) dec(urio) [Timinius Paulinus], .... 

Aurel(ius) ....s, aedit(uus) Aurel(ius) Silvanus, sig(nifer) Cl(audius) Natalius, lib(rarius) 
Aurel(ius) Capiton, .i Anton(ius) Val(entinus ?), opt{io]n II Ogelus Malchi, eq(ues) 

[—10—] Malchus Zebida, eq(ues) Ael(ius) Heliod[orus, ..].... Cl(audius) Iul(ius) Menander, 

Bile seve teneall 

Col i 

IIII Kal April(es): n(umerus) p(urus) mil(itum) cal(igatorum) DCCC[CXIIII in his efc., 

coh(ortis) XX Palm(yrenorum) Severia{na]e Ale[xandrianae. | 
Iulius Rufianus tribunus [..].uer... [.]..[ 



Io 

15 

20 

18* 
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Missi ad hord(eum) comparandum miil(ites) ..] in h(is) eq ..[ 
Missi in prosec(utionem) hordiator(um) mil(ites) [.]I 4 Mariani .[ 

Reversi qdp ad Atha mil(ites) II Nigrini Iul(ius) Zabdibolus [ 

Reversi qdp ad praet(orium) praesidis cum epistul{i]s m[il(ites) 

Z Reversus ex qdp cum eis ad praet(orium) praes(idis) ex coh(orte) II Eq[ 

Missus lig(nator) balnei mil(es) I 4 Nigrini Zebidas Barnei.[ 
[Reversus]] 

Timinius Paulinus decurio admissa pronuntia[vit, efc. 

dec(urio) Timinius Paulinus, aed(ituus) Aurel(ius) Silvanus, .[ 
III Aurel(ius) Bassus, IIII Aurel(ius) Heliodorus [ 

vacat (3 lines) 
III Kal Apriles: n(umerus) p(urus) mil(itum) cal(igatorum) DCCCCXIIII [in his, etc., 
coh(ortis) XX Palmyrenfo|r[uJm Severianae Alex{andrianae. | 

Tulius Rufianus tr[iJb[ujnus primo .[ 

vacat Bec ecrlees lege 

Hemanserunt mil(ites) IIII 4 .[ 
SiManiant 2/22. [--=]| Dhemarsa: 9 | 

Non comparet [/..... ] eq(ues) I [ 

Matai... exiqdp. |... « je--merin. { 

M[ujtatus .... ex [—8—].[ 

Col. i 

“March 27: net number of milites caligati 914, including 9 centurions, 8 duplicarii, 1 sesqui- 

plicarius, 34 dromedarii (including 1 sesquiplicarius), 223 equites, (including 5 decurions, 

7 duplicarii, 4 sesquiplicarii), (total strength) of the Twentieth Palmyrene Cohort, Severiana 
Alexandriana. 

“Tulius Rufianus tribune: watch-word [ ] from the septizonia. 

“Sent out [ ]5 soldiers including [2?] dromedarii: from the century of Marianus, Aurelius 
Licinnius; from the century of Pudens, Aurelius Demetrius; from the century of Nigrinus, 
Aurelius Romanus and Aurelius Rufus; from the turma of Antoninus, Iarhaboles son of 

Odeatus. 
“Returned: Those previously dispatched with [ ] from the turma of Tiberinus [ ]. 
“Timinius Paulinus, decurion, proclaimed the orders which had been sent [... We will do 

what is ordered,] and at every command we will be ready. There are standing watch at the 
signa of our lord Alexander Augustus: decurion Timinius Paulinus, aedituus Aurelius Sil- 
vanus, [ ]son of Vabalathus, curator Aurelius Rubathis, (title) Iarhaeus son of Malchus, 

curator II Claudius Agrippas, eques [_ ]. 
“March 28: net number of milites caligati 914, including 9 centurions, 8 duplicarii, I sesqui- 
plicarius, 34 dromedarii (including 1 sesquiplicarius), 223 equites (including 5 decurions, 

7 duplicarii, 4 sesquiplicarii), (total strength) of the Twentieth Palmyrene Cohort, Severiana 
Alexandriana. 
“Julius Rufianus tribune: [ ] from the seftizonia. 

“{ ] Antoninus; from the century of Antoninus, Aurelius Marinus and (cancelled) Aurelius 
Heliodorus; from the century of Gaianus, Iarhaboles son of Iarhaeus; from the century of 
Nigrinus, Aurelius Apolinarius. 

“{ ] Gaianus son of Iarhaboles. 
“[ ] Becchuf(rayn?) [ ] one soldier, from the century of Gaianus [_ ]. 

“{ J, from the century of Antoninus [  ]. 
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“Timinius Paulinus, decurion, proclaimed the orders which had been sent [... Because ...] 
will be discharged (?) on March 29, supplicatio and animal sacrifice; and at every command 

we will be ready. There are standing watch at the signa of our lord Alexander Augustus: 
decurion Timinius Paulinus, [ ]| Aurelius [ J, aedituus Aurelius Silvanus, signifer Claudius 

Natalius, librarius Aurelius Capiton, (title) Antonius Valentinus, optio II Ogelus son of 
Malchus, eques [| | Malchus son of Zebidas, eques Aelius Heliodorus [ | Claudius Iulius 
Menander [_ ].” 

Col. ii 

“March 29: net number of milites caligati 914 [ J], (total strength) of the Twentieth Pal- 
myrene cohort, Severiana Alexandriana. 

“Tulius Rufianus tribune [ ]. 

“Sent to procure barley [ ] soldiers, including [ 1] equites[  ]. 

“Sent to arrange for transportation (or as escort) for the barley-collectors [| ] soldiers, 
from the century of Marianus [_ J. 

“Returned: those previously dispatched to Atha: two soldiers, from the century of Nigrinus, 
Iulius Zabdibolus [_ ]. 

“Returned: those previously dispatched to the governor’s headquarters with letters [  } 
soldiers [  ]. 

“Returned from among those previously dispatched with them to the governor’s head- 

quarters from the cohors II eq{_ }. 
“Sent to procure wood for the bath 1 soldier, from the century of Nigrinus, Zebidas son 
of Barneus. 

“Sent (cancelled). 
“Timinius Paulinus, decurion, proclaimed the orders which had been sent [... There are 

standing watch ...]: decurion Timinius Paulinus, aedituus Aurelius Silvanus [ 1 20 

Aurelius Bassus, IIII Aurelius Heliodorus [ il 

“March 30: number of milites caligati 914 [ ], (total strength) of the Twentieth Palmyrene 

Cohort, Severiana Alexandriana. 

“Tulius Rufianus tribune: [ ih 

a ] 
“Absent without leave: four soldiers, from the century of [ ] from the century of Ma- 

rianus [ | son of Themarsas, from the century of [ iP 
“Missing (?): one eques [ Ik 
“Transferred (?) [ | from among those previously dispatched [ i: 
“Transferred (?) [ | from [ ie 

Col. i, 1. The second X in the figure for the equites is blotted. This does not seem to be a correction made by 
the clerk, since the same figure was written below in line 9. 

2. For the practice of adding the reigning emperor’s name in the adjectival form to a unit’s title see G. M. Ber- 
sanetti, Athenaeum, XVIII (1940), pp. 105-135; XXI (1943), pp. 79-91. 

3. Sep{tjezo[nz]o, with a looped o at the end, may not be entirely impossible, but a final s is a much easier 
reading. Mer[c]ui s(anctt) probably follows signum if a planetary deity is to be supplied. Presumably the tribune 
gave the watchword, which is why it is found in this line but it is uncertain whether we should understand a 
verb (misit in 89). One would expect the commanding officer to be named at some point, as in the pridiana and 
diplomata, whether or not there was some particular action of his to record. 

4. 1am now inclined to read the nomen of Demetrius as Awrel, very carelessly written. For q d p = q(uondam) 
d(is)p(ositt) or the like, see above, p. 247, and Introd., p. 42. 

6. The nomen Timinius is much more unusual and distinctive than most of those found in these papyri; 
see Schulze, Zur Geschichte lateinischer Eigennamen (1904), p. 242. Presumably Paulinus or, as is more likely, an 
ancestor came from the west. 
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The first part of the oath is restored from 83 and 89; cf. however below, i, 16. I earlier read excubare, and that 
is at least as easy a reading here. However, in 88 and 89 excubant is much to be preferred, or certain, and in 
PSI 1307 one finds excuberunt ad aquilam et signa; cf. above, p. 270, note 4. 

7. Only the decurion and aedituus appear in more than one of these lists, in contrast to 89 in which the mem- 
bers of the watch are the same on the two days preserved. The restoration of the aedituus’ title and name in this 
line is of course by no means certain. For his office cf. Themes Mocimi, the sacerdos in 89. The abbreviated title 
of Iarhaeus Malchi is cz or #7; perhaps ci(rcitor) which is found written out in 88 in a similar list. For curator 
turmae see Domaszewski, Rangordnung, pp. 51f., 55; see also SB 6968; P. Hamburg 39. 

11. There are traces of ink in part of the space in which I restore stgnum, but they are too indistinct to justify 
any pretense at a reading. 

12-14. Presumably these lines contain mtssi/reversi items. For the place-name Becchufrayn (line 14) which 
appears also in the rosters and 46 cf. Introd., p. 4o. 

16. This line, after the long lacuna, remains puzzling though it is now completely read. I/II Kal Apriles was 
of course the next day. No unusual event is recorded on it, to judge from the beginnings of lines. Nor did any of 
the occasions contained in the Feriale Duranum (54) fall on March 29, which serves to remind us that the formal 
religious life of the unit was not limited to the celebrations listed in it. Expungere can mean “‘discharge”’ in 
military language (P. Oxy. 1204 and Schol. Pers., 2, 13, cited in TLL V, cols. 1813f.), and possibly we should 
understand it in that sense here. If so, a formula such as one of those in the Feriale may have been used: [quod 
emeritt m(isst) h(onesta) m(tsstone)] IIII Kal Apriles expungentur, supplicatio tmmolatio. Even if this should 
represent substantially the content of the lacuna, the exact wording would of course be quite uncertain; quod 
commulitones, e.g., would fit the space. A reason for the celebration of the event in advance may have been that 

the actual day of discharge was one of paper-work, payment of individual accounts, and dispersal, as in the 
American army. For the formula restored see Hoey, YCS, VII (1940), pp. 27f.; for supplicatio immolatio in the 
Feriale (ii, 28), Hoey, zbid., p. 198 and Gilliam, Harvard Theological Review, XLVII (1954), p. 194. On the question 
of the date of discharge of auxiliary soldiers at this time see Fink, YCS, VII (1940), pp. 66-73; and Gilliam, 
Harvard Theological Review, XLVII (1954), pp. 190-194; and above, pp. 202-205. In my opinion, if there was 
a regular day, we do not know what it was. In any event, it should be stressed that the nature of the occasion 
being celebrated here is uncertain. 

Whatever the content of the middle of the line may have been, the abrupt transition to ad omnem tesseram, 
with the change of subject and the omission of the first part of the oath, is strange. I can still think of nothing 
better than the feeble explanation that the clerk omitted the first clause by error. If there was another quod 
clause earlier in the line, the lapse might be somewhat easier to understand. 

17. For ci or pi, the title of Anton(ius) Val(entinus), see above under line 7. Other expansions are possible 
for both parts of his name, notably Val(ens). In 7 one finds curator .. . curator II, but no optio seems to be listed 
earlier in this line. The title of the second man appears to be something else, to judge from the few traces left. 
Hogelus would remove the difficulty, but the reading is not attractive. Ogelus Malchi may be the man with this 
name in 115 0 i, 17. 

18. A Malchus Zebida appears in this watch in 83, 7. Cl(audius) is quite uncertain, though the combination 
Cl Tul is found in 101. The letters at the end of the line may be a shorter version of the clause that concludes 
this item in 89, 4 and Io. 

Col. ii, 3. After tribunus, [rjeversus is quite possible and then, a much more dubious reading, ev. 

4-5. For the collection of barley, which may have been requisitioned as in Egypt, see YCS, XI (1950), 
pp. 243f. To the references given there may be added some marginal notations in the rosters (notably in proseq 
hord, Introd., p. 42) and Rep. IX, 3, pp. 52f., no. 958. It is not clear to me why the men involved in this 
mission are divided into two groups. Possibly the first set made the arrangements for the purchase and delivery 
of the barley. The others (in line 5) may have acted as their escort; cf. the equites whom Pliny (E#., x, 27) gave 
tutelae causa to a procurator setting out with three soldiers ad frumentum comparandum. Or their function may 
have been to arrange for the transportation of the barley which the others collected, an explanation which I 
now prefer. For prosecutio annonae see Rostovtzeff, Storia Economica e Sociale dell’ Impero Romano (1933), 
pp. 492, 504. This seems to be the first occurrence of the term hordiator; cf. frumentator and lignator. 

6. Atha does not seem to be otherwise known, at least in this spelling. There was an Attas (Tabula Peutingeri- 
ana) or Athis (Ptolemy, v, 14, 13) a few miles below Barbalissus; see Dussaud, Topographie Historique de la 
Syrie, p. 453. If one assumes that ad is not the preposition but part of the name, another possibility is Adatha 
in the Palmyrene (Dussaud, pp. 270f.), though it was in a different province. 

7. I earlier read ad praes(idiwm). For the praetorium of provincial governors see Th. Mommsen, Gesammelte 
Schriften, VI (1910), pp. 128-133; and Rostovtzeff, Rep. IX, 3, pp. 85-90; also F. Lammert, RE XXII (1954), 
2535-2537. Cf. also Hunt’s pridianum (cited above, p. 36, note 3), line 70: ad praetorium culm] librariis [; and 
in the rosters (Introd., p. 42), ad praetori(um). For phrases similar to praetortum praesidis, see ILS 2297 and 
8861. 
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8. The marginal note Zis found elsewhere also (Introd., p. 49). The clerk may have been reminding himself 
to take some action required by the fact that the man was from another unit. Possibly the letter is zeta = Ujrte1 
(cf. P. Flor. 71; and Preisigke, Worterbuch, I, p. 646). For Greek letters used as notae in Roman military docu- 
ments, see G. R. Watson, JRS, XLII (1952), pp. 56-62. The cohort, the JJ Eq(uestris ?), may be that named in 
an inscription from the Dolicheneum, having been transferred to Dura by 251-253; Rep. IX, 3, pp. 112-114, 
no. 972. ; 

9. For Roman baths at Dura see Rep. VI, pp. 84-105. Wood was probably hard to find. On deliveries of wood 
for military baths in Egypt, see Lesquier, L’armée romaine d’Egypte, pp. 355-357: 

13. The numerals may mean that two other men with the same title appeared in the preceding line. 
17. The line is deeply indented and may be a heading for lines 18-22. At the end in h(is) .[ is possible. We 

may have in the rest of the column a tabulation of men whose status was doubtful or changing. 
18-19. Hemanserunt = emanserunt. These men were absent without leave but were not yet considered desert- 

ers; Digest, xlix, 16, 3-4 and 14. If line 19 continues line 18, as it appears to do, perhaps all of the last five lines 
in the column were quite short. 

20. Probably nothing is lost in the lacuna. 
21. Mutatio militiae is a punishment ; Digest, xlix, 16, 3-6. But possibly mutatus is equivalent here to tvanslatus, 

meaning simply “transferred.” The three letters before ex seem to be the same in both lines. One possible 
reading is ul. 

83. Morning Report. Secon Lec US 

inv: Dy Pea ak 2I X 20 cm. A.D. 233 Plate Lil, 1 

Large, irregular fragment with many holes. Small, fluent cursive resembling hand in 82. Many 
ligatures but spacing at times between words. Final s in some cases is an irregular vertical line. There 

are a few scattered letters on some other smaller scraps but no intelligible text. On verso, 106. 
Both in content and in form the text clearly corresponds to the other acta. This fragment comes 

from the second half of a wide column, such as is found in 82 and 89. Consequently some of the shorter 
lines did not extend this far to the right. An entry for a new day may have begun in line 6. If so, the 
arrangement of items resembled that in 89. The date in line 5, September 4, 233, is perhaps not far 
from that of the entries themselves. This would fall just at the end of Alexander’s Persian campaign, 

and the unit may have been in the field. The number of equites in line g is about half of the figure in 
82 and 89. This fact may reflect losses, but possibly some cavalrymen were on detached duty and were 

not included in this summary. 

Published: J. F.Gilliam, YCS, XI (1950), pp. 209-237, 246-248. 

]-[ 
]..1 4 Pudentis Ptolaemeus M[ 

vacat 

coh] XX Palm[y]renorum Severianae Alfexandrianae 

|. Maximo et Pa[tern]o co(n)s(ulibus) et proficisci ad castra prae.e..da. .[ 

5 ].[—5— ].[—5—].a pridie N[o]nas Septembr[e]s Maximo et Pa[t]erno co[n]s(ulibus) vacat ? 
vacat (2 lines) 

Jas quod imperatum fuerit facie[m]us et ad [o]mnem te[sseram parati erimus 

] Demet{[rjius mag(ister) campi Bellaeus O.a..g Malchus Zebida [ 

eae: lad bonos.[.....] Aurel ...a Aurel S does 

vacat 

|: . eq CXC im mis dec ii 
vacat (2 lines) 

].sign[u]m Tovis [ 
vacat (3 lines) 
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2. The line may begin Je/7, e.g., Og]el7. The name Ptolemaeus is so unusual except in Egypt and among Egyptian 
emigrants as to suggest that the soldier came from that province, perhaps through transfer from another unit 
rather than by direct enlistment in the Palmyrene cohort. But cf. Introd., pp. 34f. 

The line contains men identified by their centuries and may correspond to the lines in82 which are introduced 
by misst or reverst. 

4. The consular date (A.D. 233) may be preceded by Au]g. It should be possible to read the end of the line. 
Praecept is perhaps worth considering. There is a space before da which may indicate a word division. 

6. The oath beginning quod is found preserved in varying degrees in 82, 88, and 89. 
7. For the office mag(ister) campi see Domaszewski, Rangordnung, pp. 48f.; R. Cagnat, L’Avmée Romaine 

@ Afrique et VOccupation Militaire de V Afrique sous les Empereurs, I (1912), p. 188. After Bellaeus there may 
be first a three-letter name in the genitive, ending a (Qga?); then the title of Malchus Zebida. It is carelessly 
written, but s¢g(nifer) is not an attractive reading. 

8. With ad bonos cf. ad bonis in 89. The next letter may be c, #, or ¢. Following the lacuna Aurel Gora is just 
possible, but each of the two middle letters can be read in several ways. 

9. Possibly ses]g(uiplicarius) I. At the end of the line, dec(urioncs). More complete summaries of the unit’s 
strength are found in 82 and 89. 

10. This is the watchword; cf. 82 and 89. An epithet of some kind quite possibly followed Jovis. 

84. Morning Report(?) = ‘ox 

inv, DP. 67 RK 4X 5.2 cm. Ca: A.De232 Plate LII, 2 

Bottom margin, I.7 cm. Since the hands on both sides of this scrap resemble those of 83 and 106, 

which are recto and verso of a larger piece, it may be from the same roll. The content of the verso, 108, 

supports the possibility. If the recto is from the same column as 83, it must have come earlier in the 

roll, since line 3 is lower on the sheet than the last line of 83. 

Unpublished. 

].-[ 
ese lis ice |)< ISL 
Aujrel H[ 

vacat 

85. Morning Report(?) = \cc«, ) 

inv DP. sx R Ca. A.D. 230 

Four fragments, incomplete on all sides, with holes and surface damage. Frags. b and c blank 1.6 cm. 

and 3 cm. below line 4; Frag. d, 2.1 cm. below line 2. Small, neat cursive resembling hands of 82 and 

83. Frag. a has only three traces of ink on recto. Strips torn off the surface of the recto show that Frags. b 
and c belong together and determine their vertical relationship. The interval between the fragments 
and their sequence are uncertain. The relation suggested here depends on the reading ¢r[7 ]buzs in line 3. 

This would be more attractive if it did not leave line 4 unexplained. For the character of the text the 
doubtful cal in Frag. c, I is the only evidence. The date depends on the hand. Verso, 113. 

Unpublished. 

Frag. b Frag. c 

2.61522 cm: 5x10 cm. 

fellas call of 

ieeesbeaiaa lee -E 
].us tr[i]bunus in princ[ipiis 

(Sttribulin.. 22: br.s aps.) -p 

vacat 
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1. myil(ttwm) cal(igatorwm)? The next letter is not a good d, though one would expect a number beginning 
with D to follow mul cal, as in 82. 

3. The principia, if the restoration is correct, would probably be the so-called praetorium, published in Rep. V, 
Chap. VI. It would be of interest to know whether the tribune used that building as his headquarters. 

4. Probably ]bves or |byis. O]b res is less attractive than Octo- or Novem]bres, which the arrangement of the 
fragments excludes. 

Frag. d, 3X 4.2 cm. 

ae ea 

Jexem[pl 
vacat 

86. Fragment = 

Inv. D.P. 54 B02 < 2-27eme Ca. A.D. 240 

A small fragment incomplete on all sides. Papyrus blank at left I cm. below line 2. Numerals followed 
by names are found in the acta diurna, 82 ii, 13 and, after titles, 89, lines 3 and g. Perhaps this fragment 
is from a similar document. The hand resembles that in the first two lines of 89 (A.D. 239) and is the 
basis for dating. The broad w is especially characteristic. Verso blank. 

Unpublished. al 

| III Ulpius [ 

87. Morning Report(?) = RP. Rec SS 

inv. DP 6s Ca. A.D. 230 (?) 
Nine small fragments, ranging from 1.51.5 cm. to 5.55.5 cm. All are incomplete on all sidese 

except that Frags. b and c have a possible lower margin of 2.5 cm. Frag. c may be from the right edgs 
of a column. The hand is a careful small cursive with some resemblances to that of 83. These fragments 

may also come from a roll of acta diurna; see especially the figures in Frags. e and 7 and in prin{cipit, 
in Frag. a. But the character of the document is quite uncertain. Greek text on verso, 137. 

Unpublished. 

Frag. @ Frag. b Frag. c 

]-[ ].[ Jnomin[ 
diol jieeeSled welll Jerunt vacat? 

ilexeill eens. Jum Prisci vacat 

jin prin{[cipiis ? ].-Ti Gaia[n vacat 

5 |bat. | 5 J-[--J----L 
Sesei vacat 

Frag. d Frag. e Frag. } 

alee etl sum) (herent 3 ert. | |dec[ 
eal slleeeos soll jeq EX] 

Aleem Abed 

Frag. g Frag. h Frag. 7 

eal cera jel elg CC 
lace ee AL rel ]eakieeel ]-sq[ 

Weel Hessel 
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Frag. a, 4. Cf. 85, 3. Frag. b, 3. Antjoninus . [? 5. The line may begin with the centurial sign. Otherwise, a 
possible reading is ] VJ [M]alchus [. Frag. d, 2. Possibly praep or praef, but the next letter is not ¢, i.e., c[oh. 
Frags. e, 2 and 2, 1. Eq(uit-). Frag. f. Dec(urio-). Frag. g, 1. The name of the decurio, following the turma sign, 
may begin with a or 7. 2. Possibly the third consulship of Elagabalus (220) or Alexander (229). Frag. 1, 2. 
Slesq(utplicari-) ? 

88. Morning Report = Pwo, 2.26414 

fay. D.P. 22 13.5 XII cm. A.D. 238-244( ?) Plate LXVil,3 

A tattered, badly faded fragment from a wide column, incomplete on three sides. Top margin 3.4 cm. 

Small cursive. Distinctive letters include a tall d; a broad, deep «; and hooked or looped g, h, 7, s. Verso 

blank. 
The character of this fragment is quite certain. In line 1 there is preserved the very end of the oath 

found in 82, 83, and 89 (farati eri|mus). This is followed by the watch at the standards introduced by 
excubant. The men in line 2 and possibly also in line 3 made up this group. It is possible that Gordian’s 
name should be read at the end of line 1. In line 4 there is part of the summary of the unit’s strength. 

Published: J. F. Gilliam, YCS, XI (1950), pp. 209-237, 252. 

vacat (2 lines) 

erijmus. Excubant ad signa dominin Imp[..]..... ot 
|c[ir]citores Aurel Ach.[...]...es Gaius Sal[ 

]Helifojdorus:..a, <. 3. . Se eHale no TE hi 
vacat (2 lines) 

jdrom XXXII in his sesq II eqq [ 

5 le vacat 

1. At the end of the line a possible reading is domini n(ostr1) Imp(eratoris) [M] Antont Go[rdiant. 
2. For circitores see the references in TLL III, 1100-1101, s.v. Here they are probably discharging a temporary 

function, going the rounds and checking sentries, not holding an office; cf. Vegetius, iii, 8. Circitor was a regular 
rank in the late empire. 

3. At the end of the line, possibly 99 III. 
4. Abbreviations: drom(edarit), sesq(utplicarit), eq(uites). 

89. Morning Report = \ Ke 

inv. DP io R 65 x 26 cm. A.D. 239 Plates LVI-LVII 

Large and small fragments from a roll. The figures given above are the over-all measurements of 

the half-dozen pieces preserving Col. i. Of the smaller, unplaced fragments, a may belong in the upper 
part of Col. ii. Frag. 6 contains the end of one day’s entry and the beginning of another. It seems impossible 
to place it in Col. ii; hence it comes from a third column either to the right or to the left. Since the 
photograph was taken, a small scrap has been inserted in Col. 1, 7 before |mivit stgnum. It should be 
noted that the fragments have been rearranged (in some cases combined) and assigned new letters 

since the first publication. In addition to the difficulties caused by gaps between the separate pieces 
and holes in them, the surface of the papyrus is rubbed and damaged in places. In a few of the smaller 
fragments the ink has faded. The brown worm cast found in parts of Col. i has fortunately hid nothing 
of importance. There is considerable variation in color, some pieces being a dark brown. The first of 
the two hands is found in i, 1-4, the second in the remainder of the column. Both appear in the fragments, 

as indicated. In the first, which is somewhat larger than the other, the individual letters are broad, 

carefully formed, and widely spaced as a rule. The more compact second hand gives the impression 

of being rapid and careless and has many more ligatures. Points are used by the first scribe after numbers 
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and in abbreviations, by the second after a clause (i, 15) and perhaps elsewhere (i, 14). There tends 
to be some spacing between words in both hands. Width of Col. i, 46 cm. The edge of columns is 
uneven. Dates project to the left, presumably in part to help those looking up the entry for a particular 
day. On verso, 107. 

The resemblances between this document and 82, the other acta diurna of which we have substantial 

fragments, are close; for elements and problems common to both see the introduction to that text. 

There are no misst/reversi lines in what little we have of the present roll, but the other three routine 

items of 82 are found, though in another order and in a slightly different form. In contrast to the abrupt, 

compressed language of 82, phrases are expanded and there are more sentences. 

The first item each day (i, 1-4, 8-10) corresponds closely to the fourth in 82: Aurel(ius) Germanus 
ord(inatus) princeps admissa pronuntiavit, etc. As in 82 the officer making the pronuntiatio heads the 
list of the excubitores, who possibly repeated the oath which he first pronounced; cf. Josephus, Bell. 
Jud., iii, 92 for what may be a somewhat similar procedure at the beginning of a day’s march when 
troops were in the field. There are nine men in the watch instead of eleven, and the same men are found 

in the same order on both days in Col. i. At least three of them were also serving in this watch on days 
recorded in adjacent columns (Frags. a and 6). The most interesting member of the group is the sacerdos 

Themes son of Mocimus, who has a prominent place in the Tribune Fresco in the Temple of Bel, where 

he is named with the same title (iepevs).1 The character of his office has been discussed recently by 
A. D. Nock in an appendix to his illuminating study of the Feriale.2 Our text shows that sacerdos was 
Themes’ military title,? and it seems probable that the position and functions which it designates are 

to be explained primarily and perhaps entirely in terms of the official military religion. In other words, 

Themes is not an Oriental priest serving as a special chaplain. Rather, we should regard him as the 
successor of Aurelius Silvanus, the aedituus of 82, and, to use Nock’s term, the sacristan of the shrine 

in which the standards were kept. As such, it is not surprising to find him at the ceremony depicted 
in the fresco, to which one of the cohort’s standards was brought and at which the unit was more or 

less officially represented. It should be noted that in the fresco Themes is no more than an assistant 
to the tribune, who is himself offering the incense. The present group of excubitores also includes three 
signiferi.4 At the end of the item a clause e¢ ... parati sunt apparently has the same subject as excubant. 

Its meaning is unclear because of lacunae and abbreviations for which satisfactory expansions have 

not yet been found. Parati sunt suggests a connection with parati erimus which appears a line or two 
earlier. 

The second item in these entries (i, 5—6, 11-12) is the first in 82. It begins with the date and continues 

with a summary of unit strength. The men included are expressly stated to be those in hibernis,> thus 

1 Cumont, Fowilles, pp. 89-114, Pl. L. For other re- 
productions of the painting and later discussion see 
Nock’s article cited in the next note. Themes is the only 
one of the soldiers to be named, except for the tribune. 

2 Havvard Theological Review, XLV (1952), pp. 
242-252; cf. also pp. 199f. His conclusions seem quite 
convincing to me and are followed here. 

3 We need not assume that “‘Tables of Organization”’ 
provided for this office and title in every cohort. When 
such a function was assigned more or less permanently 
to a soldier, he would naturally be given a suitable title, 
as the hordiatores in 82 were on their temporary assign- 
ment. But this would designate his employment rather 
than rank or a fixed place in a hierarchy. Presumably the 
commanding officer or the practice of the unit determined 
whether certain posts existed and what they would be 
called. Thus in the present case, if the aedituus and 
sacerdos had essentially the same duties, as I believe, the 
decision which title was to be used was probably made in 
Dura rather than in Antioch or Rome. Cf. Nock, Harvard 

Theological Reviev, XLV (1952), p. 251, note 266; E. San- 
der, Historia, III (1954), pp. 87-105. 

4 An explanation of why the century or turma of the 
excubitores is not given might be that they were all 
drawn from that commanded by the officer making the 
pronuntiatio. But it would be surprising to find three 
signiferi in one century, though there are three vexillarii 
in a turma in 100 xxxix. Further, in every watch that is 
substantially complete, the aedituus or sacerdos appears, 
and we should have to assume that there was one of these 
in each century and turma. 

5 On hiberna see P. Salama, Libyca, I (1953), pp. 253f., 
with the additions made by J. and L. Robert, REG, 
LXIII (1955), p. ror, no. 281. Among the papyri see 
especially the pridianum BGU 696, in which the name of 
the unit is followed by quae hibernatur, its location, and 
the day (25 years earlier) it was first established there. 
See also P. Lond. 229; P. Fouad I 45; P. Mich. VII, 436; 
the first two are included in Fragmenta Iuris Romani Ante- 
justiniani, III as nos. 132 and 121. 
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eliminating the considerable number in vexillations. This is also probably true of the figures in the 
other acta. The first figure and most that follow are lower than those in 82 (see commentary on i, II). 
It is uncertain whether this reflects losses, as is quite possible (see note 6, below) or is simply the result 
of fewer men being 7m hibernis. Summa apparently follows the unit’s name in lines 6 and 12, along with 

another concluding statement: omnes permanserunt or the like. 
The third regular item (fourth in 82) contains the commander’s name and the watchword (i, 7, 13). 

Something else is lost in between. A legionary centurion acting as praepositus cohortis was in charge 

of the cohort at this time. Very possibly he replaced Julius Terentius, the tribune in the fresco mentioned 

above (p. 27, note 11). Terentius died in combat, and there was a Persian raid against Dura on 30 April, 

me De230.° 

In the second day’s entry two additional lines (i, 14-15) appear to concern the assignment of recruits 

to the cohort. In the first of these we may havea summary of the essential facts: authority, name, date. 
The governor’s letter identifying and assigning the men seems to be quoted directly in the second. His 
name is only partly preserved, but he is not Attius Rufinus, governor probably in 241 (59 and 121). 

The text belongs to the reign of Gordian (238-244), as the title Gordiana shows, and almost certainly 

to 239. The date in i, 14 is apparently that of the recruits’ probatio, which would thus fall eighteen days 

before that of the entry. 

Published: J. F. Gilliam, YCS, XI (1950), pp. 215-237, 248-252. Cf. M. Rostovtzeff, Miinchener Bettrage, 

XIX (1934), pp. 367, 370; Rep. V, p. 299. 

Col. i 

(rst H.) [Aurel(ius) GJermanus ord(inatus) principis (/. princeps) admissa pron[uJnt[iav]it 

[.]. quod imp(eratum) fuerit fac{i>emus et ad omniam (/. omnem) tessera{m] 
parati erimus. Excubant ad [sig]na d(omini) n(ostri) [Imp(eratoris) | 

Marci Antoni Gordiani Pi Felicis Invicti A[u]g(usti) ord(inatus) Aurel(ius) Ger- 

m{anus], ...n.. si{n}gnif(er) Ulpius Maria[n]us, buc(inator) Aurel(ius) 
Priscus, [sacer]}dos Themes Mocimi, 

tess(erarius) Aurel(ius) Mocimus, ..1 Ulpius Silvanus, signif(er) II: Flavius De- 

metrius alt(er), signif(er) III- Aurel(ius) Ma[Ichus], disc(ens) mens(orem) [.. . | 
Aurel(ius) Iarhaboles .. 

et ad..nis ss used: d: IIII parati sunt. 

5 (2d H.) [VI Kal Iun(ias) sun]t in hibe[rn]is coh(ortis) XX Palm(yrenorum) Gor/dian|Jae, 
n(umero) p(uro) .[.....].m DCCLXXXI in his ord(inati) VI dupl(icarii) 
V[IjII sesq(uiplicarius) I drom(edarii) XXXVI[, in his sesq(uiplicari—) -, 

eq(uites) CCXXXIII (?), iJn his dec(uriones) IIII dupl(icarii) VI sesq(ui- 
plicari) II, 

[coh(ortis) X]X Palm(yrenorum) Go[rd]jianae sum[ma; omnes p]Jerma[nserun]t. 
[ —7— Avitus] 4 leg(ionarius) praep........ EIS ech. |. .nivit ) signum 

Securitatis misit. 
vacat (5 lines) 

Aurfel(ius) Germanu]s [o]rd(inatus) princeps [ad]mis[s]a pr[onuJntia[vit ..]e[. 
qujod imp(eratum) fuerit fac(i)emus et ad omnem tes[se]ra[m pa]r[ati erjimus. 

Excubant [ad sig]na d(omini) n(ostri) Imp(eratoris) M(arci) Antoni Gordila]ni 
Pifi Fejl(icis) Invict[i Aug(usti) | 

6 For the raid, Rep. IV, pp. 112-114, no. 233. Welles with a shorter commentary in Rep. IX, 1, pp. 176-185, 
published Terentius’ epitaph in Harvard Theological no. 939. The date of 30 Xandicus = 30 April in the 
Review, XXXIV (1941) pp. 79-102; the text is reprinted Antioch calendar. Cf. Introd., p. 10. 
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or[d(inatus) Aurel(ius) Germ]anus, sig(nifer) Ulp(ius) Marifanu]s, b[uc(inator) 

Aurel(ius)] Pri{scus, sace]r(dos) Themes Mocimi, [te]ss(erarius) Aurel(ius) 

[Mo]cimus, [... Ulp(ius)] Silvanus, sfig(nifer)] II Fl[avius Deme}trifu]s, 

si{gni|f(er) I{II1] Aurel(ius) Malchus, disc(ens) mens(orem) ... 

10 Aurel (ius) I[arhaboles]| >. et ad | --imiss i yencnee ]..4>parlati stinitt 

V Kal Tun(ias) [s}unt [in hiberni]s coh(ortis) XX Palm(yrenorum) [Gordian Jae 

n(umero) p(uro) DCCLX[XXI in hils ord(inati) VI dupl(icarii) VIII se[sq(ui- 

plicarius)] I, drom(edarii) XXX[VI, in his sesq(uiplicari-) —, eq(uites) 

C)CXXXITT (?), i[m] hifs] d[e]c(uriones) II[I1] d[u]pl(icari1) VI sesq(uiplicarii) IT, 
coh(ortis) [XX Palm(yrenorum) Gordiana]e s[umma; om]nes permanserunt. 

) 

4 

;.+[... Avitus 4 le]e(ionarus) praep. 2.7: [...]Jm[ —12— Jnivit; signum Iovis 
Dolicheni s(ancti ?) misit. 

— ]tirones probati ab[...... Jnio y(iro) c(larissimo) co(n)s(ulare) n(ostro) n(umero) 
il (ea abb.s.. ui vvvvvy Aurel(ius) Germanus ex VI Idus Maias 

d(omino) n(ostro) Gordifan]o Aug(usto) co(n)s(ule). 

15 — ]e| —8— tirones | duos quorum nomi[na —15— |]. item staturas subici pr[a]e- 

cepi' ar...sagitare..e.to[.]. probatos ... in c[o]h(ortem) XX Palm(yrenorum) 

Gor[djianam [.].. 

2eord: 5 and 11. ordd; decc. TAeO ye 

Col. i 

(ist) Space of about 5 lines lost 
A[urel(ius) Germanus ord(inatus) princeps, etc. 

2 lines lost 
1a 

5 IIII Kal(endas) Iunias sunt in [hibernis co]h(ortis) XX Palm[ 

[coh(ortis) X]X Palmyrenorum Gord{ianae 

js Avitus 4 pr¢a)epos(itus) coh(ortis) k[ 

Frag. a 

(rst H.) A[u]rel(ius) German[us ord(inatus) princeps, etc. 

or[d(inatus)] Aurel(ius) [G]erm[anus 

Ales ileerall 

Frag. 

(2d7E}) ell 
P]riscus, sacer(dos) Them[es Mocimi 

parjati sunt. 
After traces of 3 illegible lines, ca. 7 lines blank 

(1st H.) |s quod imp(eratum) [fuerit 
i.) Atirel(ius) 4) 
ISS sal 

(1st H ?) Frag. c (1st H ?) Frag. d 

Traces of 4 illegible lines jul 
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(2d H ?) Frag. e (1st H) Frag. h 

Traces of 3 illegible lines Jes[ 

(2d H?) Frag. Frag. 7 

eeOM efit ce [ Jus[ 

Frag. g 

blank 

Several of these fragments are recorded here simply because they have writing on the verso. 

“Aurelius Germanus, first centurion, proclaimed the orders which had been sent [ ] We will do what 

is ordered, and at every command we will be ready. There are standing watch at the signa of our lord 
the Emperor Marcus Antonius Gordianus Pius Felix Invictus Augustus: centurion Aurelius Germanus, 

[ ] signifer Ulpius Marianus, bucinator Aurelius Priscus, sacerdos Themes son of Mocimus, tesserarius 

Aurelius Mocimus, (title) Ulpius Silvanus, signifer II Flavius Demetrius (the second of that name ?), 
signifer III Aurelius Malchus, discens mensorem [ ] Aurelius Iarhaboles[ ]and[ ]four[ J] are 

ready. 
“May 27: there are in the winter quarters of the Twentieth Palmyrene Cohort, Gordiana, the net 

figure of (?) [ J, 781, including 6 centurions, 8 duplicarii, 1 sesquiplicarius, 36 (?) dromedarii including 

[ ] sesquiplicarii, 233 (?) equites, including 4 decurions, 6 duplicarii, 2 sesquiplicarii: the total 

strength (?) of the Twentieth Palmyrene Cohort, Gordiana. [All (?)] were present. 

“{ | Avitus, legionary centurion, praepositus [ ]; sent as watchword Security. 

“Aurelius Germanus, first centurion, proclaimed the orders which had been sent {[ _]} We will do what 

is ordered, and at every command we will be ready. There are standing watch at the signa of our lord the 

Emperor Marcus Antonius Gordianus Pius Felix Invictus Augustus: centurion Aurelius Germanus, 

signifer Ulpius Marianus, bucinator Aurelius Priscus, sacerdos Themes son of Mocimus, tesserarius 

Aurelius Mocimus, (title) Ulpius Silvanus, signifer II Flavius Demetrius, signifer III Aurelius 
Malchus, discens mensorem[ | Aurelius Iarhaboles{ Jand{[  ]. 

“May 28: there are in the winter quarters of the Twentieth Palmyrene Cohort, Gordiana, a net 
figure (?), 781, including 6 centurions, 8 duplicarii, 1 sesquiplicarius 36 (?) dromedarii including [ | 

sesquiplicaril, 233 (?) equites including 4 decurions, 6 duplicarii, 2 sesquiplicarii: [the total strength (?)] 
of the Twentieth Palmyrene Cohort, Gordiana. [All (?)] were present. 

“{  ] Avitus, legionary centurion, praepositus[ ];sent as watchword luppiter Dolichenus sanctus (?). 

“Recruits approved by [..... |nius, vir clarissimus, our consularis, two in number, [ ], Aurelius 

Germanus, effective from May 10, A.D. 239. 

“| two recruits whose names[_ ] also heights I have ordered appended [ |approved[ |]inthe 
Twentieth Palmyrene Cohort, Gordiana[_ ].”’ 

Col. i, 1. The ord princeps was the senior centurion in the cohort; see Domaszewski, Rangordnung, p. 56. 
For ord(inatus or -inarius) see introduction to 82. Before quod I formerly read |v, but this now seems impossible. 
For the unexplained letters between pronuntiavit and quod cf. line 8. The second scribe also wrote facemus but 
did not repeat the more remarkable omniam. 

2. The letters following Germ{anus] are puzzling. Neither of the possibilities that have occurred to me, prin- 
cip(is) or sinnif(er), is attractive. Aurelius Priscus is undoubtedly the bucinator in 101 xiii, rr (100 xxv, 11). He 
had thus held the office at least since 222, having enlisted between 212 and 214. 

3. Whether the office of Ulpius Silvanus is represented by a symbol or by ordinary letters, I can make nothing 
of it. There are two points directly over it, which might indicate that two words are abbreviated. An Ulpius 
Silvanus was vexillarius in 222 (101 xl, 9), but he had enlisted in 203. The longest period of service in the two 
major rosters is twenty-seven years. Presumably Flavius Demetrius was the second man with this name in 
his century. Mensorem may have been written out, but cf. Col. i, 9. 

4. It should be possible to do much more with this line; cf. Col. i, 10 and Frag. 6 (possibly also 82 i, 8) where 
parts of it are repeated. The men who are the subject of excubant are said to be parati, echoing presumably the 
parati erimus above. From us the readings seem certain; the ss that precedes might be read as h or n. At the 
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beginning of the line there seems no reason to doubt ef; both it and ad appear to be supported by Col. i, 10. The 
most obvious reading for the next letter is b. Presumably a vowel follows; if so, it is probably o or wu. The remain- 
ing three letters are almost certainly zs. But when these readings are combined, I can find nothing more plausible 
in them than et ad bonis. 

The clerk was quite capable of making errors, and there would be no objection to the corrections ad bonos 
or ad bona if a suitable meaning was thus obtained. However, it does not seem helpful to recall that soldiers 
might be called boni or that bona castrensia might be deposited ad signa. No expansion of the abbreviations 
that has occurred to me seems at all plausible. To encourage others to do better I will record two: s(wpra) s(criptt) 
v(olis) s(usceptis) e(xcubare) d(ies) (quattuor) parati sunt and s(upra) s(criptis) v(erbis) s(acramentt) ed(ictis) d(ictis) 
(quater) parati sunt. Expansions which would be obvious in another context seem out of place here, e.g., 
s(umptu) s(uo) v(otum) s(olverunt). 

5. For the expansion u(umero) p(uro) and for the question whether the first figure is a total for the cohort or 
for the pedites see the introduction to 82 (pp. 271f.). Possible m{zlit]}wm follows np, though the most one can say 
for the initial letter is that it does not exclude the reading. The figure follows np directly in the second entry. 
There may have been as many as thirty-nine dromedarii. For other individual figures, especially the number of 
equites, see below on line Ir. 

8. The upper part of a tall e seems certain before gu]od, which suggests perhaps it]e[m or e[t. In line 1, above, 
the same [e]¢ might be restored, formed as in Demetrius (line 3). 

9. I print Aurel(tus) [Mo]cimus because the name is certain in 1, 3. Actually ]cianus is much easier to read 
here. Perhaps the clerk wrote [Mu]ctanus, rightly or wrongly. At the end of the line J/J is possible. I have no 
idea what it would mean, but cf. option II in 82 i, 17. 

10. The unexplained letters after [arhaboles may be the same as in line 3. The second, or last, could be c 
in both. 

11. One has to choose between 133 and 233 as the number of equites in hibernis at this time. The first figure 
seems too low, the second too high. In 82, four to six years before the present text, the 223 equites included 
5 decurions, 7 duplicarii, 4 sesquiplicarii. The last three figures here are 4, 6, 2. The number of infantry centurions, 
duplicarii, and sesquiplicarii dropped from 9, 8, I to 6, 8, 1; the first figure in the summary from 912 to 781. On 
the other hand, the dromedarii increased from 34 to at least 36. In September, 233 (83) the acta gave a total 
of 120 for the equites. 

13. It is just possible that the centurion’s nomen is Aelius. Whether the s following Dolichent is a mistake 
(from false analogy with Jovis?) or the abbreviation of s(anctz) is uncertain. The letter is not separated from 
Dolichent or marked with a stroke or point. Sanctus is not a common epithet of Dolichenus but does occur; see 
P. Merlat, Revue Archéologique, XLIII (1954), p. 185, who accepts s(anctz) in the present text. For other 
occurrences of sanctus at Dura see Rep. IX, 3, p. 116; for the temple in which Dolichenus was worshipped, 
ibid., pp. 97-134. 

14. Tirones probably begins the line. It projects to the left of the rest of the column, except the dates and line 15 
with which its content is closely connected. Following the second lacuna we may have all or part of the name 
of a recruit, e.g., Abbas ..[.]vt. Another possibility is ab Basso (centurione), which I could not easily explain; 
but cf. P. Mich. VII, 447 in which this formula appears in a list of names. There is a dot of ink after these letters 
(or the centurial sign) which may be meant as punctuation, and also a blank space of several letters. I prefer to 
see in Aurel(ius) Germanus the second of two recruits, followed by the date of their probatio, rather than the 
ord. princeps. In any event I suspect that this line is an abstract of the letter, the beginning of which is quoted 
in the following line. Cf. also the Berlin pridianum, BGU 606, I, 31-33: turones probati ... a Sempronio Liberale 
praef(ecto) Aeg(ypit). In the date cos is written as carelessly as in 97. 

15. The line, which also projects, may begin: [e(xemplum)] e(pistulae), with the governor’s name and title in 
the lacuna that follows. As I reconstruct it, it resembles closely P. Oxy. 1022 (A.D. 103), in which the prefect 
of Egypt writes: tivones sexs probatos a me in coh(orte) cur praees in numeros (i.e. in matriculas) referri tube ex 
XI Kalendas Martias: nomina eorum et tconismos huic epistulae subieci; cf. also 56, similar letters concerning 
horses. The Oxyrhynchus text suggests that a possible restoration here is nomi[na et 1conismo]s. For regulations 
about the height of soldiers see Liebenam, RE V (1905), 619f., 632f.; also W. E. Heitland, Agricola (1921), 
pp. 418f. The words between praecepi and probatos may be a phrase giving additional information about the 
recruits. My tentative suggestion is Avabes agitare expertos, “‘experienced Arab (camel?) drivers.’’ Avabas of 
course is the much more common form, and the infinitive is awkward. Palaeographically, the only difficulty is 
the x in expertos, more of which would be expected to show above the lacuna. Following probatos one would 
look for a me; however, the last of the two or three letters at this point can hardly be e. If c(uz) p(vaees) was 
written after Gordianam, the p was not made in the clerk’s usual fashion but with a flat cap. Presumably the 
copy of the letter ran over into the next column. 

Col. ii and fragments. The most attractive reading in line 4 is Aure]l(ius) [M]al[chus]. If this is correct, these 
lines differed in length or content from i, 1-4. This seems to be true also of Frag. a. 
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90. Tabulation =P \Zors\l\il Kec oC 

im. D;P. 38 V A.D. 225-235 

The papyrus is described under 103, which occupies the recto. The verso of Frag. a has remains of four 

lines of writing; Frag. 0, of six; and Frag. c, of one. All are numerals except lines 1-3 and 6 of Frag. 0. 
Frag. b, 3, possibly reads |kal canu|, and the numbers are all 300 or more; but no connected sense can be 

made of the traces. One may, however, compare 91 and 92. 

Unpublished. 

Frag. a Frag. 5 Frag. c 

EN Ale Wie ropes 10 dex. 

Jece. [ ].nmh 
One line blank One line blank 

Ieee | Kal Tanu[ 
Two lines blank el Ce: |i 

ie 5 Jecelxv 
One line blank 

les[ ss[.]. 

91. Tabulation or Morning Report =e Rec G\ 

Inv. D.P: 19 R 12 © 14cm: Ca. A.D. 225-235 Plate XLVIII, 1 

The writing on both sides follows the fibers, so that the assignment of recto and verso (140) had to 
be made arbitrarily on the assumption that the smoother, better finished side was the recto. The papyrus 
is much damaged by worms and decay; and the ink on both sides has faded and blurred with wetting. 
The texts are incomplete all around. The dating is on the basis of palaeographical indications. 

At the top of the side here designated as the recto is a series of five or more names, of which only 
Julius and Them[ are certain; but line 8 reads 7...ccxxvi abs mil(ites) declxvi and line g possibly drom 

xxv. This calls to mind such tabulations as 92 and 94, with the other comparative material introduced 

in connection with them. 766 as the number of absentes is quite extraordinary; but a patrol action in 

force might account for it, or even a breakdown of discipline such as is revealed in 55. At any rate, if 
the traces preceding abs are numerals recording the praesentes and have been correctly read, the total 

of 992 is not unduly large. 

It is not certain whether the traces of writing at the left edge of the recto belong to this text; but in 

view of the blank space to the left of lines 8—g and of the names in lines 3-5 it seems certain that they 
did not form part of the same column. 

Unpublished. 

J. eul 
eer Scrat 

iF Sa[Imes Them[ 
[ieee Iulius) Mari[ 

5 Ma. .[ 
M.[ The. [ 

].[ 
i...CCXXVI abs mil DCCLXVI 

drom XXVII 
Io Wiese Ves weitesdied:: | 
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Aetepsa 

}.L 
].[.-1 .ental 

]. .cinus ]..en abed.e.[ 

15 eee Jnimif ).rim] 
rebliey wt sel 

lino staal 

7. This line may have contained a date, as at the beginning of 92, but the fibers have been stripped from the surface, 
leaving a bare trace of ink at the left side. 8. abs(entes) mil(ites). 9. dvom(edarit). 

92. Tabulation =PRombt\i\Rec G. 

Inyv..D3P.27 Il.5' X,24.2 cm: Ca. A.D. 225-235 Plate XLIX, 1 

A narrow sheet of papyrus, the bottom half of which was left blank. Margins: top 1.4 cm., left 1.5 cm., 

right 0.3 cm. Badly abraded with many large and small holes. Careless and irregular small cursive. 
Verso blank. 

This tabulation resembles P. Gen. Lat. 1, part 4 and sections of Hunt’s pridianum (see p. 36, note 3). 

It begins with a date and a total (line 1). This is broken down into absentes and praesentes. Sub-totals, 
introduced by 7 his in line 4, are given for the second category. It is not entirely clear who were included 

in the figure in line 1, but possibly they were the equites of the cohort. The absentes in the pridianum, 
were divided into those absentes intra and extra provinciam, but no such distinction, if there was one 

to make, is observed here. None of the groups listed under the praesentes has been identified with any 

degree of certainty. 

Unpublished. 

Kal Octob..[..]..q CCCLXXXVITII 
ex eis 

abs [.] n XXXI 

reliq praes [CC]CL[V]III in his 

5 Buiece Ili! 
eat il 

seCee XXX 

]-[ 
eel 

10 fal 

i ey ies ae 
]LX [in] his .[ 

1. The figure may be preceded by n.q, and it is possible to read n eq, i.e. n(uwmerus) eq(uitum), if one takes the slight 
hook at the top of the g to represent the crossbar of e. The reading is supported by Welles. Fink discusses the number 
of equites in the cohort, Introd., pp. 3o0f. 3. Abbreviations: abs(entes), n(wmero). Probably nothing is lost in the 
lacuna. 4. Abbreviations: veliq(ut) praes(entes). 5. Possibly e.arc. 6. Possibly princ; if so, perhaps prin- 
c(ipiis) rather than princ(eps) or princ(ipalis). 7. Possibly decur; if so, decur(sores) ? The number makes decur(iones) 
impossible. 

93. List of Principals = RQonw.| Rec 22 

Inve DEE Atak 3.7 < ALO} em: A.D. 230-240? Plate XX XIII, 7 

The papyrus is a scrap incomplete on all sides but well-preserved except for numerous worm-holes. 

The text of the recto consists of four names and one date in a small, neat cursive, followed by two lines 
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of a heading in rustic capitals, which indicates that the next section was a list of duplicari. The extant 
names must then be those of men whose rank was just above or just below that of duplicarius. The 

verso is occupied by 141. Dating is on the basis of the hand. 
The nature and purpose of such a list is not clear, but at least two others of similar form are known. 

Princeton Garrett Deposit 7532 is a list in cursive of centurions followed by a section headed CORNI- 

CVLARIORVM M{ with more names in cursive; and P. Oslo. 122 consists likewise of a series of names in 

cursive divided by SES]QVI¢P)LICIAR(IORVM) X[.1 

Published: R. O. Fink, TAPA, LXXVI (1945), pp. 277f. 

J.[ ]z..--L 
|Tulius Proculus[ 

of ee 

] Maxim[o (cos? Maximino cos ?) 

5 Aljurel Quint[ 

JDVPLICIA[R(IORVM) 
halt 

94. Summary of Dispositions of Soldiers = Kow \ 

inv. D-Pe..6 R 8.5 X 13 cm. Ca. A.D. 240 Plate LX, 2 

This parchment was found by Cumont in the Tower of the Archers and like the other Latin parch- 
ments, is a wrinkled, badly worm-eaten scrap. In addition, the numerals in lines 4-6 are partly obscured 
by the final letters of several lines of Greek which belong to a text which occupied the right-hand margin 

of the present text and was upside-down to it; see above on 48. Cumont believed that this fragment once 

formed part of a codex with his nos. V (12) and VII (47). 

Cumont’s comparison of this text with the pridiana! and his general interpretation still hold good; 
but a personal inspection of the parchment (in the autumn of 1956) in the light of the other material 
from the Dura military archives now makes possible better readings in many lines. 

There is no means of dating the text exactly; but the use of parchment instead of papyrus suggests 

a date of A.D. 240 or later, since the few military parchments which can be more or less dated are all late 
in the history of Dura.? 
Among other Dura texts, 90-92 most resemble the present one. 

Published, F. Cumont, Monuments Piot, XXVI (1923), pp. 40-43; Fouwilles, pp. 314-317, no. VI. 

all {III facti equites mil[ 

Chafera.ra mfijl II[ missih emer mil II[ 
Kastello mil I[ toti m{, 

Zad[...]m opini drom II[ 10 rel numerare *[ 
5 ad{[ opinion mil = II oP witacel: 2 i 

item ad opin[. . jarend[ 

1. The first traces extant are the tail of a vertical stroke which extends below the line, probably gq, possibly 
p or 7. There is a faint horizontal stroke through the numerals at the end of the line. 

2. Cumont: ..¢ ferara but cf. chafer avir in 100 (Introd., p. 40). The traces following the first 7 are broad 
enough for an m; but the combination mra seems impossible. Probably one should read aura. A horizontal line 
follows the numeral 77. Cumont suggests JL; but a numeral is wanted. Cf. the numerals in 115, Col. i. 

1 These are discussed and the present text printed in 1 Introd., p. 36. 
Fink, TA PA, LX XVI (1945), pp. 271-278; but for P. Ryl. 2109, A.D. 242-256; 110, probably A.D. 242; and 112, 
79, which was included in the same group, see now’ A.D. 241 or 242. 
Gilliam, Classical Philology, XLVIII (1953), pp. 97-99. 

19 
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3. Cf. the Castell(um) Arab(um) in 100 and 101 (Introd., p. 40). The numeral 7 has a horizontal stroke to the 
right, as in the preceding line. Cumont reads L. 

4. For the notation Z see 82 ii, 8, above. Cumont reads a....mopimadac but cf. the notation ad opinionem 
stipendii in the rosters (Introd., p. 42) and see 95 bi, 29-30, and ii, 1-2. drom has been corrected from mil. The 
first stroke of the m and the tail of the / remain, the latter extending into the next line. The last 7 of the numeral 
is doubtful. It may be simply a combination of the horizontal line which follows these numerals with a dot of 
ink from the over-writing in Greek. 

5. Cumont: ad...vmiun and 11[. 
6. Cumont: adopim... It does not seem possible to read pletend[am as in 95 b ii, 1; but the traces might 

possibly be the remains of guaerendam. The letters ven are reasonably certain — much more so than the d. 
8. misst h(oneste) emer (itt). 
10. vel(iquos ?) rvel(iquis ?). The construction of the infinitive is not apparent. At the end of the line the traces 

are pretty certainly the remains of the symbol for denarii. The other possibilities, such as fa or ar, are quite 
doubtful. 

11. Cumont: end; but the first letter slants more than an e and has a slight hook at the top, as e usually does 
not. Cf. factd in line 7. 

95. Strength Report = \2-. \-\\ pee 

Inv sD iPS Sank A.D. 250 or 251 Plate LXII 

Two relatively large and many small fragments. To judge from the fact that the verso was later used 
for a roster (105), the text may have been quite long, which adds to the difficulty of understanding its 

character from what remains. The columns are narrow (maximum width 8 cm. with much variation in 
individual lines) and contained about thirty-two or three lines. The papyrus is badly abraded and full 

of holes, especially in Frag. a where the ink had faded or disappeared in places. A small, cramped hand, 
which largely because of the state of the papyrus is at times difficult and even irritating.t Characteristic 
letters include a, especially at the beginning of words or lines where it is a long, narrow loop with a cap, 

and b, which is made in two distinct ways as in 97. R also has two forms. Dots to mark abbreviations 
are found above and after letters; also occasionally strokes above and through letters. 

The form and purpose of the document remain obscure. As was noted above, we may well have only 

a very small part of it. Further, the individual items which are preserved are not completely intelligible 
in themselves. Some state the assignments or movements of men whose number is given without their 
names or centuries; no dates are recorded in this section (Frag. } i, 29 — 11, 8). At least six consecutive 

lines are concerned with the unit’s total net strength, possibly on consecutive days (Frag. 6 ii, 9-15). 
Other sections include in one line a century, i.e. 4 and the centurion’s name in the genitive, followed 

by a consular date, doubtless the year in which the soldier in the next line enlisted. In most cases, but 

not all, his name is followed by another date, which is given in full with the day and month. These are all 
recent, falling in 249 or 250. It may be that where no such date is found after a man’s name, we should 
assume that the next one given applies to him. Thus possibly the date in Frag. a ii, 10-11 covers the 
men in lines 7 and 9g (also 6 if a name is lost in that line). Probably a heading preceded each set of these 

names, giving some information about the men; none has been completely read but see Frag. a i, 5-8; 

ll, 1-4; Frag. 61, 5-6, 23-24; ii, 17-20. 
The document, within large sections at least, seems to follow a chronological arrangement. In Frag. 8 

we have the following dates in A.D. 250: M]qi, (i, 1-2); |Id Aug (the year is uncertain) (i, 3-4); XVIII 

Kal [Sept ?] (i, 9-10); XV [Kall Sep (i, 20-21) ; III No Sept (i, 26-27); XV and XIIII Kal Oct (ii, 9-10) ; 
|Octobr (ii, 24-25). This sequence may continue one in Frag. a: Kal I[..], A.D. 249 (ii, 11-12) ; [J] 

K{all Aug, 249 (ii, 14-15); XII Kal Feb, [250 ?] (ii, 18). A date in 250 is found in Frag. ai, 10-12, which 

would belong to another series. In any event, it seems probable that the document was concerned with 

1Cf. ... liber, quem minutioribus litteris scriptum saepe Hoesen cites other such passages in Roman Cursive 
proiecimus ...; Seneca, De iva, ii, 26, 2. H. B. Van Writing (1915), pp. rf. 
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changes in unit strength, presented chronologically within categories. There is a certain resemblance 
to the pridiana? and to the acta diurna, 82-89. In fact the document may even have been compiled from 
the latter. It would be fruitless to speculate further about the character and purpose of the text on the 

basis of these partly legible scraps. It seems likely, however, that such a summary may have been 

included when pay and ration accounts were submitted to higher headquarters. 
One set of entries already referred to, Frag. b i, 29-1i, 7, has a particular interest. Two of the three 

payments made to soldiers each year are mentioned in them: the stip(endiwm) Kal(endarum) Maiar(um) 
(i, 30) and Kal(endarum) Sept(embrium) (ii, 3).2 The present document was concerned not directly with 

the financial transactions themselves but with the going and coming of the men sent to take care of the 
matter; for the abbreviation q d p, q(uondam) d(ts)p(ositt) ?, see on 82, p. 276. Two distinct steps seem 
to have been required in preparation for the actual payments. Some men were sent ad opfinionem sti- 
p(endit); others ad rationem stip(endit). One may suppose that the latter, in collaboration with the 

procurator’s bureau presumably,‘ calculated not only the total to be paid out in the cohort but also the 
amount due each man. We have pay-records which show with what care each soldier’s accounts were 
kept and his deductions and credits entered.® It is likely that such documents and others had to be 

submitted to support any totals arrived at by the unit’s own clerks. Arrangements, too, would have to 
be made to send to Dura the proper amount in suitable denominations for distribution on the pay-day.® 
But whatever vatio involved in detail it is an obvious term to be used and in fact is found in another 
military document.” 

The meaning of ofinio in this context is much more difficult to determine. It occurs three times: 
... 9a pad opinionem stip Kal Maiar mil(ites) [number] (i, 29-31); ... ex ts gd p ad opimionem feten- 
(dam?) mil(ites) [number] (i, 33-11, 1); non (?) secuti opinione mil(ites) III, (ii, 2). The men dispatched 

ad rat stip Kal Sept follow. Ad opinionem stipendii, variously abbreviated, also appears a number of 

times as a marginal notation in the rosters (Introd., p. 42). Perhaps the payroll and supporting docu- 

ments were submitted for examination and approval to the competent official (the governor or, more 
likely, the procurator) who would rule on the validity of the unit’s claims and authorize payment before 

detailed calculations were undertaken by the clerks in the finance office. Representatives of the unit 
would be needed to explain or defend questionable items in the accounts. On one occasion a centurion 
was sent on this mission (100 xxi, 2).8 

Another possibility is that the opinio was given after the stipendium was paid. Our text refers to the 
opinio stip Kal Matar and the ratio stip Kal Sept. lf the ratio followed the opinio, it is rather strange that 
men sent ad rat stip Mazar are not mentioned. This suggests that the opinio may have been an audit 
made after the soldiers were paid. It may be remarked that since ad opin stip appears in the rosters and 

ad rat stip does not, the former may have required more men. But it is wiser to wait for new evidence and 

not speculate further. It may turn out that ad opinionem and ad rationem stipendii were not always 
distinguished, being two steps in one process. 

The document was drawn up after the middle of September, 250 (Frag. 6 ii, 10; cf. ii, 24-25) and while 
Decius was still emperor; he is called dominus noster in the consular date. Decius fell in battle at Abrittus 

2 Cf. Introd., p. 36, note 3. Pridiana recorded, nor- 
mally for the calendar year, accessions, losses, assign- 
ments away from headquarters, and temporary disability 
(aegrt). 

3 Cf. P. Ryl. 273 a: stip Kal Ianuari[arum]and stip K[al. 
For the light these entries in our text may throw on the 
actual dates of payment see Gilliam, Harvard Theological 
Review, XLVII (1954), p. 191. For the three pay periods 
during the year see G. R. Watson, Historia, V (1956), 
P- 332, note 4, and see above, pp. 202-205. 

4 For the role of the procurator in paying soldiers see 
H. G. Pflaum, Les Procurateuys Equestres sous le Haut- 
Empire Romain (1950), pp. 155-157. Pliny, however, was 

19* 

acting on the orders of the provincial legate when he 
examined the accounts of auxiliary units in Syria; see 
note 7 below. 

5 See above, p. 36, note 5. 
® 60 D may be concerned with such matters. For a 

short description of ceremonies when pay was distributed 
see Josephus, Bell. Jud., v, 349-356. 

? P. Berlin 6866, edited recently by Marichal (p. 36, 
note 5). Debet ex priove ration(e) occurs several times. 
Cf. also Pliny, Ep., vii, 31, 2. While a legionary tribune in 
Syria, Pliny was ordered by the governor ... vationes 
alarum et cohortium excutere ... 

8 For the centurions see Introd., p. 29. 
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in the Dobrudja in early June, 251. Whatever its exact date, this routine record was prepared at a time 
of crises on the frontiers and during or just after the Decian persecution of the Christians. 

Unpublished. 

Frag. a, 13.5 X I3 cm. 

Cole i 

Ca. 2 lines lost 
Kal Au[g 

.deraess.| 
a.sheaeil eter 

. Romanias es [.:])[ 

5 eet em 

(ie mnil(Gtes) TE. e.e 2) 

2 Meas) Soni 

].e. praesidis mil(es) I 
[4 Marin]i Pos(terioris) Sabino II cos 

10 |Dionysius III Id 

Ales al 
[d(omino) n(ostro) DJjeci{o] Aug(usto) II et G[rato co]s 

eee Bee Al 
Ca. 17 lines lost 

| 
] 
] 
] 

Col. ii 

vacat 

Be(al|aee ci buraun ge] 
Die oe oes mil(ites X[ 

5 4Germani [..]..[ 
].-[—8—}].[ 
] Aurel(ius) Maxim. .[ 

4 Marini Pr(ioris) Sabino [II cos] 

Aurel(ius) Malchus 
10 4 Marini Pos(terioris) Sabin[o IT cos] 

Aurel(ius) Antoninus Kal I[ 

Aemilliano II et Aq[uilino cos] - 

4 Achei Sabino II cos 
Aurel(ius) ....[.]anus I{II] K[a]l 

15 Aug Aemiliano II et Aquilino cos] 

4 Germani Praesente et Alb[ino cos] 

[ | daoclar ces. [ 

|XII Kal Feb[ 

Frag. 6, 15.5 X 25 cm. 

Col. i 

vacat 

MJai d(omino) [n(ostro)] Decio 
[Aug II et Grato cols 

A.D. 240 

A.D. 250 

A.D. 240 

A.D. 240 

A.D. 249 

A.D. 240 

A.D. 249 

A.D. 246 

A.D. 250 
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jId-Aug 

5 Atilio] Cosmino v(iro) c(larissimo) 
| mil(es) I 

d n] Decio 
[Aug II et Grato co]s AD: 

|XVIII Kal 
10 li 

3 lines missing 

Ajug 

15 J. -imi[. .].[ 
] 

[4 MJarini Pr(ioris) Sabino II cos A.D. 
Aurel(ius) Antoninus 
]...-ra Pon[tia]no cos AD} 

20 Aurel(ius) Maximus XY [Kall 

Sep dn Decio Aug II 
et Grato cos A.D. 

Pee. nlielaqedspradshor.<s 

|pr mil(es) I 
25 ].[.. PJeregrino cos Aue 

Sijlvanus III No 

Sept dn Decio Aug II 
[et G]rato cos A.D. 

cesar q d p ad opini- 

30 [onJem stip(endii) Kal(endarum) Maiar- 

milGites\iiaay i |. .]-[-].[ 

evs, Ul 
melee lpasexeis: q dip 

Col. ii 

ad opinionem peten(dam ?) mil III[ 
... secuti opinione mil(ites) III 
Reversi) <ex ?) is q d p: ad rat(ionem) stip(endii) Kal Sept(embrium) mil(ites) ITI 
R(eversi) ex is q d p: ad rat(ionem) st{ip(endii)] ....... mil(ites) II 

5 IIS [--.. | eq(ues) I 

Aeger remansit [ex i]s q d p ad rat(ionem) 
stip(endi) [Kal...)...]. mil(es) I 

Rwex is qid prantessee is.) snii|lG@tes) Tf 

vacat 

XV Kal Octobr n(umerus) p(urus) DCC [....] XV 

10 XI [I]II Kal Oct. np  manf{silt 
Kal Oct np mfajn{si|t 

Kaj]l Oct np man{silt 

] np man{sit] 
|] np manf{sit] 

15 ] np mansfit] 
One line lost 

293 

250 
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a —ca. 10- Lat 

s[_ ca. 10- Jlqdpl 
b..[ -ca, 8- iba 

20 Leal 
4 Bargla' 7.) 

A{ure}l(ius) [G]aia[n]us 

4 Marini Pr(ioris) P...[.].[ 

Zabdas Barathe [ 
25 Octobr dn Dec{io] 

Aug II et Grato cofs] 

Kr ex is q d p off(icio) proc(uratoris) mil(ites) IIT 
Rrex [iisiq.d p cor... 10.) 

RR Mieal es eee fotelles liseli saliseell 

Ip-[ 
i: 
]. 

A.D. 250 

30 

[ 
[ 

Santaie 9. np. 

Frag. c, 3.5 X 2.5 cm. Frag. d, 4 X 3 cm. 

].[ }Rr is q d p off 
ste JRisqdp[ 

Frag. ¢, 1-5°< 72cm, Frag. /, 2.5 < 2.5.ema 

] cos lad [p] ---[ 
jeg IIIT Scy[th 

].n..ssum[ 

Asie eh 

Frag. 2; 1.20% 2;51em: Frag. 1, 1.3 X 3:2 cu 

Hh sete jem. [ 

Ip-[ eel 

j.an.[ 

Frag. a i, 1-5. The date in line i presumably followed a name. In all other cases where the day is given the 
year is 249 or 250, but I cannot read the names of the consuls of either year, or of any other in this period, 
in line 2. Perhaps line 1 ended with cos s(upra) s(scriptis) or the like. A possible reading in line 2 is | ad praetor[ium; 
cf. 82 ii, 7-8; Hunt’s pridianum, line 70; and ad praetori(um) in the rosters (Introd., p. 42). In any event the 
line is very possibly a heading for lines 3-4 or 3-5. In line 3 one would expect the century sign, the centurion’s 
name, and the date of Romanus’ enlistment. Romanus in turn is likely to have been followed by a date in 249 
or 250, which ran through line 5. I cannot reconcile the poorly preserved letters in that line with either year. 

6-12. Lines 6-8 (possibly 5-8) appear to introduce the soldier in lines 9-12, and perhaps others. Dionysius 
enlisted in 240 and something occurred in 250, which was very possibly the current year, that affected his status. 
Line 11 contained the month. In line 8 ad prjaet(orium) praesidis may be possible (82 ii, 7-8 and line 2 above). 
For the two centurions Marinus Pr(ior) and Marinus Pos(terior) cf. the Antonini Prior and Posterior; Introd., 
p. 29; and T. Mommsen, Gesammelte Schriften (1913), VIII, p. 427, note 1. On the importance of seniority among 
the centurions of the cohort see Introd., p. 28. 

Col. ii, 1-18. Presumably lines 1-4, which may have continued the end of Col. i, state some circumstance or 
event which affected the men in lines 5-18. At the end of line 3 zfem is possible. A consular date of enlistment 
followed the century in line 5, and a soldier’s name may have occupied line 6. In line 7 it is impossible to decide 
between Maximus and Maximin{us. Dates do not follow his and Malchus’ (line g) names. But as was suggested 
in the introduction, perhaps the date in lines 11-12 applies to them too. In line 11 J[an] is possible of course 
but Z{wn] or I[ul] would be closer to the date in lines 14-15. It should be possible to read the name in line 17. 
Though the traces of ink would permit one to read [Awre]] Daocle[1|des, they offer no particular support for the 
last few letters, and Dao- for Dio- raises doubts. The year in lines 18 and 19 may have been 250. 
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Frag. b i, 1-4. Presumably lines 1 and 3 both began with names of men. Cos s s may have stood in line 4, 
which is shorter than line 2 though the month in line 3 is farther to the right than that in line fr. 

5-10. One might reconstruct, roughly, these lines as: [Probatus ab Atilio] Cosmino v c [co(n)s(ulare) n(ostro) 
or leg Aug pr pr] mil I (his century, d n] Decio [Aug II et Grato co]s [the soldier’s name] XVIII Kal [Sept cos s s 
or the consuls repeated in full]. Atilius Cosminus is named as governor (consularis) in January and March, 251 
in 97. 

14. Alug is part of a consular date, i.e. Decio A]ug, rather than the month if the chronological sequence 
proposed in the introduction is correct. 

19. I have not identified the centurion’s (or decurion’s) name, which may end Jateura or jaioura. The fact that 
Fulvius Pius, the first-named of the two consuls elsewhere, is passed over here, may be significant. Very little is 
known about him and nothing to show that he fell into disgrace; see PIR? III, p. 218, no. 553 (Introd., p. 38). 

23. Possibly ad hor(deum); cf. 82 ii, 4-5 and Introd., p. 41, on similar notations in the rosters. However, this 
will remain doubtful till the last two or three letters in the line are read and explained. T7s seems the least 
objectionable reading, but ad hortis (l. hortos ?) leads one to look for something better. 

24-20. Perhaps (centuria) Marini] Pr(ioris) should be restored in line 24, which completes the heading beginning 
in the previous line. Or the centurion himself may be mentioned, as being in charge of some mission. The century 
of Silvanus (the mil I of line 24) is given at the beginning of line 25. 

29-30. Reversi, r(everst) ex is, or the like presumably began this line. 
31-32. The first lacuna in line 31 contained a number, followed possibly by im [ts e]g(wes) J and another such 

sub-total in the next line. 
33 ~ li, I. It is not clear why this group and the preceding are listed separately. Very little remains of the end 

of Col. 11, 1. The item appears to end with the figure J/J or JII[J). 
Col. ii, 2. An uncertain non can be read at the beginning of the line. If this is correct, non secutt may be 

equivalent to non reversi cum ets (the preceding group.) Opinione is perhaps to be translated “from the audit.” 
For secuti, apparently used in a rather different way, see Hunt’s pridianum, lines 34, 49. 

3-4. The initial 7’s are large, as also in Col. ii, 8, 27, 28 and Frag. d. All are marked as abbreviations by a 
stroke which runs through the letter. The obvious expansion is veverst; cf. 82. The letter is doubled, presumably 

to indicate the plural, in all but one of the other occurrences of the abbreviation. At the beginning of line 3, 
above and to the left of 7, there is a stroke which seems to be accidental; at any rate it suggests no meaning 
to me. In line 3 I assume ex is omitted carelessly, but R 7s and Ry is are found in Frag. d. Presumably there was 
some difference in the wording of lines 3 and 4 (aside from ex) or the men would not be listed separately. In the 
latter it is possible that Kal was written after stip and then corrected, with an o replacing /. In any event Sept 
does not appear to follow stip Kal directly, though it might be read before mil, with no certainty at all. After 
the superimposed o there is a tall letter which may be /, suggesting [c]o/. 

5. This, of course, completes line 4. In the lacuna a reasonable conjecture is ovd(inatus), dec(urio), or some 
such title. 

6. For aeger in such lists see Hunt’s pridianum, line 80; for remansit see Introd., p. 43. 
9-15. For the abbreviation n(wmerus) p(urus), which also occurs in 82 and 839, see the introduction to the 

former. The space appears to admit restorations ranging from DCC[LXXX]|XV to DCC{|CCLX]XV. The total 
unit strength is probably calculated on the same basis as in the acta. It is not clear to me why we should have 
this group of items at this point; they are set off from what precedes by a blank line. Perhaps after fluctuations 
unit strength remained the same (this seems to be the meaning of mansit) for some days. But one would expect 
to find corresponding totals at other points. 

23. There is difficulty in identifying the consul. His name seems to begin Pa-. There are objections to Praesente, 
Peregrino, Papo, and Pontiano. 

25. D n is written over something else which I have not read. The date in these lines (24-26) may serve as 
that of the whole entry back to line 16 or 17. 

28. Cor(niculario or -arits) co(n)s(ularis) is a rather dubious possibility. Or one can have recourse to a place- 
name: Corcosto mil. (Circesio cannot be read.) 

96. List of Names with Ranks = evi A ECC Gd 

Inv. D.P. 36 Ca. A.D. 245-255 

Two small fragments incomplete on all sides. Clumsy late cursive written with blunt pen. The hands 

on the verso of the two fragments are apparently not the same, but in both fragments the top of the 
column begins at the same edge of the papyrus as on the recto, which is contrary to the usual practice. 
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The titles found in Frag. a presumably preceded names, and Frag. b possibly belongs below and to the 
right of it. We have then a group of subordinate officers listed according to rank. 

Unpublished. 

Frag. a, 2.3 X 5.7 cm. : Frag. 5, 3.5 X 2.8 cm. 

ord [ A sdliesxedlig| isang) Cesar 

eal |lul Heliodorus 

]vex A[ |Iarab[olles [ 

mens| ee 

5 disc .[ 

I. ovd(inatus) = centurion. 2. sig(nifer) ? 3. vex(illifer). 4. mens(or). 5. disc(ens). 

97. List of Men and Mounts = Vc ree SS 

Tnvy. DAP sv 69 X 26:7 cm: A.D. 251 Plates LXIV-LXV 

Several pieces of papyrus, described under 82 which occupies the recto. The first figure given above 

is that of their overall width. Some abrasion and many holes. Margins: top (above line 2), 2.5 cm.; left, 
incomplete but maximum preserved 2.2 cm.; right, also incomplete, 7.5-13.7 cm.; bottom, 2 cm. Maxi- 

mum width of column 53 cm. A small, generally round cursive written with a rather blunt pen. One 
peculiarity is that some letters are made in two quite different ways, notably ), g, m, n, and rv. At the end 
of entries cos is often reduced to a wavy line. 

Though much of this wide column is well preserved, the nature and purpose of the text remain un- 

certain. In the first place, the absence of a heading, in particular when one is needed to balance Item sal [ 

in line 18, suggests that the document is incomplete, and we must assume that at least one column is 

missing at the left. Others may have followed, though the intercolumnar interval would be quite wide. 
Problems are also caused both by lacunae at critical points, especially in line 18, and by the obscurity 

of some of what is preserved, notably the end of line 16. But the basic difficulty is our ignorance of the 

practices, procedures, and particular circumstances which lay behind these entries. 
In the column that survives there are a sub-heading (line 18) and entries of two or three types. The 

heading, which is indented, reads: [tem sal[, the meaning and restoration of which are quite unclear to me. 

It will be discussed below. A maximum of about fifteen letters may be lost in the lacuna. All the entries 
begin with a name at the left margin. When a second line is required, it is indented so as to end toward 

the right edge of the column. One type of entry reads: name amuisit eq(uuwm) date. In a second and longer 
type the name is followed by eq(uwum), the horse’s description (age, color, brand marks, and the like), 

the official or officials who took some action in regard to the horse, a date, and, down to the sub-heading 

in line 18, a sum in denarii. The figures are placed, roughly aligned, at the right of the column, and in 

some cases are connected with the rest of the entry by a hooked line. These longer entries obviously are 
compiled from letters such as 56 and 58. Their reproduction here at such length shows how important it 

was regarded to establish the identity of each man’s horse and the authority by which it had been 
approved and assigned ; for a somewhat similar citation of officers responsible for promotions see P. Mich. 

164 and 447. The date in the entry presumably is either that of the letter or the effective date contained 

in it; cf. 56 and 58. It should be noted that though in consular dates the names of emperors in disgrace 

are suppressed (Philip, Decius, and their sons), ages of horses are simply copied without being brought 

up to date. A third type of entry may be found in line 20, where nothing follows the name, but possibly 

the entry was left incomplete. There seem to be no close parallels to help explain this text, but two other 
papyri resemble it in some respects: P. Petrie II, no. 35 (Ptolemy III) and P. Lond. 250 (ca. A.D. 350). 
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Despite line 20 and much obscurity in detail, the column may be described as a list of cavalrymen, 

divided into two groups, with information about their horses. This information was certainly an essential 

reason, and perhaps the only reason, for preparing the document. Aside from it, and whatever was 
contained in headings, nothing else is given for the men, not even dates of enlistment. But evidently the 
men and not the horses determine the order, if it was not random, of the individual entries within the 

two groups above and below line 18. Lost horses and horses of various descriptions follow one another 

without distinction, and when line 2 was cancelled and line 1 added to show that the eques had lost his 

horse, his name was not moved. A listing by equites was the most practical way of presenting data about 

horses, since they appear to have had no officially recognized names and were assigned by higher head- 

quarters directly and permanently to individual cavalrymen. 

Ordinarily a list of cavalrymen would be arranged by turmae and within these according to the dates 

of their enlistment. It is possible that all the men in this column actually are from one turma, and their 
names may follow the order in which they would be found in a complete, formal roster, as may be true 

also in P. Fayum 105, col. III and P. Lond. 250. However, the sub-heading in line 18 would then seem 

to require at least two sequences within the turma. 
This heading, if complete and intelligible, might have explained a great deal. For the fragmentary sal{ 

the two most obvious suggestions appear to be either a name, possibly an unknown but convenient 
place-name (i.e. “cavalrymen at Sal-’’), or saluus in some form. One possibility which may be worth 
considering is ztem sal[vt, perhaps balancing occisi in expeditione or the like above. Six men out of nineteen 

had recently lost horses, and it is quite likely that the cohort had been in action. This explanation of 
sal[ requires of course that the men above line 18, with or without mounts, must be casualties of some 

kind, and we should have a strength report covering both men and horses. But there are obvious dangers 

in basing too much on a single syllable which is followed by a long lacuna. Even if salvus is to be restored, 
it might refer to some aspect of bookkeeping and not battle. 

Another point remains to be taken into account. This is the fact that the figures which always conclude 

the longer entries above the heading are omitted in all four cases below it. The clerk may have been 
careless, or the document may be an incomplete draft. But otherwise the heading apparently introduces 

a new category of men or horses against whom or for which such charges were either not made or perhaps 

simply not recorded here. It will be noticed, however, that in the amzsit entries, both above and below 

line 18, no figure is ever given, and so far as one can see, the new heading is followed by no change in 
their form or character. 

One or two facts about these figures should be stressed and may be significant. They are given emphasis 
by being placed in vertical alignment at the right edge of the column. In some instances this required 

that they be separated at a considerable interval from the rest of the entry, with which they might then 
be connected by a line. Further, it is quite possible that the figures were added after the rest of lines 2-17 

were already written. For one thing, the numerals are usually slightly larger than the writing in the rest 
of the line to which they are attached. More significantly, in one case (line 13) the clerk began to add a 
figure at the end of an amisit entry and then discovered his error and sponged it out, along with most of 

the connecting line. The mistake is easier to understand if the figures were all added at the same time 
and not as the individual entries were completed. 

If the men above line 18 were in fact casualties, which is far from certain, conceivably the figures 
were added in part to indicate the charges to be made when the surviving mounts were reassigned. Also, 
one reason for giving the date in amisit entries may have been that it was important for the soldiers’ 
pay-records and accounts. In any case, it is clear that the clerk in drafting the document gave some 
attention to the accounting and charges involved in the assignment of mounts, though how this is to 
be related to the text as a whole is another matter. 

The significance of the figures would be easier to understand if we knew more about the system of 
remounts and Roman military bookkeeping. The letters 56 and 58 show that horses approved by high 
officials were assigned directly to cavalrymen, The sum charged for the horses, with one exception (line 16 
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of the present text), was the same in A.D. 208 and 245-251 (125 denarii). But much remains obscure. 

Did a horse become the soldier’s property, to be retained for example at his discharge ? Was the deduction 
cancelled under certain circumstances ? One would assume that a cavalryman did not have to replace 
at his own expense a horse lost in battle. But did he have to pay for a replacement when disease or an 
accident, not owing to negligence, was responsible. for the loss? Again, were all horses procured and 
furnished to cavalrymen through military channels, or could an eques present for approval a horse that 
he had acquired himself? It seems possible that the eques who bought a black Cappadocian in PSI 729 

(A.D. 77) intended to use him as his mount. In short, our knowledge is too limited and fragmentary to 
help much in understanding why figures should appear above line 18 and not below. 

After all this analysis, it remains difficult to be sure of the purpose of the text as a whole. There is 
nothing to indicate whether it was a draft of a report to be sent to a higher headquarters or simply a 

document prepared for the cohort’s own files. It may have been drawn up as a matter of routine or 

because of an emergency after a battle or campaign. In any case, it appears that the cohort was in need 
of horses, and doubtless a requisition was sent in for remounts, whether or not a copy of the present 
document accompanied the request. Since horses were assigned to individual cavalrymen, a list of those 

who needed them; e.g., a series of amisit entries, was required. The provincial remount service may have 

been hard pressed to find the mounts. Of the nineteen horses mentioned in the column, six had been lost, 
and six others had recently been assigned in the early months of 251, the latest in early May (line 17). 

The date of the text, at any rate, can be established with some assurance. The eques in line 22 lost his 

horse on August 31, 251. The dates in the other amisit entries are not preserved, but space, as well as 
probability, suggests that they were lost in the same year, and presumably sometime around August 31. 

It seems probable that the man in line 22 would not have been left without a horse for more than a few 

months. The evidence for this period as it relates to Dura has been studied by M. Rostovtzeff in Berytus, 
VIII (1943), pp. 17-60; though the chronology is uncertain and the events are still obscure and confusing 
in detail, the cohort had very possibly seen action in 251, and it could expect to meet the Persians again 

in the months and years ahead. From two inscriptions it appears that the Dura garrison was reinforced 

around August to October, 251; i.e. at a date very close to that of our text; cf. Rep. IX, 3, pp. 110-114, 
nos. 971 and 972. (I would now place more emphasis on the fact that Volusian and not Hostilian is 

honored in the units’ titles, and date the inscriptions as not earlier than the end of August.) Perhaps 

the strongest impression the papyrus makes is that of the obstinacy and success of the army in main- 
taining its complicated procedures and its system of bookkeeping at a time of general chaos and in a 

region disturbed by rebellion and constantly threatened by Persian invasion. 
Officials of four kinds are cited in the longer entries as having passed on the horses. Though the 

participles employed, probatus, aestimatus, and signatus, presumably differed in meaning, all three seem 
to involve approval for military service. One official, Atilius Cosminus, is termed consularis (January 

and March, 251). Like Marius Maximus in 56, he is legate of Syria Coele. A procurator, Pomponius 

Laetianus, is also named with dates later in the same year (April and May). Two duces appear: Licinius 

Pacatianus in 245 and Ulpius Tertius in 248. For their office see Introd., pp. 23f. Finally prefects 
(tunc preff), with no further identification, are cited in the years 245, 246, and 249. They are not named 

in any of the six entries in which they occur. In Classical Pmilology, XLVII (1952), pp. 229f., I have 
suggested that they may be praetorian prefects whose names were suppressed, as were those of Philip, 

the emperor whom they served, and his son in the consular dates of 246 and 248. The latter is given 

as IIT et II cos; cf. note on line 4. 

It may be useful to conclude with some remarks on the description of horses in the longer entries. 
These usually begin either with the horse’s age or, when that could not be judged, with aequatus, “with 
smooth teeth,” if I am right in explaining the term on the basis of Columella, vi, 29, 5. Colors and mar- 
kings are given as one would expect; cf. P. Petrie II, 35. There are some additions to the previously 

known vocabulary of descriptive terms for horses; cf. also fersonatus in 56 A, 5. An abbreviation is found 
in every description immediately before the participle stating the action taken by the official involved 
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(probatus and the like). The following occur: sm (four times and also in 56 A, 6); fad (twice); nfd ef as 

(cf. nfas in 56C, 4); nad; n[..]s; and Jfs. I have taken them to refer to brand marks, to be expanded 

s(ine) n(ota), n(ota) f(emore), a(rmo) d(extro), n(ota) f(emore) d(extro) et a{rmo) s(inistro), etc. Of the fourteen 

mounts described, three are mares and eight are male. In the other three cases this information is lost 
in lacunae. The mare in line 21 was about ten years old at the time of the document, and that in line 23 

was at least twelve years old. 

Published: J. F. Gilliam, YCS, XI (1950), pp. 189-209. Cf. M. Rostovtzeff, CRAI 1933, p. 314; Miinchener 
Beitrage, XIX (1934), pp. 370-372; Rep. V, pp. 296f 

amisit t eq ex prid[ie —18— co]s 
[..].lus Malchi [ eq “quadrimum . e.{—21—lus albis Jn f] n f a d prob: a tunc preff XIII Kal 

Novembr Pres et Albino cos ¥ CXXV] (A.D. 246) 
[MJalchus Gora amifsi]t eq I[—25—] 

[AurJel Alex[a]nd[er] e[q aJequatu[m ..].[—23—] prob: ab Attilio Cosmino tunc cos XVII 
Kal April III et Icos ¥ CXXV (A.D. 251) 

5 [—25—].[—25—]. bimum nigrum n f a d prob: a tunc preff IIII Kal Januarias Tittiano 

cos ¥ CXXV (A.D. 245) 
fecihslien still ss oneal les Siete ammsiiteq:—2T—| 

[.]..im[..Jus An[ton]ini amisit [ eq —23—] 
[...].[. A]bedsal[m]Je eq cum...[—25—] prorostratum pedibus posterioribus albis s n 

prob: ab Atilio Cosmino tunc cos 
XVIT K[a]l April III et I cos ¥ CXXV (A.D. 251) 

10 [este ieaeoes :.Jrnab[.].[.]. eq e.[.]...[.Jar.[—23] murinum n f d et as proba tune ie IIIl 

Kal Ianuarias Tittiano cos ¥ CXXV (A.D. 245) 

[....]..o0...usa eq .[.]..[...]...[--20—] prob a tunc preff die e[t clos s [s] — ¥ CXXV 
(A.D. 245) 

.[..-].-us Vhabalathi eq [....~..].[—20—] probatum a tunc preff IIII Idus Septembr 
Aemil II et — cos ¥ CXXV (A.D. 249) 

AfuJrel Bars[...~.]s amisit eq [.].[-—18— co]s[ ¥ ..X] 

[.......]...le.. eq q[.......].[-20— pe]dibus posterioribus albis s n prob ab Atilio 

ae tunc [clos XI poy Febr I[I] et I cos  CXXV (A.D. 251) 

15 A[...2.].bu.[.]..ius ..[....]..[-22—] russeobadium nad aestimatum a Pompo{nio] 

Letiano v e proc Auggnn Hae April 
III et [cos — ¥ XXXXV et.quaesur ¥ LV (A.D. 251) 

A[urjel Mambogeus [eq] qu{ad]rim[.m —1o0—]....[—5— a] Pomponio Letiano ve proc 
Auggnn....[..].... [[]dus Maias III et Icos— ¥ CXXV_ (A.D. 251) 

Item sal[—15—] vacat 

Barhathes Maesum eq aequ[atam .....]..[..].alidam s n prob: a tunc preff XI Kal Octobr 
Aemil IT et [A]qul cos (A.D. 240) 

20 A[ujrel Theodorus vacat 

..[..].s.[..].[.].thi eq quad[rijmam ba.[.].[..]nam pedib[u]s prioribus inalbis s n signata 
a Lfijcinnio Pacatiano tunc duc IIII Idus Aug Tittiano cos (A.D. 245) 

a..[—7— amisi]t eq pridie Kal Se[p]tembr I[I]I et Icos (A.D. 251) 

Ba. .[—13— e]q aequatam russeosordidam n[..]s signata a Licinnio Pacatiano tune duc 
III Idu{s Au]g Tittiano cos (A.D. 245) 

..e.[—I4—]. £4 aeq[uja[tu]m .erin[..]m glafucum n.]fs probatum ab Ulpio Tertio tunc 

GUIGZEV [5 cartes jias III et II cos (A.D. 248) 

“..].lus son of Malchus: lost his horse effective from the day before [date].’’ (The original entry, 
cancelled after “son of Malchus,” ran as follows: “‘..].lus son of Malchus: a horse, four years old [ J, 
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white [fore or hind feet ?], brands on right thigh and shoulder, approved by the then prefects, October 20, 
A.D. 246: 125 denarii.’’) 

“Malchus son of Goras: lost his horse [date]. 

“Aurelius Alexander: a horse, aequatus (with smooth teeth ?), [ J], approved by Atilius Cosminus 
then consularis, March 16, A.D. 251: 125 denarii. 

“(Name: a horse, etc.], two years old, black, brands on right thigh and shoulder, approved by the then 
prefects, December 29, A.D. 245: 125 denarii. 

“‘{Name]: lost [his horse, date]. 

“{Name] son of Antoninus: lost [his horse, date]. 

“{[Name]: a horse, [ ], protruding muzzle, white hind feet, without brand, approved by Atilius 
Cosminus then consularis, March 16, A.D. 251: 125 denaril. = 

“(Name]: a horse, [ |, mouse-colored, brands on right thigh and left shoulder, approved by the then 
prefects, December 29, A.D. 245: 125 denarii. 

“(Name]: a horse, [ ], approved by the then prefects, same day and year: 125 denarii. 

“{Name] son of Vhabalathus: a horse, [ ], approved by the then prefects, September 10, A.D. 249: 
125 denarii. 

“Aurelius*Ban|c. 6+ |s: lost his horse [date]. 

“'Name]:a horse, [ J], white hind feet, without brand, approved by Atilius Cosminus then consularis, 
January 22, A.D. 251: 125 denarii. 

“Name: a horse, etc.], reddish-bay, brand on right shoulder, appraised (?) by Pomponius Laetianus, 

vir egregius, procurator of our two Augusti, April 13, A.D. 251: 45 denarii [ ] 55 denarii. 

“Aurelius Mambogeus: [a horse], four years old, [etc., appraised?] by Pomponius Laetianus, vir 

egregius, procurator of our two Augusti, May [8-14] A.D. 251: 125 denarii. 

ALSO uel a: 
“Barhathes son of Maesum: a mare, aequata (with smooth teeth ?), [ J], without brand, approved by 

the then prefects, September 21, A.D. 249. 

“Aurelius Theodorus. 

“(Name]: amare, four years old, [ J], whitish fore feet, without brand, ‘sealed’ by Licinius Paca- 
tianus then dux, August 10, A.D. 245. 

“Name: lost] his horse August 31, A.D. 251. 

“Name: a mare], aequata (with smooth teeth ?), reddish-sooty? (or dirty red?), brand on left [  ], 
‘sealed’ by Licinius Pacatianus then dux, August 11, A.D. 245. 

“(Name]: a horse, aequatus (with smooth teeth ?),[ J, bluish-gray ?, [brand on] left thigh, approved 
by Ulpius Tertius then dux, [day and month], A.D. 248.” 

1-2. Line 2, the original entry, was cancelled except for the name of the eques and corrected by the addition 
of line 1. The date in the latter is quite possibly the same as that in line 22: pridie Kal(endas) Septembr(es) III 
et I cos (A.D. 251). Above }.Jus in line 2 there is a trace of ink which I cannot explain. 

The name of the eques may be [Og]elus. After guadrimum, cer and ter| are possible readings. The first would 
suggest either the unidentified word that follows aequatum in line 24 or cervinus, a color mentioned in Palladius 
Opus Agriculturae, iv, 13, 3; the Mulomedicina Chironis of Claudius Hermerus, § 960; Isidorus, Etym., XII, i, 
48 and 53 (these and other references in TLL, s. v.). Probably pedibus priorib|us or postertoribjus should be 
restored in the lacuna. After albis, the clerk apparently began to write fad and then after completing two letters, 
blotted them out when he saw that he was going to run into rough and broken surface. On the praefecti, see the 
introduction to this text. The doubled f may mean that they were two in number. 

3. Following eg(uum) is presumably a date beginning with J[. It is not preceded, as is the date in line 1, by ex; 
cf. also line 22. If there is any real difference in meaning, and I doubt that there is, ex may indicate the effective 
date for the records as distinguished from the actual date. For ex with dates in military records see e.g., P. Oxy. 
1022, BGU 606, and 56. 

4. Rostovtzeff suggested that the consularis was the Agilius Cosmianus named in Cod. Just., vili, 55, 1 (A.D. 
249) (Miinchener Beitrége, XIX, 1934, p. 371). Cf. PIR? I, xi, no. 457a; and G. Barbieri, L’Albo Senatorio da 
Settimio Severo a Carino (193-285) (1952), p. 247, no. 1418. Tune co(n)s(ulare) shows that, unlike the procurator 
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in lines 15 and 17, he was no longer in office at the time the document was drawn up. The date in this line is 
also found in line 9. The entries are separated, though the horses probably were assigned in the same letter; 
cf. also lines 5 and 10-11. The names of the consuls, Decius and his son Herennius Etruscus, are not given. The 
appearance of the cryptic formula III et I cos in this text shows that it reflects official policy and not the un- 
certainty of some private citizens, as Wittig suggests in RE XV (1931), 1275, S.v. ““Messius” (9). For a discussion 
of its significance, involving the damnatio memoriae of both consuls, see my paper, Studt 1m Onore di Aristide 
Calderini e Roberto Paribeni (1956), I, pp. 305-311. The same dating occurs in 29, 2. 

5. The letter before bimum is either c or ¢t. The name of Philip, who was consul with Titianus, is omitted from 
the date; so also in lines Io, II, 23. 

8. Prorostratus seems not to be found elsewhere. 
11. Apparently -usa is the end of a name in the genitive. The date is the same as in the preceding line: die et 

co(n)s(ulibus) s(upra) s(criptis). It is also found in line 5. 
12. The name of the Palmyrene prince is spelled Vhabalathus on his coins; H. Mattingly and E. A. Sydenham, 

The Roman Imperial Coinage V, 2 (1933), p. 585. Except for the present text, the spelling Vabalathus is regularly 
used in these papyri. The consuls are Aemil(iano) II et Aqu<i>l(ino). Aqui cos is also found in line 19; cf. LS 
3888 for the spelling Aqulli. 

13. Bars[emia]s is one of several possibilities. For this and related names see Introd., p. 63. The denarius 
sign and numerals at the right edge of the column and the line connecting them with the entry to the left were 
sponged out when the clerk discovered his error (see the introduction). He had completed at least three figures, 
presumably CXX. 

14. Eq q{uadrimu]m is an attractive restoration. The dates in this and the next two entries are consecutive, 
not far from one another, and quite close to that of the document itself. 

15-16. Russeobadius is a compound previously unknown. The procurator, Pomponius Laetianus, is given his 
full title: v(7r) e(gregius) proc(urator) Aug(ustorum) n(ostrorum) (duorum). Tunc is omitted, and it seems certain 
that he was still in office. He may have been acting vice praesidis. The latest date given with Atilius Cosminus, 
who had apparently since left the province, is March 16 of this same year (lines 4 and 9). The two Augusti are 
the current emperors, possibly Gallus and Hostilian, if the papyrus was written soon after August 31 (line 22) 
or Gallus and Volusian, if it was drawn up more than a few weeks, or even a few days, later. For the chronology 
see H. Mattingly, Numismatic Chronicle, 6th ser., VI (1946), pp. 36-46; and especially C. Préaux, Aegyptus, 
XXXII (1952), pp. 152-157 (with references to the earlier bibliography). 

The horse is said to have been aestimatus by the procurator. With the governor, prefects, and one dux the 
term used is probatus; cf. also 56. Recruits of course were also probati. Signatus is used with the second dux (see 
below on line 21). Presumably the various terms at one time or another had simply been transcribed from the 
original letters; since they were first used in different texts, it is less clear that they involve any sharp distinction 
when found in the entries in this papyrus. Aestimare, meaning “‘value’”’ or “‘appraise,”’ might seem to be peculiarly 
appropriate to a procurator. But it is of course found used in a broader sense. Cf. e.g., Columella, vi, 29, 1: licet 
indolem [pulli] aestimare ...; Cod. Theod., vii, 1, 11: 1, qua inter adcrescentes matriculis adtinentur ... quoad 
gerendis armis tdonet fuerint aestimatt ... (A.D. 372). In the absence of other information, it isquite uncertain 
whether a procurator was always said to aestimare and not to probare, and if so, what the difference was. 

The end of the line presents one of the principal remaining difficulties of the text, the solution of which might 
be illuminating as regards both the remount system and the form of the document. Elsewhere in lines 1-17 the 
figure at the end of the longer entries is * CX XV. Here one finds ¥ XXX XV et.quaesur ¥ LV. The figures seem 
certain, as does quaesur except for the second w. It could be o. Et, too, appears sound, though there is unnecessary 
ink in the lower part of ¢. However, above the ¢ there is a small, hooked stroke such as is found elsewhere only 

in the cap of f and, occasionally, e. There is also a slanting stroke across the lower part of the e of et. There is 
nothing resembling this confusion and ambiguity elsewhere in the text, and perhaps a correction was made at 
this point. If the two superfluous strokes are combined, they can be read as f, superimposed on the et. An e, 
combined with the #, is perhaps a more doubtful possibility. Further, it is unclear to me what quaesur or -sor 
means and even how the letters are to be divided. For the lack of anything better, f(it) quaes<t>or(ia) or 
€ quaes<t>ura may be suggested; for the omission of ¢ cf. cum epis<t>ulis in 100 xliv, 2. But even if the 
readings were correct, their meaning would be quite uncertain. Possibly f(it) quae sor( ) or sur( ) is more promis- 
ing. At present it cannot be determined whether the two sums are to be added or whether the second includes 
the first. 

17. Too little is preserved before the procurator’s name to show whether aestimatum (or -am) is used as in the 
preceding line. The surface between Augg 1 m and [I]dus is very badly damaged. There is more space than is 
required for the day ending [{J]dus Mazas, and it is possible that the clerk started to write one beginning X and 
then corrected it. 

18. This heading is discussed in the introduction to the text. 
1g. It does not seem possible to read the name of Bar(h)athes’ father as Maeswma. Maesomas is the spelling 
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found elsewhere in these records. Maesum is connected with Theodorus in the next line by an apparently super- 
fluous stroke. One should be able to identify a word with such a distinctive ending as -lidam. Perhaps it is calidam, 
though the c is not entirely satisfactory. In a section dealing with horses Isidorus, Etym., XII, i, 52 writes: qui 
frontem albam {habent), calidi |appellantur). See also TLL III, 169, lines 26-35, s.v. ‘‘callidus.” 

20. This line may have been left incomplete, though a long entry could not have been inserted later since 
lines 1g and 21 tend to converge at the right. Otherwise, apparently one must conclude that Theodorus had 
never been assigned a horse. If so, it is almost certain that the men under the heading are not arranged according 
to their dates of enlistment. 

21. The word beginning ba- is probably a compound of badius, perhaps bad{[i]o{ca]jnam. But one would like 
better authority than Isidorus, Etym., XI, i, 48 for believing that canus was used of horses, except those becoming 
grey with age. The TLL lists inalbeo, inalbesco, and inalbo, but not inalbus. The two mares passed on by this 
dux are said to be signatae. This may mean that they were actually marked with a seal when approved, as were 
sacrificial calves and, probably, requisitioned camels in Egypt. However, signatus in this context seems essentially 
equivalent to probatus. Of the references I give in YCS see especially E. Rabel, P. Basel, pp. 15f.; and F. 
J. Délger, Antike und Christentum, II (1930), pp. 268-280; IV (1934), p. 230. See now also L. Wenger, Die 
Quellen des rémischen Rechts (1953), pp. 130-149, especially 131f. Rostovtzeff has collected and discussed some 
lead seals which were apparently attached to various kinds of supplies delivered to military units in M, Ro- 
stovtsew et M. Prou, Catalogue des Plombs del Antiquité, du Moyen Age et des Temps Modernes conservés au Dé- 
partement des Médailles et Antiques de la Bibliotheque Nationale (1900), pp. 21-28. I have not seen I. A. Richmond’s 
article on such seals from Brough-under-Stainmore, Cumberland and Westmoreland Antiquarian and Archae- 
ological Society Transactions, New Series, XXXVI (1936), pp. 104-125. 

22. There is room to restore ex before pridie, to make the form of the entry correspond to that in line 1, but 
see the commentary on line 3. ‘ 

23. Russcosordidus, if correct, is new. For thel etters that follow I propose n(ota) [| s(cnistro). 
24. The word after aeg[ula{tujm may be cerin|ujm, perhaps spelled with two n’s or -[ew]m, though the color 

elsewhere is used only of fruits and vegetables. Glaucus might describe either the horse’s color or, if that was 
already given, his eyes. If it were not for probatum, one might suspect all the mounts below line 18 were mares. 
Whether it is significant that the duces are found only in this section of the text is uncertain. 
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The text consists of at least five fragments, of which the four largest are in themselves reasonably 

well preserved. Frags. a and b are complete at the top; the other three are incomplete on all sides. Both 
the hand and the content prove that all of the five belong together ; and comparison with the large rosters, 
100 and 101, makes it possible to see that the extant material consists of the remains of eleven columns. 
Frag. a contains Cols. i-v; Frag. 6, Cols ix—xi; Frag. c, parts of vi and vii; Frag. d, parts of vii and viii, 

and Frag. e part of viii and the left half of lines 2-6 of ix. Frags. c and d can be located only approxi- 

mately. 
The names of the personnel in the text as a whole enable one to identify the century in Cols. i-ii as 

that of Danymus.? Then follow the centuries of Marcus and Antoninus in ii—v, with the centuries Mal- 

chiana and Seleuciana in ix—xi. Each century occupies about two columns of the text; and only one 
century, that of Marianus, is missing from the list. But M]glchiana can be read in the fourth line of 
Frag. d, which must therefore occupy the lower half of Col. vili, since the roll of this century extends to 
line 26 of Col. x. Then, since Frag. c is in outline the mirror image of Frag. d, it must be placed at the 

same level in the lower half of Cols. vi and vii. The century of Marianus probably began at the top of 
Col. vi, because the last two names of the century of Antoninus at the foot of Col. v are also the last in 

the century in 100 xvi, 1-3. Marianus’ century would then have taken in all of vi and vii and the top 
of viii. How far down viii it extended there is no way of judging, except to observe that on the one hand 

Frag. d should be placed low in Col. viii to avoid making the centuria Malchiana too long, but that on 
the other hand, the lower it is put, the longer it makes the centuria Mariani, the last lines of which are 
at the top of Frag. d. 

These same considerations regarding the space occupied by each century show that at least a part 

of a column is lost with the end of the centuria Seleuciana; and it is obvious that the first ten lines or 

so of the century of Danymus are lost before Col. i. What preceded those lines in their column is matter 

for conjecture. The cavalry turmae may have been listed first here, as on the verso (115); or, despite the 

arguments advanced on p. 37, the list may have been one appended to a letter, like 67. 

The date of the text derives from the dates of enlistment of the men. The earliest is A.D. 193 (Cols. ii, 
24, and iv, 18); the latest, A.D. 217 (Cols. v, 28, and x, 24). If discharges were being granted promptly 

at the end of the usual twenty-five years of service, the men who entered in 193 should have been 
discharged in 218; but 100 proves that some men of 192 and 193 were still in the service as privates in 
21g (Cols. xi, 7; XXi1, 27; XX1, 9; Xxxi, 27; and perhaps xli, 9). Neither is it safe to assume that 217 is the 

date, for 100 has its latest date in only one century (Col. xxxi, 14-15). Of the other centuries the latest 

date in one is 217 (xvi, I), in two it is 216 (x, 3 and xx, 3), and in one it is 215 (xxv, 14). A.D. 218 is 

therefore a reasonable approximation for the present text, but not a certainty. It cannot be earlier than 
217; and since it contains names not found in 100, although that roster is much more extensive and 

contains many names not found here, this should be the earlier of the two. 

Unpublished. Cf. Rep. V, pp. 300f.; M. Rostovtzeff, Miinchener Beitriige, XIX (1934), p. 372; R. O. Fink, 
TAPA, LXXVIII (1947), pp. 159-170. 

1 For a general discussion of these texts, see Introd., 2 The centurions and decurions of the cohort are dis- 

PP- 37-45- © cussed, Introd., pp. 28-30, and Figs. 3-4. 
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Frag. a 

Io 

15 

IO 

T5 

Century of Danymus 

An{toniu]s Maximus 

Anulino ii cos 

Aurel Faustus 

Agrippas Themarsa 

~ Muciano cos 

Iadibelus Zebida 

Tul Malchus 

Theobolus Gadde 

Zebidas Zebida 

Geta seniore ii cos 

Mocimus  Bolani 

Tul Antoninus 

Magnus Vabalathi 

Cl Zebida 

Cilone 1i cos 

Monimus Aufei 

Abidsemias Pupli 

Maximus Ermogeni 

Themarsas [Iaraei 

Zabdibolus [Th]e[me 

Aurel Apol{lonjius 

Laeto ii cos 

Tul Bassus 

Aurel Marinus 

Aurel Bargas 

Aurel Demetrius 

Sabino ii cos 
Aurel Malchus 

Aurel Longinus 

Aurel Calpurnius 

Aurel Magnus 

Aurel Malchus 
Aurel Apollinarius 

Aurel Aprianus 

A.D. 199 

A.D. 201 

A.D. 203 

A.D. 204 

A.D. 216 

27. beb[or bed[ are also possible instead of bub[. 

Domittius Salman 
Abgarus Iaraei 

Marinus Seleuci 

Nisamsus Addei 
Aurel Barchalbas 

A.D. 201 

Colma 

Col. 

25 

30 

33 

20 

Monimus Monimi 

Abbedas Nicaei 

Monimus Salluma 

Charifas Tuli 

Apro cos 

Zebidas Barnaei 

Severus Antonini 

Pompeiano cos 
Ael Heliodorus 

Faustino cos 

Ael Theodorus 

BJassus Tiberini 

|.aeus Malchi 

Messala cos 

Mocimus Zebida 

Tadibelus Ammaei 
Bljarneus Iarab{ol- 

Aurel Rom{[anus 

Moci[mus 

Bassus Gora 

Aurel Romanus 

Aurel Bassus 

Aurel Marinus 

lv 

4 Marci Muciano co[s 

IO 

ord Iul Marcus 

Erucio Cl{aro cols 

25 Malchus E[ 

Tert[ullo cos 
Barsemias Bub[ 

Dextro ifi cos 

Abbas” 1ezi 
30 =. J... Saturn[ino cos 

].as_ Barab[ 

jomof{ 

Col. i11 

laraeus Zebida 

Tul Salman 

Heliodorus Zebida 

Severo ill cos 

Tul Domittius 

28.8 X 25.5 cm 

A.D. 207 

A.D. 209 

A.D. 210 

A.D, 214 

A.D. 201 

A.D. 193 

A.D. 195 

A.D. 198 

A.D. 198 

A.D. 202 
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Iaraboles Themarsa 

Geta seniore ii cos 
Marinus Barathe 

Salmanes_ Iamlichi 

Maris __Jarhaei 

Valer Malchi 

Cilone ii cos 

Iul Soemus 

Mauelas Abidadadi 

Antonino ii cos 

Zabdes Malchi 

A.D. 203 

15 

A.D. 204 

20 A.D. 205 

Aurel[ 

Calpu[rn]ius Gaulianus 

Marinus Bobe. [ 

Aurel Ma.h[..]s 

5 Sabino ifi] cos 

Domittius Nicolaus 

Aurel Demetrius 

Aurel Maximus 

Aurel Domittius 

Aurel Barlahas 

Aurel Zabdas 

Aurel Apollonius 

Aurel Bassus 

Aurel Flavius 

li 

A.D. 216 

Io 

15 

4 Antonini Victorino cos A.D. 200 

2. Cf. 100 ix, 27: Aurel Call. 

Col. 

Zabdibolus Hammae[ 

Apro et Max[imo co|s 

Zenodorus Artemidori 

Faustino cos 

Quintus Tulian[u]s 

Tul Menandrus 

Duobus Aspris cos 

Cl Tiberinus 

Iarhaboles Udath{1 

[1Julpius Anto[ninus 

Amae[us Zebida 

25 

30 

iv 

ord Domittius Antoninus 

Erucio Claro cos 

Malchus Anani 

Tertullo cos 

Bar{hjadadus 

Dextro i{1] cos 

Malchus Diogeni 
Zabdaathes Mocimi 

Anulino ii cos 

Demetrius Bannaei 

Tulius Apollonius 

Victorino cos 

]-[.Jola 

Muciano cos 

Mammeus B{e]lacabi 

Mabog[e]us[ Zajora 

ls 

Tul 

E ctlieall 

30 

16, The consul’s name appears to have been written Victovini. 

Col. v 

About five lines lost Sabino i[i cos 

Bal 20 Aurel Anton[ 

- Consulate A.D. 202-215 Aurel Cyrillus 

» Anto[ Aurel Maf ji 
About three lines lost Aurel .[. ]l[ 

aif Aurel Bal 

A 25 Aurel Sa[ 

Iul Bl Afure]l G[ 
15 Aurel Germ{anus Aurel G[ 

Cocceian[uls .[ Extri{cato 11 cos 

Iul Had.[ Abgarus| Themarsa 
Aurel Hadria{nus 30 Gadde[s Bore 

19. Sabino 2[% cos is inserted in smaller letters between the lines. 

20 

20. Aurel is corrected from Jul. 

ANID), Zw 

A.D. 193 

A.D. 195 

Ja\e1DY, 

A.D. 199 

aD 2 

[Xa Dee 

A.D. 216 

AeDe 217 

395 
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Frag. c, 6.7 X 9.3 cm. 

Col. vi Col. vii 

An unknown number of lines lost. Century An unknown number of lines lost. 

of Marianus. 

Mjalchus[ ]..[ hf 

Faustin{o] co[s A.D. 210 [ consulate ? ] 

Mo]cimus S...[ Themarsa{s 

duobu]s Aspris [co]s A. Dy2i2 [consulate _|s 

5 Js Zebida 5  Aurfel 
|di l.[ 
jus Zab. .[ 

Jo-[.].[-]s IIL 
|Messal[a] cos A.D, 214 6. Possibly La[eto cos: A.D. 215. 

10 lal. arn 

|-¥-Js 
[Thefmlarsa 

Is 

Frage, 4.7 X. 4.3.cm. 

Col. viii 

One line lost 

Jel 
j.-L] 

heen 
5 ji 

|bei 
le cos 

An unknown number of lines lost. 

Frag. d, 6.6 X 9.4 cm. 

Ja 
] 

10 ]xly 

4 Mjalchiana [A]nulino ii [cos A.D. 199 

|Rubathus S. .[ 

Tertullo co[s A.D. 195 

]...eus Nisams[ 

15 Sal]manes Thie]me 
Dextro ii cos A.D. 196 

Mari[{nus] Themarsa[ 

Sa[tu]rnino cos A.D. 198 

Themajxsja =) ---i 

10. If this be a numeral, it cannot be the correct total, which was certainly 60 or more. 12. Rubathus must have 
been acting commander of the century, for his date of enlistment is not in sequence. 



98) i OSE 

rae) ek 23-4 .cm- 

Col. ix? 

One line lost 15 ile Zebida 
|cos A.D. 199-201 Cilo|ne ii cos 

Salme{s_ ]..[ (201) |narieus 

Au[rel Co]ddeus ].us 

5 Abgar[us T]he[me]s Marinu]s Maximi 

Ocbanes Abidla[hja 20 Cassiu|s Sacona 

Se[ljeus Malchi Marinus Luci 

Jas Antonino li cos 

One line lost Hammeus O}geli[ 

10 Geta seniJore ii [co]s A.D. 203 Po|mpeiano cos 

Ma]lchi Bjarathe 

|Nisamsi ie: 

Tjhemarsa ]. 
Aurel A]ntiochus 

15. Probably Malchu]s Zebida. Cf. 100 xxvii, 23-24. 

Col. x 

Aurel Marinus A.D. 214 Aurel Heliodorus 
Aurel Flavius Aurel Antoninus 

Cl Hairan Aurel Livianus 
Aurel Monimus 20 Aurel Addeus 

5 Iaraeus Abgari Aurel Marinus 
Aurel Marinus alter Marinus 

Taraeus Theoboli Aurel Barsemias 
Laeto ii cos ADT 2t5 Extricato 11 cos 

Aurel Apollonius Mesenus 25 Aurel Zabdas 
10 Aurel Bassus lviili 

Sabino ii cos A.D. 216 

Aurel Mucia[n]us 

Aurel Paulus 

Aurel Alexa{nd]rus 

15 Aurel Basileus 

Aurel Zinne[. . ]s 

g. Aurel is in the same hand as the rest of the text, Apollonius Mesenus in a different hand. 
25. 100 xxxi, 13 has Zabde. 
close above in the same line. 

Ulpius Severus 

I[{uljius [Sa]lman 

Cilone ii cos 

Abidmalchus Marosa[ 

5 Maximus  [HoJtarei 

4 Seleuciana Tertullo cos 
[dextro 11 cos] 

Za|bdibolus Malacheli 
30 Zabdijbolus Sad[..].1 

eet letera.te S 

J.-L 

Col. xi 

Tul Helfiodorjus 
Tul Abi |s 

A.D. 204 Baricbelus Bassi 
Iade[u|s Them{a]rsa 

10 divo Antonino ii cos 

5 The left ends of the first five lines in this column are on Frag. c. 

20* 

397 

A.D. 204 

A.D. 205 

A.D. 209 

aD 2 217 

A.D. 195 

A.D. 196 

15. Bar.elus ? 
27. Dextro vi cos is in the same line as Seleuciana; Tertullo cos has been crowded in 
28-29. 100 xvi, 16 and 18 have Zaidibolus and Zaid{. 

A.D. 205 
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Tul Bassus 25 Mocimus Antonini 

Aurel Mucianus Messala cos A.D. ama 
Bassus Barsimsi Taraboles Obean 

Albino cos A.D. 206 Aurel Gai 

15 Septimius Heliodor[us Mocimus Anto[n 

Apro et Maxim[o cos A.D. 207 30 ©Aurel Seleuc[us 
Tul Romanus Abdeus Zabb[ 

Abbis Marona Aurel Barsims[us 
laraeus Barnaei Iaraeus Nisreu[s 

20 Faustino cos A.D, 200 Fle’ Demetrius[ 

laraeus Zebida 35 Aurel B..../ 

duobus Aspris [cos AD E22 Aure[] 

Themarsas Nisamsi[ A[ 

Macrinius Maximi 

33- Nisreu[s corrected from Nisaeu[s ? 100 xviii, 24 has Jevhaejus Nis[vaeus; but 102 viii, 24 at the corresponding point 
has Ja[r]hae[ujs Th{. Is this the same person ? 

99. List of Names = Kor 

Inv. D.P. 55 Ca. A.D. 218 

These three small fragments, with another that contains no writing, are from a block of four subjacent 

layers. Small, neat hand resembling those in 82, 83, and 98. The text is clearly a list of names but its 
exact character is uncertain. Possibly it is part of 98. The possibility and the hand are the basis of the 

date given in the heading. Verso blank. 

Unpublished. 

Prag. ¢,1-7.<3:2 cn. Frag. 6, 1.82.8 cm. 

] Zebida .[ lees 

MJesala co[s A.D. 214 ].aei 

Nears [ ]...es 

In 
Prag, ¢) 1-4>< 1.7 cm: 

ied 

100. Roster 0A Pi cee 

Inv WaPo 12 IR Greatest height: 25.7 cm. ACD F210 Plate XLIV 

The text in its present state consists of the remains of forty-four columns on the recto, of which 
Cols. iii-v are represented only by a cluster of ten small scraps. When discarded the greater part of the 
papyrus was rolled from right to left, with the result that Cols. xlii—xliv received a good bit of damage 

through the hollow interior of the roll, while Cols. xxvii—xli are still relatively well preserved. Cols. 
vii-xxvi are a patchwork of pieces which are smallest at the beginning and grow larger from left to right ; 
while Cols. i-vi, which were loose and crumpled, not rolled, have suffered the most. All of the columns 

except li-v preserve some part of the upper edge of the papyrus; and Cols. xxxii—xli also retain a portion 
of the bottom edge. 

1 The unrolling and mounting of the papyrus was ac- _ skill. It was a feat of more than ordinary difficulty, which 
complished by Dr. Hugo Ibscher of Berlin with his usual could hardly have been done by another. 
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Except for a few annotations, the entire text is in the same hand, cursive throughout. It consists of 
the rosters of six centuries and five turmae, followed by a list of the dromedarii attached to the various 

centuries. It appears therefore that this was the complete roster of the cohort.? If so, its original length 
may be estimated at 5.5 meters. 

The date is fixed by the dates of enlistment of the privates. Aside from duplicarii and sesquiplicaru, 
the earliest date is A.D. 192 (Cols. xxi, 7, and perhaps xli, 9), which would theoretically have brought 

discharge in 217. The latest date in the text, however, is 219 (Cols. xxxi, 14-15 and xliv, 17-18); and 

this may be accepted as the actual date of the text. 
The verso is occupied by 101. 

Unpublished. Cf. Rep. V, pp. 301f.; M. Rostovtzeff, Miinchener Beitrége, XTX (1934), p. 372; R. O. Fink, 
TAPA, LXXVIII (1947), p. 16. 

Col. 1 

4Dan[y]mi [Mu]ciano et Fabiano cos J\ 1D yxont 

Be[c|chuf ord Aurel Septimius Danymus 

2 Messala [et] Sabino c[fos ALD; 214 

ad Sacrahim dupl Aurel“~*> Cocceius 
5 Tert[ujllo cos A.D. 195 

Appada Aurel Abedlahas Buccaei 
Becchuf Aurel Mammaeus Ay{i]da 

|————— Aurel Aelius Marinus 

D{ext]ro ii cos A.D. 196 

Io mas Aurel F{laviu]s Nicomachus 
2 aaa A[ejlius Bassus 

offic Aurel Antonius Max[ijmus 

“a La[te]rano cos A.D. 197 
].. c.larium Aurel Ulpi[us Sjiluanus 

15 Anullin{o] ii c[o]s A.D. 199 
o|ffic Afurjel Faustus 

ieee JAgr[ijppas[ Th]emarsa 
|Mu{cijano clo]s ALD 20% 

jla.[.us] Thema[rs]a[ 
20 lI{a]d[ibJelus Z[ebida 

ro. sig-[ ? Cf. 101 vi, 23. 14. The notation at the beginning of the line is unexplained. 

Col. 11 
jAure[]]} .[ of|fic Afujrel Mon[imus 

JAure] Iuliu[s Jofficl Ajurel A.eal 
e 10 Aur]e{l 

One line lost Ceres 
Aurel Th a 

> ad Aen = ‘Alulrel[ el | @{Jajd S[ac}rahim{] 

ajd dom n Alujrel Bassus| lel 
Cols iii-v 

The date Muciano cos, A.D. 201, is found in line 18 of Col. i; and Severo iti cos, A.D. 202, appears in 
line 29 of the next full column, nere numbered Col. vi; but another consulate, which cannot be identified, 
intervenes in line 2 of Col. vi. This proves that Cols. i, ii, and vi are not successive columns of the roster 

fe 2 os Introd., pp. 28-45, for the number of centuries in the cohort, and a full discussion of the other features of 
e roster. 
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of one century but must belong to two different centuries. Since in the remainder of the papyrus the 
roster of each century occupies about five columns, three columns must have existed between Col. ii and 
Col. vi. The following fragments, @ to 7, represent all that is left of these columns. 

Because the papyrus at this point was folded and crumpled rather than rolled it has not been possible 
to assign the fragments their positions with accuracy; but approximate locations can be determined for 
most of them. 

The group of fragments a—b-c is proved by the date Cilone vi cos, A.D 204, on the verso to belong to 
Col. ii of the verso, since Geta Seniore 11 cos, A.D. 203, comes at the foot of the first column. But Col. i 

verso corresponds approximately with Col. 11 recto; and hence Frags. a—b-c belong in Col. iii, recto. 
Frag. d recto contains a group of names which recur in Col. 1x, verso, lines 28-31, where it is evident 

that these men enlisted not earlier than A.D. 212 and probably in A.D. 214. This dating places Frag. d 
fairly well down in the roster of the century, probably near the bottom of Col. iv. 

Frags. g and # were matted to d when found. The color of g and the general condition of the material 
tempt one to place it in Col. ii recto; but when it is properly aligned there, it makes a line about 3 cm. 

longer than average on the verso. The shape of Frag. h associates it closely with Frag. d. It could be 
placed at the bottom of either Col. iii recto (ii verso), one column to the left of d, or in Col. v recto 

(iv verso), one column to the right. 

Frags. e and / are on a level with each other, e to the left of f at one column’s distance. They also ap- 
pear to have some association with Frag. a, so that they should perhaps be placed in Cols. iv and v of the 

recto in positions corresponding to that of Frag. a in Col. ui. Frag. e is blank on the verso; but / would 
then fall in Col. iv verso. 

Frag. 7 resembles Frags. b and c and possibly belongs above them, with the lowest line of 2 about four 

lines above the top line of a. Frag. 7, as well as 6 and c, is blank on the verso. 
The correspondence of the shape of Frag. 7 with pieces at the lower left side of Cols. vi and vii, recto 

suggests that it belongs near the foot of a column on the recto, either iii, iv, or v. It is blank on the verso. 

Frags. a—c Frag. d 

(a) 
Appa|da[»* Jui.[ 

ad] dom n| IDituls Gl 
Bec]chuf a[ Aurjel Germa[nus 

|Becchuf a[ |Them|[ 

5 ]Appadan| 5 — JMa.[ 
|Appad[ }.f J]. Zeb JL 
Appad[ AuJrel Th[eme[s Zeb[ 

[Au]rel Iad[ib]elus 

[AuJrel Aelifu]s Bolan| 

10 jbal jet 

(0) (c) 

Frag. e Frag. f Frag. g 

J-[ }.[ ]. 
Aujrel [ evabarte 4 -] A[uJrf[el 

AuJrel[] O[ Barba]essam[en Consulate 

| Aurel [ ].enus[ Ap]pada Aur{el 

5 jAur[el jAn[t]oninus Bec]ch Al[ 
5 |. Heliod[or 

Jed. ].[ 



Frag. h 

Jal 
Jad [ 
] ad dom n Al 
jad dom n A[ 

a]d do[m] n [Aur]el[ 5 

1007 OS PER Bir 

Frag. 7 Frag. 7 

].a.[ 
Aljurel Ma.[ 

Aujrel Marin[us 

A]jurel Theo[ 

A]jurel Lon[ 

].ol.[ 

Jem| 
Jma.[ 
Jues[ 

A]pro[sos? A.D.207? 

Col. vi 

About 2 lines lost. Century of Marcus 

T5 

20 

25 Becchu]f 

e 
isk 
] 

30. eas 
al 

-[ 
eo: = - 

5 e 
p haerana.1@j[ca]stel[ 

ad do[m n 

[ 
Appad{ 

10 sing[uley \< 

Aufrel 

Jbida 
jo cos 

Json 
About 8 lines lost 

jim[ 
].mb[ 

jima. [ 
Jd. [ 

ieee] 
{AuJre[]] Marr. .[ ] 

AuJrel Occhal[ 
Aurjel Nisamsus Add[aei 
Ajurel Barchalb[as 

]. Aurjel Terhaeus Zebidal 
Au(rje{l] Themarsa Barn. [ 

Aurel Afejlius German|us 

|. Aul[re}l Ba[r]naeus Zabdil. [ 

Aurjel Iulius Salman [ 

jA{ure]l Heliodorus Zebida[ 

Severo ili cos [ A.D. 202 

Au[rjel Iulius Dometius [ 

Aurel Ierabole Themarsa [ 
] Geta Senfior]e 11 cos [ 

Jn Aurel Seleucus Barbaessam[en 

Dat 

A.D. 203 

Col. vii 

MaJrin[us Barathe 

MJar[is ler]haei 
Jal 
Jel ].[-]-[ 

eet ].us 

]se.[ ].elds.a 
Jhe[ 

Cilone ii cos ] 

Bernician jus Si{lvani 

Tulius Sojemus[ 

A.D. 204 
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raat 
|n : 

Beclchuf 

15 Appladan . 

offic |io A 

[ jMaxim[us 
[ Barzas] Mare[a 

[ Priscus] Abdon{a 

[ 
[ 
[ 

Maueljas Abed{adadi 

Jras Afro[ 
Seljeucus M[ 

Saljma[nes Signa 

About four lines lost 

22 Jnl 
Bar)naeus[ 

MJari[nus 
iemtor | divo Antonino 11 cos ? 

Mal|chif[ A.D. 205? 
Mal|chi 

J.-[ 
Tht 

30 jn 
Jmo cos Apro et Maxi|mo cos? 

A.D. 207? 

4. Possibly Nis]y[aeus Male; cf. 102 ii, 13. 6. p haevana.l possibly in a different hand; perhaps p(vo) Haevana.l. 
The letters at the end of the name seem also to be by a different pen. 

Col. viii 

—| Aurel Zenodo[rus Artemidori 

jofficio Aurel Bass[us 

J———— Aurel P{ri]scus .[ 

J Pomp [eiano cos A.D. 209 

5 |Appada Aurel A[bjdas (ZJebifda 
F{a]us[ti]no c[os A.D 210 

—]|——— Aurel [Quin]tus I[u]][ianus 

|— Aurel [Tuliu]s Menan{drus 

Appajda Aurel M[a]lchus Bell 

10 jAurel Antonius Cle[men- 

] d{ujobus Aspr[is cos A Dizi 

jAurel Claudius T[i|berin[us 

Ja Aure[{l Ierjab[oles Ujdathf{i 

js Au[rel Ulpiu]s Antonin[us 

15 [ Aurel Anto]|ninus Hia[ 

A}maeus Zebida[ 
® as 

One line lost Messala cos: A.D. 214? 

-[l 
20 Appl[ada 

Ap[pada 
al 
b[ 
bl 
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25 ad op 

Becc[huf 

One line lost Messala cos: A.D. 214? 

Appa[da 
App[adan 

30 trasl in co{h 

Ap[padan 

bl 

2. Probably Bass[us Diomedt]; cf. 101 xiii, 13-15. 3. Probably Priscus A[bbosa]; ibid. 

Col. 1x 

Be[cchuf ajuidas 

ad d[jom n Boljiadaeus Ierhaei 

ad{dom n jAzizus Aathibeli 

ad{dom n Tjerhaeus Zebida 

5 ad dom{n jus 
al js Marini 

ad d[om n] A[u]r[el Anti]gonus 

|- Aur(el jius Valens 

[ jz.[ 
10 ‘i i Jus 

Aujrel .[ 
all jA[ujrel D[ 

oe J- Alujrel Vale[ Js 
|. ] Barl 

15 Aurjel{ J.¢.[ 
|Au(rjel Abba[ 
JAure(l] Bar| 

ad] do[mn] Aurel lulius .[ 
ad]dom [n] Aurel Ze[ 

20 ajddomn Aurel D..|[ 

ad [dom] n Aurel Gai..[ 

App[ada]n Aurel Malchus[ 

slingjul Aurel Dome[tius 
Appajdan Aurel Amr[us 

25 Bec|chuf Aurel Valerius[ 

Belechuf Aurel  Bas..[ 

e.| ef —] Aurel Call 

[Ma[gdjala] Aurel “veil 

Bfecchu]f Aurel lt 

@ |(—__- Aurel M[ 

Cul |. Aurel Mal 

ae Le 
—|—I[- 

27. Cal[purnius Gaulianus]? Cf. 98 iv, 2. 28. Cancellation of Magdala not certain. 31. The beginning is obscure. 
33- A line should not appear at this point in the column. Cancellation of the name ? 
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Colx 

Laeto] 1i cos[ A.D. 215 

Js al Js Occ[. . .]msa 
Sabino ii [co]s A.D. 216 

J—al ]-e.20s .[... . USsi 
5 Bec|chuf A[{ujre{] Quint[ lf 

Be|cchuf Aurfel] Bassus[ Ai 

]..s Aur[el] Demet(rius at 

].[ ].10 Afurel] Maximus[ 

Becch]juf A[{urel] Philon[ 

10 ———]— [Au]rel Dometius 

jAurel Seleuc[u]s 

jAurel Romanu[s 

jAurel/ 
Agirel wal 

15 ———]- Aurel  P[ri]scian[us 

———]- Aurel Barlaha[s 

—=|— Alujrel) bl, 
Becchu]f Aurfel ile 

Becchu]f Aure!] 

J— Aurel[ eb 

——]— Aurel ].rus 

JAfurel Anjtonif 
jexAlurel ].us[ 

———]- A[urel Fljavius[ 

25 |Aurfel Is 
jAurel[ jnus 

Ajure[l ]..[ Js 
exl: i{n] dupl ii 

20 

Remainder of column blank 

4. A[urel Do\metius N{icolajus ? Cf. 98 iv, 6. 7. The notation before the name is in different ink and a different 
hand. 14. Possibly C[haevemon]; cf. 101 xv, 16. 17. Zalb[das| ? Cf. 98 iv, 11. 

Col. xi 

4 An{tonini Victorino] cos A.D. 200 

eas: Dometius] An[toninus 
Apro et Mjaxi[mo cos A.D. 207 

@ singul du[pl i) weal 

5 Jino [cos ? A.D. ? 
°° — tase Af J.es Salm[ 

ErJucio Claro [cos A.D. 193 
eo — —_ Afurel Malchu]s Anan{i 

Tertujllo [cos A.D. 195 

IO @ — — Alurel lulius Bajrha[dadus 
Bec]chuf Aure[] |I[e]raei 

[Dextro ii] cos A.D. 196 
]: «(jo Aurel |.ces 
|-S-4,  Aturefil M ? jaior 
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15 Bjecchuf Aure[l Malchus D]iogeni 
——]—[——- AJurel[ Zabdaath]es Mocimi 

Anullijno ii cos A.D. 199 

j.us Zabd{i]b[o]li 
Demetjrius Bar{n]aei 

20 Tulius Apojllonius 
Mucia}no cos A.D. 201 

J.ua [ Jel 
IL 

6. | Jal ss 
25 eo! Mammaeul]s Bela[ca]b[ 

Mambogeu|s Za[o]r[a 
Habibas N Jebudaei[, 

Hanina |Bellaei 
|s 

30 Jbia. [ 

One or two lines lost 
jus 

4. The dot before singul may be accidental. If not, it is the only example of an isolated punctum of this size. 19. Or 

Ban|n]get. 

Col. xii 

led ee eee oe Weel NG 
a(d Sacrjahim A[ur]el [ 

p[-jh{.Jarual.[.].@ad m[.].. ma.Aurel  [ 

ad dom n Aurel .[ 

5 ad dom n ure|l -.-\[i 
Ciflone ii cos A.D. 204 

© —_— A{ure]] Tulius, 
A[{uJrel Ger[ 

Bec]chuf Aurel Add{as Alexa]ndr[i 

IO eo — ——_. Aurel Auidin.[ eh 

adjdor n [AuJrel Ant[oJnius[ 
Becc)jhuf[ jAeli[u]s B[ 

eli Aur]el Magnus[ 

ali Aurjel M.[. . Jim[ 

15 ].[ ].[ ].s 
About 5 lines lost 

21 aa Jel 
oC 
Cas Al 

ent Apro et Maximo? cols A.D. 207? 

25 col ].lione al 
cum[ ].[ 
9..[ 

trja[s]l ex coh i. .[ 

]-[-Ja-[-] [ 
30 e@ 

3. The notation ad m[.].. ma. was apparently written above an existing line. The ink of the letters is somewhat paler 
than on the remainder of the page. This may be a form of the ad man ambul notation. The p-note is not certainly read. 
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Col. xii 

A[ppajdan Aurel A[bed]laha[s 

Bijrth[a] Afujrel .[..]..[ 

addomn Aurel Ogas .[ 

[ ].[ ~  JAurel Claudius A[ntoninus 
5 diy[o] An[t]onf[ino iii cos A.D. 208 

p.[....].. @[ Birjtha Aurel Heliodor[us Apolloni 

ad Sacr[aJhimag’ Aurel [ JAntiochfianus 

cum m..eaelibes[...] Aurel [ ]Flavius Fla[vianus 

trasl ex coh ‘i: Ascol: sin{gul Ajurel Iulius Mar{c]ifanus 
10 |Po|mpeiano cos A.D. 209 

ex[plor Ajurel A[g}rippas Them[ 

@ -—| Ajurel[.... Jus [RJomanus 

al Ajure{l1  |Heraclida[s 

Faus]tino cos AcD 210 

15 Be[cchuf ].d[.]s Helio[dorus 

@./ 
Consulate ? A.D. 212? 

@ ees 
Appa|d 

20 Becc{huf 

offi{cio 

ad dom [nm Aujrel_ .[ 
Appa[d AuJrel_ .[ 

@ —|— Aljurel | 

25 @/—|[— Alurel[ 
eo @—)[(——] Autrel 

eo 
eo 
oi 

30 Ipl Si 

9. Despite the 0, the name of the cohort can hardly be anything but A sc{a}l(onitanorum). The Cohors I Ascalonitanorum 
Felix Equitata came to Syria with Trajan for the Parthian campaign, and seems to have remained in the province. It 
is known from four texts found in Bulgaria as follows: CIL XVI, 35 and L’ Année Epigraphique, 1939, no. 126, of A.D. 
88; CIL III, 600, probably of Hadrian’s time; ILS 9057, of A.D. 157. 12. [Lulijus [Rjomanus ? Cf. 102 x, 16-17. 

Col. xiv 

|Magdafla Auljrel Barica[s] Ier[haei A.D. 214 

[ jAure{l ]Za[b]dibo/l 

A[plpada[n Aurel Terhae[us] Zebifda 
e- [: Aurl]e{1 |Abedsalm|[as] Ierha[ei 

5 @ ——{—— JAurel Moc[ijmus 
S {—— Alurel Mar[in]us 

App{a|da A[ujrel Abd[u]s 
SS  Alurel |Zabdals Aualda 

eo —_—_—_—_ Aurel JNisr[aeu]s 

10 Ap|pada A[{urel |Germ[a]nus 

ad] dorh n Afurel ]Abed.[..]mra 
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ad dolrh n[ Ja ef 

ice Janus 
About two lines lost 

16 ad|dorh n al 

ajddomn Al[ 
ald dom n A[ 

ajddorhh AL 
20 adjdom n A[ esl 

addojhn Al |ma[ 

Beccjhuf A[urel Zjebida[ 

eee ieee *) tol 
[ jiun{ J 

1. See Introd., p. 40, for the notation. 

Col. xv 

Be{c|chuf Aurel A(eliu]s Helf{io]dorus 

La[eto] 11 cos A.D. 215 

Appjadan Aur(e]l D[o]metti[u]s 
Sa[bino 11 cols ALD e206 

5 Bec|chuf Aure[{l} N{eo|n 

Beccjhuf A[uJrel|[ |.eus 

Beclchuf Aurel Af[polljonius 

].[ Bec]chuf Aurel[ | 

Jel{JBartha Aurel A[ 

10 j.c.[.].un[Appada Aurel Al 
SE Airrell|“Ciyrillus 

offic Aur[el] G[ordius 

Becchuf Aure[l ].[ 

explora Au[rje[l 

15 @[Magdall J 
Becch{[uf 

SS Ss) 
. . . 

|.[ 
in{ Aurjel T[ujlius[ 

Aurjel Mal 

20 Aurlel Mof[ 
Aure]l Ma.[ 

eet al |] Barril.[ 

Bars. [ 

| Longin[ 
25 Jal 

10. The notation at the left has not been read certainly. 

Col. xvi 

Extr[iJcat[o ii co]s AD S27, 

Ja Au[rel Ab]garus Thema[rs]a 
|— A[urel Gadde Biore 

4 |dup!l iii[ 
Space of three lines blank 
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4] Cas[trici] Antonino ii co[s A.D. 205 
or]d Aflexand]rus Castricius [ 

10 Jp Antoni[ 

|Cilone ii cos A.D. 204 
ad d[ |Mocimus Themar{sa 

Jdiyo Se[v]e[ro ii clos A.D. 194 
jAurel Marrius .[..|man[ 

15 Tertullo c[o]s A.D. 195 
J@{|———- Aurel Zaidibolus M[alacheli 

|@|———|- Aurel Lulius[ 

———]— Aurel Zaid[ibolus 
——]— Aurel [ 

20 clos A.D. 196-202 

———]— A[urel Ajlexand{r 

———]— A[urel |Malchi[ 

fl Themarsa 
Jo cos A.D. 197-203 

25 ihe ei Dijomedi 

Ja Aufrel Zjebida 

].n Aufrel Malle 

ls Al Thjemarsa 
l=) ANT, ]. 

30 Sea We 

2. Themarsa corrected from Themes, or Theme from Themarsa ? 101 xxxi, 15 has the same correction in this name. 
10. Of all the ‘“‘P”’ entries, this alone uses a cursive P. 16 and 18. Cf. 98 x, 29-30. 

Col. xvii 

Mocijm[us] Theme 

@| is. -sihedeiencals 
@®@ 2 Ul]piu[s Severu]s 
eee 7 Aurel] Tulius [Salman 

5 | Cilon[e ii cos A.D. 204 

] Le |Halaf{s 
ad dom n[ jIulius[ Marinjus 
Appa[dan jd[ Ja[nus ]Gai 

officio[ A}be[dmalchu]s Marosa 
10 |---| Maximus] Hotaraei 

e ——| Iulius|] Heliodorus 

ad dom n[ T]hemes Malchi 
j————[Aurel Ul]pius Puplianus 
Becchuf[Aurel ] Domnus 

15 |Priscus Annona[ 

| Baricbelus Bass[i 

| Didas Sal{man 

| Iadaeus [Themarsa 

].  - al 
20 ]dius[ 
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iil 
]-[ 

|s.aul 

| mu[ 
25 |{uliu[s 

|Iulius[ 
Jab[ 
}.[ 

3. a[ctuar(ius). Cf. 101 xxii, 13. 8. Possibly Ha]d[vija[nus] Gat. 

Col. xviii 

].[-]nus 
no [cols A.D. 205-209 

a{d] dom n[ ].[ 
Fausti|no c[os A.D. 210 

5 e —|-—|——_ Ierhjaeus Z[ebida 
[Beccjhuf A[ Jeus[, 

As]pris[ cos AD? 212 

[Appa]da Au[rel Artjem[idorus 

A[pp]lada A[ The]mes[ Zebida 

Io =6p’.{ ]@[Bir]tha Aurel[ |Themarsa Nisa|msi 

olffife ] Aurel[ |. hae 

|] Aurel{ Macrinjius Maximi 

—————]- Aurelf Mocim]us Antonini 

M[essal]a cos 20 

15 Aur]e[l Ierabjole Obean 

Aurel G]aius 

Mocijmus Antoni[ 

|dalathu[s 
len 

20 i ai ari 

C= Pe 
].2[ 

J@—{ ———— Aurel Bars]imsus[ 

Ierhaejus Nis[raei 

25 Jesam[ 
]-all 

24. Cf. 98 xi, 33: Javaeus Nisveu[s; but 102 viii, 24: Ia[r]hae[u]s Th[. 

Col. xix 

officio = Aufr]e[l 
Becchu[f 

Parthia.  Aurel[ 
|. navem hor[d Aurel .[ 

5 ad dom nf[ Ajurelf +9 ]. 

ad dom [{n Alurel Ze.[ 
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ald dorm nf Aujrel Tuliufs 
ad] dom nf Aujrel Z[ 

ad| dom nf Ajurel are 

10 ae] dorm n Aurefl] Mal 

ad] dom [n .Aurjel = Zab/ 

Aurjel Lulius P[r 
JAurel — Lu[I}ius p[o]s 

}.[ ciel 
15 |bedsus 

il 

Js 
Tjerhaei 

]..[ 
About two lines lost 

e 
ot 

Blecch[uf ; 

25 Cum[. .njavem|[ ].us 
sin{gul Js 

Ja 

ColP xx 

[Mag[d]al] Aurel I.[..].[ 

sijng[ul] Aurel M[ 

Sa[bijno ii [cos A.D. 216 

@ [Magdafl] Ajurel_D[ejmetrifus 
5 [Becc]huf Aurel Prfisc]us Ab[bosa 

[Becch]uf Aurel Sfum]|mares 
@ —| |- Aurel .[ jus 

Aljurel An[tonijnus 

Aurel He[lio}dorus 

10 Aurel [Bass]us 

Aurel S{il}vanus 

e@ -(——— Aurlel [ eed elles 
[ Aurel Bas]sus 
[ Aurel Silvjanus 

About two lines lost 

17, Bjecc{huf 
= — 

Becch[uf 

20 ad leone[s 
explor[ 

[— AuJrel[ 

Becchu[f AJurel|[ 

Be[c]ch[uf AJjurel[ 
25 jAure[] 

= 

1 and 4. See Introd., p. 40, for the notations. 6. Summareus ? 
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Col. xxi 

4 Mafrijani diyo An[to]nino ii [cos 

ad [o]pin{iJon ord Aurel Tulius [Ma]rfianus 

Reel 1 Geta Sfeniore ii cos 
singul d[u]pl Aurel Tulius [Ap]oli{narius 

Cilon[e i]i cos 

Becchuf sf[esq] | Aurel Lucius [T]hema[rsa 

Comod{o vili cos 

ad praetor[ Ajurel Abd{as Tjhemarsa 

Erucifo Clar]o cos 
IO eo ———__ '-— jladae[u]s [Ler]haei 

ad Sacr[ahim j-th |Malchi 

Te]rtu[llo] cos 

Bec[chuf Ijerh[aeu]s Barnaei 

|Sat[urnino cos 

5 @-———— Agripp]as Male 
[ Anullino] ii cos 

el 
lL 

—— Al 
20 Consulate 

|.in Aurfel 

ie Aurel 

——_——— } Aur[el TJer.[ 

—————]-e-— Aurfel ].siur.[ 

25 —————]— Aur[el]Malc{hus 

|Zeb[, 

Jbl 
8. Abd corrected from Aba. 

Col. xxii 

ajd dom [n} Aurel Barlafhas Iarhaei 

Severo [ili cos 

P{art}hia Aurel Buccaeul[s 

Geta S{eniJore [11 cos 

5 Be[cchu]fr .[ ] Ulpius .[..]inus 
@ [ Ajurel Aelius [H]eracl.[ 

@adlefones  Ajurel Them[es] Malchi 

emans: ex era.[ Aulrel Iulius[ ].anus 
Cilfone ii c]os 

10 eo —_—_ |— |Mar[cus Vijctor 

hale Abjedla{ha]s Maximi 
& [: Iuljius [Ab]edsemia 

A o cast[el Arab ].al jel 

v DS Vareus Ba]r[si|msi 
15 p’ Helié Max@[ Maximu]s Zaor{a 

oe 
[ ]. Al 

A.D. 

A.D. 

TD: 

ACD; 

A.D 

AAD: 

A.D. 

A.D. 

ACD: 

321 

205 

203 

204 

192 

LOS 

195 

198 

m99 

200 or 201 

A.D. 202 

A.D. 203 

A.D. 204 
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25 

8 and 13. The notations are possibly in a different hand. 

Joffife ] AT 
—| Aurel 
Appjada_ Aurfel 

Consulate 
].n -Aure[{l TJer.[ 

Becchu]f Aure[{] Z]ebida[ 
]. Aure{l Jhab[ 

Aljurfel jabb[ 

idl 

in xxiii, 15. Understand p(vo) Helio(dovo) Max(imi). 

Col. xxiii 

@(/—|—— Aurel le[rjabol[es Bu]ccaei 

e|—| Aurel Iulius A[... Jni.[ 

——|—Alujrel B..ds.[ Jae.[ 
divo Antfonijno if{ii cos 

5 Belt. | Valerius [Mjucia[nus 
Bec[ Aujrel Ulpius M[{ari|nus[ 

of(fic Ajurel Tulius M{a]ximus[ 

singul{ AJjurel Ma[rinu]s 

e-—_ ] Rumfas 
10 Pom|]peia[no co]s 

Appa{d Ajelius[ — jus 

jius M[ Jinus 

Fajus[tin]o cos 
Nes MJa([c]caei 

15 Jnans e@Ap|pad jda.nus 
e— | Iulius Th]emarsa 

One line lost 

leak 
~“e|xplor A[ 

20 —] A[ 
] | Consulate 

Aure[] 

Ap]pad Aurel] Nag.[ 
——]— Aure[]] Moci{mus 

25 —]— Aure[]] lulius[ 

2. Probably A[nto]nin[us or A[nto]nin{[i. 
12. M[arjinus ? 15.) See Ol xcs 
hand. 

J-[ Jhal 
].-[ 

A.D. 205-207 

15. p’helié max is in a different hand, the same as |nans 

A.D. 208 

A.D. 209 

A.D. 210 

A.D, 212-214 

5 and 6. The notations are possibly in a different hand, that in 5 is unknown. 
The interpretation of |zams is obscure. 

Col. xxiv 

Appada Aurel I[uli[us} Mar[inus 

Becchuf Aurel Ma.[...]us .[ 

19. The notation is in a different 
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Ap[{p]ada Aurel Bassu[s N]as{sibeli 

a an ]The[mJes H{eliodori 

5 © —(— |Awel Babiius 
Appfada jAurel Mucian[u]s 

@ —— Alurel Aela[mis] Belsur 

Appa[da | M{ann]jus 

e@ [— |Tulius[ He]racla 

10 add[ Jni.[..]eus 

Becch[uf |Marinus 

Bartha[ |Cla[ujdfius] Sotericus 

caste[] Arab |s Zebida[ 

bi ]s Mar[..]us 

One line lost 
16 ee |- Aur{el 

|di.b.[ castel AJrab Aurfel 

|be.[ j.n Aurel[ 

———]— Aurel[ 

20 ———]— Aurel{ 

le Aurel! |" mail 

jAurel[]  [ 

Alurel[] [ 
24 feel 

3. Cf. 101 xix, 12: Bassus Nassi[; 102 vi, 16: Bassus Nass[t]beli. 5. bu corrected from ba in Babuius. Taya OL 
Belsuy appears to be the last letter, though it stands on the edge of the papyrus. Throughout the column there 
is a wide space after Awvel because of a rough joint in the papyrus. Lines 22-23 are blank on this account beneath 
m in 21. 17/18. Unknown notations. 

Col. xxv 

ad dom n Aurel Sab.[ 

@ — ——_ Aurel Claudius[ 
offi{cio] Aurel Iulius M[arc- 

cast[el] Afrab] Aurel Mar.[ 

5 @ — —— Aurel Rufus 
——— Aurel Azizus 

e@ — ——_ Aurel [ ls 

@ — ——_ Aurel T{hema}rsas Sa{lma]n[ 

_ ad{[ Aurel [ Jus 

TO @ Mag[dala Aurjel M[ jmus S/ajlm[an 

ee Aurel Priscus 

Tt Aulrell. bts 
el |Malchus 

LalJeto 11 cos[ AEDS 215 
One line lost 

16 Ma|gdala[ 

~_ Becchuff 

Becchuf{, 

|Birtha. [ 

20 —]——_| 
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singulf AJjurelf 

Bjecchuf  Aurel| 

sinjgu[{l] cos = Aurel 

; jAurfel 

7. Aurel [Bassu]s ? Cf. 101 xx, 4. 10. Auvel M{axijmus Salman? Cf. 101 xx, 7. 11. [buc]? Cf. 101, xiii, 31. 

Col. xxvi 

Jp Au[rjeli @ —————— Aurel Abbosas[ 

B[fec]chuf Aurel Silvan{us 
eo — —[- AJurel Lic[in}ni[ 

Becch]ju[f Aurel Ge[r]manu[s 

5 Pp pal ]@ad leo[ne]s Aurel Ieraboles{ 

| ad leon[e]s Aurel D[o]metius 

Becchuf Aurel C....us 
Birt{ha Aurlel .[....].us 

]xlvi [i]n dupl! Jif 

Three lines blank 

4 Malchian{a] divo Seve[ro] ii cos[ A.D. 194 

siJng[ul] d[u]pl Aure[l jd[...].[ 
15 Consulate ADO 

lh 
Consulate A.D. 193-198 

explora A[ur]el 

2 ee 
20 Consulate A.D. 194-199 

ji Scy Al 

—_——Afuireli, 
Consulate A.D. 195-200 

Ee oa ee [ 

25 ] Aurel [ 

Consulate A.D. 196-201 

21. The name may have been cancelled. In that case, the reading would be tvans(latus) in leg(ionem)] viii Scy(thicam). 

Col. xxvii 

@ ———— Aurel Coddaeus 

-]——— Afurel Abgarujs] ThfemJe 
eo —_—_—__ A[urel] Ocbanes[ ].aeil 

—]|————— A[u]Jrel Seleus Ma[I]chi 

5 —|————- [AJurel Acibas Ginn{[aei 

Becchuf Au{rel] Mombogeus 

————— Aur[el] Iaqubus The[m]arsa 

IO 

Severo lii cos A.D. 202 

[Aur]el Aelius[ Helio]dorus 
A{urel] Zabdi[bolus] Theoboli 

Geta Senifore ii clos A.D. 203 
Aurfel] Iulius Arfis]ton 
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@— — Aur{[el] Zebidas Salman 

ad opinio Au{rel] Abednabus Them{ars]a 

@ —_—— Aure[]] Addas Malchfi 
]. Aure{l] Themarsa Ma[ 

15 

jn Aurel 

————]— Aurel 

|—— Aurell 

Becclhuf Aurel[ 
|—— Aurel 

———_—]— Aurel 

Aljurel 

Adda[s] Z[ 

Aelius Marcia[nus 

Jeus Ni.[ 

Al 
Antifochus 
Malc{hus 

] Cilone [ii cos A.D. 204 

| Cassia[nus 

].al 
25 

Isign..i[ 

J@ 

3. There is an error in the second name. 98 ix, 6, shows that the name is Ocbanes Abedlaha, and the remains of 
101 i, 8, suit that name well; but the traces here allow only one or at most two missing letters at the beginning and 
what is visible suggests only aez. The foot of the middle letter, however, is straight instead of curving to the right as in e. 
7. sig is in a different hand. 19. Probably Nis[amst. Cf. 98 ix, 12. 23. Probably Malc[hus Zebida. Cf. 98 ix, 15. 
27. Possibly Jsignzf[. 

One line lost 

Col. xxviil 

cume...n Aurel Marin{u]s Maximi 

@—— Aurel Cassius Sacon{a 

ad d[o]m n A[{ujrel Iulius I[.Jnu[...]s 

officio [Aujrel Marinus Lu{ci 

5 Birtha Aurel Maxim[us Jalf ]i 

@ (Magdala] Aurel Iulius Maxi[mu]s 

divo A[ntoni]no ii cos A.D. 205 

@————— Aurel Valerfius Fjirmus 

@ [— Aur]el Iulius [AljJexandrus 

10 Bec{c}Jh[ujf Aurfel] Iulius [Za]bde 

castell Arab = [Aur]el Mar{is] Salman 
@ —— Al[ure]| Hammaeus Ogel{i] 

Albino et Emeliano cos A.D. 206 

p [He]l[iodor. @—— Aurel lulius [Marinus 

15 sig @ — — [Alurel Titius Tiberius 
ad [o]pin Aurel Abedmalchus 

ad opinio Aurel) = Fulius: Hija 

Apro et Max[imo cos A.D. 207 
eo Aurel Abedala{has 

20 eo] — Aurel Aelius Th[ 

ee 2 Afurel Mjazaba[nas 
ee Afurel Mocim[us 

@——Alurel }.a-[ 
sLinjgul Au([rjel [ ]b.[ 
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25 

Sir 

3. I[a]nulariu]s ? 

Io 

T5 

20 

25 

30 

3. Traces after d of Leonid look like w; the letter is certainly not a. The notation is in a different hand. 
notations are in a different hand. 

5. Maxim[us M]al[ch\i ? 

Po[mpeiano cos 
Appajda Aurel .[ 

i) Aurel? 
ppac..m @| 

e 

|@ 

Two lines lost 

Two lines lost 

17 and 21. Notations in a different hand. 

Col. xxix 

officio Aurfe}]l Mocim[us] Zabd[ 

Becchuf Aurel  Clafu]dius Antoni. [ 
a[d]opinio Aurel  S.[..]mius Leonid.[ 

Becchuf Aurel — Iad{..]jeus Aithibeli 

MJessala [c]os 

addomin Aurel  [{ujlius Bassus 

Appadan A[ur]e[l] Barga[ 

@l.[ Jj... J Afure}]l Euxemon 

Ap]padan A[urel] Iulius Flay[ijus 

Blecchuf Afurel] Addas Z[e]|bida 

Bfe]cchuf Aurel Mar[inu]s 

officio Au[rjel Malch[us Zjebida 
A[p]padan Aurfel] Era. = [jus 
A[p]padan Aurel Malchus 

A[p]padan Aurel  A[ntoJnius [B]assus 

e Aurel Al ‘  ].manus 

«@ Aurel[ ].as Themarsa 

e Aurel[ Jem[ J 
@ Aurfel }]-us[ 

@ ——— Aurel 
al ] Al 
Becchu[f] Al 

6-5 
Jcum navem|[ 

—] [— ].1us 

Is 
ji 

HalJeran 

Js 

Is 
jhus H{ae]ran 

Djemetrius 

]-[--]s 

13. Tyaig{n]us? 

A.D. 209 

A.D; 214 

6 and 8. The 



10 

T5 

20 

25 

30 

39 
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Cols xxx 

ad dom n Aurel Erennf{ius 

ad doh nf Aurel Malchus T[hemar]sa 
ad dom n Aufrel] Malchu[s ] 

ad dom n Aurfel] Silvanus 

ad dom n Aurel FE rennius Marinus 

ad dom n Aurel Andronicus 
ad dom [n] Aurel Silvanus 

ad dom n Aurel Sily[a]nus alter 

Parthifa ] Aurel Themarsa 

Becc[huf] Aurel Teraboles 

Appad[an] Aurel An{[to}|ninus 

—|-— Aurel Ier[haje[u]s Abgari 

@ ———__ Aurel Hadrianus 
p barso @@ ca[stjell Arab Aurel Ierhaeus Theoboli 

Appadan Aurel Demetrius 
Ljaet[o 11] cos A.D. 215 

Parthia Aur[el , Apollo]nius Mesenus 

in proseq hord Aurfel Bas]|sus 
Sabi|no ii cos A.D. 216 

e@ — — Aurel ].as 

Bec{c]huf Aurel il es ie 

Be[cc]huf Aurel [ [aot set 

Becchuf Aurel [ 
@ [Magdala] Aurel all 

eo — — Aurel [ 

Be[cchuf Au]rel [ 

Be[cchuf Aur]el [ 

—]-[——-—] Aurfel Ale]xandrus 

ja Aurfel — Iadi|belus 
Aujr[el Jes 

]-eus 
Helio]dor[u]s 

JI[.Jeus 
Jusn[. Js 
Jole[ 

louie. 

24. See Introd., p. 40 for the notation. 

Col. xxx1 

Becchuf Aurel BJ[a]rsim[ 

e@ — — Aurel Livian{us 

ad leones Aurel Addaeus[ 
J————— Aur[el] Marinus[ 

5 Becchuf Aurfel] Barhadad{[ 

Becchuf A[ujrel Dometius Marci[a}nus 
@ [Magdala] Aurel Zebinnus 
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ad op stip Aurel Barnaeus 

trasl in coh.[..] [Aurel Alexandrus] 

10 offi{cio] Aurel Marinus 

@ Magdal{a} Aurel Barsemia 
y+ cato 

[D][extril .]ii cos 

@ —— Aurel Zabde 

Imp Antonino Aug ii 

15 et Sacerdote ii cos 

e — Aurel Seleucus 
@ — — Aurel Gaius Germanus 

Jel Jin dupl v 
Two lines blank 

21 + Zebida Anul{linjo [ii cos 

Aurel Zeb[idjas Ierh[ae]i 
I co]s 

Afurjel ME). maf 
25 di[vo Sever]o iii c[os 

ppada dup] Aurel Ad{[ lens sles 
E[rucio] Cl(aro) c[os 

e@ — — [Aurel ..[ |.n 

].-[ 
30 e@ —— AI ].adus Mombogei 

-|———_ A[ |.us Themarsa 

|-— A[ Jas Hala 

s[injgul Al Antoninus 
Dextro iji cos 

35 ...esurjus [A]elami 

Anullinjo [ii] cos 

|sus Heran[ 

Ieraboles T]hemarsa[ 
Ulpius Mjenandr[u]s[ 

40 Jht 
12. Dextyo corrected to Extricato. 37. [Barsim]sus Hevan{ ? Cf. 101 xxxii, 8: Bay.[.]..[. 
{ala is possible. Cf. 101 xxxii, 11. 

Col. xxxii 

Becchuf Aure[{l] Bores [Nisa]msi 

explorato Aurel 

5 Becchuf Aurel 
e@ Aurel 
@ — — Aurel 
@e — — Aurel 

p Marinus @@ [dis[po]s] Aurel 
10 * Bec[chJuf Aurel 

@ — — Aurel 

Victori[no cos] 
Nahes[tabus The]marsa 
Mucia[no cos} 

Hagus [Mal]chi 

Abianes M{att]hana 

Themarsa [Hal]eran 
Aelius Bfo]la[n]jus 

Themarsa [Ab]gari 

Ierabole Add{alei 

Iulius Themarsa 

A. D207 

A.D; 216 

A.D. 199 

A.D. 202 

A.D. 193 

A.D. 194-195 

A.D. 196 

A.D. 199 

40. Belaacabus| 

A.D. 200 

A.D. 201 
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ad Sacr[ahijmag: Aurel 

Becchuf Aurel 

@ Aurel 

15 & Aurel 

@@ siz Aurel 

— Aurel 

& A{urel 

20 @ Aure{l 

ee Aure[l 

Aurel 
@ = disposit Aurel[ 

25 ® Aure[l] 
@ Aurel 

Becchuf Aurel 
officio Aurfel] 

@006¢ Aure|l 
30 ss Afure]l 

@ —— Aurel 
@ Aurel 

[ 
@ 

35 msl rs oa 
2 

Slee 
explorator[ 

to and 23. Notations in a different hand. 
38. Possibly explovatum[ ?. 

Col. xxxiii 

@ ad m ambul Aurel 

ex{plojra Aurel 

*® Aurel 

5 é Aurel 

Appad{ ] Aurel 

e@ Aurel 

@ — Aurel 

@ Aurel 

10 p Barotaro e@ Aurel 
sin{gu]l cos Aurel 

Becchuf Aurel 

2h Aurel 

T5 
é Aurel 

12 and 16. Notations in a different hand. 
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Bassus Tiberini 
I{ujlius Marinus 
Iulius Marinus alter 
Male Matthana 

Flavius Euclides 
Ie[r]haeus Themarsa 
divo Severo iii cos 
HJeliodorus Seleuci 
Maljchus Momb[ol]gei 

Jaath[ ]..1 
[. .Jal.[.Jbius [SilvJani 
jius Marinus 

G[et]a Senfior]e [ii] c[o]s 
Va[lJerius M[o]n{ijmus 
I[uliujs Sat[urnilu]s 

le[rhajeus Belaa[cab]i 
Tjulius] Ma[xiJmus 

Alexa]nd[ru]s Antonini 
[ie - [rae | L) amilrehy 
[Aeliu]s Heliodorus 
Bar|b{aJessamen Malfe 

Cilone ti |cos 

A.D. 202 

A.D. 203 

A.D. 204 

A{ur]e[{] Fronton] Marefa 

Aelius Aljexandr[us 

Tulius Cassijanus[ 
Abe]dlah{in 

i) . Possibly Belac[ab]t. 

div{o Antonin]o ii cos 

Valerjius Firmul]s 

Iulius [Bassus] 

Vabala[th...]z[. .]i 

Zabdibol[us Sal]man 

Mocimus Z{e]bida 

Ierhaeus M{a]rea 

Zebidas lerhaei 
Gabrion [O]bean 

Azizus Antonini 
Mocimus Mocimi 

Apro et Maximo cos 

Dometius Antoninus 
Iulius Iulianus 
Pompeiano cos 

Flavius Demetrius 

A.D. 205 

Ay 
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@ ——_ Aurel Aelius Licinnius 

duob[u]s Aspris cos A.D, 212 
@ ad manambul Au{rel} Tulfijus Alexa[n}|drus 

20 cxl{ ji{n djupl v 

Two lines blank 

+ Tiberini Apro et Maxim{o co}s A.D. 207 

Oe Aurel Themars{a] T[iJberini 
25 Geta Se[niore] ii cos A.D. 203 

ad hordeum dupl Aurel Tulius Antoninus 

Apro et Maximo cos A.D. 207 

Becchuf dup! A{urel Alel[ijus Barnaeus 

Albin{o co]s A.D. 206 

30 06-7! A[urel] ane Demetri[ 
Eru[cjio Cl(aro) cos A.D. 193 

ee —  — Alurel je. Themal[rsa 

e@ ].1.st[ 
el Jeus .[ 

35 [ ee Tertujllo cos[ A.D. 195 

o.-—| ].t.[ 
fs jde.| 
o-- 

2 and 1g. Notations in a different hand. 10. p Barotaro in a different hand, possibly the same as the similar notes 
in the next column. 26. ad hovdeum in a different hand. 

Col. xxxiv 

Aurel [ladi|belus Malchi 
Aurel U[Ipius Mo|mbogeus 

Amel eli |Maccaei 
®@ad man amb Aurel Dvijus Ierhaei 

5 & —— A[uJrel Barn[a]eus Zebida 

@ Aurel Anton{inu|s Marinus 

Becchuf A[ujrel Th{e]m[ar]sa Addaei 
Dext[ro] 1i cos A.D. 196 

@ = dispos A[ujrel Sim/a]Jones Auidalathi 

10 @ ad man ambAurel Maronas Gadde 

Appadan Aurel Valeras Quirini 

Saturnino [ii] cos A.D. 198 

@ — — Aulrlel Barathes Zebida 
Anullino 11 cos A.D. 199 

15 : e — Aurel Maesomas Aciba 
Victorino cos A.D. 200 

Appada Au[rel] Gaianus Themarsa 

@ ——— Aufrel] Bolaeus Mocimi 

p Fra... @@ ———— Aurel] Ierhaeu[s} Themarsa 
20 Mucia{no] cos AD. 205 

eo += ] Ma{r]cus maior 
@ — — Aufrel] Malch{us] Themarsa 
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p Raibelo @ dispos[ ].[  ] Ulpius Demetrius 
@@ ad mana{mb] Aurel] BelafacabJus Abgari 

25 » {Appadan] Aurfel Ijulius [Scjaurianus 

p Raibelo @Chafer Avir Aurel Flay{ius} Monimus 

[divo Sever]o ii cos AED 262 

Bec(c|h[uf Do]|metius Barnaei 

© [— |mus Marini 

30 p Sign @ ad leones|[ |Barbae[ssamen 

cum pe... ].[ Js The[me 

GJe{ta Se]niore [ii cos A.D. 203 

e| ].[ ]s Th[eme 
[ lesan. 

35 [ |bus[, 

» dis[po]s[ 
= ie 

4, 9, 10, 23, 24, 26, and 36. Notations possibly all in one hand, differing from that of the names. 
different hand. 

XXXill, 10. 

17. Notation in a 
19, 23, 26, and 30. Notations in intercolumnar space all seemingly in the same hand as p barotaro, 

25. Notation in a different hand. See also p. 40 above. 29. 101 xxxiv, 27 has Mo|c[t]mus Barnet 
between Domittius Barnet and |Barbaessamen. Mistaken for Mo|]c[tjmus Marini, or is this Jnus Marini a different 
person ? 33. Th[eme? Cf. 101 xxxvy, 2. 

Col. xxxv 

Appadan Aufrel] 
Ve Becuf Au[rel 

p'Natali: [ Jad man ambul Au{rel 

Ss Almrell 

o]fficio Aurel 
Aurel 

Aurel| 

Tulius[ 

Appadan Aurel 
Aurel 

IO 

officio Aurel 
p’Addaa‘t- @ [disposit] Aurel 

15 Becchuf Aurel 
e-— Aurel 

Z Chafer A[vi]r Aurel 

e — Aurel 

@ —(——— Aljurel 

20 

Isidor[u]s ..sidon 

Za|bdibo[lujs Themarsa 

GemJellus Themarsa 

Barathes Hagus 

Cilone ii cos 

U[Ijpius Barsimsus 

M{a]lchus Bode 

|bolianus 

Jaristus 

[Ul}pius Marcellus 
Antoninus 

divo Antonino ii cos 

Ierhaeus Bora 

Iaqubus Zebida 

Tul Maximus 
Mocimus Simon 

Germanus 

Flavius Marinus 

Mocimus Theme 

Apr[o] et Maximo cos 
explor[ Ajure{l] Sa{m]mas Gai 

Appadan{[A]ure[l] Agr{ipp]as Male 

ex[plo]r[ Aurel 
25 

@F..___ Aurel 

P{ompeijano cos 

A[{zizu]s Zaora 

du[{obu]s Aspris cos 

M{a]ximus Seleuci 

A.D. 

A.D: 2 

ADR 

AD: 
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@ [- Aur]el{ Ierj]haeus Malchi 

@ [[disp/o}sit{] The|marsa Buzi 

a jius Mocimus 

30 eo ——|-—— Va|balathus Hanina 

: ; Mes]sala cos A.D. 214 
@ [disp[os ] Thjemarsa| Mocimi 

Cxxx|| in dupl ] 

Remainder of column blank 

3. Pp natali is in a different hand from preceding intercolumnar notes and from p natales in xxxvi, 23. 3) Dds 7eeey 
and 32. The notations are in a different hand, probably the same as in 4, 9, etc. of the preceding column. 9, The 
whole line is inserted in small letters between 8 and to. 10. The notation is probably in the same hand as in 
KONSKA VI Lie 15. 2ul has been inserted by a different hand. 17. The symbol Z to the left of Chafey is apparently 
by the same hand as the names. For the meaning cf. Introd. p. 49. 

Col. xxxvi 

+ [DJemetri [Vic]torino cos A.D. 200 

A-aH ¢ Aurel Ulpius Demetrius 
Erucio Cl(aro) cos A.D. 193 

LAurel Claudius Mombogeus 
5 Cilone ii cos A.D. 204 

[ Jsesq Aurel Prisc[u]s Gai 
ad praetor Erucio Cl(aro) cos A.D. 193 

eo — — Aurel Salm{e} Marini 

PL |@[ajd leofnes] Aurel Lucianus Themarj[sa 

10 jhord[ J] Aurel Mucianus Zabdi[bo}l.[ 

@ —— Aurel Abdasthor Mocimi 

e@ mambul = Aurel Aelius Fronton 

Severo ii cos A.D. 194 
ne @ — — Aurel Lucius Aurelius 

15 p Sorecho e@ ————— Aurel Lucius Salme 

Tert{ujllo cos A.D. 195 

offic Aurel Malchus Theme 

@@ vic Aurel Barathes Abgari 
ad dorm n Aurel Acrabanes Simon 

20 A[pp]adana Aurel Salmanes Naamaei 

e@ ——— Alurlel Heranes Aithibeli 

A @@(a ifas+A[urel] Ulpius Marea 
p Natales @®@ Au{rel] Hagus Salme 

offijcio Afure]l Aelius Gaius 
25 Saturnino cos A.D. 198 

ald [ho]stias: A[ur]el Iadibelus Ierhaei 
J Anullino ifi] cos A.D. 199 

@@ [dis[po]sit] [Aujrel Salmanes Maccaei 
©@ [di[sposit] Ajurel Nisamsus Zabdiboli 

30 [ |] Aurel Victor Heran 

é Victorino cos A.D. 200 

p Antiochi ef Ajurel Ma[cc]aeus Thema[r]sa 
M[uciano co]s A.D. 201 
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@ | Aulrel .[ Z\ebida 

35 ]. [Aurel [ Ab]gari 
] Aure[l . 
] Aurel[ Ite.[ 
Ajure[] Ze|bida[ 

A|bgari 

7. The notation ad praetor belongs with sesq in line 6. 8. There is hardly room in the lacuna for the e of Salme. 
15, 23, and 32. The intercolumnar notes are possibly in one hand, differing from that of the names and the preceding 
intercolumnar notes. 20. Notation in a different hand. 

the symbol 7. 
also p. 42 above. 

22. ad hostias is written across the horizontal line of 
28 and 29. Notations in a different hand, the same as similar notations in xxxiv and xxxv. See 

Col. xxxvii 

Appa[ |] Aurel Mocimus Ierhaei 
Aurel Marimelus Reibeli 

[B]e[cjh offic Aurel Ulpius Marinus 

explora Aurel Didas Coccei 

5 @ Aurel Goremis Iadaei 
pN{ajtal © Aurel Terhaeu{s T]hemarsa 

“| ..r.[ ] @@l[disposit] Afujrel Zabbaelus Ba]rchalba 

Severo iii c[o]s A.D. 202 

A[pp]a{djan Aure[l] Iulius Germanus 
10 Geta Seniore ii cos AAD S208 

@ —  — Aurel _lulius Gorippus 
3 e@ — — Al{ujrel Zabbaeus Malchi 

p'Nisamso @ [disposit] Aurel Barathes Buccaei 

ae singul: Afurjel Longinus Numefi| 
15 p'Hammeo @[disposit] Aurel Iamlichus Mocimi 

e® —— Aurel  Iulius Germanus 

Cilone ii cos A.D. 204 

e@ Aurel Marinus Hotaraei 
e@ Aurel Malchus Mucfiani 

20 e[xp]lora Aurel Mar¢a)s Themarsa 
Appadan Aurel  Signas Matrhaei 

® Aurel Tulius Maximus 

e — Aurel Ierhaeus Barnaei 
© [m] ambul Aurel [Z]ebidas Maccaei 

25 & Aurel [VJalerius Maximus 

a]d dom n Aurel Amrus Milens 

|—————— Aurel UI pius Marinus 
bee divo Antonino 1 cos A.D. 205 

jm ambul Aure[]] Claud{iu]s Natalius 

30 “tn] ambul [Aujr{el |Ierabole Luci 

joffic[ |Demetrius Z.[...]n.[ 

sin{gul Cljaudius Silvan[u]s 

oe Tuljius Anto[ni]n[us 
» Jma{mbul 

35 ae A, jIulfius ..]..[ 
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6. p natal is in the same hand as in xxxv, 3. 
13 and 15. Intercolumnar notes in the same hand as in xxxvi, 15, 23, and 32? 
30, and 34. Notations in a different hand, as in preceding columns. 

300 

T5 

20 

30 

39 

p.-[.].0 e@ mambul Aurel 

|..p-. @@  mambul Aurel 

@ — — Alurel 
ee, ——]|— Aturel] 

jeune! 

Ve cetiol) ————]-[ Aur]el 

altel 

Col. xxxviil 

|dispos Aurel 

].. singul cos Aurel 

Becchuf Aurel 

Aure(]] 

jaunt... «jus ual 

todas Lola 

|Aelius [A]nto[ninus 

Addaeus Ierhaei 

Albino et Emeliano clos 

Aelius Marcellus 

Bar{n]jaeus Themarsa 
Apro et Maximo cos 

Tulius Belacabus 

duobus Aspris cos 

‘singul A{urel] Abednama|r]es Marona| 

One line blank 

+F Octavi Muciano cos 

Aurel 

.[.Je[sesq Aurel 

eo ———__ Aurel 

ad equm prob Aurel 
@ © Chaf: Avira Aurel 

Becchuf Aurel * 

@@ vex Aurel 

@ Aurel 
Aurel 

@ =m {ajmbul Aurel 

———]—— Aufrlel{ Ulpius 

a al 
SSS Aare 

cxx[.]i in dupl iii 

Luci{u]s Octayius 
Sal{m]anes Zebida 
Com[o]do vii cos 
Romanus Allaei]] 
Erucio Cl(aro) cos 
Amaeus I[adibeli 

Saedus Magdaei 
Ma{Ic|hus Nisamsi 

divo [S]evero ii cos 

Tuli{us] Iulianus 

Tertullo cos 
Bassus Salm{a]n 
I{u]l[ijJus Romanus 

1e-.|ene amis 
Malc{hujs Abgari 

iar, [ise at 

Si.ba.[..Jus Vabalathi 

Dextro [ii cos 

Fl{avijus [MJa[rjinus 

Ber[o]sa[s] Va[ljens 

Anu{Iljin[o 1}i cos 

Tulfius] An[t]on{iJnus 
Marinus 

].nisa[ 

jamal| 
Ba|rn[{ebus 

U[lpius Apyjo[llonas 

20. Cf. 101 xxxvii, 21. 

FILES OF THE COHORS VICESIMA PALMYR te 

7, 13, 15. Notations in a different hand, as in preceding columns. 

; 24, 29, 

35. Lul[ius Majri[nus ? Cf. 101 xxxviii, 6. 

AD: 

A.D; 

ACD, 

A.D. 

A.D. 

A.D. 

XD 

A.D. 

AD? 

A.D. 

206 

207 

212 

201 

192 

193 

194 

195 

196 

noo 
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I, 18, 19, 26, 27, 28. Notations in a different hand, as in preceding columns. 
15. Perhaps m(issus) e(meritus); cf. below, xli, 10-11. 8. singul is in a different hand. 

note is in a very small hand. 

Col. xxxix 

_Becchuf Aurel 

e©@ ([m ambul] Aurel 

335 

2. Note the spelling of Emeliano. 
28. The intercolumnar 

Alexa{ndrus] Antonini 

Moci{mus Bjarlaha 

Victo{rino clos A.D. 200 
@ —  —— Aurel _ [ulius A[ntonjinus 

5 offic Aurel — Lulius A[{nt]oni{nu]s al{te|r 

Mucian/o] c[o]s A.D. 210 

—]|———— Aurel Malchus Mac{c]aei 

App[adja Aurel Marcell{u]s 

Aurel Zebida Egla 

TO? yan @ Aurel Abedsalmas Thema{rsa 

pi J.nt e@ mambul Aurel Malchus Heran 

expl Aurel  Lulius Salman 

© ; Aurel Themarsa V.[ 
PD -| 1.) want oo Aurel Themarsa [C)haseti 

15 re “Appad Aurel Malchu(s] LIerhae[i 
@@ Chafer Avfijr' Aurel Zabathes {Maj]lchi 

vex 
Aurel _ Bolanus Bolani 

@ Aurel Themes Salman 
@ Aurel Gaius Abif[u]r 

20 «* ~ Aurel — Seleucus Ier[h]aei 

‘Appad Aurel Mazabanas Belacabi 
e — Aurel  Zebidas ladaei 

|-—— Aurel _Barhadad{us] Abifur 

{Appadana] Aurel — Iulius Marin[uls 
25 explora A[uJre[]] Zebidas Ier[h]aei 

Becchuf Aurel — [ulius Barlaha 
& Aurel _—Terhaeus Zab[. Jua 

»2v ad op [stip] Afu]rel Mannas The[m]arsa 
@ [Chafler Avi[rja AfuJre[]] Tulus[...<.. |s 

30 adidom)(m Ajurjel]) Bar... 3s .. |. Ierhaei 

e@ -|-— Aurel Zebliee.s- Jai 

S[evero 111 cos] A.D. 202 

Aujrel M[...mus Iar].[ 

Aurel I {ulius Anto]n[ 

35 Aurjel{ Alexandrus Tjheo/fili ? 

Geta Seniore ii] cos [ D203 

2, I1, 16, and 29. Notations in a different hand, the same as in preceding columns. 

15 and 21. Notations in the same hand as offic in line 5 ? 8. 11 in Marcellus has an unusual form. 
possible instead of Au[i]y. 
hand, not the same as in lines 15 and 21. 

22. There is an erasure between 2 and a of Iadaet. 

29. Iulius [Longinu]s ? Cf. 101 xl, 2: Lon. 

5. Notation in a different hand. 
16, aua is 

24. The notation is in a different 
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10 

14 

25 

8. Notation in a different hand. 

5 ].{ Consulate? 

earl 
divo Severo 111 cos 

e\e ¢ - Aurfel Tulianu]s Them[arsa 

aif me 7 [ Como]do vii cos 
10 jmh é [A[urel] Salmanes Za[ ] 

[ jm é [Aurfel  Sjadalath.[....... lee] 
Erucio C{laro cos 

]—————- Aurel Aem.[ en 

pul. .Jnina[ _— Aurel Amaeus Za[bdibo]li 

15 pal..]b.b[ lle Aurel _ Bolia[d]aeus Z[a]ora 

Col. xl 

Par[thia AJjurel Ulpius Silvanus 

Be{cchuf Ajurel Themarsa Ierhaei 

e— Aurel [O]gelus Vabala[thi 
@—__|——-_ Aurel ].{. Za}bdiboli 

o Afurlel .[ 
Clilone ii cos | 

_» singul Al[urjel Sfilvanus Mocijmi 

“{Chaferi] Afurel Maronjas [Dijnaei 
e@ — —— Alurel Gorip]pus Valenti 

Becchuf Aurfel Rabbullas Ba[ssi 

singul Aure{] ]. bida[{ ] 

officifo] Aurfel Do]metius P[rJoclus 

@ ———— Aurel A[bJedmalch{us] Authaei 

[dijyo Antonino 11 cos 

p fra... e@ ———[— Aurflel [Flaviu]s Sil[va]nus 
————— A[urlel Afeliu]s F[.]Jo[rjtunatus 

Becchuf Afur]el Iu{lijus Mar[{ijnus 

A[p]r[o et] Maximo cos 
Lu{cjius Valerianus 
duo[bu]s Aspris cos 

A{ujrel Og[a]s Hanina 
Miessjala cos 

Afulrel [ ].[ Js Gaia{njus 
officio Afujrel V[aljens 

Cxx[ ] in du[p]l vi 

Aurel 

Remainder of column blank 

A.D. 

A.D. 

A.D. 

A.D; 

A.D. 

204 

205 

207 

212 

214 

11. bi, if correctly read, is in an unusual ligature. No. 101 xl, 18 has singul Bassus 
Bibi between Rabbulas Bassi and Domittius Proc{uljus. 

Col. xli 

¥ Antonini Al[bino et] — Emeliano cos 

ee - € Aurel —- Ul[pius An]toninus 

[ cols 
JAfurjefl ~ Alexand]rus[ 

Tertu{llo cos ] 

A.D. 

A.D. 

AD: 

A.D 

AD: 

A.D. 

A.D. 

206 

. 202 

192 

195 

195 
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jad man ajmb Aurel Zebi(da]s Salman 

Becchuf Aurel _—Bassus Malchi 
Barsimsi 

jm: amal[.] Aurel Hadadsabus [.[. .].aei]] 

20 officio Aurel Asadus Thema|rsja 

Dextro 11 cos A.D. 196 

singul [c]os Aurel Valerius Va[IJentinus 

—|—————— Aurel _lerab[us] Ebuc{a]ei 

Saturnino cos A.D. 198 
25 ad opinio Aurel Themarsas Zeb{idja 

Anullino 11 [cos] A.D. 199 

a = Aurel _Barhotarus Auidalathi 

\"p Mal: Silvan[.] e@ — Aurel Guris Nisamsi 
e-— Aurel — Bassus Monta[n- 

30 Vic[tor]ino cos A.D. 200 

B[ec]c{hjuf Aurel Th{emars]a Dinaei 

@ (—|m[—]- Aurel DJemetr}jius Macc[{aeji 

Muci{ano cos | A.D? 20m 

———]- Aurfel OJgeflus ]..[..]boli 

35 Sammie? a ]sa. .sius 
Theodo]rus Z[ebi]da[ 

2. ad hoy in a different hand. 5. Probably Pompeiano cos, A.D. 209. Cf. 101 xli, 5. 10-11. m(tssus) e(meritus) ? 
19. .[..].aez corrected to Barsimsi. The notation is unknown. 28. Intercolumnar note in the same hand as in 
XXXVI, 15, 23, and 32. 34. The first letter of the last name is ¢, g, or f; the second is a, 7, m, or the like. Possibly 
Galddi\boli. 35. Cf. 101 xli, 23: Ael[ius |sius between Ogelus [....|ibolt and Theodorus Zebida. 

Col. xhi 

p .asser @[@———].— Aurel Belacabus Z.[ 

e| @———_|-— Aurel Salmes Zebid{a 
p Iar.[ jAurel Bassus Ant{onini 

]Selefuc]us A[ntonini ? 

About one line lost 

6 Jal 
——]-| 

a}mbul| jm 
ATpIpad{ |A(b]bas[ Zebida 

Io q.— |lulfijus M[agnus 

[ jIulius M[{arinus 

eo—| Aurjel Ab/djaeus Baraei 

@ — — Aurel Antonius Bassus 
Severo ili cos A. Dy 202 

15 Appa[d jA[uJrel Se[{lJeucus Barathe 
singul: Aurel Timon Marini 

Ge[t]a Se[niJo[r]e [i]i cos A.D. 203 
non rever Aurel Heranes I[e]rabole 

@ —— Aurel Hfalgus lerhaei 
20 A[p]pad Aurel Barnaeus Ierhaei 

o}ffic  Afujrel Tuli{u]s Salman 
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30 

nN 4. Cf. 101 xli, 28. 2 

Io 

15 

30 

o® Aurel Afa[r]jnes Bassi 
@ad hostias] Aurel  Aelifujs Longinus 

eo — Afujrel Barathes Abgari 

@mambul Aurel Zebidas Malchi 

oS he Cilone ii cos 

«@ Au[rjel Neb[ujdaes Themarsa 

@ —— Aurel Zabdibolus Gora 

@————_[- Aljurel Themarsa Nisams{[i] 

bull Aurjel Garmelus Bef[ljiabi 

jAurel Lucius Cas[sianus 

Ajure[l J... 

. Possibly A fr[a]nes ? 

AuJre[l 

Col. xliii 

@ Chaffer |Boliadaeus Zebida[ 
e ———|- |Mocimus Zaora 

e| AJchilleus Malchfi 
divo Antonijno ifii cos ? 

About three lines lost 

]..[ 
Abgarus] Ier[{haei 

Iulius} Germ{anus 

Claujdius Da[dona ? 

Lici]nnius Apfo]llon{inus 

Sjalmes Malchi 

duo|bus Aspris cos 

Nisjamsus Heliodori 

d{ro}madari[i 

Heranes Malchi 
Themars[{a]s Themuama 

e| 
ex([p]lor[ 

eo Er 
[ 

@ ——_———__ Ariel 
ieee 

One line blank 

4 Dan[y}mi Tertullo cos 
Aurel 

-[- i —————_zlnirefil] 
4 Marci Dextro 11 c{ols 

Aurel 

», is Aurel 

e@ — — Aurel 

: ad opinion Aurel 
4 Antonini 

A[urel 

11. The latter part of Dadona is doubtful. Dauona? Dadora? 
be identical with Dometius Barsemea in 101 xliv, 12. 

Dometi[u]s Barbaessamen 
Erucio Cl(aro) cos 

Dicaeus Themarsa 
Ter[t]ullo cos 

Aziz{u]s Salamalathi 

Muciano c[o]s 

Aelius Ant[o]ninus 

Tertu{ljlo cos 

Mjale Manna{eli 
Ajnu[llijno ii [co]s 

Ijulius Bass[u]s 
21. Themuani? Themuami ? 

29. Notation in a different hand. 

FILES OF THE COHORS VICESIMA PALMYRENG 2 

A.D. 204 

A.D. 208? 

ADs 

ALD, 

A.D; 

A.D. 

A.D. 

A.D. 

AD: 

AsD: 

212 

195 

196 

193 

195 

201 

195 

109 

23. This man must 
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Col. xliv 

4 Castrici .[ |cos ADS? 

Cum episul Aure[] ]Heliodorus 
é [= |das Runnaei 

About six lines lost 

Io 4] Mal[chiana Dextro ii |c[os A.D. 196 

——|) A{urel Themarsas] Buccaei[ 

—] A{urel ? dalathu]s Theoboli[ 

m: amb: Aurfel bolle Zebida 

—| Aure{1 G]abrion 

[ Cilon]e ii cos A.D. 204 

5 @—— Auflell Mjonimi 
Imp AJn[tonino Aug] li 

e|t Sa[cerdote ii c]os A.D. 219 

Giejeua| Hall 

Remainder of column blank 

uy 

12. Both Avidalathus and Sadalathus are possible. 

101. Roster = {2 Seal tt ein & 

Inv. D.P. 12 V A.D. 222 Plate XLV 

This text is the same kind of roster as the preceding one (100), which occupies the recto of the papyrus, 
but contains forty-five columns instead of forty-four because it has fewer lines to a column. The an- 
notations are by a number of different hands; and from Col. xli, 17 to the end the body of the text is in a 
hand differing from that of Col. i-xli, 16. 

Since the papyrus was turned over on a horizontal axis in order to use the verso, it is the bottom edge 

which is complete here, with bits of the top preserved only in Cols. xxxili-xxxix and xli-xlii. 
The date is determined as usual by internal evidence. The earliest year of enlistment is A.D. 196 (e.g., 

vi, 22, and xxxviii, 5), which would normally result in discharge in 221. The latest date, accordingly, 

A.D. 222 (xvi, 5; Xxvi, 10; and xxxi, 20) may be accepted as the date of the text. 

For discussion of the form and notations, see Introd., pp. 28-45. 

Unpublished. Cf. Rep. V, pp. 301f.; M. Rostovtzeff, Miinchener Beitrage, XIX (1934), p. 373; R. O. Fink, 
TAPA, LXXVIII (1947), p. 161. 

Col. 1 

Century of Malchus 

| ad] op stip 
Consulate A.D. 200? 

| = Bl 
Consulate A.D. 201 ? 

5 ]— ..1 
—|——__ AI ier 
—|—— Abglarus Tjhem|[e]s 
officio Ocbanfes Abidljlah[a 
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———  Seleus[ MJale{hi 
10 ———  Acibas[ G]innei 

SeJuer[o] ifii] cos A.D. 202 

eae 
Birtha Zabdi[bolus] Theobofli 

Geta Se]niore ifi cos A.D. 203 
15 Birtha Iuliu{s Ari]ston 

Cols. ii-iv 

For a general discussion of the placing of the fragments, see above, pp. 309f. The verso of Frags. b, 
c, e, 1, and 7 is blank. 

Frag. a Frag. d Frag. f 

lee] — llth seelierelt 

}.-[--]-[ = Sjeleucu[s 
Ajntioc{hus Ia]qubus .[ 

Ciljone ii cos[ A.D. 204 ].nus 

5 Cas]sianus| 5 = fs] mies 

jnus[ |Iadib{el 

ei ‘create 

]..[ 

Frag. g Frag. h 

].[ 
ines ects arab 

|ba.na ].. Zebida 

Jhas[ JAvid{a]lathi 
|. Zabd.[ 

5 ]..[ 

Col. v 

].mes 
One line lost 

Extric]ato i[i clos ? ADs 217 

Je.[ 
About four lines lost 

Dever 
10 jAure{1 

JAu{rel 
jAurel[ 

JAu(rlel[ 
jAfuJrefl 

15 ].-[-]-L 



Io 

15 

IO 

18 

25 

30 

10%. O'S WER 

Col. vi 

officio .[ 

Al 
Barb{al 

Consulate 

= 
sin{gul 

Consulate 
of[ficio 

= 

Consulate ? 
= 

About six lines lost, some of them blank 

[ 4 Danymi Muciano et Fabia]no c[os 

[ ord Septimius Dany]|mus[ 

|Mesa[la co]s[ 
Aure]] Cocc[eius 

]Dextro ii [cos 
sign Fl{avius] Nicom{achus 

Aclifu]s Bass[us 
La|te]ran[o cos 

Ulpius [Silvanus 

Anul{lino ii cos 

..[.]... Aure{] Faustus 

Jad .... Algrippas Themarsa 
Mu[c]iano cos 

oo 

Col. vii 

] L{a.].us Themarsa 
| ladibelus Zebida 
| Theobolus Gadde 

] Meheridates Barginnaia 

—]———[—] Babuiu[s Mlocim[ 
—————]|- Ze]bid[as] Zebida 

A|ppa[d ].iu.[.].gaani 

Severo] ili Cos 

J-L — ].rini 

Jsin(gul jllus Theod[o}r[i] 
G]eta [Se]niore ii cos 

iy eal 
]|.-[.] Malchi 

|b. .].as Themarsa 
|A[ntoJ}ninus 

be[ |Zabdibfo]li 

= |Salmfels 

AAD: 

AD: 

AD: 

aD: 

ASD: 

A.D. 

ALD 

AD: 

A.D. 

341 

219? 

221? 

222? 

. LQO7 

oo 

201 

A.D. 202 

A.D. 203 
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— ].nus 

Jmpe. [ Ma]rinus 

20 —] —[— jus 

= ee Jus 
Cilone ii ] cos A.D. 204 

Bejcch{uf 

About two lines lost 

26 il sen 

—_———]-—- Bass[us 

| el 
Jal 

30 (siecrerl 

|]. mal 

Jbl 
1. Cf. 100 i, 19. 

Col. viii 

Antonino ii [cos A.D. 205 

]-ebul 
Jnus 

Ma]xi[mus 

5 Ir.[ 

About two lines lost 

].[. Janus 

Consulate ? A.D. 207? 
10 |ns 

Ajntonin[us 

s{iJng[u}l[ jllae[u]s 
singul Fl.[ |.sus 

Pompeijano co[s A.D. 209 

15 pele seh Jel 
.[ jnus 
duobus co]s A.D: 212 

elem Jel 

a ils bee 
‘1-1 Salmi 

[i — |Vabal{ath 

[ lobe 
par Js. -[ 

25 -].[ 
[ Messal]a[ cos ? 

12. Allaeus ? Bellaeus ? 
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Col. ix 

-|-[-_———- 

—|-[-——— 

si 20 

5 App [ad 

ad.r.[ 
— [— 

Appa[d 25 
Appad| 

10 Appa|d 

Applad 
ee 

Becc{huf 30 

Becchul[f 
15 exp(lor 

ad op s[tip 

5. The notation may have been cancelled. 

=| 

m| 
m| 

Il 
Appa|da 
—— 

= 

Maj|gdal 

Becc]huf 
explor 

—] ——— 

Ba|rbal 

313 

Ja[. Jus 
Aujrel[...]nion 

Ijarhe[us |Themarsa 

|Mocim{us] Barne[ 
Ajurel Barathe 

Aurel Demetriu[s 

Aurel Bassus 

Aurel [ So]ssian[{us 

Dius [ ]g.[.].us 

Aurel [ |G[er]man[us 

Aurel Th{e]m[ 

Aurel Ma. .[ 

Aurel Ba[ 

Aurel Soa.[ 

Aurell: ston: 

6. The notation is in small letters. It may have been substituted for 
appad in line 5; or it may belong with the line below, here line 7. Possibly ad fru[m. 
whole line has been inserted in smaller letters and paler ink. Possibly a different hand. 
34. Halon? 

5 

IO 

T5 

21. [Cro]nion ? 29. The 
33. Sop.[ is also possible. 

Col. x 

Th]e[marsas ] Iarhei[ 
———|— Zabd|ibolus Theme 
—]— Mucfianus] Zabbei 

eee Aurel Apollonius 
Jjppa{d ].-[ ].7us Marinus 

MJagdal The[mJarsas Barnebus 
-—|—l-— |Zabdibolus 

—|-— |Antoninus 

| Lfaelto 11 cos A.D. 215 

—|-[-_——_ } . jorinus 

—|-[ Aurel] Demetrius 
App[ad |.s Antiochus 

sin{gul |ndon 
Sabijno ii c[os A.D. 216 

A{urel Majlch[u]s 

———— Al[u]rel | jnus 

Becch_ A[ur]Je[l 

|posus .[ 
].diat [ 

= hare 
jndra Afulrel ..[ 
Befcjch Aurel M....s[ 

Ap[pa]d Aurel aif 

SS Ajielin Lol 
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25 

30 

16. Aurel [Longi|nus ? Cf. 98 ii, 11. 
the notation is unknown. 

15 

20 

25 

30 

——[—— Alurel [Apolllfinarius 

[ |Bass[us G]ora[ 

Jf JAurefl Jul 
Jbl Aurjel[ — Bjassus 
Jbl AuJjrel[ |Mucifanu]s 

jmal Aujrel[ J.[.].-[ 
18. posus apparently corrected from poss; |poses could be read. Here and in 19, 

21. ndva is written in a different hand over an incomplete erasure. Possibly ma]ndva. 
22. Aurel Magnus? Cf. 98 ii, 13. 

Col. x1 

About four lines lost 

As 

..ml[ |dsus 

About five lines blank 

[4 Marci Muciano et Fabian]jo cos A.D. 201 

[ 
[ 
[ 

ord Iulius Marcu js 

dupl ] 

i; cos 

Jdufp]l TarJhefus ].i 
[Dextro ii co]s A.D. 196 

age als 
S{aturnin]o cos A.D. 198 

Acib[a jni 
[Anullino] ii cos A.D. 199 

———H[_ ll. -al 
——— M.[ |Addei 

ali jlifa 
[Victori]no c[os A.D. 200 

ad op stip Majxim[ 
[ Muciano J|cos ALD, 20% 

le Jnus[ 
ad op stip ..[..Jz/ fal 

Col. xii 

SS 
Sak 
Bir[tha 

aaa 
~ Bec[chuf 

—| Tujlifujs [Salman 

Birtha HJeliodo[rus Zebida 
Sey([ero ili cos A.D: 202 

——[— Iuliu]s Dom[ittius 
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10 ad op stip[ lIarjhabol[es Themarsa 
GJe[ta Seniore ii cos A.D. 203 

af [= 

Barba{l 
= 

15 aa 
oe 

a Jual 
>non re|versu[s |.nus 

[— Valler[ Malc|hi 
20 Cilojne [i}i c[o]s A.D. 204 

App[ad_ Iulijus [Cri]spinus 
singul[ jus I{ujlianus 

[— BJernicianus Silva[ni 

o|fficio Tulius Sofe]mus 
25 Bec[c]h Barzas [Ma]rea 

Ap]pad Priscus Abdona 

‘2 ~ Gerelius Ascl{epiades 

mis:.[a]d quere Mauelas Abid{adadi 
cum [jje-upe: 

30 App[a _Sejleucus M[ 
Ap|pa  Salmanes Signa| 

5. Notation in a different hand. 18. Notation in a different hand. 19. Valery instead of Valerius apparently 
required by the spacing. Cf. 98 iii, 16. Line 9 should perhaps have Jul instead of Julius. Cf. 98 iii, 7. 27. 67 v, 13 
has Galeris Asclepiades; but cf. 102 iii, 16. 28-29. The notation is all one, in very small letters; there is no gap in 
the list of names. 

Col. xi 

al ]-[ 
Blecch{uf |Barne[us 

sin(gul |Marinus 
divjo Antoni[no ii cos A.D. 205 

5 3 Zab[djes Male(hi 
ad lefo]n[..Ju[....]lus Malch[{us 

—] Z\a|bdibolus Hamm{ae- 

—|-—[-— jhes Malchi 

—[—— ..... ].rus Serap[ 
10 Ajlbino cos A.D. 206 

singul Aurjel] Priscus 
] Apro cos ADs 207, 

Bjec{ch Z]e{nodo]rus Artem|[ijd{ori 

—T[, |Diomedi 

15 [= Js Abbosa 
Pomp [e}ia[no cos A.D. 209 

Appad Ab{da]s Zebi[da 
on Faust]ino [cos AED 2TO 

Qui(ntus] Tulian[us 
20 —|-—[-—— Iulius] Menand[rus 
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singul [co}s Ant{oniu]s Cleme[n- 

singul Aurel Tulius 
duobus Aspri[s cos 

—— — Claudi[us] Tiberin[us 

25 ——— Iarhabjoljes [U]dathi 
ad[ ] Ulp[ius] Ant[on]inus 

Mon[imjus [ ]..a 

jl Amafeus] Zeb[i]da 

jg Tuli{ujs Antonin[u]s 
30 Mesa{la co]|s 

bagt—— Aulrlel Pri{scus 

COHORS VICESIMA PALM YRERGRe 

A.D. 212 

A.D. 214 

14-15. Probably Bassus] Diomedi and Priscu]s Abbosa; cf. 100 viii, 1-3. 
Frag. b, I. 

Col. xiv 

]zen[ 
|sal 

(ete. fecha 
SSierc ila 

5 ].sas d.[ 

].bars.[ 
Jbl 

]-[ 
|bar[ 

10 Belacajbus [IJarh{ei 

|Salman{ 
|] Auidas[ 

Boljijajdeus Iarhei 

|.i [Azizus] Aethibeli 

14. Aethibelz; cf. 100 ix, 3. 

Col. xv 

|.[ ] Barbal| 15 

——— Al 
Consulate A.D. 215 

Beclch BI 

5 singjul AL 
i Os 20 

About six lines lost 

12 Aurel Phijlo[n A.D. 216 

Aurel |Seleucus 

Bec|ch[| Aure]l{ ]Roma[nus 

12: Ci 100 =o: 

15 

20 

25 

31. buc(inator); cf. 89 i, 2 and 9, and 

Zebida 

|Gaius 

ie ]Marini 
Alurel A]ntigonus 

| Jes Ze[ 
Jace 

[maz eetds 

Dery 
] Ba.[ 

IDI 
[ |Ba[ssu]s 
[ |Zenobi 
--[ jHafe}ran 

[| Iarheu]s 

ad leon{ 

Cum p[ 

offi[cio 

26. Cf. 102 iv, 12: Zen]obius. Loss of us after the 7 is possible here, but not certain. 

—]—— Alfure]l Diodo[rus 
— C{haJeremon Se.[ ]. 

Belcch A[urjel De.[ 

—] Aufre]l M[ 

ad leon A[urjel Bal 

Becch A[ujrel [ 

———— AfuJrel [ 

Becch Aurel[ 

A[p}|pada Aurel| 

—— Aurel] 
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Col. xvi 

].[ 
jmaz[ 

|Dome[ttiJus Zen[ 
[p-[ +12 Jos Licin[niu]s Gail ] 

5 d{n Aljexa{ndro cos 

sinjgul Aure{] 
sijngul Ma.[ 

sijngul _[ulfius 

Space of about seven lines, 

at least four of them blank 
\Y 4 Mf{ariani djivo An{to]nino ii cos 

ad frum ord[ Iulius] Maria[nu]s 

]Geta Se[nio]re 11 cos 

singul d[up{l IJulius Apoll{ijnarius 
20 Saturn{ijno cos 

Agrippas Male 
Anulino 11 [cos 

——— Apofl]loni[us] Ba[ 
2. Perhaps CoJmaz{onte 11 cos, A.D. 220. 

Col. xvii 

].[ 
Jbl 
a 

bai T]hemars[a 
5 App{ad |Marini 

—f, Jes Iarhe[ 

[ |Nisams[ 

[ Jes Them[ 

[ Barlajhas [IJarh{[ei 

10 [ di]yo Seyer[o iii cos 

—(—— Aurel Buccaeus ] 

[ Geta Seniore ii cos | 
Becch — Ul[pius 

Aelius H/eracl- 
15 — Theme{s] Mal[chi 

Cijlon[e ii cos 

—]—— Marcus Vi{ctor 

Abidlahas {[Maximi 

—— —— fulius A[bidsemi]as 
20 ——— Vareus B{arsi|msi 

Maximus [Zao]ra 

Alexan[d]rus [...].us 

Mari[njus .[.].ron 

Iulifus] M[. .]nus 

25 ———— .[..].anus[..]mni 

[Aci]bas B[or]a 

23. H[iJeron ? 24. M[ari|nus ? 25. [Do]mni? 26. G[or]a is also possible. 

ACD: 

A.D. 

AD: 

A.D: 

wD: 

AD: 

ew: 

AD: 

S47 

bo oO nN 
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Col. xviii 

].-[ 
J.us[ 
] gal 
A|pro co[s 

5 | ban. [ 
About two lines lost 

].[ 
djivo [Antonino iii cos 

10 Valerijus Mu/cianus 

Ulpius] Marin[us 

Iulius} Maxim[us 

Aurel |Marinus 

——-—— Afurel ]Rumas 

15 singul| |Marinus 
singul| Pjhilotas 

Pomp]e[ijano ¢os 
Appad[ Js 

ve[x Jm[ Js 
20 Fal]us[tino cos 

Magd{al |M[accaei 

a ae Js 
—[ Iulijus Thfemars]as 

—|——— Malc]hus [Vabala]thi 

25 [ Silvanjus S[adala]thi 

Fjirmus 

18-22. Cf. 100 xxiii, 11-15. 

Col. xix 

Spee 

Consulate 

Ap|padan[ 
ad] op sti[p 

5 alla 
About five lines lost 

]-[ 
Blassus Nassi[beli 

Tjhemes Hefliodori 

—|—[—— Aure]l Babufius 

15 Ajppad[an] Aurel Mucifanus 

C]apera[ ] Aelamis Bel{asur 

JAppad[ Ajurel  .[ 
offfic Aujrel M[ 

[— C]laudius S[otericus 
20 castel Ar Barne[ 

Appa[d — JIulius[ 

A.D. 267 

A.D. 208 

A.D. 209 

A.D. 210 

A.D, 212-215 



101. KOSTER 

Appa[d 
App[ad 

——|— 

25 a ae 

jAnt/ 
].[ 
].[ 
I 

3. Notation in a different hand. 

15 

20 

5 and 7. Cf. 100 xxv, 8 and ro. 

12. Cf. 100 xxiv, 3; 102 vi, 16. 

Coli xx 

Ja-[ 
jIulius Marc. [ 

]. Aurel Mar.[ 

|. Aurel Bas[sus 

== Thel 
——]|— Aurel[ 

l= Ma. | 
Aurel 
San 

About three lines lost 

sing[ul Jra.[ 
—([-—— (eu.)[l 

Sabi]no ii [co]s 

singul{ |Neote[riu]s 

Magda[l] |. The[mars]a 

Becch{ Aurjel Iarhe[us 

Barbal [Aur]el Roman|[us 

Afurel |Abidlahas 

si[ngjul Afure]l —_ Bass[us 
Cxoeiiciien Lauicel Luc[ius 

singul _.[. Jasmus Heli[od]or[u]s 
23. E[yjasmus ? 

Col. xxi 

jsi[ngul 
Jsing[ul 

]. custod| 1 Ist 
Bec[ch Aurel Ab|bosas 

5 —(—— Aurel Slilvanus 

Aurel jLicinni[ 

lel Aurel |German{[us 

|m[ Aurel |Iarhabo{les 

Mag[dal Aurel |Domit[tius 

10 _ officio ].-[ 
Consulate 

singul Aure{1 

singul Aurel[ 

Gra[to cos 

15 singul Iulius Thi 

sifnjgul Aurel[ 
Remainder of column blank 

349 

A.D. 216 ? 

NDS 217 OF 219 

A.D. 221 
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Col. xxii 

Century of Antoninus Prior 

=e 
Consulate 

Sa eae 
Sa Jida 

5 Birtha[ Djomitti 

HJ]aeran 

-|—[—— |Zabbei 

sijng[ul |.nnosa 

divo Sleve[r]o iii [cos 
IO castjelo Ara A[u]rfel jei 

[ Geta Seniore iicos ] 

cas]telo Ar Mocim[{us Theme 
]..tua, Ulpius[ Severus 
eee Tulius S{aj}lmfan 

15 Cilonfe ii cos 
].g. Halas 

Tujlifujs Mari{nus 

Janus Gafi 

Bejcch  [Abijdmalchus M{arosa 

|—[- Ma]ximus Hot{arei 20 

jo.{ Iulijus —_ Helifodor]}us 

Becc{h Ulpiujs Pupl{ianus 
Bec{ch Aure]] Do{m]nu{s 

—|—|[—— PriJscus {An]nona 

25 —]-[— Barilebe[l]us_ _ Bafs]s[i] 
Bijrth[a] Didas Salm{a]n 

of|fif[c] ladeus [T]hemf{ars]a 

13. Notation in a different hand. Probably Jactuay(ius); cf. 100 xvii, 3% 

Col. xxiii 

le 
IAT 
el 
A|bbo[sa 

5 ——]— Bass[us Barsimsi 
[Albino et Emiliano clos 

——-]— Sep/timius Heliodorus 
{ Apro et Maximo co|s 

].n[ Ja 
10 ial jel 

sin}gul jnus 
|— Iulifus Jus 

] d{ivo Antonino iii cos 
sijngul Tulius Fi 

15 ] Pompf{eiano cos 

FILES OF THE COHORS VICESIMA PALMYR EGG 

A.D 

A.D. 202 

A.D. 203 

A.D. 204 

A.D. 206 

A.D. 207 

A.D. 208 

A.D. 209 
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|—— Tulius Roman{us 

sin}gul Aurel Anto[n- 

] Fa[ustino cos AX, D210 
Za|bd{ijbolus Mal{chi 

20 Iarjheus Zebida 
Bec]ch{ ].s Haera[n 

sin}gulf jthus M[ 

[ dujobus cos{ ALD 212 
Appad{ Aure]l Arte[mid]jo[rus 

25 Appa{d Thjemes Z[e|bida 

Bijrtha[ The]marsa[s N}isamsi 

—j—|- j.n.s[.].path[ 

M[{es|ala cos ALD Para 

—j|——  Flavilus ..jerni{ajnus 

Col. xxiv 

]ba[ 15 jlTulius — Bass[u]s 

|mar.[ —— Aurel Longi{nus 

jon.[ = Afurjel Bar...[ 
|conon{ 18 Alexal | Zabbeus[ 

5 Aleliu[s +7 ie m.[ 

[Laeto li cos] A.D.215 19 ———]|- A[ |Mannus 

hee 20 J- RE |Malchus 

tall Jal A[ |Sabinus[ _—s 

——}- .[ jl ——]— A[ |Malch[us 
10 ———]- l{ullfius jus ———]— Au[rel |Zabae[uls 

| Aurel Jas — | — a Jes Sius[ 
Ap|pad Aurel = [ 25 ————]- Azfijzus Zfe}b{ijda 

| Aurel QOu.[ jAelfijJus Ger[ma]nus 

Mag]dal Aurel Zo.[ 

14. Jo.[ is also possible. 18. The notations Alexa[ and m.[ are in small letters opposite the name Zabbeus only. 
There is no gap in the list of names. 

Col. xxv 

Hl m{ |Aurel Demet[rius 
la:..[l 15 bl jj. .Priseus Abbosa “[ 

Jab.[ -[——— ]Aure[]] Summares] 
——]- A[ bi |Antoninus] 

5 ]. Tarh[ cum| |Heliodorus[ 
]. Aurel jAurfel ]Bassus 

One line lost 20 jAur[el Sil]vanus 

jull +12 '|s jAur{[el Blassus 

jma[ Becjch Aur{el Sijlvanus 
10 jAurel wf jl Aufrel A]bidma [Ich]us 

JA{ujrel— [ ———]- Aurfe]l Marin[u]s 
Perea = NULL P[uJpl{ 25 JAurel Dem{et]rius 

Sabin[o ii cos A.D. 216 JAu[rlef]] Ha.[...]s 
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Col. xxvi 

yal 
Consulate ? 

].-[ 
Aujre[] 

5 Aujrel[ 
Gra[to cos 

|Flavius[ 

jAurel Theo[ 

sinfgul |Iulius = Gaiu[s 

10 dn Alexandro [Aug cos 

si{ngul |Aurel Dionusius 
si{ngul |Fla[vijus Numeri[ 

Remainder of column blank 

Col. xxvii 

Century of Antoninus Posterior 

Becc|h du[pl 
[ Dextro iicos | 

Alppad| IL 
Malchus Dio]geni 

5 Zabdaat|hes Mocimi 
Anul]l{ijno ii cos 

|s Zabd[ijb{oli 

—|. Tulius] Apolo[nius 

|Vict{o]rin[o cos 

10 —|—[— _Jcius Ant{o]nin[us 

Birtha[ Isl ojla 
Mucia]|no cos 

Ma[{mmleus [Blel{a]cabfi 

———— Mam[bogeus Zl]aora 

15 ——— — Habiba[s Ne]budai 

Appad = Hani[nas Bjelei 
divo S[evero iii] cos 

Malchus[ 

Bareus| jchi 

20 Ja Tulius[ jentianus 
|. Aurel Sabinus 

G[eta] Seniore 1 [co]s 

—]|—— Aelfijus H[e]rennianus 

al Bul. |ran[.].us Maccei 

25 expl{o]rat Audas Zebida 

ro. Or Jfius. 1g. Or ]thi. 

A.D. 217-220 ? 

A.D; 

AD; 

x, 

A.D: 

ASD: 

A.D. 

A.D. 

AD: 

221 

222 

196 

10 

200 

201 

202 

203 



101. KO Sit ER 

Col. xxvii 

Se 

=i 
of{fic 

lag Jnus 
5 j-nini 

|Valens 

di]vo Antonino [ii cos 

—[———__ J Abgar[uls 
Se |. Vabala[{th- 

10 jJesamen .[ 

Ht Maximus 
——_ Albino cofs] 

offifc ].[ A]riston 

Barbal A{urel] Mar/ijnus 

15 singul A{uJrel Bas[su]s 

Apro c[o]s 
— — Macceus H{ae]jran 

Becch Mocimus M[ 
Appa Malchus Vabal{a|thi 

20 ———— Claudius[ Anto]ninus 

div[o An]tonino i[ii cos 

singul] cos Aurel Antoninus 

|.a Heliodorus Apolloni 

| Aurel Ant{ijochianus 

25 |p Fla{vjius Flavi{ujanus 

sing}ul cos Iulfiujs = Marcianus 

singul Lucilius Luci 

P/o]mpeiano c[o]s 

Colt xxix 

|-[ 
|si{ngul 

Consulate ? 
sella a= 

5 Jal 
II ]-[ 
a |Jdem.[ 

duobus cos 
———— G[ |sces Maxim[us 

10 Appla ].esur.mius Hel 

23 

Bachareu[ 

Tulius .[ jus 
Mes{a]l[a co]s 

Apipa] Aurel Taqubfuls 

D3 

A.D. 205 

A.D. 206 

A.D. 207 

A.D. 208 

A.D. 209 

A.D. 210 ? 

A.D. 212 

ALD 254 
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15 ———— Seleuc[u]s Theme 
— Antonius Zabbei 

Magdal [{I]arhe[us] Themarsa 

Aurel Romanus 
———— Zehi[da]s Salman 

20 Seleucus Cassi 

Magdal Zabd{i]b[o]l{us] Mazd. [ 
Ta[rjh{eus] Barnei 

Magdal Bari[cas Tjarhei 
ad op stip Aure{l ] Zabdibol[ 

25 ———— Aure{l ] Mocimus 
explor Aure{l1 ] Marinus 
Appad Aurel Abdus 

——_—— Zabd{as] Auada 

———— Aurel Nisreus 

30 ———— Abgellus Bassi 

Aurel Anton[ijnus 

9. B[ |sces or D[ ]sces are also possible. 
probably c, perhaps # or ¢. is possible instead of m. 
of Antonius. 

15 

20 

10. There is probably only one letter missing before e. The letter after 7 is 
16. There is an erasure, with the remains of an /, to the left 

Col. xxx 

ee Ee 
a 
a 
= 

=a ].[ 
offic ] Pal 

. [Nijsreus Vab[ 

Appt JAurel Mart 
sin{gul JAurel [ Ja[..].io 

Appad Habiba[s emi 

Becch Aelius[ Hel}iodor[us 
Laeto ii cos A.D. 215 

sin{gul] Raammas __ Bar[.]..[ 
Aurel Demetr[iu]s 

sin{g]ul Aurel Domitti[u]s 
Aurel Munnis 

Sabino ii cos A.D, 216 
Aur[e]l Neon[ 

Bechch Aurfel | Apollonius 
Au[rel |] Roma{nu]s 

singul [ i Germ{a]nus 

singul Iu{lius] Mari[nu]s 

Aurel Curill[u]s 
ad op stip Aurel Gordius 



101. KOSTER 395 

25 ——— Ulpius Marin{[us| 

Becch Aur{el] Roman|{[u]s 

Aurel Tulius 
Bec[c]h Antonius Barlaha 

Bec{cjh Aurel Silvanus 
7. Lack of any notation before the name is probably due to scaling of the surface of the papyrus. 8 and 10. Nota- 
tions erased ? 13. Raammas Bar[.].. has been inserted in small letters between the other lines. 28. ha is 
ligatured in a peculiar way resembling hd. 

Coll xxxi 

Jugn{[ 
Aurel[ }maf 

jl Aurel[ 

|s{iJngul Aurel[ 

5 red ei 
ad naves df Aufrel] Gr[ 

Appada Au[rel __ Jeutio.[ 
Becch Aurfe]l Malch{u]s 

Becch Aurel Longin{[us 

10 Mjagdal Aurel Apoll[.|n.[ 

Bjecch Afurjel | Zenobiuj{s 

_— — Afurlel Malchus 

singul Afujrel § Castor 

Extric[a]to 11 cos A.D. 217 

15 ———— Abgarus Them {e}arsa 

———— [Gaj|ddes Bore 
Sace[r]dote ii cos A.D. 219 

of[fic Ajurel Her[mo]genes 
offife Aujrel An{to]ninus 

20 dn Alfexajndro Aug c[os ALDy222 

singul Cl Tul Marinus 
singul Cl [ul Secundus 

singul Flavius Roman{u]s 

singul Aurel Se[ljeuc[us 

25 s[iJngul Apollinarius G[aijani 

15. Themarsa corrected from Theme ? Cf. 100 xvi, 2 and note. 

Col. xxxul 

Turma of Zelidas 

].[ 
Dalle. pet kom jni 

aL Jos 
ad mamm sesq[ Slt 

5 ' _Dex[tro ii cos ] A.D. 196 
..[.].esurus [Aelam]i 

Anf{ullino ii cols A.D. 199 

23* 
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Baraleied 

Iarhaboles [T|hemarsa 

10 ———— Ulpius M[enan]dr[u]s 

Belaac[a|b[us Hala 

Becch Bores| Nis|amsi 

V{ijctorino clo]s 

———— Nahestabus Themarsa 

15 Muciano cos 

———— Hagus Malchi 

———— Abianes M[a]tthana 

ad mamm Themarsas Haeran 

———-— [Aellius Bolanus 

20 disposi Themarsa|s] Abgari 

—-—_-—- [Ijarhaboles Addei 

——-—-— Bas{s]us Tiberini 

dispos I{ujliu[s} Marinus 

ad op stip [Iujliu{s] Marinus al{ter 

25 —— 
Seve[ro] il cos 

2. The notation is unknown. 8. Bays[ijms[us Heran ? Cf. 100 xxxi, 37; |sus Heran{. 
Abb.a. 25. larh{eu|s corrected from Larhaboles. 

Col. xxxili 

—— 

—|, Malchus Mjamboj/gei 

a Sijlvani 

Majrinus 

5 Geta Sjenior{e ii cos 
V{alerius] Monimus 
[Ijulfius} Saturnilus 

ad mamm [larhe!us Be{]]aacabi 

fast JIuflius MJa[xiJmus 
10 SE COEs Ale[xan]dr[us A]ntonini 

ad praetori- Aeliu[s] Helio{doru]s 
ad mamm Biar|b[ae]sam[en] Male 

C{i]l[one] 11 cos 
admamm Fronjto]n Maj(rje(a] 

15 ad pen comp Ae{liju[s} Alex[andrjus 

Iujlius} Cassianus 

———| |. Abfijdlahin 
divo Antonino 1i cos 

Valerius Firmus 

20 —— lulius Bassus 

in perfunc [Zabdibolus Salman] 
— Mocimus Zebida 

Chaffe]r A Iarheus Marea 

Zebidas_ Iarhei 

Iarh‘{eu|s’ [aboles] T[hemarsa 

A.D. 200 

A.D. 201 

A.D. 202 

21. Addei corrected from 

A.D. 203 

A.D. 204 

A.D. 205 



10 KOS tr Rr 

Gabrion O[bjean 

Azizus Anto{njini 

sin{gu]l Mocimus M{o]c[i]mi 

Apro [cos] 

——[IJulius [nu{lianu]s 

30 duo[bus cos | 

Caper Auir Iulfiu]s A I[exandr]us 

25 = 

g. The traces after vas are probably the symbol for centuria; cf. xxxviii, 8. The meaning of vas is unknown. 

Col. xxxiv 

[+ Tiberini} Aprjo et Maxi|mo cos 

] Th{e]ma[rsas Tiberijni 

Geta Seniore ii cJos 
ail |I[uljius[ Anto|ninus 

5 A[{pro et] Maximo cos 

jdup! Aelius[ Barnjeus 

De[xtro 11] cos 

|-[ ].-[ JSimaones Auidalathi 

|Maronas Gadde 

10 Saturnino cos 

———— Bfar]athes Zebida 

Anulino ii cos 

——— Maesamas Aciba 

Victorino cos 
15 Appa|d] Gafiajnus Themarsa 

— Bolae[u]s Mocimi 

ad op stipen Iarheus Themarsa 

Muciano cos 

Marcus Maior 

20 ——— Malchus Themarsa 

—— Males Matthana 
disposit Belaacabus Abgari 

Appad [I]Julius Scaurianus 

in proseq|.].[ Fjlavius Monimus 

25 . divo Severo ili cos 

———(— DJomittius Barnei 

——|—— MoJc[ijmus Barnei 

ad le[ones |Barbaesamen 

Geta Seniore ii cos 

AD: 

A.D. 

A.D. 

ewe 

EN 1): 

Ds 

AG: 

A.D 

AD: 

A.D. 

F\ 1D). 

357 

207 

212 

207 

203 

207 

196 

198 

oo 

200 

201 

202 

A.D. 203 

13. 100 xxxiv, 15 has Maesomas. 17. Notation in a different hand. 27. Cf. on 100 xxxiv, 29: Jmus Marini. 

(Collexexoxy, 

la|rhei 

elk The]me 

mec Apojllo[ 
o]ffi I™{sidorus ..s]ido[n 
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5 ———— Z{abdibol]us Them[arsa 
[dijsposi Ge[mellus] Themarsa 

Bar[athes] Hag[u]s 

Hagus _[arhei 

Cilone ii cos 
10 offi Ulpius Barsumius 

—— Malchus Bode 
App[a]d Ulpius Marcellus 

divo Antonino ii cos 

[— IJarheus Bora 

15 [dilspos[..] ad [Ijaqubus Zebida 

o[f]}ficl Ijulius Maximus 

Jad queren Mocimus Simaoni 

Aurel Germanus 

ad pen comp Flavius Marinus 

20 —— Mocimus Theme 
Apro et Maximo cos 

explor Sammas Gai 

Agrippas Male 

ad op stip. Domittius Antoninus 

25 Pompeiano cos 
Azizus Zaora 

Faustino cos 

Mocimus Salman 
duobus cos 

30 ———— larheus Malchi 

2. The]me? Cf. 100 xxxiv, 33. 

Col. xxxvi - 

The]ma{rs]as Buzi 
App[a ? ius Mjoci{mu]s 

ad op |sti[p Vabalat]hu[s Hanina 

dijspos[ A]pol[1— 
5 Mesjala cos 

T[hemarsjas Mocimi 
Sabino cos 

Aurel Demetrius 

About six lines blank 

15 + Demetri Victorino cos 

dec Ulpius Demetrius 
Pompeiano cos 

ad hord dup! Aelius Licinnius 

Mesala cos 
20 Aurel Marinus 

Saturnino cos 

A.D. 

A.D. 

A.D; 

A.D; 

A.D. 

ALD: 

1X1), 

AD: 

AD: 

A.D. 

A.D. 

A.D. 

204 

205 

207 

209 

210 

212 

214 

216 

200 

209 

214 

198 



25 

2 Cf. 100 xxxv, 29. 

IO 

15 

20 

25 

1. Cf. 100 xxxvii, 2: Marimelus Reibeli. 

16. Note the unusual position of the symbol >. 
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Iadibelus Iarhei 
Anulino ii cos 

Salmanes Macce[i 

A.D. 199 

d{ijsposi Nisamsus Zabdi[bo]l{i} 

Becch Victor Hae[rjan 

Victorino cos 

Macceus Themarsa 

Muciano cos 

A.D. 200 

A.D. 201 

20. sesq is in a different hand. 

Col. xxxvii 

Jelus .[ 

-[ ].eus[ ].[ 
jeer 

[ Jus[ J. .[ 
—|- Ulpius] Marinus[ 

e[xplor Didas] Coccei 
ad mamm [G]oremis Iadei 

ad mamm Iarheus Thema[rsa 
a]d mamm Zabbeus Barchalba[ 

divo Severo iii cos 
Iulius German[u]s 

Geta Seniore [ii cos 
——_—— lulius Gorippus 

Zabaeeus Malchi 
Barathes Buccei 

ad mamm Iamlichus Mocimi 

ad mamm I[ulius Germanus 
Cilone ii cos 

Maf[rijn[u]s Hotarei 
Malchus Muciani 

ad mamm Maras Themarsa 
Signas Matharei 
Iulius Maximus 

ad mamm I[ajrheus B{ar]nei 

Zebidas M[a]ccei 

Valerius [M]aximus 

[diJsposit Ulpius M[a]rinus 

~ divo Anton(ino) ii cos 

TF Claudius Natalius 

11. Notation in a different hand. 

| -- 

A.D. 202 

Appa 

A.D. 203 

A.D. 204 

A.D. 205 

Col. xxxviil 

js Iarh{a]bo[les Luci 

]. Dfelmetri{us 
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]. a Seroj si 
}.[ J...[ 

5 |. Tulius Ant{onijn[us 

Js Iulius Mar[inju[s 

Iulius Lf ie 

eee Ant[o]ni{nu]s 
dispos Addeus Iarhei 

Albino cos 

es singul Aelius Marcellin[u]s 

explor Barneus Themarsa 

Apro co{s} 

Magdala Iulius Belfa]acabus 

duo[bus c]os 

singul Abidnamares Marona 

Mesala cos 

10 A.D. 206 

A.D, 207 

A.D. 212 15 

A.D. 254 
dispos Aurel Azizus 

About five lines blank 

+ Octavi Muciano cos A.D. 205 

25 ae Luc[ius] Octavius 

=> dupl Sal[ma]nes Zebida 
Mesala et Sabino cos 

=a Ulp[iJus Gaian[us] 
Dextro ii [co]s 

— Flavius Mari[nu]s 30 
a]d mamm Berosas Valens 

6-7. Cf. 100 xxxvu, 35 and 37. 
14. The a after the c is blotted and resembles o. 
25, 26, 28. Note the unusual position of the symbol 7. 

Coll xxix 

A.D. 199 15 

[A soul 

Inisaf 
jus a.[ 

dispos Ulp[ius] Barneb[us 
5 —.— Ulpiuls Apjollonafs 20 

Mal(chjus Haeran 

Alexan[{djrus Antonini 

Mocim{us] Barlaha 

V{ijctor[ijnocos A.D. 200 

ad mamm_ Julius Ant[o}ninus 

officio T[ujlius Antoninus alter 

Muciano cos A.D. 201 
————— Mal{c]hus Maccei 

Chafer A Zeb{iJdas Egla 

IO 25 

8. Possibly vex(illavius) c(enturiae) ; cf. xl, 9. 
17. The date is inserted in small letters between lines 16 and 18. 

A.D. 214 

A.D. 196 

11. The meaning of es is unknown. 

ad mamm M[fa]lchus Haeran 

— Julius Salman 
Themarsas Chaseti 

Appada Malchus Iarhei 

ad mamm Zabdaathes Malchi 

Bolanus Bolani 
————\— Themarsas Salman 

Gaius Abidfur 

Se[lejuc[u]s Iarhei 
App[adja Mazabbanas Belaacabi 

= Zebidas Iadei 
Barh[a]dadas Abid|[fur 

Zebidas Iarhe[i 

Iulius Barl{aha 



IO 

T5 

25 

30 

1. Possibly [Larhe]us Z[ab.ua; cf. 100 xxxix, 27, where the name immediately follows Iulius Bavrlaha. 

101. KOS PER 

Col. xl 

J.s Z 
] Lon 
Jas MI 
|divo Se[vero iii cos 

Appada M.|[. .}mus Iar[ 

lulfijus Antoni[ 
singul cos [A]le[x]andrus Theofil[i 

, Geta Seniore ifi] cos 

= Ul[piu]s Silvanus 
—<—__—. T[hJemarsas Iarhe[i 

plrjetora Ogelus Vabalathi 
——— Ulpius Bassus 

Cilone ii cos 
Silvanus Mocimi 
Maronas Dinei 

———— Gorippus Valentini 

ad mamm Rabbulas Bassi 

sing] Bassus Bibi 
vexl Domittius Proc[ulJus 

Abidmalchus Authei 

divo Anton(ino) ii cos 

Flavius Silvanus 
Aelius Fortunatus 

djijspos Iulius Marinus 

Apro cos 

Se Luc{ijus Valerianus 
duobus Asp{ri]s c[os 

ad mamm [O]gas Han{inja 

Mesala [cos] 

disposit Aurel Vale[ns 
Abidsalma| Them |arsa 

361 

A.D. 203 

A.D. 204 

A.D. 205 

A.D. 207 

AD. 212 

Aeros 

9 and 19. No- 

tations in another hand. In 9, possibly vex(illavius) c(entuviae) as in xxxvii, 8, or possibly vexl; there seems no room 
for vex[2]l. 11. The clear a following p[vJefory is unexplained. It stands to the left of the margin of the column of 

names, and it is otherwise impossible to read, e.g. Abgel<l>us. LSe) Chol OO) onan Arve eee ].bida, and note. 
19. The letters under vexil are small and form part of the same notation. There is no break in the list of names. 
24 and 30. Notations in a different hand, not the same as in 9 and 19. 

Col. xli 

] ¥ [Antonini] A[Ibino et Emiliano clos 
ad] op sti[p dec Ulpiu]s [Antoninus 

ele 
1 Alejxandrus.{ Jj.a 

= Pompeian[o co]s 

A.D. 206 

A.D. ? 

A.D. 209 
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dupl{ Jem.[ Jab[.].. 

di[vo S]ever[o] iii cos A.D. 202 
sesq Iulianus Them[a]rsa 

oe D]extro ii c[os A.D. 196 

10 singul Valerius Valentinus 

— larhabus Ebucfa]ei 

Sa]turnino cos A.D. 198 
sig” Themalrs]as Zebida 

A[nu]lino ii cos A.D. 199 
15 Barho[ta]rus Auidalathi 

G[u]ris, Nisamsi 

ad querend BJas|sus[ Mjontan[ 

[Victori|no cos A.D. 200 
Bechuf Them[e]s Dinaei 

20 D{e]metrius Maccei 

Mjuciano cos A.D. 201 
Ogelus [.... Jiboli 

Aelfius |sius 

Thfeo]d[orus Ze]bida 

25 ambul B{elaca]bus[ 

Sa{lm]es Zeb{ida 

Bf{assu]s A[nt]oni{ni 

Appad [Seleuc]us Antonin[ijn 

ambul [ Iarh|Jaboles Theme 

6. Th\ema[rsas| Abld]us ? 11. The spelling with ae is not regular for this hand. Perhaps Ebuc{[c]et. 13. Notation 
in a different hand. 17. This line, and all the rest of the verso, are in a hand different from that of the names in 
the preceding columns. ad querend is in still another hand. 22. Cf. 100 xli, 34, and note. 23. Cf. 100 xli, 35. 
28. Cf. 100 xlii, 4. The ~ at the end of the line here seems to be by the hand and pen of the upper half of the column. 

Col. xlii 

IIL jlath[ 
Bajrath[es ].[ ].[ 

di[spos] Mocimus [ ].[_ ].[ 
Appada Abbas Zebfida 

5 = [Julius Magn[us 
[— Iujlius Marinus 

officio A{bdajeus Barhaei 

dio Severo ili cos 

Se[ljeucus Barathe 

10 s[injgul Timon Mar{iJni 
} Geta Seniore [i]i cos 

Appjada Barneus Iarhaei 
|..ns Afarnes Bassi 

Aelius Longinus 
Barathes Abg[ari I5 = 

A.D. 202 

A.D. 203 
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]..1 Zebidas Malch{i 
Cilone ii c[o]s A.D. 204 

a]mbul Nebudaes Them{[a|rsa 

|- Zabdibolu[s] G[o]ra 
20 |- T[h]emarsa[s] Nisamsi 

—]- Garmelus Be[]}ihabi 

al Lucijus Ca{ssiJanus 

a Js thi 
yee -].[-]..us BE. JIL 

25 Boliadeus Ze[bid]a 
—— Mocimus Zafora 

Col. xliii 

Achjillef{us Malchi 

div[o An|tonin[o ? cos A.D. 205 or 208 

Vex Ze]b{ildas[ }. .[.]alacf 
amb[ul jlulius Marinus 

5 — Habibis Zebida 

disposi Zebi{djas Habfijbi 
Appada Abgarus Jarhaei 

Tulfijus German|[u]s 

Cl Dadona 

10 explor Lic{iJnnius Apollonin{u]s 

Salmes Malchi 

About two lines blank 

DROMadaru 

15 4 Malchi Dextro ii cos A.D. 196 

ad op st[ip] The[mJarsas Buccei 

[ ]dalathus Teoboli 
a[d] op stip[ |boles [Z]ebida 

ad oJp s[t]ipl ].es Gabr[ion 
20 Ciljone ii c[os A.D. 204 

Aurfel | M[o}nim[i 
Jbl 

Te[ 

One line lost 

feat adel 
ad{ ]. Antonius Romanus 

Sabino 11 cos AED 2r6 

Aurel Paulus 

25 

14. dvom is in roughly formed rustic capitals, with a serif at the foot of the hasta of 7; the rest is in large cursive 
letters. 17. The spacing on the papyrus suggests [Sa]dalathus or even Dalathus. 22. The consulate may be 
Albino (A.D. 206), Duobus Impp (A.D. 208) or Duobus Aspris (A.D. 212). 
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Col. xliv 

4 ].[ 
aaa jm[ 
] [ ]..[ Consulate 

— Aurel Barca.|[ 
5 Sabino ii co[s 

Aurel Calpurnius 

Aurel Romanfu]s 

———— Aurel Aadeus 

——-— Aurel  Sabin[u]s 

10 — Aurel Roman[u]s 

4 Marci De[x]tro ii c[ols 

sesq Domet[iJus Barsemea 

a M{uciJano cfo]s 
ad .[ |Aelius Anton{ijnus 

15 Messala cos 

Aurel Valens 

Au{rjel [Ma]rinus 

———— [ SaJbinoiicos 

D[ometius] Nicolaus 
20 ad o[p stip Jas 

|; cols 

oof el 
About three lines lost 

26 ad op [stip 

Mlessala cos 

[ |Heraclas 

FILES OF THE COHORS VICESIMA PALMYREQ@3 

A.D 

A.D. 216 

A.D. 196 

A.D, 201 

A.D, 2m 

A.D. 216 

AD.214 

1. The century of Danymus. Cf. the order of the centuries in columns i—xxi and cf. 102 iii, 2-5 with lines 5-8 here. 
12. This man must be the Dometius Barbaessamen of 100 xliu, 23. 

Col. xlv 

[ Js Consulate 

ad op sti[p] Aur[el Js 
4 Antonini Pr [Tert]ull[o] cos 

— Gaius Barha[d]ad[u]s 

5 Malchus Salman 

duobus Asp(ris) cos 
Macrinus Maximi 

Sabino 1i cos 

Aurel Silva{nus 

4 Antonini post An[to]nino ii [cos 
Iulus [ jb[ |s 

Me[ssala cos | 

Halas [ie] 2%)l jius 

ad op stip Abidsalmas[ Jei 

Remainder of column blank 

28. The century of Marianus; cf. 102 vii, 22. 

rate] Dy) 

A.D. 195 

ACD S212 

A.D. 216 

A.D. 205; or 11[1, 208 

A.D. 214 
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102. Roster ? = ae Mi \Rex x 

List of Names by Centuries 

Inv. D.P. 16 R O2182<23.2 ein: A.D. 222-224 Plate XLVI 

The papyrus is of a fresh light brown color, and the surface of the recto is in good condition; but the 

entire piece is so full of holes as to be practically lace. Since it was rolled from right to left with the recto 
inside, the greatest damage was done to the left end and to the verso, the surface of which is badly scaled 
off in places, especially at the left end. It is incomplete on all sides. The hand is quite neat and legible. 

There are numerous marginal annotations in a second hand. 

The text is earlier than 67, which occupies the verso, and which cannot be later than A.D. 225. The 
earliest enlistments recorded are in A.D. 203 (iii, 7, and v, 9). On the other hand, the death of the drome- 

darius Aurelius Romanus of the century of Danymus (iii, 4) proves this text is later than 101, where two 

Aurelii Romani are found as dromedarii of this century (xliv, 7 and 10); and the date pri |die n(onas) 
Novembr(es) in a note to ix, 20 shows that it was in use up to November 4. 

For discussion of the form and notations, see Introd., pp. 43f. 

Unpublished. Cf. Rep. V, p. 303; M. Rostovtzeff, Miinchener Bettrdge, XIX (1934), p. 372. 

Cole 

Century of Danymus 

pez 

|bbaei_ [ 
Wee sia: [ 

]..[ 
5 ]..[.]sa 

|.[ 

Col. ti 

Desi ]|.rius Dar 

].-[-J-£  Himfijus 
ime*= |e br <I 

Au}rel B[e]laca[b]us 
5 —[ ——— Aljurel Roma{nu]s 

].[ ] Aurefl] FI.[ 
@..-[(—_- [A]urel He[ 

© —1 (Alweli] Ree 
| Mocimus| 

10 .-[—————— A]Jurre[]] Dem[e]trius 

}.[ Ajurel Bas[sus 
@ — ——_— Aurel Sos[siJan[u]s @z 

[ ———]— Aurel Germanus 

[ -——]— B..ba.[..]d...... [ 
15 [ T)hema|[rsjas lar[hae]i 

[ |Mucia[n]us[ Zabbae]i 
Aurjel{, Apolloniu]s 
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| .{ ].Marfijnus 

ThemJars[as Barne]b[{us 
20 real 

L{aeto ii cos A.D. 215 
———|=) Aurel Di 

Cjlaudifus 

Ajurfel 
25 ].[ 

]-[ ]-[ 
J.-[ Jn 

Sa[bi]no [ii cJos A.D. 216 

AuJrel[ MJa{I}chus 
30 Aurle[l 

Aur]el[ 

12. For the symbol Z see Introd., p. 49. 22. Aurel Di[emetrius ? Cf. 98 ii, 8; 101 x, 11. 

Col. ii 

plus 

drom | Sabino ii [c]os A.D. 216 

——]-Afurel }Calpurnifus + 
© [A[urel] Roma[nus] ]. Kal Sep 

5 —Al[urel] Addaeus[  sin]Je dromon 

Ixili 

4 Ma]rci Geta Seniore ii [c]os A.D, 208 
|- Seleucus Barbaes[om]en 

—|]@— Salmanes lamlic[h]i 
10 |Maris Iarhaei 

Aljurel Sentian[u]s 

|Ulpius Marinu{s| 
——]— Nisraeus Male[ 

Cilo[n]e i[i cos A.D. 204 

15 ——]— I[u]lJus Crfi]spfinus 
——]— Gerelius A[s|clep[iades 

JApp ————— Salmanes Si[gna 

—]-[— [Mamb]ogeu[s] Kal Oct 
]-[ 

About two lines lost 

23 freeall 

i! Kal Octobr [ 
2. The date is repeated because the men who follow are dromedarii, not infantry. Cf. 101 xliv, 5-8. 4. Theta indi- 
cates the death of the person named (Introd., p. 43, note 30). The date is in another hand, possible w kal]. 5. For 
the notation sine dvomon(e) cf. vii, 22. The word is new; for “dromedary”’ Latin otherwise uses dvomas. 16. 67 v, 
13, has Galeris, but cf. 101 xii, 27. 17. App (18), Kal Oct (19), and Kal Octoby (23) are in the same hand as Kal 

Sept (4). 
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].s-[——- A]urel An|[to}ninus 
-[- Be]l[a]cabus I[arha]ei 

1S[ajim[ajn 
ae A]uidas 

5 —{—— Bollfijadaeus Iarhaei 

].[  Azilzus[ Aalthfibe}li 
[ Iarhaeus Z]ebida 

[ Marini 

11. Probably Ba]ssus; cf. 101 xiv, 25. 
possible. 

Io 

T5 

20 

25 

30 

3. Notation in another hand. 
hand. 

|d[ispo]sit 

Col. iv 

ALD: 274 ~ 

10 ek 

[ 
[ 
[ 
——_ 

15 seg 
= 

Col. v 

f= ].[ 
].-h{-]-[ oe 

—— Don i|ttius Ni[colaus 

drom Me{ssala cos 

——@—— Aurel Marjinus 

Sabin{[o ii cos 

Aur{el] Zabdib[ol- 

heel ail 

4 Mariani Geta Seni[ore ii cos 

6 Aelius Hera{cl— 

——@—— Themes Mal[chi 

Cilo[n]e [ii cos 

——@—— Abidla{ha]s Ma[ximi 

——@—— lulius Abid{semia 

——@— M[a]ximu[s ZJao[ra 
—.e..— Alex{andrus 

——@—— Marin{us 

——]@— Aciba[s Bora 
d{ivo Antonino ii cos 

—]@—lulius Bassus 
——|—— Anto[ __|sin[ 

Al[bino cos 

——]—— Nisam[sus 

= tL 
—|@—__ .. .| 

==} Autel 
}.-[ J-[ U0 
a 
—10——1.[ 
—]@—-].l 

8. ]..[ is a numeral, part of the total for the century. 

367 

Jsi[ }s 
Jef te 
].sus[ 

Zen]obius 

]Demetrius 
He}l[iJodori 

Mo]cimus 

12. Cf. 101 xiv, 26: ]Zenobi, where the loss of the letters ws after the 7 is 

ADE 

ALD: 

AD 

AD: 

xD: 

ACD: 

16. Notations in another 
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4. A disk written over the line in the notations has been erased. 
hand, the same one as in preceding columns. 16. Cf. 100 xxiv, 3; 101 xix, 12. 
appears to be the last letter of Belasuy, though it is on the edge of the papyrus. 

6 

IO 

30 

Col. vi 

F[austin]o cos A.D. 250 

——l-l==— Addapuc! ] 
—©@ luliu{s] The[mJarsa 

Maf{Ic|hus Vabalathi 

——@— Sil{va]nus Sadalathi 

duobus Aspris c[os A.D; 212 
Alpp —[—] Iar{h]aeus Salman 

——(-]——— Zebidas I a]rhaei 

—— @—— Habbis Ogeli 

Messala cos[ A.D. 214 
——@—— Claudius Milens{ 

——@—— Aurel Man.deus[ 

——9—— [A[u]rel Domitti[us] 

——@—— Aelius Aureli[u]s [ 

*@ App —{-]—— lulius Mar{in]us 

@ App <a —|]—— Bassu[s] Nass[i]beli 

[ ——]—— [T)hemes Heliodor[i 

ark! |—— Aila[m]is B[ejlasur 

@ App [——]—— [Aure]] Mannus 

@ Apip |- Iulius Gaianus 

jAntonius[ jus 

——]-9© [Aurel M[ J. sus/]] 
———]— lulius S/a]binu[s 

—]— Mazab[/anas 

———]— Aurell 

——|— hel 

One line lost 

jAure{1 

———].-Aur{el J 

I= ,Val 

7, 15-16, 19-20. All the notations are in another 
18. Cf. 100 xxiv, 7. Here too 7 

22. N[isa|msus ? 

Col. vii 

Is 
Jol 

@ ns —[— Jn[ujs— 
[ Aurjel Romanus 

—°*.[.]d.[.Jan in [..Jerapu[— Aur]el Abidlah[a]s 

@\— Aurflel L{ujcius 

[— |A[u]rel Mocimus 

——(— ]Aurel Ohrasus 

[——]—— Aurel Maximus 

Jns 
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Y\ Pi jd..[ ]s.[.].[.].dza.ro Aurel Barbaesomen 

IE -—& A{ure]l Marin{u]s 

—@— Afurlel Silvfanu)s 
—@— Aurel larhaboles 

——@— Aurel [Djomittius 

15 [ jil cos 

——@— Afurlelf Mjaron{as 
d{ro]m Faustino cos ADF 210 

—— @— Aure[]] Sfajlvany{s] 
[ dujobus Aspris cos ADE 2x2 

20 ——@——..: sf Js- Isl] 
[ Mes]sa{la |cos ASD S 2x4 

——@— .[ Hjeraclas sine dromo 

[ Laeto] li cos ? AUDA 2152 

—@ [— Gjaianus 

25 xiii] 

Century of Antoninus Prior 

4 ].[ 
|. -[—]@[— It 

Jaro. .[ 

]-r[ 
5 and 10. Notations in another hand; neither has been recognized. 7. ms isin a different hand from the text and the 
other notations. 26. The century of Antoninus Prior is the same as the centuria Seleuciana (98 x—xi) and the 
century of Castricius (100 xvi—xx), and is found also in 101 xxii—xxvi. Cf. Introd., p. 28. 

Col. viii 

——/[— ladaeus ThemJarsa[ 

d{ivo Anto]nino ii cos A.D. 205 

A ——@ Tulius[ Bassu]s 

remans [.].... ———— Aurel[ MuciJanus 

5 [ Tjulius[ ].n[.]Jeus 

— @—— Bassu[s Ba]rsimsi 

Ap[ro]} cos ADE 207, 

— @ Tu[liu]s Romanus 

[———]— ..bbis Marona 
: Iarhaeus B[arn|a[e]i 

P{o]mp[e]ifan]o cos A.D. 209 

[ |. Iuius Romanus 

= duobus Aspri[s clos ALD y2rz 

App [ |— Themes Zebida 
15 —@—— Themarsa{s] Nisamsi 

Messala cos ALDy2rA 

—— @— A[ulrel Magnus 
———_—]— Themarsas Th/e]me 

|- Aurel Mucia[nus 

20 ——_——— Abdaeus Zabd[ 

Io 

24 
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——.[ —] Aurel Bars[imsus 

@ Ap{[p —)]—— Mocimus Ma. |[ 

@App [— Iulius Ma. .[ 

[———]— la[rJhae[u]s Th[ 
25 [(——]— Flavius[ 

——]—— Aurel B[ 

J- Aure[l 
|- Aurel 

| Alufrefl 
JAu[rel 
J.-L 

4, 14, 22-23. The notations are in the second hand. g. Abibbis ? 98 xi, 18 has Abbis; but the traces here show more 
than a before the first b. 20. Abdaeus is in a different hand. 98 xi, 31 seems to have Zabb[. 23. Either Mari[nus 
or Maxi[mus is possible. 24. Cf. 98 xi, 33 and 100 xviii, 24. 25. Flavius [Demetrius ? Cf. 98 xi, 34. 

30 

Col. ix 

Ni tls ae 

——]—— Aufre]][].ae.heus 
1. JAC use. J@ 

Alelfiujs Ge.[ ]|ls@ 

5 ].-[ Tjulius Val[ba]lathus 
]...-[.]Jeus T[he]marsa[ 

Laet([o ii] cos A.D. 215 
Aurel Marinus 

Ajure[l ].eus 
LO jAurel M.1[.]abi[.]..[ 

* @ App ——— wel ]-[ 
@! |.——- Rojmanus Barsimsi 

Sabino ii cos A.D. 216 

-{]. [-——]- Al[u]rel Demetri[u]s 
15 [. ..J-———— Aure[l_ ]5[u]Jmmarfes 

[. .J——@— Aurel Heliod{o}rus 

——@[— Aurjel Bass[u]s 
—{[———] Aurel Demet[rius 

[ ] Aurel Romanus B 
20 [ | [Aurel Barchal 1 prijdie n Novembr 

—].— Aurel Marinus 

] Extricato 11 [co]s A.D. 217 

——]— Aurel L[u]cius 
Cjomazon|[t]e [ii co]s ALD? 226 

25 Ajurel Iulius 
drom du{o]b[us Aspris cos ALD. 2% 

Ma|crin[ius Max{imi 

] Sabin{[o iji[ cos A.D. 216 

].[ 
Ir and 20. The notations are in the second hand. 20. Barcha{lba ? Bartha{ is also possible. 
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Col. x 

Century of Antoninus Posterior 

q 
=I 
| 

[ ii 
5 Al 

[ J.-L 
Tal 

—@ns [ 
[ al 

10 @| ie 
legen (1. Pp— =| 
—[- Jns [ 
=o) ——— | 
Sass A 

15 —@— Fla[vius 

——@—— Ag[rippas 

Sif a etl 
—]@— Ma[ 
—|-@——- Ba.[ 

20 eo 

Consulate 2? duobus Aspris ? Ne 22 

—@ =o Se 
11. The notations are in the second hand. Their meaning is unknown. 13-14. The spacing suggests a consulate 
between these lines, possibly A.D. 208. 15-16. There may be a consulate between these lines (A.D. 209 ?). Fla[vius 
in 15 may be Flavius Flavianus (100 xiii, 8; 101 xxviii, 25). H[ in 14 would then be Heliodorus Apolloni (100 xiii, 6; 
101 xxviii, 23). Both enlisted in A.D. 208. Ag[vippas Them- (100 xiii, 11) and Iulifus Romanus (100 xiii, 12) belong to 
the year 209. 17-18. There may be a consulate between these lines (A.D. 210 ?). 

103. List of Cavalrymen = Kor! 

inv DP. 38 R Casson 22 

This text consists of three crumpled and worm-eaten fragments from different columns. The connection 
of Frag. a with the rest of the recto is not clear; but on the verso (90) it has numerals in the same hand as 
Frag. b. Frags. a and 0 are incomplete on all sides; Frag. c may be nearly complete at the bottom. 

The names Coccei and Jadei in Frag. b, 4-5, lead easily to the identification of these men as equites of 
the turma Demetri; and once this is established, the other names can be restored with some confidence 

by comparison with the large rosters, 100/101. In the same way the names on Frag. c are discovere to bed 

those of equites of the turma Octavi. This establishes the relative order of the two fragments, since the 

turma Demetri precedes the turma Octavi in all the texts; and also permits an approximate dating. The 

rosters 100 and 101 show that Iarhaeus Barnaei (0 7) enlisted in 204 and Ieraboles Luci, if he is correctly 
restored in 0 8, enlisted in 205. Ulpius Apollonas (c 1) and Nisamsus Zabdiboli (6 1) both enlisted in 199 

and would normally have been discharged in 224. This, then, provides a theoretical date, but since men 

might be held in service for additional years (p. 33), it is not an assured terminus ante quem. In Frag. c, 
3 and 6, Jus Moci[ and Felix, who cannot be identified in either 100 or 101, may be evidence that this 

24* 
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papyrus is earlier than 219 or later than 222. On palaeographical grounds, the later date seems the 
more likely. 

The arrangement of the names in order but without dates suggests that this is part of a list accompany- 
ing a letter, as in 67. The slight and uncertain traces on Frag. a, if they belong at the top of a column, 
would then be the beginning of the salutation in the letter itself. But they might equally well be the last 
entry in a column, or a note between columns. 

Unpublished. 

Frag. a, 4.25 cm. Frag. b, 4.8 11.8 cm. 

Nisamsus |Zabdibo[li 

Maccaeus T]hem|[a]rsa 

Frag. ¢c, 4.1 Xi4/70em 

Ulpiu]s Apollfonas 

Ma]lchus Mac{caei 
a hel Ulpius Ma]rinus el jus Mocil 
or Didas C]occei Ogeljus Vab{alathi 

r ief 5 Goremis JIadei 5 Tok 
or Tulius Germ]anus ] Felix[ 

aure[, Ierhaeus Bjarnaei Remainder of 

Teraboles] Luci column blank. 

eleas 

10 ja 

104. List of Names = Pan hi\Rec 3S 

inv DsP 200K: Perhaps ca. A.D. 235 

The papyrus in general is well preserved and has a bright color; but it is badly worm-eaten and the 
surface is scaled in places. Two of the fragments contain names of the usual sort: Germanus, Malchus, 

Rabbelus, and Salmes; and Frag. a has also two consular dates: Cri[spino, A.D. 224, and Fusc{o] z{7], 

A.D. 225. Frags. c and d (5.1 X 10.9 cm.; 5.7 X 10.5 cm.) contain on the recto only the word Appad(ana) 
and horizontal lines and heavy dots such as appear in the notations of 100 and 102. The four 

fragments therefore are from four separate columns of a list. The text of the verso (123) furnishes the 

proof that they belong together. 
The readings have been checked with a preliminary transcription by Gilliam. The dating is based on 

the hand, which is later than that of the great rosters. 

Unpublished. 

Frag. a, 4.6X 11.4 cm. Frag. 0, 7.8 Xii.2 eme 

ie | 1 Ima.[ 
One line blank. Consulship | Salmes Mac[ 

eeltensh |"... ams Zi. Dertal 

]-maeus[ J.[----]-L Aljexan[ 
5 ]Germ{a}nu{s 5 ]. ]za 

] Cri[{spino cos A.D. 224 Ves elede eect ee 

]Abdeus —[ [Tihjemesl —j. 
] Fusc[o] ifi cos A.D) 225 ]-sil.]. els p6On ete 
|Malchus [ ]..-1 Bac[.]b..ius Malch.[ 

10 |Rabbelus[ 10 jh 

] dl 
Frag. a, 11. A consulship — d(omino) [n(ostvo) Alexandro or d[ivo Alexandvo = A.D, 226. Frag. b, 8. A note 

preceded the first name, but has been cancelled. The name was probably Aelius. g. The traces at the left of the b 
are a note in the same ink as the note in the preceding line. 
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WW 6 105. Roster = ro A 4. SS ae 

Inv. D.P. 34 V A.D. 250-256 Plate LXIII 

Two large and many small fragments; for the description and dimensions see on 95. Numerous holes 

and much damage to the surface, especially on Frag. a. Width of column, with marginal annotations, 
ca. 10-12 cm. in both Frags. a and b, with about twenty-five lines to a column. Margins in Frag. b: top 

1.7 cm., bottom 0.8 cm., intercolumnar 3 cm. Some of the letters in Frag. a are crude rustic capitals. The 

second hand, in Frag. b and the smaller scraps, is a round cursive and strikingly different in character. 
On the recto (95) Frags. a and 0 are clearly parts of the same document, and it is possible, though not 

certain, that Col. 11 in the first was continued by Col. i in the second. Presumably on the verso too the 

fragments contained parts of one text; it would be strange if both pieces happened to survive after being 
separated. The connection between the two, however, is not entirely clear, though the change in scribes 

may have made the differences appear greater than they actually are. On the whole the resemblances are 

sufficient, when added to the existence of a common text on the recto, to make it probable that Frag. a 
preserves part of the same roster as Frag. b. 

Frag. a i appears to contain a column of single letters or symbols followed by another column of 
cognomina. To the left of these two columns in most lines there are marginal notations or horizontal lines 
(Introd., p. 39). The only notation that is read with any certainty is dwfl(icarius) in line 10, written 
between two converging lines which presumably met in the lacuna; 100/101 have such angular lines in 

the margins. If sesq(wiplicarius), also placed within an angle, be read in line 12, it would suggest that we 

had the beginning of a century. But I cannot find the proper heading in lines 7-8, nor can I read the 
names of consuls at any point, though one might expect these in lines where the margin is blank. 

Si[ng(ularis) in the next column again suggests a roster, but one cannot be sure that the two letters 

preserved are in the same hand as Col. i or that the two columns were identical in character. 
Frag. 6 presents no such problems. It is obviously part of a roster, possibly a complete list of the men 

in the unit, and follows closely the pattern of 100/101. At the top of Col. i we have in line 1: 4 with 

cognomen and date of the centurion’s enlistment, followed by his title and name in the second line. A 
duplicarius and sesquiplicarius are listed next (lines 3-6). Then come the other men in the century, in the 
order of their year of enlistment. The horizontal lines and the marginal notations sing(ularis) and 
off(icio) proc(uratoris) were included when the list was first drawn up. The note opposite line 9 was added 

by another clerk. It will be observed that at least eight men were serving as singulares, including the 
duplicarius. The names are of the types common at Dura. In the cases where we have satisfactory evidence 
on the point, all men but three are Aurelii. One is Julius; another seems to have the nomen Lucius; a 

third has no nomen.! 
So far as one can judge, the smaller pieces are similar in character to Frag. 6; they are in the same hand. 
The document on the recto, 95, was written at either the end of 250 or the beginning of 251. The present 

text therefore was written not long before the siege of Dura in 256. Two men had enlisted in 225 and three 
others, in addition to the sesquiplicarius, in 226. This might suggest that the date of the text is closer to 

251 than 256, since the longest term of service in 100 and 101 is twenty-seven years. But men may 
have been held longer in the 250’s than around 220 when the problems faced by the empire were 

much less critical (Introd., p. 25). 

Unpublished. 

1 For the nomenclature of Roman Dura see Introd., see H. Thylander, Etude sur l’Epigvaphie Latine (1952), 
pp. 58-61. For a recent discussion of the omission of the pp. 77-81, 170-177. 
praenomen and other points relating to soldiers’ names 
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Frag. a 

Col. i 

Ca. 12 lines lost 

]..[ 
ail et senD 

J——__ eas 

|——— | Aziz 4 
5 —r Ri ees 

Ja. .1de ; Romulus 

ell 

in ab ae ical 

10 du 1 

].[ 
== vellus 

]-[ | 
|.[ 

Frag. b 

Col. i 

(carly eek ae Le elol 
—————[....]...[....... eal 

Aletene ai COS 

sing dup] Aufrel] Castor 
5 [d A]lex 11 [co]s 

———— sesq_ Luci[us] Iulian[u]s 

F[u]sco ii cos 

singul Aurel Domitianus 
(3d H)].n. .uoc 

Iul Apolinaris 
i...) sepullis 

10 d Alex [11 cos} 

Aurel Iaddafeus] 

Aurel Ia. .[ 
Aurel D[ 

Albin[o cos} 
pAulicels.2i5s 

[Modest]o ii cos 

lett 2Ol-de/ieds 

d Alex iii cos 
| Aurel Anton{iJnus 

20 Ajurel Asclepiades 

] Aurel Valens 

15 ral 
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Col. i 

si[ng 

A.D. 226 

AD) 225 

A.D. 226 

A D227 

A.D. 228 

A.D. 229 
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Agricola cos A.D? 230 
]————_ Aur[el] ..u.s 

|— Aufrlel Sil[va]nus 
25 singull sf ase. 12S 

Col. ii 

Ca. 9 lines lost 

I i=l 
1 

oa 
al a 

5 S| iL 
]-[ 
dal 
Sst etl ear | 

.[.. siJngul Aufrel 

Io sijngul Aufrel 

of|f proc Aufrel 

Peed 

Aurel Te.[ 

singul Aurel Bar.[ 

15 Aurel Zen[ 

—_—_—_—_—_—_—_—_—_—— Marinus .[ 

—_——_—_—__—_—_———_ Aurel Germ[anus 

Frag. d Frag. f Frag. 7 

]-upp[-]-[ il ]fp.¢ Aurel 
evalie sllsiiesdersl ] [ sin]gul Aure{] 

joff proc[ ial 
]-[ 

Frag. k Frag. 1 

AUREL. «Oi. Tea 

AjurelC.[..]..[ Aur]el Longfinus 
Afric[ano cos] A.D. 236 json 

eS lee ton 

eats 

Frag. m 

].-[ 
].al[ 

alse. 2e[ 

J- ....[ 

leo Les; 

ime, ifs 
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Frag. ai, 2. [M]oci[mus] may be possible. 4. Azizu[s], presumably; but Azizi is at least as good a reading. 
5. Possibly Rufin{ianu]s; Rufi- at any rate is an attractive reading though the traces of ink would not suggest » as the 
next letter. If we have a single letter to the left, it appears to be an y. It is uncertain whether the same letter or sym- 
bol was used in the next few lines; in no instance does the ink that remains show much resemblance to what we have 

here. A ditto mark, to avoid repeating Aurel endlessly, would explain why there are no nomina, but I can cite no 
parallel. There seems to be a very short horizontal line in the margin. 6. The marginal notation might be read 
Jemulde, which suggests nothing to me. 7. The margin opposite this line seems to be blank. 8. One can read 
ord(inatus) in the notation: perhaps et ord wu. .[. Ord at least would be supported by dupl(icarius) in the next note. Jetor 
dupl can also be read. Possibly there are consulships in lines 7, 9, and 11. 12. Possibly 'ses[q(uiplicarius)] in the 
margin, enclosed in an angle. 

Frag. b i, 1-2. The o in line 1 may be part of cos. The centurion’s nomen in line 2 quite possibly is Au[vel(ius)]. 
6. One must assume that the last two letters of Luci[us] are rather crowded in the lacuna. g. The marginal notation 
was added in another hand. In the first line ].~fyo may be worth considering, but I have no explanation of any part of 
the note. 12. Possibly Larh[aboles]. 17. Possibly Aure]l O[g]el[u]s. 25. Possibly I[ul(ius)]. 

Col. ii, 11. The assignment off(icio) proc(uratoris) is also found in Frag. f and 95. 

Col. ii, 11. A consulship occupied this line, and there was probably another above in line 7. The men in lines 1-6 
enlisted in the same year. There may have been about two dates in the nine or so lines lost at the top of the 
column. If so the date in the present line should be ca. 234, with about thirty-two men listed to this point. I 
cannot read the consuls of 233-235 in the faint traces left ; Lupo [cos] (232) might be possible, which would mean 
that seventeen men had enlisted in 230. Ardashir’s invasion of Mesopotamia and preparations for Alexander’s 
Persian campaign would offer an explanation, but the reading is too uncertain to base anything on it. 

Frag. k. The date, in which Maximinus’ name is suppressed, shows that this scrap probably came from the 
column following Frag. 0 ii. 

106. Guard Roster = Rom lil Rec ES 

Tiny. ser V A.D. 235-240 Plate LVIII, 1 

This papyrus is described under 83, the recto. It is in a worse condition on the verso, if possible, than 

is 107 (see below). There are remains of twenty lines of writing, of which the first fourteen and Julius 

in I5 are in a hand resembling that of 107; the rest is in a smaller, distinctly different hand. 
In spite of the difficulties in reading the text, there is ample evidence that this is a guard roster. Two 

gates are mentioned besides the porta pretoriana in 6; of these, porta aquaria in 13 confirms the readings 
in 107 11, 10, and 110 a, 6, and forta f. .sia in 12 is perhaps the same as Portas. .{ in 107 1, 15. oreo frumenti 

in 17 is easily read with the aid of 108, 3; and que in 9 recalls guo Avabum in 107 ii, 13, though without 

clarifying it. 

The remainder of the text, so far as it is intelligible, consists of names. Those of the two centurions, 

Al.[ in 16 and Germanus in 18, show that the date must be later than that of 115 (Nov. 30, 232), because 

there five centurions are accounted for without naming either of these (Introd., p. 29). Similarly, AJ.[ 
points to a time either earlier or later than 107, in which the name of Germanus appears, to be sure, but 

along with others which exclude Al.[ The evidence of 112 suggests that the present text is earlier than 

107, and this agrees with the chronological order of the recto. 

Unpublished. 

J.-L 
Iboligecliesee Seal 

eas eater lick desea 
].-[...Jnas. .us ral 

5 Jh[. .]I[. .Jas.on.[ 
|p[o|rta [p]retoriana Alexan[dr]us .[ 
Te [..]...oupei Aurel Bassus[ 

j--[]---. | Aurel Coli 
laritce Frakes... que. .../[ineelliaemell 
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10 areate as (ies: |m-saravAelo.:1: ses Zebida: ...[ 

jogenesrBall. je... 2) un eller eater Sate | [prs 

JAbed[...].a.[..]...Malchi porta f. .sia Aurel Claudius| 
].el Bassus[..]us adbal.. G lartio.acus porta aq{uaria 

]..sgas sias Aurel Bargas[ 

15 Julius vacat(?)..u...s 4.[ 

| eae | agus eAle || 

].d.intii oreo frument{i 

Jei 4 Germani Z[ 

Jathus [MJale(h 
20 ire teal 

107. Guard Roster = joy 

itay. D.P. 9 V Ca ADs 240 Plate LIX 

The main section of the papyrus is described under 89, which occupies the recto. In addition to the 

body of the papyrus, there are nine fragments. Of these, Frag. g is complete at the top; the rest are 
incomplete on all sides. The pieces vary in size from 2.9 X 1.7 cm. (Frag. g) to 11.6 X 14.2 cm. (Frag. 0). 
The content of the recto, where it can be read, and the general condition and appearance of the fragments 

proves that they were all part of the same roll; but on the verso the hand of Frag. b, small and done 
with a fine pen, sets it apart from the other fragments, all of which certainly belong to the same text as 

the verso of the main section. 
Little can be read of Frag. 6 verso; but a dative Felzcz in line 11 seems to show that it is not the same 

sort of document as the rest of the verso text. There may be small capitals in lines 1, 6, and 8; and in 

12 the name Au|ve\/[1}ws Zenobius is reasonably sure. The rest is unintelligible. 

The text of the recto indicates that Frag. a very probably belongs on the right side of Col. ii verso in 
lines 15 through 20, with w of Aurel in line 4 of the fragment under the second m of Mocimus in line 12, 

and s of Hjeliodoyus under u of Paulini in the same line. If this is actually the position of the fragment, 

only about five letters can have been lost from its right side; but in the absence of decisive proof that it 
belongs here, it has seemed best to keep it a separate piece. 

Of the position of the other fragments all that can be said is that general appearance of Frag. c suggests 
that it belongs on the left side of Col. i, although not enough can be read on the recto to confirm this 
guess, and that Frag. d probably but not certainly belongs to the extreme right edge of Col. ii, perhaps 
above line 9. Frag. g comes from the first line of a column and is completely blank on the recto. The 

rectos of Frags. d, e, h, and 7 contain only one or two letters each. 

The hand of this text is painstaking but hardly expert. The letters vary in size and spacing; and the 
pen-strokes, rather heavy on the whole, are sometimes fine and sometimes so coarse as to give the 

impression of being made with a brush. The inking too is far from uniform. There are a number of 

erasures and rewritings, which are noted in the apparatus. 
Of the individual letters, the bottom stroke of J is often turned to the left so far that the letter resembles 

an elongated Arabic 3; and m is nearly always ligatured with the following letter, so that it is indis- 

tinguishable from m. Sporadic efforts are made, as noted in the apparatus, to distinguish words or letters 

by writing them large; but the form of the letters is cursive throughout. The columns were extremely 

broad—approximately 36 cm.—with an average of about one hundred and ten letters in a line. 

Despite the scribe’s lack of skill, the text would be legible enough were it not for its present condition. 
Besides the attacks of decay and worms, the surface is badly abraded in many places, with the result 
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that a disturbing proportion of the text as transcribed consists of meaningless series of letters. But 

fortunately enough is certain to establish the general form and nature of the document. The component 
elements are:! 

1) a date by day and month: Col. 1, 7, viii Kal Iun. 

2) the designation of a place in Dura: Col. i, 18, porta pretoriana; Col. i, 22, 

ospitio (centurionts) prepos(itt) ; Col. ii, 9, groma. 

3) the name of one or more centuries or turmae. 

4) personal names. 

A few numerals are scattered here and there. It should also be noted that the entry for each day is 
quite extensive. All of the lines in Col. i are full to the end, whereas Col. ii, 6, just before the date viii 

Kal Iunias, is not filled. It is, therefore, probably a safe assumption that the entry for X Kal Iumas 

included at least all twenty-three lines of Col. i as well as the six at the top of Col. ii. At an estimated 
five or six names to a line, each day’s entry would contain from one hundred and fifty to two hundred 

names at a minimum. All of these indications together show that the document is a day-to-day record 

of the assignment of personnel to posts in the camp and the city, whether as sentries, police, guards of 
honor, or for other purposes. 

In detail, it seems possible to derive useful information from this text about the organization of the 
XX Palmyrenorum. Six centurions are named repeatedly, from four to nine times each;? and the few 

doubtful traces which could contain a centurion’s name do not preclude reading the name of one or the 

other of the six. It is strongly probably, therefore, that no centurion’s name is missing and hence that 
only six centurions were on the rolls at this time, just as in the earlier rosters and lists (Introd., p. 29). 

Less can be said of the decurions because they appear less frequently. Only the former turma of Coceius, 
the Coceiana,® is called upon more than twice; and Paulinus, attested as early as A.D. 232 (Introd., 

p. 29) is found only once. Romullus and Antiochus appear here, and if the restoration |Afolomt in ii, 22 is 
correct, we have the names of all the decurions. 

The dating of the text also results from the names of these men. If the list of centurions is complete, 

then Bargas and Marinus Prior, who are attested as centurions in A.D. 250 by 95, are not among them. 
But Bargas is also found in 110, which probably belongs in A.D. 242. This makes a terminus ante quem 

for the present text. On the other hand, it cannot be earlier than the recto, which is dated in the second 

half of May, 2309. 
The topographical indications which are certain can easily be enumerated. 

I) groma: li, 9. In the military sense groma denoted the crossing of the two main streets of the camp 
beside the praetorium. See TLL, s. v. Just what point this would have meant at Dura is not certain 

because the camp area does not correspond to the normal plan of a camp; but it might be either the 

monumental entrance to the praetorium itself or the arch over F Street at the corner of roth Street. 
(See Rep. V, pp. 206f. and PI. IIT.) 

2) ospitio (centurionis) praepos(itt) ...:1, 22, and see the comments on the passage. 
ospitio [..]acia. praepost: il, 16. 

3) porta pretoriana: i, 18, and u1, 11. As in the case of the groma, the meaning is obvious but the identi- 

fication of the spot is uncertain. 
porta aquayi|a: ii, 10, and perhaps i, 17. This would have been a gate in the wall along the river. 

See below on 110, p. 383. 

portas. .: 11, 15. 

1 There is no proof in the text that all these elements 2 Achaeus, 8 times; Felix, 5 or 6; Germanus, 5 or 6; 
appeared in this order; but the example of other texts Heliodorus, 7; Naso, 9; Priscus, 4, 5, or 6 (Introd., p. 29). 
makes it seem reasonable. Cf. the annotations in 100 and 3 See R. O. Fink, TA PA, LX XXIV (1953), pp. 210-215 
101, and Hunt’s pridianum (Introd., p. 36). for a discussion of this use of the adjectival form. 
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4) templ{o: ii, 22. The lack of specific identification indicates that soldiers were posted at only one of the 
temples known in Dura. The Temple of Bel (Temple of the Palmyrene Gods) in J3/5 or the Military 

Temple in Ai are the most likely possibilities. 

The remains of other guard rosters supply additional information on the places named in such lists, 

e.g., oreo frument[, that is, horreo frumenti in 106; cf. 108, 3. 

Of the remaining topographical indications in the present text, ccz in 1, 14, guo Avabum in il, 13, and 

above all, seetules, which occurs five times, in i, 5 and 19; ii, 12 and 14; and Frag. c, 3, are read with 

reasonable certainty but yield no meaning. The mannosin in ii, 12 may also belong in this category. 

Some such combination as zatotvo seems indicated by zto. .0 (i, 10), |tvo (ii, 3), ato. . (ii, 4), fatotro (1, 21), 
and possibly |ysito.aw...[ (i, 9); but the combination still does not make sense. Similarly, |to leg (i, 20) 

The numerals in the text are also puzzling, both for the fact that they appear so irregularly and for 
their position in the line when they do appear. They are found in i, 5, 19, and 20 and in ii, 10, possibly 
also in i, 14 and 18, and ii, 14, but nowhere else. Col. i, 19, which seems the most complete, runs seetules 7 

4 Felicis Aurelius Bassus .1 11 Aurelius Victorinus 111 Iulius. The position of the numeral z here before 
4 Felicis rather than before Aurelius Bassus is curious; but in Col. i, 5 the z follows seetules just as here; 

and in i, 18 the isolated wu before 4 Felicis may well be a numeral. In ii, 10, a numeral appears to precede 
porta aquaria instead of coming before 4 Germanz. In i, 14 there may be an 7 between olg and 4; but in 
1, 20, there is noz although 7 and 777 follow in the same arrangement as in i, 19. In ii, 14 one might read 

cc 1, understanding cc as the designation of the place and the 7 as a numeral. 
Like the slightly earlier 116, the text shows the sign ]’ instead of ¥ for turma. 

Unpublished. 

Col. i 

lees ca. 24 Jrisc[.] Aurfel] Iarhaeus 

ieee nea: KO) * <a). ca. 29 Ijarhaeus Nismosi 

eeblaieeer lo [ 04> Onleromallalincc[--i-[.-]|.-.<[.ca. 27 jus Aurel Claudiajus 

jl, Sijalmes Aurfe]l Me[:jco[..... lela eh Alb ae eee lel ea av, «ess: simobiaeus 

Addei 
5 ima Blavius Ne)... -[le. «..)-ana.| ca. © |ci.[ ca. 6 ].....[ ca. £3 Sijlvanus seetules i 

Jme T’ Romulli .a[ ca. 14 ].[ ca. 16 Je..m..[ ca. 8 ]...na 4 Achaei 

Kar|haboles.;ai.|ciad sal) s| ea! 10'| Aurel Al. :[ ca. 7 ].[..].b2-|] c@..8 je...es Absaena 

(poleeeiieonall cao) jas dibelilcisca.-7 ).[..].. i] ¢a'6 ||. Antiocht Aurel 

forcast cles... ousitOvalle |...) ca. © |Germali.. ©... | Antiochus 4 Heliodori 
10 pied. <5\em). uscuti.ns 4 Acihaer./.)...[..]).. ill. ito.,.0 4 Germant 

Coceifa]na 

|.chus Aurel M[o]cim[us Aurel] Nebumarius [1 [..m...[.]i] 

esOdea\i.)..dem’.s[..]...[ ca: £3\]|s Aurel Barnaeus Aurfel] 

(imas Aurel =| ca. 15 | .s...[.]-us Tar... .0 

]..-ocsta.olg. 4[ ca. 7 ].[.]su[s] 4 Achaei Aurel Ig[..] Iarabole 
15 ]Flavius Mari[ ca. 12 ]s..[.]sam..i 4 Nasonis Aurel 

iloealalemeas Zab. .-[.|S...| ¢4.6 }....[..]..[.. Ajurel Silvanus Prior 

7 |Monim[u]s Prior .[..... |b[ ca. 7 |port[ ca. 6 Ja 4 Prisci Bassus Maccei 

jri Aurel Marinus u [ ]...1... Aurel [..].r porta pretorriana 

jseetules i 4 Felicis Aurel Bassus .iii Aurel Victorinus ii Tulius 
20 jto leg 4 Achaei Zebinnus er.scia ii Aurel [T]heodorus iii Aurelius 

le aiersili~)|..2)«:0.< gesia 4 Nasonis Occbanas [.].[....] Aurel Antoninus Pos 

Tees Themarsas Malchi ospitio 4 preposo.. 4 Nasonis Aurel Bar[.]nnianas 

JAbbalmaei 4 Achaei Ogelus Themarsas 4 Pr(i)sci Flav{i]us Demetrius 
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Col. ii 

[-Jau.r.[...]...ati.1 Aurel [....]..[..%.].[ ca. 5 ].us Heliodori 1 Cocjemimaueses 
Z. oslo See Ocal 

Bassus ....n. J Antiochi A[ure]l Th[ ca. 8].as T Coceiana[ A]jurel Ma[l]ch[u]s ....[.]..[ 
[.]s..[...]....'...intiarus G[er]ma[nu]s[ ca. 7 ]tro 4 ..2.. Ab[..]bianu[s] Aurel Heliodorif 

jiato.. [T’] Romulli Aurel Pa[.]Jm.n..[.]s[ ca.6]..s.[...]....auti[..]....as MaleniAnaees 

Salm|[ 
5 Tul Heliodorns Aurel < |)... \earoulil: eae ji. ualuhe.[..].Jol..eh..[...]. SiiNasomnis 

4 Heliodori[ ca. 6 Ja..[ca.14].[...]..[...]...ul. 4 Germ[ani A]u[rjel Ami.[...Jius vacat 
villi Kal Iun{ias..]...er[.Jnt ad..g.[ ca. 7]..[.Jcio A[uJrel .[.].[...] Prior 4 Nfa]sfo]nfijs 

aie alaayt[ 

Asclepiad[es 4 P}risci Bassus [....].imi 4 [A]chaei Herm[o]genes Maccio.[.]s pu. .[ ca. 19 Jru[ 

Mocim[u]s T[he]marsas Aurel [....].eiabus groma 4 Nasonis A[ure]l [...]..er.[ ca. 19 

|. sa.) ca. 13) Jerm| 

10 Aurel [ee 2. [erecta Aujrel Anto[ ca. 7 }.[.].s 1 porta aquari[a] 4 Germani Aurel ..[ ca. 15 

jmarus a.[ ca. 6 ]..a. Marinus 

M[a]lchi Aurel N.i.[.].s Aurel .[ ca. 12 ].a Abda[.].[.].sbi Valer[...]ebsurmius. .[...].[.]. 
[....] porta pretorian[a ca. 6 js Menander 

[.]arrimes mannosin [ Antifochi ca. 7 ]th[..... ].[....] J [Coceianja Aurel Au? jchate 
sefe|tules 4 Heliodori M[o}cimus[ ca. 10 Sjalme ] Paulini 

Aurel Abdas 4 Heliodori Marinus ..[{ ca. 27 |drus Dem{et]ri{us] a.re.[..]as Terentianus quo 

Arabu[{m 4 |Heliodori Aurel 

Absas Malchus Salme cci 4 Felicis[ ca. 18 ]...mil..[..] Aurel .[...]imus Aurel Si... .ses 
Seetule|Sicayoilicasee. | 

15 Aurel Barhadadus portas..[ ca. 21] 4 Nasonis [.].[..]Jel Belahabearus 4 Heliodori Aur{el 

Ca. 13). i 

4) Ge[r|mani Aurel’Zenodorus 22. neae Zoeller ]..S ospitio[..Jacia. preposi[ 

4 Nasonis Licinnius Alexan[{d ca. 16 Ajntoninus [J] Antiochi Aurel Ab.[ ca. 15 Jelp.[ 

Abbalmaei 4 Achei Aurel Tiber[ ca. 20] Aurel Diomed/e]s A[fure]l .[...]...[ 

4 Prd@)sci Aurel Coceius Aurel[ ca. 19 Jas Aurel Nebumari[ujs Aure[l .].[ 

20 Addei Cassius Malc[hu]s .[...]Je[... Ant]iochus[ ca. gq 4] Felicis Aurel Salma[n .....].[ 

fatotro 4 Achei Aurel B[..?.. |.eias Ogelus [Themar|s[a]s Aurel Barsummare|[s 

Aurel Ar.emusdorus Iu[lijus Iulianus templ[o T’JApoloni Ulp German|us 

Frag. a Frag. 0 Frag. c 

el ei See the intro- eat 

GD Alic.sctell Balt ductory comments, jaeel eral 

Hee ise asve || Calf Dis7G- ]..m.. seetule[s 

Ajurel [H]jeliodorus .[ ].1 4 Germani F][ 
5 Jd. Jmei[ 5 ]. 4 Heliodori Au{[rel 

hex ]:.-,[. | Aurel ei 

Frag. d Frag. e Frag. f Frag. g Frag. h Frag. 2 

eae lebi. aaa eel | 4 Nasonfis ].umus[ ilieeealh 

].. Wd Plellitjcis= |) > |-as-el[) ie abssramera heheh ieee cal 

|xx. Themars/a |.-mari.[ jrus[ (seh 

es |bus. [ ee save [ 

ie ise 5! 
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Col. i, 1. Possibly [4 P]risc[i. 
5. For seetules see the introductory comments. 
8. Just possibly T’ Antiochi; but the fleck of ink remaining at the left of the a cannot be a part of the hasta 

of 7, which ought to be visible. 
g. The space between Germa|n and Antiochus is somewhat too long for Germa{nus] Antiochus; but [4] Germa(ni 

would leave room for Ju/], Cl], or Fl] Antiochus. 
to. The letters to. .o are made somewhat larger than the others. 
11. The name in the erasure below Cocei[a|na was probably Nasonis. 
14. There is a correction between sta and olg which makes the letter unrecognizable. Jarabole is written over 

an erasure, in which traces of a repeated / remain. 
17. The a before 4 Priscz is a large letter. 
18. The w after Marinus is isolated and is probably a numeral. It may be followed by 9 [Fedicis. 
1g. The traces after Bassus appear to be an anticipation of the 77 which follows. 
19-20. ]seetules 7 and jto leg are in larger letters. 
21. Aurel(ius) Antoninus Pos(terior); cf. i, 16-17. 
22. What is wanted is perhaps hospitio (centurionts) praepos(ttt) coh(ortis); i.e., at the quarters (billet) of the 

centurion who was in charge of the cohort. Cf. 89 i, 7 and 13, and ii, 7, where a certain Avitus is called 4 leg(ionarius) 
and 4 prepo(situs) coh(ortis). Hospitium in a military sense normally means a soldier’s billet in a private house. 

Col. ii, 1. ..ocz. at the end of the line is in large letters. 
3. Probably 7 Prisct. Abl..\bianu{s] should form two names. In spite of appearances, Heliodoru{s should 

probably be read at the end of the line. The name Aurelius followed by a patronymic genitive is without parallel 

4 Helhiodori{. The ligature 77, moreover, is unusually narrow here; so that it seems probable that the 7 is actually 
a stroke descending from the line above. 

7. The numeral and the k and 7 are large. Under the & are traces of an erased letter, probably c. In spite of 
damage, it is certain that the third letter of the month-name is not /, so that Ium{tas is the only possibility. The 
traces which follow could perhaps be restored as ..]... ev[a]nt, ey[u|nt, mlanser[u]nt or, by abbreviating the 
month-name, Jun(ias) [permjanser[ujnt. Cf. 89 1,6 and 12. The next letters naturally suggest ad signia; and if 
that is accepted, the name of the emperor might be expected to follow, as in 89 i, 1-2 and 8. For that reason 
ad sign{ad n Imp] Ph{il)p1 is tempting; but the date probably precludes using Philip’s name; and in any event 
such a restoration leaves the last letter before A[w]vel unexplained. The three letters there could easily be read 
as the end of 0]s[pz]t70; but the last two letters appear to have marks of abbreviation over them; and both certain 
instances of osPitio (i, 22 and ii, 16) are accompanied by an identifying phrase, which is not the case here. 

There is also a possibility that one should read ad vigi{lias} (vigiliae and vigiles are mentioned in PSI 1307, 
lines I1, 15 and 21); but this suits the traces before g less well. 

The name of Aurelius ...... Prior is paralleled in i, 16-17 by Aurelius Silvanus Prior and Monimus Prior. 
Cf. also Aurel Antoninus Pos, i, 21. 

to. The reading porta aquari{a is supported by 110 a, 6 and 106, 13, though it is not certain that two a’s 
followed port. There is a vertical line under the g; but it seems to be the top of a letter from the line below. 

11. Valerius’ (or Valens’) second name may be the same as that of .eswy.mius in 101 xxix, Io. 
11-12. The designation of a century or turma would be expected to follow porta pretorian{a, as in 110 a, 7 and 

with other topographical terms in this text; but then a succession of three names would be left — Menander 
|. jarrimes mannosin — instead of two pairs of names. In 106, 6, [p]vetoriana is followedimmediately by Alexan{dr]us; 
but in the present case it is also possible that mannosin is not the name of a person but of a place, so that the 
only man named is Menander [.]arrimes. In that case one should restore [4 Felici]s before his name, since there 
is not room for [4 Nasonils. 

13. There is a correction in the second letter of the name after Dem{et]vi{us]. Either awres{ or adres| could be 
read. There is little space for the word preceding Avabum. The q seems relatively certain, since the stroke which 
descends to the right is more nearly horizontal than that of an /. There is a curved line, convex above, over the 
next letter, and another stroke above that to the right; but they do not appear to connect with the writing of 
this line or the line above. The u might also be read as d or 0, and the o as # or a letter followed by 7. 

14. The letters cci are written large. The 7 may be a numeral, as ini, 5, 18, 19, and 20 and perhaps ii, 10; 
but the significance of the two c’s is not apparent, though they probably designate a place. 

15. portas.. is in large letters. The two letters after the s might be ev; and f might be read instead of the s. 
Cf. 106, 12. For the name following Nasonis cf. Garmelus Belihabi, Index, s.v. 

16. act following osPitio is in large letters. 
21. Ogelus [Themar|s{a]s is restored from i, 23. 
22. The ink in the first two names has been smeared as far as ay.e and a correction made with a finer pen, 

which also wrote dorus. The name is probably Aurelius Artemidorus. 
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23. The restoration templ[o J] Apoloni fits the space perfectly and seems to be unavoidable, even though 
this leaves the temple without identification and though a decurion Apollonius is not otherwise attested. The 
decurion Paulinus is found only once in this text, and Romullus and Antiochus only twice each, in contrast with 
the centurions, who all appear from four to nine times. To read templ{o] Apolonis is out of the question because 
of the space to be filled and because of the omission of the final s; and the only alternative reading, }. .olumi, is 
even less useful. 

Frag. d, 3. The second x is extremely doubtful; but the traces suit that letter better than any other. 

108. Guard Roster (?) = Kare | Lew | 

Inv. D.P. 67 V A x 5:2) em: A.D. 235-240 Plate LVIII, 2 

Top margin 1.2 cm. This may be from the same roll as 83 and 106. The hands on both sides are similar, 
and both the century of Germanus and the assignment oreo frumenti are also found in 106. We may 

assume, as in that text, a series of posts followed by names, which were arranged by centuries. Recto, 84. 

Unpublished. 

4 Ge]rmani Aurel .. .[ 
|. Aurel [Ajlexan[drus 

|... oreo fr[u]m{enti 

AulJre[l] Hel{iodorus 

3. horreo frumenti ? 

109. Guard Roster = D cs, Lee |X 

Inv. DE Pe 14 10.3. x< 0.1 ci A.D. 242-256 Plate LXig 

This fragment is of an irregular shape and natural tan in color. There is writing only on the hair side 
(recto). Large patches of the surface have been eaten away, so that many of the readings are uncertain; 

but gvoma in line 4 proves that this is another text of this type. 4 Bay[ga seems reasonably certain at the 

end of line 3; and if this is correct, the text must be later than 107 in which Germanus is found but not 

Bargas (Introd., p. 20). 
In line 4 castel{lo cannot be read because a personal name is needed; and in 5 warsutheu[s is as possible 

as the reading in the text. The initial letter cannot be 0b. In 6 porta f.mi{ is tempting but not certain; and 

if Aure[l] is right, it is impossible. aa 

Unpublished. 

Wezel) ei eellevcree lh 
ja Aurel Gaian[us .]c..[ 

)heL ae time: 4 Bar[ga 

].lus groma 4 [G]ermani ieastel[ 
5 |. Aurel Darnacheu[s] b[ 

|s Aure[]] .orarf.ri.[ 
Toa 

5. The unidentified name can be read BARA .TH, and the two last letters may be OR, with some difficulty. It 
would be easier to explain Barasthor (Introd. p. 63), but the letter in the middle resembles an overly large U, not an S. 
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110. Guard Roster KK 

Inv. D.Pg. 19 Probably A.D. 241 Plate LXI, 1 

Two fragments of tattered parchment, badly worn, and full of holes. Incomplete on all sides. Ink faded, 

especially toward edges. Flesh side blank. 
This text resembles 107 in form and content. Following the post or assignment, one finds a series of 

centuries and names. Here, because of lacunae, no more than one century and one name survive from a 

series. The century is designated in the usual way: 4 and the name of its commander in the genitive. 
The soldiers whose names follow belonged to the century and were in part identified by it. The porta 
aquaria in Frag. a, 6 (cf. 106 and 107) is obviously a gate through which the garrison obtained water. 
One would think first of a gate along the Euphrates, but the water system which supplied the baths 
entered the city from the northern wadi; see F. E. Brown, Rep. VI, pp. 1oof. The porta aquaria, then, 

might be the small postern gate at Tower 2, which Professor Brown informs me was in use during the 
Roman occupation of Dura; cf. A von Gerkan, Rep. VIJ-VIII, p. 33. There is no direct evidence for the 

date except for the somewhat uncertain reading in Frag. b, but centurions named Bargas, Germanus, 

and Marinus appear in 95 (A.D. 250) and all are quite possibly identical with those in the present text 

(Introd., p. 29). The use of parchment may indicate a shortage of papyrus. 

Unpublished. 

Frag. a, 15.5 X 14.2 cm. 

]4 Marini . .[ 

jolhi 4 Barga [ -8- ]..0..[ 

].us s.e.1 4 Barga ..[ -6- ]....quintis[ 

].lhi 4 Barga [....]l[ -z0- ]. .lana[ 

5 Ens euelelcere tens -O= tot. Seal 

]..nus po[rta a]quaria 4 Barga [ -6- }.lus] 

l2e.tiod. i; .. 4 Germani Aurel Avail 

]..-es 4 [Ba]rga A[u]rel Abedmalch[us 

10 ‘Wawra steecs [..]achi Marinus .[ 

]...[-Jrgl 
]..s..las..signa ord Aurel [ 

7. Cf. porta pretorviana in 106 and 107. 8. praeltorio du[cis and Aurel Aci[bas are possible, though a parallel would 
make the first more plausible. 10. The name preceding Marinus may end -athi. 12. ad signa does not seem 
possible; oyd(inatus) = centurion. 

Prag. kX 26cm: 

eee et pom 

The most obvious restoration is that of the consuls of 241, when Gordian was consul for the second time with 
a Pompeianus. But the traces before et are too faint and indistinct to support or to prevent the reading. 

111. Uncertain Fragment Kionn}hti( We. 18 

Inv. D.Pg. 15 5 x 8cm. Can X.Dy 242 

Tattered scrap of parchment. The color, condition, and script are very similar to 110. 

Unpublished. 

After illegible traces of three lines: 
Sil[vanus ? 

III Idus [ 
ee iiel 

4 [ 
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112. Guard Roster (?); Centuries and Numerals <= Rox ATI Re C le 

Tov, DiPe. 17 TZiAox<e Lorem: A.D. 241 or 242 Plate LXI, 2 

This piece is a narrow strip of parchment incomplete on all sides, greenish-yellow on the hair side, 

natural tan on the flesh side, very similar to 110 and 111. If the hair side was treated as the recto, as in 

other Dura parchments, this bit is evidence that centurion Naso, whose name is found on the flesh side, 

was still active after Bargas joined the cohort, since the latter’s name is on the hair side (Introd., p. 29). 
This text is earlier than 95, for that text shows five centurions, so that there is room there for Mocimus or 

Naso, but not both. One or the other must have been replaced by Marinus Posterior by A.D. 250. It 
is, also, earlier than 110, which shows Marinus in place of Mocimus, and that may be dated with some 

probability to A.D. 242. 

The manner in which names and designations of centuries run on interspersed with each other suggest 
that the text of the hair side was a guard roster, like 106-110. The purport of the numerals on the flesh 
side is unexplained. 

Unpublished. 

Recto 

}!..[ 
Aljure]l Silvanus pr 4 Barga Aurel oa. .1[ 

|. Marcus Ulp Silvanus 4 Mocimi{ 

Verso 

4 Achaei lvii 

4 Naso[nis| lxiii ecccxvil 

Silvanus Pr(ior) ? Cf. 107 i, 16. 

113. List of Names = RopTilRec 12 

inv Dera Sr WV. A.D. 230-240 

The recto of Frags. b and c is 85. The verso of all except Frag. e is yellowish and spongy, and the 
surface has been extensively eaten away by worms. The writing is rather large and late (ca. A.D. 230-240) 

and done with a fairly coarse pen. Nothing can now be read except a few parts of names on Frag. ¢ 

—Zabdib|, line 5; Malch{, line 6; and Zebid[, line 10. The text may have been a guard roster like 106-110. 

Frag. e, which is not certainly a part of this text, joins another scrap found among the fragments 
of 107 to make a piece with combined dimensions of 3.3 x 4,6 cm. On it can be read three names and 

parts of two others. It is interesting as evidence for a centurion Themarsas (line 4) who is not otherwise 

attested (Introd., p. 29). The recto is blank. 

Unpublished. 

Frag. eé 

ae eel 
Mom]bogeus M/[a]lch[ 

|. Fl: Demetr{ius 

] 4 Themarsa[ 

5 ]-[ 
If this bit is part of a guard roster, as the lack of alignment of the names suggests, Mom|bogeus and M{ajlch[ 

may be parts of the names of two persons. 
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114. List of Names = \2 Onn) |. | 

inv. D.P. 63 R 8.5 X 25.3 cm. A.D. 225-235 Plate XLVIII, 2 

The papyrus is complete at top and bottom, and is well preserved. The writing is scratchy and careless; 

the z has a peculiar form like uw. Some of the names are drastically abbreviated. The list fills only a little 
more than half the column, and has all the appearance of a hasty jotting on a scrap of papyrus. There is 
no clue to its purpose. 

If Theobol Gadde (line 7) is the same as the Theobolus Gadde who is found under the date 201 in 98 i, 8, 

and 101 vii, 3, the text can be assigned to the twenty-five years after 201. But neither this nor any of the 
other names can be identified with certainty. In any case, it is earlier than 58, which occupies the verso. 

Unpublished. 

Aurjel Zabdib ] Tul Valentinus 
Deme|trius Zaabal | Gaianus 

jl Mocimus 10 jus Zebida 

Za|bdibol Malchi ] Avidas 
5 Aurjel Marinus | Germanus 

jl Barneus Zebi | Iulianus 

| Theobol Gadde 

2. Possibly waabal. 

115. List of Names by Turmae and Centuries = \<com 

inv. D.P. 11 V e232 Plate XLIX, 2 

For the verso the papyrus was turned over on a vertical axis instead of a horizontal one as was usually 
done. As a result, the top of each fragment is the same on recto and verso; Frag. 6 contains the beginning 

of the extant text of the verso, Frag. a the end. Along the left edge of Frag. b are a series of entries, 

mostly numerals and consisting of four lines in all, which are written parallel with the fibers. The 

remaining entries are at right angles to the fibers, as is usual on the verso. The recto is occupied by 98. 
Although the left edge of Frag. 0 is straight, it is not certain that we have the actual beginning of the 

text. The middle group of numerals, at any rate, are numbered 1, ii, iii, and the last group, i, i. The dates 

in the lower right corner of Frag. a show that this is the end. 

Whether or not the lists on Frag. 6 and Frag. a are parts of the same text is difficult to decide. The 
slight variation in the size of the script and the spacing of the lines in Col. i as compared with the rest 

could be accounted for by a desire of the scribe to put all the equites in one column; but the arrangement 

of the columns is not obvious. The width of Col. ii on Frag. b is not known; and tne only indication of the 

number of lines it contained is a single black disk on Frag. d! like that in ii, 1. This disk would align with 
the d in obres in ui, 4, at an undetermined distance below. The six lines on Frag. c are from the lower part 

of a column, on the same level as Frag. d. There is room between these two fragments for the first half 

of the names which end on Frag. c; but between the right edge of these lines on Frag. c and the left edge 

of Col. i on Frag. a there is a space of about 13 cm.” Since Cols. i and ii on Frag. a average about 6 cm. 
each, with about 5 cm. between (a total of 16 cm. for one column and the intercolumnar space on either 

side of it), this distance of 13 cm. is too narrow for another such column with the same spacing; yet there 
is no trace of writing on Frag. a to the left of Col. i. The best solution appears to be to suppose that the 
names on Frag. c were centered between Frags. 6 and @ below the column (numbered 11) which begins on 
Frag. b. We should then have one column (Frag. 0 i) covering the five turmae of the cohort, two columns 

1 Because the fragment contains nothing else, it is not 2 The spacing of all the fragments has been determined 
included in the transcription. (so far as it can be) by reference to the recto. 

25 
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(Frag. a) covering five centuries, and a space between of about 30 cm. with entries of uncertain content 
at the top and the names of the men of the sixth century centered in the space at the bottom. 

If this reasoning is correct, the century on Frag. c can be identified. In 67 the centurions in order are 
Danymus, Marcus, Marianus, Antoninus Prior, Antoninus Posterior, and Pudens. The last four of these 

recur in the same order here on Frag. a, with the addition of Gaianus at the end. The century in question 
then will be that of either Danymus or Marcus; and the name of Aurelius Maximus, known from 98 iy, 8 
and 100 x, 8 to have enlisted in the century of Marcus in A.D. 216, points to the latter. 

The numerals in the right margin of Frag. b beside Col. i are clearly a tabulation of some sort, with 

amounts running as high as 2527; but there seems to be no clue to their purpose. 

If the reading of the first line of Frag. a i were certain, this part of the list could be interpreted as 
infantrymen who had received horses and been promoted to the cavalry. Cf. facti equites in 94, 7 and 
BGU 666, ii, 32. But this would leave Col. i out of account; and Jequos might be read Jeu eos, so that 

the exact purpose of the list remains dark. 

The three repetitions of the date at the end can be understood as attestations that the document was 
read or witnessed on that day. 

Unpublished. Cf. Rep. V, pp. 300f.; M. Rostovtzeff, Miinchener Beitrdge, X1X (1934), p. 372; R. O. Fink, 
TAPA, LXXVIII (1947), pp. 159-170. 

Frag. b 

Col. i 

¥ Tiberini 

dupl Lucilius Artorius 
i ‘e [Males Themar{s]a] 

=e Aurel Mocimus 
5 fate! el Aurel Isidorus 

‘Ses 

+ Antonini 

dup! A[.]polonius Mesenus 

= ‘Cocei 

Cl Maximus 

10 Fl Heliodorus 
5 Themarsas Addaei 

i x A[u]rel Monimus 
> 

4 os 
pba esl 
—a— bi 

‘€ + Naharotis 

=Ug=e hss [Ajel Antoninus 

15 jl Antoninus 

fo 
2:3 ¥] Paulini 
Pee Ojgelus .[ 

3 

Numerals: m(ilia). Line 3 of the numerals: Jitem ? djecem? The last i to the right in m iixxviii is very thick and 

has a stroke running horizontally to the right from its foot. Cf. 94, 2 and 3. 2. Asconius is possible instead of 
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Artoyius. 

387 

7. There is a hole in the papyrus between a and ~. Whether anything was ever written there cannot be 
determined. There is no gap at the corresponding points in the lines above and below; but in Frag. a ii, 11, and 12, 
the names are written Achil eus and Mam mes. 13. The third letter of the decurion’s name appears to have been 
corrected from /. It might be e instead of h; but it does not have quite the normal shape of either. 14. ]fl is also 
possible. 17. Olgelus M{[alchi ? Cf. 82 i, 17: opt[io|n ii Ogelus Malchi. 

Frag. 5 

Colm 

XV @ ca.7] -s[--- VL 
bell = isles 

].a.c..-t[ 
A[clcep XV[ ] Kall]...m. .obres[ 
epistul[ 

2. The first two letters could be d and wu. dufo]bu[s clos, A.D. 212? 4-5. accep epistul is an annotation in a 
somewhat smaller hand. It is not at all certain that the rest of line 4 is a date; and if it is, the month seems to be 

indecipherable. 

Frag. c 

|dorus 

ile 
reels 

6. The third letter might be c, p, or g. 

Frag. a 

Col. i 

Jn.r. ix ¥].[.].[.Jequos acceper 
10 

4 Mariani 
Themarsa Gora 

Nisamsus Malchi 

5 Vabalathen Ballaei 

Antonius Alexandri 

15 
4 Anton[ini] Prioris 

Salmanes Zabdiboli 

1. |tem is possible instead of ]u.y. 13. Ant[on(ini) Post[(erioris). 

Col. ii 

4 Pud{e]ntis| 10 
Theotecnus Aciba 

Aurel Mombogeus 

Aurel Bolaeus 

5 [Aurel Alexander] 

4 Gaiani *9 

Theacabus Themarsa 

Obeanes Themarsa 

Aurel Maximus 

Aur]el Maximus 

5 ]-[.]-F 
Jni.a.or IV[ 

Aurel Bernicianus 

Zebidas Iarhaei 

Mocimus Themarsa 
Zabdibolus Malchi 

4 Ant[on Plost[ 

Malchus Themarsa 
Zab|diboljus Gora[ 

[larhaeus Themarsa] 
Au|[rjel Achileus 

i.[..]mammus 

pr Kal Decembres 

Lupo cos 

]..[[}Lupo et Maximo co[s]] 
]..[ ]Lupo et Maximo cos 

Jen[. |s[ 

13-16. The three dates are in three different hands, all different from that of the text: Nov. 30, A.D. 232. 

25% 
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116. Names and Notations by Centuries and Turmae - )) 4... )\.\ Gee 23 

List of Principales ? 

Tay, DP: 76 kK BI... xX TO,B.em, A.D. 236 Plate LIII 

This interesting text is one of those found outside the temple of Artemis Azzanathkona. It was 

discovered in December, 1932, along the wall near the Synagogue.! The verso is occupied by 117. 
The papyrus is one end of a roll. In its present state it consists of eleven contiguous pieces, hard, 

brittle, dark brown, and in places stained an even darker brown. When discarded it seems to have been 

rolled from left to right with the verso on the inside, with the result that the last column of the recto has 
suffered the greatest damage. 

The text of the recto contains from four (Col. iii) to ten (Col. ii) lines from the foot of four columns of 
names. It is complete at the bottom; but variations in the spaces between columns make it impossible to 

judge whether it is complete on the right or left. Between Cols. i11 and iv the distance is approximately 
7 cm., while between ii and iii it is only 3.3 cm., and between i and ii the notations before the names in ii 

have narrowed the space to I cm. The actual space on the left of i is 1.4cm.; on the right of iv, approxi- 
mately 3.5 cm. 

The hand is a dashing one, with a special fondness for long, sweeping strokes in the J, the s at the end 
of cos, and the centuria-sign. The most distinctive letter is the m in the form which is used initially and 

in Germant, i, 8. The abbreviation T for twrvma, instead of a crossed T, is also noteworthy. It has appeared 
also in the later list 107. 

The ascription to the year 236 follows from an ingenious suggestion of Gilliam’s that cos stip xv in i, 8 

and ii, 7 is a way of expressing a year for which the names of both consuls had become unmentionable 
through damnatio memoriae. Gilliam writes me: “It would be equivalent more or less to ‘—and—consuls 
(fifteen years service).’ The two consuls would appear to be those of 222, Elagabalus and Alexander.” 

A soldier whose first year was 222 would be in this fifteenth year in 236. The position of the notation in 
the list supports this interpretation, for in Col. i it follows the designation of a century, which elsewhere 
in the text is always followed by a consular date. In Col. ii, it comes between the names of two men of 

the same turma, just as consular dates intervene in lines 3 and 6 of Col. iv. These two entries seem also to 

show that the later formula for years in which neither consul could be named had not yet been devised 
(cion 975 p: 301): 

The form of the list is somewhat inconsistent, and its purpose not evident. There are notations before 

the names in Cols. i-iii but not in iv. The note which precedes a name in ii, 4 may be repeated as a 
separate line in iii, 2. Aurelius is abbreviated in Col.i, spelled out in ii—iv. The first two (or three) columns 

at any rate may be some sort of list of principales. Aurelius Artemidorus and Aurelius Mocimus (i, 5 and 
7) are singulares; Apollonius Messenus (ii, 6) was a duplicarius in the turma of Antoninus in 232 (115i, 7); 
and Aelius Licinnius (ii, 10) held the same rank in the turma of Demetrius in 222 (101 xxxvi, 18). But this 

possibility remains speculative because the remaining personnel cannot be traced further. Such nota- 

tions as appadan (ii, 6), ambul (ii, 8), and the horizontal line (ii, 10; iii, 1 and 4) are of course remi- 

niscent of the rosters 100 and 101 (Introd., pp. 39-41). 

Unpublished. 

Coli. 

ceil 
aah 

Allis trot chops Cia. eel 
4 Anton... Tulifa]no ii et Crispino cos A.D. 224 

1 Many small fragments ca. 2 x 2 cm. were found 227, 232, or 253. In another the appearance of Aurel two 
similarly, and were assigned the inventory number D.P. or three times in vertical alignment suggests a list of 
100. Little can be read to give them an interest, but in names. 
one, ]. et Max[imo may be part of the consular date of 
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5 singul Aurel Artemidorus 

4 Nigrini Tuliano ii et Crispin[o] cos A.D. 224 
singul Aurel Mocimus 

4 Germani cos stip: xv eye 222, 

Col. ii 

..$[ 
W Ca, 108 |= (eg. S| ok. m<1€o)s 

].[ ]. 
eee elf Jul. Jeo. Aurel Ears food eave tee mene iE 

5 []. T Antiochi[ Llaeto ii et Cereale [c]os A.D. 215 

Appa[djan Apolloniufs] Messenus 

cos: [st]ip: xv ADs 222 
ambul.. Marcus Victor 

T Romulli Pompeiano et Av{ito] cos A.D. 209 

Io ——|{——]— Aelius [Lic]innius 

Col. iii. 

ek lI[...... He}l{ijodorus 
J eeu |Paoe earl 

Iuliano ii et Crispino cos A.D. 224 
Aurelius Valerius 

Remainder of column blank 

Col. iv. 

Soe aveilPeraree hava GlOS 

Aurelfijus Zeb[...]m..[ 

S{acjerdote ii cos A.D. 219 
Aurel{iujs Alexander 

5 Aurel{ius] Diodorus 

[IuliJa[no ii] et Crispin{o (?) co]s A.D. 224? 

Anreljijus R....- 

4 Rufian{i Ljaeto ii et Cere[ale cos A.D. 215 
Aurfeliais :...env.[ 7 [2 

The readings have been checked with a preliminary transcript by Gilliam. i, 4. 4 Antonini? or Anton(ini) 
Pri(ovis)? See the commentary on 117 and col. ii, 1. u, 4. For the annotation on the left cf. iii, 2. 
li, I. either Ael/[ius or Iu]l[ius. 

(xJ 

~ 

S 117. List of Names by Centuries, with Numerals = x aAtkt Mee & : 

ive D.P. 76 V A.D. 236 Plate LIV 

This text consists of parts of six columns. It is complete at the top and probably on the left, because 
the traces of two capital letters at the extreme left edge are almost certainly a smudged reflection of IM 
in the first line of Col. i. There is otherwise here a clear margin of 7 cm. The recto is occupied by 116, 
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The first column began with a formal heading in capitals (with wide margins of 7 cm. on the left and at 
least 6.5 cm. at the top), which dates the text by the consulship of the emperor Maximinus Thrax, 

A.D, 236. This is of some interest because Maximinus is not actually named in any other document from 
Dura, though 69 may have been written during his reign. 

The other five columns each contains seven or eight lines of names, beginning about 3 cm. from the top 

of the papyrus. The century of Antoninus Prior is named in ii, 1; but the centuries of the others have not 
been identified. The presence here of Antoninus Prior makes it reasonably certain that the centurion 
Antoninus of 821, 12 and 15; 116i, 4; and 120i, 4 was the same man; and that Antoninus Posterior had 

dropped out before the date of 82; the adjective Prior was retained from habit. All of the names, with 
the possible exception of iii, 6, are preceded by either dcc or pdcc, both as yet unexplained. 

Unpublished. 

Cola: 

IMP DN [MJAXIM[IJNO [A]VG 
[ et Afric]jano cos 

abe Vaal 
]-[ 

Col. ai dcjc Aurel Sa.a.[ 

Yq jJAnton  Prio[r Cle ae 

J deg Tathaefus) Zebida eee es cie 
] dec Malchu[s Z]ebida et “ob 7 [ 

Idee full ce ieeiucks os a 

5 |pdee Aurel Lo[. . jonus 
idee. Alize se Aik peel Col. v 

It i ie : pdee = Ja{rhaJeus Themarsa 
Haar pdec Aufrel] Germanus 

pdcc -L.«. Jbl... Jeleaen 

Col. iii dcc A{urjel Apollonius 

Jdcc  Seleucu[s Mjalchi 5 ce Se 

Ip dec Aurel M.[. _].ius pace: Eo 
“Jdcc Aurel H[..Jofur a euliet J 

|Jdcc Abgarus Iarhaei 

5 Jdcc Mal{c]hus Mombogei Cohen 
..[..Jn.. AGG  Aure[l] Barbesomenius F 

ee J.us Sfijgill[ pd[c]c.[ 
i-cesh One line lost 

Col. iv ' : 

dcc Aurel Sacona[ Two lines lost 

p d[cc] Dumanus Na.[ pd{cc 

The readings have been checked with a preliminary transcription by Gilliam. Col. i, 2, may have had the name in 
capitals smaller than those in line 1; but cos certainly trails off into cursive. Col. ii, 7. Possibly na instead of m. 
Col. iii, 3. For the final element in the name cf. Abidfur, Index, s.v. 6. The reading of the annotation is extremely 
uncertain. The a in some lights looks like a delta with a cross-bar; and the traces to the left of it appear certainly 
to be cursive. Col. iv, 2. There is a correction at the beginning of the first name. The traces might also be read as 
abmarius or admarius; cf. however demnu.[ in 68, 2. 
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118. List of Names =~ Ror | 

imy. D.P. 26 V A.D. 255 (°) Plate LXVI, 2 

Described under 121, which occupies the recto. The hand of the verso has the peculiarity of making the 
last stroke of a final s horizontal, so that the whole letter resembles an Arabic numeral 2. 

The names which can be read in this text are the usual ones at Dura—Themarsa, Iarhaboles, Germanus, 

and the like. The real interest of the text is the possibility of its containing the dates Avriano] et Papo cos 
(line 9), A.D. 243; 212 et] 17 cos (line 12), that is Philippis Augustis 111 et 1 cos, A.D. 248; and Valeriano 111 

et Gallie|no 11 cos (line 14), A.D. 255. The last date would place this text among the very latest at Dura. 

Unpublished. 

el ili et |11 cos 2 A DP248 2 
jus Acibas | Messianus 

]. .anus ]. .°fLcos A.D. 255 ? 

]. sus 15 jadallathus 

5 jius Tar|haboles 

Ant]ifo]chus |. Germanus 

James Taq|ubus 

]. Themarsa ].da..us 

Arriano Jet Papocos? A.D. 243 ? 20 leek 

10 jllus i. on[f 

jeus 

15. Sjadallathus or V jaballathus. 

119. List of Names = Ronni 7 Ly? 

Inv. D.Pg. 16 5-4 X 8.9 cm. A.D. 230-240 ? 

The fragment is of irregular shape, brighter in color than 109-112, brighter even than 146. It is a 
luminous yellow in color (possibly dyed or painted) on the hair side, a stained white on the flesh side. 
The surface on both sides is badly abraded, and in addition much of the ink has faded. Nothing can be 

said of the contents except that it consisted mostly of names. The hand is small, neat, and vertical, and 

is the only means of dating. 

Unpublished. 

]. -anu[ 5 Tjulius Ge 

Ja.. nl J.aetagus P. [ 
J.adem[].£ — J-[ JAntonius M J 
Jetu[....Jn Z.[ Jbeast[..Js AL 

120. List of Names by Centuries, with Dates by Day and Month == D..~.\:\ ize. 

Inv. D.P. 29 R 10.5 X 10cm. Probably A.D. 233-235 Plate LV, x 

The papyrus is somewhat grayish, with considerable separation of the fibers of the recto and verso. 
Some strips are completely missing from the recto. The verso (81) is complete at the top, and the recto 
may be complete at the bottom of Col. i. 

The date is certainly in Alexander’s reign, because he is called d(ominus) n(oster) ; and since the dates 

in i, 4 and 9, are 215 and 217, the consulship is probably Alexander’s first, in 222. But the centurion is 
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simply Antoninus; and this would imply a date after 115 (Nov. 30, 232), for between 222 and 232 there 
were two Antonini who were distinguished as Prior and Posterior. 

The form of the text is puzzling. The dates by day and month in i, 8 and 11, and ii, 5, suggest a 
summary of a record of accessions by transfer like 121. But the addition of consulships in 1, 9 and 12, 
and ii, 7 shows that this is something different. Conceivably the date in i, 4, A.D. 215, is the date of 

enlistment of the men whose names follow; and 777 Kal Nov(embres), Extricato 11 cos is the date of some 

change of status or other event affecting Aurelius Antoninus, Silvanus, and Silvanus Alter, while the 
same thing took effect for Domitius on x.. Kal Augustas, A.D. 222. What the occurrence could be, 
however, which would be worth tracing through the records of at least five years is not readily evident. 

Much the same form of entry is found in 95, 

Unpublished. 

Col. i. Collis. 

].-[ 
ese i: see 
anes J. tal sl 

4 Antonini Laeto 11 cos A.D. 255 Aurel Gratus 

5 Aurel Antoninus iii Kal O[ct Sept. 29 
Aurel Silvanus dn Alexand[ro Aug cos A.D. 222? 

Aurel Silvanu(s] alter ie ili le se 

ial iii Kal Nov(embres) One line lost 
ls Extricato ii cos Oct. 29 ce 

10 |s Aurel Domitius BUD 2x7 dell 

x.. Kal Augustas July 17-26 

dn Alexand[ro] Aug[ cos AED 3222.0, 

The readings have been checked with a preliminary transcription by Gilliam. i, 12 and ii, 6: d(omino) n(ostro). 

121. Record of Accessions by Transfer = DES sia Rew 24 

Inve DEP S26 kK 7X Tons (Cis Probably A.D. 241 Plate LV; 2 

The recto is possibly complete on the left, the verso (118) on the right. The papyrus as a whole is 
badly tattered, with many fibers stripped from the surface of both recto and verso. On the left of the 
recto is a joint in the papyrus, the surface of which is so abraded that almost no traces of writing are left. 

The best parallels for this text are P. Oxy. 1022 and BGU 696. The former reads, lines 4-9: “‘tirones 

sexs probatos a me in coh(orte) cui praees in numeros referri iube ex xi Kalendas Martias. nomina eorum 

et iconismos huic epistulae subieci.”” The latter supplies one formula by which the relatio im numeros was 
recorded; e.g., in col. 11, 19-21: “in (centuriam) Candidi, Torquato et Juliano cos, Horatius Herennianus 

ex iv Idus Novembres.”’ Here the consulship is the date of Herennianus’ original enlistment; the month 
date is the beginning of his service in the particular unit. Furthermore, all the entries in the pridianum 

are so arranged that the soldiers’ names always begin a new line. Our present text combines elements of 
both of the foregoing and so is clearly a record of the assignment of new personnel to centuries of the 

Cohors XX Palmyrenorum. 
The meaning of the greater part of each entry is self-evident ; velatus in numerum ex epistula Atti Rufint 

(2-3 and 9-10) states that the assignment was made on the authority of the governor of the province, 

Attius Rufinus. Lines 5 and 12 name the centuries in which the men were placed; and, as Fusco 1 cos 

in 12 shows, also gave the year of their first enlistment. Then follow the individual names (lines 6 and 13) 

and the date by month and year on which they joined the XX Palmyrenorum (lines 7-8 and 14-15). 
There are, however, several unsolved problems here. In line 2 it is not clear whether the letters nw 
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are an unusual abbreviation, nu(merwm), or are the initials of two words, and if the latter, what word the 

u represents. Lines 4 and 11, if evat and erant are correctly read, may be the remains of some such phrase 
as in 1s erat sesq 1,1 but in this restoration a satisfactory referent for 7s is wanting. Or denwm m in line II 
—since Aurelius Macrinus, who has been in the service since 225, is clearly not a tiro, but is being trans- 

ferred from some other unit—might be expanded and restored as, e.g., evant de num(ero) Maur(orum) 

transl(att) mul(ites) ...; but this is open to the objection that it is too long and that tvanslatus in military 

texts is otherwise accompanied by ex, not de (100 xii, 28 and xiii, 9; BGU 606, ii, 22, and cf. ui, 13: 

accepti ex leg II). 
Attius Rufinus is an addition to the list of governors of Syria (Introd., p. 22). The date is probably 

that of Gordian’s second consulship; see the introduction to 59. 

Unpublished. 

Gjordi[ano cos 

r[e]l in nu ex [epistula 

Atti Rufini[ uc cos n 

].is erat[ 

Ge[r}mani{ 
Tul Ant[ 

iii Kal Tu[ 

Gordia[no cos 

rel in n{u ex epistula 

Atti Rufini u c cos nf 

erant denum m[ 

4  Heliodori Fusc[o] 11 [cos 

Aurel Macr{[ijnus 

vii[ 

Gordia[no 

eee 
) or vel(ati) in n(umeros) u( 

Bel 

May 29 or June 28 

A.D. 239 or 241. 

10 

A.D. 225. 

cos A.D. 239 or 241. 15 

2 and 9g. vel(atus) in n(umerum) u( ). Cf. J. F. Gilliam, Eos, XLVIII (Symbolae 
R. Taubenschlag Dedicatae, 1957), p. 209, note 13. 3 and 10. u(irt) c(lavissimt) co(n)s(ulavis) n(ostrt). Il. dé 
num/(ero) ? 

122. List by Centuries of Soldiers of the Same Year = \ oe 

Inv. D.P. 46 TOV5) <<. 1-6) Cm. Ca. A.D. 241-242 

A badly shredded and somewhat warped piece of reddish-brown papyrus set together from four 

smaller fragments. The hand resembles that of 95, but is slightly larger and not identical with it. It isa 

bold, flowing hand, with many variations in the forms of the letters, especially a, e, and m. The verso 

is blank. 

Little can be said of the purpose of the list except to point out that all of the men enlisted in the same 
year. This suggests that we have here either a summary of tirones, received in a given year,! or of soldiers 

who have served out their enlistment and are eligible for the honesta missio. 
The names of the centurions fix the date (Introd., p. 29). Germanus appears as early as 235 (116) 

and Felix as early as 240 (107), and both are still in Dura in 250 or 251 (95). On the other hand, Felix 
and Mocimus together may have been at Dura only for a short period about 241/242; the latter is 

apparently missing in 121 (Heliodorus, whom Mocimus replaced, is still present), and there is not room 

1 Cf. BGU 606, i, 31-33: tivones probati viiti, in is 
eq(ues) 1, drom(edarius) 1; and cf. also 82 i, 1 and 89 ii, 5. 

1Cf. BGU 696i, 31 —ii, 12, where the formula eodem cos 
occurs five times in connection with the assignment of 
tirones. 
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for both, with Naso, in 110. Only one of these three was still with the cohort in 95. The most probably 
date, accordingly, is about 241/242, or a little later. None of the other personnel can be identified with 
certainty. 

Unpublished. 

4 Gjerman{i eodjem|[ cos ] 4 Achei eodem cos 

| Aurel Bernician|[us Aure]l Maxim[us 

| Marin[u]s Abbos[a 10 Au{re]l Marin[us 

4 Mo|cimi eodem clos [A]jurel [Za]bdib[o]l[us 
5 | Aurel Hella[nijcu[s ]. 4 Felicis eodem cos 

| Aurel Antoninu[s ] Aurel Salmanes .[ lene [ 

| Aurel Abgarus Aurje[l] Pau...a[ 

The readings have been checked with a preliminary transcription of the separate fragments by Gilliam. 3. Them 
begins with a strongly curved stroke, unlike any other initial m in the text; but chavin[u]s seems improbable because 
of the form of the h in ache?, line 8. 4. The traces of the centurion’s name could be read Jciafi; but a centurion 
Mocimus is attested in 112 recto. 14. The traces could be read as the name Pautina, attested in ILS 7226. 

123. List of Names <= |); Kec dss 

Inv. D. P. 30 V After. A.D. 22 Plate XXXI, 1 

The verso of 104 is occupied by a list of names in a large and coarse print. The left margin is preserved, 

but the ragged condition of the papyrus and the loss of the right margin make reading difficult. The use 
of the Latin ztem, as well as the ductus of the alpha, suggests that the writer was more accustomed to 

that language than to Greek. 

Unpublished. 

.. DION...AN [iJtep AL. .] 2TLA] WL 
itep ADZZHTAOL Sci 

*TouvAil, 10 ..[ — —]...[ 

iteu ADO 22H] TAOS *Apidyivei’ 

5 JTIPP!G) KéAe[pos AU<p>nAlos Oepapo[as 

[ oe L — —]-[ 
Mappivos TAauxilou 

The same entry seems to be repeated in lines 2, 4, and 8; the efa here might be read as uu, but neither sigma can 
be an epsilon. Just conceivably d&gpont&alv = absentimm? 

~ ~ 

124. List of Names = D., (Rec 413 

Inv. D.P. 39 V AsGioxjA2 Cin. A.D. 220-230 

Badly abraded fragment incomplete on all sides, datable only by the script. Right edge of a list of 
names, written along the fibers in small hand. On recto, 142. 

Unpublished. 

}.[ 
].-[ 

]..-[ ] Zebida 

]..1anus 

2) ae ees 
]\. .20 dibemarsa 



E. Judicial Business 

125. Decision of a Tribune 

inv. D.P. 6 G_< 227m. A.D. 235 Plate XXII, 1 

A piece of papyrus cut from a roll, with the edge of a kollema visible 3 cm. from the left margin. 

Writing is on the recto with the fibers. The sheet is complete in external dimensions, though damaged 
on the right. The left edge is even, as though cut with a knife, and so severed intentionally from the 
previous column or columns containing the beginning of the sententia. For this there is no obvious 

explanation. Since the papyrus was found in the military archives, it cannot have been cut off and taken 
away by Abedsalman as proof of his release from indebtedness. There is no indication whether the sheet 
was cut from an original sententia, from a liber sententiarum, or from a copy of an entry in the com- 

mentarii of the tribune, taken (‘“‘descriptum et recognitum’’) for the benefit of the parties to a suit. In 

any case, the signature (lines 8-13) is in a different hand from the body of the text above, presumably 

that of Laronius Secundianus himself. As two other sententiae (&tropdoeis ; 126-127) were found in the 
same archives, it is likely that all three were transcripts of cognitiones conducted by the tribune under 

authority delegated by the provincial governor, each duly authenticated by him.1 It is curious, however, 
that we have found preserved only the last column of each. 

In the loss of the beginning, it is possible to reconstruct only in part the legal situation. There had been 

a sale or a sales agreement, dealing with land or perhaps more probably a slave. One Abedsalman, bearer 

of a name which is a Syrian formation but which has not otherwise occurred among the soldiers or 
civilians of Dura,” had appeared as fidejussor, and in the preserved text he is released from his obligations 

“in ea quantitate in quam intervenerit,”’ that is, up to the value of the property in question.’ The reason 

1 The practice of employing military officers in the 
conduct of civil legal affairs must have been common in 
the Empire, to judge from the wide condemnation of the 
practice in the fourth century. In addition to the docu- 
ments in Cod. Just., i, 46, cf. the letter of the prefect of 
Egypt, P. Oxy. 1101, of A.D. 367-370. The practice con- 
tinued nevertheless, witness the activities of the prae- 
positus Flavius Abinnaeus (P. Gen. 47 and 49, of A.D. 
346; cf. E. Birley, Durham University Journal, De- 
cember 1949, p. 15; E. G. Turner will study his career, 
cf. Procedings of the London Classical Society, 1, October 
1947—May 1952, p. 5), and the later P. Mon. 1, of A.D.574, 
with the commentary of L. Wenger, pp. 32f. Sometimes 
this arose merely from the fact that the local centurion 
with his detachment represented Roman power; so the 
centurion of Luke 7. 3 gives orders to the Jewish elders. 
Appeals to centurions, mostly for police action, are very 
common in Egypt (e.g., P. Oxy. 2234 and P. Oslo 21, of 
the first century; BGU 36, 436, 454, 515, 522, of the second 
century; BGU 275 and P. Oslo 23, of the early third 
century: references from Preisigke, Worterbuch, s.v., cf. 
P. M. Meyer, Juristische Papyri, pp. 281f.). On the other 
hand, P. Mich. III, 159, shows a centurion serving as 
judex datus by delegation from the praefectus castrorum 
(reign of Claudius or Nero; cf. the commentary of P. M. 
Meyer and E. Levy, Savigny-Zeitschrift, XLVI, 1926, 
p- 284); cf. the tribune and two centurions who were 
judices dati in the Dalmatian inscription, L’ Année Epi- 
graphique, 1890, no. 11. The principle of delegation is to 

be recognized also in the case of higher officers, as the 
praepositus Cohortis I Flaviae Cilicum Equitatae in CPR 
18 (A.D. 124), and the tribune of Latyschev, JOSPE I, 
404 = CIL III, Suppl., 13750 (Chersonesus; time of 
Commodus). 

2 The name is otherwise unattested: “Servant of 
Salman,” but the deity occurs in an inscription from the 
sanctuary of Jebel Shaykh Barakat, west of Aleppo 
(IGLS II, 465), where the authors trace him back to the 
Assyrian Sulman (p. 259). This information I owe to my 
colleague, Harald Ingholt. 

3 It is unlikely that this phrase, “‘to the extent that he 
intervened,’ means that Abedsalman was a partial guar- 
antor, one of a number each of whom was obligated for 
only a proportion of the total value of the sale. Only one 
fideiussor appears in such slave sales as BGU 887, 4 (Side 
in Pamphylia, A.D. 151: ti i8ia Tiote1 KeAEVOV[TO]s “Eppiou 
“Hgaiota vyit) &k Siat&yyuatos) and Meyer, Jwristische 
Papyvi, 37, 10-12 (Seleucia in Pieria, A.D. 166:‘id 
fide sua et auctovitate esse iussit C. Iulius Antiochus 
manipularius; namely, that eum puerum sanum esse); cf. 
also the Dacian tablet CIL III, pp. 940-943, no. VII, r4f. 
(A.D. 142; C. G. Bruns, Fontes Juris Romani Antiqui, 
7th ed., 1909, p. 329, no. 130; P. F. Girard, Textes du 
Droit Romain, 6th ed., 1937, pp. 849f., no. 2; V. Arangio- 
Ruiz, Fontes Juris Romani Antejustiniani, I11: Negotia, 
1943, pp. 285-287, no. 88): idem fide sua esse iussit Vibius 
Longus. The general principle seems to have been that 
each fideiussor, if more than one, was responsible for the 

395 
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given is that the contract has been satisfied. On the other hand, the end of a prior clause which appears 
in line 1 suggests that another person was not released but was held to a debt which he acknowledged. 
We may suppose that the contract had been satisfied by action of the seller,’ and the situation would fit 
an action for hidden defects in a slave sale.® 

Unpublished. Cf. M. Rostovtzeff, Miinchener Beitriige, XIX (1934), pp. 3721.; Rep. V, p. 298; U. Wilcken, 
Archiv fiir Papyrusforschung, X1 (1935), p. 315; R. Taubenschlag, Journal of Juristic Papyrology, 111 (1949), p.60. 

(1stH.) que debere an n{on] (2dH.) Severo et Quintiano cos 

Abedsalman autem fi- 10 d{ujodecimum Kal Maias 
deiussionis nomine Laronius Secundian{u]s 

in ea quantitate in trib [coh X]X Palmyreno[rum] 
5 quam intervenerit Alex[an]drianae s[enten-} 

non teneri, soluto omni tiae [a mJe datae sub{scripsi. | 

contractu emptionis. 

1. Possibly qu(a)e. The restoration at the end I owe to Professor E. Seidl. 6. The first letter was read by Fink, and 
looks like a correction. Possibly c was written originally. 10-13. The lacuna in these lines is over a fault in the 
papyrus, and the writing is wide spaced in consequence. 

ce — — — to owe, or not; Abedsalman, however, (is) not to be held on account of the guarantee for 

the sum for which he had obligated himself, since the entire sales agreement has been satisfied. In the 
consulship of Severus and Quintianus, on the twelfth day before the Kalends of May, I, Laronius 
Secundianus, tribune of the Cohors XX Palmyrenorum Alexandriana, have signed (this) decision given 
by me.’’® 

126. Decision of a Tribune 

Inv. Dees 5 m3 < LOem, A.D. 235 Plate XXII, 2 

The sheet is incomplete on all sides except the bottom, where there is a free margin of 3.5 cm., but 
only a few letters have been lost from the beginning and end of the lines of writing. Numerous worm 

holes disfigure the top. A kollema 2 cm. wide runs vertically, its right edge 5.5 cm. from the left margin of 

the papyrus. The writing, a rather flowery script with many flourishes, is on the recto with the fibers. 
The hand of the subscription is smaller, resembling the Latin clerical hand, and is probably identical 

with that of the subscription to 125. 

Like 125, where the question is discussed, this is the last column of a sententia — &trogaors of the tribune 

Laronius Secundianus. Here also, the lack of the preceding column or columns makes the sense of the 
decision something less than clear. A division of property (ueptouds)! is mentioned repeatedly. It had 

taken place some time ago (11p0 ypovou, line 9), apparently between the parties to the suit (ueta€[U avTéy, 
line 2), perhaps brothers who had shared an inheritance, or at least members of one family. The division 

entire obligation; cf. W. W. Buckland, A Text-Book of 
Roman Law, 2d ed. (1932), p. 450; W. Kunkel, Roémisches 
Privatrecht auf Grund des Werkes von Paul Jérs, 2d ed. 
(1949), pp. 214f. For the situation in the Egyptian papyri 
cf. R. Taubenschlag, The Law of Greco-Roman Egypt, I 
(1944), pp. 250-252; F. Pringsheim, The Greek Law of Sale 
(1950), pp. 429 — 496, especially p. 438. For the verb inter- 
venive cf. Digest, xv, 1, 3,5: st filius familias vel servus pro 
aliquo fideiussevint vel alias intervenerint vel manda- 
verint, etc. 

4 This would be a situation similar to that of Digest, 
xlvi, 3, 95, 12: st inter emptovem et venditorem convenerit, 
priusquam aliquid ex alterutra parte solveretur, ut ab 

emptione discedatur, fideiussoy eo nomine acceptus soluto 
contractu liberabitur. 

5 Pringsheim, Greek Law of Sale, pp. 472-496; Kunkel, 
Romisches Privatrecht, pp. 233-236. 

6 For many useful suggestions in connection with this 
papyrus I am indebted to two letters from Professor 
Wenger written to Professor Rostovtzeff in the spring 
of 1933. 

1 The word occurs frequently in the papyri in this sense. 
Cf. P.Oxy. 1637, 8-11 (A.D. 257-259): 81]npijo8c1 trpds 
gauToUs — — — [ék ouyga(vou)] Kai ioou pEpioyoU Tis 

ovoias. The verb Sia1peiofai is used in the mutual dis- 
tribution of A.D. 86/87, above, 19. 
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had not been put into writing, and a dispute had arisen either about its validity or about its terms. The 

tribune’s findings are given in a series of infinitives, dependent on an é&trogaivoyai in the earlier, lost 

portion of the text.? Apparently these all had the same subject, namely one of the parties whose name 
may have begun with sigma (line 6). If my understanding of the text is correct, he had plied the potter’s 
trade ‘‘there’’ (presumably in a certain potter’s shop), no other person had interfered, he had kept 
possession of the shop, and the division still remains valid, dating from the time when he had ceased to 

receive pay. Probably he invoked the longi temporis praescriptio.® 
The logic of this is not entirely clear, but in recognizing the validity of the undocumented settlement, 

it seems that the tribune was guided by the acceptance of it by the parties over a period of time with the 
sole and unchallenged occupation and unsalaried use of the kerameion by one of them. While it is not 

possible to know precisely what was at issue in the suit, it is likely that the decision favored the potter 

and protected him from eviction. 
The term &ypaqas means literally “not committed to writing,” as was demonstrated by Wenger.’ It 

occurs most notoriously in connection with the so-called &ypagos yauos,°> but many other forms of 

obligation could be established orally,® inferior to those created or supported by written instruments only 

in being more difficult of proof. Any possibility of seeing here the influence of the oral stipulatio of Roman 
law’ is removed both by the basis of the tribune’s decision and by the express statement that the division 

had been contracted under the local legal practice of the village. It is interesting to note, nevertheless, 
that here, after the Constitutio Antoniniana, when the parties to the suit may well have been cives, the 
tribune has no hesitation in upholding the terms of an instrument created under such local conditions.§ 

Unpublished. For bibliography see 125 above. 

GstHOr lilo. [- leit tf. 2s. fp — & —"yevo-] 

[ué]vou yepiopo[U] ... wsTak[u avTdv Kata Thv] 

[ouvn]8e1ay Tis Kons cypapes .[..... au-] 

[t]ov épyov Tretroin[K]évor Exel Kepayik[Ov yndE] 

5 [.. Joon avTé& undeva d&AASTpIOV Ep[yov, KTT-] 
[ov S]é TOU Kep[a]uioy eoynKevai aUTOV 2.[.... Kai] 

[TOv] wEplouoV TOV yevouEvov cypagul[s ..:.. ] 
[TH]s Koouns PEeBouov peverv €€ o dxlovc] 
[To]U pEepiopou trpo Xpovou yevouévou [......] 

10 [..]. Tou po8ou travoacbar. 
(2d H.) [2eo]unpou Kai Kuvtiavou Urdtov Trpo Sexadvo [ KaAavdav] 

[Ma]ioov Aapavios ZexouvSiavoes yelAiapxos otrei[ens eikooTt}\s] 
[TloA]uupnvdov *AAe§avSpiavijs ti atropaoe: UTr” [EuouU Sed0-] 

[ve]vn UTEypaye. 
2 The verb is technically used in this sense in the papyri 

from Roman Egypt. The active voice, which appears in 
Ptolemaic texts, means “‘to declare’? in an unofficial 
capacity, while the middle is used of official ‘‘finding,”’ 
whether of fact or of conclusions. The tense of the in- 
finitive, accordingly, indicates in the one case the relative 
time of the events, in the other the “‘aspect”’ of the action 
decided upon. Cf. PSI 1109, 11 (A.D. 93/4): d&tropaivoyan 
civat, © find’ that he is’; Pl Reyn. 44, 5 (A.D: 104): 
oTreprnvauny . &yopacbfjvai, “I found that there was 
bought’”’; and with the active, UPZ 119, 43 (156 B.C.): 
amrepaivey Ewpaxévai, “he declared that he had seen’’; 
but P. Achmim 8, 28-30 (A.D. 197): dtrepnvduny tis 
atreiBias avtov elcevéyKelv Sioxdoia Snvapia, “for his dis- 
obediance I found that he should pay two hundred 
denarii’; SB 7404, 47-49 (Hadrian): dteprhvato T& pév 
ETOINA TrapadiSdovai Tov Acoovidnv, trepi S Tv Aoitrdév Sia- 

yvdvai tov ’Attiova, “he found that Leonides should 
hand over what was there, and that Apion should decide 
about the other things.” In the present text, the findings 
of fact are expressed in the perfect tense, the decision in 
the present. The governing verb is thus made to carry two 
logically separate notions. 

3 A. Berger, Encyclopedic History of Roman Law (1953), 
p. 645; H. F. Jolowicz, Historical Introduction to the Study 
of Roman Law (1952), p. 518. 

4L. Wenger, SB Ak. Miinchen, 1928, no. 4, pp. 15-102. 
5 See above on 31. 
6 Cf. Wenger, Joc. cit. 
* Cf. Buckland, Text-Book of Roman Law, pp. 434-439; 

Kunkel, Roémisches Privatrecht, pp. 96-08. 
8 See Introd. p. 21; E. Schénbauer, Journal of Juristic 

Papyrology, IX/X (1955/1956), pp. 39-53 (on Cod. Just., 
Vili, 52, 1; Digest, 1, 3, 33, 34)- 
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3. The last letter is probably gamma. 5. An aorist infinitive in the general sense of S0%vo1 seems called for at 
the beginning; t&]oa is short and would require an infinitive later, but there is no room for ép[ydleo8a1, Perhaps otf\Joat 
gives the required sense. 7. At end, possibly évtés. 8. For ékoWw in this context cf. P. Rein. 44 = Mitteis, 
Chrestomathie, 82 (time of Hadrian), line 5: &€ av fhrouvoa, &trepnvdynv. 9. I take mpd ypdvou in the sense of pd 
TroAAov, but I have seen no other example of this.® 10. The = in «roG00 is written above the line as a correction. 
13. The restoration bm’ [&uot S50 | pélvn was suggested by Wilcken, Archiv fiir Papyrusforschung, XI (1935), Pp. 315- 

“ce — — (I find that) a division having taken place between them orally, according to the custom of the 
village, he had performed there the labor of a potter, and no one else! [assigned] work to him (?) but 

Srey himself held [possession] of the potter’s shop, and the division which was carried out [within ?] the 
village orally remains valid from the time when, the division having taken place long ago, I hear that 
ORre ceased to receive pay. 

“In the consulship of Severus and Quintianus, on the twelfth day before the Kalends of May, I, 

Laronius Secundianus, tribune of the Cohors XX Palmyrenorum Alexandriana, have signed (this) 
decision given by me.” 

127. Decision of a Tribune (?) 

inv. Dieses Avy xX T2)5iem: ca. A.D. 235 Plate XXII, 3 

A ragged strip of papyrus, apparently complete above, very similar to 126 in general appearance, 

found in the season of 1933/34. The two hands, which are clearly distinguishable (of lines 1-4, 8-11) are 

like, but not identical with, the two hands of that document. These considerations have led to the 

tentative identification of the text as a sententia—dtrégaors, particularly in view of the occurrence of 
the name of “‘Secundianus tribunus” in what seems to be a signature. The difference in the hands at 
this point does not mean that Secundianus did not write both, I think, though it would be quite possible 
that either or both of the signatures were written for him by some one else. 

A greater difficulty is presented by the lack of success in reading line 8 as a consular date, though the 

TIPO is encouraging. It might be possible to read tatép[twv, but I see no possibility of reading the traces 

at the beginning of the line asUtrd&]tov. Gilliam’s suggested reading Aaytrpotdétou, with its reference to a 

consularis, would provide a quite different context. The spacing of the lines is a little irregular, varying 

from 1.2 cm. with lines 1/2, 6/7, and 7/8, to about 0.9 cm. elsewhere, but 126 shows the same phenomenon. 

There is no clue to the subject of the émdégaois, if that is what this is. As in the case of 125 and 126, 
we seem to have here a fragment of the last column only. 

Unpublished. 

(IstH.) Jatoal Jupia Bu..... [ 

].<€u[ (2dH.) J... mpotatoyl 
].aTiK[ Zekloyvdiavos 6 xel[AiapxXos 

Juetagu tL 10 ]vder. .[ 

5 ]xev 6 Ail ]..-[ 
Ja.[ 

8. Proba- 
11. Possibly }réy[paya, but the initial bly Aquitpotatou. 10. It would be possible to read ’ Ade€a]vSpiav[ js. 

traces do not look like TI. 

® The dictionaries give instances of the same use of 
xpoves with the prepositions 81d, ék, Umd, etc., in the 
same sense of “‘a long time.”’ 

10 The adjective GAAdtpios means properly 
“belonging to someone else,”’ 

of” or 
and dAAdtpiov épyov would 

be ‘“‘someone else’s work.”’ Perhaps the sense is, ‘“‘No one 
set him work belonging to someone else.’’ On the other 
hand, dAAdétpios is commonly used to mean “‘stranger”’ 
or “‘enemy,’’ and it seems preferable to take GAAdTpIov 
with pndéva: “no outsider set him a task.”’ 
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128. Fragments of an Official Journal 

Inv. D.P. 14, 35, 48 Probably about A.D. 245 Plate XXIV 

The text consists of a number of tattered fragments of good papyrus, similar in general aspect, found 

with the military archives in 1931/32. All are written in a calligraphic Greek hand of a distinctive charac- 
ter with many flourishes, mw and epsilon being especially characteristic. It is possible that Frag. # is in 
another, similar, hand. All are of the same character, except perhaps Frag. e, where however the hand and 
the top margin (ca. 2.5 cm.) are the same. Many of the fragments contain bits of Latin, Jeg? and a crossed 
D which is the common abbreviation of d(zx7t),1 preceded by a name. Commonly a line of writing occupies 
1.2 cm. The Latin U and the name Pacatianus are the main indications of date. 

The notation /eg?, like the more common Greek equivalent &véyveov,” points to the identification of the 

text as the commentarii of a magistrate. Of this documentary form, the best example remains P. Paris 69, 

re-edited in Wilcken’s Chrestomathie, no. 41 (pp. 59-66) with masterly commentary. This document is a 
day-by-day account of the official actions of the governor of the Ombite nome in Egypt for A.D. 232, 

each day’s entry being authenticated in the governor’s own hand, and so constituting an official record 
of his activity. The original was kept on file; later this or a copy was forwarded to the central archives in 
Alexandria. Entries were longer or shorter according to circumstances, but might include the full tran- 

script of the pleading in a legal case with the magistrate’s decision, sententia or &trogaois (125-127). Such 

a protocol could be cited by parties to the case as an &vtiypagov UTropynYaTICLOU or €€ UTrouvnYaTioLdy TOU 

Seivos,? and such texts occur frequently among the Egyptian papyri, with both pleadings and stage 
directions in Greek. Latin did not come into use for these latter until the fourth century, after which the 
abbreviation d(txit) occurs commonly.® None of these later texts, so far as I have seen, includes the 
authentication /eg?,° though the omission may be accidental, as probably with the two third-century 
inscriptions from Dumayr in Syria published by Roussel and de Visscher, which are incomplete in the 

concluding paragraphs.’ They contain transcripts of hearings, one before Caracalla and the other before 

a certain Laberianus, perhaps the governor of Syria. 

In any case, this papyrus is unique, I believe, in its combination of the Greek protocol form and the 
Latin authentication. It is possessed, moreover, of a curious feature which is not matched in the all- 

Greek documents from Egypt. The authentication leg is placed, seemingly, after every statement, as if 

1 On d(ixit) cf. the discussion and references of J. H. 
Oliver, Hesperia, XXI (1952), pp. 388-390, to which add 
H. Zilliacus, Vierzehn Berliner Griechischer Papyri (Socie- 
tas Scientiarum Fennica, Commentationes Humanarum 
Litterarum, XI, 4, 1941), no. 4, pp. 29-38, and references; 
W. H. C. Frend, JRS, XLVI (1956), pp. 46-56 (SEG 
XIII, 625). Oliver’s monogram is rather different (X) 
resembling basically a Greek delta. It occurs in an all- 
Greek text and he would expand it as cimev. If it means 
dixit, it would seem to include the first three letters of the 
word, though the Greek delta is curious. 

* Many instances are given in Preisigke-Kiessling, 
Worterbuch, s.v. I may quote Wilcken, Chrestomathie, 
no. 41, III, lines 19-30: ’Ayadds Aaipov prtwp ... eitrev 
— — 6 otpatny[os eitrev — —]. *Avéyvev. Cf. the com- 
ments of F. Preisigke on dvéyveov-legi-vecognovi, Die In- 
schrift von Skaptoparene in ihrer Beziehung zur kaiser- 
lichen Kanzlei in Rom (Schriften dey Wissenschaftlichen 
Gesellschaft in Strassburg, 30, 1917, pp. 18-29). 

* The basic discussion is that of U. Wilcken, Philologus, 
LIII (1894), pp. 80-126. I assembled the later discussion 
in my Royal Correspondence in the Hellenistic Period 
(1934), pp. 283f. and 372, to which add E. Bickermann, 
Aegyptus, XIII (1933), pp. 333-355, and Archives d’His- 
toive du Droit Oriental et Revue Internationale des Droits 
de lV’ Antiquité, II (1953), pp. 259-267. 

4 Both expressions are combined in BGU 136 (Mitteis, 
Chrestomathie, no. 86): [? Avti]ypagov ttrLouv]nuaticpow. *E€ 
[UtTro]uvnuaTioLav[....]ouKAauSiou Didokevou dp yi8ikaoTov. 
Date. Names of the parties. BepveikiavoU A1Topos eitrévTOS 

— Kaav&i0s Didd€evos .... Etrapyxos onreions . . . [iepev]s 
Kal a&pxiSixaotns “O toU voyot otpatnyos é€etaor [trepi 
TolUTou, KTA. *Avéyvoov. 

5 P. Russ. Georg. V, 18 remains with 128, a unique 
exception of the early third century, as Professor 
N. Lewis reminds me. Cf. U. Wilcken, Archiv fiiy Papyrus- 
forschung, XII (1936/1937), pp. 99f. 

® Cf. note 2, above. The authentication /egi occurs 
several times in Egypt in the third century, but written 
below a petition or the like by the official to whom it had 
been addressed, as a mark of recognition or approval. 
Cf. P. Oxy. 720, 15 (A.D. 247; the editors doubt the 
reading advanced by Wilcken, Archiv fiiv Papyrus- 
forschung, III, 1903-1906, p. 313; cf. P. Oxy. V, p. 315, 
but LE at least shows clearly on P. Oxy. IV, Pl. VII); 
1bid. 1205, Et) (A Di 258)hes Elor. 0, 32, By 20. and 
P. London 1647, 16 (both A.D. 298). 

7 Pierre Roussel, Fernand de Visscher, Syria, XXIII 
(1942-1943), pp. 173-200. Cf. L. Wenger, Annuaire de 
l'Institut de Philologie et d’Histoive Ovientales et Slaves, 
XI (1951), pp. 469-504 (Mélanges Henri Grégoire, I11), 
with earlier bibliography. 
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one speaker’s words were written down and signed by the presiding officer before another speaker was 
allowed to begin. All of these /egi seem to be in the same hand. 

There is no certainty as to who this presiding magistrate was. The name Pacatianus suggests Licinnius 
Pacatianus, dux ripae in A.D. 245 (Introd., p. 23), who may possibly be the Pacatianus honored by the 

inscription on the city arch, though Gilliam has emphasized the difficulties in the way of this.® The title 
of this Pacatianus may well lie in the letters following his name in line 4 of Frag. aii (cf. line 5 of Frag. d), 
but the one suggested reading does not connect him with the dux.® Nevertheless it would be a little 

strange to have three Pacatiani at Dura in the same period, all prominent and all distinct, though there 
is, of course, nothing impossible in it. 

The name of a certain Castor occurs twice (Frags. b and c), perhaps a third time also (Frag. #, line 2), 

without a title. The name occurs among the Roman soldiers at Dura, and he may have been a party to 
the pleadings. 

Only in line 4 of Frag. # is leg: followed by Greek letters. 

Unpublished. 

Frag. a, 13.2 X17 cm. Parts of two columns, complete above. Small fragment at right, but at unknown 

distance. 

Col. i Col. ii 

]Kai GAAnV Ieee 

[. ]if- yor 
yovov atr. .[ 

Pacatianus . .eu.ic[ ? ]BuoAL 

Se dtrodoi Top[ ? Joul 

P 
ZS 

A sledge 
alll 

[ 
10 [ 

[ 
Paca[tianus 

4. It is almost possible to read crevit, but what would be, in that case, the right end of the ?’s crossing, seems 
to drop down into ac. The lower end of the first two letters is broken away; either can be read as 4@, ¢, p, or 7. 
The letter following «can be?z, 7, or a. On the other hand, Gilliam believes that following the name we, certainly 
and possibly wewic should be read; that is, v(77) e(gregius) vic(e) or vic(es) [agens, and suggests further that the wag 
of line 7 of Frag. d might conceivably be v(ices) ag(ens). I am not convinced that the reading is possible, am 
troubled by the difference in formulation in the two places, and find it hard to believe that v(ices) ag(ens) would 
be used without specification of the office (as ducis, legati, etc.) for which Pacatianus was deputy. I am also 
inclined to doubt that there is room in the lacuna in the line here for such a restoration, and the following letters 
are clearly Greek. Lacking such specification, in any case, even accepting Gilliam’s reading, we should still not 
know Pacatianus’ position. 

Frag. b, 6X 11 cm. Complete above. There is too much room (ca. 2.5 cm) for one, not enough for two 
lines between lines 2 and 3. Lines 3 and 4 are wide spaced also (ca. 1.5 cm.), though there is not room for a 

line of writing between them. 

8 TAPA, LXXII (1941), p. 1509. Chrestomathie, no. 96; after A.D. 350), II, 4: Fl(avius) 
® Such titles are included normally in the Egyptian Gennadius v(ir) p(erfectissimus) iuridic(us) Alex(andreae) 

protocols. Cf. for example P. Bouriant 20 (Mitteis, ei d(ixit). 
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Jéveotoo[T 
.] af. ]v vacat 

Jlegi. Castor d(ixit) [ 

Jov Kal, 

Frag. c, 4.7 X 7 cm. Probably incomplete on all sides. Lines spaced as lines 3 and 4 of Frag. 0. 

Se1] xOn[ Te 

|Cast[o]r d(ixit): e¢[ 

Frag. d, 5X 9.5 cm. Incomplete on all sides. Lines are regularly spaced with ca. 0.7 cm. between them, 

or about 1.5 cm. from the top of one line to the top of the next. 

J. Sixvupsl 

Jevov TnL 

].ar . dipiel, 

Ixnv acl 
5 ] uag d(ixit): Se1y8n[ Tt. 

]xai TO dvtiyp[agov ? 

Juag cum al [ 
Jvev[ 

1. The traces at the beginning resemble a Latin 7. 3. There is hardly room for a letter before the delta, but a trace 
of ink exists to the left which is otherwise unaccounted for, which might be reconciled with the end of a sigma. 
5. Gilliam would doubtfully propose v(2ces) ag(ens) for consideration, although quite uncertain of the first letter; see 
above on Frag. a. 7. At the end: for example, a/[zis or Al[exandro. 

Frag. e, 9X 4.5 cm. Complete above. 

]8evtwv ppovtioei . .[ 
Tr]éuyor [au]tov emi Tov 8.[ 

1. At the end, possibly on[; 0 or w are unlikely. 

Frag. {, Two matching pieces each 4.55.5 cm. Perhaps complete below, where it is possible to see 
remains of such a horizontal line divider as in Frag. a. 

Jao8L ? lool 
Jrovail 2 Joetnxol 

Frag. g, 5x 4 cm. Incomplete on all sides. Lines 2 and 3 are slightly further apart than lines 3 and 4 

of Frag. 0. 

Ii 
jrti[ 

]Bov [g}tpamiop[ 
3. EAalBov [o]tpatiw[tas ? 

Frag. h, 23.6 cm. Incomplete on all sides. 

ee 
Jovt[ 

jlegi[ 
]-[ 

[ 

26 
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Frag. 7, 59.7 cm. Incomplete on all sides. Lines 3 and 4 are equally spaced with lines 2 and 3 of 
Frag. g. 

2 

Lo | 

Jou ef 
].0.9¢f 
Jou Tadl 

Jets tre[ 

> Joou al 

The letter between = and © had a flat top, so T, Tr, o. 

Frag. 7, 3X5 cm. Complete above. Below there are 2.5 cm. of blank surface. 

]vou nf 

Frag. k, 3X5.5 cm. Complete above. Lines ca. 0.5 cm. apart. 

Jou oul 
].¢[ 

Frag. /, 2.31.5 cm. Incomplete on all sides. 

].[--].[ 
}ritev[ 

. The letters are represented by the bottoms of long strokes, curling respectively to the right and to the left. 

Frag. m, 2.54.5 cm. Incomplete on all sides. 

).[ 
Juul 

Frag. 1, 3.56 cm. Apparently complete below. 

].vp.[ 

Frag. 0, 1.7 X 2.6 cm. Incomplete on all sides. 

ju. 
jaa 

Frag. p, 66.5 cm. Incomplete on all sides. In a similar but probably different hand. 

].[ 
JR d(ixit) : wavtes[ 

Jis legi. Sopl 

Pacjatianus d(ixit): ou.[ 
5 ]e[k] tHoGan [.]. .[ 

ld(xit) [ 
. The bottom of a long stroke, curving to the left. 3. Possibly a proper name, as Aop[etiavés or Dom{itius. 

5. At end, possibly [x]at. 6. All that remains is a trace of the stroke crossing the D. 



F.. Receipts 

129. Receipt of Money for Purchase of Barley 

inv. DSP. 93 Cas 25< 5.3) cm. A.D. 225 Plate XVIII, x 

The numerous fragments which have been assembled to form this text were found in 1932/33, perhaps 

in Wall Street back of Blocks L7 and L8, although the military character of the text makes this less than 

certain. The fragments were all rolled down from the top, and part of the original tie-string remains. 
This, together with the trace of ink 0.8 cm. below line 6, at the left, indicates that this is the inner text 

of a double document. We must expect it to be somewhat abbreviated, and are fortunate that it is 

reasonably legible and intelligible. Other upper texts of this period, in addition to being short, contain 
abbreviations and very cursive writing, making them almost unintelligible without the full and well- 

written text of the lower version. 
It is not possible to recover the transaction completely, but it appears that we have here a commenta- 

ry upon and an explanation of the notation ‘‘ad hordeum”’ in the rosters.t Two members of the Cohors XX 

Palmyrenorum, a decurion and an eques, acknowledge receipt of a sum of argentwm publicum for the 

purchase of barley. It is evident that they are not buying this for themselves alone, but for some larger 
group, perhaps the entire cohort. If my reading is correct, they belonged to different turmae, Ulpius 

Demetrius commanding his own (Introd., p. 30), while Alexander, the son of Orobazus, belonged to 
that of Aurelianus, not otherwise attested. 

In the calendar of Antioch, Apellaeus was the equivalent of December. Presumably the lost lower 

version of the document dated the year also by the Roman consuls, perhaps also by the Roman month 
and day (Introd. p. 10). 

The writing is a rather restrained cursive, lacking the loops and flourishes which distinguish the docu- 

mentary hands of Dura in the third century. Letters tend to be individually if not always carefully made, 

and to be equal in height. The hand is somewhat coarse, and lacking in elegance. 

Unpublished. 

*Etou[s] Ag’, unv[o]s >AtreAAatou [..].Ke.[....]..[.... lv Aovpa .[.]. AtpnAto: OvATrIos 

A[nuntpios] 
(SexaSdpxns) Kai *AA[EEa]vdpos “OpoPdlo[u], immmevs tis AvpnAiay[ou] (tovpuns) ti[s] 

otreipns kK’ TloAy[upnvdv] 
[Z]Jeounpiavijs [’A]Ac[E]avdpiav[ijs, e€JopufoAoynoavto ..]mn. [...]}yovn[.]Jen[. ]Aco[.].of 

— ca. 10 — €-] 

Ti &yoptals Kplei8ijs eAAaBdvtes doe[y]vpi[o]v Snuldoo]iov Kaivo[v e]KAoyov érri pEoITdv 

[— ca. 7 — ] 
5 BOA notes) Kal Ouwalarilous (i... Jpevou" [-]/- [-JAKife. a. ]. Kai Baoi[Aia]vou 1. TrAcw- 

ynoipel.Jo[...].- 
Aiou pupi[....Jeou n[.]..a..[-— ca. 7 —]..[ — ca. 6 — Inv [kata TO ? é]rmitetafyule[vjov. 

vacat 

fer ele eee =. 
1. The letter before Aovpa, while not certainly nu, is certainly not eta or alpha, making the restoration é]v almost certain. 
It is possible that the lacuna was occupied by a Roman month, but the letter after kappa is epsilon, and the reading 
Ka{A is excluded. 2. In ’Opofdlo[u] the first omicron, of which only the bottom remains, slopes rather like the 

SSeelntrods, py 40. 

26* 403 
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corresponding part of an alpha, and the zeta can be read as zofa. The centurion in 46 also has an Iranian patronymic. 
The reading tijs is not much supported by the traces of writing, but seems fairly certain. The sigla %* which is rendered 
as (SexadSdpyns) and (tovpyns) was recognized by Fink. It occurs in Egypt i in P. Oxy. 64, 1; 747, 1, Which date within 
a hundred years before and after this text. 3-6. Nothing is clear in the structure of the document except lines 4 
and 5, the latter having been occupied seemingly by the names of the peoita1, and the phrases in line 4 are not con- 
ventional. &yopaios is presumably to be taken in the sense of é&yopaotés, hordeum emptum, but we are left in the dark 
as to why two soldiers sent out to buy barley should have received it ém peortév. It is odd that the essential trans- 
action, the receipt of the money, should have been handled by a participle. We should expect &€wpodoytjoavto ... 
EAAoPetv a&pyvpiov ... &p’ © ouvayopdoovo xpi6rjv. Here it is not clear what the soldiers did “acknowledge,” if in 
fact the restoration é€]apfoAoyioavto is right. 6. The two taus of émitetaypévov look rather like lambda or 
gamma, for the vertical stroke bends to the left at the bottom rather than to the right, as is the case with every certain 
tau in the papyrus. 7. Here, presumably, began the lower text of the double document. 

“Year 537, the month Apellaeus [— — —] in Dura. The Aurelii, Ulpius D[emetrius], decurion, and 
Alexander son of Orobazus, cavalryman of the turma of Aurelianus of the Cohors XX Palmyrenorum 
Severiana Alexandriana, [have acknowledged — — — — — | for barley to be purchased, receiving public 
money, new, on account,” in the presence of agents? [— — — — — — — — — — — in accordance] with 

their instructions.”’ 

* The word] ékAoyos seems to be a shortened form of 3 By weoita1 are meant, literally, “intermediaries.” 
the phrase ék toU Adyou, “‘on account,” “‘according to In 30 they were present at the appraisal of the dower, 
the account.” It is common in the Egyptian papyri and apparently in a private capacity. Here their part must 
may represent, apparently, according to the situation, have been official. Were they not, perhaps, agents of the 
either ‘‘balance’”’ or ‘‘arrears.’’ Probably here the two  fiscus? In later Egypt, peoito1 appear in the granaries 
soldiers have drawn a sum of money against an account, as representatives of the taxpayers. 
which will, accordingly, be credited with the withdrawal. 
I do not know why the money was specified as “‘new.”’ 



G. Labels 

—~ ) 

130. Labels = \eex dec NN 

Inv. D.P. 60 A-D A.D. 215-245 

Margins in A: top 2 cm.; left 2.1 cm. Papyrus is blank to the right of line 1 for 3 cm. Larger and more 
carefully formed hand in A. Versos blank. 

These four papyri appear to be tituli. A quite possibly was attached to a roll of letters concerning 

horses, such as 56. The others are small oblong pieces, cut off from larger sheets. In the center of each of 

these a name is written. Perhaps they come from personnel files. 

Published: J. F. Giliam, YCS, XI (1950), p. 172, note 5 (A). 

A B Cc D 

8.6 X 5.9 cm. 7.51.5 Cm, ATX 1A Cm. Ca. 6.5 X1.8 cm. 

epistulae vacat ? Zabdib(olus) Maccaei AulJrel Claudi[u]s Aurel A.[ . ]..aus 
equorum e.[ Length of lacuna uncertain. 

| aeeea el ea 
Brey 2 

131. Marking on Equipment 

No Inv. No. 1-5 < 6-5 Ci. Ca. A.D. 219-225 

This is a piece of leather, incomplete on all sides, with the edges torn or rotted. The date and place of 

finding is unknown. The letters are about I cm. high and written with a blunt pen. It appears to have 

come from some leather equipment on which were inscribed the troop and name of the cavalryman to 
whom it belonged.t The turma Zebida is known between A.D. 219 and 225 (Introd., p. 30), and a 
Julius Julianus belonged to it, who had enlisted in 207 (100 xxxiii, 14; 101 xxxiu, 29). The identification 

is very likely, although there are, of course, other possibilities. 

Unpublished. 

¥ Zibida Tul I[ 

1 For the practice, cf. Vegetius, ii, 18; Rep. VI, p. 465, andarmor. See also R. P.Wright, The Antiquaries Journal, 
note 9o. There are many preserved examples on weapons XXII (1942), pp. 218f., and references. 
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H. Miscellaneous 

132. Greek Fragment 

Inv. D:P: mark 6X15 cm. Before A.D. 216 Plate XVI, 1 

The verso of this papyrus is Col. ii of 66. The recto contains, written with the fibers, remains of a text 
in a fine, round hand in an ornamental semi-cursive. Not enough remains to indicate its character. 
Certainly this is only a small piece cut from a larger document to serve the purpose of military corre- 
spondence. As with Col. ii of 66, it has proved impossible to reconstruct a connected text between 
the two fragments of which the lower part of the papyrus consists. While every appearance favors 

the arrangement of the fragments as assembled by Ibscher, this is not as yet established by the sense 

of the passage. 

Unpublished. 

Ove [Scehell oa Os TAT: [s.\.» | OIE) 

Aws [.. Koi 51.[ 10 Ta€eoO[ai ...] v Tpoo[ 
axewul.]n...o[ TevTo[...]. yoo 

GTroKelpevoov [ “(2 oleelall 

Jy ia = Ll eee wee 
a ee) 

. ToKpAL... .]. Taovei[ 15 oat vl 

exely[.... ]v etrapl all 

1. The first letter seems to be mu. The writer’s tendency to leave a gap between words must be assumed also in 
lines 8-10, although it has not been established by any continuous passage. 3. After eta, it would be possible to 
read a nu and two lambdas, none very satisfactory. 5. It is a little hard'to suppose that this line ran all the way 
to the left margin, but it is possible. 6. If the upper text were a letter, which seems unlikely, it would be possible 
to read é[ppwoo. 7. It is hard to understand the remains of the two ends of this line as anything other than A]tto- 
Ked[tap (or some other case of the word) and ’A]vtovei[vos, but there is not room to make this restoration, even if 
it were a satisfactory nomenclature for Caracalla.1 The alpha of Attoxpétwp would extend beyond the present margin 
of the papyrus, and stand two letters to the left of the left margin of the column of writing. g. At the end, probably 
some form of the noun triotis. Some traces of the right side of this text may be preserved on 66 C, against which it 
must have rested in the roll. 

133. Latin Fragment 

Inv. D.P. 66 A.D. 213-217 or 235-238 Plate LXVII, 1 

These two fragments are from the bottom of the same column, to judge from the amount of blank 

papyrus at the bottom of both and the spacing of lines. Frag. a, 5 is in a larger and quite different hand. 

The fact that no trace of this line is found on Frag. 6 suggests that Frag. a precedes it in the column. 

Quite possibly, however, the line did not begin at the left margin. A second reason for placing Frag. 0 

to the right is that the papyrus is blank for 0.9 cm. at the end of line 4; perhaps the text ended at that 
point. The question would be easier to decide if line 4 were read. The interval between the fragments is 
uncertain. Some columns in the Latin papyri are as much as 50 cm. wide. The hand in lines 1-4 is a small, 
careless cursive which is unusually ambiguous and difficult. Frag. a, blank above line 1, 3.8 cm.; below 
line 5, 5 cm. Frag. 6, blank below line 4, 6.6 cm. Verso blank. 

1 We may [compare ILS 5825: Imp Antoninus Pius Felix Aug (a milestone of the Via Julia Augusta in 
eastern Italy), but this is not typical. 
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It may be possible to determine the nature of this text when line 4 is read. As it is, the fragments are 

puzzling. It is striking to find the titles of the emperor listed so fully, especially in the accusative. For his 
identity, Germanicus Maximus (line 2) is the chief clue. This title, within the limits of dated Latin papyri 
found at Dura (208— ca. 255), was borne only by Caracalla (from 213) and Maximinus.! The hand is too 
irregular to be used with much confidence to decide between the two. Auwrel- in line 3 perhaps suggests 

Caracalla if e¢ links its bearer with the emperor. 
In detail, the text raises other questions. In line 3 Caesaris filia is difficult to identify, either as an 

emperor’s daughter or as the daughter of an Imperial heir. It is also natural, despite the absence of a 
praenomen, to take Awrel- in the same line as another member of the Imperial family, though he might 
also be a governor or some other official. It should be possible, however, to identify an Aurelius related 

to one of these emperors. One can hardly suppose that Elagabalus was Aurelius Antoninus in Caracalla’s 
life-time: a text so tattered and fragmentary does not permit one at this date to present Caracalla either 
with a daughter otherwise unknown or with Elagabalus as an acknowledged son. Maximinus at least had 
a son and Caesar. 

Unpublished. 

rag @, 7-2 X15.3 cm. Frag. b, 4.9 10.8 cm. 

vacat 

Em cee SAIS sl eile ilps learn sot al 
Gjerm maximum .[ Ajugustum ....[ 
|m Caesaris filia[m Jet Aurel. .[.].[ 

je... Ofcom. Z/ Jos 4S [h | Stas 52. vacat ? 

3 lines blank 

5 |.um (2d H.) 
vacat 

1. Only a connecting stroke is preserved before m. The next letter might be %, but there is no trace of an a to make 
max possible. 2. After maximum, a is possible, e.g., A[vabicum or A[diabenicum. Augustum was corrected from 
Augusti. Augustus usually precedes such titles as Germ maximus. Perhaps here we have Augustum n(ostvum), but the 
traces of ink are insufficient to test the possibility. 3. Jm presumably is the end of a name. Filia[ seems certain, 
since the vocative filz would be out of place. The / in Awrel is so long as to suggest an abbreviation. The letters following 
are blurred, but -iwm may be possible. 4. None of the first four letters is completely preserved. For the last two 
]..s@ is perhaps the most obvious reading. Then, after a space which may indicate a word division, o or a and a or /. 
Following cz or p21, imm(unes) III Z{ would be a satisfactory reading in some contexts. The second m has a long trailing 
stroke, which may indicate that it is the last letter in an abbreviated word. On Frag. b, possibly Josis, Jovius, joves, or 
other combinations of these letters. A complete letter may not be lost in the lacuna. The remaining letters might be 
read in ways as different as auasasti and Marini. 

134. Latin Fragment 

Inv. D.P. 50 378 Ci: A.D. 220-222 ? Plate LXVILI, 2 

Incomplete on all sides, but blank papyrus 2.7 cm. below line 6. The space between lines 3 and 4 is 
greater than that between the other lines. Small careless hand. On verso a few scattered Latin letters. 

There seems to be no clue to the character of this text. It could be a fragment of acta diurna, but it 

could equally well come from documents of many other kinds. If Elagabalus’ name preceded that of 

Comazon in line 3, as seems probable, the papyrus almost certainly comes from his reign (218-222). 

Unpublished. 

1 Valerian and Gallienus were Gevmanici maximi from _as a possibility here. For Philip’s title see E. Stein, RE X 
ca. 257. Philip is apparently called Germanicus in IGRR (1919), 758. Decius is Germanicus maximus on an African 
IV, 635, but this seems insufficient reason to consider him mile-stone, L’Année Epigraphique, 1942-1943, no. 55. 
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Com]azo[nte 

|Comazonte .[ 

jet Comazonte [II cos ? A.D. 220 
coh XX Pjalmurenor[um 

5 ] Septimi.[.] se[ 
Anjtonini . .[ 

5 Septimio Se[vero? 

135. Latin Fragment 

InvaiD Pa6n 5 x 6.6 cm. A.D. 210-230 

Blank papyrus 4.1 cm. below line 2, to bottom edge of sheet. Line 2 is carefully written in large letters 
resembling those sometimes used in addresses. Verso blank. 

Unpublished. 
(Alcs i, sol 

coh] XX Palmyr[e]no[rum 

136. Latin Fragment 

Inve DIPS 3:33X 5-3 Cm. Ca. A.D. 230 

A ragged scrap, incomplete on all sides. Blunt pen and small, clumsy letters. Place of finding un- 
known but from season of 1932/33. Verso blank. If the Marianus of line 4 is the centurion, the date will 

be before ca. A.D. 233. The hand points to a date about A.D. 230. 

Unpublished. 

].[--J-L 5 |s---[ 
|. uisorum|[ esate 

Je.art.s. .[ Jeosri[, 

|Mariani[ 

3. Possibly a word ending -arios or -avius. The second letter in the line may be 7 or ¢. It appears, however, to be in 
ligature with the bottom of the following a. 4. Possibly ¥ ] Mariani. 5. Claesar is a difficult reading, and the 
letter that follows is not e and probably not 7. 

> 137. Greek Fragments 

Inv. D.P. 65 V Third Century 

On the verso of 87, and written with the fibers, this text consists of nothing but scraps of text in a small 
but unskilled hand or hands. The lower margin of 87 is the left margin here, and in two fragments is 
preserved to a width of 2.5 cm. One fragment shows a free interval between lines of I cm., suggesting 

that the document consisted of a number of separate items. The entries were dated. On four fragments, 

the month name Ev8uvéou can be read, twice accompanied by numerals (1F’, A’), and on a fifth the 
numeral tréutrtn is visible. On one fragment, the turma sign (¥) occurs, showing that the document 
had a military character. 

Unpublished. 
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138. Opisthograph Fragment = | 

inv: DSP: 1x6 Ca. 3X4 cm. Third Century 

This is a tiny scrap which was inventoried in the season of 1933/34, but which is so similar to 87/137 

that it probably belongs to the season of 1931/32, if it is not, in fact, a part of that other document. 

The recto contains traces of three lines of Latin, only ¥ (turma) A. — III .e — ri being recognizable. The 
verso contains, at right angles in the same relation as the verso of 87/137, two lines of Greek in a fine and 

fluent hand, but beyond individual letters, nothing can be read (ovaA for OUdAns ?). 

Unpublished. 

139. Opisthograph Fragment 

Inv. D.P. 113 ZA x 2 CM. Third Century 

Like 138, this triangular fragment may well have been part of 87/137, although it is listed in the in- 
ventory of the season of 1933/34. The recto contains little more than the turma sign: 

le -Seph. 

ie. [ 

The verso contains bits of four lines of Greek, with only what may be the beginning of the letters tov Bo[ 

legible. 

Unpublished. 

140. Greek Fragment 
Inv. D.P. 19 V After A.D. 230 

As in 87/137, 138, and 139, we have here a Greek text written on the verso of a Latin roll (91), with the 

same direction of writing as in the others. The writing is small and neat, but is so faded that I can read 

nothing consecutive. The text consisted of separate items, spaced about I cm. apart. 

Unpublished. 

141. Greek Fragment 
Inv. D.P. 41 V After A.D. 230-240 

The verso of 93 is occupied by a Greek text, but unlike 137-140, the writing is across the fibers, in the 

same direction as that on the recto, and in a large, bold hand. Of the four lines of writing, only the last 

two may be read with any confidence: 

Joa treA[, 

Jtou Kepo[uiou =? 
Unpublished. 

142. Latin Fragment 

Inv. D.P. 39 R Av7 C42: Cm. A.D. 220-230 

Badly abraded fragment, incomplete on all sides, datable only by the script. Possibly the text contained 

monthly summaries of strength. On verso, 124. 

Unpublished. 

|. Kal Octobr[ 

]. Kal No[v 
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143. Latin Fragment 

Inv. D.P. 56 52% 3-7 CMs Ca. A.D. 221-230 

Incomplete on all sides. For the date in line 2, Grato et Seleu|co cos (A.D. 221) seems the most probable 
restoration. Perhaps Atti|co (A.D. 242), without his colleague, or Fus|co (A.D. 225), without either 

colleague or //, are also possible. In any event, the date need not have been the current year. Small 
round hand. Verso blank. 

Unpublished. 

ioe ical eal 

|co cos [ 

]=<6ieloeiece | me 
erate al 

144. Greek Fragments 

Ihahiq ID Jen reey, Third Century 

Three papyrus fragments from the season of 1933/34 bear writing with the fibers on the recto in a bold, 

rounded, skillful hand. Not enough remains to reveal the caracter of the original document, but they may 
be read as follows: 

Paka So Frag. @,3X3 cm. 

].paTteoyl 
Jyoeo|, 

Joo avto[ Frag. 0, 4x 3.5 cm. 

]épxou 
Juan vl 

]. .outoy[ Frag. c, 3.5 X1.5 cm. 

Ip. -[ 
Unpublished. 

145. Latin Fragment 

Inv. D.P. 80 R 2.5X5 cm. A.D. 208-256 

Incomplete on all sides but with blank papyrus 3.9 cm. above, and 0.8 cm. below line of writing. Place 
of finding unknown but from season of 1932/33. On verso faint traces of two lines of Greek or Latin. 

There is nothing to show the significance of the figure preserved, which appears to be complete. The 

denarius sign regularly precedes the number, and presumably a second figure is lost in the lacuna to the 

right. 

Unpublished. 

1) EXT || 

146. Greek Fragment 

Inv. D.Pg. 18 1.2<0:5, cm, Third Century (?) 

This parchment sliver was found with the military documents of the season of 1931/32, and is similar 

to 119 in being a golden yellow in color. 109 and 112 show this coloring in a less pronounced way, and 

there are a number of similarly colored but smaller fragments, which have not been given inventory 
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numbers or included in this publication. 146 is the only one of these, with the possible exception of a 
small scrap where I seem to see the one word itey (cf. 123), which is written in Greek. Few letters are 

preserved in any line and fewer still are legible, and the fragment is worthy of mention only for its hand. 

The letters are small and neat, suggesting the hands of the early second century, but the delta is of the 

purely Latin type (d). For this reason, as well as from the circumstances of its finding, I am inclined to see 

in the script a late survival of this type of writing. 

Unpublished. 

147. Greek Fragment 

iy. DP. 77 3X 11.5 cm. Third Century Plate XXXI, 2 

This poorly preserved slip of papyrus was found in the season of 1932/33, and is written in a large 

formal hand which might be regarded as literary except for the often roughly formed letters. There is no 

indication of its original character. 

Unpublished. 

Jest 5 fae akali 
JeveAal ]pe. - .[ 

Jotoev[ Jor. .[ 
Jravtal Jevieu. [ 

148. Greek Fragment 

Inv. D.P. 81 Ca, 18: <3°3 emi: Third Century 

Parts of two lines of text in a large and regular hand are preserved on this row of more or less contiguous 

fragments of papyrus, found rolled up in a little packet in the season of 1933/34. The writing is on the 
recto, with the fibers, but 8 cm. of papyrus remains free of writing at the right, while the papyrus was 

rolled up from this direction toward the left, the first two folds being backwards, but the rest forwards in 

the usual manner, with the writing within. The bottom margin is even, and may be the original margin 

of the sheet. 

Unpublished. 

ee el ool Je: = a. 
Jpw[ — Jveta t[ — Jerrr[ — ].n.05 

149. Greek Fragments 

inv: DP. 115 Early Third Century 

A number of small fragments of very rotten papyrus from the season of 1933/34 contain writing in a 

good Greek semi-cursive, but there is nothing to indicate the nature of the original document. 

Unpublished. 
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Frag. a, 2X 2.5 cm. Frag, 0; 113% 2:2om, 

Jynol Jrrou[ 
Jvoo9[ qn. [ 

Bragsc, 2.4. <2 Cm, Frag. d, 2X 2.2 cm. (with margin of 1.5 cm. below) 
Jets K[ ]. vet& [ 

Ine. onl 

150. Greek Fragments 

Inv. D.P. 97/98 Third Century 

Two larger fragments and several smaller ones from the season of 1933/34 show writing in a rather 

feathery hand or hands, light and rounded. Writing is on the recto with the fibers. 

Unpublished. 

Frag. @, 3.5 X 3.1 cm. Frag. b, 5.5 X3.2 cm. 

(a free margin of 1.5 cm. at left) 

Jia ju-f. Mie. en 

. Cool In. [.2 Af. om. Onn 

E10oVv[ 

22 Cll 
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151. Aramaic Document 

Inv. D.Pg. 8 1 5GE5.5) Cin. Third Century Plate LXVIII, 1 

The parchment was found by Cumont on 5 October 1923 in Tower 2, the “Tower of the Archers.” 

It is preserved in the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris, where it bears the number Suppl. Gr. 1354 in 

common with the other parchments of the same origin. Only the last ten lines are consecutively legible, 
and these were studied for Cumont by Arthur Cowley, who supplied an English translation but no 
transcription or commentary. It is possible that further study of the original document would yield more 

readings, and make possible, at least, the discovery of the nature of the text. 
Cowley referred to the parchment as a letter. He remarked that the upper seven lines ran further to 

the left than those below. This I cannot verify from the photograph. The whole is written in a large clear 

hand, with no indication of heading, signature, witness signatures, or other documentary indications. 

It may be literary. Some of the phrases suggest that it was a contract of sale or lease. 

Published: Cumont, Fowles, pp. 320-323, No. VIII, with facsimile (Fig. 61) and photograph (Pl. CVIII) 
(translation of Arthur Cowley). 

I reproduce the translation of Cowley: 

“and sowed it with seed. Also he will . 

. it, his seed. On that night he will prepare a meal, and ... 

. he fenced in for me, sow it with barley and .. 

. the camel (-driver ?) came to thy house with .. 

. cistern which is small, and in the pipe of it ... 

. thou shalt destroy with it, and . 

15 

es 
- fire 

. He answered and [said] . 

20 a shale not close thine eyes ota as icy sais 
“which are given, if I abolish and . 
“‘Penimon bar Shimi according to fee means to... 

“‘a basket ? of bread which was ... 
ce . was. They ... 
ce 25 

thou gavest to me 

There was ... 

Phrases which suggest a lease of land are the references to sowing (with barley) in lines 14—16; mention of the 
cistern and its conduit (line 18); clearing of the land (? line 19); caution against damage to the land, crops, or 
buildings, on the part of a third party (line 20); guarantees against eviction or nullification of the contract 
(line 21). The lease would have been stated in the first person from the point of view of the lessor, with the lessee 
referred to in both the second and the third persons; cf. the confusion of persons in 28. 

It may be that Penimon Barshimi (line 22) was the lessee.” 

1 Cumont, Fouilles, p. 321: ‘“‘Nous reproduisons ici la 
transcription et la traduction que M. Cowley a eu 
lobligeance de nous communiquer. Il se réserve de 
reprendre |’étude de ce document, auquel sa date donne 
un intérét particulier.’’ This promise Professor Cowley 
was never in a position to carry out, and other Aramaists 
have been deterred, not unnaturally, by the bad state of 
preservation of the text from trying their hands at it. 
Parchment is particularly susceptible to scuffing, and 
numerous parchments of Dura have suffered from it. 

2 J. Cantineau (Inventaire des Inscriptions de Palmyre, 
VIII, 1936, p. 90, no. 142) has read the same name, 
without explaining it, and E. Littmann (Syvia, XIX, 

1938, p. 166) has suggested that this is actually the Greek 
MiAjyov, whether misread or written with a change of 
“L” into ““N.” In the present case, the photograph shows 
that the pe is restored, and the zum uncertain. I cannot 
say if it could be read as lamedh; it looks possible. As to 
the patronymic, I am inclined to take %°y 59 as the 
father’s name, in view of the occurrence of such forms as 
Barsimia, Barsemias, and Baponuéas, and Barsamya in 
28, above; cf. H. Ingholt, Parthian Sculptures from Hatra; 
Orient and Hellas in Art and Religion (Memoirs of the 
Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences, XII, 1954), 
p. 21; A. Caquot, Syria, XXXII (1955), pp. 65-68. See 
Introd., p. 63. 

413 
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152. Aramaic Document, Probably a Lease 

Inv. D.Pg. 35 5.1 X 10.5 cm. Third Century Plate LXVIII, 2 

The parchment was found in the season of 1932/33, presumably in Wall Street in back of Blocks L7 

and LS8. It is faded and rumpled, with even margins on both sides and at the top, which look as if they 
were original. The bottom is irregular. There are numerous holes, large and small, and the surface has 
been so badly scuffed that it is hard to trace complete words. 

The script was identified by Henning as Palmyrene, and my colleague, H. Ingholt, concurs. Henning 
has, I think properly, rejected the partial readings of Altheim and Stiehl, especially since Ingholt has 
recognized the first word of line 3 as ?GRT, “I have leased.” This is the expected style of an Aramaic 

contract,! and above, in line 2, it may be possible to read SLM, as part of the heading. More will be read 

in time, particularly with the help of the Aramaic contracts from the Wadi el-Murabba‘at. 

Unpublished. Cf. F. Altheim, R. Stiehl, Das erste Auftreten der Hunnen. Das Alter der Jesaja-Rolle. Neue 
Urkunden aus Dura-Europos (1953), pp. 69-73, fig. 18. Cf. W. B. Henning, Gnomon, XXVI (1954), pp. 479f. 

153. Parthian Letter 

Inv. D.Pg. 12 24.3 X 3. cm. Second or Third Century Plate LXX, 1 

This strip of good parchment from the top of a sheet was found in the southwest tower of the Main 

Gate on 7 February 1929. It is very thin and the surface is light colored, and it is the best piece of 

parchment from Dura. The writing has faded a little, and the parchment is torn at the right, and suffers 
from occasional small worm holes. The writing is Parthian. 

The persons between whom the letter was sent have not been identified, nor the place where either of 
them was, while the business part of the letter is lost. The circumstances of its finding show that it was 
in the city at the time of the construction of the great ramp along the desert wall, prior to the siege of 

A.D. 256 or soon thereafter. 

In the autumn of 1955, through the kindness of H. Ingholt, I sent the original to London, and W. 
B. Henning returned it to me personally in the spring of 1956. Photographs had previously been made 

available to A. Cowley and F. Altheim. I have to thank Henning for the following edition of the parch- 

ment. 

Published: F. Altheim, R. Stiehl, Asien und Rom. Neue Urkunden aus sasanidischer Friihzett (1952), pp. 9-19, 
fig. 1. Cf. Rep. II, p. 215, no. 2; W. B. Henning, Gnomon, XXVI (1954), pp. 477f.; H. Junker, Ovientalistische 
Literaturzeitung, 1955, pp. 5-7; F. Altheim, R. Stiehl, Supplementum Aramaicum. Aramdisches aus Ivan (1957), 
pp. 101-106.? 

MN snysrk(n) ‘L (h)wsrw-hn(dymn) SLM W-SRRT SGY? (HW)5RT L-MR°Y 
QDM hwtwy KTYT wspz(m)ny SL(M) (H)WY(t) >wgwn Swgwn hwtwy B-NPSH 
SBW °*brzwk HIWYt B-k?m NP(SH) fi... oc seeee- ee ] (h)wsrw 

“From Sanésarakan to Husraw-handéman (?). I send my Lord greetings of peace and much prosperity. 
Before the Lord there shall be peace, fixedly for all time. So as it may be the Lord’s 

desire in his affairs, so according to his own wish [large gap]. Husraw ....” 

1 Tt is sufficient to refer to the recently published sale 2 J. Harmatta, ‘“The Parthian Parchment from Dura- 
from the Murabba‘at, J. T. Milik, Revue Biblique, LXI  lEuropos,” Acta Antiqua Academiae Scientiarum Hunga- 
(1954), pp. 182-190. After the dating formula this begins rica, V, 1-4 (1957), pp. 261-308, appeared too late to be 
ZBNT, “‘T have sold.” utilized by Professor Henning. The author dates the letter 

1 Cf. Introd., pp. 3f. after A.D. 256 and believes that it concerned the oper- 
ation of a vineyard by the Persian governor of Dura. 
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1. The sender’s name is patronymic, “‘son of Sanésar’’; cf. Sanesan in Faustus’ History, the name of a king 
of Northern Barbarians. The addressee’s name cannot be read with certainty; only Awsrw, which recurs at the 
end of line 3, is reasonably sure. This may well be the complete name (Xoopéns), so that the illegible remainder 
(hndymn ? hnzmn ?) need not constitute the second half of a compound, but may conceal an epithet or title. Since 
neither of the two persons can be identified, the date of the letter cannot be determined, beyond the date fost 
quem non provided by its place of discovery; it was probably written in the first half of the 3rd century, but 
might belong even to the 2nd century. 

2. As last letter of HW Yt (which is altogether doubtful) I would prefer -t now, after inspecting the original, 
to -h (as I at first proposed). 

3. The reading of this line seems clear, except for the last letters of NPSH,“‘own.” Noteworthy is (apart from 
the shape of the letter S in SBW) the hitherto unknown old form, ?brzwk, of the word for “desire” (= Manichaean 
Parthian ’wrjwg, Persian arza). 

154. Middle Persian Letter 

my. D. Pg. 37 9.5 X8 cm. Third Century Blate Lex, 274 

The parchment, coarse, thick, and brittle, was found on 5 January 1933 in Wall Street behind Blocks 

L7 and L8. It was complete above and at the left (from the point of view of the recto) and was written 

on both sides. In 1947 it was taken to New York to Professor Bernhard Geiger for study, and in transit 

was broken into minute pieces, so that reading now depends largely on the photographs. A set of these 

was sent to F. Altheim in Berlin, and to W. B. Henning in London. Through the kindness of H. Ingholt, 

the fragments themselves were taken to Henning in London and returned to me in the spring of 1956. 

I am indebted to Henning for the following edition of the parchment. 

Published: F. Altheim, R. Stiehl, Asien und Rom (1952), pp. 19-22, figs. 3 and 4.1 Cf. H. Junker, Ovientalistische 
Literaturzeitung, 1955, pp. 5-8. 

Recto 

].y SRM ‘S(G)D(H) (K)BYR SDRWN (K)L? W-K‘T 
>w]gwn Is(y)[k] (W-“BDk) ? ‘B(Y)DWN ...[ 
] *DYNéyt (YM)LLWN YK é. [ 
€](y)gwn dpy-I (MN)? shpwh[ry 

5 §](h)pwhry ‘L (m)[ 
YJHBWN (Y)K ? LY [ 
Jyny? [Z]K ? ?[ 

JL(Y) (W)-L[K ? 

Verso 

‘L (D)krytk lwny bly YH(YT)YW [ 
L°YTY K‘Nm MNDM SDRWN ZY[ 
-YK LY MNDM HWH ’plw(])[ 

PW(N) [HI(N)? k'ly ’yny’ h.[ 
5 (left blank) 

2p jlswmy gwn(d)[ ? 

(left blank) 

1 Tt will be noticed that Altheim has confused the to indicate which was which in writing him. The recto 
recto and the verso. From the photographs itis, of course, (hair side) is smooth and hard, though dark; the verso is 
difficult to tell one from the other, and I doubtless failed rough, light-colored, and dusty. 
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Recto 

“|... greetings, homage, much sent (to) all. And now: — 

.... so servants and slaves (?) did.... 
. then further you said that .... 
. whereas a rescript from Shapur .... 

5 sees ORApUT tom. fon 

. gave [instructions ?] that I .... 

. apart Irom 4. 4, Cae sees 
” . Land your). 

Verso 

“Bring the load towards the Tigris . 
there is not. Now send me something that .... 
where there be something of mine, as extra-load (?) ... 

apart from [that which is] herein required, .... 
5 [blank] 

.... the chief (?) army-corps (?) .. 
[blank] 

” 

Recto, 1. After the polite but abbreviated formula of greeting, W-K‘T, “‘and now” introduces the contents, 
a survival of the Old Aramaic style of letter-writing, as known, e.g., from the letters of Prince Arsham;? this is 
the first time that K‘T is found in Middle Persian. 

3. DY N¢éyt, “then — also — by you”; I cannot agree with the reading (ft¢yt) proposed by B. Geiger.? The 
letters y and 7 are well separated from each other and thereby distinguished from ¢; at the beginning, 7d is 
fairly clear. Double suffixation, with -c- occupying the first place, is not unusual; cf. e.g., Manich. M. Pers. 
»yeycys, “then — also — by him.” 

4. dpy-I (oddly read dpyl by Hansen apud Altheim p. 20, although the postponed numeral I and the letter / 
scarcely resemble each other) = “‘a rescript, an epistle.’’ Dib, a rather vague word used, e.g., by Mani in the title 
of his Epistles, is at the base of both difér, “scribe,” and déwan, “chancellery, registry.” 

Verso, 1. dkrytk (= Dightak). The reading is not in doubt, except that it may have been dykrytk; there was 
a tear in the parchment precisely where the first y may have stood. I have no hesitation in recognizing here an 
admittedly aberrant spelling of the name of the Tigris; it compares with the later Pahlavi form Dglyt = Dight 
and Pliny’s Diglitus.4 The spelling with initial d excludes Teghrith (modern Takrit) on the Tigris above Samarra 
from consideration. 

2. Although this line was correctly read by Hansen (who, incidentally, contributed several acceptable readings 
also in other lines), its meaning was misunderstood by Altheim. 

3. *plwl, uncertain, possibly incomplete; taken here tentatively as aparwar/abarwar, “super-load (bar),” in 
the sense of Persian sarvar/sarbar, ‘“‘a small load put on a beast of burden in addition to the chief load.” 

6. |lswmy cannot be b]/swmy, ‘“Barsom-twigs,”’ since the tail of 6 would be visible; thus the restoration as 
Pp \lswmy, “first, best, chief,” recommends itself. Gwnd[ (-d- very dubious) is either guwnd, ““army-corps,” or 
incomplete, perhaps gundsalar or gundbed,‘‘army-corps commander,” or else a proper name, e.g., gwndply, “Gundo- 
phar.”’ This line, set off from the body of the document, is of importance for determining its contents. It might 
have contained a chancellery note, giving the name and status of the official responsible for the correctness of 
the document; or the address in a more elaborate form than was usual at the beginning of letters. Since the 
form of official letters, as shown by this document and 153, appears to continue unchanged the one current in 
Achaemenian times, there is much to be said for the latter supposition. For example, several of the letters of 
Prince Arsham begin with the words “From Arsham to Artawant. Greetings ...’’ and have on the outside 
(corresponding to verso), approximately in the center, an address ‘“‘From [a blank space, then] Arsham, the 
Prince, to Artawant who is in Egypt.” Our document differs in having its verso written on, to some extent, 

2 G. R. Driver, Avamaic Documents of the Fifth Century 4 Cf. J. Markwart, Siidaymenien und die Tigrisquellen 
B.C., (1954). nach gviechischen und avabischen Geographen (1930), 

3 Final Report VIII, Part I, The Synagogue, p. 294, pp. 62-65. 
note 99. 
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but the address may nevertheless have occupied its original place. The line thus could have run “From X the 
chief army-corps commander to Y who is in Z’’; or alternatively (but less likely), if p’/swmy5 (pronounced 
pahlum) was part of a compound name (cf. Parthamasiris et al.), ““From X-pahlum, the army-corps com- 
mander to ....”’ 

This is a letter sent by a highly-placed army-general to another of slightly inferior rank. A question of com- 
petence has arisen, which the writer sought to resolve by reference to a rescript from Shapur, doubtless the 
Persian king; the somewhat familiar way in which the writer speaks of the king confirms his own high position. 
In its further course, the letter became more and more imperious in tone and ended with the remark that, 
apart from the duties specifically prescribed in it, the writer had no other demands for the present. The addressee 
may have been in charge of army-transport; he is to take care also of some private property of the writer’s. One 
may suppose that the letter originated during the brief occupation of Dura by the Persians in A.D. 253. 

155. Middle Persian Document 

Inv. D. Pg. 38 2:5). 4.8 em: Third Century Plate EXX, 3 

This tiny fragment with traces of five lines of writing was found in Wall Street back of Blocks L7 and 
L8 in the season of 1932/1933, and is a well-preserved piece of good parchment, thin, pliable, and light 

colored. The verso is unfinished, and contains no writing. In the autumn of 1955, through the kindness 

of H. Ingholt, I sent the original to London, and W. B. Henning returned it to me personally in the 
spring of 1956. I have to thank Henning for the following edition of the parchment. 

Published: F. Altheim, R. Stiehl, Asien und Rom (1952), pp. 66-72, fig. 31. Cf. W. B. Henning, Gnomon, 

XXVI (1954), P. 479- 

]-- p@) 
]. ?mly[ 

\(tpPy 7L 
>|(P)§ HW(A)L 

5 jlyd.[ 

1. Possibly = (B)[N]PS[H}], “‘self.”’ 
2. The published photograph is deceptive. The bottom line of /y goes right to the end, and the y is not 

thin at all. Since the last letter is non-final y, ’mly (by itself = “‘number, sum total’’) is incomplete at 
the end. A derivative such as ’mlykly = “auditor” is possible; it would have been different from the 
common word for “‘accountant’”’ which is spelt ?”7/kly or hnvlkly. 

3. Most scribes in the 3rd century (the writer of 154 is an exception) made final y in such a way that it was 
open below (instead of to the left side); some went further and pulled the left end down below the line 
(e.g., several times in the Middle Persian ostracon from Dura, O 3). That has happened here, too, in 
|(t?y. It could be e.g., PZ]Py, “truthful, just.” 

4. ‘And his shall be.”’ The last letter looks different in the original, which does not admit the reading 
HN(H)[TWN] (as the photograph may suggest). 

5. -lyd-e.g., in YLYDWN, “‘be born.” The last letter, however, may have been aleph, and jly@[ might 
supply the continuation of ’mly{ (line 2); but I cannot explain a word *mly@{ (*mly@n, “knowing 
the sum ?”’). 

5 N.B. that this cannot have been the addressee’s name, which, though it ended in -y (Recto, line 1, before 
SRM), did certainly not end in -my (probably -ty). 

ei, 
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Zevs, 25, 18; 37, 3 
lois, 49 Verso, 3 (?) 
Oi Mpdyovo1, 25, 3, 19; 37, 6 

Genius Alexandri Augusti, 541, 28; ii, 7 
[ Juno], 541, 24 
Juno Mamaeae Augustae, 54 ii, 26 
[Juno Regina], 541, 4, 8 
Jupiter, 54 i, 24; 83, 10 
| Jupiter Optimus Maximus], 54 i, 4, 8 
[ Jupiter Victor], 541, 4 
Mars, 54 i, 24 
Mars Pater, 541, 5, 9 
Mars Pater Ultor, 54 ii, 9 
[Mars Pater Victor], 54 i, 19 
[Mars Victor], 541, 5 
Mercurius, 82 i, 3 (?) 
[Minerva], 541, 4, 8, 2 
Salus, 54 i, 9; ii, 25 

Urbs Roma Aeterna, 54 ii, 5 
Vesta Mater, 54 ii, 15 
Victoria, 54 i, 6 

[(Victoria) Adiabenica], 54 i, 14 
[(Victoria) Arabica], 54 1, 14 
[Victoria Parthica], 54 i, 15 
[(Victoria) Parthica Maxima], 54 i, 14 

2. Festivals 

[Caerimoniae Nataliciae Martis] Patris Victoris, 541, 19 
Circenses Martiales, 54 ii, 9 
[Circenses Salutares], 54 ii, 2 
[Kalendae Ianuariae], 54 i, 1 

Natalis Urbis Romae, 54 ii, 5 
Neptunalia, 54 11, 22 
Quinquatria, 54 ii, 1 

Rosaliae Signorum, 54 ii, 8, 14 
[Saturnalia], 54 iv, 7/8 
Vestalia, 54 ii, 15 

3. Acclamation 

“Ayobh Tuxn, 30, 5 

B. Kings, Emperors, and Notables 

1. Kings 

Baoihevs LéAcuKos Nixatwp, 25, 3, 19; 32, 4 (?); 37, 7 
Baoirels BaoiAéwv *ApodKns evepyétns, Sixaios, érripavrs 

Kal piAdAAnv, 18, 1, 12; 19, 1; 20, 1; 22, 1; 24, 1, 21 
Shapor, 154, 4, 5 

2. Emperors and their Families 

Divus Julius, 54 ii, 21 
Divus Augustus, 54 ii, 8 
Germanicus Caesar, 54 ii, 12 
Divus Claudius, 54 ii, 23 
[Divus Nerva], 54 iii, 4, 5 
Divus Traianus, 54 i, 15, 16; ili, 4,5 
Diva Marciana, 54 ii, 28 
Diva Matidia, 54 ii, 19 

Tpoujaves ‘ASpiavés (?), 45, 2; [Divus Hadrianus], 54 i, 

I3 
Lucius [— —] Caesar, 541, 11 
Divus Antoninus Pius, 54 ii, 20; iii, 6; Divus Antoninus, 

54 11, 20; ii, 6 
Avtoxpatap Kaioap MapKxos AvpnAios ’ Avtooveivos 2eBaortds, 

25, 1, 15; Divus Marcus Antoninus, 54 i, 27; ii, 6 
Diva Faustina, 54 i, 7 
Divus Lucius, 54 i, 22; Divus Lucius Verus, 541, 21 
Attoxpatwp Katioap AovKios AvpiAios Kopatsos 2eBaotds, 

25, 2, 16; Divus Commodus, 54 iii, I 
Divus Pertinax, 54 ii, 23, 24 
Avtoxpatwp Kaioap AovKios Zetrtipios Zeouijpos Tleptivag 

Attyouotos, 31, 23; Divus Severus, 54 i, 15; ii, 10; 
Divus Pius Severus, 54 ii, 3, 4, 11; Aug Nos[t ?, 
60 D, 2; Septimi.[.] Se[?, 134, 5 

Aovxios Setrtipios Paitas Kaioap ZeBaotds 31, 24 

Mdpxos ‘AvipriAios *Avtovivos LeBaotds, 31, 25; Divus An- 
toninus Magnus, 541, 17, 18; ii, 2; Divus Antoninus, 
54 ii, 2 

Diva Julia Maesa, 54 11, 7; Diva Maesa, 54 ii, 7 
Mamaea Augusta, 54 ii, 26, 27 
Marcus Aurelius, 55 A, 2 
[Imperator Caesar Marcus Aurelius Severus Alex- 

ander], 54 i, 23; Augustus Imperator Marcus 
Aurelius Severus Alexander, 54 i, 25; Marcus 
Aurelius Severus Alexander Augustus, 54 i, 3; 
Marcus Aurelius Severus Alexander, 54 ii, 16; Alex- 
ander Augustus Noster, 541, 25, 27; ii, 18; Alexander 
Augustus, 82 i, 6, 17; Augustus Noster, 54 ii, 26; 
Augustus et Pater Patriae et Pontifex Maximus, 541, 
27; Caesar, 54 11, 16 
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Germanicus Maximus, 133 a, 2 (Possibly Maximinus) 
TopSiavés eB(aotds) 43, 31; Imperator Marcus An- 

tonius Gordianus Pius Felix Invictus Augustus, 89 i, 
2, 8; Imperator Caesar Marcus Antonius Gordianus 
Pius Felix Augustus, 28, 1; Dominus Noster Gor- 
dianus Augustus, 89 1, 14 

@MiA(Cattros) ZeP(aotds), 38, 12 
Autoxpétopes Ovadepiavds Kal TadAinvos ZeBaortoi, 32, 3 

Antoninus, 134, 6 
Augustus, 133 b, 2; Atyouotoi, 43, 4 
Caesar, 133 a, 3 

3. Notables 

Parthian 

Mdvnoos Dpactou, Tadv Patnoa Kai Tdav EAcUBEpwv, Trapa- 

Ajrrou Kal otpatnyoU Mecotrotapias kai Mapotrotapias 

Kai "ApaBdpxou, 20, 2 
MntoaABatcods Mnyv.[.]tocSe.ou tol Mnvapvaiou, gpov- 

PapXOS Kal TO&v TPw~TwV Kai TIPOTILWPEVOOV QIA@V Kai 

THv cwmpatopuaAdcKkeav, 20, 4 

Goces legatus Parthorum, 60 B, 6 

Roman 

MaAaovios *Avtioyos tpeoB(eutis) DiACitttrov) 2ZeB(aototv) 

é&v[tiotpatnyov, 38, IO 
Antonius Seleucus, vir clarissimus, consularis noster, 

64A, 6; B, 5,9 
Atilius Cosminus, vir clarissimus, consularis noster, 

9510 1,'535 97 4,8; 14 
Attius Rufinus, vir clarissimus, consularis noster, 59, 

I; Verso, 2; 121, 3, 10 
Aurelius Aurelianus, 58, 2 
Aurelius Rufinus, legatus Augusti pro praetore, 59 

Verso, 2; procurator Augustorum nostrorum 

praepositus praetenturae, 64 A, 1; Verso, 2; B, I; 

Verso, 2 
Aurelius Theodorus, procurator Augusti, 66 D iv, 5 

Julius Pomponianus, 63 A, 2; B, 2; Verso, 2 
Licinnius Pacatianus, dux, 97, 21, 23; 128 a ii, 4; 

b, 4 (2) 
Marcellus, procurator(?), 81, 4 
Marius Maximus, legatus Augustorum pro praetore, 

56 A, 2; Verso, 2; B, 2; Verso, 1; C, 1; Verso, 2; 

Gi, see (by acs Ope 
Minicius Martialis, procurator Augustorum 60 B, 2 
Pomponius Laetianus, vir egregius, procurator Au- 

gusti, 97, 15, 17 
Ulpius Tertius, dux, 97, 24 
Valerius Comazon, 55 i b, 1; c, 1; 134, 1-3 
[ Jnius, vir clarissimus, consularis noster, 89 i, 14 

C. Names of Men and Women 

1. Greek 
°A.[, see ZeBi1815 

"ABL...]acos, 47, 12 
*AB[, see *ABBouis; Eilaios 

MEN AND WOMEN 423 

*ABadaBos, see “Otapvaios 

*ABBas, s. of ‘Payn[ddados, 24, 24 
“ABPeiBas, s. of Baoldvns, 26, 2, 9 
*ABBouts, s. of *AB[, 32, 25; see Auaias 
*AByapos (Marcus Aurelius Abgar; see Sect. 3), 28 

Verso, 3 
*ABSdAAaGos, s. of Bal, 17 A, 2 

"ABSas, 47, 4 
*ABSdcunc0s, 47, 3 

*ABSeAGO, 26, 17, 18 

*ABSnAos (-Aas), 50, 2 
*ABidyivaios, s. of B[, 17 C, 22; s. of ‘Payoaios, 23, 14 
*ABidyivei, 123, 11 
*ABiooaios, s. of *ABiocaios, 31, 58; see *Axollis, Nafou- 

oauaos 

*ABAaios, see BapAdas 

*Aypittrivos, s. of MapxeAAivos, 30, 9 
*ASaios, 18, 31, 34 (?); 19, 18; see ZaPewas 

*Addaios, see Nixaveop 

*Allaios, 47, 7 

*ASnvoSoTtos, See OedSwpos 

*A@nvddwpos, 25, 12, 35; see ’AokAntridSo0T0s 

*ASfaios, s. of *AxapaBdavns, gs. of ZaPidAdas, 23, 2, 

7,11 
’AxaBdéns, 48, 8 

*AxapaBduns (also *Axp-), see ’ASGaios 
“Axolls, d. of ZéAeucos, gd. of ’ABicooios, 31, 3, 9, 10, 

29, 35, 36, 53 
>AxpaBavns, see ?Akap- 

*AréEavipos, 32, 6; see AvprAtos, Nix&vap 

*ApotéaBeiAn, 29, 9, 12, 15, 18 
*Auatidpa, d. of ?, w. of *Apte[piSapos, 17 B, 12 
*Auaios, see ZéB1515 

>Auipua, see Avpnria 

*Auivos, 49, I, 2, 3 
> Autvavipos, 15, 3 

> Av]pévixos, 36, 3 
*Avios (?), 43, 16 

*Avtiyovos, 15, 8 

> Avtioxos, Ss. Of TloAcyoxpétns, gs. of Anuntpios, ggs. of 
TloAepoxpdetns, 19, 11; see ’lowvAtos 

*Avtevivos, 27 d, 7; 661, 5; see AvprAios 

*Avta@vios, 43, 9; *Avt. TloAuxpatns, 29, 22 

>AtroAAoyévns, Ss. of TlroAcuatos, 18, 11, 33; 19, 14 

*AtroAAopavns, S. of Anuritpios, gs. of TloAcuoxpétns, b. of 

TloAepoxpétns, 19, 4; s. of Xapavidns, 25, 13, 36 
*AtroAA@vios, 21, 3, 6, 10; 22, 3, 8, 10, 13, 14; see 

AioxAijs 

N\loc cM, SES loceoc Jas 

*ApidBalos, s. of *ApicéBalos, 17 C, 22, 32, 35; s. of 
> ApidBalos, 23, 13 

?Apiotévixos, see “HAid8mpos and Avuoias 

*Apiotwyv, see *Apiotdévag 

*Apiotévak, s. of *Apiotev, 15, 3, 5 
>Apteuidwpos, h. of *Auadicépa, 17 B, 12; s. of OedSapos, 

17 B, 19; 25, 13, 36 
*ApuBBas, 15, I 
*AoxAntid5oTos, S. of *A@nvdSapos, 32, 27 

Atiavés, Dauotivos, 30, 36 
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Avenvia *Anippa, d. of ’Ovoux...go5, Ww. of *lowAtos 
*Avtioyos, 32, 2, 6, 9, II, 12; Avp. Fata, 29, 4, 14, 

15, 20; Avp. MapxeAAiva, d. of MapkeAdivos, 30, 8, 
IO, 29, 37 

Avpnaiaves, 129, 2; see Tootdpios 

AvpnAios, 38, 5; 66 GG, 2; Atop. ’AdeEavdpos, 30, 7, 
II, 29, 39; Avp. ’AAgEavEpos, s. of ’OpdBalos, 129, 

2; Avp. Oepapods, 123, 12; Avip. Oed8wpos, s. of 

Bepvixiavés, 29, 19; Avp. Madvvos, 28, 27; Avp. 

"Ovidxns, 29, 24; Avip. Ovadevtivos, s. of ’Avtovivos, 

32, 22; Alp. Ladudvns, 26, 29; see OvArrios 

CAgpodioios (?), 15 bi, x 
*AxaPots, 25, 4, 22 

B[, see *ABi8ytvatos 

Ba[, see *ABSaAAaBas 

Baadddados (also Baddaéos), 21, 5, 9 
B&dSnAos, 48, 9 
Bdeipis, 25, 5, 23 
Baiods, alias of NoBouidaos, gq. v. 

Bavapods, see BnAdKkafos 

Bap...1a, 47, 14 
Bapdaéns, 47, 4 
BapBai(os), s. of ZaBaS&tns (?), 17 B, 15 
Bapipa&s, 47, 2 
BapAdas, Ss. of Oabaios, gs. of ’ABAaios, 20, 5, 7, 10, 14, 

15, 16, 18, 19 
Bapvatios, s. of Aucias and *Axolls, 31, 53 

Bapo[...].ceilas, 48, 6 
BapooPPpabds, 46, 1; Verso, I 
Bapodpioos, Ss. of ‘PaynddSados, 23, 15 
Baoidiavés, 129, 5 

BéAA1xos (?), 52 
Bepvikiavos, see AvprA1os 

BnAdKaBos, s. of Laraudvns, gs. of Bavapods, 21, 8 

BouBdans, 47, 15 
Balavns, see “ABBeiBas 

Taia, see Avpnria 

Teppavos, see *lovAios 

TAaukias, see Mapivos 

Aaudvixos, Ss. of Mopias, 18, 32; 19, 19; s. of Anuoxpdtns, 

21, 13; see Anuoxpdtns, Kpovidns 
Adcvupos, 19, 13; s. of ZéAeuKos, 24, 45; s. Of LéAeuKos, 

gs. of Advunos, 25, 4, 19/20; see AtoxKArjs, ZéAeuKos 

Anuntpios, 47, 7; Ss. of TloAeuoxpdétns, gs. of Anutjtpios, 
ges. of TloAeuoxpatns, alias NoBouodyaos, 19, 2, 6, 
IO, 14; see TloAeuoxpatns, OvAtrios 

Anyoxpétns, Ss. of Aapdvikos, 18, 33; 19, 14; see Aapd- 

VIKOS 
Aio[, see *Etrivixos 

Aioyévns, 20, 22; see *lovAlos 
AtoxAj\s, Ss. Of Advupos, 22, 16; s. of Advupos, gs. of 

*AtroAAovios, h. of Tiyavacoa, 18, 3, 4, 6, 17, 19, 24; 
see “HA1oSapos, Avoias 

Aopviwv, 47, 16 

[IN DUCES 

Eli. «..kaxs, S, Of” Apl..... Autos, did; ne 

Eilaios, s. of ’AB[, 50, 3 

‘Enévn, 43, 20 
’Erivixos, s. of Aio[, 16 A, 4 

’Eouovu.|, 50, Verso, 10 

ZaPasatns, see BapBai(os) 

ZaPSiBwrAos, S. Of ZaPSiPwdAos, 24, 5, 26 
ZaPdouas, alias of one of the sons of TloAeyoxpétns, s. of 

Anurtpios, gs. Of TloAcuoxpétns, 19, 3 

Za]Pe18[, 66 P, 9 

ZoPewas, s. of *ASaios, 31, 57 

ZaPisAcas, See *APPaios 

ZeBaios, 50, 4 

ZeBeSas, 47, 10 
ZePewas, 47, 1 

ZePidcas, 47, LO 

ZéPidis, s. of A[, 13, 5; s. of ’Apaios, 47, 8 
Zewaios, 47, 2 

Znvobotos, see Avoavias 

ZwPaios, 17C, 29, 31 

“HaidSmpos, 15, 7; 17 A, 9; C, 28; 25, 17; 37, 5; 38, 6; 
47, 11; s. of AtoxAfjs, gs. of ‘HAid8mpos, 25, 19; s. of 
"Opbovopatns, 46, 1; Verso, 1; see AloKAt\s, Avoavias, 

Avuoias 

Oafaios, see BapAcas 

Oaiuns, 48, 7 

Ccuapods, 66 B, 16; s. of Ovfipos, 66 I, Verso, I; see 
AvpnAtos 

Qeoyévns, see Nikaveop 

OedSo0T0s, 25, 12, 35 

Oed8wpos, Ss. of "AOnvddoTos, gs. of *AptepiSwpos, 25, 3, 

18; see ’AptepuiSapos, AvpriAios 
Oeduvnotos, 25, 12, 35; See ZéAeuKos 

Onxavvata, 18, 25 

Oiwdaos (?), 49, x 

*I&Bpoudos, 47, 6 

*lapaios, 47, 17 

*lovAios, 43, 18; 50 Verso, 9g; 123, 3; Mdpxos *lovAtos 
>Avtioyos, 32, I, 5, 10, 20; "IovA. Teppavds, 31, 56; 
*JovA. Anuijtpios, 26, I, 6; *lovA. Aloyévns, 26 Verso, 3 

KaAAaios, see -y]opas 
Kaaaiara, 49, 6 
KoAA[totpatos ?, 16 B, 12 
KéAepos, 123, 5 

Kévev, 15, 1; 17C, 30, 36; s. of NixdoTpatos, 17 A, 10; 
24, 10, 17, 49; see NaBouvodpaos 

Kouoés, 47, 5 

Kpovidns, s. of Aaudvixos, 24, 12, 38, 43 

Aapeavios Zexouvdiaves, 126, 11; 127, 9 

Aagatvns, 47, 6; 48, 5 
Avoavias, s. of ZnvdSoT0s, gs. of “HAidswpos, 25, 3, 18 

Avoias, s. of *ABBouis, 23, 3, 7; Ss. of AtoKAtjs, 22, 16; 
s. of Auoias, gs. of ‘HAid8wpos, b. of “HAid8apos, 25, 

4, 9, 20, 25, 30, 38; see Bapvaios, “OAuuTIos, Tipcovacoa 
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Mall. .e1xas, 48, II 

Mof[, 48, 3 
Mdvvos, see AvpnAtos 

Mép0a, 49, 2 
Mapias, see Aaudvikos 

Mapivos (spelled Mapp-), s. of TAaukias, 123, 7 
MapxeAAiva, see AvpnAia 
MapxeAdivos, see Avpniia 

Mapxos, 66 GG, I; see ’lovAlos 
Mooe[, 50 Verso, 7 
Mevu[, 50 Verso, 8 

Mnv.[, see MntoABaicods 

Mnvapvaios, see MntoABaioods 

MntoaBaisods, s. of Mnv.[. ]TOZAE.OY, gs. of Mnvap- 

vaios, 20, 2 

Mvnoittros, see Nixavoop 

Méeifos, 47, 18 
Méxipos, s. of NofBou[, 17 C, 23, 31 

NoBou[, see Mokipos 

NaBouBdpoxos, 18, 25 
NoBouidafos, alias Batods, 18, 7, 25 

NoBouodyaos, s. of Kévev, gs. of *ABiooaios, 31, 2, 9, 

10, 28, 34, 36, 51; see Anuitpios 

Nixévep, 38, 3; s. of *AAtEavdpos, gs. of Mvijoitrtros, 19, 

5; S. of Ocoyévns (?), 34, 3; s. of "Opciavds, 20, 21; 
S. Of TloAeyoxpatns, gs. of Anuntpios, ggs. of TloAe- 

yoxpatns, 19, 9, 11; s. of Zevoxpdtns, gs. of *ASSaios, 

133255, 710, 14, 2E;.20, 27, 35; Verso, 2 
NixdéAaos, 44 b, 2 

Nixéotpatos, 21, 12; see Kéveov 

Zevoxpatns, see Nikavop 

“Oaduutros, Ss. Of Japdvns, gs. of *OAuutos, 22, 4, 8, 13, 

17; s. of Avoias, 17 B, 19; 25, 13, 35 

*Opaiaves, see Nixk&voop 

*Ovidkns, see AvprAtos 

*Ovouk...g05, see Avpniia 

°Opfovopatns, see “HA1dS8wpos 

°OpoBalos, see * AAgEavSpos 

’Optovotrrétns, 17 C, 31, 38 
“Otapvaios, s. of "AB&SaBos, 26, I, 7, 28, 29 
OwaAevtivos, see AvprAtos 

Ovorépios, see DAaovios 

OvdAns, 138 

OUfipos, see Oevapods 

OWATios, 129, 5; AvprAtios OWA. A[nuntpios, 129, 1 

TIdxopos, 47, 5 
Tatrias, 30, 6, 7 
TlatpoxAeiaves, 32, 24 
Touvoavias, 18, 10, 32; 19, 13 

TloAeuokpatns, see *Avtioyos, Anur\tpios, Nixaveop, ZéAeuKos 

TloAukpatns, see ’ Avtoovios 

Tlootéuios AvpnAiavés, 66 B, 2; I, Verso, 3; Q, 11; CC, 
Qe Ti 

Tpipos, 43, 28 
TItoAeyaios, see *AtroAAoyévns 
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“Paynadadsos, see “ABBas 

“Payoaios, see ’ABiSyivaios 
“Peyouvaios, 27 d, 6 

Lal, 49, 3 

Laday, 49, 5 
ZoAayavns, see BnAdKkaBos 

ZoApavns, see AvprAtos 

Lappavas, 17 A, 7 

Zatopvidos, see AvpnAia 

Seidas, 47, 8 

Ze1oaios, 47, 3 

Zexouvdiaves, see Aapavios 

StrAeuxos, 18, 31, 34; 19, 18; 22, 16; 47, 19; s. of 

©eduvnotos, 17 B, 11; s. of TloAeuoxpatns, gs. of 

Anuntpios, ges. of TloAeuoxpatns, 19, 2, 12, 13, 14; see 

*Axollis, Advuyos, Tipa@vacca 

Lerrtipios, 43, 17 

Zidovaves, 47, 9 

Lousdas, 47, 20 

=mf[, 50 Verso, Ir 

Tipapxos, 37, 6 
Tipeovacoa, d. of Zéreuxos, gd. of Avoias, w. of Aioxaijs, 

185(2;'4, 15, £8, £9,275 Verso, 4 

Mal, see Dpavil 

Mauotivos, see Atiaves 

O[fAimtros ?, 15, 2 

Mraovios Ovarépios, 29, 23 

Mpackrns, 20, 4, 8, 9, II, 14, 15, 17, 20 
Opavi[, s. of Daf, 20, 21 

Xapavidns, see ’AtroAAogavns 

—lalos, 17 D, 44 

—|&undros, 17 D, 40 

—lapavns, see *OAuputros 

—y]épas, s. of KaAdatios, 13, 5 

—]Sados, 66 B, 18 

—Jdou (gen.), 17C, 31 
—]xaios, 66 B, 17 

—]kAfjs, 21, 13 
—]xdABas, 49, 4 

2. Latin! 

Aje--nt).|, see. jalius 
A.{— —]..aus, see Aurelius 
A.ea[, Aurel, 100 ii, 9 

A[— —Jes Sius[, 101 xxiv, 2 
A.i[, see Aurelius 

A{— —].manus, Aurel, 100 xxix, 16 
A[- —Jus C.[, 102 ix, 3 
A[ca. 9]., Aurel 100, xv, 9, Io 

1 Text references are grouped so as to identify indi- 
viduals where possible. When appropriate, these are set 
apart by periods rather than semicolons. 
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Af— —] Mannus, 101 xxiv, 19 

Aadaeus, see Aurelius 

Aathibelus, see Aethibelus 

Ab.{, see Aurelius 

Ab[— —]s, see Julius 
Abbfa]l.[.].[, see Abdonas (probably Abb[a]l[mae}i) - 
Ab[..]bianus, 107 ii, 3 
Abb/, Aurel, 100 xxii, 2: 
Abba/, Aurel, 100 ix, 16 

Abbalmaeus, 107 i, 23; ii, 18; see Abdonas 

Abbas L. .[, 98 ii, 29; 101, xi, 20 

Abbas Zebida, 100 xlu, 9; 101, xlii, 4 

Abbedas Nicaei, 98 i, 20 
Abbis Marona, 98 xi, 18 

Abbosas, 101, xxiii, 4; see Aurelius, Marinus, Priscus 
Abda[.].[.].sbi, 107 ii, rz 
Abdaeus, 104 a, 7 

Abdaeus Baraei, Aurel, 100 xlii, 12; 101 xlii, 7 

Abdaeus Zabb[, 98 xi, 31; Abd. Zabd[, 102 viii, 20 

Abdas, see Aurelius 

Abdas Themarsa, Aurel, 100 xxi, 8 

Abdas Zebida, 67, viii, 12; 101 xiii, 17 

Abdasthor Mocimi, Aurel, 100 xxxvi, II 

Abdonas, see Priscus 

Abdon(as) Abbal{mae]i, 67 ix, 16 
Abdus, see Aurelius 

Abed[, 87 d, 3 
Abed.{..]mra, see Aurelius 
Abedadadus, see Mauelas 

Abedalahas, Aurel, 100 xxvii, 19 

Abedlahas, Aurel, 100 xiii, 1; see Aurelius 
Abedlahas Buccaei, Aurel, 100 i, 6 

Abedlahas Maximi, 100 xxii, 11; 101 xvii, 18; 102 v, 13 

Abedlahin, 100 xxxii, 37; 101 xxxii, 17 
Abedmalchus, see Aurelius 
Abedmalchus Authaei, Aurel, 100 xl, 13; 101 xl, 20 
Abedmalchus Marosa, 98 xi, 4; 100 xvii, 9; 101 xxii, 19 
Abednabus Themarsa, Aurel, 67 ix, 8; 100 xxvii, 14 
Abednamares Marona, Aurel, 100 xxxvii, 8; 101 

XXXVI, 16 

Abedsalman, 125, 2 

Abedsalmas Ierhaei, Aurel, 100 xiv, 4; 101 xlv, 14 
Abedsalmas Themarsa, Aurel, 100 xxxix, 10; 101 xl, 31 
Abedsemias, see Julius 
Abedsemias Pupli, 98 i, 17 

Abgarus, 101 xxviii, 8; Abgari, 100 xxxvi, 39; Abgari 
(Aurel), 100 xxxvi, 35; see Aurelius, Barathes, 
Belaacabus, Iarhaeus, Malchus, Themarsas 

Abgarus Ierhaei, 100 xliii, 9; 101 xliii, 7. 98 iii, 2; 
117 iii, 4 

Abgarus Themarsa, Aurel, 98 v, 29; 100 xvi, 2. 
67 iii, 18; 101 xxxi, 15 

Abgarus Theme, Aurel, 98 ix, 5; 100 xxvii, 2; 101 i, 7 
Abgellus Bassi, 101 xxix, 30 

Abianes Matthana, Aurel, 100 xxxii, 6; 101 xxxii, 17 
Abid-, see Abed- 
Abidfur, see Barhadadus, Gaius 
Abifur, see Abidfur 
Absaenas, 107 i, 7 

EN DICHS 

Absas, see Aurelius 

Ach.[...]...es, see Aurelius 
Achaeus, 95 a ii, 13; 107 i, 10, 14, 20, 23; 1, 8, 16, 205 

112 Verso, 1; 122, 8 
Achilleus, see Aurelius 
Achilleus Malchi, 100 xliii, 3; 101 xliii, x 

Acibas, 101 xi, 22; 118, 2; see Maesomas, Theotecnus 
Acibas Bora, 67 iii, 6; 101 xvii, 26; 102 v, 18 
Acibas Ginnaei, Aurel, 100 xxvii, 5; 101 i, ro 

Acrabanes Simon, Aurel, 100 xxxvi, 19 
Ad[-— —]gn..[..]i, Aurel, 100 xxxi, 26 
Addaeus, 102 vi, 2; 107 ii, 20; see Aurelius, Iarhaboles, 

M.[, Nisamsus, Themarsas, ]...s..mobiaeus 
Addaeus Iarhaei, Aurel, 100 xxxviii, 1; 101 xxxviii, 9 
Addas (?), 100 xxxv, 14 
Addas Alexandri, Aurel, 100 xii, 9 
Addas Malchi, Aurel, 100 xxvii, 15 
Addas Z[, Aurel, 100 xxvii, 17 
Addas Zebida, Aurel, 100 viii, 5; xxix, ro 
Aelamis, 100 xxxi, 35; see ..{.].esurus 
Aelamis Belsur, Aurel, 100 xxiv, 7; 101 xix, 16; 

102 vi, 18 
Aelius, 59, 4; 100 xxiii, 11; 101 xxiv, 5; xli, 23 
Aelius Alexandrus, 100 xxxii, 35; 101 xxxiii, 15 
Aelius Antoninus, 100 xxxvii, 38; 101 xxxviii, 8; 

115 bi, 14; Aurel, 100 xliii, 29; 101 xliv, 14 
Aelius Aurelius, 102 vi, 14 
Aelius B[, 100 xii, 12 

Aelius Barnaeus, Aurel, 100 xxxiii, 28; 101 xxxiv, 6 
Aelius Bassus, Aurel, 100 i, 11; 101 vi, 24 
Aelius Bolanus, Aurel, 100 ii—v b-c, 9. 100 xxxii, 8; 

101 xxxii, 19 
Aelius [Eu]genianus, 66 F, 2; G, 2; H, 2 
Aelius Fortunatus, Aurel, 67 vii, 11; 100 x1, 16; 101 x1, 23 

Aelius Fronton, Aurel, 100 xxxvi, 12 

Aelius Gaius, Aurel, 100 xxxvi, 24 
Aelius Ge.[—]s, 102 ix, 4 
Aelius Germanus, 101 xxiv, 26; Aurel, 100 vi, 25 
Aelius Heliodorus, 82 i, 18; 98 i, 27. Aurel, 100 xxvii, 

7;101 i, 12. 100 xxxii, 31; 101 xxxiu, 11. 100 xv, I; 

101 xxx, II 
Aelius Heracl.[, Aurel, 100 xxii, 6; 101 xvii, 14; 

102 v, 10 
Aelius Herennianus, 101 xxvii, 23 
Aelius Licinnius, 100 xxxiii, 17; 101 xxxvi, 18; 116 ii, 10 
Aelius Longinus, Aurel, 100 xlii, 23; 101 xlii, 14 
Aelius Marcellus, Aurel, 67 vii, 9; 100 xxxviii, 3; 

101 xxxviil, II 

Aelius Marcianus, Aurel, 100 xxvii, 18 
Aelius Marinus, Aurel, 100 1, 8 
Aelius Th{, Aurel, 100 xxviii, 20 
Aelius Theodorus, 98 i, 29 
PREM |[ «sc ias tere ].i, Aurel, 100 xli, 13 
Aeson Mo[. ]i[, 67 vi, 22 
Aethibelus, see Azizus, Haeranes, Iad{/— —Jeus 
Afarnes Bassi, Aurel, 100 xlii, 22; 101 xlu, 13 

Afro[, see .[— —]ras 
Agathonius, 63 A, 1; B, 1; Verso, 1; 79 Verso, I (?) 

Agrippas, see Claudius 
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Agrippas Male, 100 xxi, 15; 101 xvi, 21. Aurel, 100 
Xxxv, 22; 101 xxxv, 23 

Agrippas Them[, Aurel, 100 xiii, 11; 102 x, 16 (?) 
Agrippas Themarsa, 98 1, 4; 100i, 17; 101 vi, 29 
Ailamis, see Aelamis 
Aithibelus, see Aethibelus 
Al. .[, see Aurelius 
Al.[, 106, 16 
Alexander, see Aurelius 
Alexandrus, 104 6, 4; 106, 6; Aurel, 100 xvi, 21. 

100 xli, 4; 101 xli, 4. See Addas, Aelius, Antonius, 
Aurelius, Julius, Licinnius 

Alexandrus [...].us, 101 xvii, 22; 102 v, 16 
Alexandrus Antonini, Aurel, 100 xxxix, 1; 101 xxxix, 7. 

100 xxxii, 29; 101 xxxiii, 10 
Alexandrus Castricius, 100 xvi, 8, 9 
Alexandrus Theofili, Aurel, 100 xxxix, 35; 101 x1, 7 
Allaeus, see Romanus 
Amaeus Iadibeli, Aurel, 100 xxxviii, 17 
Amaeus Zabdiboli, Aurel, 100 xli, 14 
Amaeus Zebida, 98 iii, 32; 100 viii, 16; 101 xiii, 28 
Ami.[...]ius, see Aurelius 
Ammaeus, see Iadibelus 
Amrus, Aurel, 100 ix, 24 

Amrus Milens, Aurel, 100 xxxvii, 26 
Ananus, see Malchus 
Andronicus, see Aurelius 
Annonas, see Priscus 
Ant[, 101 xix, 22; 102 v, 24; see Julius 
Antigonus, see Aurelius 

Antiochianus, see Aurelius 
Antiochus, 100 xxxvi, 32; 101 x, 12; 107 11, 8, 9; ii, 2, 

i. 17,20; 116 11,5; 118; 6; see Aurelius 
Anto[, 66 J, 2; 98 v, 8; 102 v, 21; see Aurelius 
Anton[, 66 QQ, 4 

Antoni[, 100 xvi, 10; Aurel, 100 x, 22; see Claudius, 

Julius, Mocimus 
Antoninus, 67 viii, 14, 15; 82 i, 12, 15; 97, 7; 100 iii—v, 
enc x 39 ON) vil, 153) vill; 10>) x, 8; XxV, 17; 
evi KOs xlve 3-907 1,17; 115.01,15;41, 7; 1161,.4; 
117 ii, 1; 120 i, 4; 134, 6; see Aelius, Alexandrus, 

Aurelius, Azizus, Bassus, Claudius, Domitius, Julius, 
Mocimus, Seleucus, Severus, Ulpius 

Antoninus Hia[, Aurel, 100 viii, 15 
Antoninus Marinus, Aurel, 100 xxxiv, 6 
Antonius, 79, 1; 102 vi, 21; 119, 7; Aurel, 100 xii, 12 

Antonius Alexandri, 115 a i, 6 
Antonius Barlaha, 101 xxx, 28 
Antonius Bassus, Aurel, 100 xxix, 15; xlii, 13 
Antonius Cleme[{n-, 100 viii, 10; 101 xiii, 21 
Antonius Maximus, 67 vii, 16; Aurel, 98 i, 1; 100 i, 

I2 
Ant(onius) Mezianus, 30 Verso, 3 
Antonius Romanus, 101 xliii, 26 
Anton(ius) Val(entinus), 82 i, 17 
Antonius Zabbaei, 101 xxix, 16 

Apollon[, 101 xxxv, 3; xxxvi, 4; Aurel, xxxi, 10; cf. 67 
vi, II 

Apollinarius, see Aurelius, Julius 
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Apollinarius Gaiani, 101 xxxi, 25 
Apollonas, see Ulpius 
Apolloninus, see Licinnius 

Apollonius, see Aurelius, Heliodorus, Julius 
Apollonius Ba[, 101 xvi, 23 
Apollonius Mes(s)enus, Aurel, 98 x, 9; 100 xxx, 17; 

115 0} i, 7; 116 ii, 6 
Aprianus, see Aurelius 
Ariston, 101 xxviii, 13; see Julius 
Aristus, see Julius 
Artemidorus, 71, 2; see Aurelius, Zenodorus 

Artorius (?), see Lucilius 
Asadus Themarsa, Aurel, 100 xli, 20 
Asclepiades, 107 ii, 8; see Galerius, Gerelius 
Asconius (?), see Lucilius 
Au, ]s, 100 xvii, 23 
Au.[.]chus, see Aurelius 
Audas Zebida, 101 xxvii, 25 
Aufaeus, see Monimus 
Aureli (?), 100 xxvi, I 
Aurelianus, see Aurelius, Postumius 

Aurel(ius),2 59 Verso, I; 67 ili, 20, 21; v, 10, 11; 821, 17; 
95 a ii, 14; 98 iv, I; v, 23; vil, 5; xi, 36; 100 xi, 13; 
RVI, Ly KM 24 KK, 227 SK) Zr KKK. SO; 
MDL Si, TOMS abe, Mae, SYS og, aly, 1071, AX), Wie, 23, S{0e 

Vs 20-24 VE, Oxi, GL 7) 5) KOs, Or; OXI SLSy 
FT Ope ETT TIO) = pee Vee Take TO een OT O Hula eNO OAS 

5) XXX 24) 7 texin 23) 102 a 8s 24) 30, 4rsiv, 205 
Vi, 25, 28, 205 Vall, 27—Sicaike he ZO, rn LOS Galas: 
Ry E107 1, 6) 1253. 15, 16,120 fit ie 5s O- LL, 4s: 

18, 19; c, 5, 6; 108, 1; 109, 6; 110 a, 12; 116 ui, 4; 
iv, 9; 117 iv, 5; v, 7; 133 b, 3; see Aelius, Lucius 

Aurelius A.[—]..aus, 130 D 
Aurelius A.if, 110 a, 8 

Aurelius Aadaeus, 101 xliv, 8 

Aurelius Ab.[, 107 11, 17 
Aurelius Abbosas, 100 xxvi, 1; 101 xxi, 4 
Aurelius Abdas, 107 ii, 13 
Aurelius Abdus, 100 xiv, 7; 101 xxix, 2 

Aurelius Abed[...]mra, 100 xiv, 11 

Aurelius Abedlahas (Abid-), 67 v, 21; 101 xx, 20; 
102 vii, 5 

Aurelius Abedmalchus, 100 xxviii, 16; 101 xxv, 23; 
110 a, 9 

Aurelius Abgarus, 122, 7 
Aurelius Absas, 107 ii, 13/14 
Aurelius Achr ||; ./.J/.<,-€S, 68,2 
Aurelius Achilleus, 115 a ii, 11 
Aurelius Addaeus, 98 x, 20; 100 xxxi, 3; 102 iii, 5 
Aurelius Al. .[, 107 i, 7 
Aurelius Alexander, 97, 4; 115 a ii, 5; 116 iv, 4 

Aurelius Alexandrus, 66 D v, 12; 98 x, 14; 100 xxx, 28; 
xxx, g; 108; 2 

Aurelius Ami.[...]ius, 107 ii, 6 

Aurelius Andronicus, 100 xxx, 6 
Aurelius Antigonus, 100 ix, 7; 101 xiv, 18 

2 Aurelius is only exceptionally written otherwise than 
peaine les 
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Aurelius Antiochianus, 67 ix, 6 (2); 100 xiii, 7; 101 
XXVili, 24 

Aurelius Antiochus, 98 ix, 14; 100 xxvii, 22; 101 

li-iv a, 3 
Aurelius Anton[, 98 v, 20; 101 xxii, 17; 107 1i, ro 

Aurelius Antoninus, 67 v, 15; 95 a ii, 11; b1, 18; 98 x, 

To: L0Oxx, Siixxx Tryxxxv, Do Oleexvi 22) ex 

31; xxx, ro; LOZiv, 2; 105.0 1) ro 107 1) 2r120n, 
5; 122, 6 

Aurelius Apoll[.]n.{, 101 xxxi, ro 
Aurelius Apollinarius, 82 i, 12; 98 ii, 15; 101 x, 25 

Aurelius Apollonius, 98 iv, 12. 100 xv, 7; 101 xxx, Ig. 
98 ii, 3; 101 x, 4; 102 ii, 17; 117 v, 4 

Aurelius Aprianus, 98 ii, 16 

Aurelius Ar.emusdorus, 107 ii, 22 

Aurelius Artemidorus, 100 xviii, 8; 101 xxi, 24. 1161, 5 
Aurelius Asclepiades, 105 0 i, 20 

Aurelius Aurelianus, 58, 2 
Aurelius Au.[.]chus, 107 11, 12 
Aurelius Azizus, 100 xxv, 6; 101 xxxvii, 18 
Aurelius B....[, 98 xi, 35 
Aurelius B[, 102 viii, 26 
Aurelius B[..... ].eias, 107 ii, 21 

Aurelius Ba[, 98 v, 24; 101 ix, 32; xv, 19 

Aurelius Babuius, 100 xxiv, 5; 101 xix, 14 
Aurelius Bar.|, 105 6 11, 14 

Aurelius Bar...[, 101 xxxiv, 17 

Aurelius Bar[.|nnianas, 107 i, 22 
Aurelius Barasthor, 109, 5 (?) 

Aurelius Barathe(s), 101 ix, 24 
Aurelius Barbaesomen, 102 vii, 10 
Aurelius Barbaesomentius, 117 i, 6 

Aurelius Barca.[, 101 xliv, 4 

Aurelius Barcha[, 102 ix, 20 

Aurelius Barchalbas, 98 iii, 5; 100 vi, 22 

Aurelius Bargas, 98 ii, 7; 106, 14 
Aurelius Barhadadus, 107 11, 15 

Aurelius Barlahas, 98 iv, 10; 100 x, 16 
Aurelius Barnaeus, 67 ii, 22; 100 xxxi, 8; 107 i, 12 
Aurelius Bars[..... Seo zeal 

Aurelius Barsemias, 98 x, 23; 100 xxxi, 11 

Aurelius Barsimsus, 67 vi, 4. 98 xi, 32; 100 xviii, 23; 
102 viii, 21 

Aurelius Barsummares, 107 ii, 21 
Aurelius Basileus, 98 x, 15 
Aurelius Basilianus (?) 67 vi, 18 
Aurelius Bassa. .[, 117 iv, 4 

Aurelius Bassus, 67 v, 17; viii, 19; 82 ii, 13. 98 ii, 19; 
101 x, 28. 98 iv, 13. 98 x, 10; 100 xxx, 18. 100 ii, 7. 

100 x, 6. 100 xx, 10; 101 xxv, 19; 102)1x, 17. 
101 ix, 26; 102 ui, 11. 100 xxv, 7; 101 xx, 4. 101 xx, 

21. 100 xx, 13; 101 xxv, 21. 101 xxviii, 15; 106, 7; 
107 i, 19 

Aurelius Belacabus, 102 1, 4 

Aurelius Bernicianus, 115 a i, 9; 122, 2 

Aurelius Bolaeus, 115 a ii, 4 

Aurelius Bolianus, 100 xxxv, 8 
Aurelius Buccaeus, 100 xxii, 3; 101 xvii, 11 
Aurelius C.[..]..[, 105 k, 2 

CN DIGES 

Aurelius C....us, 100 xxvi, 7 

Aurelius Calpurnius, 98 ii, 12; 101 xliv, 6; 102 iii, 3 
Aurelius Capiton, 82 i, 17 
Aurelius Castor, 101 xxxi, 13; 105 bi, 4 
Aurelius Claudius, 100 xxv, 2; 106, 12; 107 i, 3; 130C 
Aurelius Cocceius, 100 i, 4; 101 vi, 21; 107 ii, 19 

Aurelius Coddaeus, 98 ix, 4; 100 xxvii, 1 

Aurelius Cyrillus, 98 v, 21; 100 xv, 11; 101 xxx, 23 
Aurelius D[, 102 ii, 22; 105 bi, 13 

Aurelius Darnachaeus (?), 109, 5 
Aurelius De.[, 101 xv, 17 

Aurelius Demetrius, 82 i, 4. 98 ii, 8; 101 x, 11. 98 iv, 7; 
100 x, 7. 100 xx, 4; 101 xxv, 14; 102 ix, 14. 100 xxx, 
15; 101 ix, 25; 102 ii, 10. 101 xxx, 14; xxxvi, 8; 102 
ix, 18 

Aurelius Diodorus, 67 v, 16; 101 xv, 15. 116 iv, 5 
Aurelius Diomedes, 107 ii, 18 
Aurelius Dionysius, 101 xxvi, 11 
Aurelius Domitianus, 105 0 i, 8 

Aurelius Domitius, 67 viii, 20. 98 iv, 9; 100 x, Io. 
100 xv, 3; 101 xxx, 15. 100 xxvi, 6; 101 xxi, 9; 
102 vii, 14. 102 vi, 13; 120i, 10 

Aurelius Domnus, 100 xvii, 14; 101 xxii, 23 
Aurelius Euxemon, 100 xxix, 8 
Aurelius Faustus, 98 i, 3; 100 i, 16; 101 vi, 28 

Aurelius F1.[, 102 1, 6 

Aurelius Flavius, 66 E, 4; 98 x, 2. 98 iv, 14; 100 x, 24 
Aurelius Fronton, 67 viii, 8 
Aurelius G[, 98 v, 26, 27 
Aurelius Gaianus, 95 0 ii, 22; 109, 2 

Aurelius Gaius, 98 xi, 28; 100 xviti, 16 

Aurelius Germanus 89 i, 1, 2, 8, 9; ii, I; 4, i, 2; 95 aii, 
5, 16; 106, 18; 107 i, 10; ii, 6, 10; 16) Cae 
110 a, 7, 8; 116i, 8; 121, 5; 122, 1 

Aurelius Germanus, 98 v, 15; 100 xiv, 10. 100 xxvi, 4; 

101 xxi, 7. 100 xxxv, 17; 101 xxxv, 18. 101 ix, 29; 
102 ii, 13. 105 6 i, 17; 117 v, 2 

Aurelius Gordius, 100 xv, 12; 101 xxx, 23 

Aurelius Gratus, 101 xxxi, 6 (?); 120 ii, 4 
Aurelius H[, 84, 3 

Aurelius H.[..]Jofur, 117 iii, 3 
Aurelius Ha.[...]s, 101 xxv, 26 
Aurelius Hadrianus, 98 v, 18; 100 xxx, 13 
Aurelius He[, 102 1, 7 
Aurelius 'Heliodorus, 82 i, 12; ii, 13. 98 x, 17; 100 xxx, 

32. 100 xx, 9; 101 xxv, 18; 102 ix, 16. 107 ii, 3; a, 4; 
108, 4 

Aurelius Hellanicus, 122, 5 
Aurelius Heraclidas, 100 xiii, 13 
Aurelius Hermogenes, 101 xxxi, 18 
Aurelius Ia..[, 105 bi, 12 
Aurelius Iaddaeus, 105 6 1, 11 

Aurelius Iadibelus, 100 iii—v, b/c, 8; xxx, 29 
Aurelius Iaqubus, 101 xxix, 14 
Aurelius Iarhaboles, 89 i, 3, 10; 100 xxx, 10. 100 xxvi, 

5; 101 xxi, 8; 102 vii, 13 

Aurelius Iarhaeus, 101 xx, 18; 107 i, 1 
Aurelius Ig[..], 107 1, 14 
Aurelius Intenianus, 58 2 
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Aurelius Isidorus, 115 0 i, 5 
Aurelius Julius, 67 ix, 5; 100 xii, 7; ix, 18; 101 xiii, 22; 

102 ix, 25. 100 xv, 18; 101 xxx, 27 

Aurelius Julius Posterior (?), 100 xix, 13 
Aurelius Julius Prior (?), 100 xix, 12 
Aurelius Licinnius, 82, i, 4; 100 xxvi, 3; 101 xxi, 6 
Aurelius Livianus, 98 x, 19; 100 xxxi, 2 
Aurelius Lo[, 101 x, 24 
Aurelius Lo[..]onus, 117 u1, 5 
Aurelius Longinus, 98 ii, 11; 101 x, 16 (?). 100 xv, 24; 

101 xxxi, 9. 101 xxiv, 16; 105 /, 2 

Aurelius Lucius, 101 xx, 22; 102 vii, 6. 102 ix, 2 
Aurelius M[, 69, 9; 101 xv, 18; xix, 18 
Aurelius M.[..].ius, 117 iii, 2 

Aurelius M[— —]s, 67 ix, 13 
Aurelius M....s[{, 101 x, 22 
Aurelius M[— —].sus, 102 vi, 22 
Aurelius M.1[.]abi[.].., 102 ix, ro 
Aurelius Ma.[, 100 xv, 21; 101 ix, 31 
Aurelius Ma{— —]i, 98 v, 22 
Aurelius Ma.h[..]s, 98 iv, 4 
Aurelius Macrinus, 121, 13 
Aurelius Magnus, 67 iii, 14; 98 11, 13; 102 vii, 17 
A{urel(ius) — —] Malchi, 100 xvi, 22 
Aurelius Malchus, 89 1, 3, 9; 95 @ ii, 9; 98 ii, 14; 

100 xxix, 24; 101 xxxi, 8, 12; 107 ii, 2. 98 ii, x0; 
101 x, 15; 102 ui, 2 

Aurelius Man.daeus, 102 vi, 12 

Aurelius Mar[, 100 xxv, 4; 101 xx, 3. 101 xxx, 8 
Aurelius Marcellus, 100 xxxix, 8 
Aurelius Marinus, 82 i, 12; 98 i, 6, 20; x, 1, 6; 100 iv 
Pik ee kOL XXV, 247) KXVIl, 145) XXxXvi, 20; 

LOZ vii ex 8 2r> 107 1, 182 114, 55 122; ro. 

98 x, 21; 100 xxxi, 4. 98 x, 22; 100 xxxi, 10. 100 xiv, 
6; 101 xxix, 26. 100 xxiii, 8; 101 xviii, 13. 101 xliv, 17; 
102 v, 5 

Aurelius Maronas, 102 vii, 16 
Aurelius Maximus, 95 a ii, 7; 61, 20; 98 iv, 8; 100 x, 8; 

102 vii, 9; 115 c, 4; a ii, 9; 122, 9 
Aurelius Me[.]co[, 107 i, 4 
Aurelius Mo.{imu]s, 67 viii, 21 
Aurelius Mocimus, 89 i, 3, 9; 102 vii, 7; 107 i, 11; 

115 bi, 4; 116i, 7. 100 xiv, 5; 101 xxix, 25 
Aurelius Mombogaeus, 97, 17; 100 xxvii, 11; 115 @ ii, 3 
Aurelius [— —] Monimi, 100 xliv, 16; 101 xlii, 21 
Aurelius Monimus, 98 x, 4; 115 6 i, 12 
Aurelius Mucianus, 98 x, 12; 101 x, 29; 102 viii, 109. 

98 xi, 12; 102 viii, 4. 100 xxiv, 6; 101 xix, 15 
Aurelius Munnis, 101 xxx, 16 
Aurelius N.i.[.].s, 107 ii, rz 
Aurelius Nebumarius, 107 i, 11; ii, 19 
Aurelius Neon, 100 xv, 5; 101 xxx, 18 
Aurelius Nisraeus, 100 xiv, 9; 101 xxix, 29 
Aurelius ..nrus, 67 v, 11 

Aurelius Oa. .lf, 112 Recto, 1 
Aurelius Ohrasus, 102 vii, 8 
Aurelius .orarf.ri.[, 109, 6 
Aurelius Pa[.]m.n..[.]s, 107 ii, 4 
Aurelius Pau. ..a[, 122, 14 
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Aurelius Paulus, 98 x, 13; 101 xliii, 28 
Aurelius Philon, 100 x, 9; 101 xv, 12 
Aurelius .[.]-|..2) Prior, 107 1, 7 
Aurelius Priseus; 39 1, 2, 9:6, 2; 100 xxv, 11; 101 
SATs 

Aurelius P[u]pl{, 101 xxv, 12 
Aurelius Qu.[, 101 xxiv, 13 
Aurelius Quint[, 93, 5 

Aurelius R..... 1G Iv, 7 
Aurelius Regulus, 66 A, Verso, I 

Aurelius Romanus, 67 ii, 17; viii, 10; 82 i, 4; 981, 36; 

ii, 18; 101 xxix, 18; xxx, 20, 26; xliv, 7, 10; 102 ii, 5; 

14 ergy LOO, 12 1OL xy, x45 10 xx) 19; 

102 vii, 4. 
Aurelius Rubathus, 82 i, 7 

Aurelius Rufinus, 64 A Verso, 2; B Verso, 2 

Aurelius Rufus, 82 i, 4; 100 xxv, 5 

Aurelius Rumas, 100 xxiii, 9; 101 xviii, 14 

Aurelius Sa[, 98 v, 25 
Aurelius Sa.a.[, 117 iv, 3 

Aurelius Sabinus, 101 xxiv, 21; xxvii, 21; xliv, 9 
Aurelius Sacona[, 117 iv, 1 
Aurelius Salm[, 107 ii, 4 
Aurelius Salma[n, 107 ii, 20 

Aurelius Salmanes, 122, 13 

Aurelius Seleucus, 66 D v, 11; 98 xi, 30; 100 xxxi, 16; 

LOD 24 100 eer LOL cya es 

Aurelius Sentianus, 102 iti, rr 

Aurelius Si....ses, 107 ii, 14 

Aurelius Silvanus, 82 i, 7, 17; ii, 12; 100 xxx, 4, 7, 8 
(“Aurel Silvanus Alter’); 101 xxx, 29; xlv, 9; 102 
vii, 18; 120 i, 6, 7 (“Aurel Silvanus Alter’). 100 
xx, 11; 101 xxv, 20. 100 xx, 14; 101 xxv, 22. 100 

XXvl, 2; 101 xxi, 5; 102 vii, 12 
Aurelius Silvanus Prior, 107 i, 16 

Aurelius Soa.[, 101 ix, 33 
Aurelius Sossianus, 101 ix, 27; 102 ii, 12 

Aurelius Summares, 100 xx, 6; 101 xxv, 16; 102 ix, 15 
Aurelius Th[, 107 ii, 2 
Aurelius Them|{, 101 ix, 30 
Aurelius Themarsa, 93, 3; 100 xvi, 28; xxx, 9 
Aurelius Theo[, 101 xxvi, 8 

Aurelius Theodorus, 97, 20; 107 i, 20 

Aurelius Theodotus, 117 v, 5 
Aurelius Tiber[, 107 ii, 18 
Aurelius Tra. .[.]us, 100 xxix, 13 
Aurelius U{, 101 xxxi, 5 
Aurelius [. }ue.surus, 67 v, Io 
Aurelius Valens, 100 xl, 24; 101 xl, 30. 101 xliv, 16; 

105 0 i, 21 
Aurelius Valerius, 116 iu, 4 

Aurelius Victorinus, 107 i, 19 
Aurelius Z....[.]s, 107 ii, r 

Aurelius Zabaeus, 101 xxiv, 23 

Aurelius Zabdas, 67 ix, 14; 98 x, 25; 100 xxxi, 13 
(““Zabde’’). 98 iv, 11 

Aurelius Zabdibolus, 101 x, 7; 102 v, 7; 114, 1 (“‘Zab- 

dib”) ; 122, rr. 100 xiv, 2; 101 xxix, 2 
Aurelius Ze[, 100 ix, 19 
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Aurelius Zeb[...]m..[, 116 iv, 2 
Aufrel(ius) - — Z]jebida, 100 xvi, 26 

Aurelius Zebinnus, 100 xxxi, 7 
Aurelius Zen[, 105 6 ii, 15 
Aurelius Zen.[.]o.r[, 117 v, 6 
Aurelius Zenobius, 101 xxxi, 11 
Aurelius Zenodorus, 107 1i, 16 

Aurelius Zinne[..|s, 98 x, 16 

Aurelius Zo.[{, 101 xxiv, 14 
Authaeus, see Abedmalchus 
Avadas, see Zabdas 
Avidalathus, 101 ii-iv 4, 3; see Barhotarus, Simaones 
Avidas, 100 ix, 1; 101 xiv, 12; 102 iv, 4. 114, 11; see 

Mammaeus 
Avidin.{, Aurel, 100 xii, ro 
Avitus, 89 [i, 7, 13]; 1, 7 
Azizus, 105 ai, 4; see Aurelius 
Azizus Aethibeli, 100 ix, 3; 101 xiv, 14; 102 iv, 6 
Azizus Antonini, Aurel, 100 xxxiii, 10; 101 xxxiii, 26 
Azizus Salamalathi, Aurel, 100 xliii, 27 

Azizus Zaora, Aurel, 100 xxxv, 24; 101 xxxv, 26 
Azizus Zebida, 101 xxiv, 25 

B[, see Julius 
By ba.|peideaa sce [, 102 ii, 14 
Bias ].elas, see Aurelius 
B.[-]bbi.[, 67 vi, 23 
B[.]l[, 101 xlii, 24 
B..ds.[— —Jae., Aurel, 100 xxiii, 3 
Ba[, 98 v, 6; 100 iii—v b/c, 10; 101 xiv, 23; 102 x, 19; 

see Apollonius, Aurelius 
Bac[.]b..ius Malch.[, 104 b, 9 
Babuius, see Aurelius 
Babuius Mocim|, 101 vu, 5 
Bacharaeus, 101 xxix, II 

Ballaeus, see Vabalathen 

Ban.[, 101 xvii, 5 
Bannaeus, 67 iii, 5; see Demetrius 
Bar[{, 100 ix, 14; 101 xxxii, 8; Aurel, 100 ix, 17; see 

Aurelius, Raammas 

Bar[.]nnianas, see Aurelius 
iBar:[eieeee |. larhaei, Aurel, 100 xxxix, 30 
Barab[, ].as, 98 ii, 31 
Baraeus, see Abdaeus 
Barasthor (?), see Aurelius 
Barathes, 98 ix, 25; 101 xlii, 2; see Aurelius, Marinus, 

Seleucus 
Barathes Abgari, Aurel, 100 xxxvi 18. 100 xlii, 24; 

101 xlii, 15 
Barathes Buccaei, Aurel, 100 xxxvii, 13; 101 xxxvii, 15 
Barathes Hagus, Aurel, 100 xxxv, 4; 101 xxxv, 7 
Barathes Maesum, 97, 19 
Barathes Zebida, Aurel, 100 xxxiv, 13; 101 xxxiv, II 

Barbaesamen, see Barbaesomen 

Barbaesomen, 100 iii—v f, 3; xxxiv, 30; 101 xxxiv, 28; 
see Aurelius, Domitius, Seleucus 

Barbaesomenius, see Aurelius 
Barbaessamen, see Barbaesomen 

Barbaessamen Male, Aurel, 100 xxxii, 32; 101 xxxiii, 12 

IN DICE 

Barca{, see Aurelius 
Barcha[, see Aurelius 

Barchalbas, 66 N, Verso, 1; see Aurelius, Zabbaeus 
Baraeus [— —]chi, 101 xxvii, 19 
Bargas, 95 b ii, 21; 110 a, 2-4, 6, 9; Aurel, 100 xxix, 7; 

see Aurelius 
Barginnaias, see Meheridates 
Barhadadus, Aurel, 100 xxxi, 5; see Aurelius, Gaius, 

Julius 
Barhadadus Abidfur, Aurel, 100 xxxix, 23 ;101 xxxix, 26 
Barhaeus, see Baraeus 
Barhathes, see Barathes 
Barhotarus, 100 xxxiii, 10 

Barhotarus Avidalathi, Aurel, 100 xli, 27; 101 xli, 15 
Baricas Iarhaei, Aurel, 100 xiv, 1; 101 xxix, 23 
Baricbelus Bassi, 98 xi, 8; 100 xvii, 16; 101 xxii, 25 
Barlahas, see Antonius, Aurelius, Julius, Mocimus 
Barlahas Iarhaei, Aurel, 100 xxii, 1; 101 xvii, 9 
Barn.{, see Themarsas 
Barnaeus, 67 x, 3; 101 xix, 20. 100 vii, 23; 101 xiii, 2; 

see Aelius, Aurelius, Demetrius, Domitius, Iarhaeus, 
Mocimus, Zebidas 

Barnaeus Iarhabfol-, 98 i, 35 
Barnaeus Iarhaei, 100 xlii, 20; 101 xlii, 12 
Barnaeus Themarsa, Aurel, 100 xxxviii, 4; 

XXXVIli, 12 
Barnaeus Zabdil.[{, Aurel, 100 vi, 26 

Barnaeus Zebida, Aurel, 100 xxxiv, 5; 114, 6 
Barnebus, see Mombogaeus, Themarsas, Ulpius 
Barotarus, see Barhotarus 
Barril.[, 100 xv, 22 
Bars.[, 100 xv, 23; 101 xiv, 6; see Aurelius 
Barsemeas, see Barbaesomen (Domitius) 
Barsemias, see Aurelius, Ulpius 
Barsemias Bubf, 98 ii, 27 
Barsimsus, Aurel, 100 xxxi, 1; see Aurelius, Bassus, 

Hadadsabus, Romanus, Ulpius, Varaeus (appears 
also as Barsumius) 

Barsumius, see Barsimsus 
Barsummares, see Aurelius 
Barsus, 100 xxx, 14 

Barzas Marea, 100 vii, 12; 101 xu, 25 
Basileus, see Aurelius 
Basilianus, see Aurelius 
Bassa. .{, see Aurelius 
Bassus, 67 viii, 7, 16; 101 vii, 27; 107 ui, 2, 8; Aurel, 

100 ui, 7; ix, 26; 101 xiv, 25; see Abgellus, Aelius, 
Afarnes, Antonius, Aurelius, Baricbelus, Julius, 

Rabbulas, Ulpius 
Bassus Antonini, Aurel, 100 xlii, 3; 101 xli, 27 
Bassus Barsimsi, 98 xi, 13; 101 xxiii, 5; 102 viii, 6 
Bassus Bibi, 101 xl, 18 
Bassus Diomedi, 100 vii, 2; 101 xii, 14 

Bassus Gora, 98 ii, 17; 101 x, 26 
Bassus Maccaei, 107 i, 17 
Bassus Malchi, Aurel, 100 xli, 18 
Bassus Montan|, Aurel, 100 xli, 29; 101 xli, 17 
Bassus Nassibeli, Aurel, 100 xxiv, 3; 101 xix, 12; 

102 vi, 16 

101 
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Bassus Salman, Aurel, 100 xxxviii, 23 
Bassus Tiberini, Aurel, 98 i, 30. 100 xxxii, 12; 101 

eRe 22 
Bel[, 107 f, 1; see Malchus 

Belaacabus, see Aurelius, Iarhaeus, Julius, Mammaeus, 
Mazabanas 

Belaacabus Abgari, Aurel, 100 xxxiv, 24; 101 xxxiv, 22 
Belaacabus Hala, 101 xxxii, 11 
Belaacabus Iarhaei, 101 xiv, 10; 102 iv, 2 
Belaacabus Z[, Aurel, 100 xlii, 1; 101 xli, 25 
Belacabus, see Belaacabus 
Belahabearus (?), 107 ii, 15 
Belasur, see Belsur 
Beliabus, see Belihabus 
Belihabus, see Garmelus 

Bellaeus, see Haninas 
Bellaeus O.a..g, 83, 7 
Belsur, see Aelamis 
Bernicianus, see Aurelius 
Bernicianus Silvani, 100 vii, 9; 101 xii, 23 
Berosas Valens, Aurel, 100 xxxviii, 31; 101 xxxviii, 31 
Bibus, see Bassus 
Bobe.[, see Marinus 
Bodes, see Malchus 
Bolaeus, see Aurelius 
Bolaeus Mocimi, Aurel, 100 xxxiv, 18; 101 xxxiv, 16 
Bolanus, see Aelius, Mocimus 
Bolanus Bolani, Aurel, 100 xxxix, 17; 101 xxxix, 20 
Boliadaeus Iarhaei, 100 ix, 2; 101 xiv, 13; 102 iv, 5 
Boliadaeus Zaora, Aurel, 100 xli, 15 
Boliadaeus Zebida, 100 xliii, 1; 101 xlii, 25 
Bolianus, see Aurelius 
Boras, see Acibas, Iarhaeus 
Bores, see Gaddes 
Bores Nisamsi, Aurel, 100 xxxii, 1; 101 xxxii, 12 
Bub[, see Barsemias 
Bul. jran[.].us Maccaei, 101 xxvii, 24 
Buccaeus, see Abedlahas, Aurelius, Barathes, Iarha- 

boles, Themarsas 
Buzus, see Themarsas 

Cal[, Aurel, 100 ix, 27 
Calpurnius, see Aurelius 
Calpurnius Gaulianus, 98 iv, 2 
Capiton, see Aurelius 
Cassianus, 100 xxvii, 25; 101 ii-iv a, 5; see Julius, 

Lucius 
Cassianus Ni...r, 67 ix, 9 
Cassius, see Seleucus 
Cassius Malchus, 107 ii, 20 
Cassius Sacona, Aurel, 98 ix, 20; 100 xxviii, 2 
Castor, 128 0, 3; c, 2; see Aurelius 

Castricius, see Alexandrus 
Chaeremon Se.[, 101 xv, 16 
Charifas Juli, 98 i, 22 
Chasetus, see Themarsas 
Claudius, 102 ii, 23; see Aurelius 
Claudius Agrippas, 82 i, 7 
Claudius Antoni[, Aurel, 100 xxix, 2 
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Claudius Antoninus, Aurel, 100 xiii, 4; 101 xxviii, 20 
Claudius Dadona, 100 xliii, rr; 101 xlii, 9 
Claudius Haeran, 98 x, 3 
Claudius Julius Marinus, 101 xxxi, 21 
Claudius Julius Menander, 82 i, 18 
Claudius Julius Secundus, 101 xxxi, 22 
Claudius Maximus, 115, bi, 9 

Claudius Milens, 102 vi, 11 
Claudius Mombogaeus, Aurel, 100 xxxvi, 4 
Claudius Natalius, 82 i, 17; Aurel, 100 xxxvii, 29; 

101 xxxvii, 29 
Claudius Silvanus, 100 xxxvii, 32 
Claudius Sotericus, 100 xxiv, 12; 101 xix, 19 
Claudius Theodorus, 26 Verso, 5 

Claudius Tiberinus, Aurel, 98 iii, 29; 100 viii, 12; 

101 xiii, 24 

Claudius Zebida, 67 viii, 6; 98 i, 14 
Claudius Zebidas, 66 D v, 5 
Cleme[n-, see Antonius 

Cocceianus (adj., written Coceianus), 107 i, II; ii, I, 2; 
(cogn.), 98 v, 16 

Cocceius, 115 6 i, 8; see Aurelius, Didas 
Coddaeus, see Aurelius 
Crispinus, see Julius 
Cyrillus, see Aurelius 

D[, 101 xiv, 24; Aurel, 100 ix, 12, 20 
Dadonas, see Claudius 

Danymus, see Septimius 
Daocl[, 95 au, 17 

Darnachaeus (?), see Aurelius 
De[, 101 xiv, 22; see Aurelius 

Demetrius, 66 D v, 15; 83, 7; 100 xxix, 32; 102 iv, 13; 

107 ii, 13; see Aurelius, Flavius, Ulpius 
Demetrius Bannaei, 98 iv, 26; 100 xi, 19 (or Barnaei ?) 
Demetrius Maccaei, Aurel, 100 xli, 32; 101 xli, 20 
Demetrius Z.[...]n.[, 100 xxxvii, 31; 101 xxxviii, 2 
Demetrius Zaabal, 114, 2 
Demnu.|{, 68, 2 

Dicaeus Themarsa, Aurel, 100 xliii, 25 

Didas Coccei, Aurel, 100 xxxvii, 4; 101 xxxvii, 6; 
103 b, 4 

Didas Salman, 100 xvii, 17; 101 xxii, 26 

Dinaeus, see Maronas, Themarsas 
Diodorus, see Aurelius 
Diogenes, see Malchus 
Diomedes, 100 xvi, 25; 101 xiii, 14; see Aurelius, Bassus 
Dionysius, 95 a i, 10; see Aurelius 
Dius, 100 xvii, 20; 101 ix, 28 
Dius Iarhaei, Aurel, 100 xxxiv, 4 
Domet(t)ius, see Domitius 
Domitius, 100 ix, 23; 101 xxii, 5; see Aurelius, Julius 

Domitius Antoninus, Aurel, 100 xxxiii, 13; 101 xxxv, 24 
Domitius Antoninus Post (erior), 67 iii, 15 ; 98 iv, 16, 17; 

100)xi; 142; NS a1, 13g 

Domitius Barbaessamen, Aurel, 100 xliii, 23; 101 xliv, 
12 (Barsemea) 

Domitius Barnaei, 100 xxxiv, 28; 101 xxxiv, 26 
Domitius Barsemea, see Domitius Barbaessamen 
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Domitius Marcianus, Aurel, 100 xxxi, 6 

Domitius Nicolaus, 67 v, 18; 98 iv, 6; 101 xliv, 19; 

102 v, 3 
Domitius Proclus, Aurel, 100 x1, 12; 101 xl, 19 

Domitius Salman, 98 iu, 1 

Domitius Zen|, 101 xvi, 3 
Domittius, see Domitius 

Domnus, see Aurelius 

Dumanus Na.|[, 117 iv, 2 

E[, see Malchus 
Ebucaeus, see Iarhabus 

Eglas, see Zebidas 
Er.scia, see Zebinnus 

Erasmus (?) Heliodorus, 101 xx, 23 
Erennius, Aurel, 100 xxx, I 

Erennius Marinus, Aurel, 100 xxx, 5 

Ermogenes, see Hermogenes 
Euclides, see Flavius 

Euxemon, see Aurelius 

F{, see Julius 
Faustus, see Aurelius 
Felix, 103 c, 6; 107 i, 8, 19; ii, 14, 20; d, 2; 122; 12 

Firmus, 101 xviii, 26; see Valerius 

Fl[, 107 c, 4; see Aurelius 
Ble. coe] SUS LOL eva ers 
Flavianus, see Flavius, Vepo 

Flavius, 101 xxvi, 7; 102 viii, 25; 1071, 3; see Aurelius, 

Julius 
Flavius Demetrius, 69, 8; 98 xi, 34; 1071, 23; 113 e, 3; 

Aurel, 100 xxxiii, 16, 30; Alter, 89, 3, 9 
Flavifus ..]ernianus, 101 xxiii, 29 
Flavius Euclides, Aurel, 100 xxxii, 16 
Flavius Flavianus, Aurel, 100 xiii, 8; 101 xxvii, 25; 

102 x, 15 (?) 
Flavius Heliodorus, 115 0 i, ro 
Flavius Mari[, 107 i, 15 

Flavius Marinus, Aurel, 100 xxxv, 18; 101 xxxv, Io. 

100 xxxviul, 30; 101 xxxviii, 30 
Flavius Monimus, Aurel, 100 xxxiv, 26; 101 xxxiv, 24 

Flavius Ne.[, 1071, 5 
Flavius Nicomachus, 100 1, 10; 101 vi, 23 

Flavius Numeri[, 101 xxvi, 12 

Flavius Romanus, 101 xxxi, 23 
Flavius Serapeio, 26 Verso, I 

Flavius Silvanus, Aurel, 100 xl, 15; 101 xl, 22 
Fortunatus, see Aelius 
Fra[, 100 xxxiv, 19; xl, 15 
Fronton, see Aelius, Aurelius 

Fronton Marea, Aurel, 100 xxxii, 34; 101 xxxiu, 14 

G[-— — Apolllo[, 101 xxxv, 3 
G[-]sces Maximus, 101 xxix, 9 
[- — GJabrion, Aurel, 100 xliv, 14; 101 xliii, 19 
Gabrion Obean, 100 xxxiii, 9; 101 xxxiii, 24 
Gaddes, see Maronas, Theobolus 
Gaddes Bore, Aurel, 98 v, 30; 100 xvi, 3; 101 xxxi, 16 
Gai[{, see Licinnius 

INDICES 

Gaianus, 82 i, 12, 14; 115 a ii, 6. 87 b, 4; 102 vii, 24; 
114, 9; Aurel, 100 xl, 23; see Apollinarius, Aurelius, 
Julius, Ulpius 

Gaianus Iarhabole, 82 i, 13 
Gaianus Themarsa, Aurel, 100 xxxiv, 17; 101 xxxiv, 15 
Gaius, 100 xvii, 8; 101 xxii, 18. Aurel, 100 ix, 21; see 

Aelius, Aurelius, Julius, Licinnius, Priscus, Sammas 
Gaius Abidfur, Aurel, 100 xxxix, 19; 101 xxxix, 22 
Gaius Barhadadus, 101 xlv, 4 

Gaius Germanus, Aurel, 100 xxxi, 17 
Gaius Sal|, 88, 2 

Galerius Asclepiades, 67 v, 13; see Gerelius 

Garmelus Belihabi, Aurel, 100 xlii, 30; 101 xli, 21 
Gaulianus, 68, 3; see Calpurnius 
Gemellus Themarsa, Aurel, 100 xxxv, 3; 101 xxxv, 6 
Ger{, Aurel, 100 xii, 8 

Gerelius Asclepiades, 101 xii, 27; 102 iii, 16; see 
Galerius 

Germanus, 101 xxx, 21; 104 a, 5; 107i, 9; ii, 3; 108, 1; 
109, 4; 114, 12; 118, 17; see Aelius, Aurelius, Gaius, 
Julius, Ulpius 

Ginnaeus, see Acibas 

Goces, 60 B, 5. 
Goras, see Bassus, Malchus, Themarsas, Zabdibolus 
Gordius, see Aurelius 
Goremis Iadaei, Aurel, 100 xxxvii, 5; 101 xxxvii, 7; 

103 b, 5 
Gorippus, see Julius 
Gorippus Valentini, Aurel, 100 xl, 9 (Valenti); 101 
xen 

Gr[, see Aurelius 
Gratus, see Aurelius 
Guris Nisamsi, Aurel, 100 xli, 28; 101 xli, 16 

H[, see Aurelius 
lee eieseer)iulias 
H[..Jofur, see Aurelius 
H[- —-].[..]za[, 101 xi, 24 
Ha.[...]s, see Aurelius 
Hab/, Aurel, 100 xxii, 24 
Habbis Ogeli, 102 vi, 9 
Habibas, 101 xxx, Io 
Habibas Nebudaei, 100 xi, 27; 101 xxvii, 15 
Habibis, see Zebidas 
Habibis Zebida, 101 xliti, 5 
Had.[, see Julius 
Hadadsabus Barsimsi, Aurel, 100 xli, 19 
Hadrianus, see Aurelius 
Haeranes, 100 vii, 6; xxix, 28, 31; xxxi, 37; 101 xiv, 27; 

XXli, 6; xxiii, 21; see Claudius, Maccaeus, Malchus, 

Themarsas, Victor 
Haeranes Aethibeli, Aurel, 100 xxxvi, 21 
Haeranes Iarhabole, Aurel, 100 xli, 18 
Haeranes Malchi, Aurel 100 xlii, 20 
Hagus, see Barathes 
Hagus larhaei, Aurel, 100 xlii, 19; 101 xxxv, 8 
Hagus Malchi, Aurel, 100 xxxii, 5; 101 xxxii, 16 

Hagus Salme, Aurel, 100 xxxvi, 23 
Hairanes, see Haeranes 
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Halas, 68 b, 6; 100 xxxi, 32. 100 xvii, 6; 101 xxii, 16; 
see Belaacabus 

Halathes Marini, 56C, 4 
Hammaeus, 100 xxxvii, 15; see Zabdibolus 
Hammaeus Ogeli, Aurel, 98 ix, 23; 100 xxviii, 12 
Haninas, see Ogas, Vabalathus 
Haninas Bellaei, 100 xi, 28; 101 xxvii, 16 
He[, see Aurelius, ].esur.mius 
Heliodorus, 88, 3; 100 ii—v f, 6; xiii, 15; xxviii, 14; 

polis, 23102 iv, 547 107 1; 9; i; 1, 6, 12, 13, 15; 
121, 12; Aurel, 100 xliv, 2; see Aelius, Aurelius, 
Erasmus, Flavius, Julius, Nisamsus, Septimius, 
Themes 

Heliodorus Apolloni, Aurel, 100 xiii, 6; 101 xxviii, 23 
Helio(dorus) Max(imi), 100 xxii, 15 
Heliodorus Seleuci, Aurel, 100 xxxii, 19 

Heliodorus Zebida, Aurel, 98 iii, 8; 100 vi, 28; 101 

Xi, 7 
Hellanicus, see Aurelius 
Heracl.[, see Aelius 
Heraclas, 101 xliv, 28; 102 vii, 22; see Julius 
Heraclidas, see Aurelius 
Heranes, see Haeranes 

Herennianus, see Aelius 
Herennius, see Erennius 
Hermogenes, see Aurelius, Maximus 

Hermogenes Maccio.[.]|s, 107 ii, 8 
Hia{, see Antoninus 
Hia.[..]..[..]n, Aurel, 100 xxxviii, 27 
Hiereus Abe{d-, 63 B, 6 
Hotaraeus, see Marinus, Maximus 

I.[, 98 vii, 8; 102 v, 29; Aurel, 100 xx, I; see Julius 
I.[..]Jmammus, 115 a ii, 12 
I[.]nu[...]s, see Julius 
Iad[..Jeus Aithibeli, Aurel, 100 xxix, 4 
Iadaeus, see Goremis, Zebidas 
Tadaeus Iarhaei, 100 xxi, 10 
Iadaeus Themarsa, 98 xi, 9; 100 xvii, 18; 101 xxii, 27; 

102 viii, x 
Tadibelus, 101 ii-iv f, 6; see Amaeus, Aurelius 
Iadibelus Ammaei, 98 i, 34 
Iadibelus Iarhaei, Aurel, 100 xxxvi, 26; 101 xxxvi, 22 
Iadibelus Malchi, Aurel, 100 xxxiv, 1 
Iadibelus Zebida, 98 i, 6; 100 i, 20; 101 vii, 2 
Tamlichus, Aurel, 100 xxxii, 30; see Salmanes 
Tamlichus Mocimi, Aurel, 100 xxxvii, 15; 101 xxxvii, 16 
Iaqubus, 101 ii-iv f, 3; 118, 18; see Aurelius 
Iaqubus Themarsa, Aurel, 100 xxvii, 12 
Iaqubus Zebida, Aurel, 100 xxxv, 14; 101 xxxv, 15 
Tar[, 100 xlii, 3; see M.[..]mus 
Ware. 0; 107 1, 13 
Iaraboles, see Iarhaboles 
Tarh[, 101 xxv, 5; see Zebidas 
Tarhe[, 101 xvii, 6 
Iarhaboles, 96 b, 3; 107 i, 7, 14; 118, 16; see Aurelius, 

Barnaeus, Gaianus, Haeranes 
Iarhaboles Addaei, Aurel, 100 xxxii, 10; 101 xxxii, 21 
Tarhaboles Buccaei, Aurel, 100 xxiii, 1 
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Jarhaboles Iarhaei, 82 i, 12 
Iarhaboles Luci, Aurel, 100 xxxvii, 30; 101 xxxviii, I; 

103 b, 9 
Iarhaboles Obean, Aurel, 98 xi, 27; 100 xviii, 15 
Iarhaboles Odeati, 82 i, 4 
Iarhaboles Themarsa, Aurel, 98 iii, 11; 100 vi, 31; 

101 xii, ro. 100 xxxi, 38; 101 xxxii, 9 
Iarhaboles Theme, 101 xh, 29 
Iarhaboles Udathi, Aurel 98 ii, 30; 100 viii, 13; 101 

Xill, 25 
Iarhabus Ebucaei, Aurel, 100 xli, 23; 101 xl, rr 
Iarhaeus, 67 v, 7; vu, 6; 100 xix, 18; 101 xi, 18; 

xxxv, I; Aurel, 100 xi, 11; see Abedsalmas, Abgarus, 
Addaeus, Aurelius, Bar.[, Baricas, Barlahas, 

Barnaeus, Belaacabus, Boliadaeus, Dius, Hagus, 

Iadaeus, ladibelus, Iarhaboles, Malchus, Maris, 

Mocimus, Seleucus, Themarsas, Zebidas 

Iarhaeus Abgari, Aurel, 98 x, 5; 100 xxx, 12 
Iarhaeus Barnaei, 98 xi, 19; 100 xxi, 13; 101 xxix, 22. 

Aurel, 100 xxxvii, 23; 101 xxxvii, 24; 103 5, 8 
Iarhaeus Belaacabi, Aurel, 100 xxxui, 27; 101 xxxiii, 8 
Iarhaeus Bora, Aurel, 100 xxxv, 13; 101 xxxv, 14 

Iarhaeus Malchi, 82 i, 7. Aurel, 100 xxxv, 27; 101 
XXXV, 30 

Iarhaeus Marea, Aurel, 100 xxxiii, 7; 101 xxxiii, 23 
larhaeus Nismosi, 107 i, 2 
Iarhaeus Nisraeus, 98 xi, 33; 100 xviii, 24 

Tarhaeus Salman, 102 vi, 7 

Iarhaeus Th{, 102 vii, 24 

Iarhaeus Themarsa, 101 ix, 22; xxix, 17; 115 a ii, 10; 
117 v, 1. Aurel, 100 xxxii, 17; 101 xxxii, 25. 100 

XXxiv, 19; 101 xxxiv, 17. 100 xxxvii, 6; 101 xxxvii, 8 
Iarhaeus Theoboli, Aurel, 98 x, 7; 100 xxx, 14 
Iarhaeus Zab[.]ua, 100 xxxix, 27 
Iarhaeus Zebida, 98 xi, 21; 100 xviii, 5; 101 xxiii, 20. 

100 ix, 4; 101 xiv, 15; 102 iv, 7. 98 iii, 6; 100 vi, 23. 
117 ii, 2; Aurel, 66 L xv, 5; 100 xiv, 3 

Te..[..].ene.nis, Aurel, 100 xxxviii, 25 
Ter.[, Aurel, 100 xxi, 23; xxii, 22 

leraboles, see Iarhaboles 
lerabus, see larhabus 
Ierhaeus, see Iarhaeus 
Ig{..], see Aurelius 
Intenianus, see Aurelius 
Isidorus, see Aurelius 
Isidorus ..sidon, Aurel, 100 xxxv, 1; 101 xxxv, 4 

Julianus, 101 xii, 22; 114, 13; see Julius, Lucius, 
Quintus 

Julianus Themarsa, Aurel, 100 xli, 8; 101 xli, 8 

Julius, 100 xvii, 25, 26; xxxvii, 35; 101 xvi, 8; xxiii, 
Tt xxix 125 Sv Ents 102 x ory 5106; 25> 107 1, 

19; 110 a, 7; 119, 5; see Aurelius, Charifas, Claudius 
Julius; Aurel, 100 a1, 25 s01t77 3 xvi; 575 xIx, 7 > XXII, 25; 

(OR saxon xt x26 
Julius [— —].anus, Aurel, 100 xxii, 8 
Julius .{—Jius, 67 iii, 11 
Julius 22: .<Juces; D107 aes 
Julius [—].n[.]Jeus, 102 viii, 5 
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Julius ..[.]sus, 117 iv, 6 
Julius A[...]ni.[, Aurel, 100 xxiii, 2 
Julius Ab[— —]s, 98 xi, 7 
Julius Abedsemias, 100 xxii, 12; 101 xvii, 19; 102 v, 14 

Julius Alexandrus, Aurel, 100 xxxiii, 19; 101 xxxiii, 

31. 67 ix, 11; 100 xxvii, 9 

Julius Ant{, 121, 6 

Julius Antoni[, Aurel, 100 xxxix, 34; 101 xl, 6 

Julius Antoninus, 67 viii, 18 (or Antonius ?); 101 xiii, 
29. 98 i, 12; 100 xxxviii, 33. 100 xxxvii, 33; 101 

xxxviii, 5. Aurel, 100 xxxili, 26; 101 xxxiv, 4, 100 
xxx, 4100 aos, ro 

Julius Antoninus Alter, Aurel, 100 xxxix, 5; 101 
one Ne usIoT 

Julius Apollinarius, Aurel, 100 xxi, 4; 101 xvi, 109. 
105 bi, 9 

Julius Apollonius, 98 iv, 27; 100 xi, 20; 101 xxvii, 8 
Julius Ariston, Aurel, 100 xxvii, 10; 101i, 15 

Julius Aristus, 100 xxxv, 9 
Julius B[, 98 v, 14 
Julius Barhadadus, Aurel, 98 iv, 21; 100 xi, ro 
Julius Barlaha, Aurel, 100 xxxix, 26; 101 xxxix, 28 
Julius Bassus, 56, 6; 98 ii, 5; 100 xliii, 33; 101 xxiv, 15; 

102 v, 20; Aurel, 100 xxix, 6. 98 xi, 11; 102 viii, 3. 

100 xxxili, 3; 101 xxxiii, 20 

Julius Belaacabus, Aurel, 100 xxxviii, 6; 101 xxxviii, 14 
Julius Cassianus, 100 xxxii, 36; 101 xxxii, 16 
Julius Crispinus, 101 xii, 21; 102 iti, 15 
Julius Domitius, Aurel, 98 ii, 10; 100 vi, 30; 101 xii, 9 

Julius [—Jentianus, 101 xxvu, 20 
Julius F[, 101 xxii, 14 
Julius Flavius, Aurel, 67 ix, 12; 100 xxix, 9 
Julius Gaianus, 102 vi, 20 

Julius Gaius, 101 xxvi, 9 
Julius Germanus, 67 vii, 13; 100 xliii, 10; 101 xliii, 8. 

103 6, 6. Aurel, 100 xxxvii, 9; 101 xxxvi, 11. 100 
XXXVU, 16; 101 xxxvii, 17 

Julius Gorippus, Aurel, 100 xxxvii, 11; 101 xxxvii, 13 

Julius H[...., Aurel, 100 xxviii, 17 
Julius Had.[, 98 v, 17 
Julius Heliodorus, 96 0, 2. 98 xi, 6; 100 xvii, 11; 101 

xxu, 21. 107 ii, 5 
Julius Heracla, 100 xxiv, 9 
Julius I{, 131 
Julius I[.]Jnu[...]s, Aurel, 100 xxviii, 3 
Julius Julianus, 107 ii, 22; Aurel, 100 xxxviii, 21. 100 

Xxxil, 14; 101 xxxilii, 29 

Julius Lo[, 100 xxxvii, 37; 101 xxxviii, 7 
Julius M[..]nus, 101 xvii, 24 
Julius Ma. .[, 102 viii, 23 
Julius Magnus, 100 xli, 10; 101 xlii, 5 
Julius Malchus, 98 i, 7 
Julius Marc.[, Aurel, 100 xxv, 3; 101 xx, 2 

Julius Marcianus, Aurel, 100 xiii, 9; 101 xxviii, 26 
Julius Marcus, 66 L xv, 4; 67 v, 12; vii, 15; viii, IT; 

98 1, 22, 23) OM xanars 
Julius Mari[, 91, 4 
Julius Marianus, 67 v, 19; 82 i, 4; ii, 5, 19; 100 xxi, I, 

2; 101 xvi, 17; 115 ai, 2 

INDICES 

Julius Marinus, 100 xvii, 7; 101 xxx, 22; xxxviii, 6; 
xliii, 4; Aurel, 100 xxviii, 14; xxxix, 24. 100 xlii, 11; 
101 xlii, 6. 100 xxiv, 1; 102 vi, 15. 100 xxxii, 13; 
101 xxxii, 23. 100 xl, 17; 101 xl, 24 

Julius Marinus Alter, Aurel, 100 xxxii, 14; 101 xxxii, 
2 

Julius Maximus, Aurel, 100 xxviii, 6. 100 xxiii, 7; 
101 xviii, 12. 100 xxxii, 28; 101 xxxiii, 9. 100 xxxv, 
15; 101 xxxv, 16. 100 xxxvii, 22; 101 xxxvii, 23 

Julius Menandrus, Aurel, 98 iii, 27; 100 viii, 8; 101 
Xlli, 20 

Julius Monimus, 26 Verso, 7 
Julius Pomponianus, 63 B, 2; Verso, 2 
Julius Proculus, 93, 2 

Julius Romanus, 67 iii, 13; 98 xi, 17. 101 xxiii, 16; 
102 viii, 12; Aurel, 100 xxxviii, 24 

Julius Rufianus, 82 i, 3, 11; ii, 3, 16 
Julius Sabinus, 102 vi, 23 
Julius Salman, Aurel, 100 xl, 21. 98 iii, 7; 100 vi, 27; 

101 xii, 6. 98 xi, 2; 100 xvii, 4; 101 xxii, 14. 100 
XXx1x, 12; 101 xxxix, 16 

Julius Saturnilus, Aurel, 100 xxxii, 26; 101 xxxiii, 7 
Julius Scaurianus, Aurel, 100 xxxiv, 25; 101 xxxiv, 23 
Julius Scr...be...gal, 32, 26 
Julius Soemus, 98 ii, 18; 100 vii, 10; 101 xii, 24 
Julius Th[, 101 xxi, 15 
Julius Themarsas, 100 xxii, 16; 101 xviii, 23; 102 vi, 

3. Aurel, 100 xxxii, I1 

Jul{ius— —Jus, 101 xxiv, 10 
Julius Vabalathus, 102 ix, 5 
Julius Valentinus 114, 8 
Julius Zabde, Aurel, 100 xxviii, 10 
Julius Zabdibolus, 82 ii, 6 
Justillus, 64 A, Verso, 1; B, Verso, 1 

Laronius Secundianus, 125, 11 
Leon, 66 R, Verso, I 
Leonid.[, see S.[..]mius 
Laetianus, see Pomponius 
Licinnius, see Aelius, Aurelius 
Licinnius Alexan[d-, 107 ii, 17 
Licinnius Apolloninus, 100 xliii, 12; 101 xliii, 10 
Licinnius Gail, 101 xvi, 4 
Livianus, see Aurelius 

Lo[, see, Aurelius, Julius 
Lo[..Jonus, see Aurelius 
Lon[, 101 xl, 2; Aurel, 100 ii—v 7, 5 
Longinus, 66 WW, 3; see Aeclius, Aurelius 
Longinus Numaei, Aurel, 100 xxxvii, 14 
Lucianus Themarsa, Aurel, 100 xxxvi, 9 
Lucilius Artorius (or Asconius), 115 0 i, 2 
Lucilius Luci, 101 xxviii, 27 
Lucius, see Aurelius, Iarhaboles, Lucilius, Marinus 
Lucius Aurelius, Aurel, 100 xxxvi, 14 
Lucius Cassianus, Aurel, 100 xlii, 31; 101 xlii, 22 
Lucius Julianus, 105 0 i, 6 
Lucius Octavius, Aurel, 67 vii, 10; x, 2; 100 xxxviii, 

II, 12; 101 xxxviii, 24, 25 
Lucius Salme, Aurel, 100 xxxvi, 15 
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Lucius Themarsa, Aurel, 100 xxi, 6 
Lucius Valerianus, Aurel, 100 xl, 19; 101 x1, 26 
Lupus, 66 G, 10 

M.[, 91, 6 
M[, 102 x, 20; Aurel, 100 ix, 30; xx, 2 
M.[-— —]Jh..[, 91, 6 
M.[..]im[, Aurel, 100 xii, 14 
M.[..].ius, see Aurelius 
M.1[.]abi[.].., see Aurelius 
M[- —].ma[, Aurel, 100 xxxi, 24 
M[..]nus, see Julius 
M....s, see Aurelius 

M.[— -] Addaei, 101 xi, 25 
M[-jinus, 100 xxiii, 12 
M.[..]mus Iar[, Aurel, 100 xxxix, 33; 101 xl, 5 
M[....]mus Salman, Aurel, 100 xxv, Io 

Ma..[, 91, 5; 101 xvi, 7; xx, 7; 102 x, 18; Aurel, 100 
lii—v 7, 2; 1X, 31; XV, 19; xix, 10; see Aurelius, Moci- 
mus, Themarsas 

Ma.h[..]s, see Aurelius 
Ma.[...]s, 101 xiv, 21 
Ma.[...]us, Aurel, 100 xxiv, 2 
Mabogaeus, see Mombogaeus 
Mac[, see Salmes 
Maccaeus, 100 xxiii, 14; 101 xviii, 21. Aurel, 100 xxxiv, 

3; see Bassus, Bul. |ran[.].us, Demetrius, Malchus, 
Salmanes, Zabdibolus, Zebidas 

Maccaeus Haeran, 101 xxviii, 17 
Maccaeus Themarsa, Aurel, 100 xxxvi, 32; 101 xxxvi, 

28; 103 b, 2 
Maccio.[.]s, see Hermogenes 
Macrinius, see Macrinus 
Macrinus, see Aurelius 
Macrinus Maximi, Aurel, 98 xi, 24; 100 xviii, 12; 101 

xlv, 7; 102 ix, 27 

Maesomas Aciba, Aurel, 100 xxxiv, 15; 101 xxxiv, 13 
Maesum, see Barathes 
Magdaeus, see Saedus 
Magnus, Aurel, 100 xii, 13; see Aurelius, Julius 
Magnus Vabalathi, 67 viii, 5; 98 i, 13 
Maior, Aurel, 100 xi, 14; see Marcus 
Mal[, see Zabdibolus 
Malachelus, see Zabdibolus, Zaidibolus 
Malc{h, see Jathus 
Malchus, 98 i, 31; vi, I; ix, 11; 100 vii, 26, 27; xxi, II; 

FOG, 132 VOI ypbt, 36332 sabi, (8 xSabin, AO, HAS :S:a¥abl, awe)e 
104 a, 9; 106, 12; 107 ii, 4; Aurel, 100 ix, 22; xxi, 
25; XXVll, 23; Xxx, 3; see Achilleus, Addas, Aurelius, 
Bac[.]b..ius, Bassus, Cassius, Hagus, Haeranes, 

Iadibelus, Iarhaeus, Julius, Marinus, Mombogaeus, 
Nisamsus, Ogelus, Salmes, Selaeus, Seleucus, The- 
marsas, Themes, Valerius, Zabathes, Zabdaathes, 
Zabbaeus, Zabdes, Zabdibolus, Zebidas, ].aeus, 
jhes, ].lus 

Malchus Abgari, Aurel, 100 xxxviii, 26 
Malchus Anani, Aurel, 98 iv, 19; 100 xi, 8 
Malchus Bel[, Aurel, 100 viii, 9 
Malchus Bode, Aurel, 100 xxxv, 7; 101 xxxv, 11 
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Malchus Diogeni, Aurel, 98 iv, 23; 100 xi, 15; 101 
XXVIli, 4 

Malchus E[, 98 ui, 25 
Malchus Gora, 97, 3 
Malchus Haeran, 101 xxxix, 6. Aurel, 100 xxxix, IT; 

101 xxxix, 15 
Malchus Iarhaei, Aurel, 100 xxxix, 15; 101 xxxix, 18 
Malchus Maccaei, Aurel, 100 xxxix, 7; 101 xxxix, 13; 

103 c, 2 
Malchus Mombogaei, 117 ii, 5. Aurel, 100 xxxii, 20; 

101 xxxill, 5 
Malchus Muciani, Aurel, 100 xxxvii, 19; 101 xxxvii, 20 
Malchus Nisamsi, Aurel, 100 xxxviii, 19 
Malchus Salman, 101 xlv, 5 
Malchus Salmani (?), 76 c, 1; 80c, 1 
Malchus Salme, 107 11, 14 
Mal(chus) Silvani, 100 xli, 28 
Malchus Themarsa, 115 a i, 14; Aurel, 100 xxxiv, 22; 

101 xxxiv, 20. 100 xxx, 2 

Malchus Theme, Aurel, 100 xxxvi, 17 
Malchus Vabalathi, 67 v, 20; 101 xvii, 24; 102 vi, 4. 

101 xxvii, 19 
Malchus Zebida, 82 i, 18; 83, 7; 100 xxvii, 23; 117 ii, 3; 

Aurel, 100 xxix, 12 

Males, Aurel, 100 xvi, 27 (?); see Agrippas, Barbae- 
somen, Nisraeus 

Males Mannaei, Aurel, 100 xliii, 31 
Males Matthana, Aurel, 100 xxxii, 15; 101 xxxiv, 21 
Males Themarsa, 115 6 i, 3 

Mabogaeus, see Mobogaeus 
Mambogaeus, see Mombogaeus 
Mammaeus Avida, Aurel, 100 i, 7 

Mammaeus Belaacabi, 98 iv, 31; 100 xi, 25; 101 
XXvii, 13 

Man.daeus, see Aurelius 
Mannaeus, see Males 

Mannas Themarsa, Aurel, 100 xxxix, 28 
Mannosin (?), 107 ii, 12 

Mannus, Aurel, 100 xxiv, 8; 102 vi, 19; see AJ 
Mar[, see Aurelius 
Mar[..]us, 100 xxiv, 14 
Maras Themarsa, Aurel, 100 xxxvii, 20; 101 xxxvii, 21 
Marc.[, see Julius 
Marcellus, see Aelius, Aurelius, Ulpius 
Marcianus, see Aelius, Domitius, Julius 
Marcus, see Julius 
Marcus Maior, 100 xxxiv, 21; 101 xxxiv, 19 
Marcus Victor, 100 xxii, 10; 101 xvii, 17. 116 11, 8 
Mareas, see Barzas, Fronton, Iarhaeus, Ulpius 
Mari.[, 107 ¢, 3; see Flavius 

Marianus, 136, 4; see Julius, Ulpius 

Marimelus Reibeli, Aurel, 100 xxxvii, 2 
Marinus, 100 vii, 24; 101 xiii, 3. 100 ix, 6; 101 xiv, 17; 

102 iv, 8. 100 xxiv, II; xxxii, 9; xxxiv, 29; 101 
vii, 19. 101 x, 5; 102 ii, 18. 101 xvii, 5; xviii, 15; 
105 6 ii, 16; 107 ii, 13; 110 a, 1, 10; Aurel, 100 xxxii, 

23; 101 xxxiu, 4. 100 xxxviii, 34; see Aelius, An- 
toninus, Aurelius, Claudius, Erennius, Flavius, 
Halathes, Julius, Salmes, Timon, Ulpius 
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Marinus Posterior, 95 @ i, 9; i, 10 

Marinus Prior, 95 a ii, 8; 61, 17; ii, 23 

Marinus Abbosa, 122, 3 
Marinus Barathe, Aurel, 98 iii, 13; 100 vii, x 
Marinus Bobe.|[, 98 iv, 3 
Marinus Hotaraei, Aurel, 100 xxxvii, 18; 101 xxxvii, 19 

Marinus Luci, Aurel, 67 ix, 10; 98 ix, 21; 100 xxviii, 4 

Marinus Malchi, 107 ii, ro, rz 
Marinus Maximi, Aurel, 98 ix, 19; 100 xxviii, I 

Marinus .[.].ron, 101 xvii, 23; 102 v, 17 

Marinus Seleuci, 98 11, 3 
Marinus Themarsa, 98 viii, 17 

Maris Iarhaei, 98 iii, 15; 100 vii, 2; 102 iii, ro 
Maris Salman, Aurel, 100 xxvii, rr 

Maronas, see Abbis, Abednamares 

Maronas Dinaei, Aurel, 100 xl, 8; 101 xl, 15 
Maronas Gadde, Aurel, 100 xxxiv, 10; 101 xxxiv, 9 
Marosas, see Abedmalchus 

Marr..[, Aurel, 100 vi, 19 
Marrius .[..]manus, Aurel, 100 xvi, 14 
Matharaeus, see Signas 

Matthanas, see Abianes, Males 
Mauelas Abedadadi, 98 iii, 19; 100 vii, 14; 101 xii, 28 
Maximus, 67 v, 8; vii, 7; 100 vii, 11; 101 viii, 4; xi, 28; 

xxviii, 11; Aurel, 100 xxvill, 5; see Abedlahas, 
Antonius, Aurelius, Claudius, G{—]sces, Heliodorus, 
Julius, Macrinus, Marinus, Valerius 

Maximus Ermogeni, 98 i, 18 

Maximus Hotaraei, 98 xi, 5; 100 xvu, 10; 101 xxii, 20 

Maximus Seleuci, Aurel, 100 xxxv, 26 
Maximus Zaora, 100 xxii, 15; 101 xvii, 21; 102 v, 15 

Mazabanas, 102 vi, 24; Aurel, 100 xxvii, 21 

Mazabanas Belaacabi, Aurel, 100 xxxix, 21; 101 xxxix, 

24 
Mazabbanas, see Mazabanas 

Mazd.{[, see Zabdibolus 
Me[.]co, see Aurelius 
Mele gicice The]|marsa, Aurel, 66 L xv, 3 

Meheridates Barginnaia, 101 vii, 4 
Menander [. Jarrimes, 107 ii, 11; see Claudius 
Menandrus, see Julius, Ulpius 
Mes(s)enus, see Apollonius 
Mezianus, see Antonius 
Milens, see Amrus, Claudius 
Mo[, Aurel, 100 xv, 20 
Mo. {imul]s, see Aurelius 
Moci[, 103 c, 3 
Mocimus, 98 i, 37; 100 xxiii, 24; xxviii, 22; Xxxv, 20; 

101 xxxvi, 2; xlii, 3; 102 ii, 9; iv, 15; 107 1, 12; 112 
Recto, 2; 114, 3; 122, 4. 100 xxxv, 29; 101 xxxvi, 2. 
See Abdasthor, Aurelius, Babuius, Bolaeus, Iamli- 
chus, Mocimus, Silvanus, Themarsas, Zabdaathes 

Mocimus Antoni[, 98 xi, 29; 100 xviii, 17 
Mocimus Antonini, Aurel, 98 xi, 25; 100 xviii, 13 
Mocimus Barlaha, Aurel, 100 xxxix, 2; 101 xxxix, 8 
Mocimus Barne{, 101 ix, 23 
Mocimus Barnaei, 101 xxxiv, 27 
Mocimus Bolani, 98 i, 11 

Mocimus Jarhaei, 100 xxxvii, I 

IND LG Ss 

Mocimus M[, 101 xxviii, 18 
Mocimus Ma.[, 102 viii, 22 

Mocimus Mocimi, Aurel, 100 xxxiii, 11; 101 xxxiii, 27 
Mocimus S...[, 98 vi, 3 
Mocimus Salman, 101 xxxv, 28 

Mocimus Simaoni, Aurel, 100 xxxv, 16; 101 xxxv, 17 
Mocimus Themarsa, 100 xvi, 12; 107 ii, 9; 115 ai, 11 
Mocimus Theme, 100 xvii, 1; 101 xxii, 12. Aurel, 100 

XXXv, 19; 101 xxxv, 20 

Mocimus Zabd{, Aurel, 100 xxix, 1 
Mocimus Zaora, 100 xliii, 2; 101 xlii, 26 
Mocimus Zebida, 98 i, 33. Aurel, 100 xxxiii, 6; 101 

XXXII, 22 

Mombogaeus, 100 xxxi, 30. 102 iii, 18; see Aurelius, 
Claudius, Malchus, U[ 

Mombogaeus Barnebus, 67 v, 14 
Mombogaeus Malch{, 113 e, 2 
Mombogaeus Zaora, 98 iv, 32; 100 xi, 26; 101 xxvii, 14 
Monimus, 101 xiii, 27; Aurel, 100 ii, 8; see Aurelius, 

Flavius, Julius, Monimus, Valerius 
Monimus Aufaei, 98 i, 16 
Monimus Monimi, 98 i, 19 
Monimus Prior, 107 i, 17 
Monimus Salluma, 98 1, 2T 
Montan{, see Bassus 
Mu{, 100 xvii, 24 
Mucianus, see Aurelius, Malchus, Valerius 
Mucianus Zabbaei, 101 x, 3; 102 ii, 16 
Mucianus Zabdibol.[, 100 xxxvi, Io 

Munnis, see Aurelius 

N.i.[.].s, see Aurelius 
Na.[, see Dumanus 
Naamaeus, see Salmanes 
Naharotes (?), 115 bi, 13 
Nahestabus Themarsa, Aurel, 100 xxxii, 3; 101 xxxii, 14 
Nao.{, Aurel, 100 xxi, 23 

_ Naso, 107 i, 15, 21, 22; ii, 5, 7, 9, 15;)2750e ee 
Verso, 2 

Nassibelus, see Bassus 
Natalius, 100 xxxv, 3; XXxVI; 233) =ocv—peoeece 

Claudius 
Ne.[, see Flavius 
Nebudaes, see Habibas 
Nebudaes Themarsa, 67 x, 5; 100 xlii, 27; 101 xlu, 18 

Nebumarius, see Aurelius 
Neon, see Aurelius 
Neoterius, 101 xx, 16 
Ni...r, see Cassianus 
Ni[, Aurel, 100 xii, 1; xxvii, 19 
Ni.[..Jeus, 100 xxiv, 10 
Nicaeus, see Abbedas 
Nicolaus, see Domitius 
Nicomachus, see Flavius 
Nigrinus, 82 i, 4, 12; ii, 6, 9; 116i, 6 
Nisamsus, 98 ix, 12; 100 xxxvii, 13; 101 xvii, 7; 102 v, 

23; see Bores, Guris, Malchus, Themarsas, Jeus 
Nisamsus Addaei, 98 ii, 4; 100 vi, 21 
Nisamsus Heliodori, 100 xliii, 15 
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Nisamsus Malchi, 115 ai, 4 
Nisamsus Zabdiboli, Aurel, 100 xxxvi, 29; 101 xxxvi, 

25; 103 6, 1 
Nismosus, see Iarhaeus 

Nisraeus, see Aurelius, Iarhaeus 

Nisraeus Male, 102 iii, 13 
Nisraeus Vab[, 101 xxx, 7 
Numaeus, see Longinus 
Numeri{, see Flavius 

Oa. .1[, see Aurelius 
Obeanes, see Gabrion, Iarhaboles 
Obeanes Themarsa, 115 a ii, 8 

Ocbanes [-].aei[, Aurel, 100 xxvii, 3 (identical with the 
following) 

Ocbanes Abidlaha, 98 ix, 6; 101 i, 8 
Occ[...]msa[, 100 x, 2 
Occbanas, 107 i, 21 
Occha[, Aurel, 100 vi, 20 
Octavius, see Lucius 
Odeatus, see Iarhaboles 
Ogas, Aurel, 100 xiii, 3 
Ogas Hanina, Aurel, 100 xl, 21; 101 xl, 28 
Ogelus, 107 i, 9; 115 bi, 17; see Habbis, Hammaeus 

Ogelus ..[..]boli, Aurel, 100 xli, 34; 101 xl, 22 
Ogelus Malchi, 82 i, 17 
Ogelus Themarsas, 107 i, 23; ii, 21 
Ogelus Vabalathi, Aurel, 100 x1, 3; 101 xl, 11; 103 c, 4 

Ohrasus, see Aurelius 
Ordinatus (?) 64 A, 8 

Paf, 100 xxvi, 5; 101 xxx, 6 
Pa[.]m.n..[.]s, see Aurelius 
Pac..m, 100 xxviii, 27 

Pacatianus, 128 a ii, 4; f, 4 

Pau...a[, see Aurelius 

Paulinus, see Timinius 

Paulus, see Aurelius 
Philon, see Aurelius 
Philotas, 101 xviii, 16 

Pomponius Laetianus, 97, 15, 16 

Postumius Aurelianus, 66 A Verso, 3; F, 1;G, 1;H, 1; 

J Verso, 2; Y Verso, 1; BB Verso, 1; JJ Verso, 1; 
UU Verso, I 

Priscianus, Aurel, 100 x, 15 
Priscus, 87 c, 3; 1071, 1, 17, 23; ii, 3, 8, 19; see Aurelius 
Priscus Abbosa, Aurel, 100 viii, 3; 101 xiii, 15. 100 xx, 

5; 101 xxv, 15 

Priscus Abdona, 100 vii, 13; 101 xii, 26 
Priscus Annona, Aurel, 100 xvii, 15; 101 xxii, 2 
Priscus Gai, Aurel, 100 xxxvi, 6 
Proclus, see Domitius 
Proculus, see Julius 

Ptolemaeus M[, 83, 2 
Eu. .[, 107 11, 8 
Pudens, 67 iii, 19; vi, 19; ix, 7; 821, 4; 83, 2; 115 aii, 1 
Pupl[, see Aurelius 
Puplianus, see Ulpius 
Puplius, see Abedsemias 
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Qu.[, see Aurelius 
Qu.[...Jus Va[, 100 xxxvu, 36 
Quint[, Aurel, 100 x, 5; see Aurelius 

Quintus Julianus, Aurel, 98 iii, 26; 100 vii, 7; 101 xiii, 

19 
Quirinius, see Valeras 

Rees: [, see Aurelius 
Raammas Bar[, 101 xxx 13 
Rabbelus, 104 a, ro 
Rabbulas Bassi, Aurel, 100 xl, 10; 101 xl, 17 
Raibelus, see Reibelus 
Reibelus, 100 xxxiv, 23, 26; see Marimelus 

Rom{-— —Jni, 101 xxxii, 2 
Romanus, see Antonius, Aurelius, Flavius, Julius, 

lesa us 
Romanus Allaei, Aurel, 100 xxxviii, 15 

Romanus Barsimsi, 102 ix, 12 

Romullus, 107 i, 6; 1, 4; 116 ii, 9 
Romulus, 105 a i, 6 
Rul. .f-c|s; 105 a5 
Rubathus, see Aurelius 
Rubathus S. .[, 98 viii, 12 

Rufianus, 116 iv, 8; see Julius 
Rufinus, see Aurelius 

Rufus, see Aurelius 
Rumas, see Aurelius 

Runnaeus, see ].das 

S.[..]mius Leonid.[, Aurel, 100 xxix, 3 
Sa.a.[, see Aurelius 
Sab.{, Aurel, 100 xxv, I 
Sabinus, see Aurelius, Julius 
Saconas, see Aurelius, Cassius 
Sad[..].i, see Zabdibolus 
Sadalathus, see Silvanus 
Sadalaths [ince ex }.i, Aurel, 100 xli, rz 
Saedus Magdaei, Aurel, 100 xxxviii, 18 
Sal[, see Gaius 
Salamathus, see Azizus 

Sallumas, see Monimus 
Salm[, 100 xi, 6; 101 viii, 21; see Aurelius 
Salman, see Domitius, Julius 
Salmanes, 101 xiv, 11; 102 iv, 3; see Aurelius, Bassus, 

Didas, Iarhaeus, M/....}mus, Malchus, Maris, 

Mocimus, Themarsas, Themes, Zabdibolus, Zebidas 
Salmanes Iamlichi, 98 iii, 14; 102 iii, 9 
Salmanes Maccaei, Aurel, 100 xxxvi, 28; 101 xxxvi, 24 
Salmanes Naamaei, Aurel, 100 xxxvi, 20 
Salmanes Signa, 100 vu, 17; 101 xii, 31; 102 iii, 17 
Salmanes Theme, 98 viii, 15 

Salmanes Za[, Aurel, 100 xl, ro 
Salmanes Zabdiboli, 115 ai, 8 

Salmanes Zebida, Aurel, 100 xxxviii, 13; 101 xxxviii, 
26 

Salmes, 98 ix, 3; 101 vii, 17; 107 i, 4; li, 12; see Hagus, 
Lucius, Malchus, }.lo.ius 

Salme(s) Marini, Aurel, 100 xxxvi, 8 

Salmes Mac{, 104 d, 2 
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Salmes Malchi, 67 vii, 14; 100 xliii, 13; 101 xliii, 11 
Salmes Them{, 91, 3 
Salmes Zebida, Aurel, 100 xlii, 2; 101 xli, 26 

Sammas Gai, Aurel, 100 xxxv, 21; 101 xxxv, 22 

Saturn{, 98 ii, 30 

Saturnilus, 67 iv, 4; see Julius 
Saturninus, 63 A, 2; B, 2 

Scaurianus, see Julius 
Scr...be...gal, see Julius 
Se.{, see Chaeremon, Septim1. [ 
Secundianus, see Laronius 

Secundus, see Claudius 
Selaeus Malchi, Aurel, 98 ix, 7; 100 xxvii, 4; 1011, 9 

Seleucus, 63 A, 5; 66L xv, 2; 101 ii-iv f, 2; see Aurelius, 
Heliodorus, Marinus, Maximus 

Seleucus Antonini, 100 xlii, 4; 101 xli, 28 

Seleucus Barathe, Aurel, 100 xlu, 15; 101 xlu, 9 
Seleucus Barbaesomen, Aurel, 100 vi, 33; 102 iii, 8 

Seleucus Cassi, 101 xxix, 20 
Seleucus Iarhaei, Aurel, 100 xxxix, 20; 101 xxxix, 23 

Seleucus M[, 100 vii, 16; 101 xii, 29 

Seleucus Malchi, 117 iu, x 

Seleucus Theme, 101 xxix, 15 
Seleus, see Selaeus 

Sentianus, see Aurelius 

Septimius Danymus, Aurel, 67 v, 6; viii, 4; 100i, I, 2; 
101 vi, 18, 19 

Septimius Heliodorus, 98 xi, 15; 101 xxiii, 7 
Septim1.[.] Se[, 134, 6 
Serap[, see ].rus 
Serapeio, see Flavius 
Severus, see Ulpius 
Severus Antonini, 98 1, 25 

Si....ses, see Aurelius 
Si.ba.|..Jus Vabalathi, Aurel, 100 xxxviii, 28 
Sigill[, 117 iii, 7 
Signas, 100 xxvii, 27; xxxiv, 30; see Salmanes 

Signas Matharaei, Aurel, 100 xxxvii, 21; 101 xxxvii, 22 

Silvanus, 101 xxxiii, 3; 107 i, 5; Aurel, 100 xxx, 4; see 
Aurelius, Bernicianus, Claudius, Flavius, Malchus, 
Ulpius, [..]al.[.]bius 

Silvanus Mocimi, Aurel, 100 xl, 7; 101 xl, 14 

Silvanus Sadalathi, 101 xviii, 25; 102 vi, 5 
Simon, see Simaones 

Simaones, see Acrabanes, Mocimus 
Simaones Avidalathi, Aurel, 100 xxxiv, 9; 101 xxxiv, 8 

Sius[, see A[— —]Jes 
Soa.[, see Aurelius 

Soemus, see Julius 
Sorechus, 100 xxxvi, 15 
Sossianus, see Aurelius 
Sotericus, see Claudius 
Sozon, 64B, 8 
Summares, see Aurelius 

Te[, 101 xliii, 23 
Th[, 100 xxxiv, 33; 101 xlii, 23; see Aurelius, Iarhaeus, 

Julius 
The[, 100 xxxiv, 31; 101 xx, 5; 102 vi, 26; Aurel, 100ii, 5 

IN DIGS 

Theacabus Themarsa, 115 a ii, 7 
Them|, 101 xvii, 8; see Aurelius 

Themarsas, 67 vi, 16; 69, 6; 82 ii, 19; 98 vi, 12; vii, 3; 
Vili, 19; 1x, 13; 100 xvi, 23; 101 xvii, 4; xx, 17; 107d, 
3; 113 ¢, 4; 118, 8; 124, 6; Aurel, 100 xxix, 17; xxxi, 

31; Xxxiii, 32; see Abdas, Abednabus, Abedsalmas, 
Abgarus, Agrippas, Asadus, Aurelius, Barnaeus, 
Dicaeus, Gaianus, Gemellus, Iadaeus, Iaqubus, 
Tarhaboles, Iarhaeus, Julianus, Julius, Lucianus, 
Lucius, Maccaeus, Malchus, Males, Mannas, Maras, 
Marinus, Me[, Mocimus, Nahestabus, Nebudaes, 
Obeanes, Ogelus, Theacabus, Zabdibolus, ]b[. .].as, 
Jeus, Jla.[.]us (appears also as Themes) 

Themarsas Abgari, Aurel, 100 xxxii, 9; 101 xxxii, 20 
Themarsas Addaei, Aurel, 100 xxxiv, 7; 115 bi, 11 
Themarsas Barn.|, Aurel, 100 vi, 24 

Themarsas Barnebus, 101 x, 6; 102 ii, 19 

Themarsas Buccaei, Aurel, 100 xliv, 11; 101 xliii, 16 
Themarsas Buzi, 100 xxxv, 28; 101 xxxvi, I 

Themarsas Chaseti, Aurel, 100 xxxix, 14; 101 xxxix, 17 

Themarsas Dinaei, Aurel, 100 xli, 31; 101 xli, 19 
(Themes) 

Themarsas Gora, 115 a@ i, 3 

Themarsas Haeran, Aurel, 100 xxxii, 7; 101 xxxii, 18 
Themarsas larhaei, 98 ii, 1; 101 x, 1; 102 ii, 15 
Themarsas Iarhaei, Aurel, 100 xl, 2; 101 xl, ro 

Themarsas Ma[, Aurel, 100 xxvii, 16 
Themarsas Malchi, 107 i, 22 
Themarsas Mocimi, 100 xxxv, 32; 101 xxxvi, 6 
Themarsas Nisamsi, Aurel, 98 xi, 23; 100 xviii, 10; 

101 xxiii, 26; 102 vii, 15. 100 xlii, 29; 101 xlii, 20 
Themarsas Salman, Aurel, 100 xxv, 8. 100 xxxix, 18 

(Themes) ; 101 xxxix, 21 
Themarsas Themuama, Aurel, 100 xlii, 21 
Themarsas Theme, 102 viii, 18 

Themarsas Tiberini, Aurel, 67 ix, 17; 82 i, 5; 100 

XXXil1, 23, 24; 101 xxxiv, 1,2; 0150 

Themarsas U.[, Aurel, 100 xxxix, 13 
Themarsas Zebida, Aurel, 63 B, 5 (?); 100 xli, 25; 

101 xli, 13 
Themes, 104 6, 7; see Abgarus, Iarhaboles, Malchus, 

Mocimus, Salmanes, Seleucus, Themarsas, Zabdibo- 
lus (appears also as Themarsas) 

Themes Dinaei, see Themarsas Dinaei 
Themes Heliodori, 100 xxiv, 4; 101 xix, 13; 102 vi, 17 
Themes Malchi, 100 xvii, 12. Aurel, 100 xxii, 7; 101 

Xvi, 15; 102 v, 11 
Themes Mocimi, 89 1, 2, 9; 0, 2 
Themes Salman, see Themarsas Salman 
Themes Zeb[, Aurel, 100 iii—v b/c, 7 
Themes Zebida, Aurel, 100 xviii, 9; 101 xxiii, 25; 

102 viii, 14 
Themuamas, see Themarsas 
Theo[, Aurel, 100 ii—v 7, 4; see Aurelius 
Theobolus, see Iarhaeus, Zabdibolus, |dalathus 
Theobolus Gadde, 98 i, 8; 101 vii, 3. 114, 7 

Theodorus, see Aelius, Aurelius, Claudius, jllus 
Theodorus Zebida, 100 xli, 36; 101 xh, 24 
Theodotus, see Aurelius 



C NAMES OF 

Theofilus, see Alexandrus 
Theotecnus Aciba, 115 a ii, 2 

Tiber[, see Aurelius 
Tiberinus, see Bassus, Claudius, Themarsas 
Tiberius, see Titius 
Timinius Paulinus, 68, 5; 82 i, 6, 7, 16, 17; ii, 11, 12; 

LOM 2 150 1, 26 
Timon Marini, Aurel, 100 xlii, 16; 101 xlii, ro 
Titius Tiberius, Aurel, 100 xxviii, 15 

Tra...us, see Aurelius 

U[, 102 v, 28 
U[— — Mo]mbogaeus, 100 xxxiv, 2 
U[..]nina, 100 xh, 14 
Udathus, see Iarhaboles 

Ulpius, 86, 2 
Ulpius .[...]inus, 100 xxui, 5; 101 xvii, 13 

Ulpius Antoninus, Aurel, 67 iv, 11; [vi, 21]; vii, 12; 
Bee o2, 4 LOO xii 1, 2° LOU xi; 1.2; 115.01, 6: 
98 ili, 31; 100 viii, 14; 101 xiii, 26 

Ulpius Apollonas, Aurel, 100 xxxviu, 38; 101 xxxix, 5; 

103 c, I 

Ulpius Barnebus, Aurel, 100 xxxviii, 37; 101 xxxix, 4 

Ulpius Barsemias, 66 L xv, 6 
Ulpius Barsimsus, Aurel, 100 xxxv, 6; 101 xxxv, Io 

(Barsumius) 
Ulpius Barsumius, see Ulpius Barsimsus 

Ulpius Bassus, 101 xl, 12 
Ulpius Demetrius, 100 xxxiv, 23. Aurel, 100 xxxvi, I, 

2; 101 xxxvi, 15, 16 
Ulpius Gaianus, 101 xxxviii, 28 
Ulpius Germanus, 107 ii, 22 

Ulpius Marcellus, Aurel, 100 xxxv, 10; 101 xxxv, 12 
Ulpius Marea, Aurel, 100 xxxvi, 22 
Ulpius Marianus, 89 i, 2, 9 
Ulpius Marinus, 101 xxx, 25; 102 ii, 12; 103 3, 3. 

Aurel, 100 xxii, 6; 101 xviii, 11. 100 xxxvii, 3; 
101 xxxvii, 5. 100 xxxvii, 27; 101 xxxvii, 27 

Ulpius Menandrus, 100 xxxi, 39; 101 xxxii, Io . 
Ulpius Puplianus, 100 xvii, 14; 101 xxu, 22 

Ulpius Severus, 98 xi, 1; 100 xvii, 3; 101 xxu, 13 
Ulpius Silvanus, 66 D v, 4; 89 i, 3, 9; Aurel, 100 i, 14; 

101 vi, 26. 100 xl, 1; 101 xl, 9 
Ulpius Silvanus, Marcus, 112 Recto, 2 

Ulpius Valentinus, 56 A, Recto, 2; Verso, 1; B, Verso, 
1;C, Verso, I 

Va[, 102 vi, 30 
Vab[, see Nisraeus 
Vabalathen Ballaei, 115 ai, 5 
Vabalathus, 66 D v, 9 (Vabballathus) ; 82 i, 7; 97, 12 

(Vhabalathus); 101 viii, 22; xxviii, 9; Aurel, 100 
Xxxili, 4; see Julius, Magnus, Malchus, Ogelus, 
Sisbaaaeus 

Vabalathus Hanina, 100 xxxy, 30; 101 xxxvi, 3 

Vabballathus, see Vabalathus 
Vale[, Aurel, 100 ix, 13 
Valens, 101 xxviii, 6; Aurel, 100 ix, 8; see Aurelius, 

Berosas 
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Valentinus, see Antonius, Gorippus, Julius, Ulpius, 
Valerius 

Valer[...]Jebsurmius, 107 1, 11 
Valeras Quirini, Aurel, 100 xxxiv, 11 

Valerianus, see Lucius 
Valerius, Aurel, 100 ix, 25; see Aurelius 
Valerius Firmus, Aurel, 100 xxviii, 8. 100 xxxiii, 2; 

101 xxxili, 19 
Valerius Malchi, 98 iii, 16; 101 xii, 19 

Valerius Maximus, Aurel, 100 xxxvii, 25; 101 xxxvii, 

26 
Valerius Monimus, Aurel, 100 xxxii, 25; 101 xxxiil, 6 
Valerius Mucianus, Aurel, 100 xxiii, 5; 101 xviii, ro 
Valerius Valentinus, Aurel, 100 xli, 22; 101 xli, ro 
Varaeus Barsimsi, 100 xxii, 14; 101 xvii, 20 

Vepo Flavianus, 26 Verso, 9 
Vhabalathus, see Vabalathus 

Vibiani[, 68 6, 4 
Victor, see Marcus 

Victor Haeran, Aurel, 100 xxxvi, 30; 101 xxxvi, 26 

Victorinus, see Aurelius 

Z.{, 100 ix, 9; Aurel, 100 xix, 8 
lhooace\lallaeuenl, Of Wal, AC 
Z.|.-+\n. |, see Demetrius 
Z..« % «|S. .0Ct.[,,see! Aurelius 
Za{, see Salmanes 
Zaabal, see Demetrius 
Zab. .[, 98 vii, 7; Aurel, 100 xix, I1 
Zab: >. (iss 2 1071; 26 
Zab[.]Jua, see Iarhaeus 
Zabaeus, see Aurelius 

Zabathes, see Zabdaathes 
Zabb[, see Abdaeus 
Zabbaeus, 101 xxii, 7; xxiv, 18; see Antonius, Mucianus 

Zabbaeus Barchalba, Aurel, 100 xxxvii, 7; 101 xxxvii, 

Zabbaeus Malchi, Aurel, 100 xxxvii, 12; 101 xxxvii, 14 
Zabd{[, 101 ii-iv h, 4; see Mocimus 
Zabdaathes Malchi, Aurel, 100 xxxix, 16 (Zabathes) ; 

101 xxxix, I9 
Zabdaathes Mocimi, Aurel, 98 iv, 24; 100 xi, 16; 

101 xxvii, 5 
Zabdas, see Aurelius 
Zabdas Avada, Aurel, 100 xiv, 8; 101 xxix, 28 
Zabdas Barathe, 95 0 ii, 24 
Zabdes, see Julius 

Zabdes Malchi, 98 iii, 21; 101 xiii, 5 
Zabdibolus, 100 xi, 18; 101 xxvu, 7. 101 vii, 16; Aurel, 

100 xl, 4; see Amaeus, Aurelius, Julius, Mucianus, 
Nisamsus, Salmanes (also written Zaidibolus) 

Zabdibolus Gora, Aurel, 100 xli, 28; 101 xli, 109. 
115 ai, 15 

Zabdibolus Hammaei, 98 iii, 22; 101 xiii, 7 
Zabdibolus Maccaei, 130 B, r 

Zabdibolus Mal{, 101 xxiii, 19 
Zabdibolus Malacheli, Aurel, 98 x, 29; 100 xvi, 16 

(Zaidibolus) 
Zabdibolus Malchi, 114, 4; 115 ai, 12 
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Zabdibolus Mazd.[, 101 xxix, 21 

Zabdibolus Sad[..].i, Aurel, 98 x, 30; 100 xvi, 18 

(Zaidibolus) 
Zabdibolus Salman, Aurel, 100 xxxiii, 5; 101 xxxiii, 21 
Zabdibolus Themarsa, Aurel, 67 ix, 18; 100 xxxv, 2; 

101 xxxv, 5 . 

Zabdibolus Theme, 98 ii, 2; 101 x, 2 

Zabdibolus Theoboli, Aurel, 100 xxvii, 8; 101 1, 13 

Zabdil.|, see Barnaeus 
Zaidibolus, see Zabdibolus 

Zaoras, see Azizus, Boliadaeus, Maximus, Mocimus, 
Mombogaeus 

Ze[, 101 xiv, 19; Aurel, 100 xix, 6; see Aurelius 
Zeb[, 100 iii-v b/c, 6; xxi, 26; Aurel, xxxix, 31; see 

Aurelius, Themes 
Zebidas, 67 iii, 12; iv, 3; 98 vi, 5; ix, 15; 99 a, 1; 

100 xxiv, 13; 101 i-iv h, 2; 106, 10; 114, 10; 124, 
3; 131; Aurel, 100 xiv, 22; xxii, 23; xxxvi, 34, 38; 

see Abbas, Abdas, Addas, Amaeus, Audas, Aurelius, 
Azizus, Barathes, Barnaeus, Boliadaeus, Claudius, 
Habibis, Heliodorus, Iadibelus, Iaqubus, Iarhaeus, 

Malchus, Mocimus, Salmanes, Salmes, Themarsas, 
Themes, Theodorus, Zebidas, |boles 

Zebidas [.]..[.]alac[, 101 xl, 3 
Zebidas Barnael, 82 ii, 9; 98 1, 24 

Zebidas Egla, Aurel, 100 xxxix, 9; 101 xxxix, 14 
Zebidas Habibi, 101 xliui, 6 

Zebidas Jadaei, Aurel, 100 xxxix, 22; 101 xxxix, 25 
Zebidas Iarh[, 69, 3 

Zebidas Iarhaei, 67 iii, 16; 102 vi, 8; 115 ai, ro. Aurel, 
67 ix, 15; 100 xxxi, 21, 22. 100 xxxiii, 8; 101 xxxiii, 
24. 100 xxxix, 25; 101 xxxix, 27 

Zebidas Maccaei, Aurel, 100 xxxvil, 24; 101 xxxvii, 25 
Zebidas Malchi, Aurel, 100 xlii, 25; 101 xlii, 16 
Zebidas Salman, 101 xxix, 19; Aurel, 100 xxvii, 13; 

7 
Zebidas Zebida, 98 i, 9; 101 vii, 6 
Zebinnus, see Aurelius 
Zebinnus Er.scia, 107 1, 20 
Zen[, 101 xiv, 1; see Domitius 
Zen.[.]o.r[, see Aurelius 
Zenobius, 101 xiv, 26; 102 iv, 12; see Aurelius 
Zenodorus, see Aurelius 
Zenodorus Artemidori, Aurel, 98 iii, 24; 100 viii, 1; 

101 xiii, 13 
Zinne[. .]s, see Aurelius 
Zo.[, see Aurelius 

].aeus Malchi, 98 1, 31 
[..Jal.[.]bius Silvani, Aurel, 100 xxxii, 22 
[.]..[.]alac[, see Zebidas 
Jarrimes, see Menander 
[.]Jasser, 100 xlii, r 
Jathus Malch[, 106, 19 
jb[..].as Themarsa, 101 vii, 14 
|boles Zebida, Aurel, 100 xliv, 13; 101 xiii, 18 
|bolus, see Ogelus 
jdalathus Theoboli, Aurel, 100 xliv, 12; 101 xliii, 17 
|.das Runnaei, 100 xliv, 3 

IN DIGES 

jebsurmius, see Valerius 
].ellus, 105 a i, 12 

jentianus, see Julius 

Jernianus, see Flavius 
].esur.mius He[, 101 xxix, 10 
..[.].esurus [Aelam]i, 101 xxxii, 6 
Jeus Nis[amsi, 98 viii, 14. Perhaps 100 xxvii, 19 
...+[.Jeus Themarsa, 102 ix, 6 
[.Jh[.Jaruel.[.]., 100 xii, 3 
Jhes Malchi, 101 xiii, 8 
jla..us Themarsa, 100 i, 19; 101 vii, 1 
jllus Theodori, 101 vii, ro 
].lo.ius Salme, 69, 4 
].lus Malchi, 97, 2 
.[..]manus, see Marrius 
].nnosa, 101 xxii, 8 

. nrus, see Aurelius 

.orarf.ri.[, see Aurelius 

.(— —Jras Afro[, 100 vii, 15 
].ron, see Marinus 

].rus Serap[, 101 xiii, 9 
jsalmus An[{.].o[, 67 vil, 9 
]...s..mobiaeus Addaei, 107 i, 4 
. .sidon, see Isidorus 
[.]ue.surus, see Aurelius 
.[..].uani, 100 xxxix, 14 
[....]us Romanus, Aurel, 100 xiii, 12 

3. Other Languages 

Aramaic 

Penimon bar-Shimi, 151, 22 
Zebida, 27 d, 3 

Ivaman 

Husraw, 153, 3 
Husraw-handéman, 153, 1 

Sanésarakan, 153, 1 

Syriac 

Abgar, see Aurelia, Aurelius 
Abgar, s. of Barsamya, 28, Verso, 4 
Abgar, s. of Hafsai, gs. of Bar-KMR, 28, 6 
Agga, see Aurelius 
Amath-Sin, 28, 9 

Aurelia, Marcia, d. of Samenbaraz, gd. of Abgar, w. 
of Aurelius Hafsai, 28, 21; Verso, I, 5 

Aurelius, Marcus, s. of Bel-Bussurabel, 28, 24 

Aurelius, Marcus, s. of Panu-adaggal, 28, 25 
Aurelius Abgar, Marcus, s. of Ma‘nu, gs. of Agga, 28, 

5; Verso, 3 
Aurelius Antiochus, Marcus, s. of BelSu, 28, 5 
Aurelius Belsu, Marcus, s. of Muqimu, 28, 29 

Aurelius Hafsai, s. of Samagyabh, h. of Marcia Aure- 
lia, 28, 20; Verso, 2 

Aurelius Tiro, Lucius, s. of Bar-BelSamen, 28, 8, 11, 
13) 15, 18, 20 

Bar-BelSamen, see Aurelius 
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Bar-KMR, see Abgar 
Barsamya, see Abgar 
Bel-Bussurabel, see Aurelius 
BelSu, see Aurelius 

Hafsai, see Abgar, Aurelius 
Lucius, see Aurelius 
Ma‘nu, see Aurelius 
Marcia, see Aurelia 
Marcus, see Aurelius 
Muqimu, see Aurelius 
Panu-adaggal, see Aurelius 
Samasyabh, see Aurelius 
Samenbaraz, see Aurelia (appears also as Samnai) 
Samnai, see Samenbaraz 
Simi, see Penimon 

D. Geographical Terms 

“ABovpa trotayds, 26, 16 

*Avtioyia, 46 Verso, 2 
*Apofia, 22, 3; 23, 3 
| ’ApuBBou éxds, 15, I 
Bnxxougpetv, 46, 3 
ToBodeiv (4 tepi [. Utrapyeia), 25, 27 
Aovpa, 46 Verso, 1; 129, r 
Aoupnvés, 27 d, 5, 6 Tae Agena ton Os 22S nS, 0: 

46, 19 
Evpwtraios, 15, 3; 17 B, 11;C, 29; 18, 2, 3, 14, 15, 17; 
Moin ee, 55 24,35 20, 4, 21532) 4 

Evpwrds, 22, 3; * év Tapamotapia, 18, 1, 14; 19, 1/2; 
4) tpds *ApoPig, 22, 3; 23, 3; KoAwvela Etpwrt[atov 
(or Evpwt[ds) SeAcvKou] Neikétopos 1 icp& Kai &ouAos 

Kal avtdévopos, 32, 4/5 

Zaipa-5a-cayapdn (tdTr0s), 26, 3, 10 
Zevypatevs, 29, 19 

*lapdas (4) trepl 71. Urapyeia), 20, 2 
“lepotroAitns, 45, 3 
*ItaAikdés, 45, 6 

Kapxap@& (té1r0s), 26, 3, 10 
Katva (trapaxeipacia Xmeipns AwSexatns .. .ec.1aveov 

TlaAaioteivav Zeounpiavijs "AAcEavdpiavijs), 30, 3, 8 
6 Kéveovos KAijpos, 15, 1/2 
Aoxeitn (kon), 17 D, 40 
Me[.]JAal ?, 55 B, 6 
Meootrotayia, 20, 5; 45, 4 

NoBayata (Kkapn), 25, 5, 21, 23 
*Oooa (koyun), 23, 1; 31, 4, 27 
TloAtya (kun), 20, 2 

TlaA[uupnvds ?, 45, 2 (possibly ‘ASpravés; see also Sect. G) 
Tapotrotapia, 18, 1, 14; 19, 2; 20, 5 
“Paxoukaifa, 26, I, 7 
Zaxapn (Tapaxeiwacia Xteipns y’ LeBaottis Opoxdy), 26,5 
Zaxapn-5a-aovapan (Kaun), 26, 1/2, 7/8 
Tapa (kayn), 24, 4 
Supia, 55 B, 5 
Tetupia, see Tétupos 
Tétupos (or Tetupia, Keoun), 17 A, I 
Tupios, 20, 6; 23, 5; 25, 29 
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Alexandria, 81, 2; 101 xxiv, 18 
Appadana, 60 B, 10; 63 B, 9; 64 A ii, 2; 100 & 101, 

passim; 102 iii, 17; vi, 7, 15, 16, 19, 20; vill, 14, 22, 

23; ix, 11; 104 c; 116 ii, 6 
Appadanensis, 64 A i, Io 
Antiochia, 56 C docket, 3 
Arabes, 89 i, 15; 107 ii, 13; see also Castellum Arabum 

Atha, 82 ii, 6 
Barbalissus, 101 vi, 3; ix, 34; Xl, I2; xv, I; 

XXVIll, 14 
Bartha, 100 xv, 9; xxiv, 12 
Becchufr(ayn), 82 i, 14; 100 & 101, passim 

Biblada, 60 B, 13 

Birtha, 100 xiii, 2, 6; xviii, 10; xxv, 19; xxvi, 8; xxviii, 
5 LOMa, 13h 15 xg. 77 xxi 5} 265? xxi, 26; 
KORG TO 

Capera, 101 xix, 16 

Cappadox, 56C, 3 
Castellum Arabum, 100 vii, 6; xxii, 13; xxiv, 13, 17; 

Xk, 400 Xv oe ey LOL xix (205 xxl, KO, 12 
Chafer, 100 xl, 8 

mx LO); 

Chafer Avira, 94, 2; 100 xxxiv, 26; xxxv, I7; XXxXviii, 

TQ; xxi, TON 20) xl a OR xxx, 23) Sir) Kx, 

14 
Chafer mra, 94, 2 
Dura, 60 B, 11 

Eddana, 60 B, 12 
Gazica, 60 B, 9 

Hieropolis, 56 B docket, 3 
Kastellum, 94, 3 
Magdala, 100 i UX) 20S VL SRV 5s, Oc ie NT, TO, 

TO; Ovi, OF sexx, 24; xxx 7 0 LOM ix 20x OF 
SRV), Zale eKONG wali 7 te SOXUL nO seexchcl Vin TEA ue ee KCK pein) 2 te 
ER, TOs KKK 14 

Palmyrenus, 55 Ac, 3; 66 EEE 2; see also Sect. G 
Parapotamia, 55 A a, 9 
Parthi, 60 B, 6 
Parthia, 100 xix, 35s0di; 39 xxx, 0; 17; xr 
Romanus (Populus), 54 i, 4 

Carrhae, 28, 9 

Antoniniana Edessa, Colonia Metropolis Aurelia Alex- 
andria, 28, 4; Antoniniana Edessa, 28, 19 

Edessene, 28, 21 

Romanus (egies), 28, 5, 6 
Tigris, 154 Verso, I 

E. The Calendar 

1. Designation of the Year 

The Seleucid Era 

(Designated merely as 16 étos) 
Tip hong 
123, 15, 5 

197, 34, 5 
400 +, 21, 14, 15, 16 

445, 22, 18, 19; 23, I 
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471, 24, 46, 47, 48 
4?4, 45, 8/9 

515, 31, 1 

537, 129, 1 
565, 32, I, 4 

(No Designation) 
398, 18 Verso, 1 

(cos && trpdTEpov) 
308, 18, 1, 13 

400, 19, 

432, 20, 

445, 22, 
446, 22, © 
455, 24, 29 

471, 24, 1 
(1d Gs TO TPdTEPOV ETOS) 

433, 20, 14 
(korr& 8 tov TrPdtepov ap1Opdv) 

AOE, 20,2) 17. 

515, 21, 26/27 
562, 29, 3 
Numeral Lost, 43, 5/6 

(“Of the Former Reckoning”’) 

554, 28, 3 

The Arsacid Evra 

(@s5 6 Bacirevs Paoihéwv cyer) 

334, 18, 1, 13 
336, 19, x 
368, 20, x 

QOilep22 eer 
407, 24, I 

NH 

iS) 

\O 

The Imperial Eva 

(Eros .... This .... tyenovias) 
Year 20 of Marcus Aurelius = 4 of Lucius Verus 

(A.D. 180), 25, 1/2, 14/15 
Year 12 of Septimius Severus = 10 of Caracalla 

= 7 of Geta (A.D. 204), 31, 23-26 
Year 6 of Gordian III (A.D. 243), 28, 1 
Year ? of Gordian ITI, 43, 5 

Local Evas 

Year 31 of the Freedom of the renowned Antoni- 
niana Edessa, Colonia Metropolis Aurelia Alexan- 
dria, 28, 3 

Eponymous Officials 

Four Priests in Dura, 25, 3/4, 18-20; 37, 2-8 
A Resident and two Strategoi at Edessa, 28, 5/6 

Consular Datings 

A.D. 180: émi trétwv Bpouvtiou Mpaicevt: To SeUTEpov 
Kai *lovAiou Ovrpou To SeUtepov, 25, I, 14 

A.D. 192: Comodo VIII cos, 100 xxi, 7; xxxviii, 14; 
xli, 9 

A.D. 193: Erucio Claro cos, 98 ii, 24; iv, 18; 100 xi, 7; 

KX, QO; SEXI, 275 xxxd Qi KoKvES 7. KVa 
16; sia eclin 27 

A.D. 194: Divo Severo II cos, 100 xvi, 13; xxvi, 13; 
XXXvili, 20; Severo II cos, 100 xxxvi, 13 

A.D. 195: Tertullo cos, 98 ii, 26; iv; 2oguemipenas 
x, 27; 100 1, 5; xi, 9; Xvi, 153 Xxi) Ieee 
XXXVI, 16; xxxvili, 22; xli, 16; xliii, 19, 26, 30; 
101 xlv, 3 

A.D. 196: Dextro II cos, 98 ii, 28; iv, 22; viii, 16; 

x, 28; 100 i, 9; xi, I2; XxXl, 34; Xxxiv, 6 pace 
29; xli, 21; xlili, 22; xliv, 10; 100 wij2apeenos 
XXVil, 2; XXXli, 5; XXXIV, 7; XXKVIM) 205 mll00; 
xliii, 15; xliv, 11 

A.D. 197: Laterano cos, 100 i, 13; 101 vi, 25 
A.D. 198: Saturnino cos, 98 ii, 30; viii, 18; 100 xxi, 

14; XXXIV, 12; Xxxvi, 25; xli, 24; 10lxiegm ee 
ZO} XXXIV; LOT RXV, 2 

A.D. 199: Anulino II cos, 98 i, 2; iv, 25; viii, 11; 
101 xvi, 22; xxxiv, 12; xxxvi, 23; xli, 14; Anul- 
lino II cos, 100 i, 15; xi, 17; xxi, 16; xxxi, 21, 36; 

XXXIV, 14; XXXVI, 27; XXXVill, 32; xl) 20) lmao 
101 vi, 27; xi, 23; xxvii, 6; xxxil, 7 

A.D. 200: Victorino cos, 98 iv, 16, 28; 100 xi, I; 
XXXIl, 2; XXXIV, 16; XXXVI, 1, 31; KXRIx eS ou 
101 i, 2?; xi, 27; xxvii, QO} XXXL, 03> cue 
KKK, 15) 273 RIK Os Sere 

A.D. 201: Muciano cos, 981, 5; ii, 22; iv, 30; 100i, 18; 
Xi, 21; XXXii, 4; XXXIV, 20; XXXVI, 33\)-aouvalieene 
xxxix, 6; xli, 33; xlii, 28; 101 i, 4? sivigigopemecor 
XXVli, 12; XXX, I5; XXxiv, 18; XXXvi, 29; XXXViil, 
24; XXX1X, 12; xli, 21; xliv, 13; Muciano et Fabiano 
cos, 100 i, 1; 101 vi, 18; xi, 14 

A.D. 202: Severo III cos, 98 iii, 9; 100 vi, 29; xxii, 2; 
XXVli, 6; xxxvii, 8; xxxix, 32; xlii, 14; 101 i, 11; vii, 
8; xii, 8; xxxii, 26; Divo Severo III cos, 100 xxxi, 
25; XXxil, 18; xxxiv, 27; xli, 7; 101 xvii, 10; xxii, 9; 

XXVli, 17; XXXIV, 25; XXXvil, 10; xl, 45 xd, Ged 
A.D. 203: Geta Seniore II cos, 98 i, 10; iii, 12; ix, 10; 

100 vi, 323; xxi, 3; Xxli, 4; XXvil, Qpuacmiecas 
XXXIll, 253 XXXIV, 323 XXXVIl, 1O} %ooxieeeo een 
17; 101 i, 14; vii, 11; xii, 11; xvi, 16; 
XXil, II; XXVil, 22; XXxili, 5; XXXIV, 3) 20,cuwany 
12; x1, 8; xin, aredO2a 7 val9 

A.D. 204: éti Urétwv Aouxiou MaBiou KUAwvos To f’ 
Kai DMAaouiou *Avviou AiBwvos, 31, 22; Cilone II 
cos, 98 1, 153 lil, 17; 1x, 16; x1,/3; 100 vilG 5 ao 
XVI, IL; XV, 5}; XXi, 5; XXil, Q; XXVIl, 24> xxmgse 
XXKV, 53 XKKVi, 5) xxxvil) 1735 sd) Opexduhior 
xliv, 15; 101 i-iv a, 4; vii, 22; xil, 20; xvii, 16; 
XX, 15} XXX, 135 RKKV, (Os xKxKVi, Ol eade 
xl, 17; xiii, 205 LO2 nin 4s we ez 

A.D. 205: Antonino II cos, 98 iii, 20; ix, 22; 100 xvi, 
8; 101 viii, 1; xlv, 10; Divo Antonino II cos, 98 xi, 
10; 100 vil, 25; xxi, 1; Xxvill, 7; xxx) ery, 
12; xxxvii, 28> x14; 10) sai enya, Op eval ae 
XXX, 18> XXKV, 13 ;oxxxivai, 2B xa eclieee 
102 v, 19; viii, 2 

A.D. 206: Albino cos, 98 xi, 14; 100 xxxiii, 29; 101 
Xlli, 10; XXViil, I2; XXXvViil, 10; xliii, 22; 102 v, 22; 
Albino et Emeliano cos, 100 xxviii, 13; xXxxviii, 2; 
xi OM xxiii, (Orci: 
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A.D. 207: Apro et Maximo cos, 56 B, 7; 98 iii, 23; 
Rete LOO) Val Sr xi, 3° Xi, 24> XXvill, 18} Xxxiii, 

Teo 27 REX. 20; xxxviil, 55 xl, 18; LOL xc, 
8) xxxiv, 1, 5; xxxy, 21; Apro cos, 98 1, 23; 100 
iii-v 7, 4; 101 viii, 9?; xiii, 12; xviii, 4; xxviii, 
16; xxxill, 28; xxxviii, 13; xl, 25; 102 viii, 7 

A.D. 208: D n Imp Antonino Aug III et [Geta 
Caes II] cos, 56 A, 3; Dn Imp Antonino Aug III 
et [Geta Caesare iterum] cos, 56 A, 9/10; Imp 
Antonino Aug III et Geta Caesare II cos, 60 C, 
5/6; Divo Antonino III cos, 100 xiii, 5; xxiii, 4; 
mie 4 OL xvill, O; XX, 13+ XxXvili, 21; xiii, 2; 
xlv, 10; Duobus Impp, 101 xliii, 23 

A.D. 209: Pompeiano cos, 98 i, 26; ix, 24; 100 viii, 4; 
RI, 10; XX, LO? XXVIN, 25; XXXiil, 15; XXXV, 23; 
ies OM vill 14> si, 16; XVvill, 17; Xxili, 15; 
XXVili, 28; XXXV, 25; XXxvi, 17; xli, 6; 102 viii, 11; 
Pompeiano et Avito cos, 116 ii, 9 

A.D. 210: Faustino cos, 98 i, 28; ili, 25; vi, 2; xi, 20; 
100 viii, 6; xiii, 14; xviii, 4; xxii, 13; 101 xiii, 18; 
Mullin Oo ek, Os KKK, So KxKv, 27:5 102 vi; 1; 

vu, 17 
A.D. 211: Gentiano et Basso cos, 63 B, 3 
A.D. 212: Duobus Aspris cos, 98 11, 28; vi, 4; x1, 22; 

LOO vin, ir A xvii, 7; Xxx, 18; Xxx, 25; Xxxvill, 
Tazo xi, 145 101 xii, 23> xl) 273 xlin, 24; 
mv On hO2 va. (Os) Vil, YO* Vill, 13% 1x, 20; x, 213 
Duopuscos) 10) vit, 175 xx, 23;° xxix, 8; 
XXXilil, 30; XXXV, 20; XXXVill, 15; xl, 24; 115 } 

ie 
A.D. 213: Antonino Aug IIII et Balbino II cos, 

70,3 
A.D. 214: Messala cos, 98 i, 32; vi, 9; xi, 26; 99 a, 2; 

MOO MA, 165275 XVill, 14> xxi 55 XXXV; 31; xl},22; 
101 viii, 26; xliv, 15, 27; xlv, 12; 102 v, 4; vi, 10; 
vii, 21; viii, 16; Messala et Sabino cos, 100 i, 3; 
Mesala cos, 101 vi, 20; xili, 30; xxiii, 28; xxix, 13; 

XXXVI, 5, IQ; XXXvili, 17; xl, 29; Mesala et Sabino 
cos, 101 xxxvii, 27 

A.D. 215: Laeto II cos, 98 ui, 4; vii, 6; x, 8; 100 x, 1; 
RV Ones eK, TO tO x On xv 3: XxIV, 65 

xxx 2 102 1217 vil, 23; ix, 7; 1201, 4; Lacto If 

et Cereale cos, 116 ii, 5; iv, 8 

A.D. 216: Sabino II et Anullino cos, 66 A, 7; D vi, 

S/O ORIs 45S, 20/ ust, 457/85 0, 3; W; 18/19; 
Y, 7, 9/10; Z, 7; BB, 9/10; CC, 15/16; EE, 9; FF, 6; 
LL, 3; MM, 6; SS, 4/5; VV, 2/3; Sabino II cos, 
66 BP 5, 13598 ti Os av, 53-V, 1O3-x, 15; 100 x, 3; 
SV eek Se TO, LOLs KAS KK, 15/5 XKV, 13; 

Rn OV pe X27, liv, 5, 18; xiv, 8; 
102 ii, 285 i; 25 v; 63 1x, 13, 28 

A.D. 217: Extricato I1.cos, 98 v, 28; x,.24; 100 xvi, 1; 
modi: LOU vs s2 xx) 1? xxx, 145 102:ix, 22; 
120 i, 9 

A.D. 218-222 (?): D n Imp Marco Aurel Invicto, 
55 A, 2 

A.D. 219: Imp Antonino Aug II et Sacerdote II cos, 
100 xxxi, 15; xliv, 18; Sacerdote II cos, 101 xxxi, 

7: £16 iv, 3 

ALD? 2202 |\Ui elt. 22°87 9,2; Comazonute II cos, 
101 xvi, 2; 102 ix, 24; 134, 3? 

A.D. 221: Grato et Seleuco cos, 64 A, 4; B, 4; 65, 3; 

143, 2 ?; Grato cos, 101 xxi, 14; xxvi, 6 
A.D. 222: D n Alexandro cos, 101 xvi, 5; Dn 

Alexandro Aug cos, 101 xxvi, 10; xxxi, 20; 1201, 

12; ii, 6; cos stip XV, 116i, 8; ii, 7 
A.D. 224: Crispino cos, 104 a, 6; Juliano II et 

Crispino cos, 116 i, 4, 6; iu, 3; iv, 6 
A.D. 225: Fusco II cos, 104 a, 8; 105 bi, 7; 121, 12; 

143, 2? 
A.D. 226: Aufidio Marcello II cos, 69, 1; D Alex II 

cos, 104 a, 11?; 105 bi, 5, 10 
A.D. 227: émi Utré&twv Noupuiou *AABeivou kai AaiAiou 
Maéipou, 26, 4; Albino et Maximo cos, 69, 5; 

Albino cos, 105 0 i, 14 
A.D. 228: Modesto II cos, 105 6 i, 16 
A.D. 229: JIII e[t ?, 87 g, 2; Cassio Dione II cos, 

69, 7; D Alex III cos, 105 01, 18 
A.D. 230: Agricola cos, 105 0 i, 22 
A.D. 232: émi Umétav Otipiou Aovtrou Kai Mapiou 

Maé€ipou, 30, 2; Lupo cos, 105 bii, 11 ?; 115 ai, 14; 
Lupo et Maximo cos, 115 a ii, 15, 16 

A.D. 233: Maximo et Paterno cos, 83, 4, 5 
A.D. 235: Zeounpou kal Kuvtiavot Umdtav, 126, I1; 

Severo et Quintiano cos, 125, 9 
A.D. 236: Africano cos, 105 k, 3; Imp dn Maximino 

Aug et Africano cos, 117 i, 1; Maximl[ino cos ? 

93, 4 
A.D. 238: Pontiano cos, 95 bi, 19 
A.D. 239: D n Gordiano Aug cos, 89 i, 14; Gordiano 

cos, 121, 1, 8, 15? 
A.D! 240: Sabino Il cos; 95 @ i, 9; 1; 8, ro, 13; 

Oi a7 
A.D. 241: Imp Gordiano II et Clodio Pompeiano 

cos (?), 59, Marginal Note; Jet Pom[peiano, 110 0, 
1; Gordiano cos, 121, 1, 8, 15? 

A.D. 242: Atti]co cos, 143, 2? 
A.D. 243: “In the consulship of Annius Arrianus 

and Cervonius Papus,’’ 28, 2; Arriano et Papo cos, 
118, 9 

A.D. 244: Peregrino cos, 95 6 i, 25 
ALD: 245~Littiano cos, 97 5, 10, 23; costs Ss, 97 11 
A.D. 246: Praesente et Albino cos, 95 a 1, 16; Pres 

et Albino cos, 97, 2 
ALD: 248) Iil-et TE cos;197, 24; 118; 12 
A.D. 249: Aemilliano II et Aquilino cos, 95 a ii, 12; 

Aug Aemilliano II et Aquilino cos, 95 a ii, 15; 

Aemil II et Aqul cos, 97, 12, 19 
A.D. 250: Dn Decio Aug II et Grato cos, 95 ai, 12; 

Oni Fe Zier i 25 

A.D. 251: émi trdtev 16 y’ Kal TO a’, 29, 2; IIL et I 

COS, 97,74). Oy TAL TO, 722 
A.D. 254: émi Urdtav tHv Kupiov Hudv AvtoKpatépav 

Ovadepiavot B’ Kai TaAAinvot ZeBaotdév, 32, 3 
A.D. 255: ].. II cos, 118, 14 
Unidentified and uncertain: Maximo cos, 93, 4; 

Jou Avyovotwv, 43, 4; *Avtwviou, 43, 9; ZaPeivou, 
43, 14; |kou kai ’Aviou, 43, 16 
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2. Months 

Aios, 18, 3, 16; 34, 5 

> AtreAAaios, 24, 29; 129, 1 

Av&iwaios, 19, 5; (Ev8uvéos), 137 

Tlepitios, 21, 14, 15, 16; 25, 2, 17, 37, 39 

Avortpos, 19, 6 
ZavOixds, 32, I 

*Aptenioios, 31, 1, 27; 45, 7 

Aatoios, 20, 2 

Tlavnuos, 15, 4; 18, 1, 13; Verso, I 

A@os, 24, 34 
Toptiatos,, 24, 7, 28 

*YtrepBepetaios, 23, 1; 29, 1, 3; 30, 3 

Jantiarius, 54 1, 2,7, To; xr; “iv, 75.58, 5y740,, 3; 

90 b, 3; 95 a ii, 11; 97, 5, 10 
Februarius, 54 i, 13, 14, 17; 95 a ii, 18; 97, 14 
Martius, 541, 19, 21, 23, 27 

Aprilis, 541i, 1, 2; 3, 4; 56°A; 33:62) 10,10 le, et; 

97, 4, 9, 15 
Maius, 54 ii, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9; 56 B docket, 2; 89 i, 14; 

95 6 i, I, 30; 97, 17; 125, 10; Matos, 32, 4; 126, 12 
Junius, 54) 10,12, 14,105; 56)A, 9); 891; 55am 55 

95 a ii, 11; 107 ii, 7; 121, 7; *lowvios, 26, 4 
Julius, 54 ii, 16, 18, 19, 20, 21; 63 B, 3; 66 A, 6; D vi, 4; 

95a i, rn 121 17 
Augustus, 54 ii, 22, 23, 25; 60 D, 2 (?); 66 F, 10;T, 7; 

W187 95'a4) 03 ii, 15) 0, 3) 0997, 2, 235 lO eer 

September, 54 ii, 26, 28; iii, 1, 2; 56 C, docket, 2; 

66 Y, 8; BB, 8;CC, 15; EE, 8; FF, 5; 83, 5; 95 bi, 21, 

27M BE 97 L2, 222 MOD iid 

October, 54 a, 4, 6, 7,.8: 92, 1; 95 6.1) Oo) ro Ee 12} 
25; 97, 19; 102 iii, 18, 23; 120 1, 5; 142, 1; *Oxtafpios, 

BORD 7303 

November, 54 iii, 12; 64 B, 32; 97, 2; 102 ix, 20; 
120 i, 8; 142, 2 

December, 64 B, 32; 66 PP, 4, 13; SS, 4; 74 a, 5; 
115 a ii, 13 

3. Days 

vouunvia, 30, 3 

Kalendae, 54, passim; 56 A, 3; B, 7; C, docket, 2; 
58, 4; 63 B, 3; 66 F, 10; T, 7; Y, 8; 74 6, 1; 82 i, 
T).O; LO5 di, Bs LAs SO 5) Mule 5 OO woes aoe ie 

95:41, X51, TL, 14; 185,04, 0,20, 305ul, BOLO, Male 
125.97, 2) 4 5519; LO, 145 10, 22 s1 O24 nO, ee) 
107 un, 7; 115.011; 4;.@ 11, 13; 1204, 8, 11; 41,5; 120, 7; 
125, 10; 142, 1, 2; 143, 1; KoAavdai, 26, 4; 30, 2; 
32, 4; 126, 11 

Idus; 54:4, 7, 10,423, 27° i, 3.4, 80,5, 20n 2neuin ae 
56 B, docket, 2; 58, 5; 66 D vi, 4; W, 18; BB, 8; 
CG, 15; EE, 8; BB; 53 74.0, 322891, 14595) brik 3: 
O77, 32h o7, 2 237 Ele 

Nonae, 54:1; .2, 17; 20500, 25 7, O25); OOUANOs1Go), 5) 
102 ix, 20; N&dva, 29, 2 

4. Astronomy 

Septizonium, 82 i, 3, II 

(See also Sect. A, Jupiter and Mercurius) 

INDIGES 

F, Civil Officials and Institutions 

(For text references, see Sect. J) 

1. Hellenistic and Parthian 

*ApaBdpyns, apkatratns, Paces, Paoieveo, PaorAikdv, 
BaoiAikds, Batnoa, SidKkovos, SikaoTpiov, SikaoTts, eloayw- 

yeus, &xas, tAeUOepos, Etriotatns, EmipuTEeuTIKds, EVVOUXOS, 

KNPUKEIOV, KON, AoyeuTTS, TapaArTTNs, ToAIs, TrOAITIKés, 

TIPGKTWP, TPDTO PiAo1, oTpaTHyds, TwpaTOPUAAE, ppov- 
PAPKXOS, XPEOPUAGKIOV, YPEOPUAGE, YENLaTIOTTIPIOV 

2. Roman 

consul, consularis, dominus noster, dux, fiscalis, 
imperator, imperium, legatus Augusti (ov Augustorum), 
praefectus (praetorio), procurator Augusti (ov Augusto- 
rum), pro praetore, vir egregius 
avtiotpatnyos, PouAeuTts, Snydoios, Evapxos, iyepovia, 

KUPIOKOS, KUPIOS, KHUN, KOLNTIKOS, TpeoPeuTT|S ZeBaotoU, 

2eBaouios SpKos, GuyKet|TNS, Tapieiov, Utratos, pioKkos 

3. Edessa 

eques Romanus, twelfth tribe 

G. Military Officials and Institutions 

(For text references, see Sect. J) 

I. Terms 

aedituus, ala, bucinator, caligatus, castra, centuria, 
centurio legionarius, circitor, cohors, cornicularius, 
curator, decurio, decursor, diarium, discens, drome- 
darius, duplicarius, emeritus, eques, explorator, fru- 
mentatio, frumentor, hiberna, hordiator, immunis, 
legio, legionarius, librarius, lignator, magister campi, 
mensor, miles, mulio, navis, numerus, nuntius, offi- 
cium, optio, ordinarius, ordinatus princeps, prae- 
positus cohortis, praetor, praetorius, principium, 
sacerdos, sesquiplicarius, signifer, singularis, stator, 
stipendium, tesserarius, tribunus, tubicen, turma, 

vexillarius, vexillatio 
Sexadapyns, Exatovtdpyns, ekatovtapyia, imrevs, Kevtoupiov, 
KOpvIKoVAdpios, Aeyewv, STrtiav, oveEIAAaTIdV, OUVETPavds, 
Trapaxeipacia, TpiuitroAos, TpryKitriov, ONLIApopOS, oTTEIpa, 

OTPATIMTNHS, TOUPLN, TPIBOUVOS, YIAiapyXos 

2. Military Units 

Acyeov 8’ Skudikt) Ovodepiaviy FoAAmvn, 32, 1, 5/6 
Acyeav Fi' DAaovia Mipyn, 43, 1 
Aeyeov, 43, 12, 25 
Zmeipa AwSexeTn ...ea.1aveov ToaAciotevev Zeounpiaviy 

AreEavipiavn, 30, 3/4 
Srreipa k’ TloApupnvdsy Leounpiavy *AAcEavdpiavn, 66 EE, 

3; OO, 2/3; 129, 2/3; (omitting Zeounpiavy), 126, 

aTaG/ AZ, 
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Zreipa y’ TePact Opoxdv, 26, 6 
otreipa, 55 B a, 4 
ovebiAAatiov, 32,5; 55 Bk, 2 
ixotovtapxia Tatiou, 30, 7; "Adre§av8pou, 32, 6; TMpeivou, 

43, 28 

tovpun AvpnAiavot (A.D. 225), 129, 2 

Legio IIII Scythica, 95 f, 2; 100 xxvi, 21 
Legio XVI Flavia Firma Antoniniana, 64 B iii, 8/9; 

66 A Verso, I ? 

Ala Thracum Herculania Antoniniana (?), 66 MM, 5 
Cohors I Ascalonitanorum, 100 xiii, 9 

Cohors II Equestris (?), 82 ui, 8 
Cohors XX Palmyrenorum, 55 A 6; 56 A, 6; B, 5; 
Grs758,) 3; 59, 8: 61 a, 5;'66 D iv, 3/4; H,’5; 
INE Sa 2/35 BB, 2; 74.2, 3; 89 ii, 5; 134, 4; 135, 2; 
Antoniniana, 66 A, 2/3; R, 1/2;T, 1; 72, 2; Severiana 
Alexandriana, 82 i, 2, 10; ii, 2, 15; 83, 3; Alexan- 
driana, 125, 12; Gordiana, 89 i, 5, 6, II, 12, 15; 
ii, 6 (All of the following centuries and turmae belong 
to this cohort) 

Centuria, 67 ix, 3; 101 xxxviii, 8; xl, 9; xliv, 1; 102 vii, 
20m 105 61, 1; 106,15; 1071, 75143: ii, 3; 
O93) x 1th) 3,4 

Centuria Achaei (ca. A.D. 235-256), 95 a ii, 13; 107 i, 
GeiG, t4,,20, 23: 1, 8, 18, 21: 112 Verso, 5; 122, 8 

Centuria Al.[ (ca. A.D. 234-240), 106, 16 
Centuria Antonini (A.D. 216-219), 66 L, 8; 98 iv, 16; 

100 xi, 1; xliii, 30; (A.D. 233-235), 82 i, 12, 15; 
116 i, 4; 120i, 4 

Centuria Antonini Prioris (A.D. 
10U xy, 33 115 ai, 7; 117 ii, x 

Centuria Antonini Posterioris (A.D. 222-232), 67 iii, 
15; 101 xlv, 10; 115 ai, 13 

Centuria Barga (A.D. 241-256), 95 b ii, 21; 109, 3; 
110 a, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9; 112 Recto, 2 

Centuria Castrici (A.D. 219), 100 xvi, 8; xliv, 1 

Centuria Danymi (A.D. 219-228), 67 v, 6; viii, 4; 
100 i, 1; xliii, 19; 101 vi, 18 

Centuria Felicis (A.D. 240-242), 107 i, 8, 19; ii, 14, 20; 
dae 22a, 

Centuria Gaiani (A.D. 232-233), 82 i, 12, 14; 115 a ii, 6 
Centuria Germani (A.D. 235-256), 95 a ii, 5, 16; 

106, 18; 1071, 10; ii, 6, 10, 16; c, 4; 108, 1; 109, 4; 
ELOig5 77 1164,83-121, 5; 122, x 

Centuria Heliodori (A.D. 239-241), 107 i, 9; ii, 6, 12, 
Ter S on 5 QI 2 

Centuria Malchi (A.D. 222), 101 xliii, 15 
Centuria Malchiana (A.D. 218-219), 98 viii, 11; 

100 xxvi, 13; xliv, Io 
Centuria Marci (A.D. 216-228), 66 L, xv, 4; 67 v, 12; 
ilerS vill oor 98, 22> 100) xliti, 22; 101 xi, 14; 
xliv, 11; 102 iii, 7 

Centuria Mariani (A.D. 216-233), 66 A, 6; 67 iii, 4; 
Vv, 19; 82 i, 4; ii, 5, 19; 100 xxi, 1; 101 xvi, 16; 102 
Vas 015 aa, 1; 136, 4 ? 

Centuria Marini (A.D. 242), 110 a, 1 
Centuria Marini Prioris (A.D. 250), 95 a ii, 8; bi, 17; 

i, 23 

222-236), 67 iii, 9; 

445 
Centuria Marini Posterioris (A.D. 250), 95 a@ i, 9; 

ll, IO 
Centuria Mocimi (A.D. 241-242), 112 Recto, 3; 122, 4 
Centuria Nasonis (A.D. 240-246), 107 i, 15, 21, 22; 

Hs 5927210) Wy, ks Be Lad) Verso, 2 

Centuria Nigrini (A.D. 233-235), 82 i, 4, 12; ii, 6, 9; 
116 i, 6 

Centuria. Prise: (A.D: 240), 107 1, 17; 23311, 8, 19 
Centuria Pudentis (A.D. 223-235), 67 iii, 19; vi, 19; 

TA One A oe ML) 2) ith, 

Centuria Rufiani (A.D. 236), 116 iv, 8 

Centuria Seleuci (A.D. 216), 66 L, xv, 3 

Centuria Seleuciana (A.D. 218), 98 x, 27 
Centuria Themarsa (A.D. 235-240 ?), 113 e, 4 
Turma, 87 g, 1; 116 ii, 2 
Turma Antiochi (A.D. 234-240), 107 ii, 2, 12, 17; 

116 ii, 5 
Turma Antonini (A.D. 219-233), 67 iv, II; vii, 12; 

x, 47/82 4) 4° 100 sions 10h 1517 1,.6 
Turma Apolloni (A.D. 240), 107 ii, 22 
Turma Coccei (A.D. 232), 115 0 i, 8 

Turma Cocceiana (A.D. 240), 107 i, 11; ii, I, 2, 12 
Turma Demetri (A.D. 219-222), 100 xxxvi, I; 

XXXVI, 15 
Turma Naharotis (A.D. 232), 115 5 i, 13 
Turma Nasonis (erased; A.D. 240), 107 i, 11 
Turma Octavi (A.D. 219-228), 67 vii, 10; x, 2; 100 
KV Eh Ol xvi, 2 

Turma Paulini (A.D. 232-240), 68 b, 5; 107 ii, 
LIS iba 27 

Turma Romulli (A.D. 235-240), 107 i, 6; ii, 4; 116 ii, 9 
Turma Tiberini (A.D. 219-233), 67 ix, 17; 82 i, 5; 

100 xa 233 IOI socxiy. es OL Sibir 
Turma Zebida (A.D. 219-228), 67 ix, 15; 100 xxxi, 21 
Numerus Maurorum (?), 121, 11 

101 

TK 

H. Metrology and Numismatics 

(For text references, see Sect. J) 

apyvpiov, Snvooios, Snvapiov, Spay, emionuos, Katvds, 

KGAOS, KOU, HETPOV, TAEPOV, TUpios, aureus, denarius 

I. Greek and Latin Words 

&yopaios, 129, 4 

&yopdlw, 19, 5; 26, 17, 20, 25; 34, 2 
a&ydpacpa, 26, 20, 23 
&ypaupatos, 26, 30; 29, 20; 30, 37; 32, 23 
&ypapos, 32, II, 14 
a&ypdpws, 31, 6, 31; 126, 3,7 
&yxiota, 12, 4 
é&yxioteia 12, 17 
&yxiotevs, 12, 5 
&yo, 18, 1, 13; 19, 1; 20, 2; 22, 2:24, 2 22 
&5eApH, 12, 10 
&deAs, 12, 9; 19, 4; 25, 8, 24, 26; 30, 9; 44d, 1; 46, 14; 

66 P, 2;Q, 11; CC, 12 
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a&dicypagos, 29, 8 
abetéw, 18, 8, 27 
adétnois, 18, 28; 31, 17 

alpéw, 26, 15; 31, 10, 35 

aitia, 14, 7 

&kaptros, 26, II 

éxivSuvos, 29, 6 

&xorovOws, 26, 22; 32, 20 

&xovw (?), 126, 8 
axpdSpuov, 15 a, 1; 25, 27 
&xupos, 18, 8, 29; 31, 18, 46; 32, 16 

aaad, 19, 17; 32, 13 
aAAfAo1, 19, 16; 30, 6, 11; 31, 8, II, 33, 34, 38, 43; 

32,8 
&AAos, 12, 7; 13, 8; 16 B, 8; 20, 13, 18, 20; 21, 10; 22, 

IT, 13; 24, 175 25, 27; 29, 12; 30,15) 26 yal, ames, 

36, 39, 44; 32, 11, 14; 128 41 
cAASTpIos, 126, 5 
dua, 18, 4, 19; 43, 48; 55 Bii m, 3 
aperhéo, 46, 4 
a&utreaos, 17 A, 5; 25, 6, 7, 25, 27, 28, 31; 26, 16, 19 

augiecpds, 14, 9; 20, 12 

aygiofytnois, 26, 21 
augetepor, 31, 3, 29 
éy; 13g, 1 20) 11, a8: 217 22 er oar, 

15; 2950; 10; Sl, 1011135, 37 
a&vaPdArow, 14, 10 
avéBaois, 19, 14 
avaBorn, 29, 10 
avayKalo, 14, 11 

avadeikvum, 19, 10, Ir 

a&valytnois, 13 a, 7 
avapgioBytntos, 26, 27 

d&vavedo, 18, 4, 19; 20, 19, 20; 21, 9, 11; 22, 12, 13; 
24, 17, 18 

avacKkevélo, 17 B, 18; 18, 9, 30 
avatoAn, 26, 16 
avaguadcow, 29, 8 
&vdpeav, 19, 6, 10 

AVETTAPOS, 26, 20 

aveTSaveiotos, 26, 21 

avev, 19, 17; 20, 9; 29, 10; 31, 10, 18, 46; 32, 16 
aveyids, 12, 12 

évip, 12, 7; 18, 3, 18; 26, 5; 30, 13; 31, 35; 32, 10 
&vOpatrivos, 14, 8 

&vOpetros, 46, 13 

avoikodopéw, 19, 12 

évti, 14, 6; 18, 3, 23; 20, 7; 23, 6 
avtiypagov, 45, 1; 128 d, 6 
avtikaviornm, 25, 10, 31 
avtimoge, 26, 22 

évtippnua, 26, 18 
av[tiotp(&tnyos) (2), 38, 12 
é&vtiovyypagov, 18, 9, 30; 19, 18; 22, 15; 32, 19 
a&vetepos, 31, 41 
&Eidw, 29, g, 19; 32, 22 
a&noitéo, 20, 16; 21, 5; 29, ro, 16, 21 
atraitnois, 15 a, 6 

aTraAAdoow, 32, 8 

INDICES 

anras, 18, 7, 26; 26, 14; 30, 11; 46, 4 
améyo, 17C, 30; 26, 13, 31; 32, 13 
arAovs, 31, 16; 33, 3 

amAds, 32, II, 15 

ard, 13 a, 12; 19, 8, 10; 20, 5, 9, 13; 21, 8; 23, 4, 8, 9; 
24, 4, 5, 24, 26; 26, 16; 31, 4, 7, 30, 33, 41; 46, 2; 
Verso, 3; 66 I Verso, 2; Z, 3 

amdyovos, 17 B, 16 

arrobibwp1, 12, 4; 14, 5; 15 a, 6; 17C, 25; 20, 13, 17; 
21, I, 2, 5; 22, 8, 9; 29, 10, 16, 21; 30) 335 2eiam 

&ro8iSoua, 25, 4, 9, 20, 22, 30, 38; 26, 30; 27 d, 4 
amrddoo1s, 20, 8, 14, 16; 21, 4; 23, 9; 24, 15, 39 
atroxabiotny, 14, 8; 29, 9 

aréxerpor, 132, 4 

atroxoitéo, 20, 9 

atréxoitos, 20, 9 

a&troAapBaves, 27 a, 4 

a&troavcipos (?), 66 Z, 2 

atroAve, 27 a, 3 

é&troot&aiov, 32, I, 17, 20, 23 

étrotive, 31, 18, 46 

atrépacis, 126, 13 

é&troxpnpatile, 13 a, 13 
ampdobetos, 29, § 

“ApaBapxns, 20, 5 
dépytw, 20, 11 
épyia, 20, 13 
a&pyupiov, 15 a, 2; 19, 14, 17; 20, 6, 7, 13, 15, 16, 17, 20; 

21, 4,5, 11; 22, 6,8, 14; 23, 4, 7, 0) 24, geome 

18,/28, 29, 36, 39; 25, 9, 20, 33; 26,12; 29,9 ne7, 
30, 23% 31, 10,047 732,007 pao: 

api0péw, 29, 6, 15 

apiduds, 25, 2, 17; 29, 3; 31, 26 
a&pxaTratns, 20, 4 

&pxtos, 19, 8 

cotevew, 20, 10 

coTraloun, 46, 2 

gavaos, 32, 5 

c&ogartotepov, 46, 22 
avaAn, 19, 9, 12 

autixa, 21, 5 
avré01, 18, 2, 16; 19, 4; 21, 10; 22, 12; 23, 3; 24) bya: 

14573127 920, O20 
autévopos, 32, 5 

autés, 14,5; 15.4, 4; 17 A, 2, 7;'B, 12, 73, 14 ae 
C, 24, 28, 30, 34; 18, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 15, 17, 18, 20, 21, 
23, 24, 26, 27; 19; 4,5, 6, 0, 10; T1, 12, 13 aaa eno 
17; 20, 6, 7, 8, 9, Il, 12, 15,18, 20; 215 3) rom 2 zeae 
47, II, 13323, 6,7; 24, 8, 0, 10, 17; 30) 385 25An anos 
TO, 16, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 28, 31, 32; saneeanener 
10; 12; 14, 15, 17,10, 23, 24, 203 27 a, 229) operas 
14; 30, 8,0; 13, 22;'28, 34; 31,\5, 10; may LO payer 

31, 32, 35, 39, 40, 45; 32, 2, 7, 9, 10, 13, 15; 33, 4; 
35, 2; 40, 1; 41 a, 5; 43, 10, 15; 44 b; 66 W, 5, 7; 

126; 3, 5, 6; 128 ¢, 2 
a&gnuepevo, 17 D, 44; 20, 9 
a@ru_epos, 20, 9 

a&giotnm, 31, 7, 33 
apiowors, 19, 14 
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BadAw, 20, II 

BapBapos, 46, 9, 15 
Baorlcus, 18, ¥, 12, 13; 19, 1; 20, 1; 22, 1, 2; 24, x, 2, 

BI Ze Oh. 77 
Baoevoon, 18, 1, 12; 19, 1; 20, 1; 22, 1; 24, 1, 21 
Baoidikév, 19, 17; 20, 21; 21, 12; 22, 14; 24, 18 
Baoidikés, 12, 15; 18, 2, 12, 16; 19, 18; 24, 6, 11, 27 
Batnoa, 20, 4 
BéBanos, 126, 8 
BeBoidw, 25, 9, 30 
BeBaiws, 26, 14 
PAdcBos, 20, 12; 25, 11, 33; 26, 25 

PAdirtw, 25, 10, 32 
Boppas, 26, 17 
BouAeuths, 27 d, 5, 6, 7; 32, 27; 38, 5 
BovAouan, 20, 16; 21, 4; 30, 29; 31, 11, 37 

yapéw, 31, 11, 36 
yauos, 30, 10 

yop, 55 B aii, 4 
ye, 20, 12; 16; 21, 4; 29, 14 
yeitvia, 15 a, 2; 26, 18 
yeitov, 26, 15 
yevvao, 12, 13 
yévos, 12, 4; 30, 14, 25 
yiyvoum, 15 a, 5; 18, 2, 3, 16, 18; 19, 4, 5; 20, 9; 24, 6, 

26725, 8) 9; 25, 26, 30, 33; 26, 18; 29, 17; 30, 28, 35; 
ate AS 30, 32, 41; 46; 13;55 B a ti, 5; 126; 1,7, 9 

yvapoarov, 33, IT 
yvoun, 17 D, 44; 20, 9 
ypduya, 66 P, 11 

ypauuarile, 13 b, 2 
ypapw, 24, 12, 14, 40; 26, 29; 29, 19; 30, 36; 31, 53; 

32, 22; 43, 24 
yeageiov, 14, 9 
Yun ol) Er 3032, 2 6 

SaxTuAisiov, 30, 21 
Saveilo, 17C, 21; 18, 3, 17; 20, 4; 22, 3 
Saveiov, 18, 3, 17, 20 
Saveiotns, 20, 13 

Sdvos, 23, 3 

Seikvumt, 128 c, 1; d, 5 
Sexaddpyns (X<), 129, 2 
Sexcpapyia (Xx), 129, 2 
Sexadvo0, 17 B, 15; 23, 8; 126, 11 
dékaTos, 18, 3, 17; 24, 7, 11, 28, 34 
SeAuatixn, 33, 8 
SeAuatixiov 30, 16, 17, 18 
SévSpov, 26, IT 
déoucn, 66 OO, 15 

deUtepos, 14, 7; 19, 6; 25, 1, 14; 29, 3 
déxoucn, 30, 24, 33; 128 c, 13d, 5 

SnAdw, 18, 6, 23; 19, 4; 24, 13; 29, 16; 66 W, 3 
Snudoios, 129, 4 
Snvapiov, 26, 12, 31; 29, 7, 16, 20; 30, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 

HG WZO" 21. 22.23°-20,.27, 3331, 475/32; 17 
(4)933; 6,7, 8; O, 10, 11, 12, 13; 43, 10, 43; 53, 6, 8, 9, 

LOebnet2. £35 50; §; 52, 52 
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di, 14, 7; 17 C, 27; 19, 6, 14; 20, 19; 22, 12; 24, 6, ro, 
17; 27; 25,8, 10, 26, 32; 33; 3 

Siayopevw, 18, 9, 29; 29, 11 
Siadikélw, 26, 24 
Siaipeois, 19, 16, 17; 25, 8, 26 
Siaipéw, 19, 2 
Sioxatéxw, 32, 9, 13 
SiakAnpwois, 16 b, 7; 19, 6 

Siax(ovos 7), 50 Verso, I 
Siapéve, 17 B, 15; 18, 7, 26 
SiaoroAn, 17 C, 26; 18, 21; 20, 15; 21, 3 
Siatipae, 30, 13 

Siseom, 17 B, 15; C 36; 18, 5, 7, 26; 26, 14, 25; 29, 18; 
31, 8, 34; 46, 16, 17; 66 B, 5; CC, 4; OO, 2; 126, 13 

Siépxouan, 25, 8, 2 
Sikaiov, 26, II 

Sixaios, 149 Os 16S 121920) 72 22) is 24 ae 27 
Sixaotnpiov, 18, 16; 19, 6; 24, 6, 11, 2 
Sixaotys, 18, 5; 19, 4, 18 
Sioikéw, 26, 15 

Sioiknois, 13 a, 7 
SitrAows, 25, II, 33; 26, 25; 27 a, 4 

SioyiAion, 17 A, 8 

Soyuatilw, 18, 5, 22 

Sdkipos, 29, 7 

Sdéo1s, 17 B, 18; 18, 5, 8, 22, 28, 30; Verso, I 

SouAixés, 17 D, 43; 18, 6, 24; 20, 8 
SovAos, 25, 4, 6, 10, 21, 25, 31; 31, 14 
Spayun, 13 a, 6, 8;15a,2;17A, 8; D, 41; 19, 10, 14, 17; 

20, 6, 10, 11, 20; 31, 19; 21, 11; 22, 6, 14; 23, 5; 24, 

72S 13516, 255295 29;.0) TE 20),33 
Spacpuds, 20, 12 

SUvapa, 21, 5; 46, 13 

So, 32, 4; 33, 7, I0 
Sucape<o >This, 31, 6, 32 

duoun, 13 a, 12; 26, 16 

tév; 12; 5,8, 9; 10, 145 17 A, 6; C5252 Di 445-18,'8) 28: 
19x65; 20; 9),.10, 55, 13, 14, 16, 20221 ar 4 E22) 6: 

135,24) 56; 25,0; 10, 31°32; 26, 2227 a, 1; 29, 10: 

30, 29, 35; 31, 16, 45; 32, 15; 46, 9 
gxuToU, 19, 2, 10, II, 13; 29; 8; 30, 10, 24, 25; 31, 6, 32 
EBSounKkovta, 24, 46, 47, 48; 26, 12, 31; 30, 18, 2 
EBSounkootds, 24, 46, 47, 48 
éyyovos, 18, 7, 27 
éyypomrtos, 32, II, 14 
éyyus 25, 5, 23 
tyxadto, 17/C, 32, 34; 19, 15; 16; 17; 31, 12, 16, 37, 45; 

SZ LOs Soke ae, 

éyxAnua, 17 C, 34; 31, 17, 45; 32, 16 
éykAnpovopiw, 24, 9, 31 
éyxeipilw, 13 a, 11 
tym, 43, 22; 46, 4, 14, 15, 17; 66B, 6, 8 

eéAw, 13 a, 11; 46, 2 
ei, 26, 18, 24 
eidos, 30, 13; 39 d, 3 

eixas, 20, 2; 21, 14, 15, 16; 22, 2 
eikacévatos, 32, I 

eixoo, 15 a, 2; 30, 14, 20, 21 
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elxootés, 15 a, 5; 25, 1, 15 

elnt, 17 A, 1: B; 273G;) 24) 20; Digan 18, Srorranes, 
20, 30; 19, 8, 17; 20, 7, 15, 17; 21;.21, 2, 6; 125 22,10, 
15; 23, 6, 7; 24, 10, 44; 25, 5, 22; 26, 9, 17, 10, 27; 

29, 12; 31, 17, 20, 46, 48; 32, 16, 18; 40, 2; 45, 4 
els, 18, 2;:7,.05, 20; 19, co, 2T; 2, 14, 272 20r oes 

21, 12; 22, 14; 24, 18; 26, 14, 26; 30) e531, 48; 
41 a, 5; 46, 3;55Ba, 2; hk, 3; 66B, 9 

els, 19, 3320, ro, rr; 24, 46,.47,/485' 33; 710, 0,20, zz, 

I3 
eloaywyels, 18, 10, 32; 19, 18 

eicodos, 19, 7, 9; 26, 10 
elogétpw, 14, 8 
ty 17 B, 27°C, 345 18,6, 324.283 1956 ora. 20 cern: 

25, 5, 23; 30, 10, 12; 46, 9; & 29) 213,045.31, 26;330, 

45; 126, 8 
éxas, 15 a, I 

éxaotos, 19, 15; 20, ro 

éxatepos, 30, 35 
ixatév, 15 a, 2; 23, 5; 26, 12, 31; 29, 7, 16, 21; 30, 14, 26 
éxatovtépxns (4), 46 Verso, I 
éxatovtapxia (%), 32, 6; 43, 28; see Sect. G 
éxartootés, 15 a, 4 

éxdéxopal, 25, 9, 31; 27 a, I 
exSikéw, 46, 11, 14 

éxel, 126, 4 

éxxouilo, 20, 16; 21, 4 

éxAauBdave, 25, 37 

ékAoyos, 129, 4 
éxvikdo, 26, 23; 32, 15 

exovtws, 19, 2 

éxTrAtjoow, 31, 59 

éxtrpcoow, 20, 18; 21, 7; 22, 11 
éxotacis, 17 A, 8; 18, 4, 19 

extivéoo 19, 17; 20, 10, 20; 21, 11; 22, 14; 24, 18, 43; 
25 eon 3242002 

éxtdés, 20, 2 

éAcUOepos, 20, 5; 35, 5 

éAAauBdve, 129, 4 

éupévoo, 19, 17 

éuTrAcoow, 19, IT 

éutroitw, 17 A, 4; 25, 10, 31; 26, 23; 32, 15 
éutroinois, 32, 16 
éuppcoow, 19, g 
ty, 15.4, 0,57 47 A, 1°; 25: 18, 7,2) shoot aaes eA 

6, 7; 20; 2514, 20; 21, 1,2, 102273). OO nG secre, 
2A, 6, 7, 1227, 283 26, 1, 2, 3, 5) 728, ALO eamOr 
25, 2,53 1792 22, 272930, 15, 207503, 0. oles 

27; 32, 4; 46 Verso, 1; 129, x 
évapyxos, 46, 16 
évypagos, 31, 40 
évddunois, 19, 15 

éveipt, 17 A, 5; 26, Ir 

évexa, 30, 29 
évéxo, 29, 10 
évOdde, 32, 5 

éviotnut, 17 D, 43; 18, 3, 16; 23, 9; 25, 8, 27; 29, 7; 30, 
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1. List of Names, After A.D. 225 (123). 2. Greek Fragment, Third Century (147) 
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Addresses on the Verso. 1-2. A.D. 208 (56). ON AED Zl) (63): 4-5. A.D. 216 (66). 

6. Probably A.D. 241 (59). 7. List of Principales, A.D. 230-240 (93) 
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2. Fragmentary Correspondence, A.D. 223-252 (74) 

1. File of Letters, Ca. A.D. 216 (61). 
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2. Probably A.D. 241 (59) 

Fragments of Letters. 1. Ca. A.D. 232-240 (68). 
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Pirate LII 

1. Morning Report, A.D. 233 (83). 2. Morning Report (?), Ca. A.D. 233 (84) 



Pirate LIII 

Names and Notations, A.D. 236 (116) 



PLATE LIV 

Names by Centuries, with Numerals, A.D. 236 (117) 



PrAre LV 

1. List of Names, A.D. 233-235 (120). 2. Record of Accessions, Probably A.D. 241 (121) 
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Pirate LVIII 

1. Guard Roster, A.D. 235-240 (106). 2. Guard Roster (?), A.D. 235-240 (108) 
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EAs eyxel: 

Guard Rosters. 1. Probably A.D. 242 (110). 2. A.D. 241 or 242 (112) 
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250 or 251 (95, Frag. b) 
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Pirate LXIII 

Roster, A.D. 250-256 (105, Frag. b) 
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PLATE LXVI 

1. Copy of a Letter, Ca. A.D. 250 (81). 2. List of Names, A.D. 255? (118) 



PLate LX VII 

220-222? (134). 2D: 

(88) ? 238-244 
213-217 or 235-238 (133). 

Morning Report, A.D. 3: 
Latin Fragments. 1. A.D. 
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2. 152) 

Aramaic Documents, Third Century (1. 151. 
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Syriac Deed of Sale, A.D. 243 (28 R) 
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Pirate LXXI 

2. Seal with Portrait of Gordian III (28) 

ac Deed of Sale, A.D. 243 (28 V). 
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